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Abstract

This volume is one of an extended series which brings

together some of the previously published papers, monographs,

abstracts and bibliographies by NBS authors dealing with the

precision measurement of specific physical quantities and the

calibration of the related metrology equipment. The contents have

been selected as being useful to the standards laboratories of the

United States in tracing to NBS standards the accuracies of

measurement needed for research work, factory production, or

field evaluation.

Volume 7 contains reprints of more than 60 items on radiom-

etry and photometry published between 1957 and 1970. The mate-

rial has been placed in groups according to the following subjects:

general radiometry, emissivity standards, emissivity measure-

ments and techniques, material properties, irradiance standards,

radiometric measurement techniques, radiance standards, flux

measurement, reflectometry, general photometry, projectors,

flashing lights, and chronological bibliography of publications by

NBS staff.

Key words: Emissivity, flashing light, flux measurement,

irradiance, material properties, photometry, projectors,

radiance, .radiometry, reflectometry.

Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 68-60042
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Foreword

In the 1950's the tremendous increase in industrial activity, particularly

in the missile and satellite fields, led to an unprecedented demand for

precision measurement, which, in turn, brought about the establishment

of hundreds of new standards laboratories. To aid these laboratories in

transmitting the accuracies of the national standards to the shops of

industry, NBS in 1959 gathered together and reprinted a number of

technical papers by members of its staff describing methods of precision

measurement and the design and calibration of standards and instru-

ments. These reprints, representing papers written over a period of several

decades, were published as NBS Handbook 77, Precision Measurement and
Calibration, in three volumes: Electricity and Electronics; Heat and
Mechanics ; Optics, Metrology, and Radiation.

Some of the papers in Handbook 77 are still useful, but new theoretical

knowledge, improved materials, and increasingly complex experimental

techniques have so advanced the art and science of measurement that a

new compilation has become necessary. The present volume is part of a

new reprint collection, designated NBS Special Publication 300, which has

been planned to fill this need. Besides previously published papers by the

NBS staff, the collection includes selected abstracts by both NBS and

non-NBS authors. It is hoped that SP 300 will serve both as a textbook

and as a reference source for the many scientists and engineers who fill

responsible positions in standards laboratories.

Lewis M. Branscomb, Director.
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Preface

The general plan for this compilation has been reviewed by the Information Com-
mittee of the National Conference of Standards Laboratories. The plan calls for Special

Publication 300 to be published in 12 volumes as presented on the inside of the front cover.

The division of subject matter has been chosen to assure knowledgeable selection of

context rather than to attain uniform size. It is believed, however, that the larger vol-

umes, of approximately 500 pages, will still be small enough for convenient handling in

the laboratory.

The compilation consists primarily of original papers by NBS authors which have

been reprinted by photoreproduction, with occasional updating of graphs or numerical

data when this has appeared desirable. In addition, some important publications by non-

NBS authors that are too long to be included, are represented by abstracts or references

;

the abstracts are signed by the individuals who wrote them, unless written by the author.

Each volume has a subject index and author index, and within each volume, contents

are grouped by subtopics to facilitate browsing. Many entries follow the recent Bureau

practice of assigning several key words or phrases to each document ; these may be col-

lated with titles in the index. Pagination is continuous within the volume, the page num-
bers in the original publications also being retained and combined with the volume page

numbers, for example 100-10. The index notation 7-134 refers to volume 7, page 134 of

this volume. A convenient list of SI (Systeme International) physical units and a conver-

sion table are to be found inside the back cover.

The publications listed herein for which a price is indicated are available from the

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402

(foreign postage, one-fourth additional). Many documents in the various NBS non-

periodical series are also available from the NBS National Technical Information Service,

Springfield, Va. 22151. Reprints from the NBS Journal of Research or from non-NBS
journals may sometimes be obtained directly from an author.

Suggestions as to the selection of papers which should be included in future editions

will be welcome. Current developments in measurement technology at NBS are covered

in annual seminars held at either the Gaithersburg (Maryland) or the Boulder (Colorado)

laboratories. These developments are summarized, along with a running list of publica-

tions by NBS authors, in the monthly NBS Technical News Bulletin.

Henry L. Mason,

Office of Measurement Services,

NBS Institute for Basic Standards.
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Editor's Note

The papers reprinted in this volume are those that seemed to the

editors and their colleagues to merit inclusion in this kind of compendium.
The radiometry papers are grouped under related headings; they include

papers on emissivity, emittance, radiance, and irradiance standards as

well as related measurement techniques, including reflectometry and the

increasingly important topic of laser radiometry.

Photometry is actually a specialized branch of radiometry where
radiant flux is weighted spectrally in accord with the spectral sensitivity

of the average human eye. For convenience of photometrists, the papers

on this subject have been grouped separately.

Of the more than ninety items included in this volume, all but sixteen,

which have historical value, bear publication dates of 1960 or later. Papers

selected are for the most part by NBS authors. Space limitation permits

inclusion of only a few important publications by others, such as the

Optical Resource Letter on Radiometry, (Paper 11.6), and the paper

(11.7), which covers the effect of the "International Practical Tempera-

ture Scale of 1968" on the designations of light sources.

Harry K. Hammond hi, and
Henry L. Mason, Editors.
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24. Standards, Sources, and Detectors in Radiation

Measurements

RALPH STAIR AND WILLIAM E. SCHNEIDER

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

The NBS standards of total and of spectral irradiance and of spectral radiance are

based upon the Stefan-Boltzmann and Planck laws of radiation and, as set up in terms of

lamp sources, are in close agreement with each other and with the NBS standard of luminous

intensity. Their use in the calibration of various sources requires great skill in the operation

of spectroradiometric equipment employing detectors having sensitivities that vary over the

detector surface or that vary with wavelength. Examples are given illustrating the wide

ranges in sensitivity which may exist over the surface of certain detectors and also the large

variation of sensitivity with wavelength of supposedly neutral thermal detectors. General

suggestions are made regarding methods for obtaining accurate results in the different types

of measurement.

The precise measurement of the radiation

from a source requires the use of either a cali-

brated detector or a calibrated source with

which comparison may be made by a transfer

operation. At the NBS, the standards of total

and of spectral irradiance and of spectral

radiance are based upon the radiance from a

blackbody as defined by the Stefan-Boltzmann

and the Planck laws of radiation.

The Stefan-Boltzmann law is the fundamental
law of the blackbody. It relates the total

radiant flux W from a unit area of a blackbody
to the absolute temperature by the relationship

W=aT*

The precise value of the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant a can be derived from other physical

constants by the relationship

_27r^

where

k Boltzmann constant

c speed of light

h Planck constant of action

When the NBS standard of total irradiance

was set up in 1913 (ref. 1), a value for a of

5.70X10"*^ watt/cm^-deg* K was accepted as

best representing the extensive experimental

radiometric work previously performed with a

blackbody. The precision possible in radiom-

etry cannot furnish a hope of improving this

value greatly. However, the extensive re-

searches on the physical constants of many
investigators through the years have furnished

data (ref. 2) which establish the value of a to

possibly five significant figures as follows:

c=2.997925X10^» cm/sec

/i=6.6256X10-2^ erg-sec

A-= 1.38054X 10-" erg/deg K
hence,

<T=5.6697X10-'2 watt/cm^-deg' K

differing but little from the value employed in

1913. Further refinement of this value cannot

be expected to affect the results of future radio-

metric work.
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The Planck law of radiation relates the ra-

diance A^x at a particular wavelength to the

absolute temperatiire T on the International

Practical Temperature Scale (IPTS) by the
relationship

where Ci and C2 are the first and second radiation

constants and have the dimensions watt-cm^
and cm-deg K, respectively. "With

Ci=2c%= 1 .19088 X 10-'2 watt-cmVster

C2= 1.4380 cih-deg K by definition (IPTS, ref. 3)

and wavelength X in centimeters, A^x is in watts/
cm^-ster-cm wavelength interval.

THE NBS RADIOMETRIC STANDARDS
The Standard of Total Irradiance

The NBS standard of total irradiance as

presently issued consists of a carbon-filament
lamp operated at a temperature around 1600°
to 2200° K. At these temperatures most of

the irradiance falls between wavelengths of

about 1 and 3 microns. As previously indicated,

this standard was set up through comparisons
of the irradiances from a group of lamps with
the irradiance from a blackbody. For this

work the blackbody temperature was usually
set at approximately 1400° K and a thermopile
heavily coated with lampblack was employed
as detector. Such a heavily coated thermopile
has been found to be nearly uniform in sensi-

tivity with wavelength between the visible

and about 3 microns in the infrared, hence, it

will give an acceptably accurate evaluation of

an 1800° K lamp filament in terms of a 1400° K
blackbody.

Our recent reviews of detectors substantiate

the validity of the earlier measurements in this

area, so that the carbon-filament lamp stand-
ard of total irradiance is an adequate standard
for use in the calibration of properly blackened
thermal detectors over the range from a few
microwatts to several hundred microwatts
per cm^. To cover higher ranges of irradiance,

work is in progress toward setting up a second-
ary standard yielding an irradiance approxi-
mating 100 to 150 mw/cm2. There appears to

be little interest in a total irradiance standard

having an irradiance lower than a few micro-

watts per cm^. A low intensity standard of

spectral irradiance recently set up (ref. 4) and

discussed below should fiU any existing needs

in this area.

Standards of Spectral Radiance

Three standards of spectral radiance have

been set up covering the regions of 0.25 to 0.75

micron, 0.5 to 2.6 microns, and 0.25 to 2.6

microns (fig. 1). The first two were set up
independently through the use of two black-

bodies having temperatures of about 2200° to

2600° K and 1200° to 1400° K. This work
has been described in detail elsewhere (ref. 5).

One of the setups employed is shown in figure 2.

The experimental work consisted of alter-

nately allowing the radiation from the black-

body (set at a specific temperature) and that

from a strip lamp (set at a fixed cun-ent) to

enter a spectroradiometer after being focused

on the entrance slit by the same optical system,

and measuring the relative radiances of the two

sources at selected wavelengths. For the

system illustrated, the wavelength range was

0.25 to 0.75 micron, and a lP-28 photomulti-

plier was used as the detector.

A supplementary setup consisting of similar

optics and electronics and a 1400° K blackbody

covered the spectral range of 0.5 to 2.6 microns.

In this case, an Eastman lead sulfide (PbS) cell,

supplemented by an RCA 7102 photomultiplier,

was employed as detector. Thus, the spectral

radiances of two groups of strip lamps were

evaluated in terms of those of the two black-

bodies at specific temperatures as defined by the

Planck law of radiation. Although set up

independently, the two standards are in close

agreement over the common spectral range

of 0.5 to 0.75 micron.

The third standard of spectral radiance

simply combines the two spectral ranges by

means of a single strip lamp operated at a

single current with calibration covering the

full range from 0.25 to 2.6 microns.

Standard of Spectral Irradiance

The experimental work connected with set-

ting up the standard of spectral irradiance
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Figure 1.

—

Tungsten-ribbon-strip lamp standard of

spectral radiance.

(fig. 3) offered an opportunity to check the

agreement between the existing standards of

spectral radiance, total irradiance, and lumi-

nous intensity. Although consideration was

given to setting up this new standard directly

against a blackbody, a number of difiiculties

involved in that procedure led us to set it up

through comparisons with the standards of

spectral radiance supplemented by measure-

'

1 I
WAVELENGTH SCALE

DETECTOR

Figure 2.

—

Instrumental setup of blackbody, mono-

chromator, lamp, and associated equipment for the

wavelength region of 0.25 to 0.76 micron.

Figure 3.

—

Quartz-iodine lamp standard of spectral

irradiance.
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ments against the standards of total irradiance

and of luminous intensity, all three of which
had been established through direct com-
parisons with the radiances from blackbodies

at specific temperatures. This work is de-

scribed in detail elsewhere (ref. 6). The
results indicated close agreement between
these standards, in some cases to 1 percent and
certainly in all cases to within a few percent.

Hence, all the NBS standards in this area are

based upon the radiance of the blackbody as

defined by the Planck and the Stefan-Boltz-

mann laws of radiation.

Low Intensity Standard of Spectral

Irradiance

To serve the interests of workers in certain

fields of extremely low irradiance such as is

present in the air glow, and in phosphorescent,

fluorescent, biochemical, and associated areas,

an extremely low intensity standard of spectral

irradiance has been set up (ref. 4). This

standard, in effect, combines the NBS standard

of spectral radiance with a small aperture

which serves as a point source of radiant flux

of known spectral intensity. This in combina-
tion with one or more convex mirrors set up
after the method described by Engstrom
(ref. 7) may be readily arranged to supply
an irradiance as low as 10"'^ watt/cmV
nanometer wavelength interval.

SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF SOURCES
AND DETECTORS

Som-ces and detectors will be considered

together since they are so closely related for

most pm-poses of this symposium. Further-
more, their consideration is closely linked with
the geometrical characteristics of the standards
employed. Little difliculty arises from the
use «f thermal detectors when they are em-
ployed with a standard of thermal irradiance

or any soxirce of irradiance as long as the flux

from the source irradiates the detector uni-

formly and the detector has a flat response
(with wavelength) throughout the spectral

interval under investigation. Most sources

(including the standard) emit radiant energy

over a wide spectral range, and most thermal

detectors available fall far short of having an

equally wide spectral range of constant sensi-

tivity. Usually, the thermal detector wiU have

a window cover of selective transmission

characteristics. Also, the black coating may
vary widely in effective blackness as a function

of wavelength. Some information can be

deduced from the character, thickness, or

measured transmittance or reflectance of similar

coatings. But the final answer comes only

through a direct measurement of the spectral

response of the detector (with its window in

place) since the response is affected also by such

things as the conductive properties of the

coating and receiver elements, the emissivity

of the receiver, the reflectance of the receiver

metal, and the chopping rate (if the signal is

chopped). Hence, the true spectral sensitivity

of a specific detector can be obtained only

through its individual calibration, and this has

not been previously possible since no standard

in this area has been available. Work is

progressing, however, in a number of labora-

tories (refs. 6 and 8).

The use of detectors, be they thermal or

photoelectric, in conjunction with a spectro-

radiometer or spectrophotometer of some type,

in the measurement of spectral radiance or

irradiance, or in comparison of the intensities

of two sources, may require a knowledge of the

geometrical variations in their sensitivity and

relative spectral .sensitivity. A spectrometer

produces a spectrum, but this spectrum is

distorted in a number of ways, especially in a

double monochromator. Not only are certain

regions of the spectrimi more compressed than

others, but we have polarization effects, selec-

tive absorption, mechanical defects of spectral

drive between the two sections of the instru-

ment, imperfect optics, imperfect achromatism,

scattered radiation, etc., so that the beam at

the exit slit emerges in an uneven pattern

covering an area much larger than the first

and second defining slits of the instrument.

The result may not be too bad if the detector

has a uniformly sensitive surface with wave-

length and position on its surface. But there

is no known commercial detector meeting

these specifications.
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The New Cavity Detector

The nearest approach to a spectrally "flat"

detector is the new cavity or "blackbody" de-

tector recently constructed (ref. 6 and 8), one

of which is shown diagrammatically in figure 4.

This is constructed in the form of a cone of small

angle and coated with carbon or other black

on the inside surface. To reduce heat capacity

and thereby increase response rate the cone is

made of the thinnest gold foil having sufficient

strength to insure adequate support under

laboratoiy conditions. Along the outside fold

of the foU of the unit illustrated, several wires

are connected to serve the double duty of sup-

porting members and thermojunction connec-

tors. Thus, two or more thermojunctions are

wired in parallel, resulting in reduced electrical

circuit resistance and more rapid thermoelectric

response. Increased symmetry and uniformity

of response over the conical surface may be

obtained by constructing the cone with two or

more elements, thereby permitting the attach-

ment of thermal elements at two or more
positions around the circumference. However,

such construction increases the receiver mass,

thereby slowing its response.

6mm-

RADIATION

FiGUBE 4.

—

Gold-foil conical cavity detector.

The maximum in flatness of response to be
expected from this detector may be approxi-

mately calculated (ref. 9 and 10) from a

knowledge of its geometry and surface re-

flectance. Since the cavity shape is not the

ideal as a blackbody detector, any spectral

variations in reflectance become important.

Hence, to insvire the greatest degree of spectral

flatness, a coating having the most nearly

uniform spectral reflectance (or absorptance)

should be employed.

To date, several cavity detectors have been

constructed and coated with various blacks.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between two of

these as a function of wavelength. There are

good reasons to beheve these are neutral, or

uniform in response, from the ultraviolet to

about 2 microns. At longer wavelengths, de-

tector 2 is suspected of having a reduced

sensitivity because of a higher reflectance of

carbon black over camphor black, at least for

the respective thicknesses employed on these

two detectors. Detector 3 is much better than

detector 2 at these longer wavelengths, but

there is no assurance from the limited data in

this iUustration that it, too, does not drop

somewhat in sensitivity at the longer wave-

lengths. However, preliminary comparisons

between detector 3 and a surface thermopile

heavily coated with Parsons' black indicated

equal relative sensitivities between the ultra-

violet and about 20 microns. Only additional

comparisons with "blacker" surfaces (or with

receivers having smaller conical angles or

thicker coatings) can decide this point. These

investigations are in progress. Meanwhile,

detector 3 has the most uniform sensitivity of

all detectors (conical or flat) examined in the

course of this investigation to date.

Some Commercial and Laboratory Thermal
Detectors

Let us now retiu'n our attention to the readily

available detectors. The usual thermopile or

thermocouple consists of a flat surface (usually

gold foil) coated with one of the common blacks,

such as gold black, carbon black, camphor

black, or graphite, in a layer whose thickness

is inversely proportional to the "speed" required.

The end result is usually an element having

selective spectral sensitivity and varying in

sensitivity over its surface. The following

figiu-es show some of the geometrical variations

present in the elements examined. In all cases

the thermopile was scanned by a fine line of

incandescent lamp flux (set at right angles to the

direction of movement) and moved slowly

lengthwise with the thermopile or transversely

across the element. Figure 6 shows the results
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CAVITY DETECTOR NO. 2, CARBON BLACK

CAVITY DETECTOR NO. 3, CAMPHOR BLACK
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Figure 5.

—

Ratio of spectral sensitivity of cavity detector S {camphor black) to that of cavity detector 2 (carbon black).

when a Coblentz 12-junction thermopile was

scanned lengthwise. In this illustration, the

light beam was chopped at 13 cps and amplified

by a Perkin-Elmer 107 amplifier. Eleven peaks

of varying sensitivity are noted. The 12th

receiver element may have partially separated

thermally from the thermoelement. Variations

in the degree of thermal contact probably are in

part responsible for some of the other variations.

Figitre 7 shows the results when the same
thermopile is scanned lengthwise, but by
measuring the d-c output with a Keithley

mUlimicrovoltmeter. In this case all twelve

junctions are represented with corresponding

peak responses. Figure 8 shows the results

when the same thermopile is scanned crosswise,

and with the use of the 13-cycle chopper ampli-

fier. It is noted that somewhere near the two
edges, areas of high sensitivity exist. It would

be extremely interesting to study detectors of

this type with a point light soiirce if the required

sensitivity of amplifying equipment were avail-

able. Then each element could be plotted

showing its true "valleys and hills" of sensi-

tivity. Such a plot could be expected to show

greater contrasts than any pictures available at

this time. Figiu-e 9 illustrates the results when
this thermopile is scanned crosswise and the

d-c output measm-ed. In summary, the results

in these four figiires show that this thermopile

varies significantly in sensitivity over its area,

but that the variations are much smaller when

it is used as a d-c detector.

Similarly, in figure 10 are shown the variations

in lengthwise sensitivity of a Reeder Company
thermopUe when the signal is chopped at 13 cps.

Only noise is produced near one end of this unit.

Then follow several peaks and troughs in
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Figure 6.^

—

Linear sensitivity of Coblentz thermopile 2 scanned lengthwise {at 13 cps).

FiGDBE 7.

—

Linear sensitivity of Coblentz thermopile 2 scanned lengthwise {measured by d-c method).

sensitivity. Several of these are negative (below

zero). Two are very large, such that the

recorder trace is off the scale. The complete

explanation for these large negative values is

unknown to the authors, but an analysis of

similar measiirements on other detectors in-

dicates that there is a phase change in the

signal resulting from the time lag between the

absorption of the light and the resulting build-up

of an electric potential in the thermal junction.

Thus, the Perkin-Elmer 107 amplifier picks up
a response out of phase with the signal itself.

If near 180° out of phase, the signal wovdd be

negative, if near 90°, zero, etc. Incidentally,

the placing of a narrow shield over the thermo-

pile indicated that this response came solely

from the blackened receiver. The number of

receivers in this thermopile cannot be deter-

mined from this chart. In figure 11 is shown
the record obtained when this thermopile is
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again scanned lengthwise, but with the d-c

output recorded. The resulting tracing is
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10-2

notably different, there being no recognizable

similarity between the two tracings. When
the scanning was crosswise, tracings similar to

those of figures 8 and 9 were obtained.

Figure 12 shows the recorded response of an
Eppley thermopile scanned lengthwise with the

signal chopped at 13 cps. Each receiver ele-

ment of this unit stands out in terms of a

definite response since the six elements are

physically separated by small distances—-not

uniform, but definite. A zone of high sensi-

tivity is noted near one end of each receiver

element. When scanned in the opposite direc-

tion (fig. 13) the pattern is reversed but not

exactly since the reverse scanning employs the

d-c method with a Keithley mUlimicrovoltmeter.

These differences are small, especially in view

of the fact that this is not a fast type of thermo-

pile, the receivers being relatively massive with

a response rating near 1 sec. On crosswise

scanning (d-c) this thermopUe gave a response

similar to that shown in figure 9.

The data presented in the previous figures

are not specially picked but represent what
may be expected as to the geometrical variations

in the sensitivity over the surface of represent-
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FiGUKE 12.— Ldnear sensitivity of Eppley thermopile 2266 scanned lengthwise (at 13 cps).

Figure 13.— Linear sensitivity of Eppley thermopile 2266 scanned lengthwise {measured by d-c method).

ative thermal detectors of this type. The
Golay cell and bolometer may be regarded as

having sensitivities more nearly uniform over

their surfaces^—^but most observers are using

thermocouples or thermopiles.

A few figures foUow which show variations

in the spectral sensitivity of available thermal

detectors. Bolometers would be expected to

have similar responses. Golay cells are yet to

be investigated in this respect. These data,

and also those illustrated in figure 5, were

obtained with a newly developed filter spectro-

radiometer shown by block diagram in figure 14.

By means of selected som-ces, such as low- and

high-pressure mercury arcs, incandescent lamps,

and glowers, used in conjunction with glass

color filters and special multiple unit inter-

ference plates, approximately 30 narrow spectral

bands of radiant energy are isolated. Data
may be taken at a chopping rate of 13 cycles or

for d-c output of the thermopiles. The spectral

transmittance of a typical filter unit is shown
in figure 15.

Figure 16 records a comparison between the

spectral sensitivities of the Coblentz thermopUe

No. 1 and cavity detector No. 2. Since this
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Figure 14.

—

Block diagram of filter spectroradiometer.

curve is flat between 0.6 micron and 3 microns

and since that for cavity unit No. 3 vs. cavity

unit No. 2 was also flat within this spectral

range to 2 microns, it may be assumed that all

three receivers are relatively flat between 0.6

and 2.0 microns. At longer wavelengths the

Coblentz thermopile and cavity unit No. 2

a 1.7

i .5 .4 .9 .6 .7 .8 .9 U) U 1.2 L5 14 15 L6 L7 20 30 4D 80 GO 70 U) aO
WAVELENOTK , MICRONS

Figure 16.

—

Ratio of spectral sensitivity of Coblentz

thermopile 1 to that of cavity detector 2.

appear about equally sensitive, which is reason-

able because both are of carbon black. The
drop at 7 to 9 microns results from window
absorption. The reason for the drop at short

wavelengths is undetermined. It is interesting

that the data obtained by the two methods

(Keithley d-c and Perkin-Elmer chopped at 13

cycles) are in close agreement. Other measure-

ments, especially on thermopUes having thicker

coatings, show spectral differences between

the two methods, possibly resulting from the

fact that the coatings absorb radiation of dif-

ferent wavelengths at different depths, thereby
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Ratio of spectral sensitivity of Eppley

thermopile 2028 to that of cavity detector 2 {IS-cps

amplifier)

.

producing phase angle variations with wave-

length for the chopped signal.

Figure 17 shows a similar comparison between

Eppley thermopile 2266 and cavity detector 2.

The Eppley thermopile has a gold black surface

and shows a drop in sensitivity at wavelengths

both longer and shorter than about 0.7 micron.

For wavelengths above about 2 microns the

drop is even greater than that recorded for

cavity detector 2. Similar data were obtained

for Eppley thermopUe 2028 (replacement ele-

ment 2650) having a lampblack surface and no

window (fig. 18). Although this thermopile

has a coating similar to that of the Coblentz 1

unit, its response drops off at longer wavelengths

apparently because the coating is thinner and

also because the substrate is gold. For the

longer wavelengths, the Coblentz thermopile

also has receivers consisting of thin sheets of

tin having a lower reflectance than gold.

Photosensitive Detectors

Two types of photosensitive detectors wiU be

considered as representative of what one may
encounter in the laboratory—a photomultipUer

and a PbS cell. It is realized that others offer

different problems and may be worse or better

in certain respects. The two detectors chosen

have wide use. For the multipUer type, data

are given on an RCA type lP-28. (Fig. 19).

This illustration shows the variations in sensi-

tivity over the cathode surface of a particular

tube—one chosen at random from a group of

about a dozen having similar characteristics.

From this figure it becomes evident that in

order to measure radiant flux accurately, the

light beam must always fall exactly upon the

same position of the cathode in all cases. A
movement of the light beam by even a few

thousandths of an inch may result in a response

change of many percent. A crosswise scanning

of the cathode of the same tube in figure 20

shows changes in response across the center of

the cathode for blue light and for red light. An
appreciable color sensitivity exists. In other

tubes much larger color variations have been

noted. The third curve (the solid circles)

19 1 2 5

—1

—

20 50 40 28 6 3 3 2

18 1 2 5 27 56 44 32 7 3 3 2

17 2 3 6 28 57 44 34 1 0 4 3 2

16 2 3 7 40 68 50 39 1 3 4 4 2
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Figure 19.

—

Variation in sensitivity over the surface of

a IP-28 photomultipUer.
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shows what may be accomplished with incan-

descent lamp flux by covering the multiplier
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Figure 20.— Variation in sensitivity for blue and red

light across the cathode of the lP-28 photomuUiplier

of figure 19.
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Figure 21.

—

Variation in sensitivity over the surface of

an Eastman lead sulfide cell.

with a doubly diffusing fine ground quartz

glass plate. A lesser effect may be obtained

through roughening (sandblasting) the tube

envelope before or after manufacture.

In figure 21 are shown the variations in sensi-

tivity over the surface of a 10 mm x 10 mm
Eastman PbS cell when scanned with a small

spot of incandescent lamp flux. Highest sensi-

tivity occurs across the center of the element

between the electrodes (located at 0- and 10-

mm positions). Lower sensitivities exist near

the upper and lower edges of the element. A
detector of this type should be set up with the

spectroradiometer slit along the ridge of highest

sensitivity for highest efficiency and highest

signal-to-noise ratio. However, for certain

purposes a more nearly constant output may
be obtained with the cell rotated 90°.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

When consideration is given to the large

variations that may exist over the surfaces of

detectors, coupled with the nonuniformity of

the emergent beam of the spectroradiometer,

the direct comparisons of sources spectroradio-

metricaUy become very difficult. For ex-

ample, with one detector, source A may appear

to have several times the intensity of source B
at the set wavelength, but with a change of

detector (or even with a resetting of the original

detector) a new measurement may indicate jiist

the opposite—that source B has several times

the intensity of source A at the set wavelength.

Even with very careful optical adjustments

using two similar sources (two lamps of the

same type and size) errors of 50 to 100 percent

may occur. With sources of unlike size and

shape accurate comparisons are impossible by
direct radiometric comparisons without aux-

iliary equipment.

Similarly, when a single source is used, the

comparison of two detectors spectroradiomet-

ricaUy poses a like problem. After much effort

in this direction, the authors concluded that for

thermal detectors having relatively flat re-

sponses with wavelength the problem could best

be solved through the use of a filter method.

Accordingly, the filter spectroradiometer shown
in figure 14 employing twenty odd narrow band
interference and other type filters was set up
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and employed in the comparisons of the thermal

detectors described herein. This instrument

will be described in greater detail in a coming

report.

Accm-ate comparisons between like sources

(two lamps of the same type for example)

may be made spectroradiometricaUy through

the use of detectors having surfaces of uni-

form sensitivity provided each lamp is set to

irradiate the spectroradiometer in exactly

the same way. This may be simply accom-

plished through the use of identical auxiliary

optics as shown in figure 2 in radiance measure-

ments, but in irradiance work the diflSculty is

greater. Even the small differences in filament

shapes between two lamps of the same type may
be sufficient to upset the measurements by many
percent. However, in practice the two lamps

may be individually set at the optimum position

by obs3rving the radiometric deflection and setting

each of the lamps (individually) at the position

for maximum reading after the detector has

been mounted with its position of maximum
sensitivity centered on the slit and the wave-

length drum of the spectroradiometer has

been set for peak response for the particular

lamp and detector. With these precautions

two Hke soiu"ces may be compared acciu'ately,

the same results being obtainable with dif-

ferent detectors.

But when the sources are dififerent—as will

usually be the case with an unknown source

being measured in terms of a standard—the

results wUl depend greatly upon the experi-

mental setup. With radiance measurements,

the results will simply be relative for a parti-

cidar area of the unknown—as, for example,

a limited section of the arc between the elec-

trodes of a xenon arc. Such a result is of

little value for most purposes. A more mean-
ingful measurement must include the entire

source and will usually require that it be made
in terms of irradiance. Since the two sources,

the standard and unknown, are of different

geometrical shape and area as viewed from

the spectroradiometer slit, some optical method
must be included to produce like soiu-ces as

seen from the spectrometer. This can best

be accomplished through the use of a diffusing

sphere or spheres which are alternately illumi-

nated by the two sources. This is not anew idea,

but one which is often by-passed if sufficiently

useful information can be had without re-

sorting to its use. For a sphere coating,

magnesium oxide offers good reflectance from

about 0.25 to 2 microns (ref. 11, 12, and 13)

and may be usable to about 11 microns.

At wavelengths longer than 2 microns metallic

surfaces are probably best. Some of the ceram-

ics appear promising if methods of coating

or casting can be worked out. In lieu of

spheres for approximate measurements, good
diffusing surfaces may be employed and set

such that the diffusing surface receives and

reflects or transmits the radiant energy in

the same manner in the two cases, if sufficient

energy is available.
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DISCUSSION

Thomas Limperis, University of Michigan: Perhaps

the change in responsivity with wavelength for the a-c

and d-c modes might be a thickness effect; for example,

at longer wavelengths I would think that the radiation

might be absorbed further down into the material and

that the recovery time of the detector might be a little

longer. Have you reduced the chopping frequencies

somewhat to determine whether recovery is toward the

d-c level?

Schneider: No. We are now working on that; we
plan to use a variable-frequency-type amplifier and

then examine this effect further. That was one of our

considerations.

Limperis: What was the band pass of your elec-

tronics, operating at 13 cps?

Schneider: I do not know the exact band pass.

DwiGHT Moore, National Bureau of Standards: I

would like to make a comment on a statement by
Clayton, earlier, that the thermal omittance standards

were not easy to get from the National Bureau of

Standards. This may have been true 3 or 4 years ago,

but for the past year, it has been quite easy to obtain

these standards from our laboratory. I would guess

that some 20 or 25 sets have been sent out over this

period. Of course, he might have been referring to

the cost—we do charge for them. For a complete set

(low-, medium-, and high-emittance standards cali-

brated from 1 to 15 microns at temperatures of 800°,

1100°, and 1400° K) the price is about $600, with the

exact amount depending on the particular size that is

required. Possibly, Mr. Schneider would like to com-
ment on how easy it is to obtain the standards that he
referred to in the early part of his talk.

Schneider: The standards of total irradiance and
spectral radiance (the tungsten strip lamps) can be

purchased from The Eppley Laboratory, Inc., Newport,
Rhode Island. The standard of spectral irradiance can
be purchased directly from the National Bureau of

Standards. However, there is a delay of about a month.
Michael T. Surh, University of Michigan: In the

instructions for the use of standards of spectral radiance

or irradiance, it is indicated that the uncertainty of

the spectral values that are furnished in the certificate

of calibration varies from approximately 8 percent at

the shortest wavelength to 3 percent at the longest

wavelength. I wonder if in the future a more detailed

statement relating to the accuracy of the standard can

be given. I have seen many papers in which the authors

claim that they have made radiation measurements
with an uncertainty of 1 or 2 percent using a standard

which is 3 to 8 percent uncertain. I believe that some
of this confusion could be eliminated if the NBS or

Eppley would supply data on precision or statistical

spread of the values they measure. You mentioned

that, in scanning the thermopile lengthwise or vertically,

you found some large negative values; I wonder if this

is due to the irradiation of the cold junction rather than

the hot junction.

Schneider: I do not think the negative deflections

are due to the cold junctions heating up, since we do
not observe these deflections with the d-c setup. For

one thermopile there was some negative deflection near

the edges, which was probably due to the cold junction

heating up; but the negative deflections occurring

along the length of one of the thermopiles spaced

somewhere in the middle of the element are probably

not due to cold junctions heating up. However, it

has been found that the apparent sensitivity pattern

observed changes radically both with change in the

chopping frequency and with angular adjustment of

the light beam interceptor blade. These results

indicate that there is a phase change in the signal

resulting from the time lag between the absorption of

the light and the resulting buildup of an electric potential

in the thermal junctions. Thus, the Perkin-Elmer

107 amplifier picks up a response out of phase with the

signal itself.

Richard M. Jansson, Honeywell, Aeronautical

Division, Boston: In the past. The Eppley Laboratory

has calibrated thermopiles for solar simulation use by
comparison with a set of pyrheliometers. Do you know
when your high-intensity standard might be available

for more accurate calibrations and what its characteris-

tics will be?

Schneider: This standard will be a 1000-watt tung-

sten lamp calibrated for total irradiance. Work on

this standard is just beginning. As I mentioned,

this standard will have an irradiance of about 100 to

150 mw/cm'.
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On the Use of Thermopiles for Absolute Radiometry
In the Far Ultraviolet

R. G. Johnston and R, P. Madden

Thermopiles used for absolute radiometry in the far ultraviolet spectral region are generally calibrated

with visible and near infrared radiation. Three possibilities for the failure of the sensitivity of thermo-
piles to be independent of wavelength have been investigated. It was found that gold-black typical of

that used on thermopiles for far ultraviolet apphcations reflectively scattered 2~i% of the incident far

ultraviolet radiation. Since the same gold-black scattered a similar fraction of incident visible and near
infrared radiation, the correction for this effect was small. An analysis of surface sensitivity maps indi-

cated that a thermopile of 0.04-sec time constant showed no wavelength variation of sensitivity when
either dc detection or ac synchronous detection with 13 cps chopping was used. The most significant

wavelength-dependent phenomenon was found to be the photoelectric effect. Ejected electrons carry

a significant amount of energy away from gold-blacked thermopUes in the spectral region below 1600 A.
The maximum correction determined for a particular thermopile was 5.2% at X 735 A.

I. Introduction

Thermopiles have often been used in the vacuum
ultraviolet spectral region as absolute detectors. Much
of the data which exists on photoionization yields in

gases'"' and photoelectric yields for solids''*"' in the

vacuum ultraviolet depends on thermal detection for

the absolute measurement of radiant flux. Further-

more, the wavelength dependence of the efficiency of

far ultraviolet radiation detectors is often determined

by comparison to the fluorescent yield of a sodium
salicylate phosphor, the relative response of which was
determined by comparison with that of a thermopile.*"*"

A thermopile destined for use as a standard in the

vacuum ultraviolet is first calibrated in the visible

region with sources of known blackness and tempera-

ture. It is then assumed that the thermopile will de-

velop a given voltage for a specific wattage of incident

radiant energy, independent of the wavelength of the

radiation. This paper reports on the investigation of

three possibilities for the failure of this assumption.

First, the fraction of incident radiation reflectively

scattered by the thermopile black has been measured in

the visible and the far ultraviolet. Second, the energy

carried away from the thermopile by photoejected elec-

trons has been determined. Finally, the thermopile

surface sensitivity has been mapped at several wave-

The authors are with the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-

ington, D.C.

Received 17 May 1965.

lengths using both ac and dc methods to reveal any
wavelength dependence of the thermopile time con-

stant.'' Such a dependence would, of course, influence

the calibration of the thermopile if ac methods were
employed.

The first possibility mentioned above, namely, the

failure of the blackness to be independent of wavelength,

has been partially checked in a few instances. The
specularly reflected component has been found small by
several investigators,'^'" but the determination of the

total scattered radiation from such blacks has not been

previously undertaken in the vacuum ultraviolet. The
energy loss due to photoejected electrons had appar-

ently been overlooked previous to the initiation of the

present study, although it is well known that most sur-

faces exhibit a marked increase in photoelectric yield

when the photon energy exceeds 9-10 eV.''^''

The present studies were conducted using a particu-

lar type of thermopile and black; however, the ones

chosen are typical of those which have been used in the

far ultraviolet as absolute detectors. Also, these re-

sults bear on the general problem of the applicability of

thermal detectors for absolute radiometry in the far

ultraviolet.

II. Reflective Scattering from Gold-Black

A. Experimental Arrangement

1 . Source and Monochromator

A normal-incidence vacuum ultraviolet monochroma-

tor was employed for these measurements which utilized

a 1-m radius, 600 hnes/mm, concave grating blazed at
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SAMPLE

Fig. 1. Diagram showing the experimental arrangement used

for the measurement of the reflective scattering from gold-black

in the far ultraviolet spectral region. The dashed portion of the

diagram indicates the position of the sample and detector when

the direct beam is measured.

1500 A. This mounting has fixed entrance and exit

slits at an angular separation of 15°. The grating was

overcoated with fresh aluminum and 250 A of MgF2 to

enhance its efficiency down to at least X 1000 A. The
light source, a windowless do capillary discharge tube,

was used to obtain the resonance lines of the rare gases,

the Lyman series in hydrogen, and the molecular hydro-

gen spectrum.

2. Experimental Chamber

A 50-cm diam vacuum chamber was attached to the

exit arm of the monochromator. This chamber and
pumping system could be isolated from the mono-
chromator. All of the measurements were made with a

chamber pressure on the order of 5 X 10"~* mm Hg.

The detector was mounted in the experimental cham-
ber on a table which could be rotated from outside the

vacuum system. The sample to be studied was
mounted in a holder which could be moved vertically in

and out of the exit beam and rotated about a vertical

axis intersecting the beam. These relationships are

indicated in Fig. 1. The sample holder was mounted
so that the sample surface was located at the center of

rotation of the detector table.

The signal from the detector, a magnetic multiplier

with a tungsten photocathode (insensitive above X 1600

A), was fed into a dc amplifier and recorded.

B. Procedure

Let us assume a beam of intensity h to be incident on
a scattering surface, and a detector, of area A, scanning
the scattered radiation at a constant radial separation

r from that surface. Let 0 be the angle of observation

relative to the incident beam, and Isi6) the intensity

of the scattered radiation observed by the detector at

that angle. Then, assuming Is{d) is properly averaged

over any directional anisotropies in the scattering dis-

tribution, the ratio of the total scattered intensity to

the incident intensity is given by

ALX
/2

1,(0) aind de.

To obtain a detector having a uniform response, the

surface sensitivity of the photocathode was mapped
using various dynode voltages. The voltages yielding

the most uniform response were used, and the detector

was ultimately masked to a selected 9-mm X 9-mm
area.

The grating was masked to limit the exit beam di-

vergence to 1.5° vertically and 1.5° horizontally. The
height of the exit slit was reduced to give a beam 3 mm
high at the scattering sample. These adjustments re-

sulted in an exit beam cross section of 3 mm X 3 mm
on the sample.

The scattering sample was set normal to the beam,

and measurements were made every 5° from 10° to 80°

on each side of the optical axis. The scattering sample

was then set at an angle of 10° and the specular peak

was scanned. The sample was then rotated through
90° about an axis perpendicular to its face and the above
procedure repeated so as to detect any anisotropies in

the scattering distribution.

The intensity of the incident beam was measured by
moving the scattering sample vertically out of the

beam; however, the direct beam signal was higher than

the scatter signal by a factor of 10^ to 10^. To reduce

the demands on the linearity of the detector, an at-

tenuating screen was used in the measurement of the

incident beam. The screen transmission (2.1%) was
measured using the same geometry and wavelength as

used in the scatter measurement.

n 1 1

1 r

X 1025 A

5} 2 POSITIONS OF SAMPLE

(90° ROTATIONl

— COSINE DISTRIBUTION

80 60 40 20 0 20 40 60 80

SCATTERING ANGLE, 9 (DEGREES)

Fig. 2. Angular profile of the beam reflectively scattered from a

sample of gold-black on a gold substrate. The ordinate is the

ratio of the scattered intensity at angle 8 to the incident beam
intensity. A cosine distribution (perfect scatterer) is shown for

comparison. Note the specular peak which is apparent for this

thickness of black. When used on a thermopile, this thickness

resulted in an over-all time constant of 0.04 sec (X = 1025 A).
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80 60 40 20 0 20 40

SCATTERING ANGLE, 9 (OEGREESI

Fig. 3. Angular profile of the beam reflectively scattered from a

second sample of gold-black (thicker than that used for Fig. 2)

on a gold substrate at three wavelengths in the far ultraviolet.

Th« ordinate is the ratio of the scattered intensity at angle e to

the incident beam intensity.

C. Results

The samples of gold-black measured in these experi-

ments were prepared by a thermopile manufacturer (C.

Reeder) and are typical of the blacks used on thermo-

piles for the far ultraviolet. Two thicknesses of black

on gold-leaf substrates were studied. The thinner of

the two blacks, and the black deposited on the thermo-

pile discussed in Sees. Ill and IV of this paper, were

manufactured in the same evaporation. This thermo-

pile has a time constant of roughly 0.04 sec. The
thicker gold-black, if applied to the same thermopile,

would yield a longer time constant, which the manu-
facturer suggests would be on the order of 0.09 sec.

As a preliminary check of the scatter-measuring ap-

paratus, a highly polished sample of silica was studied.

The angular distribution of the reflected beam from the

sample closely followed the distribution of the direct

beam, thus indicating that the highly polished flat did

not scatter appreciably at X584 A, and that the measur-

ing apparatus was not recording unwanted scattered-

light signals.

Figure 2 indicates^the ratio Isid)/Io as a function of 0

obtained at X1025 A when the scattering surface was
the thinner of the two gold-black samples (presumably

identical to that used on the thermopile tested in Sees.

Ill and IV). In Fig. 2, two scans are shown, the dif-

ference between them being a 90° rotation of the scat-

tering sample about the incident beam axis. The dif-

ference between the two curves indicates some aniso-

tropy in the angular scattering by the gold-black.

Also shown in Fig. 2 is a curve representing the distribu-

tion of a perfect scattering surface, i.e., where Is{B)/h~
cos5. It is apparent that the angular distribution of

the scattering by the gold-black-on-gold resembles the

distribution of a perfect scattering surface, with a

specular reflection component added on. The specular

component is due to the gold substrate which is not com-

pletely obscured by the gold-black deposit. The peak

of this specular component is less than 0.014% of 7o.

The total scattered intensity, obtained from this dis-

tribution by the integration indicated in Sec. II.B, is

3.1%. A similar distribution was obtained for this

sample of gold-black at X584 A and at^X1216 A. The
integrated scattered radiation at X584 A was 3.6% and
at X1216 A was 3.1%.
The specular component of the reflectively scattered

radiation was absent in the heavier gold-black-on-gold
sample tested, as can be seen in Fig. 3, where the distri-

butions are plotted for the same three wavelengths
in the far ultraviolet. It can be seen that the scatter-

ing loss increases slightly with decreasing wavelength
which may reflect the changing ratio of wavelength-to-

particle size of the gold-black. The integrated total

scattering for this heavier black was 2.1% at X584 A,
2.0% at X1025 A, and 1.9% at X1216 A.

These same two samples of gold-black-on-gold were
tested for total scattering in the visible and near infrared

spectral regions using an integrating sphere and an
appropriate spectrophotometer. The thin sample
showed a total scatter of 1.6-3.1 (±0.5)% and the

thicker sample 1.5-2.9 (±0.5)% over the region 0.4 m
to 2.2 IX. Thus, while reflective scattering is a non-

negligible loss for thermopile blacks, it would seem that

the similarity of this loss in the visible and the far ultra-

violet indicates that the uncertainty in the use of the

thermopile at the short wavelengths after calibrating in

the visible is less than 1%.

III. Thermopile Cooling due to Ejected

Photoelectrons

Two independent methods have been used to deter-

mine the loss of thermopile signal due to the cooling

caused by the loss of photoejected electrons. In each

method, the basic idea is to eliminate the energy loss

mechanism due to the photoelectric effect by returning

the electrons to the thermopile with the same energy

which they carried away. The first method is to sur-

round the thermopile with an electrostatic field suf-

ficiently strong to prevent a loss of photoelectrons.

Care must be taken to prevent driving stray electrons

Fig. 4. A sectional drawing of the exit slit and thermopile

housing, showing the relative locations of the exit slit (S) and

thermopile (T). The collector ring (C) is used in the electrostatic

method of returning photoejected electrons to the thermopile

and the magnet (M) is used in the magnetic method.
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and/or negative ions into the thermopile. The second

is to immerse the thermopile in a dc magnetic field so

that ejected electrons will be turned back to the sur-

face. This method has the advantage that stray elec-

trons or ions are repelled from the thermopile.

A. Experimental Arrangement

The monochromator and light source described in

Sec. II were used for these measurements. However,

for this part of the work the radiation from the source

was chopped between the source and the monochroma-

tor entrance slit with a frequency of 13 cps. The
chopping motion, the mechanical design of which has

been described,^'' was fed into the vacuum system

through a bellows seal. A substantial gain in signal-to-

scattered light ratio can be achieved by the proper

choice of chopper blade materials. An additional ad-

vantage to the use of chopped source radiation applies

when a thermal detector is used, namely, the dc volt-

age generated at the detector due to thermal radiation

within the monochromator itself is not accepted by the

ac amplifier.

1 . Thermopile

The thermopile used for this experiment is a series

connection of four elements which are composed of bis-

muth-tellurium and bismuth-antimony alloys.* The
thermal junctions are extended using gold flakes of

1-mm X 2-mm area. Together they form a sensitive

area 1 mm X 8 mm. The thermopile is compensated,

designed for a 13 cps chopping frequency, and con-

structed entirely of nonmagnetic materials. The thin

gold-black coating on the gold flakes is similar, if not

identical, to the thin black tested for scattering in Sec.

II. The time constant of the thermopile is on the order

of 0.04 sec, and when calibrated in the visible, the

evacuated thermopile had a sensitivity of 4 /nV/ftW

and an ENI power of approximately 10~'W.
The thermopile was located approximately 15 mm

behind the exit slit of the monochromator. This slit

was adjusted to 0.6-mm width and 7-mm height, assur-

ing that all the flux which passed through the exit sUt of

the monochromator would be intercepted by the sensi-

tive area of the thermopile. The physical housing of

the thermopile is indicated in Fig. 4. It was designed

so that a dc magnet could be placed outside the vacuum
housing but in close proximity with the thermopile,

which was centered between the poles with the mag-
netic field lines parallel to the long dimensions of the

sensitive surface.

2. Electronics

An impedance matching transformer was utilized be-

tween the thermopile and a preamplifier. The thermo-
pile could either be grounded to its surroundings, or

made electropositive with a variety of potentials avail-

able from battery sources.

• This thermopile was manufactured and mounted in a special

housing by the C. Reeder Co., Detroit, Michigan.

The signal from the preamplifier was fed to a 13-cps

broadly tuned amplifier. The output of this amplifier

was rectified synchronously with the chopping frequency
by a mechanically coupled rectifier. The signal was
then filtered, further amplified, and fed into a voltage-

to-frequency converter. The converter signal was fed

to a 10^ count scaler. By proper adjustment of the

voltage to the converter, the signal could be integrated

for any desired period.* In addition to the counter

readout, a recorder continuously displayed the rectified

and filtered output of the 13-cps amplifier. Thus the

source stability during the integration time could be

monitored.

Background due to local interference was reduced to a
negligible level by placing the electronics and the ex-

perimental apparatus inside a double Faraday cage.

B. Electrostatic Method

1 . Procedure

The thermopile signal was first recorded without
biasing the element with respect to its surroundings.

Then, a dc bias was applied and the signal again re-

corded. A comparison of these signals should indicate

the loss caused by the photoejected electrons carrying

away a portion of the incident radiant energy, assuming
the bias voltage was sufficiently high and that no stray

electrons or ions were being driven erroneously into the

thermopile. Early results indicated some difficulty

with the latter effect, probably due primarily to photo-

electrons from the exit slit jaws. A positively biased

collector electrode was installed on the monochromator
side of the exit slit see (C in Fig. 4) in an attempt to

collect these stray electrons before they were influenced

by the retarding field of the thermopile.

The change in thermopile signal resulting from an
increase in the collector potential is indicated in Fig. 5,

for three thermopile bias potentials, at X584 A. It can
be seen that a collector potential of +45 V with respect

to the grounded monochromator was sufficient to elimi-

nate the effects of the unwanted electrons and ions.

Furthermore, it is apparent that a thermopile bias

voltage of +45 V with respect to the grounded sur-

roundings is sufficient to retard essentially all of the

ejected electrons. For the purpose of obtaining the

data below, the thermopile retarding potential and the

collector ring potential were set at +67 V.

2. Results

The change in the thermopile signal caused by switch-

ing on and off the electrostatic retarding field is shown
in Fig. 6 for a number of wavelengths. The data were
obtained by allowing the scaler to integrate the signal

for 10 sec without a retarding field, then for 10 sec with
a retarding field. The procedure was continued for 10

or 12 cycles allowing a good check on zero drifts and
light source fluctuations.

The use of the voltage-to-frequency converter and scaler sys-

tem was inspired by a visit to the laboratory of H. E. Bennett who
has been using this method for infrared signal detection.
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Fig. 5. Thermopile response vs collector potential for several

thermopile bias voltages. The bias voltage provides the electro-

static field to return photoejected electrons to the thermopile.

The collector ring potential (see Fig. 4) is required to prevent

stray electrons or ions from reaching the thermopile.

C. Magnetic Method

The maximum orbital radius of electrons photoejected

from the thermopile surface in the presence of a mag-
netic field is readily calculated from the following equa-

tion:

\/2mE

where m,e are the mass and charge of the electron, E is

the electron energy, and B the magnetic field strength.

For illustration let us consider electrons leaving with

40-eV energy, remembering, however, that most photo-

ejected electrons are expected to have energies well be-

low that of the incident photons due to scattering ef-

fects in the solid. In the case of 40-eV electrons a

magnetic field strength of 1000 G yields a maximum
orbital radius of 0.2 mm.
The maximum radius orbit is achieved when the

velocity of the ejected electron is normal to the mag-
netic field. If the thermopile surface is parallel to the

field, and one assumes an electron leaving the surface

with a velocity oriented 1° from the direction of the

field of strength 1000 G with an energy of 40 eV then

the electron will cycloid back to the surface in approxi-

mately a 1.3-mm vertical displacement. One can con-

clude from these considerations that a negligible num-
ber of photoejected electrons would be expected to es-

cape from a 1-mm X 8-mm thermopile immersed in a

1000-G magnetic field for photon energies up to 100 eV.

Furthermore, electrons and ions from the monochroma-
tor would have little chance of striking the thermopile.

In the present experiment, a permanent magnet with

a gap field of 1600 G was used. The housing and exit

slit (as well as the thermopile) were constructed of non-

magnetic materials. The thermopile signal was re-

corded with and without the magnet positioned as

shown in Fig. 4. The data taking procedure was the

same as that described for the electrostatic field method
in Sec. III.A,B. The change in the thermopile signal ex-

pressed in percent is shown for various wavelengths

in Fig. 6, where the data compare favorably with the re-

sults of the electrostatic field method. The solid curve

shown in Fig. 6 is merely a guide through the experi-

mental points.

The enhancement of the thermopile signal in the

presence of the magnetic field was also checked in the

visible spectral region as a safeguard against extraneous

effects. Application of the magnetic field caused

no change in signal when visible light was incident upon
the thermopile.

IV. Surface Sensitivity Maps and Time-Constant
Considerations

If the time constant of the thermopile is not short

compared with the chopping period, a drop in over-all

ac sensitivity will occur. A change of the time constant

with wavelength would, in this case, cause variations in

ac sensitivity such as have been previously noted."

A thermopile cahbrated in the visible would, therefore,

give erroneous results if used in the far ultraviolet. A
dc method would circumvent this difficulty, but the ac

technique has a great advantage in discriminating

against unwanted signals.

If the experimental arrangement used for the cali-

bration in the visible is identical to that of the far ultra-

violet application, it would seem that a wavelength
dependence of the time constant could only be effected

by a change in the absorption process, such as a varia-

tion in the penetration of the radiation in the absorbing

black. Without dwelling on the possible mechanism
for such a time-constant variation, it is of practical im-

portance to determine the extent to which it exists in a

typical far ultraviolet thermopile. In this section we
report on measurements which yield a map of the sen-

sitivity variation over the surface of the thermopile,

using both visible and far ultraviolet incident radiation,

and both ac and dc methods. Any difference between

the ac and the dc maps would indicate the extent to

which the time constant of the thermopile was not

negligibly short with respect to the chopping period,

and any variation of the ac maps with wavelength

WAVELENGTH IN A

Fig. 6. The percent increase in thermopile signal achieved by

returning the photoejected electrons to the detector, as a function

of wavelength in the far ultraviolet. The results of the electro-

static method and the magnetic method are compared. The
solid line merely connects the experimental points.
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Fig. 7. One-dimensional sensitivity maps showing the variation

of the thermopile response as a function of displacement along the

long dimension of the thermopile. The data obtained at three

wavelengths are shown, and the results using dc detection are

compared with those using ac synchronous detection and IS-ops

chopping. The data obtained at the three wavelengths (A

—

584 A; B—1606 A; C—5461 A) have been given arbitrary ver-

tical displacements. The results of the ac method are arbitrarily

normalized to the results of the dc method for each wavelength.

would be a danger sign in the ac use of the thermopile

outside the wavelength range of the calibration.

A. Experimental Procedure

The monochromator and light source were described

in Sec. II, and the thermopile in Sec. III. For these

measurements the thermopile was mounted 8 mm from

the exit slit on a platform which could be translated

perpendicular to the exit beam. The exit beam was
limited so that its cross section at the thermopile was
0.3 mm X 8.0 mm, with the long dimension vertical.

The thermopile was oriented in the beam with its long

dimension horizontal, parallel to the translational direc-

tion of the table on which it was mounted. The ther-

mopile was then scanned slowly through the beam and
a one-dimensional map of the surface sensitivity was
determined at different wavelengths.

The output of the thermopile was measured by two
methods. In the first, an unchopped light source was
used, and the thermopile signal was amplified with a dc
amplifier and displayed on a recorder. In the second,

the light source was chopped at 13 cps and the signal

amplified using a broad-band 13-cps amplifier. The
output of the amplifier was rectified synchronously

with the chopping frequency, filtered, and displayed

on a recorder.

B. Results

The one-dimensional sensitivity maps of the thermo-
pile which were obtained at X's 5461 A, 1606 A, and 584

A are shown in Fig. 7. Data obtained by both the ac
and dc methods are indicated. The ac and dc data ob-
tained at each wavelength are arbitrarily normalized
since only the variation in sensitivity along the thermo-
pile is of interest. The curves for three wavelengths
have been given an arbitrary vertical displacement
in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the ac and dc sensitivity

maps for each wavelength are essentially identical, the
deviations being within the combined reproducibility of

these measurements. The curves show, incidentally,

that the thermopile deviates considerably from uniform
sensitivity along its length. The four segments of the

thermopile can be easily recognized, and it is apparent
that they are not all equally effective. Furthermore,

it is obvious (and expected) that the thermal emf gen-

erated at the two ends of each extended junction are not

equal in magnitude, thus the sensitivity of each seg-

ment is a ramp function. Since the ac and dc sensi-

tivity maps are essentially identical at all wavelengths

studied (several intermediate wavelengths were exam-

ined), it would appear that the time constant for this

thermopile is, effectively, short compared to the chop-

ping frequency.

In Fig. 8 the ac sensitivity map for the three wave-

lengths 5461 A, 1606 A, and 584 A are plotted on a

single coordinate system. Again, an arbitrary normal-

ization has been used. It is apparent from the figure

that each of these incident wavelengths produces a

nearly identical sensitivity map. From this result we
conclude that any variation in the time constant of this

thermopile with wavelength is of negligible practical

importance.

Sensitivity maps were also obtained with the thermo-

pile rotated through 90° so that its long dimension was
parallel to the exit slit. These relatively lower resolu-

tion scans produced rather rounded rectangular dis-

tribution functions which showed no differences under

ac and dc operation and no wavelength dependence.

*4S

J
> X546li

• X 1606 A

o X 584 I • -

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

POSITION ALONG LENGTH OF THERMOPILE (mm)

Fig. 8. One-dimensional sensitivity maps showing the variation

of the thermopile response as a function of displacement along the

long dimension of the thermopile for three different wavelengths.

Only the results from the ao detection method (13-cps chopping)

are shown. The scans for the different wavelengths were arbi-

trarily normalized at one point along the thermopile.
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V. Conclusions

The foregoing sections have discussed three aspects

of the performance of a thermopile which are of impor-

tance for radiometric appUcations in the far ultraviolet.

It has been shown that the reflective scattering from
thin gold-black-on-gold foil, while not insignificant, is

similar in the visible and far ultraviolet. Therefore, if

the thermopile is calibrated in the visible and used in

the far ultraviolet, this phenomena should not require a
correction, if radiometric accuracy in the 1% range is

sufficient. It was further determined that this thermo-

pile has a surface sensitivity variation and a time cons-

tant which is independent of wavelength in the regions

of interest. It would appear, in fact, that the only

significant correction which would be required for this

thermopile is due to the photoelectric effect, which

causes a negligible loss in the visible region, but as high

as a 5% loss in the far ultraviolet.

These results apply only to the thermopile which was
used in this study, and a generalization of them is not

necessarily justified. However, these results increase

our confidence in the validity of this method of radio-

metry for the far ultraviolet. We feel that if these cor-

rections are carefully established for an optimum ther-

mopile, a radiometric detector standard will have been

developed for the far ultraviolet which will be reliable

in the few percent range. If this detector compared
favorably with the rare gas ionization chamber detec-

tors^^ in their regions of effectiveness, and with the

source standards being developed at NBS'® in the re-

gion above X 2000 A, we feel it would be justifiable to use

such a thermopile to calibrate more sensitive detectors

throughout the far ultraviolet.

The work reported in this paper was supported by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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A New Radiometric Equation

and Its Application

Henry J. Kostkowski

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234.
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A simple equation has been found which gives, at any wave-

length, the ratio of the spectral radiances of two arbitrary sources

when their spectral radiances at some particular wavelength are

equal. The new equation does not provide any information not

available from computations using the Planck equation and emis-

sivity factors. Moreover its derivation requires the use of Wien's

rather than Planck's radiation equation. Nevertheless, because

of its simplicity and because it does not involve the temperature

explicitly, the equation has been useful in various radiometric

and thermometric problems. This letter presents the derivation

and various applications of this equation.

Let the temperature and spectral emissivity of the radiating sur-

face and the spectral transmittance f ny window surrounding it

be denoted by Ti, ti(X), ti(X) and '1
2, «2(X), r2(X), respectively

for the two sources. Using Wien's radiation equation, the equal-

ity of the spectral radiances at Xo and their ratio at X are

6.(Xo)r,(Xo)0,C„-'e-C=/^»^' = e2(X„)r2(Xo)C,Xo-Se-^»/^°^'; (1)

L2M _ t2(X)T2(X)CiX-^e-<^'/^^'

L,(X)
"

.,(X)n(X)C,X-^e-CVxr. (2)

Equation (1) can be reduced to

Ci/Ti = {C2/T2) + Xo In [€i(Xo)r.{Xo)/62(Xo)r2(Xo)] (3)

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and rearranging terms results in

the desired equation

:

L2(X) ^ [tl(Xo)n(Xo)/62(Xo)T2(Xo)]WX

L,(X)
~

[ei(X)n(X)A2(X)r2(X)] '

^^"^

The usefulness of Eq. (4a) results from the fact that the tem-

perature does not occur explicitly in the equation and the implicit

dependence is usually not great. In addition, when X is near Xq,

the ratio of the spectral radiances is essentially a function of the

ratio of the spectral emissivities and transmittances at the two

wavelengths for each of the sources. Such ratios are generally

more accurately known than the emissivities or transmittances

themselves.

Equation (4a) has been used in a number of applications, a

few of which the author believes are worth describing here. In

these aoDlications, Eq. (4a) has been simplified further as a result

of using a specialized source or sources. These simplified equa-

tions and their sources are listed below

:

source 2 is a blackbody without a window

Lj(X)/Li(X) = [(*,(Xo)n(Xo)]^°/V^i(X)n(X); (4b)

source 2 is a blackbody without a window and source 1 is a gray-

body with a window having a constant spectral transmittance:

L,(X)/L„(X) = (.„r„)(^°-^)/^ (4c)

sources 1 and 2 are graybodies without windows:

L,,(X)/L„.(X) = (.,/.2)(^°-^)/\ (4d)

Equation (4b) has been used to calculate the spectral radiance

of a tungsten strip lamp relative to a blackbody of temperature T
when the brightness temperature of the lamp at 6500 A has been

determined to be T with an optical pyrometer. Differences in

the spectral radiance ratios when using DeVos'' and Larrabee's*

emissivities increase monotonically from 6500 A to 3100 A and to

8000 A where the differences are about 5% and 2%, respectively.

Equation (4b) has been particularly useful in extrapolating the

spectral radiance of a tungsten strip lamp a few hundred ang-

stroms from a spectral calibration point. The difference between

the radiances using DeVos' and Larrabee's emissivities anywhere

in the visible and near uv region is about 3^%, and 1% for a

100 A, 200 A, and 400 A extrapolation, respectively.

Equation (4b) can also be used to check the quality of a cavity

in a wavelength range where one suspects the emissivity to depart

from unity in a range of 50 A or 100 A owing to some continuum

absorption. This is accomplished by adjusting the spectral ra-

diance of the strip lamp and the cavity to be equal just outside this

region, where one is confident of an emissivity of one, and experi-

mentally determining the ratio at a wavelength in question and

comparing it to a calculated ratio using Eq. (4b).

The obvious application of Eq. (4c) is in calculating the correc-

tion to the sj)ectral radiance of a blackbody having a constant

spectral transmittance window when its brightness temperature

Tg is determined with an optical pyrometer at 6500 A. Such

a source can be considered a graybody and

L,(X) = L,(X,rB)/(r.)(^»-^)/\ (5)

If the spectral transmittance of the window is not constant, Eq.

(4b) can be used.

Eq. (4d) has been used for determining the partial reflectivity'

of the wall opposite a cavity opening and therefore the emissivity

of the cavity. To a first approximation, the spectral emissivity

of a cavity having only one opening and having walls of uniform

temperature is ex = 1 — r\Q (Ref. 3), where U is the solid angle

originating at the wall target and determined by the cavity open-

ing, and r\ is the spectral partial reflectivity of the wall target

associated with the angle between the wall normal and line of sight

of the cavity. In many cases, to a useful approximation, such a

cavity can be considered to be a graybody so that the emissivity

and partial reflectivities are independent of wavelength. By ad-

justing two cavities, identical except for the solid angle U, so that

Lgi{\o) = Lg2{\o) and then determining Lgi{\)/Lgi{\), the partial

reflectivity r can be obtained from Eq. (4d), which becomes

Lg,{\)/Lg,(\) = [(1 - r n,)/(l - r^h)^^-'^^^. (6)

One cavity can be used if it is possible to modify the size of its

opening and therefore solid angle iJ. In this case, it is convenient

to use a tungsten strip lamp as a reference source to compare the

two cavities.

The various applications of Eq. (4a) described in this letter

have been useful in precise radiometry and, in addition, have

given a better qualitative understanding of the radiation from

nonblackbody sources.
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Comparison of an Ionization Chamber and a Thermopile
as Absolute Detectors in the Extreme Ultraviolet

i

L. R. Canfield, R. G. Johnson, K. Codling, and R. P. Madden

A comparison has been made between a calibrated thermopile and an argon ionization chamber as absolute

detectors of radiant flux of wavelengths 584 A and 735 A.. Corrections were applied to the data in order to

account for the absorption due to gases in the monochromator, the energy carried away from the thermo-
pile by photoejected electrons, nonuniformity of response across the surface of the thermopile, and uneven
illumination of the thermopile by the flux from the monochromator. The two detectors were found to

agree within the 3% estimated probable error in the measurements.

Introduction

Samson^ has proposed the use of the photoionization

of rare gases for absolute detection of radiant flux in the

wavelength region below 1022 A. He demonstrated

that, under prescribed conditions, the photoionization

yields of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe are the same to ± 5%. If

this common value is unity, which is obviously the most
probable, the ion current is a direct measure of photon

flux. Matsunaga et al} have recently shown this to be

the case for Xe from 860 A to 1022 A. Such an absolute

detector is particularly attractive in a spectral region

where the energy typically available approaches the

noise level of the best thermopiles.

The problems inherent in the use of a thermopile for

absolute intensity measurements in the vacuum uv have

been discussed in a previous paper,' where three pos-

sible sources of error were considered. The first was
the assumption that the thermopile absorbs the same
percentage of incident photons in the vacuum uv as in

the region where it was calibrated. The second was the

possibility that energy is lost via ejected photoelectrons

at short wavelengths. And the third was the possible

variation of ac sensitivity that may occur if the time

constant of the thermopile has a wavelength depen-

dence.

It was shown that of these possible problems, only

the photoelectric energy loss need be accounted for when
using a thermopile with a properly selected response

time and absorbing coating. Thus, it has become pos-

sible to conduct a careful experimental comparison of

two entirely independent methods of measuring abso-

lute intensity in the extreme uv. Such a comparison.

All authors were with the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20234, when this work was done; K. Codling is now
with the University of Reading, Berkshire, U.K.

Received 7 July 1967.

using the relatively intense and stable resonance Unes

of neutral Ne and He, is the subject of this work.

II. Experimental Arrangement

Vacuum uv energy of 584-A and 735-A wavelength
was obtained from a 1-m normal incidence, grating

monochromator, equipped with a windowless dc cold

cathode light source. A 13-Hz chopper, located between
the light source and the entrance slit, was used during

thermopile measurements to interrupt the light entering

the monochromator. Attached to the exit arm of the

monochromator was a vacuum chamber v/hich housed

the ion chamber and thermopile. The arrangement is

represented schematically in Fig. 1.

The Reeder thermopile used was of the extended junc-

tion variety, employing four such junctions to give a

sensitive area 1 mm X 8 mm. It was essentially iden-

tical to the one used in the earlier study of thermopiles.'

To ensure the use of a specific portion of the thermopile

and of the //25 light beam emerging from the mono-
chromator, a rectangular mask with an opening about

i the area of the thermopile was fabricated. A three

point mounting, designed kinematically for accurate re-

location, positioned the mask relative to the light beam
from the monochromator and a second similar arrange-

ment located it relative to the surface of the thermopile,

about 0.5 mm from its surface. The locations could be

effected individually or simultaneously. The thermo-

pile signal was amplified by a 13-Hz amplifier, rectified

synchronously with the chopping frequency and re-

corded on a potentiometi'ic recorder. A carbon fila-

ment total irradiance standard lamp* was used to cali-

brate the thermopile. For this calibration, the rectan-

gular mask was fastened in its location relative to the

* This lamp, calibrated at NBS, has a stated accuracy of 2%.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used to compare the

ionization chamber and thermopile as absolute detectors.
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Fig .2. Schematic of detector chamber, showing thermopile and

ion chamber modes of operation.

thermopile surface and the assembly oriented so as to

face the standard lamp through a calibrated silica win-

dow on the rear of the vaccum chamber. The standard

lamp was chopped in a manner carefully matched to

that used on the monochromator, and the entire detec-

tion system was calibrated as a unit.

Measurements of the flux from the monochromator

were taken with the mask located in the exit beam and

the thermopile housing engaged with the mask. The
thermopile housing could be disengaged from the mask
following a measurement, allowing the masked beam to

pass unobstructed into the ion chamber for a compara-

tive measurement (see Fig. 2).

The ion chamber used was a double ion chamber sim-

ilar to that described by Samson'; this is also repre-

sented in Fig. 2. The axis of the light beam was 0.8

cm from the positive plate which, with the mask, was
18 V positive with respect to the collector plates. The
length L of each collector plate was 10.2 cm, and the

forward edge of the #1 plate was positioned in the plane

of the mask. Argon was used as the absorbing gas,

with the pressure appropriate to give a factor of two to

three between the currents from the collector plates.

27-

III. Procedure

Data to enable a comparison between thermopile and
ion chamber to be made were taken in the following

manner. The thermopile housing was engaged with

the mask and the resulting signal recorded by the 13-

Hz detection system (with the source chopper operat-

ing) . Then the thermopile was removed from the mask
(by an external motion) and lowered clear of the ion

chamber plates. Argon was allowed to flow into the

chamber to an appropriate pressure, the chopper was
stopped, and measurements of the collector currents

were recorded. A check for possible light source drift

was then made by returning to the thermopile mode.
Measurements of this nature were made at 584 A and

735 A with argon as the ion chamber gas. Several

argon pressures (within the range giving a factor of two
to three in collector currents) and light source currents

were used for each set of measurements.

The following corrections were then applied to the re-

corded data.

(a) The measured sensitivity of the thermopile was
corrected for the error caused by the nonuniformity of

illumination from the monochromator and the varia-

tions in sensitivity across the surface of the thermopile.'

The thermopile used was scanned (with the mask in

place) behind a narrow slit mounted in the beam per-

pendicular to the long dimension of the thermopile.

The resulting sensitivity profile over the length of the

thermopile, shown in Fig. 3, exhibited irregularities sim-

ilar to those previously observed.' The sht was then

rotated through 90° and the thermopile surface scanned

across its smaller dimension. The sensitivity was
found to be essentially uniform.

The intensity distribution of the beam from the

monochromator was also studied, in this case by scan-

ning the auxiliary slit vertically through the beam using

the ion chamber as the ^ detector. The distribution

shown in Fig. 4, for 584 A, was obtained after careful

adjustment of the instrument and light source.

0.8

0.6 -

0.4

0.2

V12 3 4 5

DISTANCE ALONG THERMOPILE IN mm

Fig. 3. Sensitivity profile of the thermopile when kinematically

mounted to the mask and scanned lengthwise across a narrow

light beam.
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DISTANCE ALONG MASK OPENING IN mm

Fig. 4. Vertical intensity distribution of the 584-A line. The
ionization chamber was used as the detector and a horizontal slit

scanned at the mask.

Table I. Comparison of Absolute Flux Levels Measured by

Ion Chamber and Thermopile

2(N, - N,)/{N, + N,)

584 A -0.0052 ± 0.0214°

735 A 0.0044 ± 0.0132°

" This error represents the standard deviation for a set of ten

independent comparisons.

The thermopile sensitivity obtained from the stan-

dard lamp calibration represented an average over the

entire illuminated area. This value served to normal-

ize the relative sensitivity curve of Fig. 3, which was
then folded with the relative intensity curve of Fig. 4

to yield the average sensitivity of the thennopile when
illuminated with flux distributed according to Fig. 4.

The sensitivity, obtained in this way, differed by about

3% from that which would have been obtained if either

distribution had been assumed uniform.

( b) A correction was made to the indicated thermo-

pile signal for the energy lost through photoemission.

It has been shown^ that the energy carried away by
photoejected electrons from the gold black absorbing

surface of this type of thermopile is significant in the

far uv. A correction for this loss was made according to

the results previously obtained. The correction

amounted to 4.4% at 584 A and 5.2% at 735 A.

(c) A further correction was included for the re-

duction of flux entering the ion chamber due to absorp-

tion by argon in the monochromator.

Although the leak at the windowless connection be-

tween experimental chamber and monochromator was
restricted to the aperture of the optical mask, a suf-

ficient quantity of argon from the ion chamber was pres-

ent in the monochromator to reduce noticeably the

flux reaching the mask from the level seen by the ther-

mopile. The amount of this self-absorption was mea-
sured as a function of monochromator pressure, using

a phosphored photomultiplier in back of the mask.
Thus, by monitoring the pressure during an ion cham-
ber measurement, the appropriate correction for this

effect could be applied. The magnitude of this cor-

rection was approximately 4%.

IV. Results

The reduction of data from the ion chamber involves

only the use of the measured currents z'l and 4 (since

Li = L2 and the photoelectric yield was assumed unity)

.

In particular, the number of photons per second enter-

ing the ion chamber is given by ii^/e{ii — 4).

This rate can be compared with that predicted by the

thermopile after the above mentioned corrections have
been applied. Let the corrected rates predicted by the

thermopile and the ion chamber be Ni and A^2, respec-

tively. The experimental agreement between the two
is indicated in Table I.

The table indicates that the agreement between the

absolute radiant energy determined by the thermopile

and the ionization chamber is well within the bounds of

the experimental repeatability. However, systematic

errors must also be evaluated, such as the meter and
geometrical accuracies in the calibration procedure for

the thermopile, the probable error in the photoelectric

and sensitivity corrections, the geometrical accuracy of

the ion chamber, and the repeatability of the pressure

meter on the monochromator. A consideration of these

possible sources or error yields a most probable system-

atic error in the above comparison of 3%. Thus,

these results show that within this uncertainty, the ion-

ization chamber and the thermopile, with proper cor-

rections, determine the same absolute value of radiant
0 0

energy at 584 A and 735 A.

This work was supported by the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration.
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On Kirchhoffs Law and Its Generalized Application

to Absorption and Emission by Cavities*

Francis J. Kelly

(March 15. 1965)

Several authors have made the assumption that KirchhofT s Law holds for the apparent local spec-

tral emittance and apparent local spectral absorptance of any point on the interior surface of a cavity.

The correctness of this assumption is demonstrated under certain general conditions, and its practical

application to the calculation of the total flux absorbed by a cavity or spacecraft is discussed. A fur-

ther application to the case of a nonisothermal cavity or spacecraft is derived. By this derivation an

easy method for determining the total flux emitted from such a nonisothermal cavity is found when the

distribution of the apparent local spectral emittance of the isothermal cavity is known. The economy
and versatility of this method is shown by the calculation of the total flux emitted from a nonisothermal

cylindrical cavity for several arbitrary cases of temperature distribution on the interior surface of the

cavity. Finally, the integral equation for a diffuse cavity whose wall emittance varies with position on

the wall is transformed to an equation having a symmetric kernel.

1. Introduction

Kirchhoffs Law states that at a point on the surface of a thermal radiator at any temperature

and wavelength, the spectral directional emittance is equal to the spectral absorptance for radia-

tion incident from the same direction.' This law, coupled with the law of conservation of energy,

permits us to relate the emittance, absorptance, and reflectance at a point on the surface of an

opaque thermal radiator by eq (1).

€(\) = a(\)=l-p(\). (1)

This relation has been used by Wien and Lummer, Ribaud, Gouffe, Michaud, and Page (refs.

[l-5p), to derive expressions for the emittance of a cavity or enclosure with a finite opening. In

these derivations the implicit assumption seems to be made (without explicit proof) that the ap-

parent local spectral emittance at a point within an isothermal cavity is equal to the apparent local

spectral absorptance at that same point. ^ Although it is not immediately obvious that KirchhoflT

s

Law can be thus extended to these "apparent local" quantities, the analysis presented in section 2

based on the assumptions and techniques of diffuse interreflection theory shows that it does hold.

The proof is purposely made for the general case, so as to be apphcable to opaque isothermal cavi-

ties of any shape with one or more openings. It thus applies to any spacecraft configuration as a

special case of a cavity. The emittance of the wall material is not assumed to be uniform over the

cavity walls, but the emittance instead is permitted to vary with position within the cavity. The

proof, however, is limited to a cavity with diffusely reflecting and emitting walls. Although a proof

for the more general case of a a cavity with nondiffusely reflecting and emitting walls is not pre-

sented here, such a proof might possibly be developed by an approach similar to that of C. von

Fragstein [6].

*This paper was presented at the AIAA Second Aerospace Sciences Meeting, New York, N.Y., on January 27, 1965. This work was done under the sponsor-

ship of the Marshall Space Flight Center of NASA and of the Air Force Materials Laboratory, Research and Technology Divisions, Air Force Systems Command.
' The spectral directional emittance is defined as the ratio of the flux per unit area, unit sohd angle, and unit wavelength emitted at wavelength X in a particular

direction (ip, S) from a surface element to the radiant flux per unit area, unit solid angle, and unit wavelength emitted at wavelength X in the same direction (((i, 9) from

the surface of a blackbody radiator at the same temperature.

* Figures in brackets indicate the hterature references at the end of this paper.

^ For the definitions of these "apparent local" quantities, see section 2.
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In section 3 the equations developed in section 2 are discussed, and they are shown to have a

practical application to the problem of determining the radiant flux absorbed by a cavity. In

section 4 a novel method is derived for determining the total flux emitted from a nonisothermal

cavity, while in section 5 the method derived in section 4 is applied to some sample calculations.

This is done by determining the heat flux from a cylindrical cavity for several different cases of

temperature distribution within the cavity. Finally in the appendix the integral equation charac-

teristic of a cavity with nonuniform wall emittance is transformed into an integral equation with

a symmetric kernel.

2. Proof of Kirchhoff's Law for a Diffuse Cavity

First the. general reflecting geometry of a cavity will be established. An enclosure C of arbi-

trary shape which has one or more openings is considered throughout. Each point on the interior

surface of the enclosure is identified with a coordinate vector, x in a convenient frame of reference.

The coordinate vector, x is used here because some quantities wiU be thought of as functions of

position on the interior surface, or equivalently, as functions of x. It is assumed that the en-

closure's walls are opaque and that they reflect and emit diffusely. It is further assumed that

the material and temperature of the interior wall may vary as a function of position on the wall

surface (that is as a function of x), but that the emittances of the various wall materials are inde-

pendent of temperature. The spectral emittance, absorptance, and reflectance of the wall mate-

rial at the point x are denoted by e(A., x), a{K, x) and p(k, x) respectively. In accordance with

Kirchhoflfs Law the wall material's emittance, absorptance, and reflectance at each point x are

related to one another according to (2)

e(\, x) = a(\, x) = 1 - p(k, x) (2)

It is assumed that (2) is valid whatever the wavelength or angular distribution of flux faUing on the

surface. Thus aU fluorescence and stimulated emission effects that might invahdate (2) are

neglected.

Next, the presence of radiant flux within the cavity is considered. The symbol fix(x) stands

for the spectral radiosity or the radiant flux per unit area and unit wavelength leaving an element

dA{\.) on the cavity interior. The symbol E\(7l) stands for the spectral irradiance or the radiant

flux per unit area and unit wavelength incident on dL4(x). The radiosity is given by

5x(x) = e(\, x)fix, b [Hx)] + [1 - e(\, ^)]Ex(^) (3)

where b[T{-x.)] stands for the flux per unit area and unit wavelength emitted from a blackbody

radiator at temperature r(x) and wavelength X. It is convenient for the purposes of this paper to

divide £'x(x) into two parts: £'x,e(x), the external spectral irradiance is the flux per unit area and

unit wavelength incident on x directly from a source outside the cavity; c(x), the cavity spectral

irradiance is the spectral flux per unit area and unit wavelength incident on x whose source is the

radiosity distribution fix(xo) at all points xo within the cavity. £'x(x) is given by

f'xlx) = Ek. e(x) + Ex. (.(x)
(4)

The cavity irradiance at a point x, £'x, c(x), is related to the radiosity, Bx(xo), of every point

Xo according to

Ex.ci^) = j fix(xo)A:(xo, x)cW(xo) (5)

where ^(xo, x) is the diffuse angle factor or configuration factor which gives the irradiance at x
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caused by a unit area of a diffuse source located at xo. The following important relation is obtained

by combining (3), (4), and (5).

fix(x)-€(\, x)fix.6[7'(x)] + [l-e(\, x)]£;x,e(x) + [l-e(\, x)]
j

fix(xo)/i:(xo, x)d^(xo). (6)

There is only one function fix(x) which will "satisfy" this equation when the functions r(x),

Ex, (.(x), e{k, x), and A^(xo, x) are given. Equation (6) in which i?x(x) is the only unknown function,

thus completely determines Bx(x). Many well-known methods exist for finding the solution, fix(x),

to such an integral equation, although in some cases the actual evaluation of 5x(x) may be some-

what tedious. The transformation of eq (6) into the form of a Fredholm integral equation of the

second kind with a symmetric kernel, is shown in the appendix.

Next the apparent local spectral emittance inside an isothermal emitting cavity which is not

irradiated by an outside source wiU be defined. For this circumstance r(x) = 7'(a constant) and

£'x, e(x) = 0 everywhere over the interior surface of the cavity. Then the apparent local spectral

emittance ea(A., x) is defined as

ea(X, x) ^ gx(x)

(7)

where fix(x) is the radiosity distribution within the cavity. The integral equation which governs

ea(X, x) is obtained by substituting the above conditions in (6) and dividing both sides by fix, b[T\.

€a(\, X) = €(X, x) + [l-€(\ , X)] j €a<(X, xo)/^(xo, x)cL4(xo).
(8)

Equation (8) completely determines the function ea(A., x) as truly characteristic of the cavity

because ea(\, x) depends only on the cavity geometry and the emittance of the wall material.

Next, the apparent local spectral absorptance aa(\, x) is defined as a dimensionless function

of position x such that if ^x, a is the total monochromatic flux absorbed within the cavity from any

monochromatic external irradiance distribution £'x, e(x), then ^x, a may be calculated from

rx. a- x)£'x, e(x)<i/4(x).
(9)

An equivalent definition of aa(X, x) is: aa{k, x) represents the dimensionless fraction of the mono-

chromatic flux from outside the cavity incident on an element of area, d!^(x), that is absorbed

within the cavity. This is illustrated in figure 1 for a focused incident beam, where a finite flux

^x, e is shown striking the infinitesimal area dA(jL). For this focused beam, an amount ^x, ecx{k, x)

is absorbed on the first reflection. The remainder is diffusely reflected both to the other parts

of the cavity and to the cavity opening. The irradiance on the other points xo within the cavity

after this first reflection but before the second is given by (10).

E,, 2(xo) =QM - a{k, x)]/i:(x, Xo). (10)

Figure 1. Focused beam incident at a point inside

a cavity.

dA(x

FOCUSED INCIDENT BEAM
OF FLUX , QXe

. DIFFUSELY
REFLECTED FLUX

CAVITY OF ARBITRARY GEOMETRY
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Since £'x, 2(xo) could be exactly simulated in principle by an irradiance from outside the cavity,

the total flux absorbed by the cavity from E^, 2(xo) may be calculated from (9). Thus we obtain

(11) for the total flux absorbed.

QK.a=Q)^,ea{k, x) + C>^,e[l-a(X, x)] j^OiaiK Xo)A:(x, Xo)rf^(Xo). (11)

Because a{k, x) = e(A., x) from Kirchhoff^ s law, K(x., xo) = K(xo, x) from angle factor algebra,

and for the focused radiation considered, Uaik, —
Q)^, JQ)^, e by definition, we obtain (12) for

aa{k, x), which is equivalent to (8) for ea(A., x).

aa(X, x) = e(X, x) + [1 - e(X, x)] j^Uaik, xo)A:(x, xo)c£/4(xo). (12)

Thus, it follows that

ea(\, x) = aa(X, Jt) (13)

i.e., the apparent local spectral emittance and apparent local spectral absorptance are equal, and

KirchhofT s law holds.

3. Application to Cavity Absorption

A direct consequence of (9) and (11) is that the solution of the integral equation governing the

apparent local spectral emittance within a cavity also gives the information necessary for deter-

mining the total flux absorbed by the cavity for any given external irradiance. It is obvious that

any conceivable spacecraft configuration is just a special case of the general geometric cavity con-

figuration discussed in the first paragraph of section 2. If the spacecraft has diff^usely reflecting

surfaces, then €a{k, x) for its particular configuration may be calculated by (8). The total flux

absorbed by the spacecraft for any given external irradiance distribution (which would correspond

to any given orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the sun, earth, moon or any other celestial

object in the neighborhood) can be calculated easily by simply evaluating the integral in (9) based

on the solution of (8). The different values of flux absorbed which correspond to the many different

possible source positions with respect to the spacecraft can be evaluated quickly to any desired

degree of accuracy by using modern computer techniques. This calculational procedure has

actually been employed for certain cases of illumination in shallow cyhndrical cavities and good

agreement with experimental values was found [7].

4. Application to Nonisothermal Cavity Emission

Another apphcation of the equation derived in section 2 is to the calculation of the total flux

emitted through the opening of a nonisothermal heated cavity (or equivalently from the surface of

a nonisothermal spacecraft). It is evident from (6) that both e(X, x)fix, 6[7'(x)] and [1 — e(A., x)]

Ek_ e(x) play the same mathematical role in determining fi\(x). As a consequence, both of the

following cases will give rise to identical radiosity distributions within the cavity and fluxes leaving

the cavity.

Case 1. Arbitrary temperature distribution = r(x); external irradiance distribution = £'x, e(x)=0,

everywhere.

Case 2. Temperature distribution =T'(x) = 0, everywhere; external irradiance distribution

=£j;,e(x) = e(\, x)[l-e(\, x)]-'fix, ^^x)].

This can easily be seen by substituting both Case 1 and 2 into (6) and noting that exactly the

same equation results in both cases. In order to find the total flux emitted by the cavity in Case 1,
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it is necessary to find in Case 2 the difference between the total incident flux and the total absorbed

flux. The total incident flux (?x, e, is simply given by (14).

(?X.e = | £;^(X)J^(X). (14)

The total absorbed flux ^x, a is given by (9). Hence the total flux emitted, ^x, « is

<?x,
« =

I
[1 - cta(k, x)]£:; ,(x)rf^(x) (15a)

or in terms of the arbitrary temperature distribution r(x) and the apparent local spectral omittance

€a(X, x)

Qx.^ = j [l-€a(A, x)]e(X, x)[l-e(X, x)]-'fix, ft[r(x)]J^(x). (I5b)

Because r(x) is completely arbitrary, and because no restrictions have been made on the

possible geometry of the cavity (or spacecraft), eq (15b) apphes to all situations.

5. The Flux From a Cylindrical Cavity

To illustrate the usefulness of (15b) the total heat flux from a cyhndrical cavity has been cal-

culated for several different temperature distributions (see fig. 2).

°K
800

I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Figure 2. Arbitrary temperature distributions within

a cylindrical cavity.

0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

The apparent local spectral emittance ea(X, x) has been published for a diffuse cylindrical

cavity of uniform wall emittance, e(X) of 0.5 [8]. In the following calculations, these results are

used to determine the total flux from an identical nonisothermal cavity. The cavity considered

had a 1.0 in. radius and a 2.0 in. depth. Four arbitrary temperature distributions shown in figure

2 were considered. These temperature distributions are assumed to be angularly symmetrical

about the central axis of the cylinder. The base of the cavity is assumed to be isothermal with its

temperature equal to the temperature at :c = 2 in. in all four cases. These four temperature dis-

tributions were chosen to show that wide variations of temperature are easily handled by this

method. Here x is the distance from the mouth of the cavity along the walls; r is the radial dis-

tance from the center of the cavity base. The apparent local spectral emittance distribution
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€a(A., x) and €a(X, r) were taken from reference [7], figure 4. For convenience, it is assumed that

the cavity wall material is gray (its spectral emittance does not vary with wavelength). For this

case the Stefan-Boltzmann law is applicable and Q^, ^, By,b[T(-K)\, e(\) and ea(A., x) can be replaced

by Qe, a{T{x)Y, e, and ea(x) respectively. The total flux emitted from the mouth is given by (15c).

= 27reo-[l - || eaix)] [T{x)Ydx + [1 - ed[r)] [r(r)]VJr|. (15c)

The integrals in (15c) were approximated by Simpson's rule summations. Table 1 gives the

total heat flux for each of the four cases. The first line of table 1 gives the results calculated with

Ax and Ar equal to 0.1 in. The second line gives the results when Ax and Ar are taken to be 0.05 in.

The results of the calculation based on the larger Ax and Ar agree to within 0.6 percent with those

using the smaller Ax and Ar. These results were obtained with relatively little expenditure of

time and effort. For the three cases which have the same average temperature (1, 2, and 4), the

isothermal case emits the least flux, and the cavity whose temperature decreased from a maximum
at the front emits the greatest flux. The values obtained for the (isothermal) case 4 can be directly

compared to data given in [8]. Using ^^/crr'*(7r(f^/4) = 0.8084 from table 2 of [8], one calculates

^^ = 3.484 W, whereas the result from the integration in the present paper gives ^^ = 3.49370 W.
When T{x)= T (a constant) everywhere within the cavity, eq (15c) of the present paper reduces to

eq (11a) of [8].

Table 1. Q^/or cases 1 to 4

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

4i = 0.1 in 5.94 4.269 3.348 3.49373

Ai = 0.05 in 5.97 4.265 3.346 3.49370

The main limitation on the application of (15b) is the need for the function ea(X, x) for various

cavity (or spacecraft) geometries. The function €a(X, x) has been determined for only a limited

number of simple geometries like the sphere, the cone, and the cyhnder. [9-11]. It is to be

hoped that more €a(^, x) data will appear in the future, because its knowledge permits the deter-

mination of the flux to and from a cavity under a great number of conditions.

The author thanks D. G. Moore, J. C. Richmond, and A. C. Kelly for their valuable assistance

in the preparation of this paper; and Dr. E. M. Sparrow for a helpful conversation.

6. Appendix

Equation (8) may be transformed into the form of a Fredholm Integral equation of the second

kind with a symmetric kernel, K*(xo, x), by the following transformation:

fi*(x) = B,(x)[l-€(A, x)]'/2 (16)

/^*(xo, x)= [1 -€(\, x)]i/2 [1 -e(\, xo)]"2/i:(xo, x). (17)

The resulting equation is given below:

fi*(x) = e(\, X) [1 - e(X, x)] B,, jr(x)] + [1 - e(\, x)] '/^ £^ ,(x)

+ 1 B*MK*(xo, x)cW(xo). (18)
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This transformation is interesting because it permits the use of certain theorems and methods

introduced by Moon [12] even when e(\, x) is not constant.
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Presented are methods that avoid the need to employ an extrapolation technique in the region

of the critical points for evaluation of the apparent emmissivity of diffuse cylindrical and conical

cavities. The methods involve appropriate substitutions in the integrands of integral equations that

are used in analytical solutions for determining the thermal radiation characteristics of diffuse and
conical cavities. Equations for either isothermal or nonisothermal surface temperature conditions

are provided in a direct form for computations. Numerical results are presented for a general linear

temperature distribution along the length of a cylindrical cavity. The method is equally applicable

for the solution of other problems in integral equations where discontinuities are encountered.

Key Words: Conical, cylindrical, emissivity, nonisothermal.

1. Introduction

Analytical formulations have been derived [1, 2, 31'

for determining the radiant interchange in finite length

cylindrical cavities, and conical cavities whose bound-
ing surfaces radiate in a gray diffuse manner. These
solutions are in the form of integral equations where,
unfortunately, most of the integrands exhibit discon-

tinuities with finite limits at critical points, such as

the corner of the cylindrical cavity and the apex of the

conical cavity. Numerical solutions of these equa-

tions in the region of the discontinuities have been
previously evaluated by extrapolation techniques.

Also, to a lesser degree of difficulty, some of the in-

tegrands exhibit slope discontinuities, which for accu-

rate numerical results may involve intricate numerical
integration procedures.

The purpose of this paper is to present methods for

numerical evaluation of the apparent emissivity in

these cavities that avoid use of an extrapolation tech-

nique in the region of the critical points. For the main
part, the methods involve appropriate substitutions

which make the integrands go to zero at the critical

points and at the points of slope discontinuity. Im-
petus for this investigation has been the numerical
evaluation of thermal radiation characteristics for

parameters not included in the scope of references 1

and 2. A particular need has been the determination

of the thermal characteristics for low values of the

surface emissivity of shallow cylindrical cavities in-

vestigated by Kelly and Moore [4].

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

Also presented is a system of integral equations for

determining the thermal characteristics of diffuse
j

cylindrical and conical cavities whose surfaces are
j

nonisothermal. A few selected numerical results are

included for the cylindrical cavity with an arbitrary

linear temperature variation over its length.
|

i

j

2. Cylindrical Cavity
(

Analytical formulations for the apparent emissivity
I

of the surfaces of cylindrical enclosures have been i

derived by Sparrow, Albers, and Eckert [1]. Using
|

the same nomenclature, their eqs (8) and (9) are pre-
i

sented here in a different form.

j

rtid
I

€aiXo) = € + (!—€) €a(x)Ki{Xo, x)dx !

Jo
I

1

+^-^^^— xo^ €a{r)K2{xo, r)rdr (1)

|

1-e f^l" /L \
ea(r) = €H

—

—\ €a(x)K2{x, r)\Q-x\dx (2)

where Ux,, x)-\- ^ jp/^

j
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and Co is the apparent emissivity of a surface location;

€a(xo) and €a{r) represent values on the curved surface

and flat surface, respectively, of the cylindrical cavity.

The physical system is described in [1]. L is the

length of the cavity, d is the diameter of the cavity,

is a ratio of the distance measured along the cavity

wall from the opening to the diameter, and r is the

ratio of the radius of a position on the bottom of the

cavity to the cavity radius, R.
Initial attempts by the author at obtaining numerical

solutions of (1) and (2) were frustrated by the erratic

behavior of the kernels Kiixo, r) and Kiix, r) as r ap-

proaches unity and x and Xo approach Lid (the corner
of the system). Visual inspection of these kernels

and integrals involved indicates an indeterminate

form at these limits. In correspondence with L. U.
Albers (coauthor of [1]), it was disclosed that an
extrapolation technique was employed in the region

of the corner, and that the results were quite insen-

sitive to wide variations in types of extrapolation.

Attempts at extrapolation by the author proved to be
inconclusive. Indications were that the second dif-

ferences were quite large in this region, showing that

linear extrapolation may be inaccurate.

The suggested method for obtaining solutions is

to make the integrand zero at the corner and make
contributions to the results negligibly small in the

region of the corner. This may be performed by
making the substitutions

€a{x) = Ao + AiZ-\- (j){x)

ea{r) = Bo + B,w + iP{r)

(3)

(4)

in the integrals of (1) and (2). Ao, Ai, Bo, and Bi are

chosen such that 0(L/af) = (/)(0) = 0 and i/Hl) = t/<0) = 0.

Substitution of the first two terms of (3) and (4) in the

appropriate integrals of (2) and (1), and by rdr= — 2div,

and (—;

—
j:| a!;t = — f/2/2 gives

d

Jo {w^ — 2zo

w){zo + w)dw

Jo

W+ Zo + Zfl}

<^/<*'' (Ao + Aiz)(z+w)dz

3/2

{z^ + a-2w)z + w^}^l^

From a table of integrals

/.=2 (22o + l)flo + 2zo(2o + l)fii

(20+1)"-

- 2^/^250 + (l+2zo)5i}

-zh'^B^ In [2{(2o+l)'/2- (5)

li = Ao + Axw +
[(LM^-m;] [Ao + A,+Aiw]-Ar{Lld)^

[{{Lld)'-wy + iLld)'yi^

+ AJ2\n [2{ [{Lld}^-wy + (LIdf] + 2{Lld)'^ 1 -2m;]

(6)

The kernel K\{xo, x) has a discontinuous derivative

at x = xo- This did not seem to have an appreciable
effect on the accuracy of numerical integration by
Simpson's rule if the subdivision oi LId was sufficiently

small. The smaller the increment, the longer becomes
the time needed to compute apparent emissivities,

and it is therefore expedient to use as large an incre-

ment as possible. This can be done by making the

integrand equal to zero at x = Xo, and quite small in

the vicinity of xo, or by the substitution

e„{x) = €a(xo) + Hx) (7)

in the first integral of eq (1). Letting

r r.ro r/./rf

I:i = €a{xn)\
I

K^(xo, x)dx+ \ Ki(xo, x)dx
I Jo Jxo

and performing the indicated integration, we obtain

A-
' ^aiXo)

L 2x1+1 ^(§~ ^»'>'+^

(/ 2(4+1)'/'
2 {(§-..)+.}

With the substitution of (3), (4), and (7), eqs (1) and (2)

become

€„{xo) = € + {\ — e) /,i+ K{x)K\{xo., x)dx
Jo

(^-x)j ili(r)K-2ixo, r)rc?rj (la)

„(r) = e +^^^ |/., +
IJ''"

(l>{x)Ki{x, r){^^-x^ dx^.

(2a)

Numerical solutions were obtained from (la) and
(2a) by the process of iteration, where all numerical
integrations were performed by Simpson's rule and
employed an increment equal to V64 of the difference

of the limits of integration. This increment was
proved adequate by comparison with results obtained

using an increment of Vi28. For a fixed value of L/J,

the kernel functions were computed only one time for

all variations in the surface emissivity, e. Ki{xo, x)

was computed in a one-dimensional array where proper
indexing gave translation about a given value of ;co.

Ktix, r) was computed in two-dimensional array.

Initial values of €a(x) were determined from rather

crude polynomial approximations. Placing the values
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Figure 2. Apparent emissivity in a cylindrical cavity, Lld = I.

Figure 1. Apparent emissivity in a cylindrical cavity, L/d = 2.

for €a{x) in (2a), gave values for ea(r), which with the

values of eaix) placed in (la) gave new values for ea(x).

This process was repeated using the new values in

(2a). The number of iterations (n) necessary for con-

vergence was set by the criterion

Table 1

€a(x 0)„ — egjx = 0)n-i

€a{x = 0)n
0.0005

which was usually satisfied for n = 4 or less. A typical

time to compute 16 cases involving various values of

Lid and e was about 2 min for an IBM 7094 digital

computer.
Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 give values for apparent emis-

sivity versus dimension ratios for Lld= 2, 1, 0.5, and
0.25, respectively, and for various values of the surface

emissivity, e. Where the same parameters occur,

there is agreement with values given in table 1 of

reference [1] to within 0.1 percent. Figure 5 is a plot

of ea{r— 0) versus e for L/c?= 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25. Figure

6 is a plot of the ratio of the overall emissivity of the

cavity to the surface emissivity (QlaenR^T*) versus

€ for Lld~2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25. The ratio was computed
by numerical integration of eq (lib) of [1].

Values of Ca(r=0) and €a(r= 1)

e £,/<;= 2 1.0 0.5 0.25

0.9 0.9936 0.9944 0.9785 0.9843 0.9482 0.9707 0.9191 0.9600

.8 .9860 .9877 .9532 .9659 .8924 .9371 .8361 .9149

.7 .9764 .9795 .9231 .9435 .8314 .8977 .7506 .8633

.6 .9637 .9686 .8862 .9153 .7640 .8504 .6619 .8030

.5 .9460 .9534 .8396 .8778 .6879 .7916 .5694 .7316

.4 .9196 .9302 .7789 .8264 .6005 .7168 .4719 .6452

.3 .8766 .8913 .6951 .7504 .4976 .6185 .3684 .5388

.25 .8442 .8612 .6401 .6980 .4383 . 5568 .3138 .4758

.2 .7986 .8179 .5728 .6314 .3724 .4841 .2570 .4046

.15 .7313 .7526 .4874 .5438 .2982 .3973 .1977 .3237

.1 .6238 .6457 .3756 .4246 .2136 .2919 .1354 .2311

.05 .4305 .4458 .2228 .2554 .1156 .1624 .0697 .1242

Values of QHatTTR'T<)

0.9 1.0829 1.0801 1.0688 1.0483

.8 1.1829 1.1755 1.1482 1.1025

.7 1.3060 1.2908 1.2410 1.1637

.5 1.4620 l.4;)30 1.3507 1.2337

.5 1.6662 1.6156 1.4844 1.3138

.4 1.94B2 1.8540 1.64S0 1.4070

.3 2.3670 2.1877 1.8543 1.5163

.25 2.6609 2.4072 1.9788 1.5784

.2 3.0550 2.6770 2.1220 1.6465

.15 3,6080 3.0207 2.2880 1.7213

.1 4.4500 3.4720 2.4840 1.8040

.05 5.8980 4.0920 2.7160 1.8960
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Figure 6. Overall heat transfer rate from cylindrical cavities versus

surface emissivity.

3. Conical Cavity

Analytical solutions for the apparent emissivity

of the surfaces of diffuse conical cavities were de-

rived by Sparrow and Jonsson [2]. Here, the problem
is to evaluate an integral of the form

cos^ (612)

2y sin (612)

wriere

K:i(y, t)=l-\t-y\

{t)K^(y, t)dt

[(?-y)^ + 6fy sinMCT
{(t - y)^ + ^ty sinM0/2)p

(9)

and y is the ratio of a surface position measured from
the apex to the total length of a cone. The kernel

function A^:t(y, t) has a discontinuous derivative at

y=t and a problem arises for the case y= 0, which by

visual inspection gives an indeterminant form. This

suggests a substitution of the form

Ut) = e„(y) + y(t). (10)

Letting

h(y)--
cosH6l2)

t" K3(y, t)dt+ f /^3(y, t)dt
Jo Jy2y sin (6/2)

and performing the indicated integration, we obtain

, , , 2 sin (612) - 1
,

cos^ (612)
h(y) = —^777^^ (-

2 sin (612) 2y sin (6/2)

(l-yf_±ya + y) tan^ (612)'

{(l-y)2 + 4y sin^
_

(11)

For the case y= 0, the second term is an indeter-

minant, but can be evaluated by L'Hospital's rule.

This yields

/4(0)=l-sin3 (612). (12)

The integral (9) then becomes

e„(y)/4(y) +
cos^ (612)

2y sin (6/2)2) Jo
y(t)K3(y, t)dt (13)

where the second term still contains the indetermi-

nant form for y—Q. By letting f > 0, and applying
L'Hospital's rule, we find that the integrand goes to

zero. Also, 7(0) = 0, so that the second term goes to

zero for y= 0, and the limit becomes

Lim cos^ (612)

y^O 2y sin (612)
(t)K^(y. t)dt e„(0)[l-sinMe/2)].

(14)

This is the same result derived by C. H. Page in an
internal NBS Report (1952), where it was intuitively

assumed that the apparent emissivity at the apex of

the cone would be independent of the length of the

cone, or that the cone appears infinite. The upper
limit of (9) was changed to infinity: this yields e„(f)

constant, hence equal to e«(0). Another way to arrive

at this limit for the case y— 0 is to assume y(t) = A\t

+ A->t'^+. . . in eq (13) and perform the indicated

integration and limiting process which will give the

same result as eq (14).

By making the substitution y=xlL in eq (5) of [2],

the equation for the apparent emissivity of a cavity

maintained at uniform temperature is

e„(y) = e + (l e) \e„(y)h(y)

cos^ (612)+
2y sin (612)

y(t)K-Ay. t)dt\ (15)

which has a unique solution at y=0.

e„(0)^
e + (l-e) sinS (612)

(16)

This is the expression for conical cavities shown by

F. J. Kelly, in a paper soon to be pubHshed, as derivable

from the expression for cavities used by Gouffe. It
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is also the expression derived by C. H. Page by another

method (see discussion following eq (14)). Com-

parison with graphical quantities given in [2] for

e[l — €„(0)]/(l — e) show almost identical agreement.

As in [2], numerical solutions were obtained by the

process of iteration, where initial values of ejy) were

computed from

Because graphical presentations have appeared in

[2]. numerical values are not shown in this paper.

Equation (17) can be considered a good approxima-

tion to eq (15) for all cavities with surface emissivities

equal to or greater than 0.7 and for all cavities with

apex angles greater than 120° and emissivity greater

than 0.3. For emissivities and apex angles below

the values cited above, the deviation between the two

equations is not acceptable. An example of the per-

centage deviation

0 .25 0.5 .75 1.0

y

Fl(;URE 7. Percentage deviation oj eq il7) from eq US) versus position

from apex of a conical cavity.
linlt's^ olhcrwisf noU'd. surlat t* einissivily. € = ()..i.

for various apex angles is given in figure 7, where the

average deviation over the length is —2.3 percent for

6 = 0.3 and 0 = 45°.

4. Cavities With Nonisothermai Surfaces

Equations 1, 2, and 15, are concerned with cavities

for which the surfaces were assumed isothermal.

In the succeeding paragraphs, there are presented

systems for determining the apparent emissivities of

cylindrical and conical cavities with arbitrary varia-

tions of surface temperature in respect to dimensions

of length and radius, assuming the surface emissivity

is constant and not a function of temperature.

4.1 Cylindrical Cavity

For the cylindrical cavity, the integral equations

take the form

ea(xo) =^= €f(xo) + ( 1 - e)Gi [eaix), €a(r)] ( 19)

€a(r) = = ^^(7-) + (1 - e)G2 [eaix)] (20)

where

P(;to) = ra/(xo);/(xo) = Co + C,y+. . . + C„y'« (21)

THr) = ng(ry, g(r)=l + Dir^+. . . + Dki^\ (22)

y= XoKLId), To is an arbitrary temperature which is

taken to be the temperature at r— 0, and d and Gz
are the coefficients of (1 — e) in (la) and (2a), respec-

tively. Two sets of integral equations are defined by

Enixo) = ey« + ( 1 - e)C, [E„(x), En{r)] (23)

En(r) = € + {l-e)G2[E„(x)] (24)

n = 0, 1, 2, ... m

and Mj{xo) = e + a-€)Gi[Mj(x), Mj(r)] (25)

Mj{r) = ey'j + ( 1 - e)G2[Mj(x)] (26)

7=1, 2, . . . A-

The apparent emissivity is then found from the
following:

e„(.v„) = C:^„(xo)+ C,EAx„) + . . . -f C,„Ejxo)

+ £>,/l/,(x„)+. . . + D,-Mdxo) (27)

€„{r) = C;yEo{r)+C,EAr}+ . . . + C,„E,„(r)

+ Z),M,(r)+. . .+D,M„(r) (28)
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X/L or r/R X/L or r/R

Figure 8. Component apparent emissivity values versus position in FIGURE 9. Component apparent emissivity values versus position in

cylindrical cavity (L/d = 2.0) for a surface emissivity = 0.9. cylindrical cavity {Lld = 2.0) for a surface emissivity = 0.5.

which satisfies (19) and (20) for Ci = Co-D,-D>- . . .

Z)a, which gives continuity to the temperature at

XH=L/d and r=l. Figures 8 and 9 show solutions

of (23) and (24) for e = 0.9 and 0.5, respectively, with

Lld=2.0. and n^O. 1. 2, 3, and 4.

One simplifying procedure is to assume that the

bottom of the cavity is isothermal at temperature To.

This eliminates the numerical solutions of (25) and

(26); and (27) and (28) become

€„{x») = ^ C„E,i(xi)) (29)

The ratio of the cavity radiant heat exchange Q with

the environment through the opening to that of a black

disk of equal area at temperature T» is

\x») — €,i{x»)}dx

+ 2 V {\-Ur)}rdr = ^CnQu (31)

/here

e„(r) = £ C„E,Ar). (30) (3„ = :j-l-
1^4^ j^'

{xZ-En{x,;)}dx+2^\\-EAr)}rdr^^
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Table 2. Component thermal characteristics for a cylindrical

cavity, L/d = 0.5, with a nonisothermal ivall

e 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

n = 0 0.68786 0.76398 0.83139 0.89236 0.94823

1 .59722 .68197 .76344 .84298 .92158

£»(r=0) 2 .56747 .65522 .74133 .82695 .91295

3 .55334 .64260 .73095 .81946 .90893

.54539 63554 .72516 81530 .90670

n=0 .79159 .85038 .89769 .93707 .97065

1 .74185 .80906 .86620 .91592 .96005

£„(r=l) 2 .72380 .79416 ..85485 .90831 .95627

3 .71433 .78637 .84894 .90436 .95421

4 .70850 .78158 .84530 .90193 .95310

n =0 .68571 .76237 .83139 .89188 .94810

1 .11781 .10232 .08175 .05731 .02986

£,,(^,, = 0) 2 .09700 .08423 .06729 .04718 .02459

3 .08713 .07574 .05057 .04252 .02219

4 .08143 .07087 .05674 .03988 .02084

n = 0 .7422 .8104 .8687 .9186 .9619

1 .4802 .5223 ..5576 .5876 .6135

Q. .4006 .4362 .4*62 .4921 .5149

3 .3630 .3959 .4240 .4484 .4703

4 .3412 .3728 .3999 .4238 .4453

Tables 2, 3, and 4 give values of the component
thermal radiation characteristics £'„(r=0), £'„(r=l),

£'„(x„ = 0) and Q„ for Lld= 2. 1. and 0.5. e = 0.5, 0.6,

0.7. 0.8, and 0.9. and ^ = 0. 1. 2. 3, and 4. For the

sake of a numerical example, assume a cylindrical

cavity, e — 0.7, where the temperature decreases
linearly from a temperature To at its base to a value

0.9To at the open end, or, from (21), /(x) = 0.6561 +
0.2916y+0.0486>^ + 0.0036y'^ + 0.0001/. For L/J=2,
from eq (31) and table 4, we find

^1=^-—-= 0.6561 X 0.9142 + 0.2916 X 0.2835
crl ittK^

+ 0.048X0.1628 + 0.0036X0.1210

+ 0.0001 X 0.1012 = 0.6908

which is compared to a value of 0.9142 for the iso-

thermal cavity at T^.

Table 3. Component thermal characteristics for a cylindrical

cavity, hld = l, with a nonisothermal wall

€ = 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

n = 0 0.83957 0.88625 0.92309 0.95324 0.97847

1 .70223 .76827 .82950 .88782 .94438

£„(r= 0) 2 .54592 .71951 .79050 .86032 .92993

3 .61520 .59291 .76914 .84521 .92196

4 .59558 .57556 .75593 .83583 .91700

n=0 .87784 .91531 .94353 .95591 .98431

1 .79987 .85305 .89741 .93553 .96942

£„(r=l) 2 .76831 .82782 .87859 .92333 .96338

3 .75077 .81384 .85831 .91651 .96003

4 .73989 .80500 .85170 .91216 .95789

n = 0 .70148 .77174 .83533 .89394 .94858

1 .09719 .08009 .06114 .04117 .02068

£„|jr,.= 0) 2 .06924 .05627 .04237 .02815 .01396

3 .05704 .04613 .03455 .02284 .01127

4 .05059 .04075 .03043 .02007 .00988

n=0 .8078 .8598 .9035 .9404 .9721

1 .4088 .4235 .4334 .4401 .4447

2 .3018 .3100 .3149 .3176 .3189

3 .2552 .2614 .2651 .2571 .2682

4 .2281 .2343 .2382 .2405 .2419

Table 4. Component thermal characteristics for a cylindrical

cavity, L/d = 2, with a nonisothermal wall

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

n = 0 0.94601 0.96371 0.97639 0.98599 0.99354

1 .81188 .85575 .89514 .93171 .95644
E„ir=0) 2 .74333 .79923 .85163 .90204 .95130

3 .70026 .76313 .82354 .88259 .94132

4 .57076 .73806 .80386 .86902 .93423

n = 0 .95338 .95854 .97949 .98773 .994.36

1 .86738 .90331 .93281 .95796 .98006
£„(r=l) 2 .82589 .87139 .90974 .94312 .97288

3 .80054 .85156 .89543 .93388 .96840

4 .78341 .83819 .88559 .92750 .96530

n=0 .70547 .77428 .83553 .89437 .94868

1 .05475 .05108 .03755 .02455 .01204

E„{x„ = 0) 2 .03595 .02713 .01920 .01209 .00573

3 .02551 .01890 .01309 .00809 .00375

4 .02065 ,01500 .01034 .00533 .00292

n = 0 .8331 .8772 .9142 .9453 .9746

1 .2884 .2853 .2835 .2801 .2766

2 .1737 .1679 .1628 .1580 .1534

3 .1309 .1258 .1210 .1167 .1130

4 .1087 .1051 .1012 .0977 .0948

4.2. Conical Cavity

For the conical cavity, the integral equation takes

the form

e«(y) =^= e/(y) +(1 - e)Giea(t)] (32)

where

T\y) = r^(y) = 1 + C.y+ C2/ + . . . + C^y™ (33)

and To is the temperature at the apex of the cone,

Gii^ad)] is the coefficient of (1 — e) in (15) and B(y) is the

radiant emission.

A set of m integral equations is defined by

En{y) = +(1 - €)(h[Ut)] (34)

n = 0, 1,2,.. ., m.

Then the apparent emissivity is

€a(y) = £o( y) + C,£,(y) + . . . + CnEj^y). (35)

Evaluation of (34) for substitution in (35) gives an exact

solution to (32). An approximation from eq (17) useful

within the limits cited in section 3 is

5. Discussion

Sections 2 and 3 present an analytical treatment by
appropriate substitution in integrals which exhibit

slope discontinuities or apparent discontinuities or

both at critical points, such as the corner of a cylin-
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drical cavity and the apex of a conical cavity. The
substitutions (3), (4), (7), and (10) make the appropriate

integrands go to zero when evaluated at the critical

points and points of slope discontinuity, whereby the

awkward behavior of the integrand is practically elimi-

nated. With the transformed problem, as given by
(la), (2a), and (15), accurate numerical results are

readily obtained by use of a sufficiently small integra-

tion step and the fulfillment of the convergence cri-

terion for the successive iterations.

It may be remarked that the very good agreement
found between the numerical results arrived at by
extrapolation in references 1, 2, and 3, and the rigorous

analytical formulation given here shows that any error

introduced by linear extrapolation was negligible.

However, to avoid the uncertainties involved in ex-

trapolation, this paper does provide the equations
(isothermal and nonisothermal) in a direct form for

computation. The suggested method is equally ap-

plicable in other cases of integral equations in which
similar discontinuities are encountered.
The nonisothermal cylindrical cavity has been

treated by Sparrow [5]. For the same values of the

parameters, there is generally good agreement between
the numerical results presented in this paper and
reference 5. Two assumptions were made in the

treatment [5]; namely, (1) the temperature over the

base of the cavity was isothermal, and (2) the apparent
emissivity over the base was constant. For relatively

deep cavities, these assumptions can be considered
reasonable, but for shallow cavities there is some ques-
tion as to the validity of these assumptions. Figures

2, 3, and 4, for example, show a considerable variation

of apparent emissivity e„(r) over the base of the cavity.

Although numerical results are not presented in this

paper for temperature variations over the base of the

cavity, this can be accomplished by evaluation of eqs
(25) and (26). Also, numerical results are presented
for general linear temperature distributions, but may
be evaluated for all temperature distributions that may
be represented in a polynomial or transcendental form.
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An Equation for the Local Thermal Emissivity at the

Vertex of a Diffuse Conical or V-Groove Cavity

Francis J. Kelly

An exact, closed-form expression is derived for the apparent local emissivity of a point at the vertex of

a diffuse conical or V-groove cavity. This expression is obtained by a substitution into an approximate

equation for the apparent local emissivity of a point within a cavity of any shape. The exact expression

depends only on the emissivity of the cavity wall material and the angle factor between the point at the

cavity vertex and the cavity opening. The values predicted by this expression agree well with those

obtained from a numerical solution of the integral equation characteristic of a diffuse conical cavity.

I. Introduction

In the past, the radiative transport characteristics of

many configurations of diffuse surfaces have been cal-

culated. Usually, these calculations involved the

numerical solution of an integral equation or an
equivalent system of linear algebraic equations. In addi-

tion to these exact methods, there exist a number of

approximate formulas that are useful for determining

either the local apparent emissivity of an area within a

cavity or the hemispherical apparent emissivity of the

cavity opening.'"* Some of these equations were de-

duced by approximating the kernel of the integral

equation mentioned above. Others were obtained

by finding approximate expressions for the apparent

reflectance of a cavity and then applying Kirchhoff'slaw

to obtain the apparent emissivity.

The author intends to present a closed-form ex-

pression for the apparent local emissivity at a point on
the wall of a diffuse isothermal conical or V-groove

cavity in the limit as the point approaches the vertex

of the cavity. This equation shares the exactness of

the numerical solutions of the integral equations and

the ease of computation of the above mentioned ap-

proximations. Incidental to this aim, an approximate

equation for the apparent local emissivity of any point

on the wall of a diffuse isothermal cavity of any shape

will be presented, because the expression for the exact

The author is with the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,

Silver Spring, Maryland; the work described in this paper was

done while he was with the National Bureau of Standards.
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value of the apparent local emissivity at the vertex of a

conical cavity is obtained from the approximate equa-

tion by a mere substitution.

II. The Approximate Equation

Consider a parallel incident beam of radiation that

enters a cavity through its opening and falls on a small

area dA{x) centered about a point x on the cavity wall.

For a perfect reflector, a fraction Fj^o of the incident

radiation will escape through the opening on the first re-

flection. Fx_o is called an angle factor, geometric factor,

or configuration factor. If p is the reflectance of the

walls, the fraction pFj^ of the incident beam emerges

through the cavity opening after the first reflection, and
p(l — Fi_o) remains inside as radiant flux to undergo a

second reflection. One assumes that after the second

and all higher order reflections the radiant flux striking

the walls after each reflection is uniformly distributed

over the interior of the cavity. Then, since s/S is the

ratio of the plane area of the opening of the cavity to

the total area of the cavity, opening included, a frac-

tion p^(s/«S)(l — Fi_o) of the original beam emerges

after the second reflection. Likewise, after the third

reflection, the fraction p'^{s/S){l — Fj_o)p(l — s/S)

emerges, and after the nth reflection, p^(s/'S)(l — f^-o)

[p(l — s/S)]"'^ of the original flux emerges. The
total fraction of the incident radiation that leaves the

cavity is Pa(x), the apparent local reflectance of dA(x),

and is given by the sum of a geometric series,

Paix) = pF._„ + pKs/S)il - F.^)[l + p{l - s/S)

+ p2(l - s/Sr + ...] (1)

= pF,-o + {p^(s/S)(l - - P(l - s/S)]}.

From Kirchhoff's law we write

f = a = 1 - p, (2)
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where e is the emissivity of the opaque wall material,

and a is its absorptance. Also, it has been shown^ that

«o(x) = aa{x) = 1 — Pa{x). (3)

These quantities are defined as follows : the apparent

local emissivity ta{x) is the ratio of the flux per unit

area leaving an infinitesimal area dA{x) centered about
the point x on the wall of the cavity when the cavity is

maintained at a uniform temperature and there is no
radiation entering the cavity from any outside source,

to the flux per unit area leaving a blackbody radiator

maintained at the same temperature. The apparent

local reflectance pa{x) is the ratio of the flux that es-

capes from the cavity opening to the total flux entering

the cavity in the form of a focused beam incident on an
element of area dA (x) . The apparent local absorptance

aa{x) is just one minus the apparent local reflectance

and corresponds to the fraction of the flux that is ab-

sorbed by the cavity under the same conditions of ir-

radiation described above.

Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) gives

41 + (1 - ^){S/S - F.-o)]

e(l - s/S) + s/S
(4)

Equation (4) is general and applies to a cavity of any
shape.

In an approximation first used by Gouff6,' an ex-

pression is given that differs from the above only in

that Gouff6's equation has a term involving a ratio of

spherical areas rather than the slightly more general

Fj._<, term.

III. Derivation of tlie Exact Equation

The exact expression for the apparent local emissivity

at a point on the surface of a conical or V-groove in the

limit as the point approaches the vertex t of the cavity

follows straightforwardly from Eq. (4). One simply

notes that the assumption, made in deriving Eq. (4),

that the radiation becomes uniformly distributed after

the second and higher order reflections does not apply

when the first reflection takes place in the neighborhood

of the vertex of a conical or V-groove cavity. On the

contrary, radiation reflected from an area infinite-

simally close to the vertex of the cavity must either

pass out through the opening of the cavity or remain in

a region infinitesimally close to the vertex. This is be-

cause a straight line joining any point on the wall of a

cavity with the vertex of the cavity will be perpendicu-

lar to a line normal to the cavity wall. Thus, no point

on the wall can be irradiated by a point source at the

vertex. The infinitesimal area at the vertex can be
considered as a point source, because conceptually it

can be made arbitrarily small. However, this point

source can irradiate a point in a region infinitesimally

close to the vertex. It follows, then, that the second

and all higher order reflections must take place in a

region infinitesimally close to the vertex. After each

reflection, a fraction F of the reflected radiation es-

capes from the mouth of the cone, where F t-o is the

angle factor between an infinitesimal annular ring at

48-

Table 1. Computed Apparent Emissivities of Cone Tip

Sparrow

Cone and

e angle, 6 Jonsson Eq. (5)

u. y 30° A
\) yyo 0.998

60° U ysD 0.986
90° AU yo/ 0.962
120° AU yoz 0.932

V . i 30° AU yyi 0.993
60° AU y4y 0.949
90° AU 0.868
120° Au 0.782

U. i3 30° 0 980 0.983
60° 0 895 0.889
90° 0 740 0.739
120° 0 610 0.606

U.o oU 0 953 u . yoi
60° 0 767 0.774
90° 0 557 0.548
120° 0 394 3.397

the cavity vertex and disk stretched across the cavity

opening It follows that s/S and F^-c should be re-

placed by Ft_o in Eq. (4) to give an exact expression for

the local apparent emissivity at the vertex of a conical

or V-groove cavity

Ut) = ./U + (1 Of. (5)

Equation (5) is identical with an expression derived

by a somewhat different approach by C. H. Page of the

National Bureau of Standards, whose work appeared

as an internal report in 1956 but was never published.^

The angle factor i^,_o between the vertex t and the

opening of a conical cavity has been found by evaluating

the following equation [Eq. (16) of Ref. 6]:

Ft^o = lim Fr-rf(x,f) = lim [f^ sin(e/2)/2x]
I - 0 a; - 0
£•^1 i^l

where

Fi-i{^,x) =

J.2 + j2 _ 2a;fcos2(e/2)

X {bFj-i/bx) = &ux\d/2), (6)

If
- x\ [(z -I- {)2 - 4a;fcos2(e/2)]»

2f2 sm\e/2)

(7)

In the above equations, x and ^ are dimensionless

lengths giving the position of points on the conical

cavity surface. They are chosen so that x and ^ equal

zero at the vertex of the cone and x and f equal one at

the opening of the cone. The angle 6 is the vertex

angle of the cone. The quantity Fr-d (.t,^) is the angle

factor between an annular ring on the surface of the

cone located at x and a circular disk d stretched across

the cone at The quantity Fd-d{^,x) is the angle

factor between a disk stretched across the cone at ^ and

one stretched across the cone at x. The angle factor

Ft^ is the product of the angle factor between an ele-

ment of area on the wall of a spherical cavity that has

the same depth and same circular opening as the cone,
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and a factor sin(d/2) that takes the orientation of the

conical cavity's surface element into account. Both

methods lead to the value Ft^ = sin'(^/2). Likewise,

one can show that for the V-groove cavity, Fi^ =
sm.'^{d/2), where Q is the vertex angle of the groove.

In Ref. 6, calculated data were presented from which

the apparent local emissivity in the neighborhood of the

vertex of a conical cavity can be determined. These

can be compared with the values predicted by Eq. (5),

using Fi^o = sin^(5/2) (Table I). The agreement

between the two sets of values is good.

The author wishes to thank D. G. Moore, J. C. Rich-

mond, D. Gross, W. D. Hayes, H. E. Clark, H. E.

Robinson, and especially A. C. Kelly for helpful con-

versations.
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The Apparent Thermal Radiation Properties of an Isothermal

V-Groove With Specularly Reflecting Walls
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(July 26, 1966)

The reflection of a parallel beam of light incident in a V -groove is treated for the case when the

walls are specularly reflecting. Methods of calculating apparent reflectances and absorptances

are given. Experiments have been performed to test the theoretical calculations, and the agreement

has been found to be satisfactory.

Key Words: Reflectance, specular walls, thermal radiation, V-grooves.

1. Introduction

Recently there has been a g.reat deal of work re-

ported in the hterature on the problem of predicting

the apparent thermal radiation properties of cavities

and rough surfaces when the properties of ideally

smooth surfaces of the same material are known.
An interesting problem that has not been previously

treated very completely is reflection by an isothermal

V -groove, whose walls are specularly reflecting.

Sparrow and Lin [3] ' have reported some results

for the effective absorptance of such a groove. Their
method of analysis is followed here using a simpler

procedure, extended somewhat, and results are

given for effective directional reflectance.

The main limitation on the results reported here is

due to the assumption that the V -groove has specular
walls. This assumption is valid when the wave-
length of the incident radiation is much less than the

characteristic dimensions of the groove, and at

the same time much greater than the character-

istic dimensions of the roughness of the groove

walls. Experimental results reported by the author

[4] have shown this to be true.

2. Reflection Within a V-Groove With
Specularly Reflecting Walls

The problem to be considered is illustrated in

figure 1. The V -groove has an opening angle of 26,

a depth h, and is infinite in the direction normal to

the plane of incidence. The method of calculation

is based on the fact that light reflected from a spec-

ular surface appears to come from an image located

Figure 1. A single incident beam being specularly reflected within a
V-groove.

'Present address: The Sheffield Corporation, Dayton, Ohio.
' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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behind the surface at a distance equal to the dis-

tance of the source from the front of the specular

surface [2]. The number of reflections, n, that an

incident beam makes at the walls of the groove be-

fore it leaves determines the apparent thermal radi-

ation properties exhibited by the groove, and this

may be determined by counting the number of mir-

ror images of the first surface that are crossed by

an undeviated beam. A single beam is incident

in the groove at an acute angle 0 measured with re-

spect to the normal to the groove opening, and leaves

the groove at an acute angle x measured with re-

spect to the same normal.

The number of reflections is given by

20
(1)

where i// is defined in figure 1, and the square brackets

indicate that the quantity enclosed within them should

be rounded off to the nearest higher integer. This is

because there can never be a fraction of a reflection,

and all beams incident in a groove must make at least

one reflection.

There are two separate cases to be distinguished

here:

(1) If </) > 0, an incident beam can only strike the

far wall on entering tl\e groove, and,

(2) if 4> < 0, an incident beam may strike either wall

on entering the groove.

For beams incident on the far wall, the law of sines

gives

so that

<//« = 77 — 0

and in this case

X«

' ^' 1-^) sin(f-<^)]

= (-\Y-HTT + (i>-2n„d).

(6)

(7)

A value of x obtained from either of eqs (4) and (7)

which is equal to or greater than 90° is obviously for-

bidden unless 0 = 90°.

By the use of eq (1), with eqs (3) and (4) or eqs (6) and
(7), the reflections undergone by any beam incident in

the groove may be determined.
If the groove is fully illuminated and

(f>
< 6 both

walls will have energy directly incident on them, but

if </) > 0 only the far wall will receive energy by direct

incidence. In the latter case the far wall will be di-

rectly illuminated from y—Q to y= ymax' where ymax
is the value of y at which the incident beam that just

grazes the lip of the groove on entering strikes the far

wall. To calculate jmaxi the law of sines is used again,

and

A/cos d _ (A-ymax)/cOS 6

i'miTT — 6 — 4>) sin((/) — 0)

Therefore,

Tmax
2h coscj) s'md

sin(e + (}))

(8)

(9)

h/cos 6 _ {h — yj)lcos6

sin(^+(/)) sin(7r — (///— 0 — (/))

(2)

where y is the vertical distance from the groove open-

ing at which a beam strikes the wall, and the subscript

f indicates a quantity associated with a beam incident

on the far wall. Now,

i///-7r-6'-(/)-sin-'|(^l-^j sin(0+(/))| (3)

and by geometry

^.= (-l)"( 77 -(^-2/1/0). (4)

For beams incident on the near wall, the subscript

n is used, and

/i/cos e (/? — y„)/cos 6

sm{e-(f>) sin(-77+.//„ + 6> + (/))

(5)

and when 4> = d, ymax~h as required.

All beams incident on both the near and the far walls

of the groove will undergo the same number of reflec-

tions and leave the groove at the same angle as either

the y= 0 or the y beams.- The subscripts 0 and
max denote quantities related to the beams incident

at y=0and y= y^ax respectively, and Vf will denote the

critical value of y at which n changes from n„ to n^ax
and X changes from Xo to Xmax- A beam incident at

y,- will just graze the lip of the groove on leaving,

the far wall, the law of sines is again used, and

hicos 6 {h — yc.f)lcos 0

so that

sin(0+c/)) s\n{7T — 2nu,f0— 0 — cf))

sin(2/?,i./g+g+(^)

For

(10)

ycj = h\\
sm{0 + (t))

(11)

^For the near wall. Vrr.^^ must be h.
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For the near wall,

/i/cos 6 {h — yc,i,)lcos 6

sm{d — (f)) siniiT — 2ni), 110— 0 + (f))

(12)

sm{2n„,„0 + 0-(t>)

sin(0-0)
(13)

If
(f)
— 0, there is no distinction between the near and

far walls, and eqs (11) and (13) give identical results.

The angle x will be said to be negative if it is meas-
ured in the same direction from the normal as cj) '\s, and
positive if it is measured in the opposite direction.

When <f>> 0, X is positive if n is even and negative

when n. is odd.

3. The Calculation of the Apparent Thermal
Radiation Properties

If the average reflectance of the groove walls is p,

and the walls are opaque, then the average absorptance

of the walls is a = 1 — p. When a single narrow beam
of energy per unit time /, is incident in the groove at

an angle
(f)
> 0, it will strike the far wall, be reflected

n times within the groove, and then leave at an angle

X- X will have one of the two values Xo or Xmax^ accord-

ing to the value of y at which the beam is incident.

On the first reflection of the beam, (1 — p)/, is ab-

sorbed and pli is reflected. On the second reflection,

(1 — p) pli is absorbed and p^/, is reflected. This con-

tinues until the final, nth reflection, when (1 — p)p""'//

is absorbed and p'7, is reflected. The energy-rate of

the beam leaving the groove after the n reflections is

therefore /, = p"/;.

If the effective reflectance is defined as the ratio of

the energy reflected at the angle, x to the energy inci-

dent at the angle 0, it is given by

(14)

where the value of n used must correspond to the

value X considered.

li (f)
< 0, a single narrow beam may strike either

the near or the far wall of the groove. In this case

X will have one of the four values, X"./' Xmax./^ X"."-

or Xmax."- Equation (14) may be used to find the

effective reflectance.

Now consider the groove to be fully illuminated.

If 0, energy is incident on the far wall from
y=0 to y= ymax- Let the incident beam carry energy

per unit time /, per unit width in the plane of incidence

and normal to its direction of propagation, or equiva-

lently /, sin (0+<i>) per unit width along the groove

wall, so that the total energy incident in the groove

per unit time is

I(4)>0) = Ii sin (0 + </))ymax/cos 0. (15)

Recalling eq (9), and substituting for y^ax' this becomes

I{4>> 0) = 2Iih cos (t)tan 0. (16)

The fraction of this energy that leaves after n» reflec-

tions at an angle x» is
^— p"o, while the fraction that
JKmax

leaves after /Jmax reflections at Xmax is (
1 ^-^| p"max.

As before, the effective reflectance at an angle x
will be defined as the ratio of the energy leaving the

groove in the direction x to the total energy incident

in the groove. In this case we have two such
reflectances.

Peff(</>,Xo) = ^^P"0
Ymax

and

Peff(0,Xmax)- 1 p''n

(17)

(18)

Since the total energy reflected by the groove is

the sum of these two reflectances multiplied by the

incident energy, the total energy absorbed is

{ 1 - Peff< 0 , X>) - Peff(0 . Xmax ) } /( <^> > ^) (19)

and so the effective absorptance is

aeff(0 > 0) = l-peff(</>,X")-Peff(</>.Xmax)- (20)

This expression is only a function of </>.

If 4> < 0 and the groove is fully illuminated, energy

is incident on both walls from y=0 to y=h. If the

incident beam carries energy per unit time /; per unit

width in the plane of incidence and normal to its

direction of propagation, then it will have /, sin (0-\-4>)

per unit width along the far wall and /, sin {0 — (})) per

unit width along the near wall. The total energy

incident on the far wall is /, sin (^ + 0) hjcos 0 and on

the near wall is /; sin {0 — ^) A/cos 0, so that the total

energy incident in the groove is

/((/) < 0) = 2Iih cos cf) tan 0^I(ct) > (21)

From the above it is easily seen that the fraction of

the total energy incident in the groove that is directly

sin {0-6)
incident on the near wall is id the

2 sin 0 cos (f)

fraction of this energy that leaves after /zo,,, reflections

at X(i II 's "^^T^
p""- " and that leaves after npiax." reflec-

n
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tions at Xmnx." 's
(^1
^'"^) P""^-'^' " The traction of

the total energy incident in the groove that is directly

sin iO+cj))
incident on the far wall is - . ^, ,.

z sin 0 cos (p

reflectances are. therefore, given by

S\n(6 — (f)) Yen

2 sin 0 cos (/) /)

The effective

(22)

,_ s\n(0-4>)

2 Sin 6 cos (

sin(^ + </)) >'</
p"i).f

2 sin ^ cos <^> /(

(23)

(24)

and

sin(^ + (/))

2 sin 0 cos

y<:f
(25)

These results depend on the angles only, and are

independent of h

.

The effective absorptance is

aelt<(/> < = 1 -Pc.|r(0, X» ») -Pen((/>- Xmnx. ")

-Pm(4>. X^Kj) -perf<</>,Xmax./)- (^6)

If <i>
= d. eq (26) gives the same result as eq (20) for

the <f)
> 6 case. This is expected because when (}> = d.

no energy is actually directly incident on the near wall

of the groove. If 0 = 0. there can be no distinction

between the two walls of the groove, and they will

both have the same quantity of energy incident on
them. In this case

p(.ff<</),Xo,H) = Peff(0-X().

P eff(</> , X max. n) = PcH ' </> ,Xmax .
/>

(27)

(28)

4. Comparison of the Theoretical and Experi-

mental Results

Measurements have been made to test the theo-

retical results presented above. The angular distri-

bution of energy reflected in the plane of incidence

by carefully prepared V-grooved surfaces, which were
obtained from Bausch and Lomb, Inc., was studied

as a function of angle of incidence. Details of the
apparatus and the specimens may be found elsewhere

Figure 2 shows the positions of the peaks in the

reflected energy distribution as calculated with eqs

90°

60°

i=
30°

<

UJ

§ 0°

g -30°

<

-60'

-90' 1/

4 /
y""

POI^ NUMBE
POINTS IN THE CLUSTER

NUMBERS AT A d
NT INDICATE THE /ANGL
ER OF EXPERIMENTAL i-ANGL

LES OF INCIDENCE"^

GLES OF OBSERVATION

L J.
0° 30° 60°

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, <p

90°

Figure 2. The positions of the peaks of energy reflected by the

V-grooves with specular walls.

(4) and (7), for V-grooves having included angles of

90°, 120°, and 150°. The experimentally determined
positions are also shown in the figure, and they agree
very well with the theoretical results.

In figures 3, 4, and 5, the theoretical and experi-

mental values of the reflectance ratio, R. at the peaks
of the reflected energy distribution are plotted as a

function of angle of incidence, for the three values

of groove angle. The reflectance ratio is defined as

R Peff((/>i,X')
(29)

In each figure, the point at which the experimental
value of R was made unity by choosing the measured
value of Peff((/>j,Xj) the reference is i ndicated.

At these points the theoretical values of Ped(f>j,Xj)
are unity.

Due to the nature of the apparatus, many of the

reflected peaks could not be observed. The boxes
in the figures are used to indicate which theoretical

point the experimental points are to be compared
with, wherever there is a possibility of confusion.
The theoretical points at which the reflectance ratio

vanishes at either grazing observation (^ = 90°) for

nongrazing incidence, or at nongrazing observation
for grazing incidence ((f)

= 90°) are the limiting cases
obtained from eqs (4) and (7), but peaks cannot exist

exactly at these angles, as is proven by Beckmann [1].
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0.5/1
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0.5/X

0.5/i

NEAR AND FAR WALLS,
TWO REFLECTIONS,

/J = 0.5

15° 30° 45° 60° 75°

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, 4>

90°

Figure 3. Comparison of theory and experiment for V-grooves

with specular walls, 20 = 90°.

0.0

REFERENCE
POINT

To-'

FAR WALL,
ONE REFLECTION

l"j

LEGEND

SPECIMEN NO. 7,

SPECIMEN NO. 7,

SPECIMEN NO. 8,

SPECIMEN NO. 8,

SPECIMEN NO. 9,

THEORETICAL

NEAR WALL,
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/) = 0.5

15° 30° 45° 60° 75°

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,
<f>

90°

5/1

5/1

5/1

5/1

5/1

Figure 4. Comparison of theory and experiment for V-grooves

with specular walls, 26=120°.

Except for a few cases of large deviations between
the experimental and the theoretical values of /?,

figures 3, 4, and 5 show that reasonable agreement
exists between them. The agreement is much better

at 0.5/Li than at l.S^t, since the assumption that the

walls of the grooves reflect specularly becomes better

as the wavelength is decreased. Theoretical curves

for cases of more than one reflection were calculated

using p = 0.5.

5. Discussion

The assumption that the average reflectance of

the groove wall surfaces is known is only rigorous

when the wall reflectance is not a function of the angle

of incidence on the wall. If the reflectance is a func-

tion of the angle of incidence on the wall, the calcula-

tions would have to be repeated, and terms such as

p" would be changed to a product of n different values

of p, each one the reflectance of the groove wall at

the angle of incidence of one of the n reflections.

Except for this the calculations are valid for mono-
chromatic radiation of any wavelength, or for total

radiation if the properties of the groove wall are

independent of wavelength.''

1.0

MAGNITUDE OF F,]

EXPERIMENTAL
UNCERTAINTY

FAR WALL,
ONE REFLECTION

o SPECIMEN NO- II, 0.5/1

• SPECIMEN NO. II, 1.5/1

0 SPECIMEN NO. 12, 0.5/1.

SPECIMEN NO. 12, 1.5/t

1 SPECIMEN NO 13, 0.5/1— THEORETICAL

^NEAR WALL,
/ TWO REFLECTIONS,

/> = 0.5

30° 45° 60° 75°

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,
<t>

'h should be noted that the only wavelength dependence in ihe ,

value uf p used.

alysis is due to the
Figure 5. Comparison of theory and e.xperiment for V-grooves

with specular wallsy 26 = 150°.
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If the groove walls have properties that are not

independent of wavelength and calculations are

desired for total radiation, another complication

enters the situation. Let p(k) be the wall reflectance

as a function of wavelength, and l(k) be the spectral

distribution of the source, then any function G(p(k))

can be calculated for total radiation by the use of the

following expression:

SG(p(k))im\
{G(p(X))} total-

fl{\)dk

where the integrations are performed over all wave-

lengths emitted by the source.

Any desired calculations can now be made for the

apparent absorptance or reflectance when the walls

are specular. It should be noted that sometimes an

equation will yield absurd results which have no

physical significance. Should this occur, the appro-

priateness of the parameters under consideration

should be reexamined to ascertain their validity for

the case under consideration.

A conclusion which may be drawn from the results

is that the eff^ective absorptance increases and the

effective reflectances decrease as ((> decreases. In

the case 4>> 6, there wiU always be a region at the

vertex of the groove which will be in shadow, i.e., it

will not be illuminated either directly or due to internal

reflections. In the case 4> < 6 the whole internal

surface of the groove will be illuminated.

The author expresses his thanks to his major profes-

sor. Dr. Y. S. Touloukian for his advice and encourage-
ment during the course of this work, and to the Purdue
Research Foundation for support in the form of a

David Ross Grant. Thanks are also due Dr. D. P.

DeWitt for suggestions and stimulating discussions.

6. Nomenclature

C =Any radiation function, as used in eq (30).

/; =The depth of a V-groove.

/ = Energy per unit time carried by a beam of radia-

tion.

n =The number of reflections within a specular
V-groove.

= Reflectance ratio.

y =A distance measured vertically from the Up of a
V-groove.

a = Absorptance.
d = The half-angle of a V-groove.

k = Wavelength,

p = Reflectance.

(f) =The angle of incidence.

X — An angle of reflection,

i// =An angle defined in figure 1.

[.] = Brackets indicating a quantity to be rounded off

to the nearest higher integer.

7. Subscripts

c = A critical value.

eff = An effective or apparent value of some quantity.

f,n=A quantity associated with the far or near wall

of a V-groove, respectively.

i, j = Indexes.

i, r =A quantity associated with an incident or

reflected beam, respectively.

max = A quantity associated with the maximum value
of V on the far wall of a V-groove.

0 =A quantity associated with y= 0.
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41—AN APPROACH TO THERMAL EMITTANCE
STANDARDS

BY JOSEPH C. RICHMOND, WILLIAM N. HARRISON, AND FREDERICK J. SHORTEN

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

A double-beam ratio-recording infrared spectrometer was modified to record directly

the normal spectral emittance of strip specimens that are heated by passing a current through

them. A laboratory blackbody furnace and a hot specimen at the same temperature serve

as sources for the respective beams. Temperature equalization is achieved by means of a

differential thermocouple. Automatic data-processing equipment corrects for "zero-line"

and "100%-line" errors on the basis of previously-recorded calibrations, and also computes
frorh the spectral data, as the measurement progresses, total emittance or absorptance for

radiant energy having any known spectral distribution of flux.

This paper describes the development of

equipment and procedures ' for the measure-

ment of normal spectral emittance of metals

and other materials that can be heated by
passing a current through them, at tempera-

tures in the range of 800° to 1400° K, and over

the wavelength range of approximately 1 to

15 fi. The equipment includes a data-proc-

essing attachment to automatically correct for

calibration errors of the spectroradiometer, to

record the corrected spectral emittance on

punched paper tape in a form suitable for

direct entry into an electronic digital computer,

and to compute a single value for total emit-

tance from the recorded spectral emittance.

In only a limited sense does the report cover

the development of thermal emittance stand-

ards as such, although the selection and calibra-

tion of working standards of normal spectral

emittance was included among the objectives.

In a broader sense, it points out the need for

standardization in the entire field of thermal

emittance measurements, and in the field of

terminology it makes several definite recom-

mendations.

This paper is intended to be an elementary

treatise covering the many elements involved

in the production of thermal emittance stand-

ards.

' The work was done under the sponsorship and with
the financial assistance of the Aeronautical Systems
Division, U.S. Air Force.

DEFINITIONS

Several important items of nomenclature in

the field of electromagnetic radiation have not

been firmly established. DifTerent meanings

are ^.scribed to the same words by different

individuals, and some of the conflicting defini-

tions have been adopted by different technical

and scientific organizations of national scope.

The terminology used in this investigation

follows that of Worthing (ref. 1) in that the

word-ending "ivity" is reserved for the proper-

ties of materials, and "ance" for the properties

of specimens. The word-ending "ion," as in

reflection, absorption, and transmission, is

applied to acts or processes, rather than

properties.

All bodies are constantly emitting electro-

magnetic radiation as a result of the thermal

vibration of the particles, atoms and molecules

comprising the body; this process is known as

thermal emission, and the rate of such emission

per unit area is often referred to as thermal

emissive power.

Radiant flux is the rate of flow of radiant

energy.

Emittance is a property of a specimen; it is

the ratio of the emitted radiant flux per unit

area to that of a blackbody radiator at the same

temperature and under the same conditions.

A blackbody absorbs all radiation incident

upon it and at any given temperature has the

maximum possible rate of thermal emission.
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An ideal blackbody is a complete enclosure with

opaque walls at a uniform temperature. The
amount, and also the geometric and spectral

(or wavelength) distribution of radiant flux

emitted, per unit area, by a blackbody at a

given temperature can be computed from

the Stefan-Boltzmann relationship, Lambert's

cosine law and the Planck radiation law, respec-

tively. Laboratory blackbody furnaces which

radiate energy are approximate blackbodies,

because the opening through which the

radiant energy is emitted destroys the ideal

character. The extent to which they deviate

from the ideal depends upon such factors as the

relative size of the opening, the emittance of the

inside surface, and the thermal gradients that

may be present in the cavity. The ^-ate of

thermal emission of any real specimen is less

than that of the blackbody at the same tem-

perature.

Emissivity is a special case of emittance; it is

a fundamental property of a material, and is

measured as the emittance of a specimen of the

material which has an optically smooth sur-

face,^ and is sufficiently thick to be opaque.

Reflectance is a property of a specimen ; it is

the ratio of reflected radiant flux to incident

radiant flux.

Reflectivity is a special case of reflectance; it

is a fundamental property of a' material, and is

measured as the reflectance of a specimen of

the material that has an optically smooth sur-

face, and is sufficiently thick to be opaque.

Transmittance is a property of a specimen;

it is the ratio of transmitted radiant flux to

incident radiant flux.

Absorptance is a property of a specimen; it

is the ratio of absorbed radiant flux to incident

radiant flux.

Absorptivity is a special case of absorptance

;

it is a fundamental property of a material and
is measured as the absorptance of a specimen
of the material that has an optically smooth
surface and is sufficiently thick to be opaque.

A specimen is opaque when none of the

radiant energy incident upon it is transmitted

through it. All materials theoretically require

infinite thickness to become opaque. In prac-

' Any surface contamination may alter the thermal
radiation properties, hence a contamination-free surface
is also essential.

tice, a specimen is considered to be opaque when
the transmitted radiant flux is too small to be

detected, a condition which occurs at a very

small thickness for some materials, and at great

thicknesses for others. The thickness required

for a specimen to be opaque also varies with

the wavelength of the incident flux, for any

one material.

All of the properties that are defined above

vary with the spectral (or wavelength) distri-

bution of the radiant flux. All are temperature

dependent, some strongly so, and others only

moderately. All of the properties are influ-

enced by the angular distribution of flux in the ra-

diant energy. All of the properties that pertain

to specimens are influenced by the surface tex-

ture of the specimen, and by the thickness,

unless the specimen is opaque.

Since the emission, reflection and absorption

characteristics of a specimen are influenced by
the direction of propagation, relative to the

surface, of the emitted, incident, or reflected

energy, and by the spectral distribution of

radiant flux, most of the terms defined above

must be qualified in order to convey precise

meanings. For reflection, the direction of

propagation of both the incident and reflected

radiation must be specified. Specular, re-

ferring to reflection, means in the direction of

mirror reflection. Diffuse, referring to re-

flection, means in all possible directions.

Emission in all possible directions is referred

to as hemispherical. When limited directions

of propagation are involved, the word direc-

tional may be used. Normal is a special case

of directional, and means in a direction normal

to the surface. For other directions, the angle

of deviation from the normal is stated. The
terms normal and directional apply strictly

to beams of parallel radiation, but are also

used for beams contained within a small solid

angle, in which case the direction of propagation

is taken as that of the axial ray. Since all

laboratory sources, specimens and receptors

are of finite size, significant deviations from

parallelism exist in all laboratory instruments.

Hence the source and field apertiures should be

specified to define the extent of such deviations

from parallelism.

Radiant energy having a stated wavelength,

or more precisely, that is within a narrow
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wavelength interval centered on a specified

wavelength, is referred to as spectral. Spectral

emittance at a stated temperature is frequently

plotted as a function of wavelength to produce

a spectral emittance curve. The word total

as used to modify terms describing thermal

emission characteristics, means that the modi-

fied term pertains to the integral of rates of

spectral emission at all wavelengths.

Some examples of the qualified expressions

that are required to convey precise meanings

are: "total hemispherical emittance at 500° K,"

"normal spectral emittance at 1400° K in the

wavelength interval 1 to 15 m," and "spectral

diffuse reflectance from normal illumination

over the wave-length interval 0.3 to 3.0 m
"

CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTION OF EQUIP-
MENT AND PROCEDURE

In general, accurate absolute measurements

of radiant energy are not easy to make. Com-
parative measurements of radiant energy can

be made more readUy. For this reason it ap-

pears logical to base emittance determinations

on direct comparison of the radiant flux from a

specimen at a given temperature to that from a

comparison standard.

Since any comparison standard other than a

blackbody furnace must be calibrated against a

blackbody furnace at each temperature of test,

and even then may change with continued use,

it is desirable to use a blackbody furnace as the

comparison standard.

The total radiant flux density of a blackbody

varies as the fourth power of its absolute tem-

perature. Thus, even a small error in tempera-

ture measurement could lead to a large error in

emittance. Emittance, however, and particu-

larly spectral emittance, varies only slightly

with small changes in temperature. The critical

requirements with respect to temperature con-

trol in the determination of emittance are (a)

that the thermal gradients over the surface of

the specimen and comparison standard be re-

duced as far as praticable, and (b) that the

standard and specimen be kept at the same tem-

perature within acceptable tolerances. A ther-

mocouple produces an EMF that is a function

of the temperature difference between the hot

and cold junctions. Thus, small temperature

diff^erences can be measured more accurately by
a single direct measurement by means of dif-

ferent thermocouple systems. Thus, it is de-

sirable to use a differential thermocouple with

suitable instrumentation to maintain the speci-

men and the comparison standard at the same
temperature.

The spectral emittance curve of a solid ma-
terial heated to a temperature below its melting

point does not show the sharp peaks nnd valleys

that are characteristics of the emission and

absorption curves of solutions and gaseous nia-

terials. Hence, prism monochromators with

relatively wide slits are suitable for use in spec-

tral emittance determinations, in spite of their

rather poor wavelength resolution, because they

pass relatively large amounts of radiant flux for

measurement over a side spectral range. The
use of a variable-width slit is desirable so that

in wavelength regions of low radiant flux the

amount passed can be increased by broadening

the wavelength band accepted for measurement.

Thus, the available radiant flux in the compari-

son beam can be maintained at a level com-

mensurate with the sensitivity of the detector.

DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT FOR NORMAL
SPECTRAL EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

The general plan that was followed in de-

veloping equipment for determination of nor-

mal spectral emittance was to use a double-

beam ratio-recording infrared spectrometer

with a laboratory blackbody furnace and a

heated specimen as the respective sources for

the two beams. With this arrangement the

instrument will record directly the normal

sprectral emittance of the specimen, if the

following conditions are met within acceptable

tolerances: (1) the temperature of the specimen

must be the same as that of the blackbody

furnace; (2) the optical path length in the two

beams must be equal or, preferably, the instru-

ment must operate in a nonabsorbing atmos-

phere or a vacuum, in order to minimize the

effects of differential atmospheric absorption in

the two beams; (3) front-surface mirror optics

must be used throughout, except for the prism,

and equivalent optical elements must be used

in the two beams in order to minimize attenua-

tion of the beams by absorption in the optical

elements; and (4) the source and field apertures

of the two beams must be equal in order to

ensure that radiant flux in the two beams

compared by the apparatus will pertain to
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equal areas of the sources and equal solid angles

of emission.

It soon became apparent that the conditions

specified under 2, 3, and 4 were not met within

sufficiently close tolerances to permit direct

recording of normal spectral emittance with the

equipment described. It was necessary to use

a second, or reference, laboratory blackbody

furnace, identical to the first, or comparison,

blackbody furnace, in order to correct for these

errors.

Description of Spectrometer

The Perkin-Elmer model 13 spectrometer

used for the measurements is equipped with a

wavelength drive that provides automatic

scanning of the spectrum of radiant flux, and a

slit servomechanism that automatically opens

and closes the slits to minimize the variations

of radiant flux in the comparison beam. Three

prisms were available: (1) fused silica, to

cover the spectral range of 0.25 to 3.5 m, (2)

sodium chloride to cover the spectral range 0.7

to 15 M> and (3) cesium bromide to cover the

spectral range of 15 to 38 m- Several photo-

multiplier detectors were available for use in the

spectral range of 0.25 to 1.0 m, a lead sulflde

detector for use in the spectral range 1.0 to 2.0 fi,

a vacuum thermocouple with sodium chloride

window for use in the spectral range 1 to 15

and a vacuum thermocouple with cesium bro-

mide window for use in the spectral range 1 to

40 ti.

The source optics of the instrument were

modified by incorporation of an external optical

system, which is the standard Perkin-Elmer

transfer optical system, used with the hohlraum

reflectrometer. Two 90° folds in a vertical

plane were introduced in the specimen beam,

to raise the axial ray of the beam 9 inches

above the optical plane of the spectrometer.

The comparison blackbody furnace was mount-

ed in a fixed position to act as the source of

the comparison beam, and the specimen furnace

and reference blackbody furnace were mounted
side by side on a movable plate attached to a

slide, in positions such that they could be

brought alternately into position to serve as

source for the specimen beam, by sliding the

plate against fixed stops on the lathe bed. A
sketch of the complete optical path is shown
in figure 41-1, and a photograph of the external

optical system with furnaces in place and cover

removed is shown in figure 41-2.

It was found by experience that when the

RCA "7102 PHOTOMULTIPLIER
DETECTOR

THERMOCOUPLE
DETECTOR

BLACK BODY
FURNACE

ELLIPSOIDAL
MIRROR

PARABOLIC
MIRROR

PRISM

SPECIMEN
FURNACE

ENTRANCE
SLIT

FiGUBE 41-1.—Optical paths of the spectrophotometer.
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Reference
blackbooy
FURNACE

FiouBE 41-2.—External optical system of the spectroradiometer. The comparison blackbody furnace remains in

position to act as the source for tbo comparison beam. The specimen is in position to act as source for the

specimen beam, but can be replaced by the reference blackbody furnace by shifting the movable table on the

slide.

two blackbody furnaces were used as sources

for the respective beams of the spectrometer,

deviations of the recorded "100% curve" oc-

curred at the wavelength intervals within

which there is significant absorption of radiant

energy by water vapor and carbon dioxide in

the atmosphere. Such absorption should be

identical in both beams if the spectral distribu-

tion of flux and path lengths are identical.

However, the two beams are separated in time,

passing through the monochromator alternately

at a frequency of 13 cps. Since the spectnmi
is being traversed continuously, one energy

pulse is displaced relative to the other on the

wavelength scale, by a vefy small amount.
The eflFect of this displacement is neghgible

over most of the range, where the slope of the

energy-wavelength curve is not large. But at

the wavelengths near those of maximum absorp-

tion, the energy-wavelength curves become
very steep, and the slight spectral displacement

of the successive energy pulses can produce

significant deviations in the ratios which are

continuously recorded on the instrument.

In order to reduce the effects of absorption

by atmospheric water vapor and carbon dioxide,

the entire external optical system of the normal

spectral emittance equipment, including the

blackbody furnaces and specimen furnace, was

enclosed in a Lucite box. Gas-tight connecting

passages were designed to join (1) the Lucite

box enclosing the external optics, (2) the metal

cover for the chopper assembly, (3) the metal

cover for the combining optics, and (4) the

metal cover for the monochromator. Thus,

the entire length of both optical paths in the

instrument was enclosed in a single system of

interconnecting housings that was nearly
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gas-tight. Humidity in the enclosure was

monitored and recorded by means of a humidi-

graph which records temperature and humidity.

Immediately before a test the enclosure was

purged with "super-dry" nitrogen, free from

carbon dioxide, which was fed into the enclosure

through several inlets, at a slow, constant rate,

so that the enclosure was maintained at a

sUght positive pressure relative to the sur-

rounding atmosphere. Tests were not started

until the recorded humidity was less than 5%.

Blackbody and Specimen Furnaces

Two small laboratory blackbody furnaces

were designed and buUt. Figure 41-3 is a

•sectional drawing of a furnace. The core was a

Nichrome V casting, l%t inches in diameter

and 4 inches long. The cavity was % inch in

diameter, and 3% inches deep, threaded with 13

threads to the inch. The threads were cast in

place. The Nichrome V oxidizes to produce a

high-emittance surface in the cavity. The fur-

nace was heated by means of a platinum-20%

rhodium winding. There were two taps on the

heating coil approximately one inch from each

end. Shunts across the taps and leads were

used to reduce thermal gradients in the cavity.

The aperture in the cavity was reduced to a

slit approximately % by % inches in size by
means of a Nichrome cover plate.

The temperature of the blackbody furnace

was measured by means of a platinum, plati-

num-10% rhodium thermocouple, the bare

bead of which extended about % inch into the

cavity from the rear. The thermocouple leads

were insulated from the core by high-alumina

refractory tubing, which was surrounded by a

platinum tube that was grounded, in order to

prevent pickup hy the thermocouple of spurious

signals due to electrical leakage from the

winding.

The efficiency of the blackbody furnace,

computed from the GoufTe (ref. 2) equation,

and assuming that the interior of the cavity is

at uniform temperature, and is a completely

diffuse reflector, was better than 0.999. Both
of these assumptions are known to be only

approximations, so that the actual efficiency

was somewhat less than the computed value.

The thermocouple bead in the back of the

cavity cannot be seen, even with an optical

pyrometer, when the furnace is in operation,

which indicates that the eflBciency is very high.

FIBERFRAX

(5) FRONT COVER

PLATE

(D SLIT
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COOLING COILS

FiQUBB 41-3.—Sectional drawing of blackbody furnace.
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The specimens were strips of metal, inch

wide by 8 inches long, of any convenient thick-

ness in the range of approximately 0.010 to

0.060 inch. A sketch of the specimen furnace is

shown in figure 41-4. The outer shell was
water cooled, and its inner surface was of Inconel

that had been threaded with a No. 80 thread

and then oxidized in air at a temperature above

1350° K for 6 hours to produce a surface having

a reflectance of less than 0.05 at the operating

temperature of the water-cooled walls. The
specimen was positioned off-center in the C3din-

drical enclosure, so that any radiant flux re-

flected from the walls would be reflected twice

before hitting the specimen.

The electrodes were of water-cooled copper

and were insulated from the brass end caps of

the furnace by means of bakelite sleeves. The
lower electrode fitted loosely in the hole through

the end cap to permit the specimen to expand

without buckling when heated. The specimen

was viewed through a window about % by 1 inch

in size. A viewing window insert reduced the

opening to about }i by % inch.

Adjustable baffles above and below the view-

ing window were used to reduce convection and

the resulting temperature fluctuations and

thermal gradients. Adjustable telescoping cy-

lindrical platinum reflectors surround the speci-

men at each end. These were used to reduce

heat loss at the ends of the specimen, and hence

the thermal gradient along the specimen.

Temperature Control Equipment

The power input to the comparison blackbody

furnace was adjusted manuall}' by means of an

autotransfomier. The heater winding of the

furnace had two taps, located approximately

one inch from each end of the winding. Vari-

able resistors were connected as shunts across

the taps and from the taps to the input leads,

as indicated in the wiring diagram, figure 41-5.

Adjustment of these resistors permitted varia-

tion of the power distribution along the cavity

of the furnace, by means of which thermal

gradients in the cavity could be reduced as far

as practicable. It was found by experience that

the heat capacity of the blackbody furnace was
large enough to practically eliminate tempera-

ture fluctuations due to momentary voltage

fluctuations in the power supply. A cold fur-

nace could be brought to 1400° K and stabilized

,
OXIDIZED INCONEL
WATER COOLED JACKET

— END CAP

FiGDRE 41-4.—Specimen enclosure.

at that temperature in about 6 hours, and only

about 30 min was required to achieve stability

after a temperature change of up to about 30° K.

Normally the blackbody furnaces were heated

overnight before use.

The power supply for the reference blackbody

furnace was identical to that shown in figure 41-5,

except that wlien the temperature was to be con-

trolled a saturable core reactor was substituted

for the autotransformer, as is described below.

The temperature of the specimen (or refer-

ence blackbody furnace) was controlled to that

of the comparison blackbody furnace, within

narrow limits, by means of a differential

thermocouple. One bead of the differential

thermocouple was in the cavity of the compari-

son blackbody furnace, and the other was

attached to the back of the specimen, in the

center of the area being viewed, as described

later in this report. The signal from the

differential tl\ermocouple was amplified by a

d-c amplifier and fed to a center-zero recorder-

controller. The output of the recorder-
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FURNACE WINDING
LINE

VARIABLE AUTO-
TRANSFORMER

Figure 41-5.—Wiring diagram for power supply to

comparison blackbody furnace.

controller is proportional to the distance

between the control pointer and the recorder

pointer on the scale, wiiich is in turn propor-

tional to the temperature difference between
blackbody furnace and specimen. The output
of tlie recorder-controller was fed to a current-

actuating-type controller, the output of which
was separated into three portions, each of

which could be varied as desired. One portion

was proportional to the input signal, one was
proportional to the first time derivative of the

input signal, and one was proportional to the

second time derivative of the input signal.

The output of the current-actuating-type con-

trol was fed to the coil of a saturable core

reactor which varied the power input to the

specimen. It was possible to reduce under-
shoot and overshoot of tiie controlled tempera-
ture by proper adjustment of the three

components in the output of the current-

actuating-type control. A block diagram of the

temperature control equipment is shown in

figure 41-6.

BLACK BODY
FURNACE

LINE

CENTER-
ZERO

RECORDER-
CONTROLLER

CURRENT
ACTUATING TYPE

CONTROL

Figure 41-6.—Block diagram of temperature control

equipment. The controller operates from a signal

produced from a dififerential thermocouple.

With the described control equipment it has

been possible to hold the temperature of a

specimen as indicated by the welded thermo-

couple to well within ± 1 ° K of that of the

comparison blackbody furnace, and the tem-

perature of the reference blackbody furnace to

within ±0.5° K of that of the comparison

blackbody furnace.

CALIBRATION OF EMITTANCE EQUIPMENT

Wavelength Calibration of IMonochromator

A complete wavelength calibration was made
of the spectrometer with the fused silica and

sodium chloride prisms, respectively, mounted
in the monochromator. In calibrating the

equipment with the fused silica prism, emission

spectra of a helium arc and a mercury arc, and

absorption spectra of a didymium glass and a

polystyrene film were recorded. The emission

and absorption peaks having known wave-

lengths were identified in the respective curves,

and for each peak the observed wavelength

drum position at which the peak occurred was

plotted as a function of the known wavelength

of the peak (ref. 3). A total of 66 such points,

at wavelengths in the range 0.24 to 2.2/i, was

plotted, and a smooth curve was drawn between

the points to produce the calibration curve.
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A similar procedure was followed in cali-

brating the equipment with the sodium chloride

prism mounted in the monochromator. In this

case, the atmospheric absorption curve re-

placed the absorption curve for didymium
glass. A total of 52 points, at wavelengths

from 0.4 to 15 n, was plotted to produce the

calibration curve.

Calibration for Linearity of Response

All of the work done with the spectrometer

had been based on the assumption that the

response of the instrument (the height of the

recorded omittance curve above the recorded

"zero curve") was linear with (1) the radiant

flux (within the varying wavelength interval

encompassed by the exit slit) passing through

the monochromator, when the instrument is

operated in single-beam mode, or (2) the ratio

of the fluxes (within the varjang wavelength

interval encompassed by the exit slit) in the

respective beams that pass through the mono-
chromator when the instrument is operated

double-beam in ratio mode. This assumption

had not been checked, and a confirmation of

(1) and (2) above was considered desirable.

S'-,iT Linearity Calibration

The entrance and exit slits of the monochro-

mator open and close simultaneously, and both

are controlled at the same width by the slit

micrometer. Because of this construction,

when a true image of a source is formed at the

entrance slit of the monochromator, somewhat
larger than the slit at its maximum width,

the radiant flux reaching the detector from the

monochromator varies as the square of the

slit width. This relationship was used to

check the linearity of detector response when
the instrument is used single-beam in direct

mode (item (1) above). A single blackbody

furnace, at 1400° K, was used as a source, and
each series of measurements was made at a

number of central wavelengths throughout the

sensitive range of the thermocouple detector.

Experimental results were in conformity with

the theoretical relationship. In every case,

when the height of the recorder curve was
plotted against the square of the slit width, the

points obtained with the sodium chloride prism

and thermocouple detector fell on a straight

line intersecting the origin, within the error of

measurement.

Similar measurements were also made at

several wavelengths when the spectrometer

was operated with the fused silica prism and
the lead sulfide detector. Again, experimental

results were in conformity with the theoretical

relationship.

When the spectrometer was used with the

fused silica prism and lP21 detector, appreciable

deviations from the theoretical relationship

were found at first, but after careful realign-

ment of the monochromator optics, all of the

points again fell on a straight line, within experi-

mental error.

Calibrations With Sector-Disk Attenu-
ator

A sector-disk attenuator for use in calibrating

the normal spectral omittance equipment was

designed and built. The attenuator consists

of a variable speed motor, 0 to 4000 rpm, with

an attenuator disk mounted on its shaft.

Five interchangeable attenuator disks were

prepared, having nominal transmissions of

75, 50, 25, 12.5 and 5.0%, respectively. The
disks were machined from sheet aluminum,

0.065 inch thick. The 5% disk is 10 inches in

diameter, and has four equally spaced radial

notches, each 4.5° wide, extending inward

from the rim for 3 inches. The other disks are

9 inches in diameter, and have eight notches

each, extending inward from the rim for 2%
inches. The notches are 33%° wide in the 75%
disk 22%° wide for the 50% disk, ll}i°wide for

the 25% disk, and 5%° wide for the 12.5% disk.

The attenuator is normally operated at about

1300 rpm, and the direction of rotation is oppo-

site to that of the chopper of the spectrometer.

At this speed the beam is interrupted at a

frequency of more than 85 cps by the 5% disk,

and more than 170 cps by the other disks. The

chopper in the spectrometer interrupts the beam

at a frequency of 13 cps. No coupling has been

observed between the attenuator and chopper

frequencies.

The attenuator disks were calibrated in the

Engineering Meteorology Section of NBS by

measuring the angular width of the notches and

blades on each disk, at two positions correspond-

ing to the radial positions at which the top and

bottom, respectively, of the interrupted beam

strike the disks when in use. The unobstructed

area of the disk between the two circles was
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computed as a percentage of the total area

between the circles, with the results shown

below:

Nominal Measured
Transmiltance, Unobstructed Area,

% %
75 75. lOdbO. 22

50 50. 00±0. 02

25 - 25. 28±0. 14

12. 5 12. 73±0. 14

5 5. 07 ±0.03

The measured values were assigned to the

respective sector-disk attenuators.

In the next group of experiments, made for

additional checking of item (1) above, the

sector-disk attenuator was introduced into the

beam near the blackbody furnace. Each
series of measurements was made at a single

wavelength, a single slit width, and a single gain

setting. In each case tlie gain was adjusted to

give a reading of slightly less than 100 units on

the strip chart without the attenuator. The
attenuator was then introduced into the beam,

and operated with each of the disks in turn.

The height of the recorder curve was plotted

against the previously measured fraction of the

beam passed by the attenuator. In every case

the points fell on a straight line passing through

the origin, indicating linear detector response

for every combination of slit width and wave-

length tested, with both the sodium chloride and

fused silica prisms, and with the thermocouple,

as well as the lead sulfide and photomultiplier

detectors.

In the preceding experiments for which the

instrument was being used in direct mode, with

single beam, the height of the recorder curve

varied linearly with the signal produced by the

detector. Tliis signal was proportional to the

radiant flux passing through the monochro-
mator. Normally, however, the instrument is

used in ratio mode, with double beam. In this

case, the height of the recorder curve should
vary linearly with tlie ratio of the two signals

produced by the detector when it is receiving

flux alternately from the respective beams.
In order to check item (2) above, the two

blackbody furnaces, controlled very closely to

the same temperature (about 1400° K), were

used as sourses for the two beams. The instru-

ment was adjusted so that the "100% curve"

would actuallj' fall between 90 and 100 on the

chart, after which such a curve was obtained

over the wavelength range of interest. The
sector-disk attenuator was then introduced into

the specimen beam near the blackbody furnace,

and operated with each of the disks in turn, to

obtain "75%, 50%, 25%, 12.5% and 5%
curves", each over the wavelength range of

interest. The heights of the respective curves

were then measured at 100 selected wavelengths,

and the height of each curve above the experi-

mentally obtained zero for the pertinent wave-

length was plotted against the percentage of

the flux in the specimen beam that was passed

by the attenuator. In every case the points

fell on a straight line intersecting the origin,

within the error of measurement. No signifi-

cant departures from linearity of response were

detected for any combination of prism and

detector, at any point within the wavelength

range at which they could be used.

The data for the thermocouple detector and

and sodium chloride prism are shown in figure

41-7. In this case, the "apparent emittance"

of the combination of the reference blackbody

furnace and each attenuator disk is plotted as

a function of wavelength. Every value of

apparent emittance was within ±0.01 of the

measured transmittance of the respective disk.

CXPERiMENTAL PROCEDURE

It was found by experience that the 100%
curve, obtained when the two blackbody fur-
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Figure 41-7.—Spectral "emittance" of the combination

of the reference blackbody furnace and sector-disk

attenuator when using the 75%, 50%, 25%, 12.5%

and 5% attenuator disks. Data are for the spectrom-

eter with the sodium chloride prism and thermo-

couple detector.
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naces at the same temperature served as sources

for the respective beams of the spectrometer,

deviated appreciably from flatness. These

deviations may be due to either (1) variations

in spectral absorption or other losses along the

respective optical paths from source to detector,

or (2) variations in spectral sensitivity of the

detector to radiant flux from the two beams.

There are two more mirrors in the specimen

beam than in the comparison beam, as is shown
in figure 41-1. The two beams follow different

paths from the sources to the spherical mirror

in the combining optics, and are reflected by
different mirrors in this portion of the path.

From the spherical mirror in the combining

optics to the detector, the two beams follow the

same general path and are reflected by the same
mirrors. However, the paths are not identical,

and the beams are reflected by slightly different

areas of each mirror, and are transmitted by
dift'erent areas of the prism and the detector

window. These differences could account for

spectral differences in losses in the two beams,

due to absorption, and to scattering, for in-

stance, by dust particles on the mirrors. The
two beams are also focused on slightly different

areas of the sensitive surface of the detector.

No detector is completely black, and variations

in spectral absorptance over the sensitive sur-

face of the detector could be responsible for

part of the observed effect.

It was also found by experience that the zero

curve, obtained when the specimen beam was
blocked near the specimen furnace, deviated

from flatness. These deviations are undoubt-

edly due to stray radiation in the monochro-

mator, which produces a spurious signal when
there is in fact no radiant energy being supplied

by the specimen.

A test procedure was developed to correct

for the errors which result in the deviations of

the "100% line" and zero line referred to

above. The procedure is as follows:

(1) The two blackbody furnaces are placed

in position to act as sources for the respective

beams of the spectrometer, and are brought to

the same temperature. The "Full Scale" con-

trol of the spectrometer is adjusted to bring

the 100% line to a position between 90 and
100 on the chart. The specimen beam is

blocked, and the "Ratio Zero" control on the

spectrometer is adjusted to bring the zero line

to a position between 1 and 3 on the chart.

The specimen beam is unblocked, and the

position of the 100% line is checked. These

instrument settings then remain fixed through-

out the omittance determinations on the

specimen being tested.

(2) The 100% line, over the wavelength

range of interest, is obtained by automatic

recording on the strip chart, after which the

chart paper is rerolled.

(3) The specimen beam is blocked near the

source, and the zero line is similarly obtained

over the wavelength range of interest, after

which the chart paper is again rerolled.

(4) The specimen enclosure is next substi-

tuted for the reference blackbody furnace, in

position to act as source for the specimen beam
of the spectrometer. The temperature of the

specimen is brought to and held at the tempera-

ture of the comparison blackbody fm-nace.

The specimen beam is unblocked, and the

"specimen line" is obtained over the wavelength

range of interest.

The heights of the respective curves are

measured at preselected positions of the wave-

length drum (corresponding to known wave-

lengths), as indicated in figure 41-8, and the

normal spectral emittance is computed for each

such wavelength. If Zx is the height of the

zero line, 5'x the height of the specimen line,

and H\ the height of the 100% line, at some

wavelength X, the normal spectral emittance,

E\ is given by

Values of E\ are computed for each of 100

wavelengths in the range of 1 to 15 M, and E\ is

plotted as a function of wavelength. A curve

is drawn through the plotted points to represent

the spectral emittance curve of the specimen.

SELECTION AND CALIBRATION OF WORKING
STANDARDS

The selection and calibration of suitable

working standards of normal spectral emittance,

to be used for the comparison of results in sev-

eral different laboratories, was one of the

objectives of this program.
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FiGUBE 41-8.—Section of recorder chart, showing sec-

tions of a 100% line, specimen line, and zero line.

The normal spectral emittance is the ratio AEJAEbb-

Working standards having high, intermediate,

and low emittance were desired. In addition to

having the desired normal spectral emittances,

the working standards, to be useful, should be

stable on heating in air at temperatures up to

the maximum temperature at which they can

be used, for times of several hundred hours.

They should also be of a material that is not

easily damaged in use. In order to be suitable

for measurement with the equipment described

in this report, the specimens are required to

have electrical properties that will permit them
to be heated by passing a current through them.

Specimens machined from sheet material of

uniform thickness, three of each material in

each of several different sizes and shapes were

desired, suitable for measurement in the equip-

ment used by different laboratories, as follows

:

strips, Yi X 8, % X 10 and 1 x 10 inches in

size

squares, 2x2 inches in size

disks, %, 1, 1%, and 1% inches in diameter.

Because it was not possible to measure the

normal spectral emittance of specimens of all

of the above shapes and sizes with the equip-

ment described in this report, it was decided

that the measurements would be confined to six

Ji-x-8-inch strip specimens of each material.

All of the specimens of a single material were

cut from a single sheet of metal, and all were

treated as nearly alike as possible during surface

preparation.

After an extensive series of tests, the following

materials were selected on the basis of the above

criteria, for use in preparing the working

standards

:

1 . for standards of low normal spectral emit-

tance, 0.035-inch platinum sheet that had

been polished and then annealed

2. for standards of intermediate normal

spectral emittance, 0.043-inch Kanthal

sheet that had been sandblasted and then

oxidized

3. for standards of high normal spectral

emittance, 0.053-inch Inconel sheet that

had been sandblasted and then oxidized.

The tests indicated that specimens of these

three materials, when prepared as outlined

below, were stable in total hemispherical

emittance to better than 0.02 on heating in

air at the maximum temperature at which they

were calibrated for periods of 200 hours.

Platinum Working Standards

The platinum specimens were received from

the fabricator as 0.035-inch sheet, six }i-x-8-

inch strips and three each in the following

shapes and sizes: 1-, l%- and l^-inch

diameter disks, 2-x-2-inch squares, and 1-x-lO-

and 5i-x- 10-inch strips. It had been specified

that the specimens were to be supplied with

highly polished surfaces. The finish actually

supplied was not as smooth as had been de-

sired, but it was decided to use the finish sup-

plied, rather than send the specimens back for

reworking. A ^-inch hole was drilled in one

end of each strip specimen, to facilitate hanging

during annealing.

Each specimen was washed in hot tap water

to which a commercial detergent had been

added, rinsed in running hot tap water, then

in distilled water, and finally in ethyl alcohol.

Rubber surgical gloves were worn at all times

while handling the specimens, and the central
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portion, observed for emittance determinations,

was not touched after cleaning. The specimens

were dried in air and placed in a closed con-

tainer, supported by the ends or edges only, for

storage prior to annealing.

All specimens were annealed in an electrically-

heated, silicon carbide element furnace. The
strip specimens were hung by moans of platinum

hooks suspended from aluminum oxide rods in

the furnace; the square and disk specimens

were supported by the edges only on ceramic

forms resting- on a flat ceramic slab. All of

the specimens were then enclosed in a ceramic

muffle: Starting with a cold furnace the

temperature of the furnace was raised to

1523° K (1250° C) over a period of 6 hours,

and held at that temperature for 1 hour. The
power was then turned off, and the specimens

were allowed to cool in the furnace, which

required 2 days.

The specimens were removed from the

furnace by means of cleaned platinum-tipped

tongs and were placed in individual plastic

holders, in which they were supported only

by the ends or edges. Each plastic holder,

containing a specimen, was then placed in an

individual cardboard box, to protect it from

contamination.

The six Ji-x-8-inch strips were prepared for

measurement by welding a platinum-platinum,

10% rhodium thermocouple to each specimen.

A shallow groove was scratched in each speci-

men, normal to its axis and located at the mid-

length. The lO-^mU thermocouple wires were

separately welded to the specimen by means of

a condenser-discharge type of electronic spot

welder. Each wire was laid in the shallow

groove to position it for welding, and the

welding operation was observed through a

low-power microscope.

Precautions were taken at all times to avoid

contamination of the specimens. They were

handled as little as possible, and when handling

was unavoidable the use of rubber gloves was
continued, and even then the center portion

of the specimen was not touched.

Three sets of curves were made for each strip

specimen at each of three temperatures: 800° K,
1100° K, and 1400° K. Each set of curves

consisted of (1) a 100% curve, obtained when
the two blackbody furnaces at the test tem-

perature were the sources for the respective

beams; (2) a zero curve, obtained when the

specimen beam was blocked near the specimen

furnace; and (3) a specimen curve, obtained

with the comparison blackbody at the test tem-

perature as one source and the specimen at the

same temperature, as the other. Each curve

was recorded over the range of wavelength

drum settings corresponding to a wavelength

range of approximately 1.0 to 15.0 m-

The normal spectral emittance was computed
at a total of 100 wavelengths, approximately

uniformly spaced from 1 to 15 m-

The 18 values (3 each on 6 specimens) at

each temperature and wavelength drum setting

were tabulated, and the following values were

computed: (1) E, the arithmetic average of the

18 measured values, (2) cr,, the total standard

deviation^ of the 18 values about the average

of the IS values, (3) e, the 95% confidence error

of E, (4) cr„, the average of six standard devia-

tions, each computed from the three measured

values on one of the six specimens, and (5) tr,,

the standard deviation of the six average values,

one for each of the six specimens, about the

grand average for all six.

The average normal spectral emittance, E,

of the six platinum specimens at 1100° K is

plotted as a function of wavelength in figure

41-9. The 95% confidence errors * associated

with the plotted average emittance values are

also plotted in the same figure.

The value <Tm is a measure of the overall

reproducibility of the test procedure or the

precision of measurement. The average value

of (Tn for all of the 100 wavelengths, is 0.45 at

1100° K. Thus the overall precision of meas-

urement on platinum is better than 0.005,

' All standard deviations computed in this study are

precisely defined as "estimates of the standard devia-

tion of the parent population from which the measure-

ments were drawn." This quantity is assigned the

symbol a, to distinguish it from the root-mean-square

standard deviation, S. D., of individual values from the

mean of a given sample.
* The 95% confidence error has the following statis-

tical significance. If the measurements were repeated

a large number of times, say 1000 times, and the aver-

age and 95% confidence error was computed for each

group of 18 measurements, then the limits of the group

average ± the 95% confidence error would bracket the

overall average of the 1000 groups of measurements

about 19 times out of 20.
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Figure 41-9.—Normal spectral emittance at 1100° K
of platinum working standards. The points in the

upper curve represent averages of 18 measurements,

3 each on 6 specimens. The points in the lower

curve represent the 95% confidence errors of the

average values in the upper curve.

expressed as a standard deviation in units of

emittance. In order to show any trend of

a„ with wavelength, the moving average of

5 values at adjacent wavelengths was computed,

and plotted as a fimction of wavelength as

the lower curve in figure 41-10. The scatter

due to errors of measurement, (r„, shows signif-

icantly less variation than a,.

The value a, indicates actual difiFerences in

emittance of the specimens that were measured.

The average value of <r, for all of the 100 wave-
lengths was 0.74. trx order to show any trend

of <T, with wavelength, the moving average of

five values at adjacent wavelengths was com-
puted and plotted as a function of wavelength

to form the upper curve in figure 41-10. There
appears to be a significant variation in <r,

with wavelength.

The values of a, are larger than the corre-

sponding values of (r„ by an amount sufficient

to demonstrate statistically that the observed

differences between specimens are real, and
could not occur due to chance fluctuations of

the error of measurement.

Curves similar to those shown in figures

41-9 and 41-10 were prepared from the data

obtained at 800* K and 1400° K. In general

the curves of data obtained at 800° K and
1400° K were similar in shape to the cor-

responding curves at 1100° K. The normal
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FiOTTBB 41-10.—Spectral distribution of two categories

of standard deviations, each computed from 18

measured emittance values obtained at 1100° K,
3 each on 6 platinum working standards. The upper

curve represents standard deviations due to real

differences in emittance between specimens, identified

as (T, in the text. The lower curve represents stand-

ard deviations due to random error, identified as a.

in the text. In both curves each point represents

the moving average of five adjacent values.

spectral emittance at each wavelength in-

creased with an increase in temperature, as

would be predicted by the Hagen-Rubens

equation. No significant change in <r„ or

<T, with temperature was noted.

Oxldlz«d Kanthal Working Standards

Specimens of the same sizes and shapes as

those referred to above were machined from

0.043-inch Kanthal sheet and were cleaned

with acetone to remove any oil or grease from

the machine operation. They were then

marked for identification, and sandblasted

with 60-mesh fused aluminum grit at an air

pressure of approximately 70 psi. The sand-

blasted specimens were cleaned ultrasonically

in acetone, passivated for one minute in 10%
nitric acid at 316° K (43° C), rinsed in distilled

water and then acetone. They were placed in

a cold furnace, which was brought to 1340° K
and held for 400 hom^, after which they were

allowed to cool in the furnace.

The normal spectral emittance of the six

K-x-8-inch oxidized Kanthal specimens was

measured, following the procedure outlined

above for platinum specimens, except that the

measurements were made at temperature of

800°, 1 100° and 1300° K. The normal spectral
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Figure 41-11.—Normal spectral emittance at 1100° K
of oxidized Kanthal working standards. The points

in the upper curve represent averages of 18 measure-

ments, 3 each on 6 specimens. Tlie points in the

lower curve represent the 95% confidence errors of

the average values in the upper curve.

emittances and 95% confidence errors were

computed as before and plotted to produce

curves of the type shown in figure 41-11 for

measutrements at 1100° K and the standard

deviations due to differences in specimens and
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Figure 41-12.—Spectral distribution of 2 categories

of standard deviations, each computed from 18

measured emittance values obtained at 1100° K,
3 each on 6 oxidized Kanthal working standards.

The upper curve represents standard deviations due
to real difiFerences in emittance between specimens,

identified as <r, in the text. The lower curve repre-

sents standard deviations due to random error of

measurement, identified as in the text. In both
curves each point represents the moving average of

5 adjacent values.

random error of measurement were computed
as before and plotted to produce curves of the

type shown in figure 41-12 for measurements

at 1100° K.

Oxidized inconei Working Standards

Specimens of the same sizes and shapes

referred to above were machined from 0.053-

inch Inconei sheet, and were cleaned and sand-

blasted as outlined above for the Kanthal

specimens. The cleaned specimens were placed

in a cold furnace, which was brought to 1340"

K (1067° C) and held for 24 hours; the tempera-

ture was then reduced to 1100° K and held for

an additional 24 hours, after which the speci-

mens were allowed to cool in the furnace.

The normal spectral emittance of the six ji-

x-8-inch oxidized Inconei specimens was meas-

ured, following the procedure outlined above for

platinum specimens, except that the measure-

ments were made at temperatures of 800°,

1100°, and 1300° K. The normal spectral

emittances and 95% confidence errors were

computed as before, and plotted to produce

curves of the type shown in figure 41-13 for

measurements at 1100° K. The standard

deviations due to differences in specimens and to

random error of measurement were also com-

puted as before, and plotted to produce curves

of the type shown in figure 41-14 for measure-

ments at 1100° K.
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Figure 41-13.—Normal spectral emittance at 1100° K
of oxidized Inconei working standards. The points

in the upper curve represent averages of 18 measure-

ments, 3 each on 6 specimens. The points in the

lower curve represent the 95% confidence errors of

the average values in the upper curve.
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FiGUBE 41-14.—Spectral distribution of 2 categories

of standard deviations, each computed from 18

measured emittance values obtained at 1100" K,
3 each on 6 oxidized Inconel working standards.

The upper curve represents standard deviations due
to real differences in emittance between specimens,

identified as o, in the text. The lower curve repre-

sents standard deviations due to random error of

measurement, identified as (r„ in the text. In both

curves each point represents the moving average of

5 adjacent values.

PRINCIPLES OF DATA REDUCTION

Computation by the Welghttd-Ordlnat* Mothod

Two main steps are necessary in order to

compute the total normal emittance or absorp-

tance of a specimen for radiant flux having a

specified spectral distribution from its spectral

emittance curve. These steps are described in

relation to figure 41-15, which represents an
actual case.

The first step is to weight a series of ordinates

chosen at uniform intervals along the emittance-

wavelength curve for the specimen (curve A)
according to the spectral distribution of radiant

flux from the source under consideration, which
can be represented graphically by a second

curve, B. The weighted ordinates, which are

the products of ordinates at identical wave-
lengths for curves A and B, provide points for

a third curve, C, which indicates the spectral

distribution of the energy that would be
absorbed in unit time by the specimen, from the

specified source. For the special case in which
the designated source of radiation, represented

by curve B, is a blackbody (as it is in figure

41-15) at the temperature of the specimen
(which is in thermal eqizilibrium), curve C
represents, also, the spectral distribution of the

mvCLIMTH IN MICNOHt

FiouBE 41-15.—Graphical form of data and derived

values used in computing from the spectral emittance

of a specimen its total emittance, its total absorp-

tance, or its total emissive power. Curve A repre-

sents spectral emittance values obtained on a specimen

at 650° K (about 1200° F). Curve B represents the

spectral distribution of radiant flux from a blackbody

at the same temperature. The ordinates of curve C
are in each case the product of the ordinates of curves

A and B at the same wavelength. Curve C repre-

sents the spectral distribution of flux emitted by the

specimen having the spectral emittance indicated by

curve A.

energy emitted in unit time by the specimen at

the temperature tmder consideration, since

under these specific conditions the rate at which

energy is absorbed by the specimen at each

wavelength is exactly equal to that at which

it is emitted at the same wavelength.

The second step in computing the total

emittance or absorptance of the specimen

consists of determining the ratio of the area

vmder curve C to that under curve B. A
rigorous mathematical expression of the quan-

tity sought is as follows:

Eu=^ (3)

J
«6X£^X

where:

.E„= total Emittance of specimen

«ix=rate of energy emission per unit wave-

length interval, of a blackbody, for the

increment X to (X+(iX)

£',x=Emittance of the specimen, between X

and (X+(iX).

In practice, with a suflBcient number of uni-

formly spaced ordinates (which are taken at
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the same set of wavelengths for all the curves)

this ratio of areas is approximated with the

required precision by dividing the sum of the

ordinates for curve C by the sum of the ordinates

for curve B. The mathematical expression of

this operation is

Eu=^, (4)

Xi

Since all values of AX are equal, they cancel

out numerically as well as dimensionally.

The units in which the ordinates of curve A
are expressed are pure numbers, representing

spectral-emittance values. The units in which

the ordinates for curve B are expressed occur in

both the numerator and denominator of the

final ratio; hence it is of no consequence what

units are used, provided they are the same for

the numerator and denominator, or whether

the ordinates for cvu-ve B are expressed simply

as numbers of the correct relative magnitudes.

The final answer in either case is a number
signifying the total absorptance of the specimen

for radiant flux of the specified spectral distri-

bution.

The procedure is identical for computing

either the total emittance of the specimen or

its total absorptance for energy from the sun,

the earth, or any other source, because the

total absorptance for blackbody radiation at

the temperature of the specimen is equal to

the total emittance of the specimen. Hence

to compute total emittance or total solar

absorptance as desired, one merely modifies

the procedure by selecting for curve B either

the spectral distribution of radiant flux for a

blackbody at the temperature of the specimen,

(which was done for fig. 41-15) or the spectral

distribution of radiant flux for solar radiation,

or radiation from the earth or any other source.

When it is desired to compute the total

amount of radiant energy, for unit time and

area, emitted by the specimen at a given tem-

perature, curve B wUl represent blackbody ra-

diation and its ordinates wiU be expressed in

energy per unit time and area; hence, those of

curve C wiU also. In this case, the quantity

sought is represented by the area under curve C,

which can be obtained by integration. The

equation that rigorously describes this relation-

ship for all possible wavelengths is:

ei,==J E,x€ixdK (5)

where 6„ is the total radiant flux density of the

specimen.

In practice the value can be computed with

the required precision by the following ap-

proximation:

Xi

€u=^E,\tt,\A\ (6)
Xi

Since £',x is a ratio, and esx represents radiant

flux per unit area and wavelength interval, the

X cancels out dimensionally. Numerically, the

fraction of the span between Xi and Xa, that is

occupied by a single interval, AX is the recip-

rocal of the number of ordinates, n, (each ordi-

nate representing one interval) ; hence equation

(6) may be written:

Xi

«««=S^»xe»x

This equation states that the total radiant

flux per unit area is obtained by simply adding

all the ordinates of the points from which curve

C was constructed (each of which represents

radiant flux per unit area), and dividing by the

number of such ordinates. Any required pre-

cision of the approximation can be attained by

using a suflftcient number of ordinates.

As in the case of emittance and absorptance,

the procedure is the same whether the object is

to compute the total radiant flux emitted by

unit area of the specimen or the total radiant

flux absorbed upon exposure to a specified

source. In the former instance, curve B repre-

sents blackbody radiation; in the latter case, it

represents radiant flux from the specified source

that is incident upon the specimen.

Computation By the Selected Ordinate Method

Regardless of what method of computation

is chosen, the objects remain (1) to obtain the

ratio of areas under two curves, B and C, for

total emittance or total absorptance, and (2) to

evaluate the area under one curve, C, for total

radiant flux per unit area of the specimen, ab-

sorbed from a specified source, or emitted.
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Ordinarily it is preferable to use no more

ordinates for the calculations than are needed

to give the required precision. The optimum

number of ordinates can be chosen by spacing

them to represent equal areas under curve 3,
a device which results in unequal values of AX.

When this method is used, the first step is to

choose ordinates fbr curve B at increments of X

such that the areas between all adjacent pairs of

these ordinates correspond to a constant

amount, k, of radiant flux per unit area. Then

the median wavelengths within the respective,

intervals between these adjacent pairs of ordi-

nates determine the locations of the selected

ordinates. When the ordinates of curve A are

read at these specified values of X, the rate at

which energy is emitted per unit area of the

specimen can be obtained with the required ac-

curacy simply by adding up these ordinates and

multiplying the siun by the constant, k. The

basic equation is

:

Z;^.x(eftxAX)
Xi

(8)

But since (€jxAX) has the constant value k, in-

dependent of wavelength, the equation becomes

:

Xi

(9)

Often, for convenience, ordinates are selected

at intervals such that k=l.
The economy in numbet of ordinates required

for a given precision makes this method es-

pecially advantageous in the absence of elec-

tronic computers. Like the weighted-ordinate

method, it is applicable to calculation of total

emittance or total absorptance from the spectral

data, as well as to calculation of rate of emission

or absorption of energy by unit area of the

specimen.

DESIGN AND INSTALLATION OF DATA-PROC-
ESSING EQUIPMENT

A photograph of the spectrophotometer with

data-processing equipment installed is shown
in figure 41-16. This equipment was designed

to perform the following functions: (1) to pro-

duce a corrected graphical record of the normal

spectral emittance of a specimen as a function

of wavelength, (2) to record in digital form on
punched paper tape the corrected spectral emit-

tance values, for possible use in a separate

electronic digital computer, and (3) to accumu-
late the digitalized emittances at wavelengths

which have been pre-selected to jdeld specific

information as described farther in this report.

The output of the spectrometer is digitized

by two shaft encoders, one mounted on the

Figure 41-16.—Dat&-processing equipment attached to the spectrometer. The electronic circuits are housed in

the chassis above the recorder at the right, and the paper tape punch and punched paper tape reader are on
the table at the extreme right.
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wavelength drive shaft, and the other on the

recorder pen shaft. Each encoder produces a

pulse for each 0.001 revolution of the shaft, and

the pulse also contains a signal indicating

direction of rotation. These pulses are counted

in the data-processing attachment, by reversible

counters which increase in count for pulses in

the forward direction, and decrease in count

for pulses in the backward direction.

During calibration, the pulses from the re-

corder shaft encoder are recorded on fovu*-

channel magnetic tape. During measurement

of a specimen, the magnetic tape is played back

synchronously with the automatic wavelength

scanning, and the data-processing attachment

automatically corrects for the 100% line and

zero line errors, as is described in more detail in

a paper by Horace M. Joseph (to be published).

The corrected normal spectral emittance of the

specimen appears as the curve drawn by the

recording potentiometer. The output of the

potentiometer is digitized, as before.

The wavelength drum position and recorder

pen position can be automatically recorded on

punched paper tape at preselected increments of

wavelength drum position. The spectral

emittance values can be accumulated at the

same or other preselected increments of wave-

length drum position.

In order to compute total emittance or ab-

sorptance for radiant energy having known

spectral distribution of flux, - the accumulation

must be performed at unequal increments of

wavelength drum position, at the selected

ordinates which represent equal areas under the

spectral energy distribution curve for the black-

body or source as previously described. These

unequal increments are prepunched into paper

tape, which automatically controls the accumu-

lation process. The sum on the accumulator

is then n times the total emittance or absorp-

tance, where n is the number of selected ordi-

nates.

SUMMARY
T^t equipment and procedures were de-

veloped to measure normal spectral emittance

of strip metal specimens that can be heated by
passing a current through them, at tempera-

tures from about 800° K to above 1400° K,
and over the wavelength range of 1 to IS^t.

The equipment consisted essentially of a

double-beam, ratio-recording infrared spectrom-

eter, in which the source optics were modified

to include a blackbody furnace in a fixed posi-

tion as the source for the comparison beam,

and a second blackbody furnace and a specimen

furnace mounted on a movable plate attached

to a slide so that either could be positioned to

serve as the source for the specimen beam.

Special control equipment maintained the two

sources at the same temperature.

The test procedure corrected for zero line

and 100% line errors in the measured emittance.

The zero line error arises as a result of a spurious

signal produced in the specimen beam when the

beam is blocked near the source. The 100%
line error results from differences in the ratio

of the signal produced to radiant flux entering

the instnunent along the two beams of the

spectrometer.

An electronic data-processing attachment

was designed and buUt to (1) automatically

correct for "zero fine" and "100% Une" errors,

(2) record the corrected data in digital form on

punched paper tape, suitable for direct entry

into an off-Une electronic digital computer and

(3) compute, from the spectral data as obtained,

a single value of total emittance, or absorptance

for radiant energy having any known spectral

distribution of flux.

Three types of specimens for use as working

standards in other laboratories were prepared

and calibrated. These specimens had high,

intermediate and low spectral emittance, re-

spectively. Tests of these standards indicated

that the overall reproducibUity of the method

is on the order of 0.005 in emittance, expressed

as a standard deviation.
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DISCUSSION

G. J. Zissis, Institute for Defense Analyses: One
thing that worries me a bit is the effect of the corruga-

tions on the walls of the cylinder of the cavity. In the

De Vos treatment of a cavity, the first-order correction

term gives the equivalent of the Gouff6 theory, but the

second-order corrections are quite dependent on the

amount of radiation coming in through the opening and

reflecting off of the walls. I have a feeling that with

corrugations a direct return from the sides of the walls

through the opening might be larger than it would be if

you had, say, a flat wall with a Lambertian distribution.

As long as you do not see the walls when you are oper-

ating I would imagine this would make only a very

small difference, but it might be worth while carrying

out the calculation of the emissivity by the De Vos
method just to compare.

Richmond: The walk of the cavity were of 80

nickel-20 chromium alloy which had been oxidized for

many hours at temperatures up to 1400 °K so that

there was a rather thick oxide layer which was quite

rough. Also, this was a sand casting which had not

been smoothed; so the walls were quite rough inside.

Under these conditions I believe that the De Vos
analysis would not apply. I think the Gouff4 analysis

would be more nearly correct.

8. Sklarew, The Marquardt Corporation: What is

the availability of this type of emittance standard, and
are these standards reliable in the visible portion of the

spectrum?

Richmond: I am going to ask Bob Winn to answer
the first part of that question.

Winn: The standards themselves have been received

at ASD; however, the program has been transferred

from the Physics Laboratory to the Applications

Laboratory, and I would suggest that you contact Mr.
Don Stevinson (ASRCEE-2) who will be responsible

for making arrangements to lend these standards.

Richmond: The other part of the question was with
regard to the reliability of the standards in the visible.

So far they have not been calibrated below one micron.
We hope to do that eventually. We do not have any
information on the reliability in that range. However,
we do have some experimental evidence to indicate that
these specimens will probably be relatively stable in

emittance as long as they are heated in air at tempera-
tures no higher than 1400° K for the platinum, 1300° K
for the other standards, for periods up to at least 200
hours. We have run some of them for periods up to
1,000 hours, and we find probably not over 2 or 3%
change in emittance as a result of this continued heating.

However, they should be handled with care to avoid

contamination of the surface because that can really

change emittance.

Abbott, Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory:

You mentioned integration of the spectral curve to

obtain total normal emittance. Have you done any

of this?

Richmond: We have done some of it. The auto-

matic data processing equipment is not yet in operation

so what we have done has been done by longhand

methods, which is quite tedious as you probably know.

Abbott: You seem to be making the measurements

from 1 to 15 M-

Richmond: 1 to 15.

Abbott: How do you account for the range below

and above?

Richmond: At the temperatures at which we are

working there is only a small percentage of the energy

below and above, and we assume that the emittance

curve is flat below and above the ranges on which we
have actual data.

Abbott: Do these agree retisonably well with

measurements of direct total normal emittance?

Richmond: We do not have any data on the same
specimens for direct measurement of normal total,

but they agree within 1 or 2% with direct measurements

of total hemispherical when you make a correction for

the difference between normal and hemispherical ac-

cording to the equations given in Jakob.

I. J. Barst, Armstrong Cork Company: In de-

scribing the threaded alloy liner you made the state-

ment that the reflectance is less than 0.05. How did

you determine this?

Richmond: That was determined first from measured

values on flat specimens that had been subjected to the

same treatment and then making the correction for

the effect of the threading.

I. J. Spiro, The Aerospace Corporation: Mine is

not a question but a comment to you on your defini-

tions. In your discussion on emissivity you call

attention to the fact that you must have an optically

smooth surface. I would like to caution your com-

mittee to consider wavelengths when you describe

optically smooth surfaces. As you change in wave-

lengths to 50 and 100 it, what was optically smooth at

one place is no longer, and what was an "emittance"

may now become an "emissivity".

Richmond: That is very definitely true, but as you

go up in wavelength a rough surface tends to appear

to be smoother. There has been some data published
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not too long ago (Bennet, I believe was the author), in

which it was shown that you can have effects from
surface roughness on the order of a hundredth of a
wavelength of the light involved. The ntiajor effects,

however, do not begin to appear until you get up to

something on the order of a tenth of the wavelength

involved. That is peak-to-valley distance.

Shottldebs, General Technology Corporation: When
you were showing the curve on platinum you implied

that you did not understand why you had a peak

at the longer wavelengths around the 15-m region. Did
you mean to imply that you understood why you had
the other peaks? I would like to have a little bit of an
explanation on that.

Richmond: Suppose I see you after the meeting to

talk about that. It gets quite involved. I think

briefly that the one around 9}4 or close to 10 ^ is probably

due to contamination in the specimen, but we are not

sure. The one down around 1 m we believe is due to

resonance effects.

William Clayton, Boeing Company: I think it

might be useful if you were able to state what you
believe to be the accuracy of your method, divorced

from material changes, of course. Your method is

probably two or three times as accurate as anybody
else's, at least mine. It might give us all a good target.

Richmond: That is a rather difficult question to

answer. I think that the precision of our measurements
is certainly on the order of 0.01 in emittance. If you
wanted it in a percentage, that would depend on the

emittance value tbat you are measuring. The only

data we have on the accuracy is what we obtained by
use of a sector-disk attenuator; we find that our entire

system gives linear response to better than 0.01. On
that basis, assuming that errors are additive, conserva-

tively any value should be good to about 0.02. I don't

have any rigid analytical basis for stating that; that is

just my own feeling.

Stbeed, Lockheed Missiles and Space: Is it possible

to clean these standards, and do you have any recom-

mendations in handling them?
Richmond: As far as handling them is concerned, the

specimens are mounted in plastic holders so that the

central area, the area on which you would be making
measurements on all specimens, is not touching any-

thing. Our recommendation would be to avoid touch-

ing the portion where you would be looking at the

specimen. In fact, you would probably be better off

if you were to wear surgical gloves at any time when
handling the specimen, to avoid fingerprints. Finger-

prints can be very very bad, and they are very difficult

to remove, particularly if the specimen has been heated
before you attempt to remove them. Other than that,

I would say avoid letting anything come in contact

with that central portion of the specimen. I think

probably the specimens could be cleaned if they
should become contaminated, but it might be a con-

siderable job. The oxidized Inconel specimens tend
to be self-cleaning, because a type of oxide forms on
them that gradually spalls away as a very fine powder
so that you get a self-renewing surface. I would
expect that all you would have to do on those specimens
would be to heat them for a few hours, at a high tem-
perature in air. They would probably come back
pretty close to what they were originally. That same
treatment would not apply to the oxidized Kanthal
however, because a very stable oxide film is formed on
them.

J. I. WiTTEBOBT, ASD: The problem of thermal
etching on the surfaces comes up at high temperatures.

Have you noticed much difference in the emittance, at

say, 1600° to 1800° F at the beginning of the test and
later on after thermal etching has occurred?

Richmond: We did notice that on unannealed plat-

inum specimens. I am not sure that the effect is due
to thermal etching, I think it is due to recrystallization,

but the specimens had been annealed above the re-

crystallisation temperature before we made any
determinations. I think that you have to take the

platinum up to temperatures above those at which we
have made any measurements in order to get appre-

ciable thermal etching. I am not positive but that is

my impression.

KosTKowsKi, NBS: I would like to make a comment
here that when one begins to get into accuracies of a

few percent, one factor that should be taken into ac-

count in any type of radiance measurements is the

relative size of the two samples one is comparing.

For example, in your case, the specimen is of the order

of ^i-inch wide, and the blackbodies, at least the effec-

tive size of the blackbody is probably an inch in diameter

or greater. Is that right?

Richmond: I did not mention this, but the blackbody

has an opening approximately >i-inch wide by Ji-inch

long.

Kostkowski: But how about the area adjacent to

the cavity hole? It is probably still bright, is it not?

Richmond: No, it is not. When the blackbody

furnace is at a temperature of 1400° K that area ad-

jacent to the opening is not incandescent.

Kostkowski: The problem I am referring to does not

apply in this case, but I still think I should mention it.

When the relative sizes of the two sources one is com-

paring are very different, the apparent brightness or

radiance of the two can differ by several percent due

to diffraction effects alone.

Richmond: We are very much aware of that in some

of the work Dwight Moore has been doing, which he

will describe tomorrow; there we are using an extremely

small area of the specimen.
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A Test of Analytical Expressions for the

Thermal Emissivity of Shallow Cylindrical Cavities

Francis J. Kelly and Dwight G. Moore

Analytical expressions for the directional thermal emissivity of a shallow cylindrical cavity were tested

by means of room temperature reflectance measurements. The measurements were made by placing a

paper-lined brass cavity of adjustable depth over the specimen opening of a recording spectrophotometer.

Reflectance curves were obtained from 0.4 n to 0.75 ju with the plunger positioned to give cavity depth-

to-radius ratios of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. The resulting reflectances were then converted to emissivities

through use of the relation that, for an opaque material, the emissivity is equal to one minus the reflec-

tance. Two theoretical expressions predicted the emissivity of a cavity with a diffusely reflecting wall to

within 0.01. A closed-form e.xpression of GoufTe, which forms the basis of a shallow-hole method for

measuring the emissivity of nonmetals at high temperatures, was in as good agreement with the experi-

mental measurements as a more rigorous expression derived by a different approach. Sizable depar-

tures of the cavity walls from good diffusers had a negligible effect on the emissivity of the cavity at a

depth-to-radius ratio of 0.5, but the effect of specular components became progressively greater as the

cavity depth was increased.

Introduction

The problem of determining the thermal emissivity

of a cavity* from a knowledge of the emissivity of the

wall material and the geometry of the cavity is im-

portant both for optical pyrometry and thermal

emissivity measurements. Most investigators'""" have

been concerned with deep cavities formed in diffusely

reflecting materials. Recently, a method of measuring

thermal emissivity of polycrystalline ceramics has been

proposed- in which cylindrical reference cavities of

unprecedentedly shallow depth-to-radius (L/R) ratios

are used in order to minimize temperature differences
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* Emissivity is the ratio of the flux per unit area radiated by a

specimen to that radiated by a blackbody at the same tempera-

ture and under the same conditions. The conditions refer to the

geometric and spectral distribution of measured flux. The
directional emissivity of a cavity is a similar ratio for an imaginary

plane across the opening of the cavity. The issuing flux, which

includes both emitted and reflected components, originates from

an area of interior wall opposite the opening. The reflected com-

ponent is due to radiation from the remainder of the cavity that

is incident on the measured area. This reflected component
causes the apparent emissivity of a cavity wall, which is called

cavity emissivity throughout this paper, to be always greater than

its true emissiyity.

between the reference cavity and the surface.'^ The
reliability of this method depends on the accuracy

of analytical expressions for cavity emissivity.

The purpose of the present study was to compare
the directional emissivities of cavities predicted by
several analytical expressions with those obtained

experimentally. The experimental measurements were

made by determining the spectral reflectance of an

adjustable-depth paper-lined cylindrical brass cavity

from 0.4 n to 0.75 n and then converting these values to

emissivity through use of the relation that, for an

opaque material, the emissivity is equal to one minus

the reflectance. Because the incident beam of the

spectrophotometer was near normal and the viewing

was hemispherical, the reflectance measurement was,

in effect, the complement of the normal emissivity,

which is the property of interest in the shallow-hole

method.'^

The method used for testing the expressions had

three distinct advantages over the more direct ap-

proach of measuring emissivity at high temperatures.

First, making the measurements at room temperature

insured isothermal conditions within the cavity;

second, it was possible to obtain a number of different

spectral emissivity values from a single spectrophoto-

meter curve by lining the cavity with selectively

reflecting materials that would provide a broad range

of spectral reflectance values in the range 0.4 n to 0.75

fi; and, third, the spectrophotometer was capable of

measuring reflectances to 1 part in 1000, which is a

precision that could not be achieved easily with avail-

able thermal emissivity equipment.
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Expressions for Emissivity of

Shallow Cylindrical Cavities

Three general methods have been employed for

deriving equations to express cavity emissivity.^^

The first, which was used by Ribaud/'^ Gouff^,^ and
Michaud,* involves the calculation of the reflectance

of the cavity, that is, the fraction of the energy incident

through the cavity opening that later leaves the

cavity after one or more reflections from the walls.

According to Kirchhoff's radiation law, the reflectance

of the cavity can then be converted to cavity emissivity

by subtracting the reflectance from unity.

Of the various expressions derived by this first

approach, Gouff^'s was of primary interest in the

present investigation because of its proposed use in

the shallo\v-hole method.'^ Its derivation is given in

the original paper^ and also in ref. 12 and will not be

repeated here. Gouff^, however, was not explicit in

his published paper about one of the terms used in his

expression s/So (in refs. 3 and 12), and this uncertainty

caused some doubt about the validity of his equation

for cavity emissivity. However, Appendix I shows
that his s/So term is, in fact, an exact expression for

the quantity that is required.

Buckley," Yamauti,^ Rossmann,' Sparrow et al.,^

and Liebmann^ derived their expressions by considering

the flux coming from a surface element opposite the

opening. This flux includes not only that emitted by
the element but also that reflected by the element

from other areas of the enclosure. The recent work
of Sparrow and co-workers/ who used this approach,

is especially noteworthy in that it is possible from

their analysis to obtain a rigorous evaluation of the

emissivity of any elemental area on the walls of a

cylindrical enclosure. This calculation requires the

use of a computer, however, because the integral

equation expressing the relations is amenable only to a

numerical solution.

The third method, used by De Vos,^" is based on a

calculation of the influence of the hole on the radiation

from other surface elements. The derived expres-

sion, however, canno'c be applied easily to shallow

cavities. It should be pointed out that DeVos con-

siders a specularly reflected component in his analysis,

whereas the equations derived by all other investigators

apply rigorously only to materials that are perfect

diffusers.

The three expressions that seemed best suited for

shallow cavities are those of Gouffe,^ Buckley,^ and
Sparrov/ el al.^ These may be written in the following

forms

:

Gouffe:

+ e^)Ka/A) - f]}

- (a/A) + {a/A)]
(1)

where

cc = cavity emissivity,

«u) = emissivity of cavity walls,

/ = 1/[1 + {L/R)'^], where L la the cavity depth and R is

the cavity radius (see Appendi.x I for a derivation of

this / term which is the same as Goufi'e's s/Sn),

a/A = ratio of area of cavity opening to total area of cavity,

opening included, = 1/{'2[1 + {L/R)\ \ for a cylin-

drical cavity.

Buckley

:

1 +
4V€„(1 - e„) exp(-V^„-L/i?)

[(1 - - (1 +
- [(1 - 6„)2 - (1 - VeJ2] exp[- 2V~t^-L/R]

where the symbols are the same as those in Eq. (1)

Sparrow et al.

(2)

+ (1 - 6..)

L/d

+ 4(1

a(x')

2ix' - Toy + 3

2[{x' - xo')- + 1]

(r')

2 + 1 - r'^}r'

Ur') = + 8(1 - a„.)

J
'

^"^""'^^a

~

_ + 1 -

dr', (3)

^dx', (4)

where, in addition to symbols used earlier*

€a(Jo') = emissivity of a point x^' on the cylindrical wall of

the cavity,

iAr') = emissivity of a point r' on the base of the cavity,

d = diameter of cavity,

Xo', x' = dimensionless variable coordinates, Xo/d and x/d,

where Xo and x are distances along the cavity wall

measured from the cavity opening,

)' = dimensionless coordinate r/R, where r is radial dis-

tance from center point of cavity bottom, and R is

cavity radhis.

Equations (3) and (4) must be solved simultaneously.

The mathematical scheme used by Sparrow et al.

was a numerical solution accomplished with the aid of a

digital computer.

Both Michaud^ and Vollmer^^ made experimental

measurements of the emissivity of cylindrical cavities.

* The quantity ea(xo') may be defined here precisely as the

ratio of the radiant flu.x diffusely radiating from an infinitesimal

area at a pomt Xo' on the cavity wall to the flux that would radiate

from an equal area of a blackbody at the same temperature. In

this ratio, the flux from the wall includes both emitted and re-

flected radiation. The reflected component originates from radia-

tion from the remainder of the cavity that is incident on xo'.

The definition of ta(r') is similar, except that r' is a point on the

base of the cavity.
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Fig. 1. Paper-lined cylindrical cavity.

Michaud used a variable-depth, water-heated "un-

polished brass" cavity with a wall emissivity of 0.6.

His measurements, which were made at 337°K, agreed

with the Gouff6 equation [Eq. (1)] to within 2%
over an L/R range that extended from 0.0 to 6.0.

Vollmer used an aluminum oxide cavity at 1100°K
in conjunction with various optical filters. The filters

permitted the cavity to be tested at wall emissivities

of 0.09, 0.13, 0.37, and 0.40. Two L/R ratios were

used: 2.988 and 3.966. Vollmer altered Buckley's

expression to conform with his experimental conditions.

His tests showed that the measured radiation intensity

agreed with the intensities predicted by this altered

expression to within 6%.

Equipment and Procedure

Figure 1 is a photograph of the adjustable cylindrical

cavity used for the reflectance measurements. The
cavity was designed so that it could be lined with

paper 0.0035 in. (90 m) thick without obstructing free

movement of the plunger. The clearance between the

paper-lined cylinder wall and the plunger was about

0.003 in. (75 ix).* The paper was attached to the

cylinder wall and to the top of the plunger with a thin

uniform layer of rubber cement. A scale on the plunger

shaft permitted the L/R value of the cavity to be set

with a pi-ecision of approximately 0.5%.

The cavity opening was the same size as the specimen

opening in the General Electric recording spectro-

photometer which was used for the reflectance measure-

ments. This instrument has been described pre-

viously.^^ Basically, it consists of: (a) a light source,

(b) a double-prism assembly for supplying a mono-
chromatic beam, (c) an integrating sphere lined with

smoked magnesium oxide with openings for a specimen
and a comparison standard, and (d) a radiation and
detection system. The instrument operates in the

equivalent of a double-beam mode, so that the re-

flected energy from the specimen is compared at each

wavelength with that from a reference standard which.

in turn, has been calibrated against freshly smoked
magnesium oxide. The geometry of the instrument
is such that the spectral reflectance is measured under
conditions approximating normal illumination and
hemispherical viewing, which is the optical equivalent

of reflectance for diffusely incident energy and normal
viewing; this property, in turn, is the complement of

the normal spectral emissivity.

Figure 2 shows that the incident beam of the instru-

ment is at an angle of 6° from the normal to the plane

of the reflectance opening. When the depth of the

cavity is zero, the beam, which encompasses approx-

imately 25% of the area of the specimen opening in the

reflectometer, falls on the center of the movable
plunger. However, as is evident in Fig. 2, the beam
strikes the cavity base more and more off center as

the plunger is lowered. Also, since the incident beam
is somewhat divergent, the cavity base is illuminated

over a slightly larger area as the cavity depth is in-

creased. The effect of these deviations from the

conditions assumed in the derivation of the theoretical

expressions will be discussed later in the paper.

The reflectance measurements were made after

first centering the cavity over the specimen opening of

the spectrophotometer. Curves of reflectance vs

wavelength were then obtained from 0.40 m to 0.75 n
for cavity L/R ratios of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. The
L/R was changed between determinations except for

L/R = 2.0. Two series of determinations were made:
one with L/R increasing in steps of 0.5 to the final

value of 2.0, and the other with L/R decreasing by the

same increment to the final value of zero. In all cases,

the duplicate measurements agreed within 0.002.

The average reflectance values could be read from the

two curves with a precision of ±0.001.

The spectrophotometer curves gave the reflectances

of the cavities relative to freshly prepared magnesium
oxide. The values taken from these curves were then

corrected for the reflectance of the magnesium oxide

by using the data of Middleton and Sanders.^" The
cavity emissivity, €cx, was obtained from the relation

REFLECTANCE OPENINO
N INTEGRATINO SPHERE OF

INSTRUMENT-

* Although the area of clearance between the cavity base and
the paper-lined wall is nearly 0.3% of the total area of the cavity

for L/R = 0.5, it can be shown that the presence of this clearance

area will have only a negligible effect on cavity reflectance.

Fig. 2. Positioning of cylindrical cavity with respect to incident

beam from spectrophotometer. Positions of plunger for various

depth-to-radius {L/R) ratios is indicated at left.
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Fig. 3. Felt-lined cavity.

= 1 — Pcx, where Pcx was the corresponding spectral

reflectance. The spectral emissivity of the cavity-

surface, £„x, was measured with L/i? = 0.

After the data reduction, it was possible to plot tcx

against 6^,%. A broad range of €„x values was obtained

by lining the variable-depth cylinder with different,

selectively reflecting papers.

Three different nonglossy papers were used as cavity

linings in the initial measurements: one was green,

one white, and one black. Goniophotometric measure-

ments were made on each to determine the nature of its

deviation from a cosine diffuser. The geometry of the

instrument used for the measurements was in ac-

cordance with ASTM Standard Practice Recom-
mendation E167-60T." The light source in these

measurements was a collimated beam from a tungsten

lamp. All measurements were normalized to 0°

viewing for 75° incidence and then plotted on polar

coordinate paper. The relative intensities of reflected

flux for the different angles of incidence for each paper

were uncertain, one relative to another, to within 10%.

Corrections for Incident Beam Geometry

The analytical expression given by Gouff6 [Eq.

(1)] applies to a normally incident beam of small

cross-sectional area striking the center of the cavity

bottom. As indicated in Fig. 2, the incident beam in

the instrument deviated appreciably from this geo-

metry; hence, it was essential to determine the effect

of the deviations. This was done both by experiment

and by a theoretical analysis. In both cases, it was
assumed that only the first reflection from the cavity

would need to be considered.

The experimental measurements were made by
using a cavity with 7-cm i.d., lined with black velvet,

in which was mounted a movable plunger of 1.6-cm

radius, the same size as the specimen opening of the

instrument (Fig. 3).* The top surface of this plunger,

the only part of the cavity not lined with black velvet,

was covered with one of three papers mentioned earlier.

* The design for the cavity was suggested by V. R. Weidner of

the Bureau's Photometry and Colorimetry Section.

The velvet was known to be almost completely non-
reflecting; hence, the only portion of the incident

energy that emerged from the cavitj' was due to a
single reflection from the paper on the top surface of

the plunger.

Table I compares the / values obtained from these

measurements with values computed by the Gouff^
expression for center-point illumination. Computation
showed that a significant error would result, especially

at low L/R, if the/ values for center-point illumination

were used in Eq. (1) for computing the cavity emis-

sivities.

Theoretical values of / for the geometry of the instru-

ment beam were computed by a graphical method
described in Appendix II. As shown in Table I, there

is very good agreement between values as computed in

this way for the actual incident beam and those mea-
sured with the instrument.

In view of the results given in Table I, corrections

for incident beam geometry were made by substituting

in Eq. (1) the / values obtained graphically for the /
values as computed by the Gouff^ expression for

center-spot illumination. In making these corrections,

it was assumed that after the second reflection the

radiant energy within the cavity is totally isotropic and
homogeneous.

Experimental Results for Cavities

Lined with Nonglossy Papers

Figures 4-6 show the spectral reflectance curves

obtained for white, green, and black nonglossy

paper linings at different depth-to-radius ratios of the

cavity. Goniophotometric curves for the green paper

on the same type of brass backing are shown in Fig. 7.

The curves for the black and white papers were similar

to the green except for somewhat stronger specular

components at large angles of incidence.

The cavity emissivities for different wall emissivities

are plotted in Fig. 8 for depth-to-radius ratios of 0,

0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. The solid curves are those

computed from the Gouff6 expression with the /

Table I. Experimental and Computed f Values for Cylindrical

Cavities

Fraction, /, of energy reflected from illuminated

area of base that emerges from cavity without a

second reflection

Computed
Depth-to- for assumed Computed for

radius ratio

of cavity

Experi-

mental"

center-spot

illumination''

actual geometry

of incident beam'^

0.25 0.919 0.941 0.916

0.50 0.755 0.800 0.749

1.00 0.456 0.500 0.453

1.50 0.289 0.308 0.285

2.00 0.187 0 . 200 0.192

" Measured with a black velvet-lined cylindrical cavity

equipped with an adjustable paper-capped plunger (see te.xt).

' Computed from expression for/ given in Eq. (1).

' See Appendix II.
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term corrected for the actual beam geometry. The
agreement between the experimental points and the

values predicted by the Gouff6 equation is excellent

at an LjR of 0.5, but the agreement becomes progres-

sively poorer as the hole depth increases.

This same type of agreement was also observed

when the experimental points were plotted without

correcting for the reflectance of smoked magnesium
oxide. The principal effect of this correction was to

move the points toward lower emissivity for both wall

and cavity; the position of curve drawn through the

points was changed only slightly by the correction.

Effect of Specular Components

As shown in Fig. 7, all three papers are good diffusers

under the particular condition of the experiment in

which the incident beam strikes the paper at 6° from

the normal. This means that the radiant energy is

well diffused inside the cavity after the first reflection.

The distribution of angles at which this diffused radia-

tion strikes the cylinder walls on the next reflection will

determine to a large extent just how well the experi-

mental measurements will agree with a theory for cavity

emissivity that assumes that the walls are diffuse re-

flectors at all angles of incidence. For a cavity of

hIR = 0.5 [Fig. 9(a)]* the energy from the second re-

flection, because of the small angles of incidence (mea-

sured from the normal) will still be almost completely

diffuse, and good agreement with theory should occur.

However, in a cavity of LjR = 2.0 [Fig. 9(b)] a sig-

nificant part of the diffused radiation from the first

reflection will strike the wall at fairly large angles of

incidence, and because of the specular component of

reflected energy that is present at these large angles

(see Fig. 7), more of this energy will emerge from the

* Figure 9 is constructed for center-point illumination for ease

of illustration. Angles of incidence will, on the average, be
greater for the experimental beam.
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Fig. 6. Spectral reflectances of cavity with black paper lining.
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RELATIVE FRACTIONAL REFLECTANCE

Fig. 7. Goniophotometric curves for the nonglossy green paper

on brass backing. Small circle at center represents relative

fractional reflectance of a cosine diffuser for 7° angle of incidence;

large circle, for 15° angle of incidence.
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Fig. 8. Emissivities determined by reflectance technique for

cavities lined with three nonglossy papers. Sohd hnes were

computed from Gouff6 expression with corrections for beam
geometry.

opening than would emerge if the wall was a perfect

diffuser. Hence, the measured cavity reflectance should

be higher (and the cavity emissivity lower) than the

values predicted by a theory which is based on a per-

fectly diiTusing wall surface. Figure 8 shows that the

cavity emissivities as determined from the reflectance

measurements are in good agreement with the Gouffe

expression at an L/R of 0.5. The lack of agreement for

deeper cavities might be explained then by the presence

of specular components at large angles of incidence.

To determine experimentally whether a better agree-

ment with theory could be achieved if the walls of the

cavity were lined with a material that was less specular

at large angles of incidence than the papers used for the

first measurements, a second test was made in which
the brass cavity was lined with a recently developed

"glare-free velvet" coating.* A yellow coating was
selected for these measurements and applied at uniform

thickness to one surface of a white paper. The coated

paper was then used to line the cavity.

The goniophotometric curves for the coated paper on
a brass backing are shown in Fig. 10. It is apparent

from these curves that this particular lining is a much
better diffuser than the ordinary matte papers used for

the earlier measurements.

The spectral reflectance curves for the cavity with

this yellow lining are given in Fig. 11. The wall re-

flectances were converted to emissivities and plotted

against the corresponding cavity emissivities, by the

same procedures used earlier. Figure 12 shows the

resulting plot. The fact that the experimental points

* Available from 3M Reflective Products Division, Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company, 2501 Hudson Road, St.

Paul 19, Minnesota.
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for this "velvet" finish paper are in better agreement
with the Gouff4 expression than the experimental points

obtained from the cavities lined with ordinary matte
papers indicates that specular components were affect-

ing the earlier results.

Agreement between Analytical Expressions
and Experimental Measurements

Table II shows the degree of conformity between the

emissivity values predicted by each of the three theo-

retical derivations and the values obtained experimen-

tally. To obtain the cavity emissivities for Sparrow
el al., the curves of ea(r') vs r' in ref. 8 were enlarged

photographically by a factor of 5. Emissivity values

were read from these curves with an accuracy of 0.001,

and the r' values to an accuracy of 0.01 R. Then these

values were used to obtain the average emissivity of

the area illuminated by the incident beam. The aver-

aging process was very similar to that described in

Appendix II.

Values included in the same table show the type of

agreement with the Gouffe expression with the / value

computed for center-point viewing which is the comple-

ment of center-point illumination in the reflectance

measurements. This is a condition that could not be

duplicated with the spectrophotometer that was used

L/R = 2.0

]

Fig. 9. Angles of incidence at which radiation diffused by a
i

first reflection (center-spot illumination) strikes the walls on the
j

second reflection.

+ 10 ° -10

1,4 1,2 1.0 (Xe 0.6 0,4 0.2 0 02 04 0.6 OB 1.0 1.2 1.4

RELATIVE FRACTIONAL REFLECTANCE

Fig. 10. Goniophotometer curves for the yellow velvet coating

on a brass backing. Large circle at center represents relative

fractional reflectance of a cosine diffuser for 7° angle of incidence;

small circle, for a 75° angle of incidence.



Table II. Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Cavity Emittances

Experimental"

Wall Matte Velvet GoufTe Sparrow

L/R emit., e„ papers coating Gouffe'' corr.' el al.'' Buckley^

0.5 0.20 0 285 0 297 0 269 0 284 0.314

0 . 40 0 492 0 507 0 481 0 498 A KAA
yj . 044;

0.50 0 588 0 600 0 576 0 592 A AQ/1U . Do4

0. 75 0 803 0 813 0 795 0 805 A OAK A QQ7

0. 90 0 923 0 927 0 919 0 924 A 00/1u . yz4 u . yoo

1.0 0.20 0 386 0 417 0 400 0 418 0.425

U , 41) 0 610 0 633 0 618 0 638

0.50 0 698 0 716 0 700 0 718 A 7AA A 7A1U. til

0. 75 0 871 0 875 0 865 0 876 A Q70U. O/^ A QCIAu . oy4

u.yu 0 951 0 951 0 949 0 953 A QAlu. yoi

1.5 0.20 0 472 0 514 0 508 0 516 0.525

0 . 40 0 693 0 723 0 719 0 728 U. /4y

U.OU 0 770 0 793 0 788 0 796 A CI 7

0 908 0 917 0 911 0 917 A OQOu . yoz
A AAU.9U 0 967 0 970 0 968 0 970 A Q7Au . y /D

2.0 0.20 0 546 0 590 0 584 0 590 0.613

0.40 0 755 0 788 0 784 0 790 0.817

0.50 0 823 0 847 0 843 0 848 0.848 0.871

0.75 0 936 0 942 0 939 0 942 0.942 0.955

0.90 0 977 0 980 0 979 0 980 0.980 0.985

" Interpolated from curves drawn through the data points shown in Figs. 8 and 12.

Computed for center-point viewing; no correction from beam geometry.

' Corrected for beam geometry.

Corrected for beam geometry through use of curves given in ref. 9 (see text).

' No correction for beam geometry required.

for the measurements. Poor agreement vv^ould be ex-

pected between experimental values and those com-
puted for center-point viewing, and Table II shows that

the agreement was relatively poor. However, when
the / term in the Gouff^ expression was modified to

conform with the off-center, diverging beam of the

instrument, the agreement was excellent. It should be

emphasized that this modification of the / term was
not a fundamental modification of the Gouffe expres-

sion ; it was necessary only to make the Gouffe expres-

sion conform with the beam geometry of the instrument

used for the measurements.

When this correction was made for the incident beam,
excellent agreement resulted between the experimen-
tally determined cavity emissivities and those predicted

by the Gouff6 expression. This same type of agreement
with the experimental values was also observed for the

expression derived by Sparrow et al* Buckley's ex-

pression, however, predicted cavity emissivities that

were higher than the experimental values by as much
as 7%.

* Total normal emissivities when computed for the cavity

center by the two expressions are in excellent agreement in the

shallow cavity range. However, for deep holes, the Gouff6
emissivities are lower than those of Sparrow ei al.; for example,
for a wall emissivity of 0.5 and an L/R of 8.0, the GoufT6 expres-

sion predicts an emissivity of 0.966, whereas the Sparrow analysis

gives 0.988.

Application of Results to Shallow-Hole Method

Gouffe derives his equation for the emissivity of a
specimen with a reference cavity of known geometry

WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS

Fig. 11. Spectral reflectances of cavity lined with a yellow glare-

free velvet coating.
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WALL EMISSIVITY -

Fig. 12. Emissivities (circled points) determined by reflectance

technique for cavities lined with the yellow velvet coating.

Solid lines were computed from Gouff6 expression with cor-

rections for geometry of incident beam.

by combining Eq. (1) for the emissivity of a cavity with

the relation

:

is = - = —— = ^o;

where

E = measured ratio of normal radiant flux per unit area from

surface and cavity,

I, — normal radiant flux per unit area from a plane (non-cav-

ity) surface of a specimen,

Ic = normal radiant flux per unit area from a cavity formed

in the specimen material,

Ibb = radiant flux per unit area from a blackbody radiator

under the same conditions at the same temperature,

e, = emissivity of the specimen,

e, = emissivity of the cavity.

Assuming that the emissivity of the cavity wall, «„, is

the same as that of the specimen surface, e., Gouff6

combines Eq. (5) with Eq. (1) to obtain:

^ E[l + {a/A) - /I - {a/A)

1 - (a/A) + [E{a/A) -
f]

Equation (6) is the expression used in the shallow-hole

method.''' Obviously, it can be valid only if Eq. (1)

is valid. Table II shows that the experimental values

of cavity emissivity are in excellent agreement with

those predicted by Eq. (1), at least for a material that

is as good a diffuser as the velvet coating. It would

appear then that the shallow-hole method when based

on the Gouff6 equation can be used with good reliabihty

if the method is restricted to those materials that are

diffusely reflecting. Most fine-grained oxide mate-

rials fall into this category. However, if the method
should be used for materials that have strong specular

components at large angles of incidence (relative to the

normal), very appreciable errors could be expected.

Such errors could be minimized, however, by main-
taining the depth-to-radius ratio of the reference cavity

at the lowest value consistent with good measurement
precision. A second precaution in the use of Eq. (6)

with the shallow-hole method is that the / term should

be corrected by the method outlined in Appendix II

if an appreciable area of the cavity base is viewed by
the radiation detector. This correction may be neg-

lected if the viewed area is at the center of the cavity

base and is small compared to the total cross-sectional

area of the cavity.

Summary

The results of a study of the emissivities of cylindrical

cavities with depth-to-radius ratios of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and
2.0 have indicated the following :

1 . When the wall material was a good diffuse reflec-

tor, the theoretically derived expressions of Gouffe and
of Sparrow et al. predicted cavity emissivity to within

0.01 . Emissivities predicted by both expressions agreed

equally well with the experimentally obtained emis-

sivity.

2. If the cavity material had relatively large spec-

ular components at large angles of incidence, relative

to the normal, the experimental and theoretical emis-

sivities still agreed for an L/R ratio of 0.5. However,

the agreement became progressively poorer as the L/

R

value increased, reaching an emissivity difference of

0.035 at L/R = 2.0.

3. An expression derived by Buckley predicted

cavity emissivities that were always higher than the

experimentally determined values ; the maximum devi-

ation was 0.037 for L/R = 0.5.

4. The Gouffe expression can be used with the

shallow-hole method of measuring thermal emissivity

with good reliability for materials that are good diffuse

reflectors.

The assistance of the following members of the

National Bureau of Standards staff is gratefully ac-

knowledged by the authors: V. R. Weidner, for measur-

ing the spectral reflectance curves of the cavities and

for suggesting the design for the felt-lined cavity;

David G. Goebel and Patrick B. Caldwell for obtaining

the goniophotometric data; and J. C. Richmond, W. D.

Hayes, Jr., and Harry J. Keegan for many helpful

criticisms and suggestions during the course of the in-

vestigation.
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Fig. 13. Section through a cylindrical cavity.
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The fraction, /, then becomes

r-R r=0

Fig. 14. Base of a cylindrical cavity illuminated by an off-

center incident beam. (Note: For purposes of illustration,

circular segments are shown with a larger Ar than was used in the

graphical analysis.)

Appendix I. Derivation of f in Eq. (1) of Text

As stated in the text, GoufT6' derived his expression

for the emissivity of a cavity through use of a reflectance

approach. In his derivation, Gouff6 assumes that the

radiant flux enters the cavity normally as a beam of

"^mall cross-sectional area and that it strikes the base

of the cavity at the center point. He then proceeds to

compute the fraction of this incident flux that will later

leave the cavity after multiple reflections from the walls,

which are assumed to be diffusely reflecting.

The /term which appears in Eq. (1) is the fraction of

the reflected flux that is returned through the opening

without a second reflection. This is the same as the

s/So given by Gouff6. The proof that this expression

for / is rigorous for a cylindrical cavity follows.

In Fig. 13, consider a narrow beam of radiant flux

from an external source striking the cavity bottom at a

small area at A . This flux will be diffused in accordance

with the cosine law so that it will uniformly illuminate

the interior of an imaginary sphere drawn through

points ABCD.^^-^^ Since the sphere is uniformly il-

luminated, the fraction, /, of the reflected flux that will

emerge through the opening BD without a second re-

flection is given by the ratio of the area, a„ of the

spherical segment, BCD, divided by the total area of

the sphere, ^o, or

/ = a,/Ao,

where

^0 = iirr^,

a, = Am' — 2irrL,

- 2wrL L
f = = 1 _

Awr' 2r

It remains to find r in terms of L and R. From
Fig. 13,

r' = R' + {L - r)\

r = {R' + L')/2 L.

/ = 1 = 1 - > or
2[(/?2 + L2)/2L] R' + L'

1

^ ~
1 + {L/r/

Appendix II. Determination of f for an Off-

Center Incident Beam

Consider a cylindrical cavity with diffusely reflecting

walls illuminated by an incident beam of finite size that

strikes the bottom of the cavity over any given area.

The problem is to find /, the fraction of the energy re-

flected from the illuminated area, that emerges from

the cavity without a second reflection.

The / value for a beam striking the bottom at any
point between the center and the vertical wall is given

by Walsh2»:

f = '-[l- 1, (7)
2 L Kc/R)' + 1]'/'J

where

:

c ^ (L/Ry + (r/R)' - 1

R 2 L/R

The average value of / for the illuminated area is

needed. Since this average could not be obtained

analytically, a graphical solution was performed. Fig-

ure 14 illustrates the method. First, the outline of both
the incident beam and the cavity base were plotted to

scale. Circles concentric with the base were then in-

scribed to form circular segments 0.02 R in width.

Next the area of each circular segment, Aa, within the

illuminated area was determined and multiplied by the

/ value computed from Eq. (7) for the average radius,

r/R, of the segment. The average, /, for the illumi-

nated area was then computed from / = 2/Aa/2Aa.
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52—INVESTIGATION OF SHALLOW REFER-
ENCE CAVITIES FOR HIGH-TEMPERA-
TURE EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

BY DWIGHT G. MOORE

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Total normal emittance measurements were made on small specimens with shallow-

reference holes of circular cross section. The ratio of the radiant flux density from the

surface to the flux density from the hole was measured and this value then converted to

emittance by a theoretical expression based on hole dimensions. The expression applies

only to diffusely reflecting materials.

Measurements were made on four different diffusely reflecting materials. Specimens of

oxidized nickel that had reference holes with depth-to-radius ratios of 1.7 to 3.7 gave corrected

total normal emittance values at 1350° K in the range 0.85 to 0.87. The emittance of

oxidized Inconel, when determined for a specimen with a reference hole having a depth-to-

radius ratio of 1.7, was found to be in good agreement with values obtained by a heated

strip method. The emittance measurements on four sintered alumina specimens varied

from 0.43 to 0.47 when measured in air at 1375° K.
The determined emittance for a polished specimen of high-purity graphite with a shallow

reference hole increased with temperature linearly from 0.59 at 1100° K to 0.74 at 2150° K.

These values were in good agreement with those reported for polished graphite when measured

by the rotating specimen method.

Large errors in emittance measurements may
arise when a supposed temperature equality

between the specimen surface and the reference-

blackbody is not closely approximated. At
moderate temperatures close equivalence can be

achieved through proper use of differential

thermocouples. At temperatures above 1800°

K, however, thermocouples are not always

reliable, and some other method is needed to

maintain the necessary temperature balance.

Several investigators (ref, 1, 2, and 3) have
incorporated a reference blackbody cavity into

either a tubular or spiral-wound specimen in

such a way as to insure that the cavity walls

and test surface are at the same temperature

when the specimen is heated, usually by internal

resistance. This approach is satisfactory for

metals than can be fabricated as thin sheets or

foils; however, it is obviously unsuited for the

brittle nonmetals such as carbides, nitrides and
oxides. For materials of this type Blair (ref. 4)

and Reithof and coworkers (ref. 5) have used a

method in which small cyUndrical specimens

with deep circular reference cavities were heated

to high temperatures by high-frequency in-

duction. The ratio of the radiant-flux density

from the surface to that from the reference hole

was then taken as the emittance of the specimen.

This deep-hole method when properly used

may be suitable for metals and for some of the

intermetaUics, but for materials of low thermal

conductivity, such as most nonmetals, a sizeable

temperature difference between the hole bottom

and the specimen surface is often difficult to

avoid. Under most conditions of heating, the

magnitude of the difference will increase with

hole depth; therefore, if the hole is made shal-

low, the temperature difference between the hole

bottom and test surface wiU be reduced . While

a shallow hole will have an emittance appre-

ciably less than that of a blackbody, it is

nevertheless possible to compute its emittance
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from theoretically derived expressions. Further,

if the specimen material is a diffuse reflector, as

are most nonmetals, it has been shown by
Gouffe (ref. 6) that under conditions of temper-

ature equilibrium the specimen emittance can

be computed from the following expression:

where

:

E{\+R-Ro)-R
'\-R+E{R-Ro) (1)

e

E

R

emittance of specimen

ratio of r9,diant flux density from the sur-

face to the flux density from the hole

2(l+h/r)
^ cylindrical cavity and

1

l+ (h/r)2

where

:

h hole depth and l'=hole radius.

The purpose of the present investigation'

which is still in progress, is first to test the va-

lidity of equation (1) for several diffusely reflect-

ing specimens with shallow reference cavities,

and second, in the event that an experimental

confirmation is achieved, to measure the total

normal emittance of a number of refractory

nonmetals by the shallow-hole approach at

temperatures as high as 3000° K.

The present paper is a progress report of the

investigation. It describes equipment and test

procedures, discusses measurement errors that

have been encountered and gives the results of

preliminary measurements on several different

materials. Although additional work is needed,

these preliminary results indicate that the

shallow-hole approach has considerable promise

as a method for the measurement of the emit-

tance of nonmetals.

The author gratefully acknowledges the assist-

ance of Alfred W. Crigler of the NBS staff,

who not only constructed much of the equip-

ment but also made many of the measurements.

The investigation is being conducted for the

NASA MarshaU Space Flight Center, under

Contract H-22727.

EQUIPMENT

Figure 52-1 is a schematic drawing and
figure 52-2 is a photograph of the furnace

equipment which is similar in many respects

FLIP MIRROR FDR
OPTICAL PYROMETER
MEASUREMENTS

^NaCl WINDOW
(TILTED 5°)

HEATER FOR WINDOW

EYREX BELL JAR
METALLIZED WITH
ALUMINUM ON
UPPER INSIDE
SURFACE

SLOTTED RF FIELD
CONCEOTRATO"

LUCITE CENTERING
RING

NOTE : ALL "0" RINGS ARE
HIGH-TEMPERATURE TYPE

WATER
IN

Figure 52-1.—Schematic of furnace.

to that used by Blair (ref. 4). Two types of

specimen are used as indicated in figure 52-3.

Susceptors for type 1 specimens have been

prepared of platinum, iridium, tungsten, and

graphite.

The induced field for heating is supplied by
a 10-kw, 30-mc, radio frequency generator with

a controlled power output. A water-cooled

field concentrator with a longitudinal slot

concentrates the energy from the field into

the volume occupied by the specimen. The
concentrator is fabricated of copper and has

a bright plating of silver.

The bell jar consists of a Pyrex glass pipe

cap with both ends groimd and polished. A
}^-in.-diameter hole at the top permits viewing

of the specimen through a sodivun chloride

window.

The vacuum system consists of mechanical

pump, oil diffusion piunp, and liquid-nitrogen

cold trap. A needle valve above the cold trap

permits argon to be let into the system. A
titanium wire filament is positioned inside the

bell jar below the concentrator to purify the
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Figure 52-2.—Photograph of equipment.

argon. This filament is heated to a bright red

heat both before and during test by an auxiliary

power supply.

The flip mirror mounted at the top of the bell

jar permits the specimen temperature to be

measured with a micro optical pyrometer.

The pyrometer was calibrated by the Tempera-
ture Physics Laboratory of the National Bureau
of Standards with both the window and flip

mirror in the optical path. The brightness

temperature of the test surface was measured
at the start and finish of each emittance deter-

mination and this temperature was converted

to "true" temperature through use of co.es values

given in the literature. This meant that the

specimen temperature was not known with high

accuracy; however, because of the relatively

minor effect of temperature on thermal emit

tance, the error from this source was small.

As shown in figure 52-4 radiant energy from

the specimen is directed by a 45° mirror (90°

fold in fig. 52-4) through a 13-cps chopper,

after which it is collected by a 5-in.-diameter

spherical mirror and brought to a focus on a

thermocouple detector. The path length from

the specimen to the mirror is fixed so as to give

an image that is twice the size of the specimen.

The detector, which is a commercial vacuimi-

thermocouple type, is mounted on a base plate

that can be moved either vertically or hori-

zontally by means of micrometer screws. These

screws permit the detector to be centered at

any point on the image within 0.1 mm. A
small sheet of platinum foil with 0.5-mm-
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SPECIMEN

TYPE I
SPECIMEN

TYPE H
SPECIMEN.

Figure 52-3.—Two types of sjiecimens.

AMPLIFIER RECORDER

AXIS)

Figure 52-4.—Schematic diagram of optics and radiation detection system.

diameter center hole is placed over the front

of the detector to serve as a limiting aperture

Because of the 2:1 magnification, this means
that the detector sees an area of the specimen

that is only 0.25 mm in diameter

The equipment for amplifying the detector

signal was obtained commercially, as was the

electronic high-speed potentiometer. The line-

arity of response from the detector-amplifier

system was tested by placing high-speed sector-
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disk attenuators in the beam near the chopper.

The attenuator blades reduced the radiant flux

reaching the detector by 25, 50, 75, 87.5, and

96%. The response was found to be Hnear

within the limit of error of the measurements.

The optics were aligned visually with a

heated specimen as a radiation source. To

obtain a satisfactorily uniform detector response

from the image of the specimen, it was found

that the optical elements had to be accurately

aligned so that the radiant flux fiUed the spheri-

cal mirror symmetrically. When this was done,

the response from a grit-blasted platinum

specimen was found to be uniform to ±1%
over a center area of the image which was 3 mm
in diameter, and to ±3% over an image area

7-mm diameter.

Pi?EPARAT«0M ®F TEST SPECIMENS

Type II specimens (fig. 52-3) were prepared

by standard machining practices. The ceramic

oxide specimens (type I) were formed by grind-

ing bar specimens into 4.'i -mm diameter cylin-

drical rods on a diamond grinder. These rods

were then cut into sections about 3.5 mm long

and each section was then ground and pohshed

with No. 14 diamond powder (average particle

diameter 14 n) to give a length of 3.20 ±0.02

mm. Epoxy resin was then bonded to the face

surface and a center hole, approximately 0.5-mm

diameter, was formed at the center point with

an ultrasonic driU with the No. 14 diamond
powder as the cutting medium. The epoxy

resin was found to be necessary in order to

prevent chipping back of the material from the

hole edge. The remaining resin was removed

prior to testing by heating the specimen to about

200° C which destroyed the bond between the

resin and the specimen. Hole dimensions were

measured with a microscope. Care was taken

with both metals and nonmetals to insure that

the bottoms of the holes were flat.

Each specimen was cleaned ultrasonically in

benzene prior to testing. In all tests the top of

the type I specimens was flush with the top

of the susceptor; also, both types of specimen

were positioned so as to be flush with the top

surface of the field concentrator.

TEST PROCEDURE

In making a test, the specimen was first

centered in the field concentrator and the

desired atmosphere achieved. The specimen

was then heated to the test temperature as

determined with the optical pyrometer sighted

on the specimen surface. Once thermal equihb-

rium was estabhshed this temperature was

found to remain constant to within about 4° K.

No temperature gradients over the 2-mm-
diameter test area of the surface were detected

with the micro optical pyrometer for any of

the specimens tested. Temperature differences

as small as 2° K could be detected with the

pyrometer.

Prior to making relative flux measurements,

the specimen image was scanned with the

detector to determine the position of the refer-

ence hole. The detector was then positioned

over the center of the hole image and the

ampUfier gain adjusted to give a high reading

on the recorder. The detector was next moved
to several positions centered on a circle of

1.5-mm radius around the image of the hole

center, a reading being obtained at each posi-

tion. The number of readings varied with

specimen uniformity. For most of the porous

specimens, eight to twelve readings were

required to obtain an average with a satisfac-

torily low standard deviation, while for polished

nonporous specimens, four readings were usually

sufficient.

Figure 52-5 is typical of the readings obtained

from the two types of specimen. For both

types, the ratio, E, in equation (1) was obtained

by dividing the average reading from the

surface by the reading from the hole center.

RESULTS

Oxidized Nicitel in Air

Two type II specimens were prepared of

high-purity nickel, each of which contained

five 1 .25-mm-diameter holes of different depths.

Four of the holes were equally spaced on a

4-mm-diameter center line; the fifth was

drilled at the center. After oxidation for

1 hour at 1400° K, measurements were made at

1350° K, in air without a sodium chloride

window. The purpose of the test was to deter-

mine the effect of hole depth on the omittance

of a specimen as computed from the flux ratios

by the Gouffe expression; the purpose was not

to measure the emittance of a well characterized

specimen of oxidized nickel.
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SINTERED
ALUMINA

Figure 52-5.—Relative flux density measurements on a

nonporous specimen (oxidized Inconel, h/r=1.7).

Table 52-1 lists the results. Agreement

between specimens is good ; also the emittances

as computed from equation (1) from holes with

depth-to-radius ratios of 1.7 to 3.7 all fall within

the range 0.86 ±0.01. The emittances com-
puted from the two most shallow holes (h/r of

0.9 and 0.6) are significantly lower. This indi-

cates that equation (1) is not valid at h/r ratios

below 1.0.

Oxidized Inconel in Air

One type II Inconel specimen was prepared

in which a single hole, 0.576 mm diameter by
0.486 mm deep, was drilled at the center of the

face surface. The specimen was mechanically

pohshed, etched and then oxidized by proce-

dures that were given in detaU in a recent report

by O'Sulhvan and Wade (ref. 7). The radiant

flux density from the surface and from the hole

was measured at three temperatures and the

resulting flux ratios converted to total normal
emittance by equation (1 ). No viewing window
was used.

Table 52-11 compares the results with those

obtained by O 'Sullivan and Wade. Agreement
is good except for a somewhat lower tempera-
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OXIDIZED

INCONEL

porous specimen (sintered alumina, h/r=1.5) and on a

Center circle represents edge of reference hole.

Table 52-1.— Total Normal Emittance oj

Oxidized Nickel at 1350° K
(Hole diameter =1.25 mm)

Spec.
No.

Hole
No.

Hole
Depth,
Tnm

A/r •

N-1.. 1 0. 54 0. 9 0. 913 0. 81

2 1. 13 1. 8 . 895 . 86

3 1. 77 2. 8 . 872 . 86

4 2. 16 3. 5 . 874 . 86

5 2. 32 3. 7 . 862 . 85

N-2.. 1 . 40 . 6 . 923 . 76

2 1. 06 1. 7 . 897 . 87

3 1. 71 2. 7 . 887 . 87

4 2. 32 3. 7 . 862 . 85

5 2. 25 3. 6 . 868 . 86

• Depth-to-radius ratio.

Ratio of radiant flux from surface adjacent to reference hole to the

flux from the hole.

" «/n~tota! normal emittance, computed from equation (l).

ture coefficient for the measurements with the

shallow-hole method.

High-Purity Graphite in Vacuum

A small block of graphite was machined into

several type II specimens. Principal impurities

,0



Table 52-11.

—

Total Normal Emittance oj

Oxidized Inconel

.00

Temperature Total Normal Emittance

° K o
J. O'SuUivan

and Wade •
NBS Shal-
low Hole *>

1033 1400 0. 78 0. 79

1144 1600 . 80 . 80

1255 1800 . 82 . 81

• From ref. 7.

•^Depth-to-radius ratio of reference hole, 1.7.

in the material were, in ppm, 100-200 calcium,

<C 100 titanium, <C 100 iron and < 100 vana-

dium. The porosity was approximately 25

percent.

The results of measurements made with a

highly polished specimen with a depth-to-

radius ratio of 2.8 are plotted in figure 52-6.

The measurements were made in a vacuum of

5X10~^mm of Hg. As shown in the figure,

the values for the polished graphite with filled

pores are in good agreement with those reported

by Plunkett and Kingery (ref. 8) for a polished

commercial-grade graphite as measured by the

rotating cylinder method.

The polished graphite used by Plunkett and
Eangery contained a small number of pits,

caused probably by open pores at the surface.

Open pores of this type were filled for the pres-

ent measurements by first polishing with 3/0

paper that had been wetted with carbon

tetrachloride and then heating the specimen in

vacuum to 2350° K for 15 min to consolidate

the graphite that had entered the pores during

the polishing operation. Although the walls

of the reference hole were polished, the polish

was not equal to that of the specimen surface.

The sizeable increase in emittance caused by
presence of a large number of open pores is

illustrated in figure 52-6. The specimen used for

this test had a depth-to-radius ratio of 2.5. It

was dry polished with 3/0 paper and then

cleaned ultrasonically to remove the graphite

that had entered the pores during polishing.

Sintered Alumina in Air

Type I specimens of alumina were prepared
from bars fabricated from 99.9+ alumina that

had been cold-pressed and then heat treated at

2075° K to give a porosity of 15.6% (Code 15

.90

.80 -

^ .70

O

IN VACUUM

POLISHED-OPEN
PORES AT SURFACE

PLUNKETT • KINGERY
(POLISHED- A FEW
SURFACE PITS)-

.60

1000 1400 leOO 2200

TEMPERATURE - 'K

Figure 52-6.—Total normal emittance of graphite.

in ref. 9). Tests were made in air in a platinum

susceptor at temperatures in the range 1200-

1600° K.

The results at a single temperature (1375° K)
for the four specimens tested are listed in table

52-III. The variation between specimens is

fairly high. This could be caused by real

differences in emittances.

A specimen of commercially sintered alumina

was also tested. This material when examined

with a microscope appeared to have a glass

phase with corundum crystals in the matrix.

There were very few open pores. Figure 52-7

shows the emittance-temperature curves for

the two types of alumina.

MEASUREMENT ERRORS

Precision of Measurement

Repeated determinations on the same speci-

men with a fixed hole depth at a single tempera-

ture showed that the precision of measurement

was within ±0.005 emittance unit. This was

true even when specimens were removed from

the equipment and then repositioned in the

field concentrator in a different radial orienta-

tion. The same measurement precision was

observed for type I and type II specimens.
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Figure 52-7.—Total normal emittance of two sintered

alumina specimens.

Table 52-III is a report of some typical data.

Table 52-III.

—

Total Normal Emittance ofHigh-

Purity Alumina Specimens at 1875° K.

Spec. No.
Hole
diam.,
TTITn

Hole
depth,
mm

fin'

A-1 0. 580 0. 433 1. 5 0. 575 0. 43

A-2 . 562 . 510 1. 8 . 580 . 47

A-3 . 550 . 530 1. 9 . 553 . 45

A-4 . 554 . 544 2. 0 . 536 . 43

Aver-

age. 0. 445

« Depth-to-radius ratio.

b Ratio of radiant flux from surface adjacent to hole to flux from hole.

« Total normal emittance as computed from equation (1).

Back Reflection from Sell Jar

Early in the testing a thin layer of aluminum
was vapor deposited on the inside top of the bell

jar to serve as a radiation shield and thereby

reduce the temperature that the window O-rings

would attain during testing. Although no ap-

preciable error from this source was anticipated,

recent tests in which measurements were made
in air both with and without the bell jar indi-

94-

cated that back reflections from the top of the

bell jar caused the emittances as herein reported

to be high by about 3%. Future measure-

ments will be made without this reflecting film

ErroE- fro;n Viewing Wlctdow

When a sodium chloride window is used in

emittance equipment, about 10% of the radiant

flux reaching the window is reflected back to-

ward the source. If the window is parallel with

the specimen surface, this back reflected energy

will reinforce the flux from the surface to a

greater extent than it will that from the refer-

ence cavity which, in turn, will cause the

emittance readings to be high. Tilting of the

window at a small angle to the specimen surface

should have prevented this window error in the

present design. However, it was found late in

the testing that the emittance was from 10 to

20% higher with either a flat or tilted window
in the beam than when no window was present.

Numerous tests have indicated that some of the

energy that is back reflected from the viewing

window eventually reaches the detector because

of multiple reflections within the bell jar. This

has necessitated a redesign of the furnace cham-

ber with a radiation trap containing an aperture

immediately below the window. The data for

graphite in vacuum, as shown in figure 52-6,

however, were obtained before the design was

changed. The data for oxidized nickel, oxidized

Inconel, and sintered alumina were obtained

with no window in the system; hence, the data

for these materials are free of window error.

CONCLUDING REFVI.^RKS

The Gouffe e.xprt-ssion is based on two main

assumptions; first, that the specimen is a per-

fectly diffuse reflector and, second, that no

temperature differences exist between hole and

surface. Neither of these conditions can be

achieved in a real specimen, but the}' can be

approached. It follows that errors will always

be present in measurements made by the

shallow-hole method based on the Gouffe equa-

tion. The measurements completed up to the

present time suggest that these errors will not

be excessive for oxidized metals. They also

suggest that the Gouffe expression is valid to

within a few percent if (a) the specimens are

diffusely reflecting and of relatively high ther-

mal conductivity, and (b) the reference hole

22



has a depth-to-radius ratio in the range of

about 1.5 to 3.7.

The good agreement obtained between meas-

urements on similarly prepared oxidized Inconel

made by the shallow-lioie approach and those

made by O'Sullivan and Wade, who used the

heated strip method, can be considered as a

confirmation of the Gouff6 expression. The
agreement observed for graphite with the rotat-

ing cylinder measurements of Plunkett and

Kingery, however, may be mostly fortuitous,

not only because of differences in the two graph-

ites, but also because of the window error.

Although this same type of error may have been

present from the calcium fluoride window used

in the rotating cylinder measurements of

Plunkett and Kingery, it seems safe to assume

that its magnitude would have been smaller

because of their use of a blackened, water-

cooled viewing port.

It is believed that the shallow-hole method
would find its greatest usefulness in measuring

the omittance of polycrystalline ceramics.

Because of the low thermal conductivity of

such materials, sizeable temperature differences

between hole and surface would be expected if

deep reference cavities were used. In the case

of the alumina specimens, lioles approximately

0.5-mm diameter by 0.5 mm deep were em-
ployed as reference cavities. While only small

temperature differences should be present be-

tween holes of this type and the specimen sur-

face, these differences cannot, a priori, be

assumed to be negligible. Before the accuracy

of the shallow-hole method can be accepted,

these differences need to be investigated. Pos-

sible approaches include (a) theoretical heat-

transfer calculations, (b) temperature measure-

ments made with microsize thermocouples, and

(c) comparison of the emittance of an oxide

material as determined by the shallow-hole

method with the emittance of the same mate-

rial determined by the rotating specimen

method. Because of the importance of tem-

perature equivalence between hole and surface

to the reliability of the measurements, it may
be necessary to use all three of these approaches.

Until this is done, the results reported for

sintered alumina should be considered as pre-

liminary aad, hence, of questionable accuracj'^.

APPENDIX-DERIVATION OF GOUFFE EXPRESSION FOR COMPUTING
EMITTANCE

The original article by Gouffe appeared in

Revue d'Optique in 1945. Because it was
written in French and also because volumes of

this journal may not be readily available,

Gouffe's derivation of Equation (1) is given in

detail.

CORRECTION FOR EMITTANCE ©F A CAVITY

Consider an enclosure of any form (fig. 52-8)

at uniform temperature in whose wall is bored
an opening of area s, small relative to the total

surface area S (opening included) of the wall.

This chamber yery roughly constitutes a black-

bod}^, whose emittance is, however, not strictly

equal to unity.

If p denotes the factor of diffused reflection

of the material of which the chamber is formed,

and n, the solid angle in which the radiation

of the blackbody is emitted to the outside,

the general formula that is often used to express

Figure 52-8.—Blackbody enclosure.

the effective emittance, eo, of such a radiator

is (ref. 10):

eo=l—p- (la)

This equation, has been derived by supposing
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that a unit incident flux, penetrating into the

blackbody through the opening s, is diffusely

reflected by the portion of the wall opposite

this opening according to Lambert's Law and

supposing that only the fraction piil/ir) of this

flux goes out again from the chamber diffused

into the solid angle Q in which the cavity can

radiate. One assumes that the portion of

incident flux diffusely reflected toward the

wall of the chamber is completely absorbed

by the latter, which is manifestly inexact,

since this wall reflects it diffusely in turn in

all directions, particularly toward the opening.

The emerging flux therefore must be appreciably

larger than p(fl/7r).

In order to obtain its exact value, it is

necessary to take into account the multiple

diffuse reflections which are produced in the

interior of the chamber.

If we consider an element dS of the internal

wall of the radiator, the total flux which it

emits includes:

1. the flux dF due to its own radiation.

2. the flux pd(t> diffusely reflected by the

element and proceeding from the flux d(p

emitted by the other parts of the internal

surface of the blackbody and incident on

dS.

Since the element dS can be compared in

rough approximation to a perfect blackbody of

uniform radiance as defined, the total flux

which it emits is proportional to its area dS.

As the flux, dF, due to the natural radiation of

the element is also proportional to dS, the result

is that the flux d(p is in turn proportional to dS.

This means that after multiple reflections in the

interior of the chamber, the emitted flux ^
distributes itseff uniformly over the internal

surface of the radiator and, for present purposes,

it will be assumed that this uniform distribution

of emitted flux is brought about as early as the

second reflection.

Now return again to the case of a unit

incident flux penetrating into the blackbody

through the opening, s, and consider the

fraction of that flux which after an infinite

number of diffuse reflections, will be absorbed

by the wall. This fraction will be equal to the

sought-for emittance of the cavity.

The fraction of the flux leaving through the

opening, s, after the first reflection has the

value p(n/7r),^ just as we have already shown at

the beginning, and there is left in the chamber,
a flux, 1— p(Q/x), which undergoes a second

reflection after that; conforming to the above-

mentioned hypothesis we assume that it is

uniformly distributed.

Under these conditions, the fraction of the

flux twice reflected which leaves through s will

have for its value

:

p2(l— n/T)s/<S' and there will remain in the

interior p^{l—^/Tr){\—s/S) which will be re-

flected again.

The fraction of flux reflected 3 times leaving

through the opening will be:

and

will remain.

On the whole, a total flux

:

will be leaving through the opening s.

The total emittance of the cavity is then:

eo= l— P —
TT

('-4'+KH)]

But 1— p is the emittance, e, of the material

which constitutes the wall (supposedly opaque)

of the cavity, hence:

•[>+('-')(H)]
(2)

' This assumes that the material constituting the

chamber is a perfectly diffuse reflector, and that n is

a small fraction of x.
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This expression of total emittance of the

cavity, although more complex than that which

provided equation (la), is much more satisfac-

tory because it includes factors for the shape of

the chamber in the form of the ratio s/S in

addition to the aperture, i2, of the radiator and

its natural emittance, e.

In the general case of a chamber, of any

shape, equation (2) can be written in the form ^

.(l-|)+»/S
(3)

So representing the surface of a sphere of the

same depth as the cavity in the direction normal

to the opening, s.

In equation (3), eo= emittance of cavity,

e= emittance of material, s/<S'=ratio of area of

2 Equation (3) is a combined form of GoufiF6's

equations (26) and (4).

opening to area of cavity (opening included)=
1/2(1+^//") for a cylindrical cavity of depth, h,

and radius, r, and s/»S'o= 1/1+ (A/r)^=Q/ir for

ir/h)-^0.

Equation for the Emittance of a Material

If E is the ratio of the fliix density from the

surface to that from the bottom of the hole,

e is the emittance of the specimen, and eo is the

emittance of the hole, then

e=Eeo, or when equation (3) is substituted for eo,

€= z (4)^

and, if s/S=R and s/So=Ro as in equation (1)

in the main body of the report, then

Eil+R-Ro)-R
l-R+EiR-Ro)

' GoufF6 equation (5)

.
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DSSCUSSION

Sklarew, The Marquardt Corp.: Have you deter-

mined the effect of the hole shape on the accuracy of

they system?

Mooke: No we haven't. We decided to use a

cylindrical hole because holes of this type can be drilled

into a ceramic specimen fairly easily with a Cavitron.

Also, if we are using metal or some of the non-metals

we can drill holes of this type with an ordinary driU,

The expression can also be used for holes with a conical

bottom, although we haven't tried them. I think you
would have more difficulty in forming such holes.

The holes that we use are very small; they are only

mm in diameter.

ScHATz, American Machine and Foundry: What
would be the calculated emittance of the shallow black-

body cavities having different depth-to-radius ratios,

such as 1.6, and 1.8.

Moore: If a material is a diffuse reflector the effi-

ciency can be computed. You have to assume an

emittance of your specimen material in order to calcu-

late the emittance of the cavity. I don't know that

we have ever done that on a cavity with a depth-to-

radius ratio of 1.5. In the case of alumina specimen,

I think the emittance of the cavity would be about 0.8.

ScHATz: Isn't that far from what it should be?

Moore: In this method we know that we are not

looking at a blackbody cavity, but if the theory is

correct, and we think it is, and if we have a diffuse

reflector, it all balances out in the Gouffe expression.

The nice part of using this expression is that you do

not have to know the emittance of the specimen

material. The shallow hole method is based on the

use of a reference hole of fixed geometry; the emittance

of this hole need not be known.

ScHATz: I am not sure I understand. Assuming the

Gouffe expression for a blackbody with the depth-to-

radius ratio of 1.5, would you have a cavity with an

emittance approximating 1.0?

Moore: No, the blackbody does not approximate 1.0.

Richmond, National Bureau of Standards: I think

that I can clear up the misunderstanding. The point

is that we do not have a very good blackbody, but

since we know how bad it is, we ca-n make corrections

for it.

Moore: That is one way of saying it.

Lee, Avco Corporation: You stated, at the beginning

of the paper, that you made some assumptions. One
was that you should have a perfectly diffuse cavity and
that the cavity walls should have the same emittance

as the surface. Now, in some of these ceramic mate-

rials, sintered materials, or pressed materials, the surface

has a very much different character than the substrate

material, and the hole is so shallow that you may not

be able to realize these assumption. Could you perhaps

discuss this a little more?

Moore: Of course, all of these specimens that we
prepared were machined specimens. In other words.

we were not using the original surface of the ceramic

after firing. The test surface was first ground with
diamond powder and then we drilled our hole with the

same diamond powder using a Cavitron so that the

two surfaces in that respect were comparable. Granted
there are certain assumptions in use of this shallow

hole method. At the moment, we are just interested

in seeing what kind of accuracy we can obtain through

its use. The method is intended for very high tempera-

ture measurements and I know there is much more work
needed on it. For one thing, we need a good heat-

transfer analysis, which is very difficult with the type

of specimens that we are using. But we hope to make
such an analysis before too long, and again I would like

to say that this is a progress report. We are not, as

yet, ready to recommend it as an accurate method of

emittance measurement.

Zissis, Institute for Defense Analyses: As far as I

know the De Vos treatment is more accurate than the

Gouff6 treatment and is superior to it in every way
except in simplicity. If you take the DeVos calcu-

lations, assume a perfectly diffuse wall and no temper-

ature gradient, you get the generalized Gouffe expres-

sion, 1 — p (O/tt) . Using the De Vos expressions, you have

a chance to evaluate the effects of different character-

istics of the walls of your shallow cavity and also to

consider how big a difference would be introduced by
a temperature gradient. I wonder if more theoretical

work of this type is being planned, or whether you feel

that this is beyond the precision of the experiment.

Moore: Well, we certainly have studied the De Vos

expression, as well as some of the others that have

been developed. As you say, most of them are much
more complex in nature than the Gouff6 equation.

We plan to investigate some of these other expressions

to determine if they will bring the data into better

agreement, but right at the moment our problems are

not so much in the use of the expressions for calculation

of the emittance as they are in the elimination of

temperature differences between hole and surface.

Large errors will be introduced unless we can reduce this

temperature difference to a small value.

R. L. Cox, Chance Vought Astronautics: I would

like to compliment Mr. Moore on his very interesting

and excellent paper. Some work has been done by

Dr. Sparrow at the University of Minnesota on the

emission from holes with temperature gradients down

the cavity. I believe it might help resolve your

temperature gradient problem if such an analysis

were performed.

Moore: I must admit that I had not seen this

recent publication by Professor Sparrow, but I have

made a note to look that up just as soon as I get back.

Of course, one nice thing about the Gouff6 expression

is that the emittance term is eliminated from the

equation that we use. I doubt that this would be

possible with some of the other expressions.
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Instructions for Handling Emittance Standards

Office of Standard Reference f&terials -December I63 1965

1. Read the instructions, including discussion.

2. Leave standards in container except when in use.

3. Wear clean surgical rubber gloves while handling specimens. Handle as little as possible,

and then by edges or ends only. Never touch the flat surfaces in the areas to be viewed.

4, Do not lay standards on a desk or bench top. If possible, return to plastic holder—if not,

support by edges or ends only on clean glass or stainless steel.

5. In use avoid contamination by oil, grease, dust or condensed volatile materials.

Discussion

1. Introduction. The working standards of normal spectral emittance have been care-

fully prepared and calibrated. However, damage to the surface or contamination can signifi-

cantly change the emittance.,

2. Storage Instructions. Each standard is contained in a plastic holder, which supports

it by the edges or ends only. The holder containing the specimen is in turn enclosed in a metal

tube or plastic box. Each standard should remain in its individual container except during

actual use, and the containers should be stored in a clean, dry place at room temperature.

3. Handling of Specimens. Extreme precautions should be taken to prevent contamina-

tion or damage to the surface of standards during use. Handling should be kept to the abso-

lute minimum. Wear clean surgical rubber gloves when handling specimens, in order to avoid

fingerprints, and touch the ends or edges only. Never touch the flat areas to be viewed, or per-

mit them to come in contact with a bench or desk top. If a specimen must be laid down,

return it to its holder, or support it by the ends or edges only on clean glass or stainless steel.

Be particularly careful to avoid contamination by oil, grease, dust or condensed volatilized

materials.

4. Heating Specimens. The specimens were heated in air during calibration, and should

be heated only in a clean air atmosphere at atmospheric pressure. The Kanthal and Inconel

specimens have been oxidized in air, and heating in other atmospheres may significantly

change the character of the oxide layer, and hence the emittance. While there is no visible

oxide layer on the platinum standards, they were calibrated in air, and may change in emit-

tance if heated in other atmospheres.
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U. S. Departrr)^^ of Commerce
John T. Gon^t, Secretary

National E^^Ef
A. V. &-

Standards

Director

Nnrmal Bptttml lEmtttanr^

Standard Reference Materials 1402 to 1409

Platinum— 13 Percent Rhodium Alloy

Wavelength At 800 "K At 1100 °K At 1400 °K

Microns e CTs e OS e Om CTs

1.09 0.172 0.005 0.038 0.293 0.027 0.042 0.239 0.011 0.015

1.15 .184 .005 .042 .296 .028 .044 .233 .008 .013

1.22 .191 .004 .045 .297 .030 .046 .227 .007 .013

1.28 .197 .004 .047 .296 .032 .049 .220 .007 .012

1.36 048 .294 n^9 91 i. nciR ni 1.VX X

1.44 .198 .005 .048 .289 .033 .063 .207 .007 .011

1.52 .193 .005 .045 .281 .030 .071 .200 .007 .010

1.63 .184 .004 .040 .269 .029 .074 .193 .007 .010

1.74 .172 .005 .032 .250 .026 .071 .184 .006 .010

1.88 .159 .004 .024 998
•vox 1 77.XII .012

2.10 .148 .004 .018 .205 .018 .046 .170 .006 .013

2.36 .138 .004 .013 .185 .014 .032 .162 .007 .014

2.60 .129 .005 .010 .169 .011 .024 .156 .006 .015

2.81 .122 .004 .008 .158 .009 .019 .151 .006 .017

3.02 .117 .005 .007 .UXD 1 A7
•UUD ni 8

3.25 .112 .005 .007 .143 .007 .015 .143 .006 .019

3.45 .109 .005 .008 .138 .006 .014 .140 .005 .021

3.65 .106 .005 .008 .134 .006 .013 .138 .006 .022

3.87 .104 .004 .009 .131 .006 .013 .135 .006 .023

4.09 .102 .005 1 97
•UUD 1 QQ.loo •UvD

4.30 .098 .006 .011 .124 .006 .013 .129 .006 .025

4.50 .098 .004 .010 .123 .006 .013 .129 .006 .025

4.67 .096 .005 .010 .121 .006 .013 .128 .006 .026

4.83 .095 .005 .011 .119 .006 .013 .126 .006 .027

4.99 .094 .005 .011 .117 .005 .014 .125 .006 .027

5.13 .093 .005 .011 .116 .005 .014 .124 .006 .028

.093 .005 .011 .115 .006 .014 .123 .006 .028

5.40 .092 .005 .012 .114 .006 .014 .122 .006 .029

5.54 .091 .005 .012 .113 .006 .014 .121 .006 .029

5.69 .090 .005 .012 .111 .006 .014 .120 .006 .030

5.83 .089 .005 .012 .110 .006 .014 .118 .006 .030

5.97 .088 .005 .012 .108 .006 .014 .117 .006 .030

6.10 .087 .005 .012 .107 .006 .015 .116 .006 .030

6.22 .086 .004 .013 .107 .006 .015 .115 .006 .031

6.35 .086 .005 .013 .106 .006 .015 .115 .005 .031

6.47 .085 .005 .012 .104 .006 .015 .113 .006 .031

6.58 .084 .005 .013 .104 .006 .014 .113 .005 .031

6.70 .084 .005 .013 .103 .006 .015 .112 .005 .031

6.80 .083 .005 .013 .103 .006 .015 .112 .006 .032

6.91 .083 .005 .014 .102 .006 .015 .111 .005 .032
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Wavelength At 800 "K At 1100 "K At 1400 "K

MicroTis e CTm e CTm OS £ O-m OS

7.01 u.uuo A A1 Q n in? 0.006 0.016 0.111 0.005 0.032

7.13 .082 .005 .013 .101 .006 .016 .110 .005 .032

7.25 .081 .005 .013 .101 .006 .016 .109 .006 .032

7.37 .081 .005 .013 .100 .006 .016 .109 .006 .032

7.49 .081 .005 .014 .099 .006 .016 .109 .006 .032

7.60 AOA.OoO .UUo Al A.U14 ni fi .108 .005 .032

7.71 .080 .005 .014 .099 .006 .016 .108 .006 .033

7.83 .080 .005 .014 .099 .006 .017 .108 .005 .033

7.94 .080 .005 .014 .098 .006 .016 .107 .005 .033

8.03 .080 .005 .014 .098 .006 .016 .107 .006 .033

8.12 AQ1 •UUO Al A.U14 .Ui/O .UUD nifi.uxu .107 .005 .033

8.22 .081 .006 .014 .099 .006 .016 .108 .006 .033

8.32 .083 .006 .014 .099 .006 .016 .108 .005 .032

8.41 .084 .005 .014 .101 .006 .016 .109 .006 .032

8.60 .085 .005 .014 .102 .006 .016 .110 .006 .032

8.60 AAA.UUO Al A.U J-ft 1 n<i
•Ul/D ni fi .111 .006 .032

8.70 .086 .006 .013 .103 .006 .016 .111 .006 .032

8.79 .087 .006 .013 .104 .006 .016 .112 .006 .032

8.88 .087 .006 .013 .104 .006 .017 .113 .006 .032

8.96 .088 .005 .013 .104 .006 .017 .113 .006 .032

9.05 .UUO ,\JLo 1 nK ni fl .114 .006 .032

9.14 .088 .006 .013 .105 .006 .016 .114 .006 .031

9.22 .088 .005 .013 .105 .005 .016 .114 .006 .032

9.30 .089 .005 .013 .105 .005 .016 .114 .006 .032

9.38 .090 .006 .013 .106 .006 .016 .114 .006 .032

9.46 •UUO 1(17 ni fi 1

1

.006 .032

9.55 .093 .006 .014 .108 .006 .017 .115 .007 .032

9.63 .095 .006 .014 .110 .006 .016 .116 .006 .031

9.71 .096 .006 .014 .110 .006 .016 .117 .006 .032

9.79 .097 .006 .014 .112 .006 .015 .118 .006 .031

9.87 119 .UUO niK 118 nn7•UU f .032

9.95 .098 .006 .014 .113 .006 .015 .119 .006 .031

10.03 .098 .006 .014 .113 .006 .015 .119 .006 .031

10.10 .098 .006 .014 .113 .006 .015 .119 .006 .031

10.18 .097 .006 .014 .113 .006 .015 .119 .006 .031

10.26 .UUO 119
•UUO .uxo 1 1 Q nnfi.UUD n'li.uox

10.34 .095 .006 .013 .111 .006 .014 .118 .006 .031

10.42 .093 .006 .013 .109 .006 .014 .117 .006 .030

10.50 .091 .006 .013 .108 .006 .014 .116 .006 .030

10.57 .090 .006 .013 .106 .006 .014 .115 .005 .030

10.64 1 C\K .UUO ni A AAA.UUO n^A.UoU

10.72 .087 .006 .013 .103 .006 .013 .112 .006 .030

10.80 .085 .006 .013 .102 .006 .013 .111 .006 .030
1 A or?10.87 .084 .006 .013 .100 .005 .013 .110 .006 .030

10.94 .083 .006 .013 .099 .006 .013 .109 .005 .030

11.01 .081 .006 .013 .097 .005 .013 .108 .005 .030

11.08 .080 .006 .013 .096 .006 .013 .106 .005 .030

11.15 .079 .006 .013 .095 .006 .012 .105 .005 .030

11.22 .078 .006 .012 .093 .006 .012 .104 .005 .030

11.28 .077 .006 .013 .092 .006 .012 .103 .005 .030
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Wavelength At 800 °K At 1100 °K At 1400 °K

MtCTOTlS e e e

Lk.oO 0.076 0.006 0.018 0.091 0.006 0.012 0.102 0.005 0.030

11 AO .075 .006 .013 .090 .006 .012 .101 .005 .030

11.49 .074 .006 .012 .089 .006 .011 .100 .005 .030

11.55 .074 .006 .012 .088 .006 .011 .100 .006 .030

.073 .006 .012 .088 .005 .011 .099 .005 .029

1 1 HQ .072 .006 .012 .087 .005 .011 .098 .005 .030

JL 1 . j St .072 .006 .012 .086 .006 .011 .097 .005 .029

11.80 .072 .006 .012 .085 .005 .011 .097 .005 .029

11.87 .071 .006 .012 .085 .005 .011 .096 .005 .030

1 1 Qzt .071 .006 .012 .084 .005 .010 .096 .005 .029

1 9 nftl^.UU .071 .006 .012 .084 .005 .010 .095 .005 .029

1 9 07 .070 .006 .012 .083 .005 .010 .095 .005 .029

12.13 .070 .006 .012 .083 .005 .010 .095 .005 .029

12.19 .070 .006 .012 .083 .006 .010 .095 .005 .029

.070 .006 .012 .083 .006 .010 .094 .005 .029

1 9 .070 .006 .012 .082 .006 .009 .094 .005 .029

1 9 .070 .006 .012 .082 .006 .009 .094 .005 .029

12.44 .070 .006 .012 .082 .005 .009 .094 .005 .029

12.50 .070 .006 .012 .081 .005 .009 .093 .006 .029

1 9 ^7 .069 .006 .012 .081 .005 .009 .093 .006 .029

1 9 R^l .069 .006 .012 .081 .006 .009 .093 .006 .029

.069 .006 .012 .081 .006 .009 .093 .006 .029

12.75 .069 .006 .012 .080 .006 .008 .092 .005 .028

12.82 .069 .006 .012 .080 .006 .008 .092 .005 .028

1 9 RS .068 .006 .011 .079 .005 .008 .092 .005 .028

1 9 Q4 .068 .006 .011 .079 .006 .008 .091 .005 .028

.068 .006 .011 .079 .006 .008 .091 .005 .028

13.06 .067 .006 .011 .078 .006 .008 .091 .005 .028

13.12 .067 .006 .011 .078 .006 .007 .091 .005 .028

1 1

8

.066 .006 .011 .077 .006 .007 .090 .005 .028

1 94 .066 .006 .011 .077 .006 .007 .090 .005 .028

.066 .006 .011 .076 .006 .006 .089 .006 .028

13.36 .065 .006 .011 .076 .006 .006 .089 .006 .028

13.42 .065 .006 .011 .076 .006 .006 .089 .005 .027

.065 .006 .011 .075 .006 .006 .088 .006 .027

13.54 .064 .006 .011 .074 .006 .006 .088 .006 .027

1 ^ fift .064 .006 .011 .074 .006 .005 .088 .005 .027

13.66 .064 .006 .011 .074 .006 .005 .088 .005 .026

13.72 .063 .006 .011 .073 .006 .005 .087 .005 .026

.063 .006 .011 .073 .006 .005 .087 .005 .026

X o.o*± .063 .006 .011 .072 .006 .005 .086 .005 .026

1 SQXO.O*7 .062 .006 .011 .072 .006 .005 .086 .006 .026

13.95 .062 .006 .010 .071 .006 .005 .086 .006 .025

14.00 .062 .005 .010 .071 .006 .005 .085 .006 .025

1 4 nfi .061 .006 .011 .071 .006 .005 .085 .006 .024

14 11XL X X .061 01 0 OOfi 004 084 .006 .024

14 17XI. X f .060 .005 .010 .070 .006 .005 .084 .006 .023

14.22 .060 .005 .010 .070 .006 .005 .083 .006 .022

14.28 .060 .006 .010 .069 .006 .005 .083 .006 .021

14.33 .059 .006 .009 .069 .006 .005 .082 .006 .020
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Wavelength At 800 °K At 1100 "K At 1400 °K

Microns £ e e m
14.38 0.069 0.006 0.009 0.069 0.006 0.006 0.082 0.006 0.019

14.44 .053 .005 .008 .069 .006 .006 .081 .006 .018

14.49 .057 .005 .007 .068 .006 .005 .080 .006 .016

14.55 ,057 .005 .007 .068 .006 .005 .080 .006 .015

14.60 .057 .005 .007 .068 .006 .005 .079 .006 .014

14.65 .056 .006 .006 .068 .006 .005 .079 .007 .013

14.71 .056 .005 .006 .068 .006 .005 .079 .007 .012

14.76 .056 .006 .006 .068 .006 .005 .078 .007 .012

.055 .005 .006 .067 ,006 .005 .077 .007 .011

14.87 .055 .005 .006 .067 .006 .005 .077 .006 .010

14.92 .054 .006 .006 .067 .006 .005 .076 .007 .009

14.98 .054 .005 .006 .067 .006 .005 .076 .007 .008

15.03 .054 .006 .006 .067 .006 .005 .076 .007 .007

15.08 .054 .006 .006 .067 .006 .005 .076 .007 .007

15.14 .053 .006 .007 .067 .006 .005 .076 .007 .007

15.20 .053 .006 .007 .067 .006 .005 .075 .007 .007

From 1 to 15 Microns, at 1600 °K

Wavelength Wavelength

Microns e OS Microns e OS
1.0 0.239 0.004 0.025 8.5 0.103 0.004 0.023

1.5 .205 .004 .020 9.0 .108 .004 .024

2.0 .180 .003 .020 9.5 .111 .004 .024

2.5 .163 .003 .019 10.0 .118 .004 .026

3.0 .151 .003 .017 10.5 .124 .004 .024

3.5 .143 .003 .020 11.0 .127 .004 .024

4.0 .137 .003 .020 11.5 .120 .005 .025

4.5 .132 .003 .021 12.0 .112 .004 .028

5.0 .128 .003 .020 12.5 .105 .006 .026

5.5 .123 .003 .023 13.0 .101 .005 .027

6.0 .119 .003 .021 13.5 .099 .005 .026

6.5 .115 .003 .020 14.0 .098 .005 .028

7.0 .111 .003 .022 14.5 .098 .006 .031

7.5 .107 .003 .022 15.0 .100 .005 .031

8.0 .105 .004 .023
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From 14 to 35 Microns, at 1100 °K i

Wavelength Wavelength

Microns e OS Microns e CTm OS
14.10 0.072 0.007 0.006 23.30 0.066 0.004 0.009

14.40 .067 .005 .006 23.45 .066 .003 .009

14.70 .067 .005 .006 23.55 .065 .003 .009

15.00 .065 .005 .006 23.70 .065 .003 .009

15.30 .068 .005 .006 23.80 .065 .003 .009

15.60 .068 .005 .007 23.95 .064 .003 .009

15.80 .068 .005 .008 24.10 .063 .003 .009

16.10 .068 .005 .008 24.20 .065 .003 .010

16.30 .068 .005 .009 24.30 .065 .003 .010

16.50 .067 .004 .009 24.45 .064 .003 .010

16.80 .067 .005 .009 24.60 .063 .003 .010

17.00 .067 .004 .009 24.70 .063 .003 .010

17.20 .067 .005 .009 24.80 .064 .003 .009

17.40 .068 .005 .009 24.95 .063 .003 .010

17.60 .067 .004 .010 25.10 .063 .003 .010

17.80 .067 .005 .010 25.20 .061 .003 .009

18.00 .067 .005 .009 25.30 .062 .004 .010

18.20 .067 .005 .009 25.45 .063 .003 .010

18.40 .067 .005 .009 25.55 .062 .004 .010

18.60 .067 .005 .009 25.70 .062 .004 .010

18.75 .067 .005 .010 25.80 .061 .004 .010

18.95 .067 .005 .010 25.90 .061 .003 .011

19.15 .066 .005 .010 26.05 .060 .003 .010

19.30 .067 .005 .010 26.15 .061 .003 .010

19.50 .067 .004 .009 26.30 .061 .003 .010

19.65 .066 .004 .009 26.40 .061 .004 .010

19.80 .066 .004 .009 26.50 .060 .004 .010

20.00 .066 .005 .009 26.60 .060 .003 .010

20.10 .066 .005 .010 26.70 .060 .003 .010

20.30 .066 .004 .010 26.80 .061 .004 .011

20.45 .066 .004 .009 26.95 .060 .004 .010

20.60 .066 .004 .009 27.05 .060 .003 .010

20.80 .066 .005 .010 27.20 .069 .003 .010

20.90 .066 .004 .010 27.30 .060 .003 .010

21.00 .065 .005 .010 27.40 .059 .004 .010

21.15 .066 .005 .010 27.50 .059 .004 .010

21.30 .066 .005 .009 27.60 .059 .004 .011

21.45 .066 .005 .008 27.75 .058 .004 .011

21.60 .066 .004 .008 27.90 .058 .004 .011

21.75 .067 .004 .009 28.00 .058 .004 .011

21.90 .066 .005 .008 28.10 .057 .004 .011

22.05 .065 .004 .008 28.20 .057 .004 .010

22.20 .065 .004 .008 28.30 .057 .003 .010

22.35 .066 .005 .009 28.40 .057 .004 .010

22.45 .066 .005 .008 28.50 .057 .004 .011

22.65 .066 .005 .008 28.60 .057 .004 .010

22.85 .065 .005 .008 28.70 .057 .004 .010

22.90 .065 .005 .008 28.80 .057 .004 .010

23.05 .066 .004 .009 28.95 .056 .004 .010

23.20 .066 .004 .009 29.05 .056 .004 .010
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From 14 to 35 Microns, at 1100 °K (Continued)

Wavelength Wavelength

Microns e Microns e OS
29.15 0.056 0.004 0.011 33.30 0.050 0.006 0.011

29.25 .056 .003 .011 33.40 .050 .006 .010

29.35 .055 .003 .011 33.50 .049 .006 .011

29.50 .055 .004 .011 33.60 .049 .005 .011

29.60 .054 .004 .011 33.70 .048 .005 .011

29.70 .053 .004 .012 33.80 .047 .005 .011

29.80 .053 .004 .011 33.90 .047 .005 .011

29.90 .054 .004 .010 34.00 .047 .005 .011

30.00 .053 .004 .010 34.10 .047 .005 .011

30.10 .053 .004 .010 34.20 .046 .005 .011

30.20 .052 .004 .010 34.30 .046 .005 .010

30.35 .052 .004 .010 34.40 .045 .005 .011

30.45 .052 .004 .010 34.50 .046 .005 .011

30.55 .052 .004 .010 34.60 .046 .006 .012

30.65 .052 .004 .010 34.70 .046 .006 .012

30.75 .052 .004 .011 34.85 .046 .006 .011

30.85 .053 .004 .010 34.95 .046 .006 .011

30.95 .052 .004 .010 35.05 .045 .006 .010

31.05 .052 .004 .011 35.15 .045 .006 .011

31.15 .052 .004 .011 35.25 .044 .006 .010

31.25 .052 .004 .011 35.35 .043 .006 .011

31.35 .052 .004 .011 35.45 .043 .006 .010

31.45 .051 .004 .011 35.55 .043 .007 .011

31.60 .051 .004 .011 35.65 .043 .008 .011

31.70 .051 .004 .010 35.75 .044 .008 .011

31.80 .051 .004 .010 35.80 .044 ,007 .010

31.90 .050 .004 .010 35.95 .044 .007 .009

32.00 .050 .004 .011 36.05 .044 .007 .011

32.10 .050 .004 .011 36.15 .043 .007 .012

32.20 .050 .003 .011 36.25 .044 .007 .012

32.30 .050 .004 .011 36.35 .044 .008 .011

32.40 .050 .004 .011 36.45 .042 .007 .011

32.50 .050 .005 .011 36.55 .042 .007 .011

32.60 .050 .006 .011 36.65 .043 .006 .013

32.70 .049 .005 .012

32.80 .012

32.90 .049 .006 .011

33.00 .049 .007 .012

33.10 .049 .007 .012

33.20 .049 .007 .012

The standards of normal spectral emittance are intended for use in calibrating equipment

used in various laboratories for measuring this property of materials. All of the specimens

were prepared from a single sheet of metal at one time, and were subjected as nearly as

possible to identical preparation treatments. Because the equipment used for the calibration

of these standards from 1 to 15 at 800, 1100, and 1400 °K was suitable only for making
measurements on 14 i"- by 8 in. strips, seven such specimens were prepared from selected

locations in the sheet so that the strips measured were statistically representative of the en-
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tire lot of specimens. Three measurements were made on each of the seven samples. The value

listed for normal spectral emittance (e) is the arithmetic average of the 21 measured values.

The computed average standard deviation (oin) of the three measurements on each of the seven

specimens about the average value for each specimen—is a measure of the precision of meas-

urement. The standard deviation (os) of the average value for each of the seven specimens

about the overall average, is indicative of the variation in specimens.

For the measurements from 1 to 15 at 1600 °K, and for the measurements from 14 to

35 fi at 1100 °K, only three specimens were measured. Values for e, cr„, and cr^ were derived,

as outlined above, from the three measurements made on each of the three specimens.

Procedures used for the measurements are described in detail in "Standardization of Ther-

mal Emittance Measurements, part 4, Normal Spectral Emittance, 800—1400 °K." Technical

Report No. WADC-TR-59-510, Fart IV, by William N. Harrison, Joseph C. Richmond, Fred-

erick J. Shorten, and Horace M. Joseph, available from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific

and Technical Information, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22171, as publication

AD 426846, price $2.25.

Because the equipment used for measuring the strip samples has an upper limit of safe

operation of 1400 °K, data reported for 1600 "K were measured by the rotating cylinder pro-

cedure described in NBS Monograph "A Rotating Cylinder Method for Measuring Normal
Spectral Emittance of Ceramic Oxide Specimens from 1200 to 1600 °K" by Howard E. Clark

and Dwight G. Moore,

Samples are available as i/^ in. disks, SRM No. 1402 ; as % in. disks, SRM No. 1403 ; as 1

in. disks, SRM No. 1404; as IVg in. disks, SRM No. 1405; as li/4 in. disks, SRM No. 1406; as

2 in. by 2 in. squares, SRM No. 1407 ; as 1 in. by 10 in. strips, SRM No. 1408 ; and as % in. by
10 in. strips, SRM No. 1409.

Washington, D. C. 20234 W. Wayne Meinke, Chief

April 11, 1966. Office of Standard Reference Materials
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U. S. Departni^j^ of Commerce
John T. eon^r, Secretary

National Ei^<4^^| Standards

A. V. A Director
Certificate of

iSormal Spectral Cmittance

Standard Reference Materials 1420 to 1428

Oxidized Kanthal

Wavelength At 800 °K At 1100 °K At 1300 °K

Microns c a. c

1.09 U . 010 u . uuo u . / / J u . UlU U . UjZ

!.1S .633 .008 .026 .731 .012 .045 .775 .010 .053

1.22 .645 .007 .025 .728 Oil .046 .771 .010 .051

1 .28 .653 .007 .027 .728 .010 .045 .764 .010 .049

1.36 .657 .006 .029 .725 .010 .045 .758 .009 .046

1.44 . DOU . uuo . \jVy 111 ni o
. Ul u . / JJ DTiQ

. \J\Jy

1.52 .660 .005 .030 .718 .010 .039 .747 .007 .041

1.63 .659 .005 .030 .711 .010 .038 .740 .007 .039

1 .74 .655 .005 .030 .702 .009 .035 .734 .007 .037

1.88 .650 005 .028 .693 .009 .033 .725 .007 .035

2.10 . UUJ (V)l
. KjL I . DtS^ . uuo r\ii

. UoZ . Uu/

2.36 .638 .005 .026 .674 .008 .030 .701 .006 .033

2.60 .631 .004 .025 .664 .007 .029 .690 .007 .031

2.81 .624 .005 .023 .654 .007 .029 .678 .007 .031

3.02 .616 .004 .023 .645 .006 .028 .667 .007 .029

3.25 . 0 1 u . uzz . OJO . \J\JO . uzcs . OJO . Uu/

3.45 .604 .004 .023 .628 .006 .027 .649 .007 .030

3.65 .599 .004 .022 .622 .006 .027 .642 .006 .029

3 . 87 .594 .004 .022 .616 .006 .026 .634 .006 .028

4.09 .587 .003 .022 .609 .005 .026 .627 .006 .028

4.30 574 004 024 <00
. Dyy mn

. yjou All
. UUo

4.50 .578 .003 .021 .597 .005 .025 .614 .005 .027

4.67 .571 .003 .022 .591 .005 .026 .606 .006 .028

4. o^ .568 .003 .023 .587 .005 .027 .602 .005 .028

4.99 .565 .003 .023 .584 .005 .027 .599 .005 .029

5.13 .562 .003 .023 .581 .004 .027 .595 .005 .029

5.27 .559 .003 .022 .577 .005 .026 .591 .005 .029

5.40 .555 .003 .021 .574 .004 .025 .588 .005 .028

5.54 .550 .002 .020 .569 .005 .024 .584 .005 .027

5.69 .545 .002 .020 .565 .005 .024 .579 .006 .026

5.83 .540 .002 .020 .560 .004 .023 .575 .006 .025

5.97 .535 .002 .020 .555 .004 .023 .571 .005 .026

6.10 .532 .002 .020 .551 .004 .023 .568 .005 .026

6.22 .530 .002 .020 .550 .004 .024 .566 .005 .026

6.35 .530 .002 .022 .550 .004 .025 .566 .004 .027

6.47 .530 .002 .022 .551 .004 .026 .567 .005 .028

6.58 .532 .002 .023 .555 .004 .027 .571 .005 .029

6.70 .536 .002 .024 .560 .004 .027 .576 .004 .030

6.80 .540 .002 .025 .564 .004 .028 .581 .004 .030

6.91 .547 .002 .025 .572 .004 .029 .587 .004 .031
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Wavelength At oOO K At 1 100 K At 1300 °K

A'licTotis €

7.01 0.556 0.002 0.025 0.580 0.004 0.029 0.596 0.004 0.031

7. 13 .563 .002 .025 .588 .004 .030 .605 .004 .032

7.25 .569 .002 .025 .596 .004 .030 .613 .004 .032

7.37 .577 .003 .024 .604 .004 .029 .621 .004 .032

7.49 .587 .003 .024 .612 .004 .029 .629 .004 .032

7.60 .595 .002 .023 .621 .004 .028 .637 .004 .032

7.71 .603 .002 .023 .629 .004 .028 .645 .004 .032

7.83 .609 .003 .022 .636 .004 .027 .653 .004 .032

7.94 .
.615 .002 .022 .642 .004 .027 .659 .004 .031

8.03 .618 .003 .022 .648 .005 .027 .665 .004 .032

8 12 .619 .002 .022 .651 .004 .027 .669 .004 .032

8 22 .620 .002 .022 .653 .004 .027 .672 .004 .032

8.32 .622 .002 .022 .655 .004 .028 .674 .004 .032

8.41 .626 .002 .023 .657 .004 .027 .677 .004 .032

8.50 .631 .002 .023 .661 .004 .028 .680 .004 .032

8 60 .636 .002 .023 .666 .004 .028 .683 .004 .032

8 70 .640 .002 .024 .670 .004 .029 .687 .004 .033

8.79 .644 .002 .024 .674 .004 .029 .692 .004 .033

8.88 .648 .002 .024 .678 .004 .029 .695 .004 .034

8.96 .653 .002 .024 .682 .004 .030 .699 .003 .034

9.05 .659 .002 .025 .687 .004 .030 .704 .004 .035

9. 14 .664 .002 .025 .693 .004 .031 .709 .003 .035

9.22 .668 .002 .025 .700 .004 .031 .716 .004 .035

9.30 .671 .002 .025 .705 .004 ,031 .722 .004 .035

9.38 .674 .002 .025 .710 .004 .032 .728 .004 .036

9.46 .676 .003 .026 .714 .004 .032 .733 .004 .036

9.55 .680 .002 .026 .717 .004 .032 .738 .003 .037

9.63 .684 .002 .027 .722 .004 .032 .742 .004 .037

9.71 .687 .003 .027 .727 .005 .033 .748 .003 .037

9.79 .691 .003 .027 .731 .004 .033 .753 .003 .038

9. 87 .695 .003 .027 .735 .005 .033 .757 .003 .037

9.95 .698 .002 .027 .739 .005 .033 .762 .003 .037

10.03 .702 .002 .027 .744 .004 .033 .767 .003 .037

10.10 .706 .003 .027 .748 .004 .033 .771 .003 .038

10.18 .708 .002 .027 .752 .005 .033 .776 .003 .038

10.26 .709 .002 .026 .756 .005 .034 .779 .003 .038

10.34 .709 .003 .027 .758 .004 .034 .783 .004 .039

10.42 .709 .002 .026 .759 .005 .033 .785 .003 .039

10.50 .710 .002 .027 .759 .004 .034 .787 .003 .039

10.57 .711 .003 .027 .760 .004 .034 .787 .004 .039

10.64 .711 .003 .027 .760 .004 .034 .787 .003 .040

10.72 .713 .003 .027 .760 .005 .034 .787 .003 .040

10.80 .714 .003 .027 .760 .004 .034 .786 .003 .040

10.87 .715 .003 .028 .759 .004 .034 .785 .003 .040

10.94 .715 .003 .028 .758 .004 .035 .783 .003 .040

11 01 .712 .004 .028 .756 .005 .035 .781 .003 .041

1 1 08 .708 .003 .028 .752 .004 .035 .778 .003 .041

11 15 .703 .004 .028 .748 .005 .035 .774 .003 .042

11 .22 .696 .004 .028 .742 .004 .035 .770 .003 .042

11.28 .690 .004 .028 .736 .004 .035 .764 .003 .041
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Wavelength At 800 °K At 1100 °K At 1300 °K

Adicvons c e (Tm a. < <r.

11 .35 0.683 0.004 0.027 0. 729 0.004 0.035 0. 758 0.003 0.041

11 .42 .676 .004 .027 .722 .004 .034 .752 .003 .041

11.49 .669 .004 .026 .716 .004 .034 .745 .003 .041

11.55 .663 .004 .025 .710 .004 .034 .740 .003 .041

1 1 .62 .658 .005 .025 .705 ,003 .033 .733 .003 .040

11 .68 .654 .004 .025 . 700 .003 .033 . 728 .003 .040

11 .74 .651 .005 .025 .695 .003 .032 .723 .003 .039

11.80 .650 .004 .024 .691 .003 .032 .718 .003 .039

11.87 .649 .005 .024 .688 .003 ,032 .714 .003 .039

11 .94 .648 .005 .024 .686 .003 ,032 .711 .003 .038

12.00 .648 .004 .024 . 684 .003 .032 , 708 . 003 . 038

12.07 .648 .004 .024 .683 .003 ,032 ,705 .003 .038

12.13 .648 .004 .024 .682 .003 .031 ,703 .003 .038

12.19 .648 .004 .023 .681 .003 ,031 ,702 .003 .038

12.26 .650 .004 .023 .680 .004 .031 .700 .003 .037

12.32 .651 .004 .023 .680 .003 ,031 . 699 ,003 .037

12.38 .652 .004 .023 .680 .003 ,031 .698 ,003 .037

12.44 .653 .004 .023 .680 .003 .030 .698 ,003 .037

12.50 .653 .004 ,023 ,681 .003 .030 .697 ,003 .037

12.57 .654 .004 .022 ,681 .002 .030 ,697 .003 .036

12.63 .655 .004 ,022 .682 ,002 .029 .697 .003 .036

12.69 .656 .004 ,022 .682 .002 .029 .697 .003 .035

12.75 .656 .004 ,021 .682 .002 .029 .697 .002 .036

12.82 .656 .004 ,021 .683 .003 .028 .697 .003 ,035

12.88 .656 .004 ,021 .683 .003 .028 .697 .003 ,034

12.94 .656 .004 ,021 .682 .002 .028 .696 .002 ,034

13.00 .656 .005 .020 .682 ,003 .028 .697 .002 ,034

13.06 .656 .005 .019 .682 .002 .027 ,696 .002 ,033

13.12 .655 .005 .019 .682 ,003 ,027 ,696 .002 .033

13.18 .655 .005 .018 .681 .003 .026 ,696 .003 .032

13.24 .654 .005 .018 .680 .003 .025 ,695 .002 .031

13.30 .654 .004 .018 .680 .003 .025 .694 .002 .031

13.36 .654 .004 .017 .679 .003 .024 .694 .002 .030

13.42 .652 .004 .016 .678 .003 .024 .693 .002 .030

13.48 652 ,004 .016 .678 .003 .023 .692 .003 .029

13.54 .651 .004 .016 .677 .003 .023 .692 .002 .029

13.60 .650 .005 .015 .676 .003 .022 .691 .003 .028

13.66 .650 .004 .015 .675 .003 .022 .690 ,003 .028

13.72 .649 .004 ,014 .675 .003 .021 .690 ,002 .026

13.78 .649 .004 ,014 .674 .003 .020 .689 .002 .026

13.84 .648 .004 ,014 .673 .003 .020 .688 .002 .025

13.89 .647 .004 .013 .673 .003 .020 .687 .003 .024

13.95 .647 .004 .013 .672 .003 .019 .687 .003 .023

14.00 .646 .004 .014 .671 .003 .018 .686 .002 .022

14.06 .645 .004 .014 .670 .003 .018 .685 .003 .022

14. 11 .645 .005 .014 .669 .003 .017 684 . UZl

14.17 .643 .005 .014 .669 ,003 .017 .684 ,003 ,021

14.22 .643 .004 .015 .668 .003 .017 .683 ,002 ,020

14.28 .641 .005 ,015 .667 .003 .017 .682 ,002 ,019

14.33 .640 .005 ,016 .666 .003 .016 .681 ,002 ,018
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Wavelength At 800 °K At 1100 °K At 1300 "K

Microns t "m e

14.38 0.638 0.006 0.017 0.665 0.003 0.016 0.680 0.002 0.018

14.44 . OJO /V»7
. UU/ A1 O CCA

. 003 .016 . 679 .002 . 018

14.49 . IKJO AO 1
. boJ Am

. UUJ .01 /
r70.6/0 .002 Al 7

. 017

14.55 . OJl . uuy . Uzz CC1
. 003 Al ~1

.01/ . 676 .002 .016

14. 60 AOS! AO4 AAA
. OoU Al 7 Z7 C.6/3 .002 .016

14.65 .625 on .026 .659 .003 .018 .674 .003 .016

14. 71 . OZJ Al 1 A77 ACQ
. Ojo AAT

. UUj Al 0 .o/J .002 . 016

14.76 . oZU Al A A CA
. OjO AAO

. UUz Al O £70
. 6/Z .002 .016

14.82 .

7
. 01 /

AAQ AOQ ACC
. bjj Am

. UUJ AOA .6/1 . 002 .016

14. 87 AA7 ATI ACT
. bjo AAT

. UUJ i:7A
. 6/U .002 .016

14. 92 .609 .004 .035 .651 .003 .023 .667 .002 .018

14. 98 608 005 .032 648 002 024 . oo^ 002 01

8

15.03 .609 .005 .029 647 .002 .023 .662 .002 .016

15.08 .610 .004 .029 .646 .003 .023 .664 .003 .016
1 c ^ A .609 .005 .032 .644 .003 .024 .663 .003 .019

15.20 .607 .005 .035 .642 .003 .026 .662 .003 .020

The standards of normal spectral emittance are intended for use in calibrating equipment used in

various laboratories for measuring this property of materials. All of the specimens were prepared from a

single sheet of metal at one time, and were subjected as nearly as possible to identical preparation treat-

ments. Because the equipment used for the calibration of these standards was suitable only for making

measurements on 34 inch by 8 inch strips, seven such specimens were prepared from selected locations

in the sheet so that the strips measured were statistically representative of the entire lot of specimens.

Three measurements were made on each of the seven samples. The value listed for normal spectral

emittance (e) is the arithmetic average of the 21 measured values. The computed average standard

deviation (o-m) of the three measurements on each of the seven specimens about the average value for

each specimen is a measure of the precision of measurement. The standard deviation (o-J of the average

value for each of the seven specimens about the overall average, is indicative of the variation in specimens.

Procedures used for the measurements are described in detail "Standardization of Thermal Emittance

Measurements, part 4, Normal Spectral Emittance, 800-1400 °K." Technical Report No. WADC-TR-
59-510, Part IV, by William N. Harrison, Joseph C. Richmond, Frederick J. Shorten and Horace M.
Joseph, available from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, 5285 Port

Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22171, as publication AD 426846, price $2.25.

Samples are available as J4 inch disks, SRM No. 1420; as J4 inch disks, SRM No. 1421; as 1 inch

disks, SRM No. 1422; as IVg inch disks, SRM No. 1423; as lli inch disks, SRM No. 1424; as 2 inch by

2 inch squares, SRM No. 1425; as 1 inch by 10 inch strips, SRM No. 1426; as M inch by 10 inch strips,

SRM No. 1427; and as }4 inch by 8 inch strips, SRM No. 1428.

Washington, D. C.

December 16, 1965
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U. S. Depart
John T
National

i;^ of Commerce
ecretary

Standards
Director

Certificate oi

Moxmal Spectral Cmittance

Standard Reference Materials 1440 to 1447

Oxidized Inconel

Wavelength At 800 °K At 1100 °K At 1300 °K

Microns e e Cm e

1.09 0.753 0.013 0.040 0.830 0.021 0.050 0.870 0.015 0.050

1.15 .751 .009 .039 .828 .020 .050 .871 .016 .049

1.22 .752 .009 .039 .829 .018 .050 .870 .015 .049

1 28 .755 .008 .042 .828 .015 .047 .869 .012 .050

1.36 .758 .009 .043 .827 .014 046 .866 .012 .046

1.44 .763 .008 .044 .828 .016 .045 .862 .011 .044

1.52 .768 .009 .042 .829 .014 .042 .859 .012 .043

1.63 .770 .008 .042 .829 .015 .039 .857 .013 .038

1 74 .776 .007 .040 .830 .014 .039 .856 .012 .037

1.88 .781 .007 .038 .831 .014 .038 .855 .012 .035

2.10 .786 .007 .036 .831 .014 .035 .854 .012 .034

2.36 .791 .007 .034 .833 .012 .033 .854 .012 .033

2.60 .794 .007 .031 .834 .012 .034 .854 .012 .032

2 81 .798 .007 .031 .834 .013 .032 .854 .012 .031

3.02 .798 .006 .029 .834 .012 .033 .854 .012 .031

3.25 .802 .006 .027 .835 .012 .032 .855 .012 .030

3.45 .804 .006 .027 .837 .013 .032 .855 .012 .030

3.65 .806 006 .027 .838 .013 .032 .855 .012 .030

3 37 .808 .006 .027 .839 .012 .032 .856 .012 .030

4.09 .809 .005 .025 .839 .012 .031 .856 .012 .030

4.30 .809 .006 .026 .837 .014 .030 .856 Oil .029

4.50 .812 .005 .025 .840 .012 .031 .857 .012 .030

4.67 .812 .005 .024 .839 .012 .031 .857 .012 .030

4 83 .812 .006 .024 .840 .012 .031 .856 .012 .029

4.99 .812 .006 .024 .839 .012 .030 .856 .012 .029

5.13 .812 .006 .024 .840 .011 .030 .857 .012 .030

5.27 . 812 .006 .024 . 839 .011 .030 . 856 .012 .029

5.40 .813 .005 .024 .839 .Oil .030 .856 .012 .029

5.45 .812 .005 .024 .839 .011 .030 .856 .012 .030

5.69 .812 .005 .024 .838 Oil .031 .855 Oil .030

5.83 .811 .005 .024 .838 .012 .030 .854 .012 .030

5.97 .811 .005 .024 .837 .012 .031 .854 .011 .029

6.10 .810 .005 .024 .837 .012 .031 .854 .011 .030

6.22 .810 .005 .024 .837 .012 .030 .854 .012 .030

6.35 .810 .005 .024 .837 .011 .030 .855 .012 .030

6.47 ,809 .005 .024 .837 .012 .030 .854 .012 .030

6.58 .810 .005 .024 .838 .011 .031 .855 .012 .030

6.70 .812 .005 .024 .838 .011 .031 .856 .012 .030

6.80 .813 .005 .024 .839 .011 .031 .856 .011 .030

6.91 .814 .005 .024 .840 .010 .031 .857 Oil .031
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Wavelength At 800 "K At 1100°K At 1300 °K

Microtis c e (r. €

/ . Ul 0.817 0.005 0.024 0.841 0.011 0.031 0.858 0.011 0.031
7 1

1

819 .005 .024 843 .01

1

.031 .859 .01

1

031

7.25 822 .005 .024 845 oil .030 .861 .011 031

7.37 823 .005 .024 .847 oil .030 863 oil .031

7 AQ
1 . 4y 824 .005 .024 848 .011 .030 863 .01

1

.031

.826 .005 .024 .849 .012 .030 .864 oil .031

7 71 827 .005 .024 850 .01

1

.031 865 .011 031

7.83 829 .005 .024 852 oil .031 867 .012 .032

7.94 833 .005 .024 .854 .01

1

.030 868 Oil .031

.839 .005 .024 858 .012 030 871 .012 .031

0 170 . 1 z .846 .006 .024 .863 .012 .030 .874 .011 .031

852 .005 .024 867 Oil .031 878 Oil .031

8.32 856 .005 .024 .872 .012 .030 881 oil .031

8.41 .859 .005 .025 .875 .01

1

.031 883 .011 .032

0 . jv .862 005 024 878 .010 .030 .886 oil 031

.864 .005 .024 .880 Oil .031 .888 .011 .032

.866 .005 .024 .881 Oil .030 .889 .011 .032

8.79 868 .005 .025 .882 .01

1

.031 890 oil .032

8.88 .870 .005 .025 .885 .01

1

.031 .892 oil .032

o . 70 .872 .005 .025 .886 oil .031 893 .011 .031

.874 .005 .025 .888 .011 .031 .895 .012 .031

Q 14 .875 .005 .025 .889 oil .032 896 .01

1

.031

9.22 .877 .005 .026 891 .010 .032 897 oil .031

9.30 876 .005 .025 891 .010 .032 898 .011 .031

Qy . Jo 873 .005 .025 891 .010 .031 898 .012 .032

Q .870 .005 .025 .888 .010 .031 .897 .012 .031

0 868 .005 .024 887 .01

1

.031 896 .011 .031

9.63 866 .005 .025 885 .010 .031 895 .01

1

.032

9.71 865 .005 .025 884 .011 .031 894 .01

1

.032

0 70y. /y 863 .006 .024 884 oil .031 894 .012 .032

0 ft7y . o / .862 .005 .024 .883 oil .031 .893 .011 .032

Qy . yJ 861 .004 .024 882 .01

1

.031 893 Oil .032

10.03 861 .005 .024 882 .01

1

.031 893 oil .032

10.10 862 .005 .024 882 oil .031 893 .011 .032

in 1 ft 862 .004 024 882 .01

1

.031 893 .01

1

.032

1 ft 7A .863 .005 .024 .882 oil .032 .893 .011 .032

t r\ 1A 864 005 024 883 .01

1

031 893 .01

1

.032

10.42 866 .005 .024 884 .010 .031 894 .011 .032

10.50 868 005 024 885 .01

1

031 895 01

1

.031

1/^ C7 868 .005 024 886 oil .031 896 .01

1

.031

.868 .005 .024 .887 .011 .031 .897 .011 .031

1A 77 868 .005 .024 .888 .01

1

.031 898 .012 .031

10.80 868 005 024 888 .010 031 898 01

1

.032

10.87 869 005 (195 888 010 032 898 01

1

032

lU. 74 870 005 025 888 .01

1

.032 898 .01

1

.032

1 1 Al .871 .005 .024 .889 .011 .031 .899 .011 .031

I 1 AflII .UO .871 .006 .024 .889 .011 .032 .899 .011 .032

11.05 .872 .005 .024 .890 .010 .032 .899 oil .031

11.22 .871 .006 .024 .890 .011 .032 .900 .011 .031

11.28 .871 .006 .024 .891 .011 .031 .900 oil .031
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Wavelength At 800 °K At 1100 °K At 1300 °K

Microns c Cm a. e Cm a. < Cm

11.35 0.871 0.005 0.024 0,891 0.010 0.032 0.900 0.011 0.032

11.42 .871 .005 .024 .891 .011 .032 .901 .011 .032

11 .49 .871 .005 .024 . 891 .010 .032 .901 .011 .031

11.55 .871 .005 .024 . 892 .01

1

.032 .901 .011 .031

11.62 .871 .005 .025 .891 oil .031 .902 .01

1

.031

11.68 .871 .006 .024 .892 oil .032 .902 oil .032

11.74 .871 .005 .024 . 892 .011 .032 .902 .011 .032

11 .80 .871 .006 .024 .892 .011 .032 .902 oil .032

11.87 .872 .006 .024 . 892 .011 .032 .903 .011 .032

11.94 .872 .006 .024 .893 .011 .032 .903 .011 .032

12.00 .872 .005 .024 .893 .010 .032 .904 .012 .032

12.07 .873 .005 .024 . 894 .010 .031 .904 .01

1

.032

12. 13 .874 .005 .024 . 894 oil .032 .904 .01

1

.032

12.19 .874 .005 .024 . 895 .011 .032 .904 .01

1

.032

12.26 .875 .005 .024 . 895 .01

1

.032 .905 .01

1

.033

12.32 .877 .005 .024 .895 .010 .032 .906 oil .032

12.38 .878 .005 .024 . 896 .011 .032 .906 .01

1

.033

12 44 .879 .005 .024 . 897 .010 .032 . 907 .01

1

.033

12.50 .880 .005 .024 . 898 .01

1

.032 .908 .011 .033

12.57 .881 .005 .024 . 899 .010 .033 .908 .011 .033

12.63 .882 .005 .024 .899 .011 .032 .909 .011 .033

12.69 . 883 .005 .024 .900 .011 .033 .910 .011 .033

12.75 .884 .005 .024 .902 .011 .033 .910 .011 .033

12.82 .885 .005 .024 .902 .010 .033 .911 .011 .034

12 88 .886 .005 .024 .903 .010 .033 .912 .011 .034

12.84 .887 .005 .025 .904 .011 .033 .913 .011 .034

13.00 .888 .005 .025 .904 .011 .033 .914 .011 .034

13.06 . 889 .005 .025 .90S .011 .034 .915 .011 .035

13.12 891 .005 .025 .906 .011 .034 .915 .011 .035

13 18 .892 .005 .025 .907 .010 .035 .916 .01

1

.035

13.24 .893 .005 .025 .908 .011 .034 .916 .011 .036

13.30 . 894 .005 .025 .909 .011 .034 .918 .011 .036

13 36 . 894 .005 .026 .910 .011 .035 .918 .011 .036

13.42 . 895 .005 .026 .910 .01

1

.035 . 918 .011 .037

13.48 .894 .004 .026 . 910 oil .035 . 919 oil .037

13.54 894 .005 .027 .911 .oil .035 .920 .011 .038

13 60 . 893 .005 .026 .911 .01

1

.036 . 920 .011 .038

13.66 . 892 .005 .027 .910 .011 .037 .920 .01

1

.038

13.72 .890 .005 .027 .910 .01

1

.037 . 920 .010 .039

13.78 .887 .005 .028 .909 oil .037 .920 .011 .040

13.84 .883 .005 .028 .908 oil .038 .919 oil .041

13.89 . 878 .005 .029 .906 oil .038 .918 .011 .041

13 95 .873 .005 .029 .904 .011 .039 .918 .012 .042

14.00 .867 .005 .030 . 902 .011 .039 .917 .012 .043

14.06 .860 .005 .030 . 898 .010 .039 .915 .012 .044

14, 11 .853 .005 .031 .895 oil .040 .913 .011 .044

14.17 .845 .005 .031 .890 .011 .040 .910 .011 .045

14.22 .838 .005 .031 .885 .011 .040 .907 .011 .046

14.28 .831 .005 .032 .879 .011 .041 .904 .011 .047

14.33 .825 .005 .033 .873 .011 .041 .900 oil .047
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Wavelength At 800 °K At 1100 °K At 1300 "K.

Microns Cm f t <r«

14.38 0.818 0.005 0.033 0.867 0.010 0.042 0.896 0.011 0.048

14.44 .oil . uUj fi'Xd.
. UJ*t . oDl Al A AJ.9

. 07l Al t.Ul 1 .050

14.49 . oUO . UUj niA
. UJ* . OJ^ AI 1

. UrtJ . Ooo .Ul I .051

14.55 . oUU . UUj A'^ C
. o*tO Al 1

. U*tJ ff fil
. ool Al 1.Ul 1 .Oil

14.60 . lyj . UUj A^^
. Ul 1 add.

. o / J Al 1.Ul 1 . Ui2

14.65 .789 .005 .037 .834 .011 .045 .871 Oil .053

14.71 A^ft
. UJO fill Al A

. UlU A4.C Al 1
. Ul 1 . Uj4

14.76 77Q AAC Al 9
. Ul Z fidA

. U*rO . oOl Al 1
. Ul i

ACC

14.82 114. AAC R9n Al 1
. Ul 1 Cidl

. OJJ Al 1
. Ul I Uio

14. 87 . /oo 049
. 0U Al 1

. Ul 1 . U^O fiCA
. 0jU Al 1

. Ul 1
AC7.Uj /

14.92 .162 .004 .044 .805 .012 .049 .844 .011 .058

14.98 .756 .004 .044 .799 Oil .048 .838 .012 .058

15.03 .753 .004 .043 .796 .011 .047 .834 .012 .058

15.08 .751 .004 .044 .794 Oil .048 .831 .012 .060

.746 .004 .046 .789 .011 .050 ,826 .012 .061

15.20 .740 .004 .048 .783 .012 .051 .822 .012 .062

The standards of normal spectral emittance are intended for use in calibrating equipment used in

various laboratories for measuring this property of materials. All of the specimens were prepared from a

single sheet of metal at one time, and were subjected as nearly as possible to identical preparation treat-

ments. Because the equipment used for the calibration of these standards was suitable only for making

measurements on inch by 8 inch strips, seven such specimens were prepared from selected locations

in the sheet so that the strips measured were statistically representative of the entire lot of specimens.

Three measurements were made on each of the seven samples. The value listed for normal spectral

emittance (e) is the arithmetic average of the 21 measured values. The computed average standard

deviation (o-m) of the three measurements on each of the seven specimens about the average value for

each specimen is a measure of the precision of measurement. The standard deviation (o-s) of the average

value for each of the seven specimens about the overall average, is indicative of the variation in specimens.

Procedures used for the measurements are described in detail "Standardization of Thermal Emittance

Measurements, part 4, Normal Spectral Emittance, 800-1400 °K." Technical Report No. WADC-TR-
59-510, Part IV, by William N. Harrison, Joseph C. Richmond, Frederick J. Shorten and Horace M.
Joseph, available from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, 5285 Port

Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22171, as publication AD 426846, price $2.25.

Samples are available as ^2 inch disks, SRM No. 1440; as J/g inch disks, SRM No. 1441; as 1 inch

disks, SRM No. 1442; as V/g inch disks, SRM No. 1443; as 1^ inch disks, SRM No. 1444; as 2 inch by

2 inch squares, SRM No. 1445; as 1 inch by 10 inch strips, SRM No. 1446; and as % inch by 10 inch

strips, SRM No. 1447.

Washington, D. C.

December 16, 1965
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STANDARDIZATION OF
THERiWAL EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

PART IV. NORMAL SPECTRAL EMITTANCE, 800-1400°K

TECHNICAL REPORT No. WADC-TR-59-510, PART IV

(Prepared under Contract No. AF 33(616)-61-02 by the

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C;

Wilham N. Harrison, Joseph C. Richmond,

Frederick J.
Shorten and Horace M. Joseph, authors.)

ABSTRACT

Equipment and procedures were developed to measure normal spectral
emittance of specimens that can be heated by passing a current through
them, at temperatures in the range of 800 to 1400°K, and over the wave-
length range of 1 to 15 microns.

A data-processing attachment for the normal spectral emittance equip-
ment was designed to (1) automatically correct the measured emittance for

"1007o line" and "zero line" errors on the basis of previously-recorded
calibration tests; (2) record the corrected spectral emittance values and
wavelengths at preselected wavelength intervals on punched paper tape in
form suitable for direct entry into an electronic digital computer; and
(3) to compute during a spectral emittance test on a specimen the total
normal emittance, or absorptance for radiant energy of any known spectral
distribution of flux, of the specimen.

Working standards of normal spectral emittance having low, intermedi-
ate and high emittance values, respectively, were prepared and calibrated
for use in other laboratories to check the operation of equipment and pro-
cedures used for measuring normal spectral emittance.
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VI. DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT FOR NORMAL SPECTRAL EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

The general plan that was followed in developing equipment for deter-
mination of normal spectral emittance was to use a double-beam ratio-record-
ing infrared spectrometer with a laboratory blackbody furnace and a heated
specimen mounted normal to the direction of viewing as the respective sources
for the two beams. With this arrangement the instrument will record directly
the normal spectral emittance of the specimen^ if the following conditions
are met within acceptable tolerances: 1) The temperature of the specimen
must be the same as that of the blackbody furnace; 2) the optical path length
in the two beams must be equal or^ preferably^ the instrument must operate in
a non-absorbing atmosphere or a vacuum^ in order to eliminate the effects of

differential atmospheric absorption in the two beams; 3) front- surface mirror
optics must be used throughout^ except for the prism^ and equivalent optical
elements must be used in the two beams in order to reduce and balance attenu-
ation of the beams by absorption in the optical elements; 4) the source and

field apertures of the two beams must be equal in order to ensure that radi-
ant flux in the two beams compared by the apparatus will pertain to equal
areas of the sources and equal solid angles of emission^ and 5) the response
of the detector-amplifier system must vary linearly with the incident radiant
flux.

Early in the investigation it became apparent that the conditions spec-

ified under 2^ 3 and 4 above were not being met within sufficiently close
tolerances to permit direct recording of normal spectral emittance to the

desired accuracy. To enable corrections to be made for the errors thus in-

troduced a second^ or reference, laboratory blackbody furnace, identical to

the first, or comparison blackbody furnace was used.

A. Description of Spectrometer

The Perkin-Elmer Model 13 spectrometer used for the measurements is

equipped with a wavelength drive that provides automatic scanning of the

spectrum of radiant flux, and a slit servomechanism that automatically
opens and closes the slits to minimize the variations of radiant flux in

the comparison beam. Three prisms were available, 1) fused silica, to

cover the spectral range of 0.25 to 3.5 microns, 2) sodium chloride to

cover the spectral range 0.7 to 15 microns, and 3) cesium bromide, to cover

the spectral range of 15 to 38 microns. Several photomultiplier detectors
were available for use in the spectral range of 0.25 to 1.0 micron, a lead

sulfide detector for use in the spectral range 1.0 to 2.0 microns, a vacuum
thermocouple with sodium chloride window for use in the spectral range 1 to

15 microns, and a vacuum thermocouple with cesium bromide window for use in

the spectral range 1 to 40 microns.
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The source optics of the instrument were modified by incorporation of

an external optical system, which is the standard Perkin-Elmer transfer op-

tical system, used with the hohlraum ref lectometer . Two 90 folds in a

vertical plane were introduced in the specimen beam, to raise the axial ray

of the beam 9 inches above the optical plane of the spectrometer. The com-

parison blackbody furnace was mounted in a fixed position to act as the

source for the comparison beam, and the specimen furnace and reference

blackbody furnace were mounted side by side on a movable plate attached to

a slide in positions such that they could be brought alternately into posi-

tion to serve as source for the specimen beam, by sliding the plate against

fixed stops on the slide. A sketch of the complete optical path is

shown in figure 1, and a photograph of the external optical system with
furnaces in place and cover removed is shown in figure 2.

Fig. 1 Sketch of the optical path in the modified spectroradiometer

.

It was found by experience that when the two blackbody furnaces were
used as sources for the respective beams of the spectrometer, deviations of

the recorded "1007o curve" occurred at the wavelength intervals within which
there is significant absorption of radiant eaergy by water vapor and carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere. Such absorption should be identical in both
beams if the spectral distribution of flux and path lengths are Identical.
However, the two beams are separated in time, passing through the monochro-
mator alternately at a frequency of 13 cycles per second. Since the spec-
trum is being traversed continuously, one energy pulse is displaced rela-
tive to the other on the wavelength scale, by a very small amount. The ef-
fect of this displacement is negligible over most of the raage, where the
slope of the energy-wavelength curve is not large. But at the wavelengths
near those of maximum absorption, the energy-wavelength curves become very
steep, and the slight spectral displacement of the successive energy pulses
can produce significant deviations in the ratios which are continuously re-
corded by the instrument.
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I

In order to reduce the effects of absorption by atmospheric water
vapor and carbon dioxide, the entire external optical systeir of the normal
spectral emittance equipment, including the blackbody furnaces and specimen
furnace, was enclosed in a lucite box. Gas-tight connecting passages were
designed to join 1) the lucite box enclosing the external optics, 2) the
metal cover for the chopper assembly, 3) the metal cover for the combining
optics, and 4) the metal cover for the monochromator . Thus the entire
length of both optical paths in the instrument was enclosed in a single
system of Interconnecting housings that was nearly gas-tight. Humidity in

the enclosure was monitored and recorded by means of a humidigraph which
records temperature and humidity. Immediately before a test the enclosure
was purged with "super-dry" nitrogen, free from carbon dioxide, which was
fed into the enclosure through several inlets, at a slow, constant rate, so

that the enclosure was maintained at a slight positive pressure relative to
the surrounding atmosphere. Tests were not started until the recorded humid-
ity was less than 5%.

B. Blackbody Furnace and Specimen Enclosure

Two small laboratory blackbody furnaces were designed and built.
Figure 3 is a sectional drawing of a furnace. The core was a casting of

80 nickel-20 chromium alloy 1 3/16 inches in diameter and 4 inches long.
The cavity was 3/4 inch in diameter and 3 3/8 inches deep, threaded with 13

threads to the inch. The threads were cast in place. The 80 nickel-20
chromium alloy oxidizes to produce a high-emittance surface in the cavity.

^ COOLING COILS

BLACK BODY FURNACE

Fig. 3 Sectional drawing of a blackbody furnace .
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The furnace was heated by means of a platintim-207o rhodium winding. There
were two taps on the heating coil approximately one inch from each end.

Shunts across the taps and leads were used to reduce thermal gradients in

the cavity^ as shown in figure 5. The aperture in the cavity was reduced

to a slit approximately 1/4 by 3/4 inches in size by means of a Hichrome
cover plate.

The temperature of the blackbody furnace was measured by means of a

platintim, platinum-107o rhodium thermocouple, the bare bead of which extend-

ed about 1/4 inch into the cavity from the rear. The thermocouple leads

were insulated from the core by high-alumina refractory tubing^ which was

surrounded by a platinum tube that was grounded, in order to prevent pickup

by the thermocouple of spurious signals due to electrical leakage from the

winding.

The effective emittance of the blackbody furnace, computed from the

Gouffe [5] equation, assuming that the interior of the cavity is at uni-
form temperature, and is a completely diffuse reflector, was better than
0.999. Both of these assumptions are known to be only approximations, so

that the actual effective emittance was somewhat less than the computed
value. The thermocouple bead in the back of the cavity cannot be seen,

even with an optical pyrometer, when the furnace is in operation, which in-

dicates that the effective emittance is very high.

The specimens were strips of metal, 1/4 inch wide by 8 inches long, of
any convenient thickness in the range of approximately 0.010 to 0.050 inch.
They ware heated by passing a current through them. A sketch of the speci-
men enclosure is shown in figure 4. The outer shell was water cooled, and
its inner surface was of a nickel - chromium-iron alloy that had been
threaded with a No. 80 thread and then oxidized in air at a temperature
above 1350"K for 6 hours to produce a surface having a reflectance of less
than 0.05 at the operating temperature of the water-cooled walls. The spec-

imen was positioned off-center in the cylindrical enclosure, so that any
radiant flux specularly reflected from the walls would be reflected twice
before hitting the specimen.

The electrodes were of water-cooled copper, and were insulated from the
brass end caps of the furnace by means of bakelite sleeves. The lower elec-
trode fitted loosely in the hole through the end cap to permit the specimen
to expand without buckling when heated. The specimen was viewed through a

window about 3/4 by 1 inch in size. A viewing window insert reduced the
opening to about 1/4 by, 3/4 inch.

Adjustable baffles above and below the viewing window were used to re-
duce convection and the resulting temperature fluctuations and thermal gra-
dients. Adjustable telescoping cylindrical platinum reflectors surrounded
the specimen at each end. These were used to reduce heat loss at the ends
of the specimen, and hence the thermal gradient along the specimen.
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C. Temperature Control Equipment

The power input to the comparison blackbody furnace was adjusted manu-
ally by means of an autotransformer . The heater winding of the furnace had
two taps, located approximately one inch from each end of the winding. Var-

iable resistors were connected as shunts across the taps and from the taps
to the input leads, as indicated in the wiring diagram, figure 5. Adjust-
ment of these resistors permitted variation of the power distribution along
the cavity of the furnace by means of which thermal gradients in the cavity
could be minimized. It was found by experience that the heat capacity of
the blackbody furnace was large enough to practically eliminate temperature
fluctuations due to momentary voltage fluctuations in the power supply. A
cold furnace could be brought to 1400°K and stabilized at that temperature
in about six hours, and only about 30 minutes was required to achieve stabil-
ity after a temperature change of up to about 30 K. Normally the blackbody
furnaces were heated overnight before use.
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Fig. 5 Wiring diagram of power supply to comparison
blackbody furnace.

The power supply for the reference blackbody furnace was identical to

that shown in figure 5, except that when the temperature was to be con-

trolled a saturable-core reactor was substituted for the autotrans former^
as is described below.

The temperature of the specimen (or reference blackbody furnace) was
controlled to that of the comparison blackbody furnace, within narrow limits

by means of a differential thermocouple. One bead of the differential ther-
mocouple was in the cavity of the comparison blackbody furnace, and the
other was attached to the back of the specimen, in the center of the area
being viewed, as described later in this report. The signal from the dif-

ferential thermocouple was amplified by a d.c. amplifier and fed to a center
zero recorder- controller. The output of the recorder- controller is propor-
tional to the distance between the control pointer and the recorder pointer
on the scale, which is in turn proportional to the temperature difference
between blackbody furnace and specimen. The output of the recorder- control-
ler was fed to a current -actuating- type controller, the output of which was
separated into three portions, each of which could be varied as desired.

One portion was proportional to the input signal, one was proportional to
the first time derivative of the input signal, and one was proportional to
the second time derivative of the input signal. The output of the current-
actuating-type control was fed to the coil of a saturable core reactor which
varied the power input to the specimen. It was possible to reduce under-
shoot and overshoot of the controlled temperature by proper adjustment of

the three components in the output of the current-actuating-type control.
A block diagram of the temperature control eauipmeat is shown in figure 6,
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With the described control equipment it has been possible to hold the
temperature of a specimen as indicated by the welded thermocouple to well
within ± 1 K of that of the comparison blackbody furnace^ and the tempera-
ture of the reference blackbody furnace to within ± 0.5°K of that of the
comparison blackbody furnace.

VII. CALIBRATION OF EMITTANCE EQUIPMENT

A. Wavelength Calibration of Monochromator

A complete wavelength calibration was made of the spectrometer with
the fused silica and sodium chloride prisms, respectively, mounted in the
monochromator. In calibrating the equipment with the fused silica prism,
emission spectra of a helium arc and a mercury arc, and absorption spectra
of a didymium glass and a polystyrene film were recorded. The emission and
absorption peaks having known wavelengths were identified in the respective
curves, and for each peak the observed wavelength drum position at which
the peak occurred was plotted as a function of the knoi;m wavelength of the
peak [6]. A total of 66 such points, at wavelengths in the range 0.24 to
2.2 microns, was plotted, and a smooth curve was drawn between the points
to produce a calibration curve.
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A similar procedure was followed in calibrating the equipment with the
sodium chloride prism mounted in the monochromator . In this case, the at-
mospheric absorption curve replaced the absorption curve for didymium
glass. A total of 52 points, at wavelengths from 0.4 to 15 microns, was
plotted to produce the calibration curve.

B. Calibration for Linearity of Response

All of the work done with the spectrometer had been based on the as-
sumption that the response of the instrument (the height of tha .recorded
emittance curve above the recorded "zero curve") was linear with (1) the
radiant flux (within the varying wavelength interval encompassed by the
exit slit) passing through the monochromator, when the instrument is oper-
ated in single-beam mode, or (2) the ratio of the fluxes (within the vary-
ing wavelength interval encompassed by the exit slit) in the respective
beams that pass through the monochromator when the instrument is operated
double-beam in ratio mode. This assumption had not been checked, and a
confirmation of (1) and (2) above was considered desirable.

Linearity Calibration by Varying Slit Width

The entrance and exit slits of the monochromator open and close simul-
taneously, and both are controlled at the same width by the slit micrometer.
Because of this construction, when a true image of a source is formed at

the entrance slit of the monochromator, somewhat larger than the slit at

its maximum width, the radiant flux reaching the detector from the mono-
chromator varies as the square of the slit width. This relationship was
used to check the linearity of detector response when the instrument is

used single-beam in direct mode (item (1) above). A single blackbody
furnace, at 1400 K, was used as a source, and each series of measurements
was made at a number of central wavelengths throughout the sensitive range
of the thermocouple detector. Experimental results were in conformity with
the theoretical relationship. In every case, when the height of the re-
corder curve was plotted against the square of the slit width, the points
obtained with the sodium chloride prism and thermocouple detector fell on a

straight line intersecting the origin, within the error of measurement.

Similar measurements were also made at several wavelengths when the
spectrometer was operated with the fused silica prism and the lead sulfide
detector. Again experimental results were in conformity with the theoreti-
cal relationship.

When the spectrometer was used with the fused silica prism and 1P21 de-

tector, appreciable deviations from the theoretical relationship were found
at first, but after careful realignment of the monochromator optics, all of

the points again fell on a straight line, within experimental error.
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Calibrations with Sector-Disc Attenuator

A sector-disc attenuator for use in calibrating the normal spectral
emlttance equipment was designed and built. The attenuator consists of a

variable speed motor, 0 to 4000 rpm, with an attenuator disc mounted on its

shaft

.

Five interchangeable attenuator discs were prepared^ having nominal
transmissions of 75, 50, 25, 12.5 and 5.0 percent, respectively. The discs
were machined from sheet altiminum 0.065 inch thick. The 5% disc is 10

Inches in diameter, and has four equally spaced radial notches, each 4.5°

wide, extending Inward from the rim for 3 Inches. The other discs are 9

Inches in diameter, and have eight notches each, extending inward from the
rim for 2 1/2 Inches. The notches are 33 3/4° wide in the 75% disc, 22 1/2°

wide for the 50% disc, 11 1/4° wide for the 25% disc, and 5 5/8° wide for

the 12.5% disc.

The attenuator is normally operated at about 1300 rpm, and the direc-
tion of rotation is opposite to that of the chopper of the spectrometer.
At this speed the beam is interrupted at a frequency of more than 85 cycles
per second by the 5% disc, and more than 170 cycles per second by the other
discs. The chopper in the spectrometer interrupts the beam at a frequency
of 13 cycles per second. No coupling has been observed between the attenu-
ator and chopper frequencies.

The attenuator discs were calibrated in the Engineering Metrology
Section of NBS by measuring the angular width of the notches and blades on
each disc, at two positions corresponding to the radial positions at which
the top and bottom, respectively, of the Interrupted beam strike the discs
when in use. The unobstructed area of the disc between the two circles was
computed as a percentage of the total area between the circles, with the
results shown below:

The measured values were assigned to the respective sector-disc attenuators.

Nominal Transmittance
%

Measured Unobstructed Area

%

75

50

25

75.10 ± 0.02
50.00 ± 0.02
25.28 ± 0.14
12.73 ± 0.14
5.07 ± 0.03

12.5
5
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In the next group of experiments, made for additional check of item

(1) above, the sector-disc attenuator was introduced into the beam near

the blackbody furnace. Each series of measurements was made at a single
wavelength, a single slit width, and a single gain setting. In each

case the gain was adjusted to give a reading of slightly less than 100

units on the strip chart without the attenuator. The attenuator was then
introduced into the beam, and operated with each of the discs in turn.

The height of the recorder curve was plotted against the previously meas-
ured fraction of the beam passed by the attenuator. In every case the

points fell on a straight line passing through the origin, indicating
linear detector response foi- every combination of slit width and wavelength
tested, with both the sodium chloride and fused silica prisms, and with
the thermocouple, as well as the lead sulfide and photomultiplier detec-

tors .

In the preceding experiments for which the instrument was being used
in direct mode, with single beam, the height of the recorder curve varied
linearly with the signal produced by the detector. This signal was propor-
tional to the radiant flux passing through the monochromator . Normally,
however, the instrument is used in ratio mode, with double beam. In this
case the height of the recorder curve should vary linearly with the ratio
of the two signals produced by the detector when it is receiving flux al-

ternately from the respective beams.

In order to check item (2) above, the two blackbody furnaces, con-
trolled very closely to the same temperature (about 1400 K), were used as

sources for the two beams. The instrument was adjusted so that the
"i007o curve" would actually fall between 90 and 100 on the chart, after
which such a curve was obtained over the wavelength range of interest. The
sector-disc attenuator was then introduced into the specimen beam near the
blackbody furnace, and operated with each of the discs in turn, to obtain
"15%, 507o, 25%, 12.57o and 5% curves", each over the wavelength range of in-
terest. The heights of ' the respective curves were then measured at 100 se-
lected wavelengths, and the height of each curve above the experimentally
obtained zero for the pertinent wavelength was plotted against the percent-
age of the flvix in the specimen beam that was passed by the attenuator. In

every case the points fell on a straight line intersecting the origin,

within the error of measurement. No significant departures from linearity
of response were detected for any combination of prism and detector, at any
point within the wavelength range at which they could be used.

The data for the thermocouple detector and sodium chloride prism are
shown in figure 7. In this case, the "apparent emittance" of the combina-
tion of the reference blackbody furnace and each attenuator disc is plotted
as a function of wavelength. Every value of apparent emittance was within
± 0.01 of the measured transmittance of the respective disc.
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Fig. 7 Spectral "emittance" of the combination of

the reference blackbody furnace and sector-
disc attenuator when using the 75%, 507c,

25%, 12.57o and 5% attenuator discs. Data
are for the spectrometer with the sodium
chloride prism and thermocouple detector.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

It was found by experience that the "100% curve", obtained when the two
blackbody furnaces at the same temperature served as sources for the re-

spective beams of the spectrometer, deviated appreciably from flatness.

These deviations may be due to either (1) variations in spectral absorption
or other losses along the respective optical paths from source to detector,
or (2) variations in spectral sensitivity of the detector to radiant flux
from the two beams. There are two more mirrors in the specimen beam than

in the comparison beam, as is shown in figure 1. The two beams follow dif-
ferent paths from the sources to the spherical mirror in the combining op-

tics, and are reflected by different mirrors in this portion of the path.

From the spherical mirror in the combining optics to the detector, the two
beams follow the same general path and are reflected by the same mirrors.
However, the paths are not identical, and the beams are reflected by
slightly different areas of each mirror, and are transmitted by different
areas of the prism and the detector window. These differences could ac-

count for spectral differences in losses in the two beams, due to absorp-
tion, and to scattering, for instance by dust particles on the mirrors.
The two beams are also focused on slightly different areas of the sensitive
surface of the detector. Variations in spectral response over the sensitive
surface of the detector could be responsible for part of the observed effect.
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It was also found by experience that the zero curve, obtained when the
specimen beam was blocked near the specimen furnace, deviated from flat-

ness. These deviations are undoubtedly due to stray radiation in the mono-
chromator, which produces a spurious signal when there is in fact no radi-
ant energy being supplied by the specimen.

A test procedure was developed to correct for the errors which result
In the deviations of the "100% Line" and "zero Line" referred to above.
The procedure is as follows:

(1) The two blackbody furnaces are placed in position to act as
sources for the respective beams of the spectrometer, and are brought to
the same temperature. The "Full Scale" control of the spectrometer is ad-
justed to bring the "100% Line" to a position between 90 and 100 on the
chart. The specimen beam is blocked, and the "Ratio Zero" control on the
spectrometer is adjusted to bring the "Zero Line" to a position between 1

and 3 on the chart. The specimen beam is unblocked, and the position of
the "100% Line" is checked. These instrument settings then remain fixed
throughout the emittance determinations on the specimen being tested,

(2) The 100% Line", over the wavelength range of interest, is ob-
tained by automatic recording on the strip chart, after which the chart pa-
per is rerolled.

100% LINE-

SPECIMEN
LINE

ZERO LINE- LA

Fig. 8 A section of recorder
chart, showing seg-
ments of a "100% Line"
"Specimen Line" and
"Zero Line." The
normal spectral emit-
tance at each wave-
length is the ratio
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(3) The specimen beam is blocked near the source, and the Zero Line
is similarly obtained over the wavelength range of interest, after which
the chart paper is again rerolled.

(4) The specimen enclosure is next substituted for the reference
blackbody furnace, in position to act as source for the specimen beam of

the spectrometer. The temperature of the specimen is brought to and held
at the temperature of the comparison blackbody furnace. The specimen beam
is unblocked, and the "Specimen Line" is obtained over the wavelength range
of interest. A section of the completed recorder chart is shown in fig. 8.

The heights of the respective curves are measured at preselected posi-
tions of the wavelength drum (corresponding to known wavelengths), and the
normal spectral emittance is computed for each such wavelength. If Zx. is

the height of the "Zero Line", S\ the height of the "Specimen Line", and H\
the height of the "100% Line", at some wavelength >v , the normal spectral
emittance, E(\), is given by

E(\) = i^^ix. (7)

Values of E(\) are computed for each of 100 wavelengths in the range
of 1 to 15 microns, and E(X) is plotted as a function of wavelength. A
variable scale—' has been found useful for making this computation. Zero
on the scale is set at the zero line, 100 on the scale on the 1007o line,
and E(X.) is read on the scale at the position of the specimen line. A
curve is drawn through the plotted points to represent the spectral emit-
tance curve of the specimen.
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Total hemispherical emittance was evaluated by a modification of the hot-filament method.

A strip 8 in. long by '/« in. wide, of any convenient thickness, was heated in vacuum by

passing a current through it, under conditions such that essentially all of the heat generated

at the mid-length was dissipated by radiation. When thermal equilibrium had been attained,

the temperature of and heat input to the specimen (a small known length of the strip at its

mid-length) were measured. The temperature of the water-cooled shell surrounding the

specimen was also measured. The total hemispherical emittance of the specimen was com-

puted from the measured quantities and the known dimensions of the specimen, by means of

an equation derived from the Stefan-Boltzmann relationship. Reasonably good agreement

was obtained in cooperative tests made at the General Electric Co. and at the National

Bureau of Standards on identical specimens. It was found that the total hemispherical emit-

tance of several chromium-bearing alloys was unstable on heating in vacuum at pressures on

the order of 2 X 10~%)m. of mercury.

Equipment and Procedures

for Evaluation of Total Hemispherical Emittance

JOSEPH C. RICHMOND and WILLIAM N. HARRISON

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

The total hemispherical emittance of an object is a measure
of its ability to dissipate heat by radiation. It is the amount
of radiant energy emitted by a hot body, per unit area and
imit time, expressed as a fraction of that emitted by a "black-

body" or complete radiator at the same temperature.

Total hemispherical emittance data are required for ac-

curate computation of heat dissipation by radiation. Sig-

nificant amounts of heat are dissipated by radiation from ob-

jects at temperatures above ambient, and at temperatiu'es

above a red heat, radiation becomes the dominant mode
of heat transfer. The two other modes of heat transfer,

convection and conduction, become less effective as atmos-

pheric pressiu-e decreases with increasing altitude, and become
negligibly small at altitudes on t4ie order of 100 kilometers.

Hence total hemispherical emittance controls the heat

dissipation rate of a space vehicle at any given temperature.

General Description of the Method
The method herein described for evaluating total hemi-

spherical emittance is a variation of the hot-filament method
described by Worthing.' It consists essentially of heat-

ing a strip by passing a cturent through it, under conditions

such that all of the heat generated at the mid-length of the

strip is dissipated by radiation. If the surface area and
temperature of a small segment of the strip at mid-length

are known, the total hemispherical emittance can be com-

Presented at the Sixty-First Annual Meeting of The American
Ceramic Society in Chicago, III., May 18, 1959 (Enamel Division,
No. 2-E-59).

' A. G. Worthing, "Temperature Radiation Emissivities and
Emittances," pp. 1164-87 in Temperature, Its Measurement and
Control in Science and Industry. American Institute of Physics,
Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York, 1941.

puted from the power input by use of the Stefan-Boltzmann

equation.

In laboratory experiments it is impossible to eliminate

completely all heat input to the specimen other than by

electrical heating, and to limit the heat output of the specimen

solely to radiation. The procedure used in these experi-

ments was as follows: A long, narrow strip was heated

in vacuvun, in a chamber with black walls maintained at a

known temperature. Potential taps were attached by weld-

ing, a known small distance apart near the center of the strip,

and a fine-wire thermocouple was attached by welding, mid-

way between the potential taps. Under these conditions

the total heat input to the specimen (the portion of the strip

between potential taps) consisted of (1) that generated

by resistance of the specimen to passage of the electric

cmrent, designated W, and (2) the radiant energy inci-

dent upon the specimen that was absorbed, designated B.

The total heat output was (I) the radiant energy, C, emitted

by the hot specimen, (2) the -heat lost by conduction and con-

vection through the atmosphere, which was neghgibly

small at the low pressure used in these experiments, (3)

the heat, G, lost by conduction through the ends of the speci-

men, and (4) the heat, H, lost by conduction through the

thermocouple and potential tap leads.

At equilibriimi the heat input equaled the heat output,

hence the following equation can be written:

W + B = C + G + H (1)

If the specimen was heated by direct current, W in watts was

equal to /, the ciurent flowing through the specimen, times

V, the potential drop across the specimen. This was also

true when the specimen was heated by alternating current,

since the power factor was 1.00 and the voltage was a true

root-mean-square voltage.

W = V-I (2)
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The radiant energy incident upon the specimen that is

absorbed, B, was computed from the absolute temperature of

the shell, T^^, its emittance £2, the absorptance, a, of the speci-

men for the radiant energy emitted by the shell, the area of

the specimen, A, and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, a,

by the following equation

B = AEiaaT^'' (3)

A term could also be added for radiant energy emitted

by the specimen that was reflected by the shell back to the

surface of the specimen and then absorbed, but this term was
negligibly small.

Any complete enclosure with its walls at a uniform tempera-

ture is a blackbody radiator. The shell very closely approxi-

mated this condition. The hot specimen inside the shell

did not appreciably alter the blackbody absorbing charac-

teristics of the shell because (1) the area of the specimen was
very small as compared to the area of the shell, and (2) the

shell was sandblasted and painted with a mat black paint,

hence the small fraction of the radiant energy emitted by the

specimen that was not absorbed on striking the shell for the

first time was diffusely reflected, and only a negligibly small

fraction of it was reflected back to the specimen. Hence
El = 1.00 with but very slight error. Thus equation (3)

may be rewritten as follows:

B = AaaTz* (4)

The radiant energy, C, emitted by the hot specimen was
computed by means of the Stefan-Boltzmann equation from
its emittance, £1, and temperature, Ti as follows:

C = AE^aTi* (5)

The heat loss, G, by conduction through the ends of the

specimen could be computed from k, the thermal conductivity

of the metal, AT/AX, the thermal gradient along the speci-

men, and the cross-sectional area, a, by the equation:

G = 2kaAT/AX (6)

In these experiments the thermal conductivity of the metal

was on the order of 0.4 watt cm.~' °C.~^ the cross sectional

area was about 0.048 cm.', and the measured thermal gra-

dients were on the order of 1° to 2°C./cm. Substituting

these values in equation (6)

G = 2-0.4-0. 048-2 = 0.0768 watt

The power input to the specimen was about 40 watts at

800° to 1000°C., hence this heat loss was negligibly small

at these temperatures, but it could not be ignored at tem-

peratures of about 100°C., where the power input is on the

order of 0.4 watt.

Equation (6) was also used to compute H, the heat loss

through the thermocouple and potential leads. There was a

total of 4 leads, two from the thermocouple at the center

and one from each potential tap. The cross-sectional area

of each wire was about 3 X 10~* cm.^ and the thermal

conductivity was again about 0.4 watt cin.~^ °C.~', but the

thermal gradient was not known with any degree of certainty.

A value of 2000°C./cm. was assumed for the gradient, a value

that is considered high. The heat loss, H, was computed to

be

H = 4-0.4-3-10-«-2000 = 9.6 X 10"' watt

which is negligibly small.

Equations (2), (4), and (5) were substituted in equation

(1), and G and H were set equal to zero, to obtain

V-I + AaaTi* = AEiaTi* (7)

When T2 = Ti, a = Ei] El changes only slightly with

temperature, and when Ti >> T2, the entire term containing

T2 becomes negligibly small. Hence only a small error was

introduced by substituting £1 for a in equation 7. The

equation was then solved for £1 to obtain

£, = V-I/Ac{Ti* - T2*) (8)

Description of Equipment

A photograph of the equipment used in this investigation

is shown in Fig. 1. It consisted essentially of (1) an oil

diffusion pump, associated vacuum gauges, and control equip-

Fig. 1 . Equipment for measuring to-

tal hemispherical emittance. Vacuum

pump and associated equipment is at

the right, vacuum chamber is in the cen-

ter, and the electrical meters and trans-

formers are at the left.
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Fig. 2. Sectional drawing of the vacuum cliamber, with a

jtrip in place. A and A' are potential taps; Ti, T? ond Tj are

welded thermocouples.

CONN TO
VACUUM PUMP

COOLING
FOR BOTTOM

ment, mounted in the panel at the right, (2) a

vacuum chamber in which the strip is mounted,

in the center, and (3) various transformers and

meters, on the left, used to control and measure

the power input to and temperature of the speci-

men.
Figure 2 is a sectional drawing of the vacuum

chamber, with a strip in place. The strip was

clamped in two heavy copper water-cooled elec-

trodes. The top electrode was fixed in position,

and supported the strip and bottom electrode. The
bottom electrode was mounted in a sylphon bel-

lows to permit vertical movement as the strip

expanded and contracted during heating and

cooling, which prevented the buckling that might

have occurred if both ends of the strip were

clamped in fixed positions. In order to counteract

the effect of air pressure on the sylphon bellows

tending to push up the lower electrode when the

chamber was evacuated, a 72-pound lead weight

was suspended from the lower electrode. The net

pull on the specimen when the chamber was
evacuated was approximately pound, which was
sufficient to keep it straight without causing per-

manent deformation. A scissors-type jack was
used to support the weight when the chamber was y^i^Ti

not evacuated.

Rubber 0-ring seals provided ready access to

removable parts of the vacuum chamber, and also

electrically insulated the upper electrode from the

base plate. The low-voltage electrical leads for

the thermocouples and potential taps were con-

ducted through the base of the chamber by means of

vacuum-tight glass-to-metal seals.

The interior of the vacuum chamber was sandblasted and
painted with a mat black paint to give a surface of high

absorptance. The walls of the chamber and the electrodes

were water cooled to keep them at a uniform low tempera-

ture.

Thermocouple leads went directly to cold junctions im-

mersed in oil in a vacuum bottle. Insulated copper leads

connected the cold junctions, through a commutator switch,

to a precision portable potentiometer. The potential tap

leads were connected by a shielded cable to the vacuum-tube
voltmeter.

Power was supplied to the strip by means of a low-poten-

tial, high-current transformer, the input to which was varied

manually by means of an autotransformer. Fluctuations

in line voltage were compensated for by means of an elec-

tronic voltage regulator. The water-cooled power leads from
the transformer to the strip were connected through a current

transformer, which was in turn connected to a precision a.c.

ammeter.

The choice of equipment for generating and measuring

the power input to the specimen was limited by the require-

ment that equation (2) should be valid for the measured
current and potential. The vacuum-tube voltmeter was
selected because it had a very high input impedance, 10

WATER-COOLED BUS
BAR, PAINTED BLACK

WATER-COOLED BRASS
SHELL, PAINTED BLACK ON
INSIDE

VACUUM TIGHT, ELECTRICALLY
INSULATED SEAL

WATER BEARING COPPER TUBE

WATER-COOLED INPUT AND
OUTPUT LEADS

CONN TO
VACUUM PUMP

SECTION A -A

megohms, so that the current drain was negligibly small,

and it covered the range 0.001 to 300 volts with an accuracy

of ±1%. It had the disadvantage, however, that it was
somewhat sensitive to the wave form of the applied voltage.

The potential indication was proportional to the average

absolute value of the applied wave, but the scale was cali-

brated to read root-mean-square potential of a sine wave.

Hence it was necessary to use power transformers that gave

an undistorted sine-wave output. The wave form of the

power circuit was checked, and was found to be essentially

free from distortion.

Test Procedure

Strips were formed by shearing sheet metal of any con-

venient thickness in the range 0.01 to 0.2 cm. into strips

approximately 20 cm. long by 0.65 cm. wide, after which

the edges were machined until the sides were parallel to within

0.001 cm. over the center 10 cm. of each strip.

Three thermocouples and two potential taps were welded

to each strip by means of an electronic condenser-discharge

type precision spot welder. The thermocouples were spaced

1.88 cm. apart, one at the center and one on either side of

the center of the strip. The potential taps were spaced 2.5
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Fig. 3. Results obtained at tlie National Bureau of Standards and at the

Receiving Tube Department of General Electric Co. on strips supplied by the

Notional Bureou of Stondords. Curves 1 and 2 for Specimen No. 1 were de-

termined at different times by General Electric.
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Fig. 4. Results obtained at the Notional Bureau of Standards and at the

Receiving Tube Department of General Electric Company on sheet metal

supplied by Generol Electric Co.

each specimen. Values at temperatures below 200°C. were

not reported. The value of a was taken as 5.6687 X 10~"

watt cm.-2°K-<.

cm. apart, 1.25 cm. on either side of the center thermocouple.

The thermocouples were formed by separately welding

0.005-in. Chromel and Alumel wires to the strip. Care was
taken to see that the two welds forming each thermocouple

were on a line perpendicular to an edge of the strip in order

to eliminate 60-cycle pickup in the thermocouple circuit from

the current used to heat the strip.

Before making a test the width and thickness of each strip

was measured to the nearest 0.0025 cm., and the distance

between potential taps was measured to the nearest 0.01

cm.

In making a test a strip was first mounted in the electrodes

in the test chamber, and the chamber was evacuated, care

being taken to prevent buckling or stretching of the specimen

during the operation.

When a pressure of less than 5 X 10 ~* mm. of mercury
was attained, the strip was heated to about iOO°C. This

usually caused outgassing of the strip, and further pumping
was required. When temperature equilibrium had been at-

tained, and when the pressure had dropped to below 4 X 10~^

mm. of mercury, the temperature of the specimen and shell,

the current, the potential, and the pressure were recorded.

The temperature was increased by increments of approxi-

mately 100°C., and determinations were made at successively

higher temperatures until the maximum desired temperature

(usually 1000°C.) had been attained. The temperature was
then decreased by decrements of approximately 200°C., and
determinations were made at two or three additional tempera-

tures.

The total hemispherical emittance was computed from
equation (8), and plotted as a function of temperature for
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Cooperative Tests

The Receiving Tube Department of the General Electric

Co. at Owensboro, Ky., was also using a modification of the

hot filament method to evaluate total hemispherical emit-

tance of sheet metal materials. The principal differences

were (1) their vacuum chamber was a glass bell jar, cooled by

a fan, (2) their strip was V4 by 8 in. in size, and (3) no pro-

vision was made to reduce buckling of heated strips.

Arrangements were, made to exchange specimens and to

compare results obtained in the two laboratories.

Emittance determinations were made in both laboratories

on four strips of ceramic-coated alloys and one strip of

polished type 430 stainless steel supplied by the National

Bureau of Standards. Excellent checks were obtained on

four of the five strips, as shown in Fig 3. A less satisfactory

check was obtained on the strip of type 430 stainless steel

coated with N-143. This discrepancy was later foimd to

be due to a defective thermocouple.

In addition, emittance determinations were made in

each laboratory on different strips prepared from aluminum-

clad iron,* grade A bright nickel, and polished carbonized

nickel sheet supplied by the General Electric Co Excellent

checks were obtained on two of these three materials, as

shown in Fig. 4. The emittance of the polished carbonized

nickel was quite unstable on heating in vacuum, as indicated

* The aluminum-clad iron had been coated with aluminum by
a process such as flame-spraying, which produced a dark, rough,

sandpaper-like coating of partially oxidized aluminum on the

iron. These specimens should not be confused with bright alu-

minized iron.
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by the lower values of emittance obtained during cooling as

compared to those obtained during heating. This instability

undoubtedly accounts for the discrepancy in results obtained

by the two laboratories.

A complete description of the work at the General Electric

Co. is contained in one of their reports.'

Changes in Emittance on Heating in Vacuum

The total hemispherical emittance of uncoated and unoxi-

dized specimens of Inconel and types 321 and 430 stainless

steel was found to change dirring heating in vacuum. Results

obtained with a specimen of sandblasted Inconel are shown
in Fig. 5. The total hemipherical emittance was determined

at approximately 200°, 300°, 400°, and 500°C., and again

at 200°C. About 10 minutes was required for each of the

determinations.. The data show that as a result of this

treatment the emittance at 200°C. dropped from 0.525

to 0.49. This reduction in emittance is believed to indicate

outgassing of the specimen, or removal of gases adsorbed on

the surface of the metal.

The specimen was next heated to about 575°C. and held

at constant power input for a period of IV2 hours, diu-ing

which frequent emittance determinations were made. During

this period the temperature dropped from 575° to 540°C.,

and the emittance increased from 0.535 to 0.615. On cooling

to 200°C. the emittance at that temperature was found to be

0.545.

The specimen was then heated to about 620°C. and held

at constant power input for one hour, during which frequent

emittance determinations were made. During this period the

temperature dropped from 620° to 598°C, and the emittance

increased from 0.655 to 0.718. On cooling to 200°C., the

emittance at that temperature was 0.565.

It is suggested that the increase in emittance on holding

at temperatures in the range 500° to 625°C. indicates

the formation of a thin film of oxide on the surface of the

specimen. Even though the specimen was heated at a
pressure of less than 5 X 10 mm. of mercury, there was
enough oxygen present to cause appreciably darkening of

the specimen.

The specimen was next heated to about 795°C. and held

at constant power input for 2V2 hours, during which frequent

emittance determinations were made. During this period

the temperature increased from 795° to 850°C., and the emit-

tance decreased from 0.735 to 0.565. On cooling to 200°C.,

the emittance at that temperatiure was found to be 0.465.

The decrease in emittance on heating in vacuum at tem-

peratures above 800° C. is believed to be caused by two dif-

ferent mechanisms. Apparently the oxide formed at lower

temperatures dissociated or evaporated on heating in vacumn
at temperatures above 800°C., because specimens that had
been held at temperatures above 800° had a bright oxide-

free appearance when removed from the apparatus. Figure

6 shows a light-colored strip that had been tested for total

hemispherical emittance at a maximum temperature above

1000°C. The center portion of the strip had a bright, oxide-

free metallic appearance, while a narrow band of oxide could

be seen at each end where the strip was at a lower temperature.

The dark strip in Fig. 6 was tested for total hemispherical

emittance at temperatm-es up to a maximum of 809°C.

for short periods of time, and was appreciably darkened

due to formation of a thin film of oxide.

The data in Fig. 5 and the strips in Fig. 6 indicate that

the oxide film does not form at temperatures below about

.80

' M. W. Russell, "An Accurate Method of Measuring Total
Emittance," General Electric Receiving Tube Dept., Tech. In-

formation Ser., No. R 59 E T R J (January 23, 1959).
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Ftg. 5. Total hemispherical emittance of a sandblasted Inconel specimen

heated in vacuum, showing changes that occurred during heating.

500°C., but that it does form at appreciable rates in the

temperature range of about 540° to 620°C., and that it dis-

sociates or evaporates on long-time heating above about

790°C.

The decomposition or evaporation of an oxide film formed

at lower temperatures is the first mechanism believed respon-

sible for the observed decrease in emittance at temperatures

above 790°C.

In addition, it was noted that sandblasted strips heated to

1000°C. had undergone a polishing treatment similar to

electropolishing, and a metallic film was deposited on the

inside of the vacuum chamber. Spectrochemical analysis

showed this film to consist primarily of chromium. Fluores-

cent X-ray analyses of the strip showed depletion of chromium
in the surface layer. It is believed that the observed polish-

ing action is due to volatilization of chromium from the strip.

This polishing action is the second mechanism believed re-

sponsible for the observed decrease in emittance.

Summary

An apparatus and procedure have been described for

evaluating total hemispherical emittance of coated or uncoated

sheet metal specimens. The results appear to be valid at

temperatures from about 200°C. to the maximum that

the specimen will withstand.

The method consists essentially of heating a strip in

vacuum until equilibrium is attained, then measuring the

temperature of and power input to the specimen (a short

known length of the strip near its center). It is assumed

that all of the heat generated in the specimen is dissipated
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Fig. 6. Strips of Type 430 stainless steel. The dark strip was tested at a maximum temperature of 809°C., and the bright strip was tested at a maximum
temperature of 1000°C. The oxide layer that was formed at temperatures In the range of 600—800°C. apparently decomposed or volatilized on heat-

ing to 1000°C.

by radiation, and the total hemispherical emittance is

computed by means of an equation derived from the Stefan-

Boltzmann equation.

Reasonably good agreement was obtained in cooperative

tests made at the General Electric Co., Receiving Tube De-

partment and at the National Bureau of Standards on identi-

cal specimens.

It was found that the total hemispherical emittance of

chromium-bearing alloys such as Inconel and types 321 and
430 stainless steel is not stable on heating in vacuum. The

changes in emittance of sandblasted Inconel that were ob-

served on heating in vacuum were ascribed to (1) removal

of adsorbed films, at temperatures up to about 500°C.;

(2) formation of a thin film of oxide at temperatures in the

range of 500° to 625°C., even in an air atmosphere at a
pressure of less than 4 X 10~' mm. of mercury, (3) dissocia^

tion of previously-formed oxide film at temf>eratures above
about 790°C., and (4) volatilization of chromium metal,

accompanied by a smoothing of the surface at temperatures

in the vicinity of 1000°C. -fr
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Method of Measuring Emissivities of

Metals in the Infrared*

Arthur G. Maki and Earle K. Plyler

(April 20, 1962)

A method of measuring normal spectral emissivities in the infrared region from 1 to
13 M is described. It consists of comparing the rate of emission of radiant energy from
a blackbody with that from the specimen. The two observed radiances are made equal
by adjusting the temperatures. An equation is derived for use in calculating the
emissivity for the observed temperatures. The main sources of error arise in the measure-
ment of the temperature of the specimen and the temperature of the blackbody. As
an example of the method, the normal spectral emissivity of gold has been measured
in the range from 4 to 13 ^ at temperatures from 550 to 1,000 °K. The emissivity
was found to range from 0.014 at 4 ^ and 550 °K to 0.0256 at 9 m and 1,000 °K. A table
is included which lists the values of emissivity from 4 to 13 lu and from 550 to 1,000 °K at
intervals of 50 °K.

1. Introduction

The normal spectral emissivity of many metals
such as gold, platinum and aluminum is very low
in the infrared region from 4 to 13 Some meas-
urements have been carried out at high temperatures
in the visible spectrum [1-4],^ but measurements in

the infrared spectrum to 13 ju have not been under-
taken. The emissivity of metals in the infrared may
be calculated from the reflectivity, R, using the
Kirchhoff relationship

£=1-R.

For this calculation reflectance measurements made
at room temperature are available from several
sources, but in most cases the reflectance measure-
ments are only good to about ± 1 percent thus giv-

ing rise to uncertainties of ±5 to ±50 percent for

the calculated emissivities of most metals. A note-
worthy exception to this is the recent very accurate
reflectance measurements made by Bennett and
Koehler [5] on aluminum. In addition Harris and
F'owler [6] and Lameris [7] have made some very
good measurements on gold.

While this paper is primarily concerned with the
development of a method for measuring the spectral
emissivity of metals, some results are reported on
the normal spectral emissivity of gold in the infrared
spectrum from 4 to 13 n. A method of measuring
the spectral emissivity of metals will be described
in the next section.

•This work was supported through a contract with Redstone Arsenal.

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

2. Experimental Procedure

The experimental arrangement consisted of an
infrared spectroradiometer with a sodium chloride
prism and thermocouple for measuring the rate of

emission of energy in the region from 1 to 13 /x.

A double pass optical system was employed so that
the stray radiation would be greatly reduced. The
spectroradiometer was calibrated for wavelength i

settings with the absorption bands of pol^^stryene,
j

CO2 and H2O. Rather large spectral slit widths I

were used in this work varj^ing from 0.18 m at 2 to '

0.1 /X at 10 M- However, since neither the blackbody'
curve nor the emitted-energy curve of the specimen
has a very large second derivative with respect to

wavelength, the emissivity values which were deter-

mined were nearly independent of the slit width
used. A blackbody and the specimen to be measured
were placed on a platform which could be moved
so that the specimen or the blackbodj^ radiated on
the entrance slit of the spectrometer. This general
type of arrangement has been used in previous work
and a more detailed description of the procedure can
be found elsewhere [8].

An essentially different method of comparing the
radiance from the blackbody and the specimen has
been devised. This method consists of adjustmg the
radiance of both sources (at the same wavelength)
to be nearly equal. The effect of nonlinearity of the

i

detector amplifier response is minimized hy this
j

procedure. Since the measurements were to be
made on metals of low emittance, this required that

i

the blackbody be at a lower temperature than the
specimen. In order to reduce the error of ambient
change to a minimum, alternate readings were
made on the blackbodj^ and specimen during a small
time interval.
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The eiiiissivity calculations were based upon the

following equations. If we define

TV's (Xi,)=rate of emission of radiant energy by a

blackbody radiator at temperature
within the wavelength interval \±d\
per unit of time, area, and solid angle,

Ns0^ts)=r>iic of emission of radiant energy by the

specimen at temperature within the

wavelength interval \±d\ per unit of

time, area, and solid angle,

«s(Ws) = emissivity of the specimen at temperature

ts for the wavelength interval \±d\,
ifr=room temperature,
i(s=specimen temperature,
f6=blackbody temperature,
jf„=monochromator and detector temperature,

KsCX^s) =reading of instrument set to view black-

body at temperature tt,

-BsC^'s) =reading of instrument set to view speci-

men at temperature tg;

then,

i^ftCX, U)=h[N,{\, t,)-N,{\, U] (1)

and

+ [l-^.{\t,)]N,{X,tr)}. (2)

Here and ^2 ai^e proportionality constants and
ki—k2 in this method.

Also,

_ N,{\ t,)-N,{\, <J+[1-6,(X, ts)]Ni,{\, tr)

N,{\, h)-N,i\,tJ

[N,{\, h)-N,{\, t^)]+N,{\, <J. (3)

By substitution.

Let

Then

= 1.

(4)

(5)
Rt,{\, tb)

Ns{\ t,)= N,{\, i,)-[l-€,(X, ts)]Nb{\, tr). (6)

By definition,

From eq (6),

' ^^~iV.(X, tS (7)

,N A^.(X, ti,)-[l-eA\t,)]m\, tr)

or

es{\t,)Nb{\, ts)= Nb{\, ti)

-m\tr)^€,{\t,)m\tr). (9)

Combining terms we obtain,

A^,(X,^,)-A^,(X, i,)
,{\t,)-

N,{\,ts)-Nb(\,tr)
(10)

The values of A'^;, (X, t) in eq 10 can be evaluated
from tables of blackbody radiation or calculated

from the relation.

N{\,t)- i(„CJ\T

t'here

1)

(72=1.4380 cm °K. The constant Ci cancels out.

3. Discussion of Possible Errors

Since the emissivity of a metal is a quantity
intrinsic to the substance one may consider sources

of error as divided into two categories: (1) deviation

of the sample from the ideal, and (2) experimental
errors.

The first tj-pc of error may generally be attributed

to impurities in the metal sample and/or nonideal
surface effects peculiar to the specimen. It is

believed that the purity of our specimen was not a

source of error. The gold ribbon which has been
measured by this method was part of a sample which
had been tested by spectral analysis and found of

higli purity. The specimen surface was mirror
smooth. It has been shown [9] that small surface

irregularities can cause rather large changes in the

emittance characteristics. However, at the longer

wavelengths of infrared radiation the emissivity is

much less sensitive to small surface irregularities

than at the shorter wavelengths of visible radiation.

The smooth appearance of the surface when viewed
hy visible light was taken as an indication that the
surface is practicalh' optically smooth in the infrared

region and that the errors due to surface roughness
are negligible.

Because of the inertness of gold no surface oxide
coating is possible. To remove any other possible

surface layers the specimen was washed with dis-

tilled water and acetone and then heated to 800 °K
for several hours before use. After this initial treat-

ment the samples were maintained at temjDeratures

above 100 °C until the measurements were com-
pleted. As a consequence it is felt that the state of

the surface of the specimen was nearh- ideal. There
is of course some question as to the crystal structure

of the optically important region of the metal near
the surface, but the manner in which this changes
the emittance of metals has not yet been established.

Since the radiation observed was within 5 deg of

normal to the specimen, polarization effects are

negligible and were disregarded.

Errors due to incorrect emissivity values assigned
to the specimen are more directly related to the
actual experimental measurements. In the emis-
sivity measurements the errors may be divided into

three categories: (a) errors in wavelength measure-
ment, (b) errors in energy measurement, and (c)
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errors in temperature measurements. The magni-
tude of these errors will be discussed separately

below.
Wavelength Errors. With modern instrumenta-

tion and standard techniques of calibration it is a

relatively simple matter to calibrate infrared spec-

trometers to within 0.02 ^ over the entire range used
in this work. Inasmuch as both the blackbody
curve and the emissivity curve of the specimens are

smooth curves with no sharp extremes or discon-

tinuities, errors in wavelength should be entirely

negligible in this work. The rather large spec-

trometer slit used at the shorter wavelengths,
however, may introduce a nonnegligible error. The
exact value of this error is difficult to determine and
is in fact different for each wavelength and tempera-
ture. It is estimated to amount to no more than
1 percent.

Errors in Energy Measurements. The measure-
ment of the energy given off by the specimen was
accomplished by comparison with a blackbody as

described in the section on experimental procedure.
In making these measurements the temperatures
were so arranged that the energy reaching the de-

tector from the blackbody was nearly equal to that

from the specimen. In this way instrmnental errors

due to amplifier or detector nonlinearity were
practically eliminated. Almost all values reported
are the average of several determinations with
slightly different blackbody temperatures.
The important source of error in energy measure-

ment is due to the signal to noise ratio. For measure-
ments at higher temperatures and at wavelengths
near the blackbody radiation maximum the signal

to noise ratio is of course very favorable and uncer-
tainties are quite negligible. For lower temperatures
and especially for measurements near the long or

short wavelength extremes of this work the signal to

noise ratio becomes sufficiently small that rather

large uncertainties are introduced into the results.

Because of the low energy levels involved in these

measurements, especially at long wavelengths, stray

radiation might be expected to cause appreciable
errors. Use of a polyethylene-black filter to elimi-

nate any short wave stray radiation proved, how-
ever, that stray radiation is quite negligible even
at the longest wavelengths measured.

Errors in Temperature Measurement. In the de-

termination of the emissivity by the method of equal
radiance, the most important measurement is the
temperature. Four temperatures must be measured
or controlled; the temperature of the detector, the

temperature of the room, the temperature of the

specimen, and the temperature of the blackbody.
The temperature of the room and of the detector can
be measured to better than 1 deg K and the errors

introduced by these measurements are small com-
pared to the uncertainties in measurement of the

temperature of the specimen and the blackbody.
The temperature of the specimen is usually meas-
ured by an attached thermocouple and when the

material is a metal with the form of a thin ribbon,

the thermocouple may be welded on the back sur-

face of the specimen. The thermocouple should be

made of fine wires but even then there is some con-
duction of heat from the specimen. When the speci-

men can be heated to high temperatures the tempera-
ture gradients can be evaluated with an optical
pyrometer. At lower temperatures the radiation
from different areas of the specimen can be focused
on the slit of the spectrometer and temperature
gradients of the specimen can be detected and
evaluated. In the application of this method to

measurements on gold it was found that the varia-

tion of temperature was never greater than 5 deg K
over the area used. The error introduced in the
emissivity by a 5 deg error in temperature for a
specimen at 800 °K has been calculated and the
results are shown in figure 1. It will be noticed that
the error is between 1 and 2 percent from 6 to 14 ju,

but at shorter wavelengths the error increases

rapidly reaching a value of 6 percent at 2 m- When
the specimen is at temperatures above 800 °K, the
uncertainty in the emissivity will be smaller than
those shown in figure 1 and the error will be greater

for temperatures less than 800 °K.
A large source of uncertainty is introduced by

errors in the temperature of the blackbody. This
temperature should be measured to ± 1 °K. When
the gold specimen is at a temperature of 800 °K, the

blackbody is at 351 °K for equal energies being re-

corded at 10 jLi. In the above example a change of

1 °K will produce an error of about I percent in the

emissivity. With an uncertainty of 5 °K in the
temperature measurement of the blackbody the

errors become much greater as shown for different

wavelengths in figure 2. It should be noted that
large errors will be made in the determination of

emissivities by this method unless the temperature
of the blackbody is measured with an accuracj" of

the order of 1 °K.

6
" r

1 1 \ I I \ 1 1

2 4 6 8 10 12 14

WAVELENGTH ,^

Figure 1. Error in emissivi'li/ measurement at 800 °K resulting

from an error in specimen temperature measurement of 5 °K.
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Figure 2. Error in emissivilij measurement at 1,000 °K result-

ing from an error in the blackhody temperature of 5 °K.

4. Results

The iionnal spectral emissivity of gold has been
measured over the spectral range from 4 to 13 /x.

Table 1 lists the values of emissivitj' determined by
this work. In order to make this table, smooth
curves of emissivity versus temperature at constant

wavelength and emissivity versus wavelength at

constant temperature were drawn through tlie ob-

served experimental values. The table entries were
then read from these curves. The results for three

temperatures are shown in figure 3. Experimental
points which are the average of several determina-
tions have been supermiposed on the curves to show
how closely the experimental values agree with the
smoothed curves. Data were obtained at 50 °K
temperature intervals so that much more data were
used in making these curves than is shown in the
figure.

The small increase in the emissivity curve at 9 m
is curiously unexpected, but appears consistently.

This abnormality may be due to some unknown,
consistent error in the data, but all attempts to

eliminate it failed. Lameris [7] shows a similar rise

in his data at about 10 n (he made no observations
between 7 and 10 m)-

There seems to be no other measurement of the

emissivity or reflectivity of gold in the temperature
range reported in this paper. Consequendy, the
only independent observations with which our
results can be compared are the room temperature
nieasurements for which reflectivity values are given
in references 5 and 6. By extrapolation of the
emissivity versus temperature curves it is possible to

use the data of this work to obtain approximate
emissivity values at lower temperatures. The
extrapolated values are tabulated in table 2. These
values are, of course, considerably less accurate than
those given in table 1 since the extrapolation is not
very reliable.

Table 1. Normal spectral emissivity of gold

Temp.

4.0. _

4.5..
5.0.

.

5.5..

6.U..
6.5..
7.0.

.

7.5-.
8.0.

.

8.5..
9.0..
9.5..
10.0.

n.o.
12.0.

13.0-

550

0.014
.0142
.0145
.0145
.0142

600

0. 0147
.0151
.0155
.0155
. 0152
.0150
.015
.016

650

0. 0158
.0163
.0165
.0165
.0162
.0160
.0162
.0169
.018
.019

700

0. 0181
.0184
.0187
.0187
.0183
.0181
.0183
. 0187
.0197
.021
.022

0. 0193
.0196
.0198
.0198
.0195
.0193
.0194
.0198
.0206
.0218
.0228
.023
.022

850

0. 0206
.0208
.0210
.0210
.0208
.0206
.0207
.0209
.0215
.0225
. 0235
.0234
.023
.023

900

0. 0219
.0221
.0223
.0223
.0221
. 0220
. 0220
.0221
.0225
.0233
.0242
.0241
.0238
.023

950 1000

0.030 1 r

0.015 I 1
\

I
\ I I I I15 6 ? 8 9 10 II 12 13

WAVELENGTH ,^

Figure 3. Normal spectral emissivity of gold from 4 to 13 fi at

700, 800, and 1,000 °K.
Daslied line is theoretical emissivity at 800 °K calculated from Drude equations.]

Table 2. Approximate emissivity of gold obtained by
extrapolation from higher temperature values

200 300 400 500

4.... 0. 0073 0.0090 0. 0108 0. 0127

5... .0083 .0099 .0117 .0135

6 .0082 .0098 .0115 .0133

7 .0085 .0100 .0117 .0134

8 .0108 .0123 .0138 .0154
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5. Discussion

It is of considerable interest to compare the

observed emissivity values of metals to those pre-

dicted by the classical free-electron model proposed
by Drude [10]. Roberts has recently shown [11]

that Drude's original consideration of several classes

of electrons in some cases gives rise to calculated

results more compatible with experiment; however,
this idea has not been used in this experiment.
According to the Drude model the refractive index
(n) and the absorption coefficient (k) may be repre-

sented by the two equations

and

where

, 7 Ne'
V 2wm* I' +7

2-Km*

A^—number of free electrons per unit volume,
e=:electronic charge,

m*=effective mass of electron,

v—frequency, and
p=:d-c electrical resistivity.

A simplification suggested by Hagen and Rubens
is often used as a means of making emissivity cal-

culations. This simplification rests upon the assump-
tion that v<^y and consequentjy is valid in the long
wavelength (low frequency) region. This assump-
tion leads to the result that

Substituting this in the equation for emissivity,

yields the result

e=2{pvy''-2{pv)+ . . . .

With appropriate changes of units this becomes the
more familiar Hagen-Rubeiis equation.

E=O.365
(^0

i/='-0.0464^

where p = resistivity in ohm centimeters and

X = wavelength in centimeters.

Calculations based on the Hagen-Rubens equation
give rise to values of the emissivity which are about
100 percent greater than the experimental values.

As Schulz [12] has shown, the cause of this dis-

crepancy is evident from an analysis of the assump-
tions made in the derivation of the Hagen-Rubens
equation. Calculation of the value of y indicates

that V is of the same order of magnitude and in

fact is slightly larger than 7. This means that
n^^k. Measurements of n and k by Schulz for the
near infrared confirms the fact n^^k at a wave-
length of 1 n. Calculations using Drude's equations
indicate that n does not approach the value of k
except for rather large wavelengths (about 100 /x).

As a consequence it is not surprising that the Hagen-
Rubens equation does not always yield correct

values of the emissivity in the ordinary infrared

region.

On the other hand, if the Drude equations are

used to calculate the emissivity, better agreement
with the measured values is obtained. The results

of such a calculation for 800 °K are shown in figure 3.

These calculations assmned one free electron per
atom and that the effective electron mass (m*) is

equal to the usual electron rest mass.

The authors express their gratitude to William
F. Roeser for his helpful suggestions concerning
these measurements. Appreciation is also expressed

to Robert Thibault who performed the very tangible

service of transforming most of the raw data into

values of emissivity.
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12. Comments on the Surface Characterization of Real

Metals

DAVID P. DeWITT

NATIONAL BUREAU OP STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Radiation properties of metallic specimens have been shown to be very sensitive to

methods of preparation, thermal history, and environmental conditions. The magnitude,

sensitivity, and complexity are illustrated by an example from the literature. An indication

of how a real surface might be characterized is discussed in three general categories: topo-

graphical characterization, chemical characterization (species present), and physical (or

structural) characterization. Until more systematic methods and techniques for characteri-

zation are developed, the experimentalist must assume responsibility for attempting to

describe all significant aspects of his physical specimens using conventional laboratory

techniques and apparatus.

EXAMPLE OF SURFACE EFFECTS ON
EMITTANCE

Radiation properties of metallic specimens

have been shown to be very sensitive to methods
of preparation, thermal history, and environ-

mental conditions. The magnitude, sensitivity,

and complexity of these effects are well illus-

trated by some recent studies of aluminum
surfaces by Reynolds (ref. 1). The measure-

ment technique involved tubular specimens

electrically heated in air, with a lateral slit

serving as the blackbody cavity opening. Two
surfaces were prepared, of roughness 3 /xinch

(0.076 ju) and 115 Minch (2.9 m), CLA.'
Figure 1, which compares the normal spectral

emittances ^ of the two specimens at 326° C,

indicates primarily the effect of surface rough-

ness. It is easily seen that roughening the

* CLA (centerline average) roughness is defined as

the average value of the departure of the profile from
its center line, whether above or below it, throughout
the prescribed sampling length.

' The term radiance ratio is used by some workers in

the field as equivalent to the term "emittance".

surface increases the emittance at all wave-

lengths. The effect of the natural oxide layer

is more apparent on the rougher specimen,

where it gives rise to the prominent peak near

11m- The effects of any structural variations

among the specimens and bulk aluminum
caused by surface preparation technique cannot

be discerned from these data.

Figure 2 shows data for these same two speci-

mens for different temperatures. For the

3-Minch-roughness specimen, heating from
326° C to 532° C caused an increase in emittance

at all wavelengths and the appearance of a

peak near 11 ju due to the oxide layer formed

during heating. Subsequent measurements at

326° C show that the emittance was increased at

all wavelengths, with a very pronounced peak

near 11 n. This increase and peak must be

attributed to oxidation effects. For the 115-

/tinch-roughness specimen the results are similar

but more pronounced. Roughening the surface

strongly increased the spectral emittance at aU

wavelengths and accentuated the peak near

11 M arising from the oxide layer. Subsidiary

emittance peaks appeared around 3.5 n and

6.0 M as oxidation proceeded. Prolonged heat-
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Figure 1.

—

The effect of roughness on normal spectral

emittance of aluminum in air at 326° C. {After

Reynolds, ref. 1.)

o
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WAVELENGTH, M

Figure 2.

—

The effects of roughness and oxidation on

the normal spectral emittance of aluminum in air.

(After Reynolds, ref. 1.)

ing at higher temperatvires increased the

spectral emittance considerably at wavelengths

beyond 10 m-

This example points out the problems in-

volved in understanding the effects of the

environment on thermal radiation properties of

metals in specific applications. There is fur-

ther evidence in the literature (ref. 2 and 3) to

support this example of extreme dependence of

the optical behavior of metals on surface con-

ditions. However, most of this evidence has

been collected under unrelated or diversified

conditions so that it is not possible to relate

observed effects to environmental conditions.

It is apparent that the nature of the problem

—

the identification and control of variables

—

demands a highly systematic approach to clarify

and categorize conditions which give rise to the

effects.

CHARACTERIZATION OF REAL
SURFACES

Even though the nature of surface conditions

and their effects on optical properties are not

clearly understood, the differences between real

and ideal surfaces can be distinguished. It

seems advantageous to classify these differences

under three general headings which give an

indication of how a real surface might be char-

acterized; namely, topographical characteriza-

tion, chemical characterization (species present),

and physical (or structural) characterization.

Topographical Characterization

The profiles of real metal surfaces are always

shown as iiregular patterns of peaks and valleys.

Topographical characterization must provide a

parametric description of such surface features

as roughness type, roughness distribution, and

lay ^ that affect the optical behavior. Bennett

and Porteus (ref. 4, 5, and 6) have shown in

a quantitative manner the effect of surface

roughness parameters on normal spectral reflec-

tivity. The distinguishing feature of their

work was the absence of any effects other than

those due to surface topography; consequently

' Lay refers to the direction of the predominant

surface pattern produced by tool marks or grains of

the surface ordinarily determined by the production

method used.
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the results are a significant contribution toward

further understanding of topographical charac-

terization. Similar studies that include gonio-

metric measurements need to be made, as it

can well be appreciated that the directional

characteristics will be very sensitive to surface

texture.

Chemical Characterization

The real metal surface unavoidably has a

surface film of one type or another. In engi-

neering applications, these films may be greases

or other deposits, but normally they are oxides

of the base metal. Even if only the natural

oxide layer is considered, characterization is

difficult. The layer is a -mixture of several

different chemical species (metal atoms, oxygen

ions, and one or more metal ions) ; the interface

between oxides and base metal is not smooth;

the rate of oxide growth is dependent upon the

base metal surface topography, structure, tem-

perature, and atmospheric conditions. The
study of oxide layer growth is a problem

of current interest. Numerous reviews and

studies (ref. 7, 8, and 9) have been reported,

but the mechanism of the oxide layer growth

is not completely understood for some metals,

for there are many conflicting theories and

opinions. It is evident that considerable work

is necessary to further our understanding of

how to chemically characterize a surface.

Physical or Structural Characterization

The surface characteristics just discussed

—

topographical and chemical—are easily under-

stood to have important influences on optical

behavior. However, the effects caused by
physical structure beneath the surface are not

so apparent (ref. 10). In the case of a perfectly

smooth surface free from surface films, a surface

layer several hundred angstroms deep (skin

depth of penetration of radiation) is responsible

for the optical behavior of the metal. Struc-

tural features of this layer, such as adsorbed

gas atoms, lattice imperfections, and crystal-

Unity variations, can be expected to have an

influence on the optical behavior.

It has been shown that some mechanical

polishing processes cause structural changes in

layers near the surface (ref. 11). There is

evidence of a layer of supercooled fluid metal

that fills the scratches caused by the abrasive

(ref. 12). This layer (caUed the Beilby layer)

has no clearly defined interface with the under-

lying metal (ref. 12 and 13). The outermost

regions of this layer appear to be completely

noncrystalline, and the structure becomes more

crystallme as the depth from the outer surface

increases. In some cases the layer will contain

oxide. It has also been suggested that the

polished layer is unstable and will revert, in

time, to the ordinary crystalline state (ref. 14).

Heat-treating, cold-working, various surface

preparation treatments, and many other proc-

esses can give rise to variations in physical and

chemical characteristics between the bulk and

surface layers. However, concrete evidence is

lacking that these variations can in all cases

cause significant changes in the optical behavior

of metals.

CONCLUSION
Until systematic methods and techniques for

characterization of surfaces are more fuUy

developed, the experimentalist must assume the

responsibility for attempting to describe all

significant aspects of physical specimens for

which data are obtained and reported. Many
conventional laboratory techniques and ap-

paratus, such as microphotography, etching

techniques, profilometers, and electron micros-

copy, could be employed to immediate ad-

vantage. Certainly for clarity and significance,

it is essential that some surface characterization

information, no matter how incomplete, ac-

company numerical values of thermal radiation

properties.
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15. Importance of Surface Films

JOSEPH C. RICHMOND
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

The effects of surface conditions, such as roughness and the presence of films, on thermal

radiation properties are briefly outlined, and an example is cited where oxide films formed

on heating in a good laboratory vacuum (about 10~' torr) markedly affected the total

hemispherical omittance of a specimen of sandblasted Inconel.

Reflection and refraction occur at an interface

as a result of the abrupt change in the speed of

electromagnetic radiation in passing across the

interface. The physical laws relating the

fraction of the incident flux that is reflected and

the angles of reflection and refraction to the

indices of refraction of the materials on the two
sides of an optically smooth interface and to

the angle of incidence and the amount and
direction of polarization of the incident radia-

tion are well known and need not be elaborated

here.

In the specific case of a specimen in vacuum
(or air), the reflectance at the specimen-vacuum
interface determines how much of the externally

incident radiation will be refracted into the

specimen, where it can be absorbed or trans-

mitted, and how much of the internally incident

flux will be refracted through the interface and
thus emitted. Hence the reflectance at the

vacuum-specimen interface exerts a strong

influence on all of the thermal radiation proper-

ties of the specimen.

When the interface is not optically smooth,
multiple reflection and destructive interference

occur, both of which tend to reduce the reflec-

tance. While the general effect of roughness
is known in a qualitative way, no rigorous

equations have been derived which quantita-

tively relate roughness to reflectance.

A surface film, of index of refraction less than

that of the specimen, will reduce reflectance,

and a fllm of index of refraction higher than

that of the specimen will increase reflectance.

When films are present, interference effects can

also occur, which may greatly increase absorp-

tance. These effects are related to both index

of refraction and thickness.

Thus we see that to properly characterize the

surface of a specimen we need to describe the

departures of its surface from an ideal optically

smooth surface, and also the thickness and
index of refraction of any surface film that may
be present.

Changes in both surface contour and the

nature of the surface film can occur as a result

of test conditions. As an example, about 5

years ago we showed results (ref. 1) that were
obtained on a sandblasted specimen of Inconel,

on which the total hemispherical emittance was
measured at a pressure of about 10~^ torr (fig. 1).

Since the atmosphere in the test chamber was
air, the oxygen partial pressure was on the order

of 2X10-« torr.

Heating at temperatures up to about 500° C
resulted in a permanent decrease in emittance.
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Figure 1.— Total hemispherical emittance of a sand-

blasted Inconel specimen during successive heating cycles

in a vacuum with an oxygen partial pressure of the

order of 2X10'^ torr.

oxide layer which formed on the specimen even

at this low oxygen pressure.

At temperatures on the order of 800° C, the

emittance decreased appreciably with time

—

from about 0.72 to about 0.55 in 2]^ hours.

This effect was caused primarily by removal of

the oxide layer. Chromic oxides dissociate in

vacuum at temperatures above about 780 ° C. At

temperatures of 800° C and above, chromium
volatilizes appreciably and at the same time

there is a smoothing effect on the surface of the

specimen somewhat similar to that produced

by electropolishing. Both peaks and valleys

were rounded off, to produce a bright surface

that had a much higher reflectance than the

initial sandblasted surface.*

Our experience with Inconel is presented to

emphasize that it is not enough to know the

surface roughness and the films present on the

specimen before a test is started. We must
also know how these change during a test in

order to interpret our results properly. But
most important of aU, if our data are to be

really useful, we must be certain that the

surface condition of the specimen during test

is truly representative of the material as it is

used. This is perhaps the most frequently

neglected and the most critically important

aspect of surface characterization.
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A Rotating Cylinder Method for Measuring Normal Spectral

Emittance of Ceramic Oxide Specimens From

1 200 to 1 600

Howard E. Clark and Dwight G. Moore

Institute for Basic Standards, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234

(June 10, 1966)

Equipment was designed and constructed for measuring the spectral emittance of polycrystalline

ceramic oxide specimens in the wavelength region 1 to 15 and at temperatures of 1200, 1400, and
1600 °K. Specimens consisted of small hollow cylinders that were rotated at 100 rpm in a furnace

cavity equipped with a water-cooled viewing port. Emittances were determined by comparing the

radiance of the specimen to that of a blackbody at the same temperature.

A series of six measurements (two measurements each on three specimens) was made on commer-
cially pure specimens of alumina, thoria, magnesia, and zirconia. All four materials showed similar

behavior in that the emitlances were low in the shorter wavelength regions and high at the longer

wavelengths. The temperature coefficients of spectral emittance were positive for all four materials,

but varied with the material; those for thoria were appreciably higher than the other three. In all cases
coefficients were greater at short wavelengths than at long.

Error sources were investigated, and the measurement uncertainties associated with each source
were evaluated. It was concluded that at 1200 °K the true values of emittance at 2 /n for the particular

specimens measured might be as much as 0.032 lower or 0.012 higher than the reported values. The
data were in good agreement with reflectance measurements of the same material and with recently

reported absorption coefficients.

Key Words: Alumina, ceramic oxides, emittance, error sources, magnesia, measurement uncer-
tainties, spectral emittance, thermal radiation, thoria, zirconia.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge of the spectral emittance ' of ceramic
oxides at high temperatures is important, not only
because of the many potential space applications for

materials of this type, but also to obtain an improved
understanding of the thermal emission mechanism
in solids. Several investigators have made spectral

emittance measurements on oxide materials; how-
ever, wide variations in the data are evident, espe-
cially in the shorter wavelength regions.

The lack of better agreement may be due, at least

in part, to certain measurement problems that exist

when determining the emittance of ceramic speci-

mens. Tnree of the more important of these prob-

lems are

(A) Temperature gradients in specimens. Sizable

temperature gradients are generated when a station-

ary ceramic oxide specimen is heated to a high
temperature in such a way that it is free to radiate

from an exposed surface. These gradients, which
result from the low thermal conductivity of the ma-
terial, create serious measurement problems. The
radiation emitted from a ceramic oxide specimen
originates not only from the outermost surface layer,

as it does for metals, but also from volume elements
at appreciable distances below the surface. Hence,
when a gradient is present it becomes virtually im-

possible to assign a unique temperature to the source
of the emitted radiation, and without a knowledge of

this temperature, a rehable emittance measure-
ment becomes impossible.

(B) Extraneous reflected radiation. Polycrystal-

line ceramic specimens are known to reflect thermal
radiation diffusely rather than specularly. This
means that any thermal radiation striking the viewed
area of the specimen, regardless of the angle of inci-

dence, will be diffusely reflected with some of it

entering the specimen beam to give high values of

emittance. Thus, unless elaborate precautions are

taken to exclude this diff^usely reflected radiation,

for instance from furnace walls, measurements can
be high by sizable amounts. This source of error

becomes especially critical with ceramic specimens
in the shorter wavelength regions where reflectance

often exceeds 0.90.

(C) Extraneous transmitted radiation. Many sin-

gle crystal oxides, such as sapphire, have a very

high transmittance for radiation in the near infrared.

However, when the same oxides are finely ground
and then bonded by high temperature sintering, the

material becomes less transparent because of internal

scattering effects (multiple internal reflections at in-

terfaces) and in this way it is sometimes possible to

prepare polycrystalline specimens that will be sub-

stantially opaque to radiation in the near infrared

at thicknesses as low as Va in. If the specimen to

be measured is not opaque, then serious errors will

' As used in this paper, emittance is the ratio of energy radiated by a specimen per unit

lime and per unit area to that from a blackbody at the same temperature and under the
same conditions. The conditions refer to the geometric and spectral distribution of the
radiated energy.

result due to radiation from the furnace enclosure
passing through the specimen and entering the speci-

men beam.
A rotating specimen method was chosen for the

investigation described herein, since this approach
minimizes temperature gradients in specimens. The
present report begins by describing the earher appli-

cations of this method. Subsequent sections include a
description of the equipment and the measurement
procedure, a detailed discussion of errors, and,
finally, the results of spectral measurements for

polycrystalHne specimens of alumina, thoria, mag-
nesia, and zirconia at 1200, 1400, and 1600 °K.
The investigation was conducted at the National

Bureau of Standards. However, it was carried for-

ward under the sponsorship and with the financial
assistance of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

2. Rotating Specimen Method

2.1. Selection of Method

A review of earlier methods used to measure the
emittance of nonmetals indicated that one of the
best approaches for reducing temperature gradients
in a ceramic specimen to workable levels is to move
the heated specimen past a water-cooled viewing
port. In this way, a freshly heated surface of the ma-
terial is continuously arriving at the port for meas-
urement. If the movement is sufficiently rapid, a

thermal equilibrium is approached in which tempera-
ture gradients in the specimen approach minimal
values.

The moving specimen concept was first intro-

duced by Fery in 1902 [1].^ In his measurements,
and also in those made by Michaud [2] and Pattison

[3], cylindrical specimens were rotated while being
heated in a gas flame. The ratio of the radiant flux

from the surface to that from a hole placed axially

at the center of the specimen was then taken as the

emittance. No viewing port was used. In other

measurements, specimens were rotated in a furnace
cavity that was equipped with a water-cooled viewing
port. McMahon [4], Slemp and Wade [5], and Olsen
and Katz [6], all used a semicircular disk-shaped spec-

imen that was rotated in front of a viewing port so

that blackbody radiation from the furnace struck the

detector for one-half the cycle, and the detector saw
radiation from the specimen for the remaining one-

half cycle. Both McMahon [4] and Olsen and Katz

[6] arranged for the periodic insertion of a water-

cooled shutter behind the specimen so that it was
possible, at least in theory, to determine the trans-

mittance of the specimen material. Folweiler [7]

described a rotating cylinder apparatus, which in-

corporated solid cyhndrical specimens with a "V"

^Figures in brackets indicate the literature references on page 414.
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groove positioned around the circumference to serve

as a reference blackbody. The specimens were

heated in a furnace with silicon carbide heating ele-

ments. A water-cooled viewing port was used.

In measurements made by Clayton [8] a horizontal

disk-shaped specimen was rotated in a carbon-re-

sistance furnace that was equipped with separate

water-cooled viewing ports for detecting radiation

from both the specimen and the furnace enclosure.

The specimen sighting tube could be moved to two
positions. In the first position, the region behind

the viewed portion was the hot furnace enclosure, and

in the second, it was a water-cooled baffle. Here,

again, the aim was to measure both emittance and
transmittance.
A careful consideration of the possible errors and

of the expected experimental difficulties inherent in

each of these methods resulted in the selection for

the present measurements of a rotating-cylinder

approach with a separate blackbody. Briefly stated,

the method consisted of rotating a hollow cylindrical

specimen, approximately 1 in in diameter by 1-in high

with ^/i6-in thick walls, in a wire-wound furnace

equipped with a water-cooled viewing port. Spec-

tral emittance measurements were then made with a

double-beam spectrophotometer by comparing the

radiance of the rotating specimen to that of a black-

body at the same temperature.

An earlier description of the measurement method
has been published [9]. However, only prelim-

inary data at one temperature (1200 °K) where given

at that time. Also, there was no systematic analy-

sis of errors, since this phase of the investigation had
not been completed at the time of the earlier publi-

cation.

2.2. Rotational Speed of Specimens

A theoretical analysis of periodic heat flow in a

specimen rotating before a viewing port, performed
as a first phase of the study, has been published by
Peavy and Eubanks [10]. The analysis showed that

at low rotational speeds the surface temperature of

a specimen at the center of the viewing port opening
will be substantially lower than the temperature of

the thermocouple in the specimen cavity. However,
this diff^erence will decrease with increasing speed.
The speed at which the difference will become neg-
ligibly small will depend on system geometry, ther-

mal properties of the specimen material, and a de-

rived average heat flux for the portion of the cycle

during which a point on the specimen is being heated
by the furnace.

This analytical treatment may be used to compute
the rotational speed required to reduce radial tem-
perature gradients in the specimen to acceptable
levels. However, since reliable thermal property
data are not presently available for the specimen
materials, such computations can be of only limited
value. Therefore, in the present work, the mini-
mum permissible speed of rotation was determined
experimentally by first rotating a specimen at a very

low speed and measuring its emittance at 1.4 /jl.^ As
the speed was increased, the indicated emittance at

1.4 /x continued to rise until a point was reached
where further increases in speed caused no further in-

crease in the measured emittance. For the mate-
rials studied in this report, the maximum value of

emittance was reached at about 50 rpm. However,
as an added insurance against possible errors, actual

emittance measurements were made at 100 rpm.

3. Equipment

3.1. Specimen Furnace

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of the specimen fur-

nace. The high-temperature alumina core sur-

rounding the specimen was wound with 0.032-in-diam

platinum-40 percent rhodium wire. The winding was
continuous to the edges of the rectangular opening
that was cut into the core to permit entrance of the

viewing port. A booster winding of the same wire

positioned on the outer alumina core, as indicated

in the figure, was used to compensate for the large

heat losses at the center.

The water-cooled viewing port was machined from
copper, and its inner surface was curved to the same
radius as the specimen. A shield of platinum foil,

0.002-in thick, surrounded the outer surfaces of the

port, including the edges that faced the specimen.
This helped to thermally isolate the viewing port from
the furnace interior. The inner surfaces of the

viewing port and the portion of the platinum shield

nearest the specimen were blackened to minimize
the possibility of errors from reflected radiation. The
opening at the inner end of the port was Vs-in wide
by V2-in high.

The specimens were prepared so as to be cylindri-

cal to :li).002 in. The alumina support tube (fig. 1)

was surface ground to this same tolerance. The spin-

dle was driven by a Vs HP motor that was coupled
to a gear reducer. With the arrangement used, the

rotation of the specimen could be adjusted to any
speed in the range 1 to 300 rpm.
The desigh of the furnace shell was such that the

furnace could be operated in an inert atmosphere,
as well as in air. Glass-metal seals were used for

power leads and "0"-ring seals were used for the
shell ends, as well as for a sodium chloride viewing
windows. The thrust bearings were designed to

provide a reasonably gas-tight seal at the point where
the spindle shaft entered the shell. Although this

controlled-atmosphere feature had been incorpo-

rated into the design, all measurements included in

this report were made in air with no windows. Also,

although the furnace was capable of being operated at

1800 °K, no measurements were made at this tem-
perature, because of temperature control difficulties

(see sec. 3.3).

' Difference in temperature between specimen and blackbody has the greatest effect
on emittance at wavelengths below the energy peak of blackbody radiation. The selected
setting of 1.4 ^ is well below this peak for the selected test temperatures.
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Figure 1. Specimen furnace.

Axial temperature gradients in the specimens were
reduced to low values by adjusting the power to the

booster coil. The gradients were measured by sight-

ing a micro-optical pyrometer on a rotating specimen
through the viewing port. With the settings used,
no temperhture difference from top to bottom was
observed for any of the specimens at 1200 °K. At
1400 °K, the top may have been as much as 2 °K higher
than the bottom, while at 1600 °K, the top was as much
as 6 °K higher. The precision to which the pyrom-
eter could be read was about 2 °K. The specimen
thermocouple was located in the cei ter of the spec-
imen cavity and was shielded from turnace radiation

as shown in figure 1.

3.2. Blackbody Furnaces

a. Details of Construction

Figure 2 is a schematic of the blackbody furnace.

Two of these were required in the measurement sys-

tem, and both were made to be as nearly identical

as possible. The inner cavity of the furnaces was
formed of fused alumina bonded with 20 percent by
weight of a calcium aluminate cement. This mixture,

which sets hydraulically, was mixed with 17.5 per-

cent by weight of water and vibrated into a greased
plaster mold. The mold was made by using an
alumina core as a pattern; a brass mandrel was
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positioned at the center of the mold to form the

outline of the cavity. After allowing 20 hr for curing,

the core was removed from the mold, dried in an oven
for 24 hr, and then heated to 1925 °K for 1 hr. It was
later wound with 0.032-in-diam platinum-40 percent

rhodium resistance wire.

An alumina disk with a Vz-in by Vs-in center slit

was placed over the front end of the cavity to reduce
heat losses by radiation. The viewing port was
formed with muUite wool, over which was placed a

thin layer of alumina cement. The shaping of the

port was facihtated by use of a tapered aluminum
mandrel that was machined especially for the pur-

pose.

AU furnace thermocouples (including the one for

the specimen furnace) were made of 0.020-in-diam

Pt:Pt-10 percent Rh wire that had been calibrated

by the Temperature Physics Laboratory at the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards. Two-hole alumina tubing

was used to insulate the leads. This tubing was
inserted into an alumina sleeve that was cemented
into the core so that when the thermocouple was in-

serted, it would be nearly flush with the side wall of

the cavity. With this arrangement, the spectro-

photometer did not "see" the thermocouple bead,
but rather was "looking" at the back of the cavity,

which was largely isothermal. Of course, no im-

portant deviation from blackbody conditions would
result from the presence of the thermocouple at the

center of the cavity if the cavity was isothermal and
if there was no separation between the alumina
sleeving and the thermocouple tubing. However, a

small clearance was present, and this clearance

showed up as a tiny dark crescent when looking into

the heated cavity. The presence of a dark area of

this type was undesirable, in that it would tend to

generate low flux readings.

The alumina core material has a low emittance in

the wavelength region 1 to 5 /a. Inasmuch as the

cavity emittance depends, in part, on the emittance

of the walls, it was desirable to line the cavity with a

coating that would have a high emittance at the short,

as well as the long wavelengths. The coating devel-

oped for this purpose consisted of black nickel oxide

(Ni20:i) bonded with 7.5 percent by weight of Florida

kaolin. This coating was prepared as a coating slip

and applied at a thickness of about 0.005 in to the inner

wall surfaces of the cavity by a dipping operation.

The core was then heated to 1850 °K for 1 hr, to bond
the coating to the alumina. The spectral emittance of

a cylindrical specimen of the core material coated

in this way was found to be above 0.875 at all wave-

lengths from 1 to 15 /u, when measured at 1200 °K.

Hence, the lowest possible cavity emittance at any
wavelength from 1 to 15 /u, was 0.990 when computed
by an expression derived by Gouffe [11]. This expres-

sion assumes that the walls are diffusely reflecting

and that the cavity is isothermal. The expression has

been shown to predict slightly low values of emittance

for cavities with large depth-to-diameter ratios [12].

b. Temperature Gradients in Blackbody Furnaces

Several furnace designs were tested early in the

study in an attempt to minimize temperature dif-

ferences within the cavity. To test for gradients, a

Pt: Pt-10 percent Rh thermocouple made with 0.010-in-

diam wire was inserted into the viewing port and moved
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from front to back with the hot junction within Vs in

of the interior wall. A record was made of the re-

sponse at each position. In almost all cases, the indi-

cated wall temperature near the center of the cavity

was higher than at either end. In some instances,

power was shunted from the central region of the fur-

nace windings, while in other tests, varying numbers of

turns were omitted from the heater coil. The final

configuration was that shown in figure 2. No shunts

were used and four loops were omitted in the central

region. With this arrangement, temperature probing
revealed that the cavity walls near the back were
colder than those in the center by the amounts indi-

cated below.*

(2) A micro-optical pyrometer was then sighted at

the front opening of the furnace and the "optical"
temperature of the furnace cavity was determined.

(3) The furnace thermocouple was next moved to a
position where its response indicated the same tem-
perature as that measured with the optical pyrometer.
This position was always within 1 in of the rear wall

of the cavity.

(4) Finally, a mark was placed on the thermocouple
tubing at the back of the furnace shell so that the posi-

tioning of the junction could be duplicated in subse-
quent determinations at the same test temperature.
This positioning was checked periodically to be certain

that no changes in the temperature behavior of the

furnace had occurred.

The calibration procedure as outlined needed to be
applied to only one blackbody furnace. The position

of the thermocouple in the second blackbody furnace
could then be adjusted by noting the shape of the

spectral curve that compared the energy from these
two furnaces (100 percent line, see sec. 4). At long
wavelengths, small temperature differences between
the furnaces lead to negligible differences in energy
content of the two beams, but at short wavelengths
they had a pronounced effect. Thus, if the 100 per-

cent curve was higher at 1 than at, say, 9 fx, it in-

dicated that furnace No. 2 was at a higher temperature
than the reference blackbody (No. 1). The thermo-
couple in No. 1 was then moved to a position where it

indicated a lower temperature. The automatic con-

trol equipment would then lower the temperature of

No. 2 until it matched that of No. 1 and a new spectral

curve was determined. This procedure was repeated
until a flat 100 percent line was obtained. When this

condition was achieved, the furnace No. 1 was at the

same effective temperature as No. 2 in that it was
supplying an equivalent flux to the spectrophotometer.

3.3. Temperature Control System

A differential thermocouple control system similar

to that described by Harrison et al. [13], was used to

maintain temperature differences of less than 1 °K
between blackbody No. 1 and either the specimen fur-

nace or blackbody No. 2. The No. 1 furnace was
controlled, in turn, by a separate temperature con-

troller, which maintained its temperature to ±0.5 °K.

A double-pole, double-throw switch was used for

switching the differential thermocouple controller from
blackbody No. 2 to the specimen furnace.

The differential thermocouple controller was ac-

tuated by the difference in signal between the thermo-

couple in blackbody furnace No. 1 and the thermo-
couple in either blackbody No. 2 or the specimen fur-

nace. This signal was amphfied by a d-c amplifier and
fed to a center-zero recorder-controller. The output

of the recorder-controller, which was proportional to

the temperature difference between the two furnaces,

was fed to a current-actuating mechanism that pro-

vided three types of current control. One type was
proportional to the input signal, a second to the first

Approximate cavity temperature Temperature difference

"K °K
1200 18
1400 14
1600 8

The presence of these gradients was a potential

source of error in the measurements because of (a)

uncertainty in determining the temperature to assign

to the "blackbody" radiation, and (b) deviations from
t'he Planck distribution of energy caused by the non-

isothermal conditions. Naturally, it would be desir-

able if the spectral distribution of radiated energy,

E{\), was proportional to the Planck function, W{k,T)\

i.e., E(k) = ecavWi^^T)- It was not immediately evi-

dent, however, that any single temperature could be
assigned to the nonisothermal cavity. Temperatures
that might be considered are the temperature of a

thermocouple placed in the center of the cavity, the

temperature of the back wall of the cavity, or the tem-
perature indicated by an optical pyrometer sighted on
the mouth of the cavity. This latter temperature was
selected, since it represented the temperature of a

perfect blackbody whose radiance at 0.65 fx was the

same as that of the nonisothermal laboratory furnace.

A theoretical analysis is presented in appendix A to

show that when a radiance match is achieved at 0.65 fi

then the spectral distribution of radiated energy can
be approximated by a Planck function over the 1 to 15

fx range with no more than a 0.5 percent error.

The procedure used for positioning the furnace ther-

mocouple so that its response would agree with the

temperature measured with a calibrated optical

pyrometer was as follows:

(1) The furnace was first heated to the desired oper-

ating temperature and allowed to stabilize.

* Large uncertainties existed in temperature measurements made near the front of the
cavity, Decause of excessive heat losses by conduction along the thermocouple leads and
the protection tubing.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of temperature control equipment
Controller is actuated by signal from differential thermorniiDle.

time derivative of the input signal, and a third selected

the frequency at which the first correction was re-

peated. The output from this current actuating device

was fed to the coil of a saturable-core reactor, which
then varied the power input to either blackbody No. 2

or the specimen furnace, so as to bring the temperature

into agreement with the reference blackbody (No. 1).

A block diagram of the temperature control equip-

ment is shown in figure 3. The system gave almost

trouble-free operation at 1200, 1400, and 1600 °K.

However, at 1800 °K, it became largely inoperative

because of excessive noise in the thermocouple signal.

This may have originated from electrical leakage

through the alumina core material, whose electrical

conductivity becomes appreciable at these very high

temperatures. For this reason, no measurements at

1800 °K were possible, even though all of the furnaces

could be operated at this temperature.

3.4. Spectrophotometer and Transfer Optics

A double-beam infrared spectrophotometer with a

sodium chloride prism was used for obtaining the

radiance comparisons. This instrument, which utilizes

a chopper operating at 10 Hz, was modified to operate

from 1 to 15 /u, rather than in the intended 2 to 16-/U,

range. A second modification consisted of reducing

the angle of the attenuator-comb in the reference beam
from blackbody No. 1, so that the maximum opening of

the comb did not exceed the height of the furnace

apertures. This required only a small reduction in

the comb angle.

The double-beam optical system of the instrument

was used for all measurements. When operating in

this mode, the spectrophotometer achieves a null

balance through use of the aforementioned mechani-
cally-driven attenuator, or comb, in the reference

TRANSFER OPTICS
SPECTROPHOTOMETER

A. Blackbody furnoce No I

B. Blackbody furnace No. 2

C. Rotating specimen furnace

D. Flat front surface mirror

E. Movable tlot mirror

FandG. sphencol mirrors, 3" diom., 18" focal lengtti

H. 10 c/s mirror - type chopper

K. NaCI prism

L. Movable mirror (for totol normal measurements)

0. Vacuum -type thermocouple detector

Figure 4. Arrangement of equipment showing optical paths of the two beams.
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Figure 5. Equipment in operation.

beam. A recorder pen, coupled mechanically to the

comb, permits the ratio of the radiances of the two
beams to be continuously recorded with respect to

wavelength. In all measurements reported herein,

the instrument was set to scan the 1- to 15-/x range
in 16 min.

Prior to using the instrument, the source optics were
removed and replaced with the transfer optics shown
schematically in figure 4. The off-axis angle of the

two spherical mirrors was approximately 5°.

Figure 5 is a photograph of the equipment in opera-

tion.

3.5. Calibration for Linearity of Response

The response of the modified instrument to known
attenuations of flux in the specimen beam was deter-

mined through use of sectored-disk attenuators. To
conduct this test both blackbodies were first adjusted

to some temperature in the range 1200 to 1600 °K. A
sectored-disk attenuator was then inserted into the

specimen beam and rotated at high speed (greater than

500 rpm). Six disks were used with measured trans-

mission factors of 75.1, 50.1, 25.3, 12.7, and 5.1 percent,

respectively. The resulting spectral curves, which
were found to be reproducible to within the precision of

measurement, showed that the instrument response
was always lower than the actual beam attenuation.

This lowering was the same at all wavelengths. Wide
variations in disk speed above 500 rpm had no effect on
the instrument response, which showed that resonance
coupling between the chopper and attenuator was not

affecting the results.

Since no method could be devised to restore linearity

to the modified instrument, a correction curve (fig. 6)

was prepared. This curve was then used to correct

the spectral emittances that were obtained by the

procedure outlined in section 4. The dashed line in

figure 6 shows the type of behavior expected from an

instrument with a completely linear response.

Figure 6. Calibration curve (solid curve) for correctingfor lack of
instrument linearity.

Dashed line shows type of behavior desired of an instrument {linear response).

4. Measurement Procedure

In making a determination, a specimen was first

placed on the top of the refractory pedestal, carefully

centered, and then fixed in position with high-tempera-

ture alumina cement. This centering and mounting
operation was performed outside the furnace with the

aid of a specially prepared jig. After the mounting
had been completed, the pedestal was inserted into

the furnace from the bottom and carefully positioned

radially by a screw adjustment of the bottom flange,

so that the specimen rotated at an average distance of

0.010 in from the inner face of the viewing port. The
separation distance was measured optically by a

telescope with a cahbrated reticle. The telescope was
sighted through the top of the furnace tube while the

furnace was at approximately 1400 °K. Specimen
wobble did not exceed ±0.005 in.

After positioning of the specimen was completed,

the top insulation was replaced, the motor drive was
started, and the specimen was brought to a rotational

speed of 100 rpm. The controller on blackbody No. 1

was then adjusted to 1600 °K and the differential ther-

mocouple controller actuated to bring blackbody No. 2

to the same temperature. As soon as the temperatures

had equihbrated, the flux from blackbody No. 2 was
compared to that from blackbody No. 1 by scanning

from 1 to 15 (jl. The resulting curve, a representative

section of which is shown in figure 7, was termed the

100 percent line. Next, the beam from blackbody No.

2 was blocked, and a second curve was obtained on

the same chart paper. This is the zero hne shown in

figure 7.

After the zero line had been obtained, the automatic
control was switched to the specimen furnace, the

movable mirror (see fig. 4) was shifted to the specimen
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Figure 7. Section of recorder chart showing segments of a "100 percent Line," "Specimen Line"
and "Zero Line."

position, and after an equilibrium condition had been
attained a specimen curve was plotted, again on the

same chart paper.

Curves such as those shown, in part, in figure 7

represent raw data for one determination at one tem-
perature. To transform these data to an actual or

true spectral emittance curve for the specimen, two
operations were performed:

(1) The height of the specimen curve at preselected
wavelengths was obtained as a ratio of the respective
heights of the zero and 100 percent lines. Stated
mathematically, if Z\ is the height of the zero line,

Sx the height of the specimen curve, and Hk the height
of the 100 percent line, then ex,, the uncorrected or

"indicated" emittance, is

Values for exi were, in most cases, obtained at inter-

vals of 0.5 /X.

(2) The values for Cxi were next converted to true

or actual emittances, ex through use of the cahbration
curve shown in figure 6. These values were then
plotted against wavelength to obtain the curves shown
in later sections of the report.

In all data reported herein, measurements on each
specimen were made first a,t 1600 °K, next at 1400 °K,

and finally at 1200 °K; all three measurements being
made during a single working day. Three specimens
of each type were measured, and two completely in-

dependent determinations were made on each speci-

men. These duplicate determinations on the same
specimen were always made on different working
days, and in each case, the specimen had been re-

moved from the furnace between the first and second
series of measurements.
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5. Discussion of Errors

5.1. Transfer Optics

An important consideration in the design of any
double beam system is the requirement of complete
optical equivalence of the two beams. Failure to

meet this requirement would cause inflections in the

spectral curves due to differential absorption by the

atmosphere or by the mirrors in the system. In the

present study the use of the two blackbodies to obtain

a 100 percent line provided a convenient means to

check for these effects.

a. Atmospheric Absorption

In most double-beam infrared spectrophotometers,

no irregularities are observed when scanning through
the absorption bands for carbon dioxide and water
vapor, since the flux attenuation is the same for both

beams. However, the flux available for measurement
drops off drastically at the major absorption bands.

In the present measurements, no appreciable inflec-

tion in the curve was observed at the strong water
absorption band at 2.7 fx, since at this wavelength
there was apparently sufficient energy in the beams
to allow the instrument to compensate for the sudden
change in flux. At longer wavelengths, however,
there was considerably less energy in the beams, and
whenever the instrument scanned through the strong

absorption band for carbon dioxide at 4.2 /a, a small

discontinuity in the curve was observed. However,
since this represented a deficiency of the instrument
rather than an abrupt change in specimen emittance, a

smooth curve was drawn through the minor inflection

at 4.2 fjL Any error resulting from this procedure
would be extremely small and would apply to this

one wavelength only.

b. Preferential Mirror Absorption

A thin protective layer of silicon oxide was present

on the aluminum front surface mirrors procured for

the transfer optics in the present equipment. Coating
layers of this type normally consist of mixtures of

such compounds as SiO, SiO>, and Si203, all of which
have absorption bands in the 8- to 10-/i, region [14].

The presence of the silicon oxide layer on the mirrors
would have no appreciable effect on the measurements
if (a) the same number of mirrors were in both optical

paths, (b) the coating thicknesses were the same on
all mirrors, and (c) the respective beams struck the
mirrors at the same angle for the determination of

both the 100 percent and specimen curves. Unfor-
tunately, this last requirement was not fulfilled since
the beam from blackbody No. 1 strikes the plane mirror
D (see fig. 4) at an angle of incidence of 9° while the
beams from blackbody No. 2 and from the specimen
strike the mirror E at angles of 19° and 32°, respec-
tively. These differences in angle caused different

attenuations in the respective beams at the wave-
lengths where the silicon oxide layer is highly absorb-
ing but not at other wavelengths.

'^

5

Because of this differential absorption effect, all
'

100 percent fines and specimen curves showed a small !

dip in the 8 to 10 /u, region. The emittance curves
included in this report have been smoothed out over !

the 8- to 10-fji region. Since this smoothing operation
j

is equivalent to taking no data points in this region, the
[

emittances indicated on the curves at both 8.5 fx and
]

at 9 IX have greater Uncertainty than those at other
wavelengths.

i

5.2. Extraneous Transmitted and Reflected Radiation

In the paragraphs which follow, an attempt is made !

to place an upper fimit on the magnitude of the errors i

that can arise due to extraneous radiation, i.e., energy
which contributes to the radiance of the specimen
beam but does not originate at the specimen.

'

a. Nonopacity of Specimen Wall ^

I

As mentioned in the introduction, many polycrystal- i

line ceramic oxide specimens are partially transparent S

to radiation in the visible and the near infrared.
]

Hence, when measuring emittance, if the specimen
wall is not sufficiently thick to be opaque, energy from
within the specimen cavity will pass through the speci-

jmen wall and enter the specimen beam. Since with '

the present measurement method this energy will
'

approximate blackbody radiation, high emittance
]

readings will result unless the wall thickness is suf-
|

ficient to provide the required opacity.
I

Earfier work had suggested that a wall thickness of
|

^/i6 in would be adequate for the particular materials

selected for study [9]. However, to be certain that
j

the 'Vie-in thickness was sufficient in all cases, speci-

mens with ^/iG-in walls were also measured. If the
j

emittances were the same for both, then it would be
]

almost positive evidence that the transmittance i

through the ^/le-in wall was too small to cause an error.
!

Tests of this type were made for each material.

The agreement between specimens with ^/le-in and i

^/i6-in-thick walls was, in each case, within the preci- i

sion of measurement; hence, it was concluded that !

there was no measurable error from wall transmission
when the specimens with ^/le-in-thick walls were used.

|

I

b. Furnace Radiation Reflected Into Specimen Beam
|

The purpose of the water-cooled viewing port in the I

specimen furnace is to reduce extraneous flux, both
j

emitted and reflected, from entering the specimen
j

beam. Emitted flux is reduced to an insignificant
|

level by water-cooling the walls of the port. To dimin-
ish reflected flux, however, the specimen must rotate :

in close proximity to the inner face of the port; other-
j

wise, as illustrated in figure 8, flux from the furnace i

walls will strike the face of the specimen and be dif-
j

fusely reflected into the specimen beam thereby giving
]

high values of emittance.
j

It was recognized early in the investigation that !

large errors could result if sizeable separations were
|

permitted between specimen and viewing port [15].
\

A theoretical computation of errors caused by various
\
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SPECIMEN

Figure 8. Illustration of how flux from furnace walls may be

diffusely reflected into specimen beam.

separations was not feasible because of uncertainties

in (a) the local furnace wall temperatures, and (b) the

optical properties of the specimens. Thus an attempt

was made to arrive at their magnitude experimentally.

The experiment consisted of determining the indi-

cated emittance of various specimens at carefully

measured distances of separation. To accompHsh
this, a screw adjustment was incorporated on the brass

flange at the bottom of the specimen furnace. By
turning this screw, the rotating pedestal could be

moved in known increments toward or away from the

viewing port. A microscope with a calibrated reticle

was used to measure the distance of separation to

±0.001 in.

To evaluate the effect of separation distance, the

specimen was first brought to a temperature near

1400 °K with the microscope mounted above the top

furnace opening. Next, the specimen was moved
forward so that the average separation between the

surface of the specimen and the viewing port was

0.010 in. In all of these particular tests, specimen

wobble was less than ±0.002 in. After completing

the distance measurement, the microscope was moved
out of position, the top cover reinserted, the furnace

temperature allowed to stabhze, and a spectral curve

determined. Then, by adjusting the cahbrated screw,

the specimen was moved back from the viewing port

in known increments. After each step, the emittance

was determined at certain selected wavelengths.

Finally, when the hmit of travel of the adjusting screw

had been reached, the microscope was again used to

verify the final separation distance.

The first measurements of this kind were made with

a polished platinum specimen. As might be predicted,

no change occurred with separation distance, since

all wall radiation that struck the viewed area of the

specimen was specularly reflected away from the

viewing port and did not enter the specimen beam.

When the same platinum specimen was grit-blasted,

however, its surface became a partially diffuse re-

flector and the measured emittance was no longer

insensitive to separation distance. This is illustrated

by the solid curves in figure 9. At each of the four

wavelengths, the rate of change of measured emittance

with distance decreased as the distance approached
zero. In fact, the shape of the curves suggests that

if all measurements had been made with a separation of

0.01 in, which is as small as was practical with the

present system, the measured values would be high

by no more than about 0.005 in emittance.

Platinum, like other metals, is substantially opaque
to radiation in the 1- to 15/i region. This means that

the reflection occurs at or very near the surface. In

the case of polycrystalline ceramics, however, reflec-

tion occurs largely by internal scattering. Flux

striking the surface can penetrate to appreciable

distances and then reemerge, after multiple internal

reflections, at a point on the surface that may be ap-

preciably separated from the point where it entered.

This particular reflection behavior is believed to be

responsible for the type of results obtained with the

ceramic oxide specimens. The data for an alumina

specimen plotted as dashed lines in figure 9 are typi-

cal. It will be noted that the rate of change of

measured emittance with distance is largely un-

changed as the specimen approaches the view-

ing port. This behavior at least implies that even
if a zero separation was possible, radiation from the

furnace walls would still be penetrating the surface at

some distance from the viewing port and then reemerg-

ing at the port to enter the specimen beam. However,
when emittances as low as 0.04 (Alumina, 2 /n, 1200 °K)

were measured, it seems unlikely that they could be

high by more than 0.02, notwithstanding any compen-
sating errors. Various attempts were made either to

ehminate or precisely evaluate the magnitude of this

error, but none were successful.

5.3. Errors From Temperature Uncertainties

The comparison method of measuring emittance re-

quires that the specimen and blackbody furnaces

all be maintained at the same temperature. If this

condition is not fulfilled, an error is introduced that

is dependent upon (a) the magnitude of the tempera-
ture difference, (b) the wavelength, and (c) the test

temperature. Since the thermocouples were prepared
from wires taken from the same spools and were
checked periodically, and since the controller main-
tained the thermocouples at the same temperature to

within better than 1.0 °K, no sizeable error from tem-

perature difference would be expected unless the

thermocouples failed to indicate the "true" tempera-
tures of the specimen and the reference blackbody.
With a specimen speed of 100 rpm, the analysis de-

scribed in section 2 indicated that since radial gradi-

ents are small, the specimen thermocouple should be
in close agreement with the specimen temperature
and, hence, no important error should result from
this source.

As mentioned in section 3. 2. a, temperature gradi-

ents existed in the blackbody furnaces. However,
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Figure 9. Effect of distance of specimen from viewing port on measured emittance

of grit-blasted platinum specimen {solid lines) and a polycrystalline alumina speci-

men (dashed lines).

as shown in appendix A, when the thermocouple is

located so that its response agrees with an optical

pyrometer sighted on the cavity, the distribution of

radiated flux at 1 /u. differs from a Planck distribution

by less than V2 percent at 1200 °K. The size of this

error decreases with both increasing temperature and
wavelength. If the true emittance of the specimen
was 0.10, then an error of tjie magnitude discussed
above would change the measured emittance by only

0.0005, a completely negligible quantity.

From the foregoing discussion it follows that any
uncertainty in temperature measurements will depend
primarily upon the accuracy and precision of the opti-

cal pyrometer used for positioning the thermocouple.
Since the instrument had been carefully calibrated

and periodically checked by the National Bureau of

Standards Temperature Physics Section, it is unlikely

that the combined uncertainty due to inaccuracy of

the pyrometer and imprecision introduced by the

operator would exceed ±5 °K.

At wavelength X, temperature T, and uncertainty

dT, a sample whose true emittance was €< would ap-

pear to have an emittance Cm given by

€,W{k, T) etW(k, T)

W(k,T+dT) W{k,T) + dW (2)

where W{k, T) is the Planck function. Dividing both

numerator and denominator by W(k, T) one obtains

1 1

dT (3)

dtP^ dT
where the factor F= F(A. T) relating to^ is a tabu-

lated function [16].

For the purpose of estimating errors it is more useful

to have the true emittance in terms of a measured
value. Thus eq (3) is written

l + F (4)

°K atIf the uncertainty in temperature is ±5
r=1200 °K and \ = 2 jx, then F = 6.2 and

e, = em±0.026€m.

Thus, a sample whose measured emittance was 0.050

would be in error by no more than €(— €,,, = ±0.026
X 0.050 = ±0.0013. Similarly, if the measured emit-

tance was 0.30 dX 2 (JL and 1200 °K, the error would be

€( — €,,, = ±0.0078. The function F is a monotonically

decreasing function of the product kT\ emittance, on
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the other hand, generally increases. The net result

is that errors of this type are not greatly influenced by

changes in either wavelength or temperature.

The effect of a temperature gradient along the axis

of the specimen may be treated in much the same way.

As pointed out in section 3.1 this gradient amounts to

little more than 5 °K so that some sort of "average"

temperature T' may be assigned to the specimen.

When this is done, it then becomes possible to approxi-

mate the flux from the specimen, N(k), by e, W{\,T')

with very little error. Only if the thermocouple bead

was located at the extreme top or bottom of the speci-

men cavity, would its temperature differ from T' by

even 3 °K. Since the bead is carefully positioned in

the center of the viewed area, it is reasonable to as-

sume, on the basis of the previous discussion, that

any errors from temperature differences which may
exist along the axis of the specimen are negligible.

5.4. Random Error of Measurement

When expressed in terms of emittance, the pooled

estimate, Sw, of the standard deviation due to random

error of measurement at \ = 2 /i. was 0.00427. {Sw

is the root mean square value for the Su.'s tabulated in

table 3). This estimate is based on two completely
independent measurements at each of three tempera-
tures on three polycrystalline ceramic oxide specimens
of three different materials.^ In effect, this standard

deviation is an index to the reproducibility of the meas-
urement, and takes into consideration such factors as

the ability to mount the specimen on its pedestal with

a minimum amount of wobble, the ability to mount
each specimen at the same distance from the viewing
port, and the ability to return the blackbody thermo-
couples to the proper position each time the tempera-
ture is changed. It also considers the reproducibility

of the spectrophotometer, the precision with which the

data are read from the charts and corrected for line-

arity, the day-to-day variations in moisture content of

the air and numerous other variables which could affect

the reproducibility of the measurements; and finally,

its value is influenced by the stability of the specimens,
i.e., their ability to resist changes caused by the high

temperatures (see sec. 6.2c).

More important, however, is the fact that pooled

estimates of the standard deviation due to measure-
ment error, like the one above, may be used to estabhsh
a confidence interval for the true averages corre-

sponding to the measured emittances given in table 2.

Thus, using the standard statistical formulas, one
may conclude with 95 percent confidence that the

values listed in this table at 2 /x are within

A = f • 4^ = 2.052 ^^^^= 0.00358-0.004 (5)

np V6

of the true average values (for these three specimens)

i^r.^k r.'^'r^u
°^ ^" abnormally high because of the extreme structural

instability of this material (see sec. 6.2c). tor this reason the zirconia data were omitted
trom this particular analysis.

that would be obtained if an infinite number of meas-
urements were made. In the foregoing expression,

Sic is the pooled estimate of the standard deviation

due to random measurement errors, and the value of

fo.975 was obtained from reference [17] for the case

of 9 X 3 = 27 deg of freedom.

5.5. Estimated Accuracy

An estimate of the accuracy of measurements made
with the rotating-cyhnder equipment on nonmetals
can be obtained by considering both types of error;

i.e., those that cause a bias and those that cause ran-

dom errors. Let us now assume one of the worst

conditions from the accuracy standpoint; i.e., data at

2 jU. taken at 1200 °K. Error from extraneous radiation

would certainly not exceed +0.02 in emittance.

Temperature uncertainties would contribute ±0.008
as a maximum while random error of measurement
will be on the order of ±0.004 (see sec. 5.4). Thus,
the true values of emittance at 2 /a and 1200 °K for the

particular specimens measured might be as much as

0.032 lower or 0.012 higher than those listed in table 2.

The uncertainty in the listed values could, of course,

be decreased to ±0.012 if the data were corrected

for the extraneous radiation that entered the specimen
beam. However, as mentioned earlier, the uncer-

tainties as to the exact magnitude of this error were too

great to justify this procedure.

6. Measurements on Polycrystolline Oxide
Specimens

6.1. Description of Specimens

The ceramic oxide specimens were obtained com-
mercially. They consisted of hollow cylinders IVie-in

high and lV32-in o.d. with a wall thickness of ^/le-in,

although wall thickness of ^/le-in were also furnished.

All specimens were cylindrical to ±0.002 in. The
outer surfaces were smooth but not polished.

The sintering treatment for all specimens was 27 hr

at 1865 °K. Chemical analyses of the raw materials,

as provided by the manufacturer, are shown in table 1.

The measured porosity of the alumina specimens
was about 30 percent; of the thoria 13 percent; of

the magnesia 30 percent, and of the zirconia 20 percent.

All are given as percentage by volume. Grain sizes

were not measured.
No attempts were made to characterize the surface

finish of the specimens since it was found that rough-

ening the initially smooth surface of an alumina speci-

men by grit blasting had no measurable effect on emit-

tance in the 1 to 15 /u. range. This observation is in

agreement with the recent results of Gannon and
Linder [18] as well as those reported by Cox [19].

Also, it agrees with the predictions made recently

by Richmond as a result of a theoretical analysis of

the possible effects of surface roughness on the

thermal radiation properties of nonmetals [20].
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Table 1. Vendor's chemical analysis of specimen materials in

percentage by weight

A1203

Zirconia

99.+ 0.1 0.15

94.2Zr02 + Hf02
ThOj 99.+

0.05Si02 0.10 0.4 0.60

0.30
4.50
0.07

0.10

Ti02
CaO 0.07 trace

0.02

0.1

99.2

0.1

MgO
Fe203 0.40

' Also, 0.02 percent Na20.
Also, trace amounts of the oxides of phosphorus, iron, and the

rare earths as well as a minor amount of alkali oxides which was
expressed in the analysis as 0.10 percent of combined Na, K, and Li.

6.2. Results and Discussion

a. Spectral Emittance Data

Results of measurements on the four oxide materials

are given in table 2 and in figures 10, 11, 12, and 13.

In each case the values listed or plotted are the aver-

ages of six determinations, two each on three speci-

mens, taken at 0.5 fx intervals over the 1 to 15 /x range.

The small dip in the magnesia curve (fig. 12) at 6.4 fi

was observed for all specimens at all three temperatures.

b. Statistical Scatter of Data

The statistical scatter of the data at 1200, 1400, and
1600 °K is listed in tables 3 and 4. The sample esti-

mate of the standard deviation due to error of measure-
ment, Sw (i.e., due to differences within specimens),

was computed from the expression given below [21].

in -Dp
(6)

where x is an individual measurement, is the average
of n measurements on one specimen, and p is the
number of specimens. For data in this report, n = 2,

p = 3, and corresponds to (n — l)p = S deg of

freedom.
A sample estimate of the overall standard deviation

due to differences in specimens and random errors

of measurement Sx was also computed. The expres-

sion used for this computation was

(7)

where x is the overall average of the nX p measure-
ments, n each on p specimens. Sr corresponds to

p— 1 = 2 deg of freedom. One could, if it were de-

sired, use the values of given in table 4 to set up a

confidence interval for the true mean of the entire

population of specimens similar to those described

Table 2. Normal spectral emittance of ceramic oxide specimens

Emittance ^

Wave- Alumina Thoria Magnesia Zirconia
length

1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1500 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1600

M
1.0 0.060 0.073 0.097 0.259 0.347 0.418 0.182 0.201 0.227 0.153 0.207 0.297

1.5 .046 .063 .088 .235 .330 .407 .131 .162 .196 .148 .192 .269

2.0 .042 .061 .085 .223 .319 .399 .095 .124 .151 .129 .172 .247

2.5 .045 .065 .089 .216 .314 .398 .088 .114 .141 .131 .172 .243

3.0 .058 .075 .097 .214 .311 .395 .088 .114 .144 .137 .177 .244

3.5 .080 .106 .125 .215 .314 .396 .102 .133 .160 .150 .188 .250

4.0 .141 .169 .177 .223 .318 .400 .149 .181 .205 .187 .222 .262

4.5 .248 .287 .315 .238 .330 .405 .191 .229 .260 .266 .308 .355

5.0 .389 .431 .459 .297 .366 .429 .336 .368 .388 .416 .448 .482

5.5 .530 .572 .595 .359 .416 .471 .502 .526 .546 .537 .572 .585

6.0 .653 .696 .715 .416 .473 .521 .593 .623 .540 .626 .654 .576

6.5 .789 .821 .832 .491 .544 .586 .613 .659 .587 .713 .744 .760

7.0 .892 .910 .912 .575 .624 .662 .592 .732 .755 .791 .818 .826

7.5 .945 .956 .955 .667 .714 .747 .777 .809 .827 .855 .872 .876

8.0 .968 .975 .973 .757 .793 .817 .840 .855 .878 .892 .902 .906

8.5" .939 .947 .944 .802 .825 .838 .852 .871 .879 .876 .885 .882

9.0 " .965 .973 .967 .878 .893 .894 .911 .926 .929 .913 .920 .919

9.5 .978 .985 .981 .918 .929 .928 .947 .958 .959 .935 .942 .940

10.0 .984 .989 .986 .934 .942 .939. .965 .972 .970 .949 .954 .952

10.5 .982 .987 .986 .939 .946 .946 .975 .978 .978 .957 .960 .957

11.0 .958 .972 .971 .941 .949 .949 .975 .981 .977 .961 .965 .962

11.5 .885 .909 .921 .947 .954 .953 .975 .981 .977 .964 .968 .965

12.0 .836 .860 .873 .954 .960 .957 .983 .982 .980 .970 .973 .968

12.5 .833 .848 .856 .959 .963 .952 .983 .985 .982 .974 .977 .969

13.0 .833 .849 .852 .962 .967 .964 .979 .983 .979 .972 .973 .%7
13.5 .833 .848 .852 .964 .970 .955 .951 .962 .962 .975 .952 .955

14.0 .828 .841 .846 .967 .971 .956 .875 .899 .910 .935 .938 .935

14.5 .814 .830 .833 .965 .966 .964 .809 .830 .842 .893 .902 .900

15.0 .799 .813 .813 .958 .955 ,948 .793 .804 .805 .844 .852 .850

"Average of two readings each on three specimens.

Emittance values low because of error from preferential mirror absorption (sect. 5.1).
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Figure 10. Normal spectral emittance of commercially pure alumina.
Curve represents average from six determinations; two each on three specimens.
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Figure 11. Normal spectral emittance of commercially pure thoria.
Curve represents average from six determinations; two each on three specimens.

in this report. Also, it is interesting to note that the

two standard deviations are related in the following

way

C2

(8)

where Sb is the sample estimate of the standard de-

viation due to differences between specimens.

As shown in table 3, the values of Sw fall in the range

0.001 to 0.021 and are largely independent of tempera-
ture. Their magnitude, however, is a function of

wavelength, the values being appreciably larger at the

short wavelengths than at the long. The values of

Sj, on the other hand, are less well behaved due to

the manner in which they depend upon differences

between specimens. For example, the average value

of is about 0.008 in the wavelength region 1 to 6 jU,
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Figure 12. Normal spectral emittance of commercially pure magnesia.
Curve represents average from six determinations; two each on three specimens.
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Figure 13. Normal spectral emittance of commercially pure, lime-stabilized zirconia.

Curve represents average from six determinations; two each on three specimens.

for the alumina, magnesia, and zirconia specimens,

but for thoria the average is approximately 0.041 over

this same region. Visual examination of the thoria

specimens revealed that one of the three (T-10) was
darker in color than the other two. This was the

same specimen that yielded high emittance in the

short wavelength regions. For example, at 2 /u, the

average emittances from the two determinations on
the three thoria specimens were as follows:

Spec. No. Ave. e„> at 2 /ii

1200 °K 1400 °K 1600 °K

T-10 0.276 0.367 0.437

T-11 .201 .299 .382

T-12 .193 - .292 .377
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Table 3. Standard deviations due to error in measurement

Sample estimate, Su>, of standard deviation due to error in measurement *

Wavelength Alumina Thoria Magnesia Zirconia

M 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1600

1 0.00376 0.00163 0.00464 0.00582 0.00862 0.00367 0.00141 0.00091 0.00408 0.00780 0.00523 0.00410

2 .00058 .00372 .00212 .00570 .00404 .00706 .00314 .00319 .00520 .01511 .01185 .00700

3 .0068'1- .01470 .01390 .00493 .00464 .01173 .00346 .00684 .00890 .01674 .01380 .00889

4 .00689 .00801 .00954 .00777 .00919 .01358 .00671 .01021 .01390 .02071 .01652 .01266

5 .00793 .00696 .00793 .00927 .01099 .01389 .00757 .00933 .01507 .01618 .01363 .00881

6 .00850 .00478 .00635 .01002 .01179 .01488 .00814 .00458 .00751 .01081 .01034 .00498

7 .00153 .00289 .00507 .00389 .01797 .00751 .00332 .00615 .00809 .00835 .00523 .00493

8 .00091 .00220 .00396 .00534 .00456 .00346 .00297 .00370 .00464 .00292 .00168 .00394

9 ,00220 .00235 .00449 .00351 .00379 .00416 .00349 .00204 .00238 .00420 .00300 .00204

10 .00187 .00242 .00465 .00402 .00361 .00329 .00376 .00300 .00314 .00297 .00204 .00402

11 .00277 .00321 .00385 .00406 .00208 .00523 .00332 .00337 .00122 .00422 .00258 .00245

12 .00518 .00520 .00486 .00458 .00372 .00274 .00385 .00332 .00231 .00168 .00410 .00305

13 .00513 .00451 .00754 .00332 .00351 .00300 .00416 .00321 .00122 .00129 .00311 .00041

14 .00670 .00513 .00802 .00389 .00449 .00442 .00574 .00505 .00480 .00071 .00178 .00387

15 .00780 .00822 .00883 .00058 .00614 .00890 .00518 .005% .01122 .00464 .00297 .00367

• Each entry corresponds to three degrees of freedom.

Table 4. Overall standard deviation

Standard deviation, 5f, due to diflFerences between specimens and random error of measurement "

Wavelength Alumina Thoria Magnesia Zirconia

M 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1600

1 0.00407 0.00721 0.01077 0.04497 0.03311 0.02943 0.00624 0.00673 0.00757 0.00465 0.00416 0.00679

2 .00486 .00764 .01258 .04612 .04102 .03362 .00300 .00687 .00660 .00553 .00525 .00939

3 .00597 .01169 .01473 .04418 .04526 .03597 .00400 .00776 .00889 .00676 .00633 .01225

4 .00541 .01125 .01136 .04571 .04592 .04024 .00530 .01025 .01159 .00912 .00725 .01334

5 .00937 .00854 .00975 .04258 .04217 .03892 .00624 .00889 .01002 .00879 .00606 .01190

6 .00705 .00701 .00752 .03744 .03783 .03646 .00407 .00541 .00695 .00621 .00797 .00855

7 .00597 .00247 .00626 .02948 .03248 .02980 .00391 .00379 .00486 .00318 .00551 .00525

8 .00650 .00475 .00633 .01779 .02019 .01473 .00419 .00650 .00333 .00306 .00362 .00161

9 .00375 .00401 .00626 .00275 .00729 .00404 .00401 .00377 .00318 .00150 .00176 .00050

10 .00568 .00379 .00425 .00293 .00355 .00325 .00377 .00189 .00300 .00236 .00257 .00132

11 .00527 .00425 .00548 .00321 .00180 .00200 .00375 .00306 .00202 .CO 100 .00153 .00000

12 .00454 .00522 .00625 .00444 .00153 .00229 .00506 .00325 .00351 .00029 .00229 .00058

13 .00605 .00725 .00737 .00275 .00328 .00257 .00404 .00247 .00278 .00318 .00126 .00293

14 .00825 .00759 .00804 .00586 .00225 .00202 .00506 .00701 .00506 .00058 .00321 .00328

15 .00813 .00978 .00709 .00391 .00501 .00306 .00501 .00477 .00666 .00350 .00104 .00450

°Each entry corresponds to two degrees of freedom.

At 10 /J, and beyond all three thoria specimens were
in excellent agreement as indicated by the Sj values

plotted in figure 14. This observation suggests that

minor variations in composition can have appreciable

effects on the emittance at low wavelengths without

causing any significant changes in the longer wave-
length region.

c. Lack of Stability of Zirconia Specimens

The first shipment of zirconia specimens showed
poor reproducibility of the emittance curves for re-

peated determinations on the same specimen. Since

the degree of reproducibility seemed to be associated

with the time of testing at 1600 °K, a series of hourly

measurements was made on a zirconia specimen main-

tained at that temperature. The emittances were

found to progressively increase at the short wave-
lengths and progressively decrease at the longer
wavelengths. The observed changes after hr

at 1600 °K are shown in figure 15. X-ray diffraction

patterns made before and after the 1600 °K treatment
showed that the zirconia had become partially de-

stabihzed. Before testing the crystal structure was
primarily cubic; however, after 5 hr at 1600 °K, the

percentage of the monoclinic form had increased by a

factor of about three. Thus, although calcium oxide
had been added to the zirconia to "stabilize" it as a

cubic sohd-solution crystal [22], the degree of stabil-

ization actually achieved was inadequate. A later

shipment of zirconia showed less significant changes
in emittance after a similar test at 1600 °K. The data
reported in the tables were obtained with zirconia

specimens from the latter shipment.
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Figure 14. Standard deviation due to error of measurement (Sw) and overall stand-
ard deviation (S^) for the six thoria determinations.

Figure 15. Effect of 5 hr heating at 1600 °K on emittance of poorly stabilized zirco-

nia specimens (first lot).

Later shipment did not show this behavior.

d. Effect of Temperature on Emittance

Inspection of table 2 shows that the emittance of

all four materials increases with increasing tempera-
ture. As shown in table 5 the magnitude of the in-

crease is much less at the longer wavelengths, where

the emittances are high, than at shorter wavelengths
where the femittances are low. In fact, in a few cases

at the long wavelengths no measurable change was
observed, and for three cases in table 5 a small nega-

tive coefficient is reported, although these negative

values are not believed to be real.
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Table 5. Average increases in emittance per 100 °K over

1200 to 1600 °K temperature range

Wavelength
in microns

Alumina Thoria Magnesia Zirconia

1 0.009 0.040 0.011 0.034

2 .011 .044 .014 .030

3 .010 .045 .014 .027

4 .009 .044 .014 .019

5 ]018 .033 .013 .017

g .016 .026 .012 .012

7 !005 !022 .016 .009

8 .001 .015 .010 .004

9 0 .004 .005 .002

10 0 .001 .001 .001

11 .003 .002 .001 0

12 .009 .001 -.001 -.001

13 .005 0 0 -.001

14 .004 0 .009 0

15 .004 -.002 .003 .002

" Computed by subtracting emittance at 1200 from emittance at 1600 °K and dividing

by four.

Some metals have been shown to have a negative

temperature coefficient of spectral emittance in the

very short wavelength regions and a positive coeffic-

ient at the longer wavelengths [23]. This means that

a "crossover" or "x-point" exists in the emittance
curves, and at the wavelength of this ";c-point" the

spectral emittance is independent of temperature.
Comparison of the rotating-cylinder data for a plati-

num-13 percent rhodium alloy with other types of

measurements made in the same laboratory by other

methods [13, 24, 25] strongly suggests that an "x-

point" exists for this alloy also. This comparison is

shown in figure 16.

No such crossover points were observed for the

oxide specimens in the particular wavelength and
temperature ranges investigated. At the long wave-
lengths the temperature dependence approaches
zero but since the emittances in this region are already
above 0.90, it would obviously be impossible for the

emittances to increase by any appreciable extent
with temperature.

Figures 17 and 18 compare the changes in emittance
with temperature obtained by the rotating-cyhnder with
those reported by other investigators [7, 26, 27, and
28]. The agreement between the reported values is

better at 10.0 /a than at 2.0 )Lt. At both wavelengths,
however, the trend is toward positive coefficients.
For this relatively narrow temperature range the

data points obtained from the present measurements
are roughly linear with temperature. This relation-
ship can not be expected to apply in general. In
fact, it does not even extend downward to room tem-
perature as indicated by the curves plotted in figure 19.

The room-temperature (300 °K) points were computed
from reflectance measurements made with an ellipsoi-

dal reflectometer that measures absolute reflectance
of specimens irrespective of whether they are specular,
diffuse, or only partially diff"use in their reflection be-
havior [24]. The specimens were prepared with the
same materials and processing used for the cylinders.
Since the measurements were made under near-normal
illumination and hemispherical viewing, the reflec-

1 -l
1 1

1

1 PLATINUM- 13% RHODIUM
|

ROTATING CYLINDER -
\ HEATED STRIP (ret. 13)

\ ^ ELIPSOIDAL REFLECTOMETER (r«f. 24)

\ • LASER REFLECTOMETER (rt(. 25)

O 0 o 1600 'K

- A A 800 'K -

1 1

A 300

1 1 1 1

0 12 3 4 5 6

X - MICRONS

Figure 16. Emittances of a platinum-13 percent rhodium alloy at
three temperatures.

Determinations by all three methods were made in air on specimens that had been
heated for 1 hr at 1850 "K prior to measurement.

tances can, in accordance with KirchhofT s law, be
converted to spectral normal emittance by subtracting

the reflectances from unity. The fact that the points

computed from the room-temperature reflectances fall

reasonably well in line with the rotating-cylinder points

tends to lend credence to both sets of data.

e. Comments on Use of Data for Heat Transfer Computations

In the past many heat transfer computations have
been made with the assumption that the spectral emit-

tance does not change greatly with temperature. The
present results indicate that this is not a safe assump-
tion for the polycrystalline oxide materials. Thoria,

for example, shows almost a fourfold increase in emit-

tance at 2 )U, when the temperature is raised from 300
to 1600 °K. Many more data of this type on tempera-

ture dependence are needed before completely reli-

able heat transfer analyses will be possible. Tem-
perature dependence data for both metals and non-

metals below room temperature are practically non-

existent and emittance data suitable for computing
temperature coefficients are notably absent. The re-

flectance approach has been suggested as a means of

obtaining these data because of its potentially greater

accuracy [13, 24]. Much can be said for this ap-

proach at low temperatures, but at high temperatures
difficulties can be expected because of noise in the

signal caused by the high background of radiant flux

that is emitted from the specimen. Therefore, it

seems likely that at temperatures above about 1200
°K, direct measurements of emittance will continue to

provide the most reliable data.

The emittances presented in the tables and figures

of this report are for specimens of the compositions

and structures outlined in section 6.1. Specimens
prepared by different processing from materials of

different purity, or from materials with different types

of impurities, would be expected to show somewhat

Average increase in ex per 100 '
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Figure 17. Comparison of reported effects of temperature on normal spectral emit-
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Figure 19. Temperature dependence of normal spectral emittance.
Open circles are rotating specimen data; closed circles were computed from reflectance data measured with

eUipsoidal mirror reflectometer (reference 24).

different emittances, especially in the short wave-
length region. For this reason, the emittances as

reported herein should not be taken as the emittance
of all alumina, thoria, magnesia, or zirconia materials.

The only method that will define the thermal radiation

properties of any given engineering material is actual

measurement by a reliable technique.

Temperature gradients will normally exist in oxide

parts used in engineering applications inasmuch as

these parts are usually heated in such a way that one
or more of the surfaces is free to radiate to ambient.

Emittances measured for a specimen with no tempera-
ture gradients could of course be used for heat transfer

calculations for such parts if the gradients were small.

In those cases where the gradients are large, however,
the emittances determined for isothermal specimens
should be used with caution because of the sizable

changes of €n\ with temperature that occur in some
wavelength regions (table 3).

f. Correlation of Data for Alumina With Reported Absorption

Coefficients

The changes observed in normal spectral emittance,
enx, with both wavelength and. temperature undoubt-
edly reflect changes that are occurring in the optical

properties of the materials. Recently Gryvnak and
Burch [29] measured the absorption coefficient of
single crystal alumina (sapphire) from room-tempera-
ture to the melting point. Figure 20 is copied from
their data. It will be noted that the absorption
coefficient of sapphire increases with increasing tem-

o 0.001

0.000

0.01 _

2 3

Wavelength (micron)

Figure 20. Absorption coefficient-wavelength curves for single
crystal alumina as reported by Gryvnak and Burch (reference
29).
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perature and that the temperature dependence is

greater at the shorter than at the longer wavelengths.
The temperature dependence of emittance shows a
somewhat similar behavior (table 3). This similarity
is to be expected since, from a reflectance analogy, as
absorption within the material increases the amount of
the incident energy that emerges from the surface as
reflected energy decreases. Therefore, the reflec-
tance will decrease with increasing absorption coeffi-

cient, and the emittance will increase.

Figure 20 shows a dip in the absorption coefficient-
wavelength curves in the range 1 to 3 /u,. As shown in

figure 10, a shght dip was also found when e„x, for the
polycrystalhne alumina, was plotted against wave-
length. This dip, however, was not as pronounced
for alumina as it was for magnesia (fig. 12), and zir-

conia (fig. 13).

7. Summary

Equipment is described for measurement of the

normal spectral emittance of polycrystalhne ceramics
in the temperature range 1200-1600 °K. Specimens
consisted of hollow cylinders that were rotated at

100 rpm in a furnace enclosure before a water-cooled
viewing port.

Various sources of error were investigated. The
major source was determined to be furnace radiation

that was reflected and/or scattered by the specimen
into the specimen beam. At 2 /a and 1200 °K, this

eff'ect could cause measured values of emittance to be
as much as +0.02 higher than the true value. Tem-
perature uncertainties would contribute ±0.008 as a

maximum while the random error of measurement
will be on the order of ±0.004. Thus, the true values
of emittance at 2 /a and 1200 °K for the particular speci-

mens measured might be as much as 0.032 lower or

0.012 higher than the reported values.

Measurements were made on commercially pure,
polycrystalhne specimens of alumina, thoria, mag-
nesia, and zirconia. All showed similar behavior in

that the emittance was low in the shorter wavelength
regions and high at the longer wavelengths. Over the

temperature range investigated the temperature coeffi-

cients of spectral emittance were positive for all four

materials. The coefficients, however, varied with the
material, those for thoria being much higher than for

the other three. In all cases coefficients were greater

at short wavelengths than at long.

The data were shown to be consistent with those
obtained by several other measurement methods and
in the case of alumina, the data were consistent with
recently reported absorption coefficients for sapphire.
Temperature coefficients appeared plausible on the
basis of room-temperature reflectance measurements
made on the same materials.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance
of A. G. Eubanks, who contributed to the solution of

some of the early design and construction problems;
of J. C. Richmond, for many helpful suggestions on

method and procedure; of Francis J. Kelly, who pre-
pared the computer programs for obtaining the stand-
ard deviations; and of Dr. David Hogben for guidance
in preparing the statistical analysis.
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9. Appendix A. Analysis of Error Caused by
Nonisothermal Biackbody Furnace

Consider a cylindrical biackbody furnace cavity,

whose back wall is maintained at 1200 °K and whose
sides are at 1225 °K. Further, assume that the cavity

is constructed of an opaque material with an emit-

tance ex of 0.50 at all wavelengths. As a first approxi-

mation, the energy radiated along the axis of the

cavity will consist of two components, an emitted

component, €\JF{X, Tb), and a reflected component,
p\W\\, Tg), where W(\, T) is Planck's expression for

the energy radiated by a biackbody at temperature T.

Tft is the temperature of the back wall, and Ts is the

temperature of the sides. Since the reflectance of

the back wall will be px = l — ex, its reflectance will

be 0.50. One can then write for the energy distribu-

tion of radiant flux, W\

rx=o.5o r(\, r6)+o.5o r,)

(Al)
= 0.50 W{K 1200 °K) + 0.50 W{K 1225 °K)

When an optical pyrometer is sighted on the furnace
opening, as was done in the present measurements,
the indicated temperature, T' , at \ = 0.65 /x is assumed

to be that of a perfect biackbody. Thus, one can
write:

r(0.65 /X, r)=o.5or(o.65 /^i, 1200 °K)

+ 0.50/F(0.65 /Lt, 1225 °K). (A2)

The error £'x introduced by assuming that the non-
isothermal furnace can be approximated by a perfect
biackbody at the optical temperature T is

£,(%)=E-Mx,00. ,A3)

A computer program, prepared to calculate T' and
E\ at 0.25 /X intervals over the range 1 to 15 (x, showed
a maximum error of only 0.44 percent. This occurred
at a wavelength of 1.25 /li. At 10 jx the error is only
0.14 percent.

The biackbody furnaces used in this investigation
had gradients less severe than those assumed in the
calculation, and the emittance of the actual cavity
walls is significantly higher than 0.50. Thus, the
energy radiated along the axis of the laboratory fur-

naces should even more closely approximate biackbody
radiation. At higher temperatures, 1400 and 1600
°K, the Planck Function W{k, T) is less sensitive to

temperature diff"erences, and the measured gradients
are smaller, so that the errors wiU be even less sig-

nificant than at 1200 °K.

(Paper 70A5-412)
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Apparatus and methods are described for measuring in the infrared the normal spectral
emissivity of metals and coatings or oxides which tightly adhere to metals. Examples of

the use of this apparatus are given in measurements of the emissivity of platinum and
of oxidized Inconel within the spectral region of 1.5 to 15 microns. Measured values were
reproduced to better than 5 percent.

1, Introduction

The measurement of the spectral emissivity of

heated substances may be accomplished by com-
paring the energy emitted by the substance under
study with that emitted by a standard substance

for radiation at various wavelengths. For such a

standard one usually uses a blackbody, that is, a

hollow body provided with a hole for viewing the

radiation inside. The inside surface of the black-

body must be maintained at a uniform temperature.

The wavelength separation may be accomplished
using a double-beam monochromator or a single-

beam monochromator.
The specimen under investigation may be formed

into a rod, bar, ribbon, or other shape. Some
workers have even formed the specimen into a

blackbody. For such a specimen both the inside

surface (the blackbody) and the outside surface

(the specimen) are observed.

The double-beam monochromator and associated

method have certain advantages especially with
relation to the elimination of the effects of absorp-

tion by carbon dioxide and water vapor, but the

optical adjustment is critical as compared with a
single-beam instrument. Furthermore through the

use of a single set of optics and equal path lengths

in the single-beam monochromator the effects of

both atmospheric absorption and differential reflec-

tivity in the auxiliary optics are practically elimi-

nated. The apparatus described herein is of the

latter type.

The specimen may vary in temperature from
point to point depending upon its shape, size, and
method of heating. If made into the form of a
blackbody the inside temperature may differ from
that on the outside. A convenient shape is that of

a long thin ribbon heated electrically by contacts

at the two ends. The data presented in this paper
apply to samples of this type for which the tem-
perature is measured by means of thermocouples in

metallic contact with the opposite face from the

point of radiant energy measurement.

2. Apparatus and Method

This apparatus was set up as shown in figure 1.

The blackbody and sample under investigation were
mounted side by side on an optical bench (con-

structed from a lathe bed and table) so they could
be alternately placed at the focal point of the optical

system. The auxiliary optics, consisting of a plane
and a spherical mirror (65-cm radius of curvature),
were mounted rigidly on the monochromator base.

The placing of the sample and blackbody aperture
alternately at the same position ensured essentially

equal light paths and the use of identical optics.

SOURCE P09TI0N CONTROL

OPTICAL BENCH

WAVELENGTH T
INDICATOR IL

NFRARED
SPECTROMETER

Figure 1. Inslrumental selup for the measurement of the

normal spectral emissivity of healed substances.
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A single-beam monochromator incorporating a

sodium ciiloride prism and thermocouple was modi-
fied to yield the arrangement shown in figure 1 for

use in this work. It was calibrated for wavelength
in the usual manner by using atmospheric and poly-

styrene absorption bands. Tlie light beam was
chopped at 10 cps and the thermocouple voltage

amplified through the use of a ten-cycle thermo-
couple amplifier giving an approximately linear

output.
The linearity of the amplifier was of importance

as the emissivity was obtained as the ratio of the

measured outputs for the blackbody and specimen,

bo til being maintained at the same temperature.

For the high emittance measurements tlie linearity

of tlie amplifier was checked using filters of known
transmission. In the case of tlie low-emissivity

measurements an attenuator switch was used to

bring the blackbody and specimen readings within

a comparable range. This attenuator was then

calibrated by comparing the measured values of the

radiant energy from a blackbody at a high tempera-
ture with those from the blackbody at a lower
temperature. Using the Planck blackbody radiation

equation the ratio of the radiation from these two
sources was calculated and used to calibrate the

amplifier and attenuator.
In this work the wavelength bandwidth (half in-

tensity width) averaged about 0.15 ix although it

varied somewhat with the wavelength setting.

The blackbody cavity was constructed of an alloy

casting of essentially 80 percent nickel-20 percent
chromium (3 in. outside diam. by 6 in. in length,

with a wall thickness of about ){ in.). The low re-

flectivity of this (oxidized) metal coupled with the

fact that the aperture was only 0.3 percent of the

interior surface area resulted in a blackbody of ex-

tremely high effective emissivity (probably 0.999
or above). The high heat capacity of the furnace
employed in heating the blackbody gave it a high
thermal stability and made manual temperature reg-

ulation easy (see fig. 2). Tlie large size of the fur-

nace, the method of heating, and the small furnace
aperture used to permit viewing the blackbody
yielded a very uniform temperature within the
blackbody.

COPPER SHIELD

ALUNDUM
TUBE

Figure 2. Blackbody and furnace cross section.

The temperature of the blackbody, as well as that
of the sample under investigation, was measured
through the use of platinum versus platinum-10 per-
cent-rhodium thermocouples. Checks against stand-
ard thermocouples indicated that the absolute tem-
peratures of the blackbody recorded herein are cor-

rect to within about ±6° 'K.

The specimen consisted of a metal strip about 8^
in. long by K in. wide and about in. thick. The
thermocouple used to measure the specimen tem-
perature was welded to the back side of it directly

behind the surface area from which the measure-
ments were made. The thermocouple used was of

rather small diameter wire (5 mils) so that the cool-

ing of the surface which resulted from conduction
along the thermocouple wire was quite small. The
useful radiating surface area was about % in. by
in. and the radiation used was essentially normal to

the surface. Observations with an optical pyrom-
eter indicate that the temperature gradient over
the observed surface was less than ~4° K.
The specimen under examination was heated by

passing through it an electric current of about 80
amp at 5 v. It was clamped rigidly at the two elec-

trodes and held centrally located within a water-
cooled metal tube, about \){ in. inner diameter.
Although the inner surface of this tube was highly
oxidized, reflection from its inner surface affected

the emissivity measurements by about 1 percent.

However, its use reduced air currents and added
greatly to the stability of the temperature of the
sample so that its temperature could be manually
held constant within about ± 1 .5° K even at 1 ,400° K.

3. Examples of the Use of This Apparatus

.ks examples of the use of this apparatus, the
emittances of two very different substances, plati-

num and oxidized Inconel, were measured. The
oxide coating on Inconel has a very high spectral

emittance while the surface of platinum being highly
reflective has a very low emissivity.

3.1. Oxidized Inconel

The Inconel strips were prepared by first cleaning
the surface by sandblasting, and then heating in air

for 6 kr at a high temperature in order to form an
opaque oxide coating.

The spectral emittance of oxidized Inconel is given
in table 1 and figure 3. These data are the average
of the values obtained on three separate specimens
each of which was run several times at each tem-
perature.

Tlie oxide coating has a very high emissivity as is

characteristic of many oxides. The most prominent
features of the emissivity curve are two minimums
at around 6 and 6.5 )U. In this same wavelength
region there are two strong absorption maximums
for atmospheric water vapor. Although care was
exercised to make the pathlengths for blackbody and
specimen equal, the atmospheric absorption may be
the cause of these minimums.
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Table 1. Normal spectral emittance of oxidized Inconel at

1,400°K, 1,050° K, and 780°Kfrom 1.5 to 15 n

Wavp 1 400°

K

1,050°K 780°K

M
1 5 0 93 0 88 0 77

2 0 92 88 79
91 86 78

3!o !90 !S6 !77
3.5 .90 .85 .78

4. 0 90 . 85 . 78
4 5 90 84 . 78
5 0 90 84 77
5.5 !89 .83 !77
6.0 .86 .80 ,72

6 5 86 80 . 74
7 0 88 84 . 78
7.

5

90 87 82
8.0 .91 .90 !85
8.5 .91 .90 .87

9 0 Q2 90 . 87
92 90 . 86

10 0 92 89 . 86
10.'

5

!92 !90 !87
11.0 .92 .90 .88

11 5 93 91 . 88
12.0 !94 ^92 !89
12. 5 .95 .93 . 91

13.0 .95 .94 .92
13.5 .96 .94 .93

14.0 .96 .94 .90
14.5 .96 .94 .89
15.0 .96 .94 .87

1 1 \ 1

i

\
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

1,0 -

to
V) y--' I050°K
S 0.7 -

iS 780°K

06 -

0 5I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I 1 I

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS

Figure 3. Normal spectral infrared emissivity of oxidized

Inconel at selected temperatures.

Figure 3 shows the very distinct trend for the

emissivity to increase with temperature. Many non-
metals seem to show very httle change in emissivity

with temperature. The change which we have
observed, however, is attributed to the oxide coating

because previous experiments indicate that coatings

formed in the manner described are opaque to any
radiation from the underlying metal. Moreover,
although metals are expected to show such an in-

crease in emissivity with temperature, the emissivity

of metals is too low to be a contributing factor.

3.2. Platinum

The two platinum strips examined were first

annealed by heating to about 1,525° K. One speci-

men was held at that temperature for 1 hr while the

other was heated for only 10 min. Both specimens,

although initially smooth surfaced, acquired a crys-

talline appearance after the annealing process. This
crystalline surface would probably have a slightly

different emissivity from a perfectly smooth surface,

but infrared radiation, since it has relatively large
wavelength, is rather insensitive to small surface
irregularities.

The emissivity of the platinum strip is given in

table 2 and the results are shown in figure 4. The
low emissivity is characteristic of most metals. This
follows from the fact that the reflectivity of metals
is very high.

Price [1] ' measured the spectral emissivity of

platinum at 1,400° K over the wavelength range of

0.65 to 4.75 At. Price reported that due to the non-
perfect blackbody which he used his emissivity
values , if in error, were probably too high. This may
account for the fact that our values are everywhere
lower than Price's.

Table 2. Calculated and observed values of the normal spectral
emissivity of platinum at 1,400° K from 1.5 to 15 /i

Wave- Calculated Observed
length emissivity emissivity

1.5 0.189 0. 197
2.0 .165 .179
2.5 .149 .154
3.0 .137 .139
3.5 .127 .128

4.0 .119 .117
4.5 .112 .108
.5.0 .107 .100
5.5 .102 .094
6.0 .098 .090

6.5 .094 .088
7.0 .091 .090
7.5 .088 .092
8.0 .085 .093
8.5 .083 .091

9.0 .081 .091
9.5 .078 .090
10.0 .077 .087
10.5 .075 .083
ILO .073 .080

11.5 .072 .078
12.0 .070 .075
12.5 .069 .072
13.0 .087 .068
13.5 .066 .066

14.0 .065 .064
14.5 .064 .063
15.0 .063 .065

03L

i D J PRICE

. OBSERVED

. CALCULATED

0 I 1 1 1 1 1 J I I I 1 I I t
I

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS

Figure 4. Normal spectral infrared emissivity of commercial
grade platinum at 1,400° K.

Observations by D. J. Price shown by triangles (A); calculated emissivity
shown by stiuares ().

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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In the long wavelcngtli region the emissivity of

metals increases with increase in temperature. This
fact has been verified for platinum by Hagen and
Rubens [2]. Thus our results should be higher than
measurements made at lower temperatures. As
expected the reflectivity values for platinum at

lower temperatures i-eported by other workers j'ield

emissivity values lower tlian ours.

The measured spectral emissivity values for

platinum may be compared with the theoretical

emissivity calculated by using the Drude-Zener
relation. This is valid onl}' for metals for which tlie

electi-ons are perfectly free. According to this

relationship [3] the long wavelength spectral emis-

sivity is given by

€=0.365(^^^^-0.0464 ^•

Here p is the electric resistivity of the metal in ohm
centimeters and X is the wavelength in centimeters.

Table 2 and figure 4 include tlie theoretical emis-

sivities calculated using this equation and the

resistivity value 46.52 ^tohm cm measured at 1,400°

K by Win. F. Roeser [4].

At long wavelengths the measured emissivity is in

excellent agreement with the theoretical values.

There is, however, an unexpected rise in the observed
values around 8, 9, and 10 /u. This may be due to

very small amounts of impurities on the surface of

the metal. The deviation at shorter wavelengths
may be partially due to the fact that the theoretical

curve is expected to apply only to the long wave-
length region.

4. Conclusion

The apparatus desci'ibed in this paper may be used
to measure the emissivity of metallic substances or
substances capable of forming tightly adhering

coatings on metals to within about ±3 percent for

substances with a high emittance and to about ±5
percent (of measured value) for substances with a
low emittance. For highly emissive substances the
temperature measurement is probably the principal
source of error wliile for low-emittance specimens
the amplifier stability becomes a major source of
error. The reproducibility of the results has been
found to be very good. It was checked by making
repeated measurements on the same specimen and on
different specimens of the same material. In addi-
tion a different operator was used to check some of

tlie work.
One could also measure the emissivity by changing

the blackbody temperature so as to equate the radia-

tion of sample and blackbody. The principal source
of error would then be due to the temperature mea-
surement for all emissivity values. A big disad-

vantage of this procedure is the slowness of making
measurements due to the large thermal inertia of the

blackbody.

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to

Wm. F. Roeser of the Building Technology Division

for helpful suggestions; also to Fred Shorten for

assistance in taking some of the observations.
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Approximate Normal Emissivity Spectra in the Infrared at Elevated

Temperatures of Single-Crystal and Polycrystalline Calcium Fluoride

W. Fussell and J. Geist

A single-beam ir spectroradiometric system has been used to measure the normal spectral emissivity of

specimens of single-crystal and polycrystalline calcium fluoride in the ir at elevated temperatures. The
wavelength range was 2-12 fa, and data were taken at sample temperatures of 500°C and 600°C. Room
temperature data on the index of refraction of single-crystal calcium fluoride and its rate of change with

temperature were extrapolated to 500°C and 600°C; the normal spectral reflectivities were computed

from the extrapolated indices at these temperatures. Then the computed reflectivities were used to ex-

tract normal spectral absorption coefficients from the emissivity data. It was possible to compute ab-

sorption coefficients with reasonable accuracy at wavelengths of 6 m, 8 ii, and 10 m; the smallest estimated

error was about 2% at 8 The absorption coefficients increased markedly with temperature at these

three wavelengths. The absorption coefficients of the polycrystalline material were consistently higher

than the corresponding values for the single-crystal calcium fluoride. It was found that the spectral ab-

sorption coefficients at 8 m and 10 n microns varied approximately as the 2.1 and 1.6 power of the absolute

temperature, respectively, between room temperature and 600°C. These exponents lie within the range

predicted by theory.

I. Introduction

The normal spectral emissivity of a sample, at a given

wavelength and temperature, is defined as the ratio of

its spectral radiance, in a direction perpendicular to its

surface, to the corresponding spectral radiance of a

blackbody at the same temperature. Therefore, the

normal spectral emissivity of the sample can be found

by measuring alternately the normal spectral radiance

from the blackbody and from the sample, both at the

same temperature, with a single-beam spectroradio-

meter. This method of measurement was employed
to procure the data presented in this paper. Figure 1

shows the basic elements of the system used. The
sample and blackbody ovens are hollow, electrically

heated cylinders. The blackbody is placed in one oven,

and the sample mounted in its holder is placed in the

other. Both the blackbody and the sample holder are

cylindrical in shape, with an outside diameter slightly

less than the inside diameter of the ovens (see Fig. 2).

Both ovens are mounted on a lathe bed by means of

which either the sample or the blackbody can be placed

in the field of view of the spectroradiometer. The
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Gaithersburg, Maryland when this work was done; W. Fussell

is now with the U. S. Weather Bureau, Silver Spring, Maryland.
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external optics of the system consist of one flat mirror

and one spherical mirror, positioned to form a full-size

image of the entrance slit of the spectrometer at a point

centered either in the blackbody radiant aperture or on

the sample. To prevent the spectrometer from viewing

the interior walls of the oven or the sample holder, an

aperture stop was placed over the spherical mirror.

The opening in the stop is off-center near the rim of the

mirror so that off-axis angle at which it operates is

minimized.

The temperatures of the blackbody and the sample

are measured by platinum-10% rhodium thermo-

couples which have been calibrated by the NBS
Temperature Physics Section.

It has been shown that the normal spectral emissivity

of a plane parallel slab is a function of the normal

spectral absorption coefficient of the material of which

the slab is composed, its normal spectral surface re-

flectance, and the slab thickness. Therefore, if the

normal spectral emissivity of a plane parallel sample of

known thickness is measured at a given wavelength,

and if the normal spectral surface reflectance is either

computed or measured at the same wavelength, the

corresponding normal ^ectral absorption coefficient can

be computed also.

The normal spectral surface reflectance of the sample

can be computed from the index of refraction, if this is

known. Unfortunately, most index of refraction data

have been taken near room temperature and in the
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Fig. 1. Schematic plan view of spectroradiometric system for

measuring tiie normal spectral emissivity of optical materials.

(Note: all dimensions in centimeters.) = 43.8 cm. BD =

26.3 cm. DA = 69.9 cm.

FRONT OF OVEN CROSS SECTION OF OVEN

Fig. 2. Detail views of the sample holder and the spectrometer

field of view for a point at the entrance slit center (dimensions

in i;.iches).

spectral range over which the material under considera-

tion has at least fair transmission in reasonable thick-

nesses. Thus, to compute the index of refraction at

elevated temperatures and at wavelengths for which

the material absorbs appreciably, it is usually necessary

to extrapolate with respect to wavelength from data in

the region of good transmission, and then to extrapolate

with respect to temperature from room temperature by
using data on the rate of change of index with tempera-

ture. However, in the wavelength range studied, 2 /x to

12 /i, calcium fluoride has a low index of refraction, and

also a low rate of change of index with temperature so

that comparatively larger errors in the computed index

produce negligible errors in the transmittance com-
puted from the measured emissivity.

A major source of uncertainty in the emissivity data

was the background correction; due to the nonperfect

alignment of the optical system, the spectrometer

viewed a significant amount (about 15% compared
with the blackbody) of radiation from the empty
sample holder. This radiation was corrected for when
computing the sample transmittance, but the correc-

tion neglected possible variations in the background due

to the presence of the sample.

It is felt that the normal spectral absorption coef-

ficient of a material is more useful than the normal
spectral emissivity of a particular sample of the material,

so this coefficient was computed from the emissivity

data wherever the calculated values had reasonable

accuracy. It has been shown that for a constant error

in the value of the normal spectral internal transmit-

tance of a sample—as computed from the measured
normal spectral emissivity and the computed normal
spectral surface reflectance—the error in the computed
normal spectral absorption coefficient varies as the

reciprocal of the product of the optical thickness and
the transmittance. (The optical thickness is the

product of the physical thickness of the sample and its

normal spectral absorption coefficient.) This error

function has a minimum when the optical thickness is

one. Therefore, for a given estimated value of the

spectral absorption coefficient, there corresponds a

sample thickness that will enable the value of the coef-

ficient to be measured with higher accuracy than with

thinner or thicker samples. This also means that, if the

spectral absorption coefficient of a material increases

rapidly in a wavelength region, a sample of given thick-

ness will provide emissivity data from which the

spectral absorption coefficient can be computed ac-

curately only over a limited wavelength band. For
example, at 500°C and 600°C, an 8-mm thick, single-

crystal calcium fluoride sample yielded emissivity data

useful only for computing the spectral absorption coef-

ficient near 8 m wavelength.

In accordance with the preceding considerations,

samples of a wide range of thicknesses were used to

obtain normal spectral emissivity data for both single-

crystal and polycrystalline hot-pressed calcium fluoride

at 500°C and 600°C, and from 2 to 12 /.i wavelength.

The normal spectral surface reflectance of both types of

calcium fluoride at these temperatures was estimated

from data on the index of refract on of the single-crystal

material at room temperature. ' The error in the emis-

sivity data was estimated to be less than 0.02 after

correction for background radiation. The resulting

error in the corresponding normal spectral absorption

coefficients was less than 5% in all cases.

Table I. Normal Spectral Absorption Coefficients of Single-

Crystal and Polycrystalline Calcium Fluoride at Room Tem-
perature, 500°C and 600°C and at 6 ah 8 mi and 10 ^ Wavelength

Normal spectral absorption

coefficients (cm ')

Wave- Temper- Poly-

length ature Single Est. crystal- Est.

(m) (°C) crystal error line error

6 R.T." 0.0024

500

600 0.23 0.01 0.24 0.01

8 0.16

500 1.16 0.03 1.35 0.02

600 1.56 0.02 1.63 0.02

10 R.T.'' 1.8

500 8.4 0.2 8.6 0.2

600 10.1 0.3 10,4 0.3

" Data extrapolated from Ref. 2.

Data from Ref. 2.
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Table II. Normal Spectral Emissivity of Samples of Single-Crystal and Polycrystalline Calcium Fluoride at 500°C and 600°C from
2 M to 12 M Wavelength

Normal spectral emissivity

Single crystal CaFj Polycrystalline CaFi
Wavelength Temperature thickness (mm) thickness (mm)

(m) (°C) 2.08 8.09 16.11 Background 1.07 3.18 6.54

o ouu nU 1 filo C\U 1 QIS 0 20

DUU A on nU lo U 1 o19 0 21

4 500 0.16 0 16 0 12 0 16 0.17 0.18 0.20
600 0.15 0 15 0 14 0 16 0.17 0.19 0.20

6 500 0.16 0 17 0 19 0 15 0.17 0.17 0.19
600 0.17 0 20 0 25 0 16 0.17 0.19 0.23

8 500 0.31 0 67 0 85 0 14 0.24 0.41 0.64
600 0.37 0 74 0 92 0 16 0.28 0.49 0.70

10 500 0.83 0 99 0 99 0 12 0.63 0.94 0.97
600 0.87 0 99 0 99 0 14 0.71 0.95 0.96

12 500 0.97 0 97 1 00 0 09 0.94 0.98 0.98
600 0.96 1 00 0 98 0 11 0.98 0.98 0.98

The spectral absorption coefficients and their esti-

mated errors, computed from the emissivity data, are

tabulated in Table I. This table also hsts room
temperature spectral absorption coefficients for single-

crystal calcium fluoride taken from the American
Institute of Physics Handbook^ at 8 m and 10 |t and
extrapolated to 6 //• Table I also shows the estimated

maximum errors in the absorption coefficients. Table

II presents the measured normal spectral emissivity

data from which the absorption coefficients were com-
puted. Table III lists the room temperature indices

of refraction of single-crystal calcium fluoride from 2

to 12 the corresponding computed indices at 500°C

* Taken from Ref. 1 out to 8 m and then extrapolated to 10 /i

and 12 y. by the dispersion formula of Ref. 1.

and 600°C, the computed normal surface reflectances

corresponding to these indices, and the rate of change of

surface reflectance with index. It is clear that even
an error of as much as ±0.01 in the computed index will

produce a reflectance error of less than 0.001 . Table IV
presents the exponents to which the ratios of the ab-

solute temperatures must be raised in order to fit

approximately the ratios of the observed spectral ab-

sorption coefficients.

II. Experimental Procedure

Three samples of single-crystal calcium fluoride and
three samples of polycrystalline calcium fluoride were
used. All samples were cylindrical disks about 3.2 cm
in diam with polished, parallel faces. The single-crystal

thicknesses were 2.08 mm, 8.09 mm, and 16.11 mm,

Table III. Index of Refraction and Normal Spectral Surface Reflectance of Single-Crystal Calcium Fluoride from 2 m to 12 ju

Wavelength

Rate of change

of index with Computed Rate of change

Wavelength Temperature Index temperature surface of surface reflectance

(m) (°C) of refr. (°C)-' reflectance with index

2 R.T. 1.4238 -S.!) X I0-« 0.030 0.12

500 1.4195 0.030 0.12

600 1.4186 0.030 0.12

4 R.T. 1.4096 -7.6 X 10-« 0.029 0.12

500 1.4060 0.028 0.12

600 1.4052 0.028 0.12

6 R.T. 1 . 3856 -7.0 X 10-8 0.026 1.11

500 1 . 3822 0.026 0.11

600 1.3815 0.026 0.11

8 R.T. 1 . 3498 -6.2 X 10-= 0.022 0.11

500 1.3468 0.022 0.11

600 1 . 3462 0.022 0.11

10 R.T. 1.2996 -5.5 X 10-« 0.017 ^ 0.10

500 1 . 2970 0.017 0.10

600 1 . 2964 0 017 0.10

12 R.T. 1.2189 -4.7 X 10-= 0 010 0.08

500 1.2166 0 010 0.08

600 1.2162 0 010 0.08
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Table IV. Approximate Functional Relations between Normal Spectral Absorption Coefficients of Single-Crystal Calcium Fluoride

and the Absolute Temperature

Normal Normal
spectral spectral

Wave- Absolute Temperature absorption absorption Exponent defined as:

length temperature ratio coefficient coefficient [log( ratio N.S. absorp. coeff.)]

(u) (°K) (to 293°K) (cm-') ratio (to 293 °K) [log( ratio) A. temperature)]

Average

s 293 1.00 0.16 1.00

773 2.64 1.16 7.25 2.04

873 2.98 1.56 9.75 2.08 2.06

10 293 1.00 1.8 1.00

773 2.64 8.4 4.66 1.59

873 2.98 10.1 5.61 1.58 1.58

while the polycrystalline thicknesses were 1.07 mm,
3.18 mm, and 6.54 mm. The procedure for each sample

was as follows—(1) A sample was placed in the sample

I'.older, which was then inserted into the sample oven so

the front face of the sample was about 8 cm within the

oven. The calibrated platinum (10% rhodium) ther-

mocouple was inserted into the sample holder with the

hot junction touching the sample. (2) The blackbody

was inserted into the blackbody oven so its radiant

aperture was also about 8 cm within the oven, and the

blackbody thermocouple was inserted into the black-

body cavity with the hot junction touching the rear of

the cavity. The sample and blackbody thermocouples

were made of platinum, and platinum-10% rhodium,'

wires taken from the same spools. The cold junctions

of the thermocouples were maintained at 0°C within

0.05°C by means of a thermoelectric ice-point. (3)

Both sample and blackbody were heated to 500°C ±
3°C. And after approximately a half-hour period of

stabilization, their exact temperatures were measured

with a potentiometer to a precision of 0.1 °C. If the

difference between the sample and blackbody tempera-

tures exceeded 0.5°C, one of the automatic oven tem-

perature control systems was adjusted slightly to make
the difference less than 0.5°C. (4) Several alternate

readings of blackbody and sample radiance were made
at wavelengths of 2 yu, 4 /z, 6 yu, 8 n, 10 ju- and 12 n.

Spectroradiometer slit width and gain were held con-

stant for each series of readings at each wavelength and
temperature for each sample. The slit widths were

such that they gave maximum spectral bandwidth of

about 0.15 n (at a wavelength of 12 ;u).

The above procedure was repeated for a temperature

of 600°C. Some data were taken at 700°C, but sample

deterioration was severe at this temperature; therefore,

these data are not presented here.

The spectroradiometer gain and time constant set-

tings were set to maintain the signal-to-noise ratio at

better than 30 : 1 at all times (with respect to the black-

body reading). In addition, each reading was extended

for a period of time equivalent to perhaps 10:20 time

constants, so the average signal-to-noise ratio for each

blackbody reading was better than 100: 1.

The external optical system formed a full-size image
of the entrance slit of the spectroradiometer at either

the blackbody aperture or the sample. Due to a sUght

misahgnment of the optic axis of the external optics, the

spectroradiometer viewed a small portion of the sample
oven wall. This background radiation was corrected

for by measuring the emissivity of the empty sample
holder at the wavelengths and temperatures at which
sample emissivities were also measured.

III. Analysis and Conclusions

We introduce the nomenclature: e(t,T,\) = normal

spectral emissivity of a plane parallel sample of thick-

ness i at wavelength X and absolute temperature T (we

drop the explicit expression of the dependence on t, T,

X, etc., wherever it is possible to do so without con-

fusion); T(t,T,\) = normal spectral transmittance of

the sample; p(t,T,\) = normal spectral reflectance of

the sample; Ti(t,T,X) = normal spectral internal

transmittance of the sample, defined as exp {
—K X t),

where K(T,\) = normal spectral absorption coefficient

of the sample material; Ps(T,\) = normal spectral

surface reflectance of the sample material; €^(7',X) =
normal spectral background emissivity

;
n{T,\) = index

of refraction of the sample material; t'(<,T',X,6^) =
normal spectral emissivity of the sample plus back-

ground; Ae = estimated errors in e', Ae' = estimated

error in e'; AK — estimated error in K; Apj = esti-

mated error in Ps', An = estimated error m I bb —
blackbody temperature (absolute) ; Tsp = sample tem-

perature (absolute)
; Trm = room temperature (ab-

solute); a; = C2(X7')~'; C2 = second radiation constant,

1.44 cm °K; Xbb = CiiXTss)-'; andx^^ = C2(XT«j,)-i.

We next introduce McMahon's Relation' which is

6 = (1 - p.)(l - r.)(l - P.r.)-', (1)

r = r.(l - p.m - T.W)-', (2)

p = p,(l + rr,). (3)

Furthermore, we know that^

P. = [{n - ly + \^KK'i^)-mn + ly

+ X'^KK'i^)-^]-'. (4)
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We rewrite t from Eq. (1) in the form

6, = A{U,n,K) (5a)

62 = A{h,n,K) (5b)

for the emissivity values, ei and €2, obtained from two
specimens of the same material, but different thicknesses

ti and
We know that the pair of simultaneous equations,

Eqs. (5a) and (5b), can be solved for n and K in terms

of €1, 62, t, ti, if the Jacobian,

{'b[A{h,n,K), A{t,n,K)]}/b{n,K)

is not zero^, which is the case here.

However, there is a simpler approach which is valid

for materials for which: (1) values of n and dn/dT are

known at room temperature; (2) dn/dT is small and n

is near one so the extrapolated value of Ps at the tem-

peratures of measurement is small; and (3) the errors

in the measured values of e are larger than the errors in

the computed values of Ps.

These conditions (l)-(3) were fulfilled for the calcium

fluoride data presented in this paper.

This simpler approach consists in computing extrap-

olated values of Ps at the wavelengths and tempera-

tures for which it is possible to compute reasonably

accurate values of K from the emissivity data. Then
we substitute the appropriate values of ps and e into the

equation

r,- = (1 - 6 - p.)(l - p» - ep,)-\ (6)

and compute r, from Eq. (6). Since the specimen thick-

ness t is known, K can be computed from the definition

of Ti'.

Ti = exp{~K X t). (7)

The presence of the background complicated the

mathematics somewhat for the data of this paper. In

the presence of a background, Eq. (6) is modified to

f-(i - p,m - ep) +[(1 - p,y(i - .^y 1

= } + 4(1 - - p.)p.(l - p. - pse'yy^ L (8)

i
2p.(l - Ps - Ps€') )

If one discards terms of order pj^, e^', ps€^^ or higher,

Eq. (8) reduces to

r.- = (1 - e')(l + e0+ ep') - p.(e'y

- p.e^[2 - 26' + 3(6')']. (9)

Since we are particularly interested in computing K,
it is helpful to compute the error in the computed values

of K due to an error Ae in the measured value of e.

Kt is given by

Ki = -Inr,-, (10)

SO

A(Kt) = [2(K0/2(r,)]Ar,-, (11)

or

MKt) = -Ti-'Ar,-. (12)

Thus, it is seen that (assuming that the sample thick-

Fig. 3. Hamilton's error coefficient. {expKi){Kt)~^ vs Kt.

ness is known accurately)

tAK = T,-'(2Ti/2e)A€ (13)

or

K'AK = Ae <[\n{l - e - p,) - ln(l - p, - 6p.)]>- (14)

( X [(1 - 6 - p,)(l - P. - *P.)] )

It is clear from Eq. (14) that AK becomes infinite at

both € = 0 and e = 1 — ps and hence that there is a

value €o of e for which AK is minimum. Omitting the

detailed calculations (which consist in differentiating

the right side of Eq. (14) with respect to e, setting the

derivative equal to zero, and solving for to, we find (to

order ps)

€p = 0.623 - 0.968p., (15)

so the sample thickness to for minimum error in K is

(again to order ps) given by

Kto = I - 0.087p. (16)

Hamilton^ has shown that Kto = 1 for Ps = 0; Hamil-

ton's error coefficient, {expKt) (Kt)~^, is plotted in

Fig. 3.

We see, then, that a sample of given thickness allows

onlv a comparatively narrow range [roughly, 0.3 <
Kt^< 3.0, for 2.7 < iAeK) -'AK < 5.4] of K values to

be accurately calculated from emissivity data. This is

the reason for the limited range of wavelengths ((5-10 m)

for which accurate K values for calcium fluoride were

computed.

The major sources of error in the system used to

obtain the data presented in this paper are, in order of

decreasing importance, as follows-

—

(1) The background emissivity (which is actually

a slowly varying function of sample thickness); as
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Fig. 4. Logarithm of normal spectral absorption coefficients of

single-crystal calcium fluoride at room temperature, 500°C and

600°C, at 8 yu and 10 ^l wavelength vs logarithm of temperature.

mentioned earlier this was due to misalignment of the

sample holder.

(2) A slight vertical displacement between the optic

axes of the sample holder and the blackbody produced

emissivity values roughly 4% too large ; it was assumed
that this was a geometrical effect and that a constant

correction should be apphed to all the data obtained, the

amount of the correction being determined by the

reasonable assumption that the 8 mm and 16 mm thick

samples were opaque at 12 n wavelength at 500°C and
600° C, and that their corresponding normal spectral

emissivities were equal to 1 — pj.

(3) The difference between the effective sample tem-

perature and the measured sample temperature was a

source of error. Since the sample temperature is mea-
sured at the rim of the sample, and the spectroradiometer

field of view is in the central portion of the sample, it is

clear that the effective sample temperature will be less

than the measured temperature. An approximate theo-

retical treatment yields the formula

a = 5{l - exp[-2(7€r'-2r'sp(<rr X <)"']),

where

a = ATsp(Tsp)-\
5 = twice the fraction of a hemisphere viewed by one side

of the sample,

ATsp = difference between the sample measured temperature

and the sample effective temperature,

<r = Stcfan-Boltzmann constant [0.57 X IQ-" W cm"'
(°K)-^],

er = total normal emissivity of sample,

r = radius of sample holder aperture, and

<TT = thermal conductivity of sample.
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The above formula neglects room temperature radia-

tion. It assumes that the sample is heated by conduc-

tion through the rim and radiation from the sample
holder, and that a and 8 are both much less than one.

If we apply the formula to the 2-mm thick calcium

fluoride sample at 600° C, we find that a ~ 0.002. This

produces roughly 0.5% change in the measured emis-

sivity at 6 fx.

(4) The measured emissivity also depends on varia-

tions in the shutter temperature, the ambient tempera-

ture, and the spectrometer temperature. The ideal, no-

error situation is for all these temperatures to be equal

and constant during a series of sample and blackbody

spectral radiance measurements. This is normally not

the case. The exact error analysis is complicated, but

the magnitude of the error may be estimated from the

formula

Ae = A{\nTRM) X xrm[1 — exp( —xam)] "'t[1 - exp(-XBB)]

X [exp(x«,w + xbb) —

where AT^m = maximum temperature difference over a

series of measurements between the shutter, the am-
bient, and the spectrometer temperatures. For constant

ATrm, Tsp, and Tbb, and varying the wavelength \, it is

clear that Ae increases monotonically with increasing X to

an asymptotic limit for Xbb, Xrm « 1 (Rayleigh-Jeans

region) of

A€:„,x = l^{\nTRM)[xRM{XBB)-' - l]"' X T.

Crudely estimating the value of ATrm as 10°C, then

for X = 10 M, Trm = 293°K and Tbb = 773°K; and
taking t = 0.5, we find Ae ~ 0.004.

As Table IV and Fig. 4 show, the normal spectral

absorption coefficient of single-crystal calcium fluoride

varies approximately with the 2.06 power of the absolute

temperature at 8 m wavelength and with the 1.58 power

at 10 M- Born and Huang' show theoretically that the

absorption coefficient of an ionic crystal near a rest-

strahlen band varies as the third power of the temper-

ature at the wings of the band, and as the reciprocal of

the third power at the band center, there being a con-

tinuous transition between these extremes. Thus, the

data of Table IV are consistent with the Born and
Huang theory.
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56—PERIODIC HEAT FLOW IN A HOLLOW
CYLINDER ROTATING IN A FURNACE

WITH A VIEWING PORT
BY B. A. PEAVY AND A. G. EUBANKS

NATI ONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

A rotating-specimen furnace has been designed and constructed for use in determining

the thermal emittance, both spectral and total, of materials in the temperature range 1300°

to 1800° K. In this apparatus, a hollow cylindrical specimen is rotated at constant speed

in a concentric cylindrical furnace with heated walls, and the radiant flux from the specimen

surface is measured as it passes a small viewing port.

An analytical method is given for estimating the surface temperature of the specimen

as a function of rotation speed, thermal properties of the specimen material, and system

geometry.

The apparatus is described, and data obtained with the specimen rotating at slow speeds

are compared with values predicted by the analytical method.

A rotating-specimen furnace has been de-

signed and constructed at the National Bureau
of Standards for measuring the thermal

emittance (both spectral and total) of nonme-
tallic solids in the temperature range from 1300°

to 1800° K. In this apparatus, a hollow

cylindrical specimen is rotated continuously in

a concentric cylindrical furnace with heated

walls, and the radiant flux from the specimen

surface as it passes a small viewing port is

measured with a suitable radiometer. In

passing the viewing port, the surface is lowered

in temperature by heat transfer to surfaces at

or near room temperature and the magnitude
of this reduction is dependent upon both the

speed of rotation and the thermal properties of

the specimen. Previous investigations (ref.l,

2, 3, 4, and 5) emplo3dng the principles of the

rotating specimen furnace did not present an

analysis of this temperature variation.

The present paper gives an analytical method
for estimating the surface temperature of the

specimen as a function of angular velocity and
thermal properties of the specimen material.

The purpose of this investigation was to deter-

mine reasonable speeds of rotation at which
surface temperattire changes become negligible.

The surface temperature must be determined

quite accurately for computing emittances and

consideration must be given principally to radial

temperature gradients in the specimen, espe-

cially if the specimen material is of low thermal

conductivity or diffusivity.

As the specimen rotates in the furnace (fig.

56-1), an area of its surface gains heat prin-

cipally by radiation from the furnace walls, and

loses heat at the viewing port during the

portions of the cycle when the respective sur-

faces are seen. Because this is a continuous

operation, a steady periodic heat flux boundary

condition, as illustrated in figure 56-2, is

assumed at the outer surface of the hollow

cylindrical specimen. A zero heat flux is

assumed at its inner surface.

Concurrently with, the analytical treatment,

experiments were conducted with the specimen

rotating at slow speeds, and the temperatiu-e

changes thus obtained were compared with the

values predicted by the analytical method.

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

General Analysis

For conduction heat transfer in the hollow

cylindrical specimen it is assumed that there

is no flow of heat at the inner radius r=a, and

that the heat flux at the outer radius r=b is a
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Figure 56-1.—Cross section through rotating specimen
furnace and viewing port with dimensions and
angular positions.
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fiGURE 56-2.—Assumed heat flux history of a point on
the surface of the rotating specimen.

periodic function of time. As shown in gen-

eral terms in figure 56-2
,
F, represents the average

heat flux radiated to the specimen surface from
the furnace walls during the time period A to B,

and F2 is that radiated from the specimen as it

passes the viewing port from D to E. The
times A, B, C, D, and E, are arbitrary and are

proportioned to the period T of one revolution

of the specimen.

The curved lines between 0 and A, B and C,

C and D, and E and 1.0 are quadratic curves

chosen to give heat flux continuity

throughout, and slope continuity at A, B, C,

and E. By selecting the designated times,

changes in the contour can be made, and the

continuity conditions used give faster con-

vergence of the Fourier series involved in the

analysis. The amplitudes of the positive and

negative fluxes are adjusted so that the summa-
tion over the cycle of the areas above and below

the zero flux line is zero. By this adjustment,

a steady periodic condition is assured.

As the cylinder rotates, a point P (r=b,

(p=(Pi) on the surface experiences a flux cycle.

Assuming the cylinder stationary and the fur-

nace rotating with a period T, a complex form

of a Fourier series

<i),..^^,{i:(p.+»<2.)Exp[<.+?f)]

conjugate^ (1)

can be used to describe the arbitrary periodic

flux function which serves as a boundary con-

dition, k is the thermal conductivity of the

specimen, 6 is the temperature departure from

the mean temperature of the system, <p is an

arbitrary angular position within the specimen

and

2 r ^ 1
, / ^

\_l-E A^\D-{2mry[_l-E A

^-g^ cos 2n7rC
c
sin 2mrB f 4'

' {C-By^\{D-Cy

'

(^C—B^y 2n7rr-|-./'

"sin 2mrA
'A''

{
sin 2mrE
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"(E
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To yield a zero net flux over the cycle. F2= \f'Fi

where
B-A+2C

^ E-D+2(l-C)'

The partial difi'erential equation for conduc-
tion heat transfer in a homogeneous material,

where heat flow in the axial direction is ne-

glected, is for polar coordinates (r, (p)

|!«+l^+>« i|f=0 (2)

where a is the thermal diffusivity. Substituting

^=/±„(r) Exp[±i(^+^)]- n=l, 2, 3 , . . . .

in equation (2) gives

(3)

(4)

Equation (4) is a first order modified Bessel

equation and its general solution is

where z^=2mr/{aT/a'), and /i and K-, are first

order modified Bessel functions of the first and

second kind, respectively. Substitution of

boundary conditions dd/dr=0 at r=a, and

equation (1) at r= b, in the first derivative of

equation (3) gives a solution for M and A^, and

yields

+Mli.Exp[-i(.+?^)]} (6)

where

X„{x; y) = beri'x keri'y— beii'x kei/y—
beri'y kevi'x-^-beii'y keii'x

ynix; y) = berxx kei/y+ beii'x ker^'y—
beri'y kei/x—beii'y ker^'x

J^n{x-; y) = berix ker/y— beiiX kei/y—
kerix beri'y-\-keiiX beii'y

Sni^'l y) = berix keii'y^beiix keri'y—
ker^x beii'y— keiiX beri'y

which are obtained from the identities (6)

:

i"^'/, (xV± i) = bef'ix ± i beiix

i^^^'Ui ' (a.V ±7) = beri '2 ± i beii 'x

v^^Kiix^l ±i)=kerix±i keiiX

v^"^Ki'{xyl^)=keri'x±i kei^'x

Rationalizing the denominators of L, equation

(6) becomes

ek .

^

^"
{rr- +V

(7)

where

U„=R„{Xr,P„-^Q„Y„)-Sn{QnX„-Y„P„)

V„=H,{Q„X,-Y„P,)+S„{X„P„+ Q^Y„)

I'he expressions for P„ and Qn contain, and

their values are fixed by, the arbitrary values

chosen for A, B, C, D, and E (fig. 56-2).

Accordingly, equation (7) can be represented

using dimensionless parameters in the following

functional fonu,

ek /AT b r t\

assuming tlie angular position ip= ().

(7a)
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Radiation Geometry Considerations

The convection and conduction heat transfer

across the air space between the specimen and

furnace surfaces is assumed to be neglis:ible,

and lieat transfer by radiation only is considered

in tlie detennination of for use in

equation (7).

Referring to figure 56-1, a point P on the

rotating specimen surface will see the walls of

the water-cooled viewing port when within an

angular displacement of about 36° before and

after passing these walls. The geometry of the

arrangement and the different emittances of

the surfaces involved make an exact analysis

of this problem virtually impossible; so it is

assumed that F, is equal to the average heat

flux between the two surfaces when the point

F of the cycle sees only the furnace walls,

involving a total angle of about 248° of the

cycle. The net heat flux to tlie specimen

within the two 36° angles will be somewhat
less due to radiation to the colder veiwing port

walls. The time dimensions as shown on

figure 56-2 are assumed from the above con-

sideration to be: ^=--0.1, 5=0.79, (7=0.89,

Z?=0.927, £:=0.963, and ^= 9.65.

The computation for F, then becomes

€l \€2 /

V

n=l

V
(8)

<T is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 X 10~'^

w/cm'' K*, € is the emittance, T is absolute

temperature, A is the surface area, and sub-

scripts 1 and 2 refer to properties of the speci-

men and furnace surfaces, respectively. The
summation is taken from temperature determi-

nations for p intervals in the region where a

point on the specimen sees only the furnace

wall. The temperature of the furnace wall is

assumed to remain constant.

Numerical Solutions

Numerical solutions to equation (7a), with the

time dimensions as given above and with ap.

0.8

0.4

0

fi?

-0.4

'if

ifT
-0.8a>m

to

O
o>

II

-1.2
^1 °
a>|ur

-1.6 -

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

TIME
,

Figure 56-3.— Plot of e/c/Fja versus time for aT'/a2= 0.5585 and r/a= 1.4, 1.372, and 1.0.
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propriate experimental dimensions, were com-
puted by a digital computer. Figure 56-3 is a

plot of eklF^a against tjT for a;T/a2=0.5885

(corresponding to the experimental speed of 1

rpm), and for r/a= 1.4 (specimen outer surface),

1.372 (an embedded thermocouple), and 1.0

(specimen inner surface). For a particular

specimen with k, a, and remaining constant,

the temperature difference 6 varies above and
below the mean temperature of the cycle

represented by fl=0.

The maximum change in dk/Fja during a

cycle of period T is denoted by $[=/(aT/a^,

b/a,r/a)], illustrated on figure 56-3. Figure 56-4

shows $ versus aT/a^ for 6/a=1.4 and various

values of r/a. Figure 56-4 shows that a reduc-

tion of the temperature fluctuation occurs with

distance into the specimen, and with an in-

crease in the rotational speed, which is inversely

proportional to the period T.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCE-
DURE

Figure 56-5 is a vertical cross section of the

rotating-specimen furnace, and figure 56-6 is a

photograph of the furnace and accessory parts.

The 1% 6-inch ID alumina tube surrounding the

specimen is wound with platinum-20% rhodium

wire, with taps to adjust power input into the

center and end sections. The center winding

is continuous to the edges of the hole that is

cut into the tube to permit entrance of the

viewing port. An outer "booster coil" is pro-

vided, as shown in the figure, to supply addi-

tional heat to the central portion of the furnace.

The temperature of the furnace is thermostati-

cally controlled by a recorder-controUer actu-

ated by a platinum :platinum-10% rhodium

(Pt:Pt-10% Rh) thermocouple embedded in the

waU of the furnace tube. The heater and ap-

paratus were designed to operate in the tem-

perature range from 1300° to 1800° K.

The viewing port was machined from solid

copper. A radiation shield of platinum foil

surrounds the outside surfaces of the viewing

port, including the edges that face the specimen.

The inside surfaces are coated witn a black heat-

resistant paint. The inner face of the port was

machined to a cyiindrical surface of 0.503-inch

radius.

O02 .003

Figure 56-4.—Plot of * versus aT/o' for r/a=\A, 1.372, 1.32, and 1.2.
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MOTOR DRIVE

(VARIABLE SPEEOI

Figure 56-5.—Vertical section through rotating

specimen furnace with viewing port.

The furnace shell is sealed so that the speci-

men may be heated in an inert atmosphere, as

well as in air. Power leads and thermocouple

leads are brought out through glass-metal seals,

while 0-ring seals are used for the shell ends, as

well as the viewing window. The Teflon thrust

bearings provide a gas-tight seal at the point

where the spindle shaft which supports the

specimen enters the shell. The entire furnace

shell is water cooled.

The spindle is driven through a gear reducer

by a ^8-hp motor. The rotation of the specimen
can be adjusted to any speed in the range from
1 to 300 rpm.

The specimen is a hollow cylinder with

nominal dimensions of 1-inch outer dimeter by
1 inch high, with K-inch walls. Prior to test,

each specimen is surface ground so as to be

cylindrical to ±0.002 inch. The alumina sup-

port tube, or pedestal, was surface-ground to the

same tolerance. The inner surfaces of this

tube are surface-ground near both ends so that

the alumina support plug can be inserted with

a slip fit in the top and the stainless steel

spindle could be inserted into the support tube

with close tolerances at the bottom. Three

stainless steel strips, spaced 120° apart, project

up from the spindle outside the alumina support

tube. Each has a steel centering screw at the

upper end that bears against a strip of stainless

steel foil attached to the tube. These three

screws are used for the final centering of the

specimen. The temperature in the center

cavity of the hollow specimen is observed by

means of a calibrated thermocouple suspended

from above and shielded from extraneous

radiation.

Experiments were carried out to determine

how the temperature near the surface of a

non-metallic specimen fluctuated as the speci-

men rotated in the furnace and also to determine

the rotational speed that was required to

virtually eliminate temperature differences from

the inner wall of the specimen and at a point

near the outer wall.

A coarse-grained alumina refractory was

selected for this investigation as a suitable non-

metallic material. A specimen was prepared

of this material by first forming a cylinder and

then firing it to about 1250° K to give a soft

machinable structure. After finishing to the

desired size and shape, as specified above, a

small groove was machined circumferentially in

the outer wall surface midway between the two

ends. A butt-welded Pt:Pt-10%Rh thermo-

couple made of calibrated wire, 0.005 inch in

diameter, was placed in this groove, with the

leads passing through two holes that had been

drilled through the specimen wall at points

nearly diametrically opposite to the bead posi-

tion. The leads from the thermocouple were

then brought down through the support tube

and spindle assembly to a slip ring with silver-

to-sliver contacts at the bottom of the spindle.

The depth of the thermocouple bead was

measured and the center-line of the bead was

found to be 0.010 inch below the outer wall

surface of the specimen. Next, the groove

with the thermocouple wire in position was

filled with an excess of the alumina refractory

and the specimen fired at 1800° K. The final

operation consisted of surface grinding the out-

side of the specimen until the excess material

had been ground flush with the original surface.
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Figure 56-6.—Rotating specimen furnace and accessory equipment.
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The finished specimen was uniform in appear-

ance and free from surface cracks.

Data with the ahunina specimen were ob-

tained at various speeds of rotation. The
temperature of the embedded thermocouple

changed as the specimen rotated through 360°.

The termperatures were obtained with a Leeds

& Northrup type K potentiometer by observing

the deflection of the galvanometer spot as a

function of the angular position of the ther-

mocouple and converting these readings to

temperature.

RESULTS

The average observed temperature variation

of the embedded thermocouple as a function

of angle is shown in figure 56-7 for speeds of 1,

1.5, 2, and 2.5 rpm, with the furnace wall tem-

perature maintained at 1430° K. The dotted

vertical lines show the angular positions of the

outside edges of the viewing port. The maxi-

mum temperature change of the thermocouple

as a result of passing the viewing port decreased

systematically from 100° K at 1.0 rpm to 64° K
at 2.5 rpm, which was the maximum speed at

which measurements of this type could be made
by the galvanometer method.

The maximum temperature reached by the

embedded thermocouple while it was in the hot

zone of the furnace decreased as the rotation

speed was increased, but the mean temperature

during a cycle remained constant within ± 1° K
for all rotation speeds, at approximately 1362°

K. The mean temperature during a cycle was

above the minimum temperature by approxi-

mately 63% of the maximum temperature

change.

Other tests were performed on this specimen

over a wide range of rotational speeds and at

different furnace temperatures where temper-

atures of the embedded thermocouple and

shielded thermocouple in the center cavity of

the hollow specimen were observed. For rota-

tional speeds from 10 to 360 rpm, the mean
temperature of the embedded thermocouple was

within ± 1° K of the temperature of the shielded

thermocouple. These results indicated that the

shielded thermocouple will give the mean tem-

perature of the specimen within reasonable

limits of speeds. Below 10 rpm, the tempera-

ture of the shielded thermocouple was 3-5° K
above the mean temperature of the embedded
thermocouple, the latter computed by adding

63% of the maximum temperature change to

the minimum temperature.

ANALYSIS
For the purpose of the mathematical analysis

the pertinent properties of the alumina test

specimen were determined, or estimated from

the literature, as follows:

= 0.357 cm (0.141 in.)

= 2.16 g/cm^

=38%
= 1.3 w-sec/g.°K

160 200 240
ANGULAR POSITION OF SPECIMEN

THERMOCOUPLE - DECREES

Figure 56-7.—Temperature of embedded thermo-
couple versus angular position of thermocouple.

thickness, b-a

density, p

porosity

specific heat_eq. (7), c

thermal conductivity

eq. (8), k

thermal diffusivity, a

emittance, ei (estimated)

outside radius, h

inside radius, a

radius at thermocouple

From these data, *= (0.00931 1.4, 1.372) at

the position of the embedded thermocouple.

Values of <i> are shown in figure 56-4, and the

maximum change in temperature at any radial

position during any cycle is A0=42.92 #>i^i.

0.0208 w/cm°K
= 0.0074 cmVsec
= 0.4

= 1.25 cm (0.492 in.)

= 0.893 cm (0.352 in.)

= 1.225 cm (0.482 in.)
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Fi was computed using equation (8), in which

the emittance of the furnace wall was assumed

to be the same as that of the specimen. The
temperatures Ti,n used in the summation of

equation (8) were the observed temperatures of

the embedded thermocouple. Actually, the

temperature of the surface in passing through

the heating part of the cycle should slightly

exceed the embedded thermocouple tempera-

ture, as can be seen in figure 56-3. The slight

difference between these two temperatures can

be calculated using the value of Fi obtained

above, and applied as a correction to T'i,„ for

computation of a better value of Fi. This

correction was not considered for this paper.

This is shown in the following table, in which

parameters for the four tests are given, and also

the analytically calculated, and the experi-

mental, values of A0.

Rotation F, (eq. *, {fig. AS, "Kirla = l.SJt)

Speed, rpm (8)) wfcm^ aT/a' B6-i) Analysis Experiment

1.0 1. 084 0. 558 2. 18 101 101

1.5 1.087 .372 1.70 79 85

2.0 1. 081 . 279 1. 46 68 73

2.5 1. 108 . 223 1. 27 61 64

Figures 56-8 and 56-9 were plotted from the

analytical solution assuming Fi was constant

irrespective of rotational speed. Curves A
and B of figure 56-8 show the maximum tem-

perature change, A9, at the surface and the

position of the embedded thermocouple, re-

spectively, versus the rotation speed. Curve C
of figure 56-8 shows the temperature change of

the specimen surface in passing from one edge

1370

n 1 I

1 1

FURNACE TEMP KSO'K
SPECIMEN MEAN TEMP I362°K

1.087 w/cm'

ROTATION SPEED -RPM

Figure 56-8.—Temperature departure versus rotation

speed: A—Maximum temperature change in one

revolution at specimen surface, ?-/a=1.4; B

—

maximum temjjerature change in one revolution at

position of embedded thermocouple, r/o= 1.372;

and C—temperature change at specimen surface

from inside edge of viewing port to other inside edge.

9-0

1 I I I

FURNACE TEMR I430°K
SPECIMEN MEAN TEMR I362°K

F, 1.087 w/cm'

447 RPM

.025

DEPTH FROM SPECIMEN SURFACE , cm

Figure 56-9.—Specimen temperature at center of

viewing port op)ening versus depth from sjjecimen

surface for various rotation speeds.

of the viewing port to the other edge. An
optical pyrometer focused on the specimen at

the two edges of the viewing port opening should

see the temperature difference indicated by

curve C, if the specimen surface is opaque to

radiation. The temperature difference across

the viewing port, when determined from meas-

urements made with an optical pyrometer, was

found to be approximately 32° K at 2 rpm and

2° K at 50 rpm.

Figure 56-9 shows the specimen temperature

as a function of depth from the surface for six

rotation speeds for a position at the center of

the viewing port, assuming a mean temperature

(6=0) of 1362° K. According to this analysis,

fairly high rotation speeds are required for the

porous alumina specimen before the tempera-

ture of the shielded cavity thermocouple can

be accepted as a good approximation to the true

temperature at or near the specimen siu-face.

The factor, Fi, of equation (7a) was computed

from equation (8), where the summation term

was determined from experimental tempera-

tures of a thermocouple embedded in the speci-

men. For the emittance tests to be conducted

in this apparatus there will not b^ an embedded

thermocouple. The experimental data seem to

show that the summation term can be approxi-
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mated, for this apparatus, by

12 Tun'
n= l ,rp

I

where is the mean temperature, approxi-

mated by the temperature of the shielded

cavity thermocouple, and 7'(j=4.0, for experi-

ments with speeds from 1 to 2.5 rpm. With
Fj computed from this approximation, the

temperature at the center of the viewing port

opening, Tc=Tn—gF^a\k, can be computed
from figure 56-10 for a specimen whose thermal

properties are known and which has a rotation

speed of period T.

SUMMARY
Equations were developed analytically for

computing cyclic temperatures of a hollow

^"1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

.01 .02 .03 .05 0.1 0.2 0.3 05 1.0

•<T/a'

Figure 56-10.—Plot of QklF^a-^giaTIa?, 1.4, rja,

0.945)—eq. (7a)—versus aTja^ for r/a= 1.4 and
1.372, where </T= 0.945 is the center of the viewing

port opening.

cylindrical specimen rotating in a furnace with

a viewing port as a function of system geometry,

rotational speed, thermal properties of the

specimen material, and a derived average heat

flux for the portion of the cycle when the speci-

men is being heated by the furnace. Simplify-

ing assumptions were that (1) the heat flux

history at the outside surface of the specimen

for one cycle is as shown in figure 56-2, (2)

there is no heat flow at the inside surface of the

specimen, and (3) there is no longitudinal heat

flow in the specimen.

A comparison was made between specimen

temperatures computed analytically and those

obtained experimentally at low speeds of speci-

men rotation. Agreement within 6% was

obtained, at rotational speeds from 1 to 2.5

rpm, in regard to the maximum temperature

change occurring at the position of an embedded

thermocouple 0.01 inch under the surface.

This agreement seems well within possible ex-

perimental error and uncertainty as to the

thermal properties of the specimen material.

The analysis showed that the surface tem-

perature of the specimen, at the center of the

viewing port opening, was substantially lower

than the mean temperature of the specimen at

low rotational speeds, but the departure was

reduced to within 3° K at about 450 rpm for

this case. Because the error in surface tem-

perature acceptable for emittance determina-

tions is less than 1° K, a function is given

graphically (figure 56-10) with which the de-

parture can be estimated for various speeds in

this apparatus.
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Survey of Infrared Measurement Techniques and

Computational Methods in Radiant Heat Transfer

S. Thomas Dunn and Joseph C. Richmond
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

AND

Jerome F. Parmer
University of West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va.

Nomenclature 8

T
= subscript implying specular
= temperature (absolute)

A = area a = absorptance

B = radiosity (emitted and reflected flux per unit area) = emittance (in general hemispherical emittance)

D = subscript implying diffuse uu = hemispherical emittance of the bottom of the groove

E = energy function e = polar angle

= view factor from surface i to surface j p = reflectance (in general directional hemispherical)

= total image view factor [p\t = effective reflectance of a groove to diffuse incident

H = irradiation (irradiance) flux

i, k = index a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

L = radiance T = subscript implying total
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* = azimuthal angle

(Li = infinitesimal solid angle

Introduction

ACTIVITY in the field of radiant heat transfer has in-

creased greatly in recent years because, in the vacuum
of space, radiation is the only mode of heat transfer between

a vehicle and its environment that does not also involve mass
transfer. It is used extensively for temperature control of

satellites and space vehicles, generation of power from solar

energy, and heat rejection systems for nuclear- or solar-

powered generating equipment based on heat engines. As
a result, techniques for both radiant heat tran.sfer and thermal

radiation property measurements have been greatly ad-

vanced. However, not all of the workers have taken ad-

vantage of the improved techniques that are now available

and, in some cases, they may not even be aware of their

existence.

To establish the state of the art, a questionnaire (National

Bureau of Standards NBS-194)* was circulated to collect

information on current practices in and future requirements

for 1) measurements and 2) computations in the field of

radiant heat transfer, particularly in relation to the national

space program and military applications. This paper pre-

sents an analysis of the 133 replies received as of September

15, 1965; 112 of them answered questions deahng with ex-

perimental techniques, and 79 responded on computational

methods. These results from the questionnaire are supple-

mented to give a broad picture of the current status and

future requirements in 1) measurements of thermal emittance,

2) measurements of infrared reflectance, and 3) computational

methods for radiant heat transfer. A brief review of the

Russian literature in the field is included.

General Information

Several questions were asked to provide general informa-

tion about the responders, their reasons for making measure-

ments, their participation in cooperative testing programs

(round robin tests), and the configurations and assumptions

used in computations. Table 1 gives the major regional

locations of the responders, their years of experience in the

field of thermal radiation, their levels of education, and their

society affiliations and preferences. It is interesting to note

that many of them are not members of the groups they feel

are most important to the field. The East and West Coast

Thermal Radiation Discussion Groups were not included in

this tabulation.

The purposes listed for making measurements were : theo-

retical studies, 40; material studies, 77; to obtain optical

properties, 46; for use by heat transfer analysts, 51; for

commercial use, 7; for thermal control surfaces, 17; for

radiometric instrumentation, 7; for degradation studies,

15; and miscellaneous, 12. Property measurements were

made at temperatures below 100°K by 21 laboratories, and

at temperatures above 2500°K by 24 laboratories.

A number of the responders had participated in previous

round-robin tests: 9 in the Ames test, 4 in the Aerospace

Industries Association test, 8 in J. Triolo's NASA test, and
9 in private tests. Significantly, 30 reported that more
round-robin tests are needed, whereas 6 said that no more
were needed. The properties suggested for measurement in

future round robins were spectral directional reflectance,

14; ultraviolet degradation, 6; total emittance, 8; directional

spectral emittance, 4; total emittance above 1366°K (2000°F),

5; solar absorptance, 6; transmittance, 4; scattering, 2;

gonio-reflectance, 4; absorptance as a function of tempera-

ture, 1 ; and specular reflectance of mirrors, 5.

* Copies of the questionnaire are available upon request from

J. C. Richmond, Photometry and Colorimetry Section, Metrology
Division, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
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Major problems remaining to be solved in the field of

thermal radiation property measurements were identified

as follows: material characterization, 27; techniques, 15;

instrumentation, 11; surface temperature measurements, i

11; accuracy, 9; property standards, 10; goniometric
measurements, 8; spectral directional reflectance, 10; emit-
tance at temperatures below 273°K (0°C), 7; near and far

infrared sources, 14; terminology, 8; ultraviolet degrada-
tion, 6; specular reflectance standards, 10; detectors, 5;

and blackbodies, 3.

Table 2 indicates the relative importance of various I

geometrical surface configurations to the responders of the
j

questionnaire, and Table 3 gives responses to the questions 1

on analysis. '

In response to other questions, the responders indicated

that: 1) they were equally interested in the prediction of
'

surface flux and surface temperature; 2) they use their own ;

laboratory for data more than the literature; 3) they have a
j

strong interest (but little experience) in thermal modeling;
|

4) they consider terminology to be a very serious problem
j

that should be solved by National Bureau of Standards, I

AIAA, Office of the Secretary of the Army, and American
Society for Testing Materials; 5) they believe the error in

their temperature predictions is 6% (average of all answers) ;

'

and 6) they would like to reduce errors in surface flux by
|

an order of magnitude in the next five years. A detailed listing

of the remaining responses to the questionnaire is available i

from the authors.

Computational Methods

During the past ten years mathematical techniques have
developed far in excess of the ability of our educational

system to incorporate the new material into the undergradu-

ate curriculum. However, despite the lack of an adequate

text, many universities recently have introduced graduate

course work in radiant heat transfer. Another problem is

the lack of readily usable data, which hampers the engineer

even if he is aware of new techniques at his disposal.

If the heat-transfer analyst, by virtue of the system con-

figuration and materials used, is allowed the assumptions that

the surfaces are diffuse, the surfaces are isothermal, and the

radiosities of the surfaces are uniform, then the methods of

Hottel,' Oppenheim,^ and Gebhart' give quite satisfactory
|

results. In the approach to a more exact analysis, one may
|

relax the foregoing assumptions and allow for temperature

and radiosity variations over the surfaces; this leads to the

formulation of integral equations that yield more accurate i

answers. However, for complicated multisurface configura-
;

tions, the integral solution demands an effort in computa- i

tion that may be prohibitive, and it is unable to accommo- I

date within the system a surface that has a specular reflect- I

ing quality. Unfortunately, few materials of practical

importance are diffuse.'^ Even with the limitations of the

diffuse assumptions, things are not quite as bad as they might

seem, since, in some cases, the specularity of a surface will

not affect the final answer to any great extent.*^ However,

for the case in which surface specularity plays an important

role, mathematical solutions and methods are now available
\

which should be of considerable help. The mirror-imaging
'

technique works quite well for transfer systems in which the

surfaces are either totally difTuse or totally specular. How-
ever, one does not find many that are totally specular,

either. At best, then, one can analyze and design for per-

formance between these limits. "Thus, results obtained

from the present formulation are to be regarded as limiting i

values in the same sense as are the results obtained from the
i

presently standard diffuse enclosure theories."^
|

In the following discussion of the .specular-diffuse calcu-
j

lation problem, it is implied that this analysis may be used I

for either total or monochromatic calculations, where, for

monochromatic calculations, one sums the heat transfer in

i



Table 1 Profile data from 133 responders to questionnaire NBS-194

Region No. Exper. (yr) No. Degree No.
Society

memberships No.

K

1

1-3 38 rn.U. H^ngr. 19 AIAA 28
Ohio lo 4-6 49 Phys. 6 ASME 25

Chem. 8 OSA 13
Wash. u. O. area 7-9 18 M.b. liingr. 38 ASTM 8
Mass. 10 10 11 Phys. 7 10 others 15
Isoutn 1 A10 11-14 7 Chem. 4 Important to field

Midwest 9 15-18 7 B.S. Engr. 21 AIAA 73
Pa. 5 >18 3 Phys. 15 ASME 40
Minn. 5 Chem. 7 OSA 30
Canada 2 Miscellan. 8 ASTM 12
England 1 10 others 21
Misc. 12

each of the small wavelength bands for all wavelengths of

importance.

In his discussion of Ref. 4, Seban' suggests a useful method,

i.e., separation of the reflectance into two components, diffuse

and specular, such that p = po + Ps where specular flux is

the amount of flux reflected in the specular direction over

and above the diffuse component of flux in the specular di-

rection. This, of course, is only a crude approximation to

the real geometrical distribution of the reflected flux, but it

is obviously better than assuming surfaces to be either perfect

specular or diffuse reflectors. Bevans and Edwards,' Spar-

row and Lin,'" and Corlett"' also illustrate this approach.

The diffuse radiosity of a surface now can be defined in terms

of its diffuse emitted and reflected flux, so that

Bd = (oT* + pdH (1)

If one assumes that the radiosities are uniform over each

of the surfaces in the radiation system, then the irradiation of

each surface is given by

iV

AtHi = B,A,Fik - i)r (2)

i = l

where Fa-k)^ (total imaged view factor) is the fraction of

the radiosity of surface Ak that strikes surface ^4, by both

the direct view and via specular reflections. This is similar

to the factor $ in Ref. 7, differing only in the fact that use is

made of the partial specularity of the surfaces involved.

Seban wrote his equations in integral form, which is a higher

level of exactness, but for practical utilization the following

assumptions may be applicable: 1) all surfaces are uniformly

irradiated; 2) p = po + Ps; 3) a = € = 1 — p; 4) all sur-

faces are isothermal; and 5) po and p, are independent of

the directional distribution of the incident radiant flux and
of the surface temperature.

The total radiosity of a surface in the system (diffuse plus

specular) is

taT* + pH = taT' + {pD + Ps)H (3)

Table 2 Frequency of investigation of various
configurations

Order of choice „, ,

Wtd.
Config. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 avg.

Sphere 10 11 5 4 4 4 1 20
Platform 11 6 5 2 1 2 2 3 1 17

V groove 4 4 3 1 5 3 4 5 10

Cavities 15 9 5 6 3 5 1 24
Wall enclos. 18 9 6 2 1 1 25
Grooves 1 3 1 7 1 5 5 1 1 5

Louvers 3 1 3 4 6 4 3 8
Opposing plates 11 7 8 5 2 2 19

and the net radiant heat transfer at a surface is

Q/A = Bo+ ip, - l)H (4)

Since Bt = Bd + psH, substituting for H by use of Eq. (1)

yields

Q/A = Bd+ ips - mSr, - i<jT*)/pD] (5)

Table 3 Responses on assumptions and techniques in

analysis

Use Famiharity
Assumption
or technique Reg. Occas. Seldom A B C

Surface assumptions

Diffuse 71 6 2 1 2

Specular 33 25 7 2 3

Diffuse with

specular

component 28 13 22 1 4 8
Homogeneous over

area 49 7 4 2 4 2

Known goniometric 5 11 8 19 13 7

Nonpolarizing 24 2 8 10 12 3

Independent of

angle 27 7 6 4 6 4

Other 4 2 1 1 2

Other assumptions

Gray-body 51 9 9

Uniform radiosity 44 5 7 2

Monochromatic 33 16 13

Opaque 64 4 3 1

Isotropic surface 50 4 4 3 2

Anisotropic surface 6 14 27 5 8 2

Isothermal surface 51 11 1 1

No radiation

coupling with

conduction and
convection 24 13 15 1 4 3

Transmitting 14 16 17 2 2

Nonisothermal
emittance 9 5 18 3 7 4

Other 4 1 2

Techniques
Oppenheim network 25 5 10 13 1

Monochromati c

network 13 3 8 13 1

Monte-Carlo
goniometric or

diffuse 8 6 11 11 16 2

Specular mirror

ima,ging 18 19 11 5 4 1

Variational calculus 18 20 13 2 8 1

Other 12 1 1

° A, not familiar with; B, would like to know more about; C, should be
stressed in literatui'e.
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Fig. 1 Description of conditions for specular-diffuse

groove calculation.

QIA = [(pz) + p. - \)Bd - iuTKp, - l)]/po (6)

which reduces to

Q/A = WT\\ - p,) - BuV/pD (7)

Unfortunately^ Eq. (7) is indeterminate for surfaces that are

absokttely specular, since for that case Bd = eaT*, and 1 —

Ps = e. In that case,

Q/A = +€aT' - aH (8)

where H is calculated by Eq. (2).

The Bd's needed in Eqs. (2, 7, and 8) may be calculated

by solving a simultaneous set of linear algebraic equations,

which may be formulated on the basis that Bd for a totally

specular surface is equal to its diffuse emission. Thus,

Sz>.- = naTt' + p„, f Bn,^ F{k - i)r (9)

* = i
^'

For example, consider the case of a 90° V groove with equal

length legs and infinite in extent. Assumptions are that 1)

the surfaces are isothermal, Ti = T2; 2) pi = p2 = 1 — =

Pd + Ps', 3) the surface is infinite in extent; and 4) the sur-

faces have uniform radiosities. From the geometry of the

system, the view factors are calculated to be

F2-1 = = 0.293 F2-Z = = 0.707 \

^2. '1—3 = Fi.'is = 0.293

F,2_3,, = F2_3 -I- p„ f(2.',-3) = 0.707 + p,,0.293

= f,_3 + Py2 ^'<l.'2-3, = 0.707 + p,2 0.293/

By Eq. (9)

Bd2 = i-loT'i'' -\- B DlF pm

B Di = (loTi* + BmFi^t-Dr Pdi

Since the system is geometrically and thermally symmetric,

Bdi = Bd2, and therefore

(10)

Boi = etaT,'/[l - F<I-2)rPD2]

writing Eq. (7) for surface 2 and substituting Eq. (11),

Ql ^ (1 — P02) — t2/[l — /^(l-2)r P02]

^20-7''' PD2/e2

For the totally diffuse case, this reduces to

Ql _ «2 62' [1 — F(i^2)D]i->

A2(tT' Pdi ~ F{i_2)tPz»^ 1 — F{\. rPm

(11)

(12)

(13)

wliich is identical to the expression given in Ref. 10 for the
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simplified analysis, which yields answers within 1% of the

exact analysis.

If the surfaces are completely .specular, then Eq. (7) is

indeterminate and Eq. (8) must be used. For this case,

(14)

but H2 + A,/A2 Bdi {Fn)r and Box = txaT' since Ai = A2,

and «! = «! = £2

2/A2aT* = e[tFn 2,. - 1] (15)

which is logically an exact solution for this case because

none of the radiant energy that is emitted by the isothermal

surfaces can be reflected back to the surface as long as the

angle between the adjacent surfaces is greater than 90°.

The solution to Eqs. (12, 13, and 15) for a material whose
emittance is 0.5 is given in Table 4. It is apparent that for

this particular geometry there is not much difTerence in

emission between the fully diffuse and the fully specular case.

However, if one were interested in the equilibrium tempera-
ture of a surface in the solar environment, the specularity

would play a far greater role. The following example for a
right angle V groove irradiated by sunlight normal to the

groove opening makes use of some of the calculations from
Ref. 11. One side of the groove will absorb energy in the

amount qa = Ai (442) (cos7r/4)as, where aij is the solar ab-

sorptance of the groove which depends upon the diffuseness

of the groove material.'^ Two cases will be considered.

Case 1 (groove diffuse to solar radiation and specular with

respect to its own emission)

.

€ = 0.5 a, = 0.58 (Ref. 11)

Q/AaT' = 0.427 (Table 4)

Heat absorbed equals heat emitted; therefore

Q = AaT*(0A27) = /l,(442)(cos7r/4)(0.58)

from which

T_ _ [442(0.707) (0.58)T/^ _
100

"
L~0-1714(0.427)

T = 707°R (393°K)

(2470)'

Case 2 (groove specular with respect to solar radiation

and specular with respect to its own emission)

:

6 = 0.5 = 0.75 (Ref. 11)

A/AaT' = 0.427 (Table 4)

Q = AaT'{0A27) = .1 (442) (cos7r/4) (0.75)

from which

T = 752°R (418°K)

Furthermore, Sarofim and Hottel,"' using an approach

similar to the one just illustrated, show the same kind of dis-

crepancies for the cube with specular-diffuse walls. Thus it

is apparent that large temperature errors can be made if one

assumes a surface to be diffuse when, in truth, it is specular.

Another interesting aspect of specular-difTuse analysis is

that many of the existing calculations on the reflectance of

specular-walled or diffuse grooves to parallel irradiation may
be used in a simjjle formulation to calculate the effective

hemispherical emittance of the same isothermal groove.

Table 4 Typical values of Q/AT' for materials with
« = 0.5

PD p« Q/A,tT*

0.5 0.0 0.413

0.2 0.3 0.422

0.0 0.5 0.427
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One of the properties of a groove is that for irradiation by a

parallel bundle of rays only one directional parameter need

be specified, that is, the dihedral angle between the plane

formed by the incoming rays and the plane perpendicular to

the groove opening and parallel to its length (Ref. 11, pp.

1 and 2). Thus, the directional reflectance of a groove may
be expressed as a function of the angle d„ only, as in Fig. 1.

If one assumes the groove to be in a hohlraum, then

ch = 1 — ph (16)

where pu, its hemispherical reflectance, is the quotient of two

integrations over a hemisphere

PH = /p(e)Z/ cosd doslSL cosfl doj (17)

For the groove, however, it is easier to evaluate the incoming

energy in terms of the amount of energy contained in the

wedge-shaped section defined by 6„ and dQ„, as in Fig. 1.

If H is the irradiation of the groove-opening in the hohl-

raum, one may write

H =tL = f L cosd dw = 2 f
'^^

E(d„)de„ (18)
J Hemisphere J 0

in which E(d„) is an energy function descriptive of the amount

of energy contained in the wedge dd„. Now we can redefine

Ph in terms of Eq. (18).

PH = 2 fj'^piO.) EidMen/ 2 fj^^E(e„)de. (19)

E(d„) is known from the following derivation: let

cos6/ = fo(e„, <p) dco = Mdn, 'p)dd„ dip (20)

Thus,

f L cose dw = 2 f "^^Lfoidn, v')/i(9n, ip)ddnd<p
J Hemisphere J Q J Q

(21)

By comparing (18) and (21) then,

£(»„) = Lfo(d„, <p)Md„, ip)dip (22)

From the geometry of the system, one obtains

Q0s6 = cosdn sincf and do: — sin<p dtp d0„ (23)

Using Eqs. (23) in (22) and integrating yields

Eidr.) = (t - L' cos0„)/2 (24)

The hemispherical reflectance of a groove in a hohlraum,

PH = 2
fj^''

Eid„) pid„) dd„/ 2
fj^^

Eid„) dd„ (25)

upon integration reduces to

PH =
fj''^

cosOnpidn) de„ (26)

Refs. 11 and 17 contain data for several groove configura-

tion and reflectance jjroperties that may be used to illustrate

the usefulness of Eq. (26) and compare it to results obtained

by use of Seban's method Eqs. (7) and (8)

.

For the rectangular groove of Ref. 17 with specular walls

of reflectance p», and a diffuse bottom of reflectance pi,, one

obtains the data shown in Table 5 after evaluating Eq. (26)

Table 5 Hemispherical emittances from Eq. (28) and
Seban's method

Eq. 28 Seban's

0.7 0,5 0.296 0.295
0.2 0.5 0.1266 0.126

by the trapezoidal rule and evaluation of Seban's equations

for the system. Since the calculation of p(dn) in Ref. 17

was analytically exact, the evaluation of Eq. (26) is in error

only by the amount generated by numerical evaluation.

The comparison with Seban's method shows only a trivial

difference.

The problem of calculating the total image view factor for

complex multinode configurations is almost insurmountable

without the use of Monte Carlo techniques such as illustrated

in Refs. 13-16. This technique results in very long computer

runs for a system of any degree of complexity. Further-

more, any heat-transfer ajiproach of the sophisticated degree

recommended here and in Refs. 9 and 12 demands data

beyond the present state of the art of reflectance measure-

ments, especially since, for the specular-diffuse approach to

be most effective, it is essential that the heat-transfer analysis

be on a spectral basis. Almost no reliable specular-diffuse

spectral reflectance data exist over the spectral range of

interest. Furthermore, data recently presented by E. M.
Sparrow and K. E. Torrance"" call into question the specular-

difTuse model for reflection at angles very far from the nor-

mal. Thus, it appears that the necessary computational

techniques are available to provide veiy excellent predictions

of radiant heat transfer; however, the necessary data on

common engineering materials are almost completely lacking.

Two additional references of interest in the area of radiant

heat transfer are Sparrow'"" and Wiebelt.""

Thermal Emittance Measurements

Thermal emittance e is defined as the ratio of the radiant

flux emitted by a specimen at a given temperature and under

given geometric and spectral conditions to that emitted by

a blackbody radiator at the same temperature and under the

same conditions.

The geometric conditions refer to the size of the emitting

area, the size of the solid angle u over which the emitted

flux is measured, and the direction 8, w of the centroid of that

solid angle from the emitting surface. The angle 6 is meas-

ured from the given direction to the normal to the emitting

surface, and the angle </} is the azimuth angle of the given

direction from some reference on the specimen. When the

solid angle is a complete hemisphere, 2Tr sterad, the emittance

is referred to as hemispherical emittance e;;. When the solid

angle is small, its size usually is not specified, and the emit-

tance is referred to as directional emittance e(d, ip), or if the

direction is normal to the emitting surface, as normal emit-

tance tN- The azimuth angle <p is specified only for surfaces

in which e varies with azimuth angle, such as fibrous mate-

rials, textiles, oriented crystals, and grooved surfaces.

The spectral conditions refer to the wavelength range of the

radiant flux. If all wavelengths are measured, the emittance

is referred to as total emittance t^. Since emittance, and

particularly total emittance, varies with temperature, total

emittance is frequently plotted as a function of temperature

to give a total emittance curve. If only a narrow wave-

length band of flux is measured, centered about a wavelength

X, the emittance is referred to as spectral emittance «(X) at

wavelength X. Spectral emittance at a given temperature

is frequently plotted as a function of wavelength to give a

spectral emittance curve.

In order to define completely the measured emittance, it

is necessary to specify the temperature and the geometric

conditions and spectral conditions of measurement. Hence,

two or more modifiers are usually needed, such as total hemi-

sphencal emittance at 800° K, ern (800° K), or normal spec-

tral emittance at 5 m and 1000°K, tAf (5 p., 1000°K).

There are two basic techniques for measuring emittance:

calorimetric and radiometric. However, there are many

variations of these two basic techniques which will be dis-

cussed in more detail later. There were 60 replies to the

questionnaire that described emittance measurement tech-
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niques, and a total of 97 techniques were listed. These in-

cluded 33 for measuring total hemispherical emittance, 28
for measuring total normal emittance, and 37 for measuring
spectral emittance.

Total Hemispherical Emittance Measurements

Of the 33 methods described for measuring total hemi-
spherical emittance, 15 can be classified as the hot filament

method, 15 as the temperature decay method, and 3 as radio-

metric techniques.

In the hot filament method, the sample is in the form of a
long strip of small and imiform cross-sectional area. It is

mounted in a vacuum chamber with cool walls, and heated

by passing a current through it. The power input is held con-

stant until the sample comes into thermal equilibrium

with its surroundings, and under conditions such that there

is essentially no axial thermal gradient near the midlength

of the sample. The power input to and temperature of the

specimen, a short segment of known surface area near the

midlength of the sample, is measured. In variations of this

method used for dielectric materials, the specimen in the

form of thin foil was wrapped around a cylindrical heating

element, or a specimen in the form of flat sheet was cemented
in good thermal contact with a heater plate, and the heater

plate and specimen were surrounded on back and edges by a

guard heater maintained at the same temperature as the

specimen. In this case, the heat loss by radiation was con-

fined to the front surface of the specimen.

In every case, heat losses from the specimen by modes
other than radiation either were assumed to be negligibly

small, or were corrected for; and the total hemispherical

emittance was computed as the ratio of the measured radiant

heat dissipation rate per unit area to that for a blackbody
radiator at the same temperature .^nd in the same surround-

ings. The methods varied in details such as the temperature
and method of cooling the vacuum chamber walls (liquid

nitrogen, water or air), the method of measuring the specimen
temperature (specimen resistance, thermocouple, or optical

pyrometer sighted on an integral blackbody cavity), and the

method of heating (internal resistance, internal filament

heater, or attached guarded heater block). The over-all

error of the method varied from about 2 to 20% or more,

depending upon the relative temperatures of specimen and
chamber walls, adequacy of corrections for conductive heat

loss from the specimen, and accuracy of temperature meas-
urement.

In the temperature decay method, a specimen of relatively

large surface area and small mass is suspended in a vacuum
chamber with cooled walls, and is heated to a temperature

appreciably above that of the walls. The power input to the

specimen is turned of! and the rate of cooling of the specimen

is measured. The rate of heat dissipation by radiation is

computed from the measured cooling rate and the known sur-

face area, mass and specific heat of the specimen, and the

total hemispherical emittance is computed as described for

the hot filament method. The method of heating the sample
varied for the different procedures described (by radiation

from a coil heater, a carbon arc, an arc-image furnace, or a solar

simulator, by induction, and by an internal heating coil).

When the specimen is heated by a solar simulator, the equilib-

rium temperature is related to the ratio of the solar absorp-

tance to the total hemispherical emittance, and the cooling

rate is related to total hemispherical emittance; hence, both
properties can be evaluated in a single series of measure-

ments. The over-all error of the method varies from about
2 to 20%, with most of the reported errors being 5% or

more.

The radiometric procedure for measuring total hemispheri-

cal emittance depended upon use of a relatively large speci-

men and a much smaller detector placed close to the heated

specimen, in vacuum. The space between the specimen
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and detector was occupied by a light pipe of polished metal,
so that the detector saw the hot specimen over essentially a
whole hemisphere. The equipment was calibrated against
a large-aperture conical blackbody cavity or a specimen of

known total hemispherical emittance. Errors in this method
are seldom less than 5%, and may exceed 10%.

Total Normal Emittance Measurements

Of the 28 procedures reported for measuring total normal
emittance, 6 were by use of a portable emissometer, one was
by integration of spectral data, and 21 by comparative
radiometric techniques. The portable emissometer con-
sisted of a small vacuum chamber with a bismuth-silver
thermopile detector mounted so that the back side viewed
a cooled platen, and the front side viewed the specimen
through a KRS-5 window. The detector viewed the speci-

men over a large field of view that was limited by a collimat-

ing channel with blackened walls. The conical solid angle
of view had an included central plane angle of somewhat
less than 90° at the center of the detector. Because of this

large solid angle, the measured emittance was intermediate

between the usual normal emittance that is measured over
a small soUd angle and the hemispherical emittance. The
instrument was used to measure specimens at ambient tem-
peratures, and the scale was calibrated to read directly in

total normal emittance. It was calibrated by means of

standards at ambient temperature that have high (0.97) and
low (0.03) emittance, respectively, immediately before use.

The error is reported to be on the order of 5 to 15%, but
the precision is somewhat better. The instrument was de-

signed as an inspection tool rather than as a lesearch instru-

ment.

In the comparative radiometric procedures, the flux per

unit area emitted by a hot specimen and by a blackbody at

the same temperature were measured by means of a spectrally

nonselective detector, and the total normal emittance was
computed as the ratio of the two measured values. The
reported methods varied in the type of comparison black-

body used (separate heated cavity, integral cylindrical cavity,

integral wedge, and hole in tubular specimen), the type of

detector, method of heating the specimen (by radiation, by
internal resistance, by induction, by a flame, and by conduc-

tion from a heating element), temperature (room tempera-

ture to 3300° K), method of measuring the temperature of the

specimen (thermocouple or optical pyrometer), and type of

blackbody reference (separate laboratory blackbody furnace,

integral blackbody cavity). The reported error of measure-

ment varied from 10% for room temperature measurements

with the inspection instrument to an optimistic 2 or 3% in

some cases at high temperatures.

Normal Spectral Emittance Measurements

All of the 37 methods reported for measuring spectral

emittance were radiometric procedures. One was for hemi-

spherical spectral emittance, obtained by integration from

directional spectral measurements made over a hemisphere.

Three procedures measured only directional spectral emit-

tance, four measured both normal and directional spectral

emittance, and 28 measured only normal spectral emittance.

One procedure was for measuring the spectral emittance of a

gas.

In general, the radiometric procedure for measuring direc-

tional spectral emittance consisted of collecting the radiant

flux emitted over a small solid angle by a specimen at a given

temperature, dispersing this flux by means of a monochroma-

tor, and measuring the flux in a narrow wavelength band

centered about a given wavelength. This measured value

was then divided by the measured value obtained from a

blackbody radiator under the same conditions. The re-

ported techniques varied in the following ways: 1) the

r^ethoil of heating the specimen (internal resistance, radi-



anon, conduction from an internal or attached resistance

heater, in an enclosed furnace and by convection); 2) the

type of spectrometer (prism, grating or filter instrument),

3) the wavelength range covered (from a single wavelength at

0.65 /J to a range from 0.15 to 120 ji) method of taking

data (point by point with a single-beam instrument or with

a double-beam instrument or continuous scanning over a

large wavelength range)
;
4) method of temperature measure-

ment and control (thermocouple, optical, or radiation pyrom-

eter, and manual or automatic control) ; and 5) type of refer-

ence blackbody used (separate laboratory blackbody furnace,

the furnace in which the specimen is heated, or an integral

blackbody cavity in the specimen). The accuracy claimed

varied from 1 to 2% for metallic specimens heated by in-

ternal resistance to 15% for measurements made on nometal-

lic materials at temperatures above 2000° K.

Summary of Emittance Measurement Techniques

Calorimetric techniques probably are most satisfactory

for measuring total hemispherical emittance, and radiometric

techniques are probably most satisfactory for measuring nor-

mal or directional emittance, either total or spectral. The
errors in calorimetric measurements were discussed previously.

Assuming that a suitable optical .system is u.sed, including a

monochromator for spectral measurements, and that the

detector-amplifier system has linear response, the error of

radiometric measurements is determined largely by the

temperature difference between specimen and blackbody

reference, and the degree to which the blackbody reference

departs from a true blackbody radiator. The over-all errors

probably are lowest for measurements on metallic specimens,

which are highly opaque at all wavelengths at which measure-

ments are normally made, and which in general have high

thermal conductivity, and at temperatures below about

1800° K, at which conventional thermocouples give accurate

readings. With metallic specimens at temperatures below

1800° K, accuracies of 2% or better are attained with careful

work.

Errors in measurement of thermal radiation properties of

nometallic materials are likely to be larger than for metallic

materials measured under the same conditions, for two rea-

sons. First, nonmetaUic materials, in general, tend to have

lower thermal conductivities than metallic materials, and
hence thermal gradients are likely to be larger. Second,

noninetallic materials in general tend to be more translucent

than metallic materials, and hence emit, reflect, and absorb

radiant energy within a surface layer of appreciable thick-

ness; whereas metals reflect at the surface only, and absorb

and emit within a very thin surface layer. If the non-

metallic specimen is heated from the back and emits from the

front surface, there will be a large thermal gradient normal

to the surface, and it is difficult to define the effective tem-

perature of the specimen as an emitter, and even more
difficult to measure it. As a result, if accurate measure-

ments of the emittance of nonmetaUic specimens are to be

made, the specimen must be heated under conditions such

that there is essentially no thermal gradient normal to the

surface. This is attained in many cases by use of a rotating

specimen that is heated in a furnace during a large fraction

of a revolution and passes in front of a water-cooled port

through which it is viewed. Under such conditions, if the

speed of rotation is fast enough, the specimen will reach an
equilibrium condition where there is essentially no thermal

gradient normal to the surface. Because of the problems

associated with thermal gradients and temperature measure-

ments on nonmetaUic materials, the expected errors are some-

what larger than for metallic specimens. However, with

careful work, it should be possible to attain accuracies of 3

to 5% in such measurements.

At temperatures at which an optical or radiation pyrometer
must be used for temperature measurement, errors are likely
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to be much larger. These temperature measurement tech-

niques are quite accurate for blackbody radiators, but for

nonblackbody radiators the measured brightness or radiance
temperature must be corrected for the emittance of the
specimen, which is unknown. Hence, emittance measured
under these conditions may be in error by 10 to 20%, even
with careful work.

Reflectance Techniques

The inherent problems in measuring normal and hemi-
spherical emittance (especially below 800° K) have led to

the development of a myriad of instruments to measure vari-

ous kinds of reflectance. However, before discussing these

methods, it is necessary to discuss terminology. To describe

reflectance adequately, one must specify the incident and
leaving conditions fairly precisely. The following definitions,

all on a monochromatic ba«is, are presented as a basis for

discussion and consideration.

Bi-directional reflectance is defined by

p{e, ip; d', if') = [L'{B', 'p')]/[L{e, ^) cosOdco] (27)

where 0 is the polar angle, and is the azimuthal angle with

respect to a convenient reference. The primes denote

leaving directions, and the unprimed letters denote the incident

directions. TermL(0, <p) denotes radiance as a function of 5, ip.

Further, p{6, <p; 6'
,

ip') has been shown by reciprocity con-

siderations to be symmetrical with respect to 6, (p and 6',

In addition, this definition of radiance (i.e., d^P/cos

ddAdoo where P is power) has been shown to be invariant in

a lossless system.^" Other authors, at various times, have
called p{6, <p, 6', ip') biangular reflectance, reflectance func-

tion, and partial remission factor. Further, there are at

least two other definitions for this term in the literature that

tend to define the measurement technique but do not follow

the laws of reciprocity. They are

p,(e, e', <p') = L'id', <p')/L{e, <p)

p,(e, ^\ d', v?')
= L'(6>', ip') cosd'doi'

L(d, f) cos^dco

(27a)

(27b)

Many times it is convenient to reduce data by normahzing

to the specular direction, resulting in the plotting of

p{B, <p; 6', ^') L'id', <p')

pie, ip; e,<p+ x) L'id, ,p + ir)

(27c)

for the first two definitions for p(d, ip; 6', (p'), whereas Etj.

(27b) yields

p^ie, ¥»; e', ip') W, <p') cose'

P2{B, ip; B, tp + tt) L(d, <p + tt) cosd
(28)

which results in an energy ratio and may be more useful in

the correlation of experimental data.

Directional hemispherical reflectance p(d, <p) is the ratio

of the flux reflected into the hemipshere above the surface

to that incident from a direction 6, tp. Thus,

1 L'id', <p') cosd'du'

=
Lie, ,)co.ed. ^''^

This also could be written as

piO, f) = piO, tp, 6', ip') cos e'dto' (29a)

Of course we measure the reflectance for a small group of

directions centered on 0, ip. Thus we depend on p(5, <p)

to change only slowly with small changes in Q, ^p. In general,

the study of this variable has only begun. Furthermore, it

is true that the past experiences in the visible spectrum
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(0.4 - 0.7 m) are not directly applicable either to the ultra-

violet or the infrared region of the spectrum.

The specular component of reflectance p{d, <p) is the ratio

of the flux reflected in the specular direction (6' = 6 and
tp' = 180° + <p) over and above the difTu.se component in

that direction to the flux incident from the direction 6, (p.

This is a very difficult term to assess realistically for common
engineering materials, since the separation of specularly re-

flected flux from the diffusely reflected flux is difficult.

The diffuse component of reflectance paid, tp) is the direc-

tional hemispherical reflectance minus the specular com-
ponent of reflectance [i.e., poid, tp) = p(&, ,f)

— p^(6, (p)].

The problems in determining the directional specular com-
ponent of reflectance similarly affect the definition of the

diffuse component of reflectance.

Hemispherical directional reflectance p(d', ip') is the ratio

of flux reflected in the direction 6', >p' to that incident diffusely

over the hemisphere,

p{d', = [L'{e', >p') cosO'doi'VirL (30)

Further, p{d', <p') is not equal to p{d, •p) ;
however, considera-

tions of reciprocity lead us to the result that

p(fi, <p) = p(d', ^')Tr/cosedi^ (30a)

where 0, (p are equal to 6', tp', respectively. Some authors

have assigned a new symbol to this term, p(d, <p); others

have suggested that it be called directional hemispherical
reflectance because of the equivalence; and still others have
promoted the term hemispherical reflectance factor [r{6,

Z02-

(p)]. This latter term is important since most infrared

reflectometers measure this quantity. It is the ratio of
flux reflected into the direction d, ip [for conditions of diffuse

irradiation, i.e., L{d, p) = constant for all 0, <p] to the flux

reflected by the diffuse complete reflector into the direction

6, <p for the same irradiation conditions. This is equivalent
to

p(e, p) = [L,'(e, <p)\l{U{Q, p)\ (30b)

where L/(e, ip) is reflected radiance of sample, and Z/o(0, (p)

is the reflected radiance of the diffuse complete reflector.

Lo(0, ip) is equal to the incident radiance.

Bi-hemispherical reflectance p// is the ratio of the flux re-

flected into the hemisphere to that which is incident over the
hemisphere. Note that this definition is considerably more
general than the others, since nothing is specified about
the incoming or outgoing flux; further, this term probably
has the least use in accurate heat-transfer calculations and
only limited use to the theoretical investigator.

Diffuse hemispherical reflectance pdh is the ratio of flux

reflected into the hemisphere above the surface to the inci-

dent flux, which is perfectly diffuse over the hemisphere.

This is

PDH = [^'^^'(e, V') cos^'dajj y/rL (31)

or

PDH = ~ j P(^'> f') cosd'dw' (31a)

These definitions lead to the following well-known conclu-

sions :

1) Inahohlraum,

eid, <p) = 1 - p(d, ,p) (32)

2) From conservation of energy,

a(d, ¥') = !- p(d, <p) (33)

3) From reciprocity [p{d, <p) = p(d, <p)],

.-.aid, <p) = e{e, p) (34)

The foregoing definitions frequently consider the unidirec-

tional case, while in practice we almost always measure a

reflectance for a small solid angle centered in the direction

of 6, ip or 6'
,

ip' . The solid angle that is small enough to

measure p{B, <p) depends on p(8, ip; 6', tp'); this is dependent

on so many surface and material variables that a general

statement on the size of measurement solid angle is impos-

sible. The experimentalist must exhibit care in choosing

the solid angle for measurement, depending on the samples

to be measured, wavelength range of interest, energy limita-

tions, information desired, etc. Furthermore, the foregoing

definitions do not discuss the problem of the solid angles ly-

ing between the hemispherical case and the unidirectional

case. Thus it is necessary to integrate the incident intensity

function over the solid angle of interest, using the appropriate

weighting factor, .such as p(d, <p).

References 9, and 18-22 discuss the nomenclature problem.

It is discouraging to note that these references do not agree

between themselves, and only Refs. 9 and 18-20 discuss the

many kinds of reflectances needed by the heat-transfer analyst.

With the preceding types of reflectance defined on a mono-
chromatic basis, it is necessary to know the wavelengths at

which these reflectances should be measured. If one con-

siders the problems of heat transfer, it is apparent that the

wavelengths of interest for a reflectance measurement are

those at which the principal amount of energy is transmitted.

The cross-hatched areas of Figs. 2a and 2b indicate the

wavelength band encompassing 99% of the flux emitted by

a blackbody source at the indicated temperature. For high



temperatures the band is small and centered near the visible

(0.4 to 0.7 m); as the temperature decreases, the center of

the band becomes wider and shifts to longer wavelengths,

and at very low temperatures it is extremely wide and cen-

tered far out in the infrared. For satellite temperature

control, one is concerned primarily with the 0.35 to 100 n
region, which encompasses the principal flux from the sun,

that emitted and reflected by the earth, and that emitted

by the spacecraft. The theorist usually is more concerned

with having a wide band from which to choose wavelengths,

rather than with the wavelengths measured.

Measurement Capabilities in the 0.3 to 2.6 /u Wavelength
Range

The measurement of directional hemispherical reflectance

[or its optical equivalent, diffuse directional reflectance

factor r(d, tp) ] in the 0.3 to 2.6 fi range is performed veiy

conveniently by using an integrating sjihere reflectometer.

The wavelength range is restricted for two reasons: 1) the

diffuse sphere coatings in use today have high reflectances

only over the 0.3 to 2.6 ^ range; and 2) because sphere effi-

ciency is very low, the energy available from common sources

is not sufficient to activate common detectors outside of this

general range even if good high-reflecting sphere coatings

existed for the longer wavelengths. Of the people respond-

ing to the questionnaire, 36 reported use of integrating spheres,

20 of which were commercially procured. It is encouraging

that about half of the respondents using an integrating

sphere are using an absolute reading instrument like the one
described by Edwards,''^ which appears to be the most ac-

curate and versatile of its class. This type of sjjhere, with

the sample suspended in the middle, is probably the most
completely analyzed integrating sphere reflectometer.".^'

References 24-28 provide historical background, whereas

Ref. 29 indicates the use of a laser as a source for a 14-in.-

diam integrating vacuum sphere. Most integrating spheres

have the basic capability of excluding or including the

specular component of reflectance, but only for a specific,

system-defined, solid angle, which may or may not be relevant

to the real specular component of reflectance. Other re-

flectometers commonly used as the shorter wavelengths are

used also in the infrared and thus are discussed in the next

section. None of these instruments appears at this time to

compete with the Edwards type sphere in the 0.3 to 2.6 n
range.

Measiirement Capabilities in the Range above 2 fi

There exist two basic methods of measuring directional

hemispherical reflectance in this range: 1) Coblentz-hemi-

sphere type instruments'' (7 responses indicated use of this

method), and 2) Gier-Dunkle heated-cavity reflectometers'''

(10 responses indicated their use). These two instruments,

with individual variations, are presented briefly in chrono-

logical order of development. For more detailed discussions

see Refs. 30-32.
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Fig. 4 The optical system of the Janssen-Torborg hemi-
spherical reflectometer (reprinted from Ref. 41 by per-

mission).

Coblentz-hemisphere

Around 1910, several investigators". '^~" measured pid,

<p) by use of this instrument (Fig. 3), which is based on the

concept of conjugate focal points existing about the center

of curvature of a hemisphere. Thus, if a light source is

moved to the right of the center of curvature, its image ap-

pears to the left of the center or curvature. Because of

spherical aberrations that increase with distance from the

center,* the image is smeared out and enlarged; if a sample

is placed at the first conjugate focal point, an enlarged image
of the illuminated area appears at the second conjugate point.

Absolute data are obtained with this instrument by measuring

the incident flux and the reflected flux and calculating re-

flectance from a knowledge of system losses; relative data

are taken by measuring the reflected flux from the sample

and calculating the reflectance of the sample from knowledge

of relevant system losses and the reflectance of a standard.

In the absolute mode, the detector is placed at the first conju-

gate focal point to read the incident flux, and then the sample

is placed at the first conjugate focal point and the detector

at the second conjugate to measure the reflected flux. The
ratio of these two fluxes, corrected for system losses, is then

p{d, <p), where generally ip is close to the normal. In the

comparison mode, two measurements are made with the de-

tector at the second conjugate focal point, one with a sample

at the first conjugate focal point, and the other with a stand-

ard of known reflectance at the first conjugate focal point.

Major flux losses in this system are due to a) atmospheric

absorption, b) losses out the entrance hole, c) mirror absorp-

tion (which varies with position on the mirror), and d) the

angular and spatial sensitivity of the detector. liecause of

the spherical aberrations, a large image is foiTned at the

second conjugate focal point, which requires the use of a

large detector (such as a ten junction thennopile). Thus,

large errors caused by detector area sensitivity are prob-

able.". In the relative mode of operation, the foregoing

effects can be greatly reduced if the distribution of the re-

flected flux from the sample and from the standard are similar.

If not, losses from effects (6 — d) are not equivalent in the

two cases. The hole loss is very dependent on the distribu-

tion of reflected flux; for a specular surface there is no hole

loss, but for a perfectly diffuse reflection, the hole loss is

identical to the diffuse configuration factor between the

image and the hole. The correction for the distribution of

reflected flux between perfectly specular and perfectly diffuse

reflection can be almost any fraction of the reflectance up
to unity for a perfect back scatterer. Furthermore, the de-

tector is more sensitive to energy from the top of the hemi-

sphere than from the edges. An additional problem is that

the locations of the sample and detector are quite critical.

If they are not both in the focal plane, reflected energ)'

may miss the detector entirely.
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The wavelength range of this instrument is normally 0.5 to

15 II, with a probable accuracy for any general engineering

surface of, at best, 10%. During the 50-yr history of this

instrument, many innovations have been made. Janssen

and Torborg" modified the original concept to measure

fiO', <p'), as shown in Fig. 4, to allow sample heating and
relative reflectance measurements from 0.4 to 20 n, with

probable accuracy of 5% for general engineering materials.

This modification essentially eliminated the detector prob-

lem, doubled the hole correction problem, introduced the

problem of obtaining a good infrared diffuser, introduced

the effect of sample-diffuser interreflection, and did not affect

other principal errors. For accurate use of this instru-

ment, the sample and standard must have the same distribu-

tion of reflected flux. Under these specific conditions, it is

probable that an accuracy on the order of 2% is obtainable.

Furthermore, r{d', <p') = p(d', <p) only if a perfect diffuser is

used in the first conjugate focal point and an accurate cor-

rection can be made for the hole losses.

White" built an automatic recording instrument for Na-
tional Bureau of Standards that uses a specular standard and
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a diffuse standard and makes relative measurements of r(d', tp') I

over the 2.5 to 22.5 n range with an accuracy on the order

of 10%. It is questionable whether this instrument irradiates i

the sample diffusely, so that it is doubtful that data from

this instrument can be used easily in the reciprocity relations

to yield p{d', ip'). The main innovation was placing the '

source at the first conjugate focal point and viewing the source

and sample through a very large hole in the hemisphere.

Birkebak and Hartnett" extended the hemisphere to about
]

f the size of a sphere, which allowed the sample and detector

to be tilted so that d was no longer restricted to near normal
,

irradiation. KozjTev and Vershinin" extended the use of
j

the instrument to a directional annular cone reflectance
;

measurement by use of carefully constructed baffles. Refer-
'

ences 45-48 illustrate some of the many other varied applica-
i

tions of this instrument. i

With proper procedures, any of the foregoing Coblentz- <

hemisphere instruments can measure the reflectance with :

and without the specular component; however, they are all

very restricted in the size of solid angle which can be elimi-

nated as the specular component.
\
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Heated cavity reflectometer

In the late 1940's the heated cavity reflectometer (Fig. 5)

was developed, and it offered a means of measuring p{6, tp)

from 1 to 35 ix, with a probable accuracy of 2 to 5% for

general engineering materials. The sample is

placed in the middle of a blackbody cavity (i.e., equal radi-

ance from all directions) and irradiated diffusely. The
sample and a spot on the wall are viewed alternately through

a small hole in the cavity to obtain a measure of the incident

and reflected flux, and hence absolute reflectance. The
angle of viewing 6' for measurement of p(d, tp) can be varied

by tilting the sample. ''^ The major unique problems with

this instrument are eliminating the temperature gradients

and hole effects in the cavity, so that it is indeed a blackbody

cavity, and accounting for the energy emitted by the sample.

In the Coblentz-type instruments, the incident energy is

chopped so that its a.c. signal can be distinguished from the

d.c. signal of the energy emitted by the sample; whereas in

the heated cavity, no distinction can be made between the

two. Furthermore, in the heated cavity, it is difficult to

control the sample temperature, except for samples of high

thermal conductivity. As for Coblentz-type reflectometers,

the effect of the hole loss is similarly dependent (through the

reciprocity relations) on distribution of the reflected flux. The
specular component can be eliminated by viewing at 9' = 0,

so that the specular component comes from the hole, which

emits no energy into the cavity. (Again, however, the solid

angle for the specular component is limited by the hole size

and its distance from the sample.) It seems apparent that

the heated cavity reflectometer offers the largest wavelength

range and the highest accuracy of the instrument discussed

previously for use in infrared reflectance measurements.

I\ew reflectometers

In the past two years, two new reflectometers have been

utilized successfully: 1) the paraboloidal reflectometer'"'*'^

and 2) the ellipsoidal reflectometer.^" ''* Figures 6 and 7

illustrate the use of these mirrors in place of the hemispherical

mirror of the Coblentz-type reflectometers. These new re-

flectometers were initially identical in concept; however,

under use as presently indicated in the literature, there are

significant differences in their capabihties.

Ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer (one response indicated

its use) : Figure 7 illustrates the basic design of this instru-

ment and shows a Globar as the source. The flux from the

Globar is chopped by an 11.3-cps chopper before entering a

monochromator. The monochromatic beam then is refocused

through a small entrance hole onto the first focal point of an

ellipsoidal mirrorf that is 12^ in. in diameter and 3f in. high.

The first focal point is in the plane of the edges of the mirror,

and the second is 17 in. below the first. The detector signal

is amplified by a thei-mocouple synchronous amplifier. To
measure the incident flux, the detector is placed at the first

focal point. The reflected flux is measured by placing the

detector at the second focal point and the sample at the

first focal point; the reflected flux leaves the sample and is

reflected by the ellipsoidal mirror to the detector at the

second focal point. Thus, after correcting for system losses

(quantitatively described in Ref . 40) , the absolute directional

hemispherical reflectance is measured for 6 = 7°. When the

instrument is operated in the relative mode, the detector is

always at the second focal point and two measurements are

made, one with a sample at the first focal point, and the other

with a specular reflectance standard at the first focal point.

As in other methods of reflectance measurements, the relative

measurement tends to eliminate the atmospheric absorption

correction and reduce the magnitude of the other corrections.

-CHOPPER BLADE

7 MONOCHROMATOR

Fig. 6 Optics of the parabaloidal reflectometer (re-

printed from Ref. 52 by permission).

This instrument has the same inherent losses and prob-
lems as the other systems, with the following exceptions:

1) aberrations are reduced to a minimum, since all measure-
ments are centered around true focal points rather than con-

jugate focal points^; 2) the reflected energy is concentrated

in a small cone (24° half-angle), hence the problem of losses

caused by low sensitivity of the detector to flux incident at

angles near grazing is eliminated
;
3) the detector and sample

are widely separated, which will allow heating and cooling of

the sample over large temperature ranges (an advantage shared

with the Janssen-Torborg system) ; and 4) the optics (also true

for the paraboloidal mirror) allow accurate calibration of

mirror and hole losses for all but the most radically distributed

reflected flux (such as from a diffraction grating).

The large magnification of the ellipsoidal mirror causes

large images to be formed at the second focal point, necessi-

tating the use of an averaging device over the detector (since

large area detectors are prohibitively spatially sensitive)."

A 2-in. diam sphere coated with BaS04 for theO.Sto 2.5 /i range

and sulfur for the 1.5 to 8 range has been used'"' for the

averaging device.

The spatial distribution of the reflected energy crossing

the first focal plane is related precisely to the goniometric
distribution of the reflected flux. That is, every direction

6', ip' in the hemisphere above the surface is represented

by a point P in the first focal plane, and every solid angle

centered in the direction Q' ip' is represented by an area

36 RADIUS SPHERICAL MIRROR

DETECTOR AT SECOND FOCAL POINT

I I , I

IS' ALUMINUM TRONT SURFACE MIRROR

MONOCHROMATOR

t This was purchased from Strong Electric Corporation, City Fig. 7

Fark Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.
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General optical system of the ellipsoidal mirror-

reflectometer.
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Fig. 8 Parabaloidal reflectometer (reprinted from Ref.

30).

about P. This implies the ability to select the energy that

the detector views by blanking out the unwanted energy

with a shield placed in the first focal plane. With this pro-

cedure, a specular component can be measured which has a

solid angle determined by the open area of the shield placed

in the first focal plane. Similarly, the bidirectional reflec-

tance can be measured by varying the position of the hole

in the shield. By placing rings in the first focal plane, one

can measure the directional annular cone reflectance, which

is extremely useful for studying the diffuseness of samples.'"'

The ability to measure the distribution of the reflected flux

aids greatly in making precise corrections for the system

losses.

The angle of incidence can be varied by the construction

of a movable mirror-source assembly similar to that shown
in Fig. 8; however, the construction of this device is not as

simple as with the paraboloid, since the angle of the flat

mirror with respect to the source must change as the mirror

is moved in and out, so that the source always appears to be

at the second focal point.

Total measurement error is estimated to be less than 2%
and probably less than 1% for all engineering materials re-

gardless of the distribution of the reflected flux. However,

the present lack of comprehensive data on the goniometric

distribution of reflected flux from common engineering mate-

rials precludes a positive general statement of accuracy at

this time. High accuracy is possible because 1) errors caused

by variations in a real and angular sensitivity of the detector

have been minimized by use of the sulfur and BaS04 coated

averaging spheres; 2) a technique for correcting the entrance

and/or exit hole loss has been effectively utilized'^; 3) the

use of the ellipsoidal mirror reduces aberrations in the system

and reduces the size of the solid angle of the flux incident

on the detector; 4) the effective reflectance of the ellipsoidal

mirror is measured as a function of position, providing an

accurate correction for variations in the mirror's reflectance;

5) the reflectometer needs only a specular reference standard

that is easy to calibrate accurately; and 6) the system losses

can be evaluated by establishing the flux involved in each

loss through the use of shields placed in or near the first focal

plane.

The averaging device severely limits the useful wavelength

range of this instrument to about 0.3-8 n with conventional

techniques. In addition, the sample's size is restricted, since

the larger the sample, the higher the vmcertainty in the

measurement, because the sample blocks part of the reflected

beam. Also, the magnification in the ellipsoid requires a

small incident image on the sample.

Paraboloidal reflectometer (two responses indicated its

use): Figure 8 illustrates the original design.^" If the

paraboloid over the detector had a much longer focal length

than the paraboloid over the sample (thus reducing the

solid angle of energy incident on the detector), it would be

conceptually identical to the ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer

just discussed. However, increasing the focal length of the
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paraboloid over the detector implies the same image magni-
fication problem as experienced with the latter, with the in-

herent wavelength restrictions of averaging devices. Re-
versing the optics in Fig. 8 and placing the diffuse source

at the focal point of one paraboloid and the sample at the

focal point of the other (identical) paraboloid would provide

the diffuse irradiation necessary for the measurement of

r(6'(p'). However, then the source would be in the incident

optical path, and chopping would be difficult. To facilitate

the use of the paraboloid mirrors in the 30-100 yu range,

Neher''^ used an off-axis paraboloid (of 25 cm focal length)

to bring the flux from an extended source on to a 10-cm focal

length parabola that focused the flux on the sample. A
sample and specular standard are viewed by the mono-
chrometer to measure r{d'ip'). Bevans^^ also used a similar

configuration for the shorter wavelengths. This configura-

tion has allowed the use of the reflectometer for reasonably

accurate measurements over wavelength ranges previously

unattained in this country; however, this was at the expense

of versatility and accuracy.

A disadvantage of this mode of operation is that the flux

from the source is focused on the sample before it goes to the

monochromator. Sample heating problems, similar to those

experienced with heated cavity reflectometers, are mini-

mized by filtering the short wavelengths in the 30-100 m instru-

ment.'"^ The use of a specular mirror standard tends to

accentuate the possible error connected with nondiffuse

incident conditions for comparison with diffusing samples,

whereas a diffusing reference tends to accentuate the error

for near-specular samples.

Neher''^ obtained data in the 30-100 n region with an esti-

mated accuracy of 5%. The use of the double paraboloid

reflectometer to measure p{6, (p) as in Fig. 8 (modified to re-

duce the solid angle on the detector) has the same versatility

of measurement and the same capability of accuracy as the

ellipsoid, since shields (to determine flux density distribu-

tion) can be used in the plane between the mirrors. When
it is used in the reverse mode, its wavelength range is in-

creased, essentially extending the heated cavity type meas-

urement (with synchronous chopping and amplification) to

100 M-

In conclusion, these two types of reflectometers minimize

the problems previously experienced in CoMentz-type and

heated-cavity instruments. It is anticipated that they will

both be improved and extended in the next year.

Review of USSR Literature

References 44, 56-61, and 72 are included to indicate the ap-

proach of the other major space-oriented country to thi

problems of measuring thermal radiation properties. Refer-

ence 72 indicates the trend to measure spectral reflectance to

determine spectral emittance (as in this country) . Reference

44 illustrates a much more sophisticated apjjroach to the use

of the Coblentz hemisphere, which includes the ability to

measure directional annular cone reflectance (defined in Ref.

40). This instrument has been used with diffraction gratings

over the far infrared spectrum, up to 200 fj..^-^" A similar

configuration of this instrument is used in the shorter wa\'e-

length region with a prism monochromator.^''" This instru-

ment seems to provide the major backbone of their measure-

ment program and has an estimated accuracy of 8-10% in

the far infrared and a precision of 3-5%. Reference 59

describes the reflectometer as follows:

The monochromator (IKS-r2) of the apparatus was set up as an

autocoUimator. A Globar lamp wa^ used as the radiation source

up to 100 li, but for the longer wavelengths a PKK-4 mercury
quartz lamp was used. The detectors were two compensated
radiation thermal elements (HTE) with windows of K1!S-.') (for

the 20-55 m region) and crystalline quartz (for wavcleiiglhs

longer than 55 ji). These operated in conjunction with an

FEOlJ-18 photoelectrical optical amplifier and an EPP-Oi)
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electronic potentiometer. The radiation was filtered by means
of a combination of reflection and transmission filters. The
window of the RTE served as a transmission filter. Filtering

the radiation by means of reflection and transmission filters,

however, proved inadequate, especially when working with the
echellettes near the blaze angle. . .

.

It is significant that in almost all of the articles reviewed,

the reflectometer was used out to 100-200 ju, whereas in this

country only Neher" and Camus et al." have been successful

in measuring spectral directional hemispherical reflectance

(or its reciprocal) at these long wavelengths. And Camus'
effort (which used a Michelson interferometer) was only par-

tially successful because of 1) insufficient collection optics,

and 2) troubles with the Golay cell. In addition, Aronson'''

has made specular reflectance measurements to about 300 ii.

Measurement of Specular Reflectance

The measurement of specular reflectance was reported by

eight responses to the questionnaire. In general, the Strongi^^

and the Bennett^' specular reflectometers account for the en-

tire range of instrumentation for the accurate measurements.

References 40 and 62-71 represent the various approaches

to the measurement of specular reflectance and the data

available in this area. Accuracies on the order of 0.1% have

been reported, making this measurement the most

accurate of thermal radiative property measurements. The
wavelength range of the Bennett reflectometer is 0.3 to about

32 n, whereas this useful wavelength range of the Strong

multiple reflection specular reflectometer has been extended

recently to 10 m by use of a sulfur-coated averaging sjjhere

over the detector.*^ Aronson'''' is making specular reflectance

measurements to 300 ix with a Perkin-Elmer attachment.

Summary

The following conclusions are based on a) the foregoing

discussion on heat-transfer calculation technique and on

thermal radiation property measurement techniques, and

b) the responses to the thermal radiation questionnaire.

1) The major problems of the general field seem to be

nomenclature and appropriate society affiliation. Both

stem from the same background, that is, the diverse edu-

cational and experience backgrounds of the personnel in this

field. It is hoped that the new affiliation with AIAA will

provide solutions to both these problems.

2) The practicing engineer, in general, uses opaque-

diffuse-gray heat-transfer calculations. He is interested

primarily in the goniometric distribution of reflected and
emitted flux, the coupling between conduction-convection

and radiant heat transfer, and the calculation of emittance

for semiopaque bodies with a temperature gradient normal

to the surface. Sufficient computational methods are avail-

able to enable the heat-transfer analyst to perform very

accurate calculations. The immediate need is for more
work on the specular-diffuse calculation technique to im-

prove its usefulness to the practicing engineer and to reduce

the required computer time for the Monte Carlo technique

for complex systems. Furthermore, tabulation of the total

image view factor for common configurations now is possible.

The major deterrent to these types of calculations is the

lack of data on the spectral directional specular and diffuse

component of reflectance over the appropriate wavelength

ranges. It also is possible to use Monte Carlo techniques

to calculate the heat transfer between surfaces whose com-
plete goniometric distributions are known.

3) Satisfactory equipment and procedures are available

for measuring total hemispherical emittance and spectral

and total normal emittance to an accuracy between 3 and
8% at temperatures from 100°-1800°K; errors are likely

to be much larger at temperatures above 1800°K or below
100°K.

4) It appears that measurement of reflectance is still an
art, and the estimated accuracy as given herein for each in-

strument is intended to imply the use of the best possible

measurement procedures for surfaces of unknown distribution

of reflected flux. Most of the data in the literature (going

back to the work of Coblentz in 1913) do not reflect the best

measurement procedures available today and may be in

error on the order of 30%.
The Edwards type integrating sphere is the most generally

used reflectometer for measurements at short wavelengths
(<2.6 fi), and the heated cavity is the mo.st used reflectometer

in the infrared part of the spectrum. The extension of the

Coblentz concept to the ellipsoidal and paraboloidal re-

flectometers provides increased versatility, accuracy, and
wavelength range. It is anticipated that both of these instru-

ments will be developed more fully and, possibly, available

commercially in the next year.

The following appear to be the major remaining problems
in the measurement of reflectance

.

1) Accuracy of the measurement should be increased to

the order of 1-2%.
2) The wavelength range of the measurement should cover

at least the range of 0.2 to 100 n and hopefully 0.2 to 500 m
(for bodies at cryogenic temperatures in space).

3) Reflectance should be measured as a function of sample
temperature from 4° to approximately 1000° K. Above this

temperature emittance techniques seem appropriate.

4) More data are needed on the effects that polarization

and angle of incidence have on reflectance.

5) More goniometric data are needed, both in and out of

the plane of incidence.

6) Diffuse standards of spectral directional hemispherical

reflectance of 1% accuracy are needed over at least the 0.2

to 35 n range.

7) Standards of spectral specular reflectance are needed
to cover the 0.2 to 35 /j. range, and of various levels of re-

flectance (about five, distributed equally between 0 and 1).

8) More accurate ultraviolet degradation studies .should

be made.

9) The effect of the size of the measurement solid angle

on the measured value of the directional specular component
of reflectance should be established.

10) Data on the spectral specular and diffuse components
of reflectance are needed for the 0.2 to 35 /x range.

11) There is great need for new radiant sources. It is

suggested that the continuous wave laser would be a superb

source since it has a high-intensity collimated beam.^^ Fur-

thermore, the developments in this field indicate that wave-
lengths of laser emission will be available (in the next five

years) to cover much of the spectrum of interest. Salisbury

effect devices™ seem to offer a possible far infrared source of

high intensity.

12) A study of the experimentally necessary and suffi-

cient conditions for r{d, <p) should be made.

13) New techniques are needed for measurements in the

far infrared. A possible solution is the Michelson inter-

ferometer approach, which, for the same elapsed measure-

ment time, provides marked increases in the signal to noise

ratio."''^-"

14) Probably most important of all, methods of char-

acterizing the measured sample are needed desperately.
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Thermal Radiation

Property IVIeasurement Tecliniques

S. T. Dunn, J. C. Geist, D. G. Moore,

H. E. Clark, and J. C. Richmond

This is an annual sumnaary report of work completed on NASA Contract

R-09-022-032. The work comprised (1) completion of the development and

calibration of a rotating cylinder procedure for measur^g normal spectral

emittance of non-conducting materials at temperatures in the range of 1200

to 1600 °K, (2) analysis and calibration of an ellipsoidal mirror reflectom-

eter, and (3) a study of the relation between surface roughness and geomet-

ric distribution of flux reflected from a surface.

Key Words: Averaging spheres, diffuse reflectance, emissivity, emit-

tance, flux averaging devices, infrared reflectance, spectral reflectance,

spectral emittance, specular reflectance.
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PROCEDURES FOR PRECISE DETERMINATION

OF THERMAL RADIATION PROPERTIES

NOVEMBER 1962 TO OCTOBER 1963

Joseph C. Richmond, Davis P. DeWitt,

and Warren D. Hayes, Jr.

ABSTRACT

The preliminary design of an intergrating- sphere reflectometer,
utilizing a helium- neon continuous- wave gas laser as the source, for

measuring the reflectance of specimens at high temperature, was com-
pleted. Development work on an ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer for

measuring spectral reflectance in the wavelength range of 2 to 15 microns
of specimens at room temperature was continued. The study of equations
relating spectral emissivity of metals to other properties was continued.
Platinum- 13% rhodium and oxidized Inconel working standards of normal
spectral emittance were calibrated over the wavelength range of 1 to 15

microns at temperatures of 800, 1100 and 1300 °K. Several modifications
of the normal spectral emittance equipment were made to permit opera-
tion in the 15-35 micron range.
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NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
Technical Note 267

ISSUED DECEMBER 17, 1965

PROCEDURES FOR PRECISE DETERMINATION

OF THERMAL RADIATION PROPERTIES

NOVEMBER 1963 TO OCTOBER 1964

Joseph C. Richmond, S. Thomas Dunn,

Dovid P. DeWitt, and Warren D. Hayes, Jr.

ABSTRACT

A laser- source integrating sphere reflectometer was designed and built

to measure the reflectance of specimens at high temperatures. The sphere
was calibrated for linearity of response at 0. 632u by means of a shallow
cylindrical cavity with a variable depth- to- radius ratio, having a lining of
known reflectance. Preliminary tests showed that the flux emitted by a hot
specimen at temperatures up to 2500 'K will not invalidate the reflectance
measurement. An ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer was calibrated for all

known errors in the 1 to 7. 5|i range. A preliminary analysis indicates that

the errors in measurement of absolute reflectance with this equipment should
not exceed 2 percent. A review of the literature on relation of thermal
radiation properties to other properties of materials is presented, together
with a summary of the work done in an effort to compute the spectral
omittance of rhodium.

Key words: Emissivity, omittance , high temperature reflectance, infrared
reflectance, radiation properties, reflectance, spectral omit-
tance, spectral reflectance, thermal radiation.
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TECHNICAL NOTE 292
ISSUED FEBRUARY 10, 1967

Procedures for Precise Determination

of Thermal Radiation Properties

November 1964 to October 1965

J. C. Richmond, G. J. KneissI,

D. L Kelley. and F. J. Kelly

Abstract

The broad overall objective of this continuing program is to develop equipment and pro-

cedures for measuring the important thermal radiation properties of materials, particularly

those used in aircraft, missiles and space vehicles, at temperatures up to the melting point of

the most refractory material, and to develop physical standards for checking such equipment

and procedures. During the period covered by this report the specific objectives were

(1) continued development of the laser-source integrating sphere reflectometer, (2) an error

analysis of the shallow cavity technique for measuring normal spectral emittance, and (3) a

study of the feasibility of preparing emittance standards for use at temperatures above 1400 °K
(about 2000 ^F).

An error analysis of the shallow cavity technique for measuring total normal emittance of

ceramic materials at very high temperatures showed that there was an error due to the trans-

lucency of the specimens that was as much as +60% for alumina, and a second error due to

thermal gradients in the specimen that was on the order of -10^. Two new techniques were

devised in the hope of greatly reducing the translucency error. Progress was made in developing

codes to compute and correct for the thermal gradients present in the specimen. The laser-

source integrating sphere reflectometer for measuring reflectance of specimens at very high

temperatures was extensively redesigned to eliminate errors due to flux reaching the detector on

the first reflection, and to convert the reflectometer from the substitution to the comparison mode
A literature search was made of techniques for measuring thermal radiation properties of solids

at temperatures above 2500 °K (4000 ^F).
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Effect of Surface Roughness on Emittance of Nonmetals

Joseph C. Richmond

Inslilute for Basic Standards, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234

(Received 27 July 1965)

It has been observed experimentally, both at NBS and elsewhere, that the emittance of polished metals

can be markedly increased by roughening the surface, by as much as a factor of 2 or 3. For nonmetals and
particularly white ceramic materials, on the other hand, the emittance appears to be essentially independent

of surface roughness, at least for wavelengths below 7 or 8 ju. This apparant anomaly is explained on the

basis of the difiFerences in the optical properties of the two types of materials.

Index Headings: Emisslvity; Reflectance.

INTRODUCTION

PREVIOUS work in this laboratory has shown that

the normal spectral emittance of Inconel and type

321 stainless steel was increased by a factor of 2 to 3

by sandblasting/ and also that the same treatment in-

creased the total hemispherical emittance of Inconel and

types 321 and 430 stainless steel by similar amounts.^

Gannon and Linder' report that the total normal emit-

tance of alumina is not a function of surface roughness,

and ascribe this effect to the transparency of alumina.

Similar data taken at NBS on the normal spectral

emittance of alumina are shown in Fig. 1. The demon-

strated difference in the effect of surface roughness on

the emittance of metals as compared to nonmetals calls

for an explanation.

The difference can be explained qualitatively on the

basis of the properties of the materials involved. The
phenomena can be more easily explained in terms of

reflectance than in terms of emittance. This is legitimate

because for opaque specimens, the emittance and

reflectance sum to one, by Kirchhoff's law.

When a beam of radiant flux strikes an interface

between two media of different indices of refraction,

part of the beam is reflected and part is transmitted

across the interface. Since the interface has no thick-

ness, there can be no absorption at the interface, and

all of the energy of the incident beam is accounted for

in the reflected and transmitted beams. The fraction of

the incident beam that is reflected can be computed

from the Fresnel reflection equation.

If the interface is the surface of a polished metal, a

large fraction (on the order of 0.9) of the incident radiant

flux is reflected, and that portion that is transmitted is

quickly absorbed by the metal. Essentially none of it

is internally reflected. When the metal is roughened,

the effective reflectance of the interface is reduced

because of multiple reflections from the surface, and

*
J. C. Richmond and J. B. Steward, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 42,

633 (1959). "Emittance" as used in that paper and this is defined
as the ratio of flux emitted by a specimen to that emitted by a
blackbody at the same temperature and under the same spectral

and geometric conditions.
2
J. C. Richmond and W. N. Harrison, J. Res. Natl. Bur. Stds.

C66, 261 (1%2).
»R. E. Gannon and B. Linder, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 47, 592

(1064).

the transmitted portion of the incident flux is again

absorbed by the metal. Hence the absorptance and, by
Kirchhoff's law, the emittance, is markedly increased,

as has been observed experimentally.

If the interface is the surface of a polished dielectric

that has high internal scattering, the fraction of the

incident flux that is reflected by the interface is small

(on the order of 0.1), the portion that is transmitted is

internally scattered by the dielectric, and most of it

ultimately is reflected back through the interface. When
the surface is roughened, the reflectance of the surface

is reduced, but the flux that is not reflected by the

surface is internally reflected within the specimen and
back through the interface, and the net effect of the

roughness on the reflectance, and, hence, on the emit-

tance, is very small.

MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT
The case of the dielectric material can be treated

mathematically. The reflectance R for diffuse incidence

of a metal specimen coated with a light-scattering

dielectric coating was shown in a previous paper^ to be

R= Pe+ (1— pe)(l— Pi)

X {
[(1-/3)^6"^- (l+/3)0e-'^]/(AfiVe'^- OPe-''^)},

(1)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15

X in MICRONS

Fig. 1. Normal
_
spectral emittance of a specimen of AD-5

alumina, measured]at NBS by the rotating cylinder method. The
effect of grit blasting is considered not significant at wavelengths
below 12/1.

*]. C. Richmond, J. Res. Natl. Bur. Stds. €67, 217 (1963).
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in which pe is the external reflectance of the coating-air

interface, pi is the internal reflectance of the same inter-

face, both for difl^use incident flux, I3={a/ ia+2S)y

where a is the absorption and 5 is the backscattering

coefficient of the coating material for diffuse flux, e is

the base of natural logarithms cr= [a(a+25)]^ D is

coaling thickness, and N= (l+/3)-pi(l-i3). M, 0, and

P, which are defined in Ref. 4, are eliminated in the

following derivation and need not be defined here.

For a completely opaque coating, aD is very large,

and g-'^^O. Under these conditions, Eq. (1) reduces to

i?= pe+(l-pe)

X[(l-/3)-pi(l-/3)]/C(l+/3)-Pi(l-^)]. (2)

For a specimen with an optically smooth surface, pe

and Pi can be computed from the index of refraction

from the Fresnel equation. For diffusely incident flux,

the integrated Fresnel equation^ gives

Pe=|-f

(w-l)(3n-l)

-2n'

6(n+l)2

(w2+2w-l)

n— 1

In

w+1

"llnw,

-1)0
(3)

in which n is the index of refraction. For metals, the

complex index of refraction n* must be substituted for

n. Pe is related to pi^ by

Pi= 1- l/n'-\-pe/n'= 1- (l-Pe)/«^ (4)

09 08

.05 .07 .09

VALUE OF /3

07 06 05 04
VALUE OF

.13

03 02

Fig. 2. Computed hemispherical emittance of a specimen of a

material for which «=1.76, /3 = 0.04, when pe is varied, for and

Pe = 0.095, when (3 is varied, showing effect of variations inpe and;3.

'J. W. T Walsh, Dept. Sci. & Ind. Res. Illumination Res.

Tech. Paper No. 2 (London, England, 1926), p. 10.

If we substitute in Eq. (2) the value for pi given in

Eq. (4) we obtain

i?= pe+(l-pe)

X(l-pe)(l-/3)/[(l-pe)(l-/3)+2n2^]. (5)

It can be seen from the form of Eq. (5) that small

variations in pe should not appreciably affect R. First,

the equation has the form i?=pe+ (1— pe)iir, which

could be rewritten R= K-\-pe{l—K). The term K is the

fraction in the second term of Eq. (5) ; pe appears as the

term (1— pe) in both numerator and denominator of this

fraction, and since /3 is usually less than 0.05, and pa is

usually less than 0.1, variations in pe have only minor

effects on the value of K. Variations in (3, however, have

large effects on the value of K.

Consider the case of polished alumina, for which

«= 1.76 in the visible; /3 varies with purity, grain size,

porosity, processing, etc., but a representative value is

0.04. From Eq. (3), pe= 0.095. Substituting these values

in Eq. (5) gives R= 0.799, from which the hemispherical

emittance, en= 0.201. This agrees with the normal

spectral value at about 2 p. shown in Fig. 1.

In the case of metals, all of the reflectance is due to

surface or interface reflection. Data in Ref. 2 show that

the total hemispherical emittance at 800°C of type 430

stainless steel was about 0.30 in the electropolished

condition, and 0.65 in the sandblasted condition. The
reflectance for diffusely incident flux from a blackbody

at 800°C would thus be 0.70 for the polished and 0.35

for the sandblasted metal. Since 0.7^= 0.343, we estimate

that the effect of the sandblasting was to increase from

one to about three the average number of reflections

from the surface for each incident ray. If the effect of

sandblasting the alumina was equivalent, then its

surface reflectance would be reduced to 0.095^= 0.00086.

Substituting this value in Eq. (5), and retaining the

same values for/3 and n, we get i?=0.796 and eH= 0.204.

Thus, by this analysis, the increase in emittance ex-

pected to be produced by sandblasting is only 0.003,

or about 1.5%, which is too small to be evaluated in

most measurements. The results of actual measurements

indicate no significant change. See Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the effect of changes in pe and /3 on

the computed hemispherical emittance of a material

having h= 1.76, /3= 0.04 when pe is varied and pe= 0.095

when ^ is varied. Note that the emittance is quite

sensitive to changes in fi, but is quite insensitive to

changes in pe. These calculations confirm the experi-

mental results.

Reprinted from Journal of the Optical Society of America, Vol. 56, No. 2, 253-254, February 1966

Printed in U. S. A.
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Thermal Radiation Properties of Ceramic Materials

Joseph G. Richmond

Institute for Basic Standards,
National Bureau of Standards, Wasliington, D.C. 20234

The thermal radiation properties of materials are defined, and the basic physical laws

governing the amount of thermal radiation emitted by a blackbody radiator, and its geo-

metric and spectral distribution, are reviewed. Equations are given relating the thermal
radiation properties of emittance, reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance to the optical

properties of index of refraction, absorption coeflBcient, and scattering coeflScient. The
efifect of impurities and processing variables such as grain size and porosity on the optical

properties is discussed. The influence of thermal gradients normal to the surface of ceramic
specimens on the observed thermal radiation properties is reviewed. Several methods of

measuring thermal radiation properties of ceramic materials are discussed briefly, and
representative normal spectral emittance data for alumina, thoria, magnesia, and zirconia

are given.

Key Words: Alumina; ceramics; emittance; magnesia; reflectance; temperature coefiB-

cient of emittance; thermal radiation properties; thoria, zirconia.

1. Introduction

Thermal radiation is electromagnetic radiation
that is generated by the thermal motion of the
particles of which a material is composed, such
as molecules, atoms, ions, and electrons. All
matter is constantly emitting thermal radiation,
and in turn is constantly being irradiated by
thermal radiation from its surroundings. Both
processes occur simultaneously, and the net rate
of heat transfer to or from a body is determined
by the relative rates of the two processes.

The thermal radiation properties of a body are
those properties that determine the rates of
absorption and emission of thermal radiation, and
hence the rates of heat transfer to or from the
body by radiation. When thermal radiation is

incident on a body, it is either reflected, absorbed
or transmitted. Nothing else can happen to it.

Hence, we can Avrite

4'.+4>„+«i.,=*i, (1)

where ^> is flux, the time rate of flow of radiant
energy, and the subscripts r, a, t and i designate
the reflected, absorbed, transmitted, and incident
flux, respectively. If we divide both sides of
equation (1) by and define the reflectance, p,

as the absorptance, a, as ^J^i and the
transmittance, r, as ^tl^t, we get

p+a+T=l. (2)

For an opaque specimen, t=0, hence

P+«=l. (3)

Kirchhoff's law states that the absorptance, a,

is equal to the emittance, e,

(4)

hence, for an opaque body the reflectance and the
emittance sum to one

P+*=l. (5)

We thus see that for an opaque body the thermal
radiation properties are fully defined by either

the emittance or the reflectance.

Fluorescent and phosphorescent materials ab-
sorb radiant energy at one wavelength and re-

emit it at another, usually longer, wavelength.
Because of this behavior, they may appear to

deviate from the above relationships when irradi-

ated with heterochromatic flux, since at the

wavelength of fluorescent or phosphorescent
emission the reflected or transmitted flux may
exceed the incident flux. For such materials it is

necessary to measure the spectral reflectance or

transmittance by a technique in which the speci-

men is irradiated by monochromatic flux, and the
reflected or transmitted flux is measured by means
of a detector that senses only flux of the same
wavelength as the incident flux. The flux emitted
by phosphorescent or fluorescent emission is not
considered to be reflected flux.

2. Definition of Terms

Up to this point we have described thermal
radiation, thermal radiation properties, and flux.

It will be appropriate at this time to more rigor-
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ously define a number of additional terms that
we shall be using.'

Reflectance, p, is the fraction of the incident
flux that is reflected without change in frequency.

Absorptance, a, is the fraction of the incident
flux that is absorbed and converted to another
form of energy.

Transmittance, r, is the fraction of the incident

flux that is transmitted without change in

frequency.
All of these properties are influenced by the

wavelength, direction of incidence, and degree and
direction of polarization relative to the plane of

incidence of the incident flux, and, for reflectance

and transmittance, by the size and direction of

the sohd angle over which the reflected or trans-

mitted flux is collected for measurement. They
may also vary somewhat with the temperature of

the specimen. Hence, these terms are modified to

indicate these conditions.

Spectral means at a given wavelength, or in a
narrow wavelength band centered about a given
wavelength.

Directional means in a given direction, usually

measured from the normal to the surface.

Normal is a special case of directional, and
means in a direction normal to the surface.

Specular, referring to reflectance, means in the

direction of mirror reflection.

Diffuse, or hemispherical, referring to incident

flux, means incident uniformly from all possible

directions.

Hemispherical, referring to reflected, trans-

mitted, or emitted flux, refers to flux summed
over a hemisphere.
The terms reflectance^ absorptance, and trans-

mittance are defined as fractions of incident flux,

and are dimensionless numbers. The numerical
value, being a ratio, is independent of the magni-

tude of the incident flux, but for equations (2)

and (3) to be valid, the conditions of irradiation

must be the same for each term in the equation.

This means that the spectral or wavelength

composition and state of polarization of the

incident flux and its direction of incidence must
be the same for each term.

A blackbody radiator absorbs all radiant

energy incident upon it, and emits radiant energy

at the maximum possible rate for any body at

its temperature. The amount of flux emitted by
a blackbody radiator is given by the Stefan-

Boltzmann equation, its spectral distribution by
the Planck equation, and its geometric distribu-

tion by Lambert's cosine law. These are the

fimdamental laws of thermal radiation.

The Stefan-Boltsmann equation is

M^ffT (6)

• There has been much confusion in nomenclature in this area. Judd [1]

has published a recommended system of nomenclature for reflectance terms.
(Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper)

.

where M is the radiant exitance, or total flux

emitted per unit surface area by a blackbody
emitter in units of Wm~^, a is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, 5.6697 x 10"^ Wm-^K"*,
and T is the absolute temperature in kelvins.

Lambert's cosine law may be expressed as
follows

:

l9=h cos e (7)

in which I9 is the intensity per unit area in units

of Wsr^'cm"^ of a blackbody radiator in a
direction 6, 6 being the angle between the given
direction and the normal to the emitting surface,

and In is the intensity per unit area of the blackbody
radiator normal to its surface.

Planck's radiation equation is

Mx=c,X-^[exp (c2/xr)-l]-» (8)

where M\ is the spectral radiant exitance of a
blackbody radiator per unit wavelength interval

at wavelength A, in units of watts per square
meter and meter wavelength interval, Ci is the
first radiation constant, 3.7415 x 10~'^ Wm^ X
is the wavelength in meters, C2 is the second
radiation constant, L43879 x lO"'^ mK, and T is

the absolute temperature, in kelvins.

No real material is a true blackbody radiator;

hence, for all real materials, the flux emitted is

less than that emitted by a balckbody radiator.

However, the radiation laws can still be used for

real materials by using the emittance as a pro-

portionality factor.

Emittance, e, is defined as the ratio of the radiant

exitance of a specimen (radiant flux per unit area

emitted) to that of a blackbody radiator at the

same temperature and under the same conditions.

Emissivity is defined as the emittance of a

specimen having an optically smooth surface and
a thickness sufficient to be completely opaque,

and is a property of the material of which the

specimen is composed.
Emittance varies with the direction of emission

relative to the surface of the specimen, the wave-
length of the emitted radiation, and the tempera-

ture of the specimen. The emitted radiation may
be elliptically polarized, particularly if emitted

at large angles from the normal to the surface of

the specimen. The terms directional, normal,

hemispherical and spectral apply to emittance as

well as to all of the other terras previously defined.

The term total, referring to emittance, means at

all wavelengths. This term has no specific mean-
ing for reflectance, absorptance, and transmit-

tance, unless the spectral distribution of the

incident flux, or source, is specified. For emittance,

however, it is only necessary to specify the tem-

perature,, since the spectral distribution of flux

emitted by a blackbody radiator is given by the

radiation laws as a function of temperature.

For Kirchhoff's law, equation (4), to be rigor-

ously correct,^ it is necessary that the spectral

'See reference [2] for a proof of Kirchhoff's law.
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composition, degree of polarization, and direction

of incidence of the incident flux for the absorp-
tance evaluation should be the same as the spectral

composition, degree of polarization, and direction

of emission for the emitted flux in the emittance
evaluation. This would appear to impose a severe
restriction upon the general applicability of Kirch-
hoff's law. However, there are no polarization

effects for normally incident flux, and the effects

become of appreciable significance only for specu-
larly reflecting materials at angles near the
Brewster's angle. This point will be discussed in

more detail later. For spectral incident flux the
spectral distribution within the narrow wave-
length interval approximates that of blackbody
radiation sufficiently closely that the effect of

the deviation is negligible. Hence equation (3)

applies to normal spectral values of absorptance
and emittance, and can be used to convert one
to the other.

Normal spectral emittance over a wide wave-
length range, at a given temperatm-e, can be con-
verted to total emittance at the same temperature
by multiplying the spectral values, wavelength
by wavelength, by the value of the Planck dis-

tribution function at the same wavelength to

produce a curve of emitted flux as a function of

wavelength. This curve is integrated to obtain
the total emitted flux, which is then divided by
the total integrated flux for a black body at the
same temperature to obtain the total normal
emittance. For most nonconducting materials,

the emittance, either total or spectral, does not
change appreciably with angle of emission at

angles of emission less than about 50° from the
normal. For conductors such as metals, the effect

begins to appear at angles greater than 10 to 15°

from the normal.

Spectral emittance and absorptance are not
strong functions of temperature, hence values
obtained at one temperature can be used to

predict values at other temperatures with only
small errors, if the difference in temperature is

not great. Total emittance, on the other hand,
may or may not vary appreciably with temperature
depending upon the shape of the spectral emittance
curve.

Figure 1 shows the variation with temperature
of the total hemispherical emittance of Inconel
coated with two different ceramic coatings, and
figure 2 shows the variation with temperature of

total hemispherical emittance of electropolished
and of oxidized type 321 stainless steel. Figure 3

shows variation with temperature of normal
spectral emittance of alumina, thoria, magnesia
and zirconia.

Reflectance is usually easier to measure than
absorptance, and spectral absorptance is fre-

quently computed from spectral reflectance by
use of equation (3). In this case, the reflectance

must be measured under conditions of hemispher-
ical viewing, and the resulting absorptance is for
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Figure 1. Total hemispherical emittance of com-

posite specimens consisting of Inconel coated

with NBS coating A-418, top curve, and NBS
coating N-143, bottom curve.

Open points represent values obtained during heating;

closed points, during cooling.
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Figure 2. Total hemispherical emittance of type

321 stainless steel specimens in the electro-

polished condition, bottom curve, and after

oxidation in air at 1000 °C for various times,

top curves.

Open points represent values obtained during heating;

closed points, during cooling.

the same conditions of irradiation as the reflec-

tance.

Thermal radiation properties are frequently

referred to as surface properties. This is obviously
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a gross approximation, and is true only to the
extent that the thermal radiation properties can
be markedly affected by the surface condition of

the specimen being measured, particularly its

roughness. The processes of absorption and
emission involve interaction of the electromag-
netic waves with material particles, and hence
cannot occur at a surface, which is only a two-
dimensional interface. While in one sense reflection

occurs at an interface, even this process involves
penetration of the incident electromagnetic waves
beyond the interface to a depth that may be
several times the wavelength.
The function of the surface, or interface, in

determining thermal radiation properties is that
it affects the amount and geometric distribution

of the reflected flux, and the amount and dis-

tribution of the flux that penetrates the interface

to where it can be absorbed and transmitted. It

also affects the fraction of the internally generated
flux that penetrates the interface and is emitted,

and to a lesser extent, its geometric distribution.

This wUl be discussed in more detail later.

Surface contamination, even in amounts that
are difficult to detect by normal chemical means,
can also significantly affect thermal radiation

properties.

For metals, all of which have a very high
absorption coefficient over most of the wave-
length range of thermal radiation, the processes

of emission, absorption and reflection occur in a

very thin surface layer, perhaps only a few hundred
atomic diameters in thickness. Hence for metals,
it is a fair approximation to say that the thermal
radiation properties are surface properties. Ceramic
materials, on the other hand, usually have much
lower absorption coefficients than do metals, at

least at some wavelengths, and for such materials
the thermal radiation properties must be con-
sidered to be volume properties.

The thermal radiation properties of a specimen
can be aflfected by the contour of its surface. The
specimen wUl have the highest reflectance or the
lowest emittance if its surface is completely
smooth. Increasing surface roughness will decrease
reflectance and increase emittance. In the case
of a metal, the effect can be large. For instance
the total hemispherical emittance of type 321
stainless steel at 400 "C increased from about 0.2

in the electropolished condition to about 0.55
when sandblasted [3], The normal spectral emit-
tance of polycrystalline ceramics, on the other
hand, has been shown to be nearly independent
of surface roughness [4].

Bennett [5] has derived the following equation
relating reflectance of a metal at normal incidence

to surface roughness:

p/po=exp- (47^(7/X)2+327^*((^/X)*(Aa/m)^ (9)

in which p is the reflectance of a rough metal
surface for normally incident flux reflected into

an optical system having an acceptance solid

angle with a half angle Aa (Aa=7r/2 for hemis-
pherical collection), po is the reflectance of a

perfectly smooth surface of the same metal under
the same conditions, o- is the root-mean-square
(rms) roughness of the surface, X is the wave-
length of the incident radiation, and m is the rms
slope of the surface.

The first term, exp— (47ro•/X)^ accounts for

interference effects, and predominates when o-/X

<<1.0. The second term accounts for geometric

effects, and predominates when (r/X>>1.0.

The treatment becomes almost hopelessly com-
plex at oblique incidence, because of polarization

effects. If such effects are neglected, equation (9)

can stUl be used by substituting for <r the term a

cos 6, where 6 is the angle of incidence, measured

from the normal to the gross plane of the surface.

3. Wavelength Range of Interest

The spectral distribution of the radiance (the

flux per unit wavelength interval, unit solid angle

and unit area of source projected normal to trie

direction of emission) of a blackbody radiator is

given by the Planck equation:

Zx=1.19096X-^

X[exp (1.43879/xr)-l]-'X10-» (10)

where L\ is the radiance in watts per square

meter, steradian, and meter wavelength interval

(Wm~'^sr~')m~', X is wavelength in meters and

T is temperature in kelvins. A plot of L\ as a

function of X for a blackbody at 1000 K is shown

in figure 4.
.

The nature of equation (10) is such that there is

some energy emitted at all wavelengths between

zero and infinity, but the amount at very short

and very long wavelengths is so small that it can

be neglected. At any temperature, 99 percent of
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Figure 4. Relative spectral radiance of a blackbody radiator, plotted as a function

o/XT in cmK, curve A, and percentage increase in spectral radiance produced
by a one percent increase in temperature, plotted as a function of XT in cmK,
curve B.

the energy is emitted between wavelengths repre-
sented by values of \T of 1322 and 29372 ^mK,
and about 25 percent of the energy is at wave-
lengths shorter than the peak. At room tempera-
ture (300 K) 99 percent of the energy is at

wavelengths between 4.4 and 97.9 nm. As a
practical matter, most determinations of thermal
radiation properties cover the wavelength range
of 1 to 15 fim, with others covering the extended
range from about 0.25 to 40 fj.m. There is con-
siderable interest in spectral emittance at 0.65

nm, the wavelength often used in optical pyrom-
etry. Most of our discussion will be confined to the
1- to 15-;um range. Figure 5 shows how the wave-
length limits for 99 percent of the radiant energy
change with temperature.

4. Theoretical Considerations

When two transparent media of different indices

of refraction are separated by an optically smooth
interface, a beam of radiation striking the inter-

face will be refracted according to Snell's law, and
reflected according to Fresnel's law. Snell's law is

expressed as:

ni sin 6i=n2 sin 6r, (11)

where Ui is the index of refraction of the medium
fropa which the beam is incident, df is the angle of

incidence, measured from the normal to the inter-

face, n2 is the index of refraction of the medium
into which the beam is refracted, and dr is the angle
of refraction, again measured from the normal to
the surface. The equation is valid over the entire

range of $i when ri2>ni. When ni>n2, the equation
is stUl valid at values of di less than the critical

angle. At angles greater than the critical angle,

total internal reflection will occur. The critical

angle, dc, is defined by the equation

0c=sin-i (ni/ni). (12)

Fresnel's law, in its general form, is expressed as:

_ ,^ r^i cos di—n2 cos dr
'Y

\_ni cos 6i-\-n2 cos drj

L^2 cos ^i-frii cos 0rj

where p is the reflectance of the interface for

unpolarized incident flux. Equation (13) can be
reduced, by substituting for ni or 712 from equation

(11), to

Tsin^ {B,-en rtan^ (g.-g.)! ,.,s

'-^'^Um^{e,+er)V^'\t^n^{e.+e.)\
^^^^

In equations (13) and (14) the first term gives

the reflectance for radiation polarized perpendic-
ular to the plane of incidence, and the second
term that for radiation polarized parallel to the

plane of incidence. The place of incidence is the

plane containing the direction of incidence and
the normal to the interface (surface). There is

some disagreement in the literature as to what
constitutes the plane of polarization. In this paper

it is defined as the plane containing the E (electric)

vector.

It can be seem from equation (14) that when
{ei-\-dr)= Trl2, tan (Bi+dr) goes to infinity, and the

reflectance for radiation polarized parallel to the

plane of incidence goes to zero. The angle at
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Figure 5. Wavelength limits encompassing 99 percent of the

flux emitted by a blackbody radiatoi at the indicated

temperature, for high temperatures, top curve; and low

temperatures, bottom curve.

which this occurs is known as the Brewster's
angle, da, and is defined as:

0fl=tan ^n2lni (15)

Equations (11) through (15) were derived for

a perfect dielectric that is optically homogeneous.
Such a material has no absorption. Although no
real material conforms completely to this model,
the equations can be applied with no significant

error to transparent dielectric materials in general.

For materials of which the absorption coefficient

is not negligible, the complex index of refraction,

n*, must be substituted for the simple index of

refraction, n, in the equations.

n*=n-\-ik (16)

where i—^J—\, and k is the absorption index.

k=a\/4ir (17)

wbere a is the absorption coefficient, and \ is

wavelength.
The absorption coefficient, a, is defined by the

equation

^x=^o exp{-ax) (18)

where % is the flux remaining after traversing
a thickness x of nonscattering material, and $o is

the flux at a:=0.
Let us assume that we have an optically homo-

geneous specimen of a dielectric material, having
two paraUel faces, A and B, that are optically

smooth and essentially infinite in extent, so that
edge effects can be neglected. We will further
assume that interference effects can be neglected.
This is a reasonable model for a sheet of polished
plate glass, or a single crystal of quartz or sodium
chloride, for instance. When a beam of radiation
is incident on surface A of such a specimen, it is

partly reflected and partly refracted, according to

the Fresnel equation (13) or (14). The radiation
that is refracted is transmitted undeviated until

it hits the second surface, B, where it again under-
goes reflection and refraction according to the
Fresnel equation. In its course through the ma-
terial, it is partially absorbed according to equa-
tion (18). By following the beam until it is com-
pletely absorbed or has left the specimen, we can
compute the reflectance, transmittance, and ab-

sorptance of the specimen. All of the flux initially

reflected by surface A plus that leaving the speci-

men through surface A makes up the reflected

portion, that leaving through surface B makes up
the transmitted portion, and that absorbed makes
up the absorbed portion. These portions divided

by the incident flux are the reflectance, trans-

mittance, and absorptance.

Gardon [6] gives a very complete account of

the emittance of isothermal transparent materials.

He derives a spectral volume emissive power, j\,

defined by the equation :

(19)

where Mb,\ is the spectral exitance of a blackbody
radiator at the temperature of the specirnen.

Mb,x can be obtained from the Planck equation.

His final equation for the spectral radiance on
the inside of the surface, L^^^^ at wavelength X

and angle ^ for a specimen of thickness X is

:

L,xpx=n2 [1-exp i-aX/cos <p) cos
IT

(20)

and for the internal spectral irradiance on the

inside of the surface, £'ax, at wavelength X for a

specimen of thickness X,

Etxx=n'MU2- exp(- a^X)- (axX)'-?,(- a^X)]
(21)
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where the exponential integral is defined

as f<(—p)= e'^q'^dq^. The flux that is incident

internally on the surface of the specimen under-
goes reflection and refraction. All of the flux that

is incident at angles greater than the critical angle

is totally reflected. For a specimen thick enough
to be opaque, this is a fraction 1— of the total

flux. For a transparent specimen, the fraction is

larger. The critical angle, dc, is defined by equa-
tion (12). The fraction of the internally incident

flux that is incident at angles less than dc is re-

fracted to fill the entire hemisphere on the

external side of the surface, and the fraction trans-

mitted at any angle can be computed from equa-
tion (14) by setting dr as the internal angle of

incidence and dt as the external angle of refraction.

For transparent birefringent single crystals

each ray appears as two plane polarized compo-
nents with their planes of polarization normal to

each other, and the fraction of each component
is determined by the orientation of the ray relative

to the crystal axes of the specimen. For such a

specimen the index of refraction will be different

for the two portions of the ray, and because the
two portions are plane polarized, the two parts of

equation (14) must be used separately. As a

further complication, unless the plane of incidence

happens to include a crystallographic axis of the
crystal, neither of the planes of polarization will

be in the plane of incidence. The situation where
there is a thermal gradient normal to the surface

of the specimen has been treated in a second paper
by Gardon [7].

For an optically inhomogeneous specimen, the
situation becomes so complex that Gardon's ap-
proach is no longer valid. A single ray undergoes
so many internal reflections and refractions that
it soon loses its identity. Practically all poly-
crystalline materials fall into the category of

intensely scattering materials, which have been
treated by Kubelka [8] and by Hamaker [9]. The
scattering occurs by reflection and refraction
whenever the index of refraction of the material
changes along the path of the ray, primarily at
pores, grain boundaries, or inclusions. For mate-
rials of this type, an entirely different mathemati-
cal treatment is required.

Consider a specimen of very large area, so that

edge effects may be neglected, that is irradiated

diffusely over its entire area. Under steady-state

conditions, the incident flux not reflected at the
surface will penetrate into the specimen, diminish-
ing Avith the depth of penetration; the amount
of the diminution at any point along a plane
parallel to the surface will be a function only of

the distance of the plane from the surface. Under
these conditions a one-dimensional analysis can be
used. All flux lost by lateral scattering will be
compensated by an equal gain through similar
scattering from the surrounding area.

The flux is separated into two portions, /,

traveling outward from the interior of the speci-

men, and J, traveling inward from the surface,

both traveling normal to the plane of the surface.

Both are attenuated by scattering and absorption.

A diffuse absorption coefficient, K, is defined by
equating KI dx to the reduction in / by absorp-
tion within an infinitesimal layer dx. It should be
noted that the diffuse absorption coefficient, K,
is exactly twice the absorption coefficient, a,

referred to previously. A diffuse backscattering
coefficient S is similarly defined by equating SI dx
to the flux scattered backwards from / and added
to J in the layer dx.

Within the distance dx the flux / will be dimin-
ished by absorption and backscattering, and
reinforced by the flux backscattered by J. Hence
we can write:

dIldx=-{K+S)I+SJ,&nd (22)

dJ/dx^(K+S)J-SI. (23)

These are the basic differential equations used by
Kubelka [8], Hamaker [9], and others.

Klein [10] derives the following equations for

those materials where there is essentially no
specular reflection at the surface. These equations
should apply to most unglazed ceramic specimens,
particularly if the surface is not polished

:

(l-<3o^) sinhgoZ)

^~(l-|-/32) sinh <ToD+20o cosh aoD

2/3o (Bp sinh q-oZ>+cosh apD—l)
sinh croD+2/3o cosh (XoD

_ 2^[o ^24)
(l-|-/3o') sinh croZ>+2/3o cosh aoD ^

'

in which ,3o= {KI{K+ 2S)] '

'\

,j^=[K{K+2S)y'\ and

Z>=thickness of specimen.

Equation (24) has been further developed [11]

to include the effects of external specular reflec-

tance of the specimen and internal specular
reflection at both surfaces of the specimen. The
final equation is:

p(27r»= p,+(l-p,)(l-p,)

(l-^o)Me-o^-(l-Hffo)Oe-'o^

where p(2ir;27r) is the hemispherical reflectance

of the specimen for completely diffuse irradiation,

Pe is the specular reflectance of the specimen front

surface for externally incident diffuse flux, Pi is

the specular reflectance of the specimen front

surface for internally incident diffuse flux, p, is
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the specular reflectance of the specimen back
surface for internally incident diffuse flux, and

M=(l+/3o)-p,(l-^o),

N=(l+0o)-Pi{l-0o),

0=(l-/3o)-p,(l+^o),

P=(l-^o)-Pi(l+^o).

For a specimen thick enough to be completely
opaque, equation. (27) reduces to:

„(o^.o^\-„
I

(1-Pe)(l—Pi)(l— ^o)
p(2.,2.)-p,+ (28)

and for such a specimen

:

e(27r)= l-p(2ir;2ir), (29)

which states that the hemispherical omittance is

equal to one minus the hemispherical reflectance
for diffuse irradiation.

The absorption coefficient, either a or K, is

primarily a function of composition, and is usually
not greatly affected by the structure. However,
for some impurities, the effect on the absorption
coefficient wUl depend on whether they are present
in solution in the crystals of the primary con-
stituents or as separate crystallites at grain
boundaries, and if present as crystallites, by their
size. The scattering coefficient, on the other
hand, is markedly affected by the structure of the
specimen, particularly the grain size and porosity.
A few years ago we observed an interesting

example of the effect of the form in which impuri-
ties are present on the thermal radiation properties
of a ceramic material. We are making some meas-
urements on sintered magnesium oxide. The
material as received was a dirty brown color,

which we assumed was due to contamination by
iron oxide. A specimen was treated with hydro-
chloric acid in an effort to remove the contaminant,
then washed and heated with a torch to drive off

any remaining chlorides. After this treatment
the specimen was white, and we assumed that
the contaminant had been removed. However,
when the specimen was heated in a furnace for

measurement of its emittance, it regained its

dirty brown color on cooling to room temperature.
We then discovered that the color change was
reversible. When the specimen was cooled rapidly
from a high temperature, it was white; when
cooled slowly, it was dirty brown. The explanation
offered was that the impurity, presumably iron

oxide, went into solution in the MgO crystals at

high temperature, and remained in solution on
rapid cooling, where it had little effect on reflec-

tance. On slow cooling, the impurity precipitated

out at grain boundaries, where it had an appreciable
effect on reflectance.

Typical values of /3o, o-q, and K are as follows.

For a highly opaque white porcelain enamel with
a reflectivity of about 0.9, /3o=0.05 and o-o=50
mm"\ K=2.5 mm~^ and 5=500 mm~'. For a
polycrystaUine ceramic with a reflectivity of
about 0.82 that is essentially opaque at a thick-
ness of 3 mm, the values would be ;8o=0.1,
0-0=1.67 mm-^ i^=0.167 mm"! and <S'=8.25
mm~^ For a material with a reflectivity of about
0.6 that is essentially opaque at a thickness of

25 mm, |8o=0.25, <to=0.2 mm-\ K^0.05 mm"^
and (S'=0.375 mm~^ A material such as an
opalescent glass might have these properties.
In general, K can vary from near zero for materials
composed of highly transparent crystals, to a
value as high as 50,000 mm~^ for some metals at
some wavelengths. S will vary from near zero
for an optically homogeneous material such as an
optical glass or a pure metal to a high of perhaps
1000 mm~' for some white paints. It should be
emphasized that for light-scattering materials
the reflectivity is related to /So, which is a function
of the ratio of K to S, and . not to the absolute
value of either K or S, while the extinction
coefficient, which determines the opacity of a
material, is related to the product SK.
The usual laws of reflection and refraction at

an interface between two materials of different

indices of refraction, equations (14) and (11)

above, apply only if there is a finite thickness of

material on each side of the interface. This finite

thickness is of the same order of magnitude as the

wavelength of the radiation involved. The phe-
nonemon can be explained quantitatively in terms
of frustrated internal reflectance [12]. If two 45°

totally reflecting prisms are placed so that their

totally reflecting surfaces are parallel, and are

then brought slowly together, the totally reflecting

surfaces will begin to transmit as they approach
each other. The transmission for polarized radia-

tion with its electric vector in the plane of inci-

dence is given by

where p is the reflectance of the interface, r is its

transmittance (p+r=l), A^'is the index of refrac-

tion ratio, d is the distance separating the prisms

and X is the wavelength of the radiation involved.

For these conditions, p/r= }^ that given in equa-

tion (30) when the electric vector is normal to the

plane of incidence. The index of refraction ratio is

J\J'=ni/.n2, where Ui is the index of the prisms and
7i2 is that of the layer. When the layer is vacuum,
N=ni. When it is air, N=ni with an error of

about 3 parts in 10,000.

Because of this phenomenon, there is a marked
effect of the size of particles such as inclusions,

crystaUites, or pores on the scattering efficiency

of each particle. The scattering efficiency per

particle will decrease markedly with diameter
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below a critical diameter. As a rough approxima-
tion, the total scattering power will be propor-
tional to the total interface area, and from this

standpoint the scattering particles should be as

small as possible. The net result of the two effects

is that there is an optimum size for scattering
efficiency. A study of rutile pigments in paint

[13] has shown that in this case the optimum
diameter of the pigment particles is about 0.4

times the wavelength of the light being scattered.

The scattering power of a particle diminishes as

the distance separating it from its nearest neigh-
bors becomes less than the critical distance
mentioned above. On this basis the maximum
scattering power per particle would occur when
particles of the optimum size are separated by a
distance at least equal to their diameter. If

spherical particles were arranged in a cubic array,
this would occur at volume concentrations of

particles of less than about 6.6 percent. Actually
the total scattering for all particles increases as
the number of particles increases, because of the
increase in total interface area, until the particles
get so closely packed that the decrease in effective

interface area is greater than the increase in total

interface area. Reference [13] indicates that for
the rutile pigment studied, the maximum total
scattering occurred at a pigment volume con-
centration of about 25 percent.
Radiant heat transfer within and from optically

inhomogeneous materials with no specular reflec-

tion at the surface is covered by Hamaker [9] and
Klein [10], for the case where there is a thermal
gradient in the material.

5. Thermal Gradient Problems

The general physical properties of ceramic
materials combine to make thermal gradients a
serious problem in the evaluation and use of
thermal radiation properties of ceramics. Ceramic
materials in general tend to be somewhat trans-
lucent, and hence emit and absorb thermal radia-
tion within a surface layer of appreciable thickness.
Ceramic materials in general also have low thermal
conductivity and high total emittance as compared
to metals. These properties combine to produce
th ermal gradients within a heated specimen unless
careful precautions are taken to minimize such
gradients. The gradients tend to be normal to a
surface that is emitting or absorbing thermal
radiation. As a further complication, the gradients
tend to be nonlinear near such a surface.
When a specimen is emitting from a surface

layer of appreciable thickness with a large thermal
gradient normal to the surface, it has no unique
temperature, and it is difficult to define an effective
temperature for the emitting layer. Emittance is

defined as the ratio of the flux emitted by a speci-
men to that emitted by a blackbody radiator at

the same temperature and under the same con-

ditions. It is thus necessary to define an effective
temperature for the nonisothermal specimen

before its emittance can be evaluated. If the
effective temperature is defined as that of the
surface, a specimen with a positive thermal
gradient (surface cooler than interior) will emit
at a greater rate than an isothermal specimen at

the same temperature, and in some cases may even
have an "emittance" greater than 1.0. If the
gradient is negative (surface hotter than interior)

it will emit at a lesser rate. If the "effective

temperature" is defined as that of an isothermal
specimen that emits at the same rate as the non-
isothermal specimen, we find that the "effective

temperature" is difficult to evaluate even if the

extinction coefficient and thermal gradient are

accurately known. Also, if spectral emittance is

desired, we find that the extinction coefficient,

and hence the thickness of the emitting layer,

varies with wavelength, and we have the anomolous
situation of a specimen whose effective temper-
ature varies witn wavelength. There is no com-
pletely satisfactory solution to this problem.
The Planck equation does not apply to a non-
isothermal specimen, and any attempt to apply it

to such specimens will result in errors. Because of

these considerations, all measurements of emit-

tance of ceramic specimens should be made under
conditions where thermal gradients within the

specimen are as small as possible.

6. IVIethods of IVleasurement

The properties of reflectance, absorptance, and
transmittance for most materials, and particularly

ceramic materials, are not strong functions of tem-
perature, and hence these properties can be meas-
ured on nonisothermal specimens with but little

error. However, such measurements are not easy
to make on hot specimens. First, all of the reflected

or transmitted flux must be measured, which in-

volves collection over a hemisphere. Such meas-
urements are difficult at wavelengths beyond about
2.5Min, where conventional integrating sphere coat-

ings decrease markedly in reflectance. Second, the

small amount of reflected or transmitted flax must
be measured in the presence of a much larger

amount of flux emitted by the hot specimen. Such
measurements require the use of chopped incident

flux and synchronous amplification of the signal

from the detector.

Because of the diflficolties mentioned above,
most measurements of thermal radiation proper-

ties of ceramic materials have been direct emit-

tance measurements, where the flux emitted by a
hot specimen is measured and compared to that

emitted by a blackbody reference at the same
temperature.
Any temperature difference between the speci-

men and reference blackbody wfll cause an error

in the measured emittance that is much larger

than the percentage difference in absolute tem-

perature. For total emittance measurements, the

percentage error in emittance is approximately

four times the percentage difference in tempera-
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ture. This is illustrated in figiire 4 for a one percent
difference in temperature. As seen in figure 4,

curve B, the error in spectral emittance can be
much larger at wavelengths shorter than the peak
in the Planck curve, A.

In most cases where direct emittance measure-
ments of ceramic specimens have been made, an
effort has been made to heat the specimen
under conditions where the thermal gradients are
kept as small as possible. This may involve alter-

nate heating and viewing of a moving specimen.
The specimen is enclosed in a furnace where it is

heated then moved in front of a cooled port where
it is viewed briefly. It may also involve alternate
heating by radiation and viewing of a stationary
specimen, where the periods of heating and view-
ing are controlled by rotating shutters. Movable
specimens have been tested in the form of a rotat-

ing disc [14, 15, 16, 17], a rotating cylinder [18,19],

or as discs mounted on an oscillating beam [20].

Stationary specimens have been heated in an arc-

image furnace [21, 22, 23, 24] and in a solar

furnace [25].

In the case of a moving specimen that is alter-

nately heated and cooled, the specimen wUl reach
a steady-rate temperature, and if the motion is

rapid enough that the viewing time is short, the
temperature fluctuation of the viewed surface will

be so small that it can be neglected.

Photon conduction does not generate a thermal
gradient in a material. The photons pass through
the material without affecting it in any way until

they are absorbed. As a result, a specimen that is

heated by radiation tends to have a small thermal
gradient normal to the heated surface. The radia-
tion is absorbed within the surface layer from
which the emitted radiation originates, and after

the specimen has reached a steady state condition,

there is little phonon conduction within the sur-

face layer. If the time periods during which the
specimen is alternately heated and viewed are
brief, the temperature fluctuation of the specimen
will be small. Usually these periods are only a
fraction of a second. With both moving specimens
and radiantly heated stationary specimens the
thermal gradients normal to the surface can be
reduced to a point where they do not introduce a
significant error into the measurement.
The rotating cylinder method used at the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards [18] will be described
briefly. The specimen was a hollow cylinder
25 mm (one inch) in diameter and 25 mm (one
inch) high, with an outer surface ground to be
round to about .05 mm (0.002 in). A cross sec-

tional view of the furnace is shown in figure 6.

The specimen was mounted on top of an alumina
pedestal, which revolved inside a platinum-wound
resistance furnace. The winding of the furnace
was designed so that there was no axial thermal
gradient along the specimen. The specimen re-

volved in front of a water-cooled viewing port. A

theoretical analysis [26], confirmed by temperature
measurements at a point near the surface of a
rotating specimen, indicated (1) that the temper-
atxu"e drop at a point on the siirface of the rotating

specimen as it passed in front of the viewing port
was inversely proportional to the speed of rotation

of the specimen, and was only about 2 K at a speed
of 50 rmp, and (2) that the temperature measured
by a stationary, radiation-shielded, thermocouple
located at the center of the hollow rotating speci-

men was the same within about 1 K as that
measured by the thermocouple imbedded near the
surface of the rotating specimen.
The flux from the hot specimen was focused on

the entrance slit of one beam of a double beam
infrared spectrometer, and the flux from a lab-

oratory blackbody furnace was focused on the

entrance slit for the second beam of the spectrome-
ter. The blackbody furnace was controlled to the

same temperature as the specimen. The spectrom-
eter automatically scanned over the spectral

range of 1 to 15 nm, and plotted the ratio of the

signals from the two beams, which after correction

for spectrometer errors, was the normal spectral

emittance of the specimen.
Typical data at 1400 K for alumina, thoria,

magnesia and zirconia are shown in figures 7, 8, 9,

and 10. The curves are similar in several respects.

The emittance is low at short wavelengths, where
the absorption coefiicient for these materials is

low, and high at long wavelengths, where the

absorption coeflacient is high. The location of the

absorption edge, the steep part of the curve
connecting the high and low portion, and its

slope, is different for different materials. The height

of the low-emittance and high-emittance portions

of the curve is also different for the different

materials. The effect of temperature on the

spectral emittance at several wavelengths for

these materials is shown in figure 3. In general,

the spectral emittance increases with an increase

in temperature, and the percentage increase is

greater at short wavelengths, where the emittance

is low, than at long wavelengths, where the

emittance is high. The absorption edge also tends

to move toward a shorter wavelength as the tem-
perature is increased, but the change is not large.

7. Summary

The terminology in the field of thermal radiation

properties and radiant heat transfer has been

reviewed, and the equations relating the thermal

radiation properties of ceramics to their optical

properties of index of refraction, absorption coeffi-

cient, and scattering coefficient have been given.

The problems involved in measuring the thermal

radiation properties of ceramic materials have

been discussed, one specific method has been

briefly described, and data on alumina, thoria,

magnesia, and zirconia presented.
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An equation was derived relating the normal spectral emittance of an optically inhomo-
geneous, partially transmitting coating applied over an opaque substrate to the thickness
and optical properties of the coating and the reflectance of the substrate at the coating-
substrate interface.

1. Introduction

The 45° to 0° luminous daylight reflectance of a composite specimen comprising a partially

transparent, spectrally nonselective, light-scattering coating applied to a completely opaque
(nontransmitting) substrate, can be computed from the reflectance of the substrate, the thick-

ness of the coating and the reflectivity and coefficient of scatter of the coating material. The
equations derived for these conditions have been found by experience [1, 2]' to be of considerable

practical usefulness, even though several factors are known to exist in real materials that were

not considered in the derivation. For instance, porcelain enamels and glossy paints have

significant specular reflectance at the coating-air interface, and no real coating is truly spectrally

nonselective.

The optical properties of a material vary with wavelength, but in the derivation of the

equations referred to above, they are considered to be independent of wavelength over the rather

narrow wavelength band encompassing visible light. The condition of spectral nonselectivity

is met sufficiently well by a number of materials to permit use of the pertinent equations with but

a single set of optical properties for visible light. Over the enormously wider range of wave-

lengths within which the emission and absorption of radiant energy are important, few if any
materials are sufficiently nonselective to permit use of the pertinent equations with a single

set of optical properties applicable to all wavelengths. Hence the optical properties as a

function of wavelength are required for computation of wide-range spectral reflectance or

emittance of such composite specimens.

The present study was undertaken to derive an equation relating the spectral reflectance

(or emittance) of a composite specimen comprised of a partially transmitting, light-scattering

coating applied to a completely opaque (nontransmitting) substrate, from the thickness of

the coating and the spectral optical properties of the coating and substrate.

2. Review of the Literature

The relationship between the thickness and reflectance of a layer of light-scattering ma-
terials as a function of the optical constants of the material was developed by Kubelka and

Munk [3]. Judd [1] developed graphical methods for the solution of the Kubelka-Munk
equation, and demonstrated that it was useful in studying real materials which departed

somewhat from the ideal material postulated in development of the equation. Kubelka [4]

derived more exact equations in a form that was capable of relatively easy solution. In all of

these cases, the materials considered were assumed to be spectrallj^ nonselective, so that a single

value of each optical constant could be used throughout the visible range of wavelengths.

Gardon [5] considered the case of an optically homogeneous material with a three-dimen-

sional analysis. Hamaker [6] and Klein [7] worked with powders, which may be considered

as a special case of optically inhomogeneous (light-scattering) materials, and derived equations

for computing heat transfer by radiation in powders. In these cases a single value applicable

to total blackbody radiation was used for each optical property.

• This work was sponsored and financed by the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of NAS.\.

• Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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Saunderson [9] worked with partially transmitting plastics, and used equations for trans-

mittance and reflectance derived by Kubelka and Munk [31, that are similar but not identical

to those of Klein [7]. However, he did incorporate a correction for the specular reflection at

the plastic-air interface.

3. Derivation of Equation

Because of the relationships

A+r+i?=i, '

(1)

in which Yl=absorptance, T= transmittance, and /?= reflectance, and Kirchoff's law,

A=E, (2)

in which E is emittance,^ it is possible to compute emittance from reflectance for completely

opaque specimens. This method will therefore be used, because of its simplicity as compared

to the approach used by Gardon [5].

Consider a flux of completel}' diffuse radiant energy, incident in uniform geometric distri-

bution over the entire area of an optically flat layer of inhomogeneous isotropic dielectric

material having infinite area and uniform thickness. Upon attainment of a steady state condi-

tion, the incident flux that is not reflected at the surface will penetrate into the material, di-

minishing with the depth of penetration, the amount of diminution at any internal plane parallel

to the surface being a function only of the distance of the plane from the surface.

Attenuation of the inward-bound diffuse flux will result from absorption of radiant energy

within the specimen, and from backscattering by the dispersed particles in the material. The
backscattered flux will proceed as completely diffuse flux propagated in a direction normal to

the surface outward through the coating. In both cases, the radiant flux lost by lateral scatter-

ing will be compensated by an equal gain through similar scattering from adjoining portions of

the specimen. The outward-bound flux will also be attenuated by absorption and back-

scattering. This backscattered flux will reinforce the incoming flux.

Under the postulated conditions, a one-dimensional mathematical analysis can describe

the variation in diffuse radiant flux density along a line normal to the surface, due to absorption

and scattering within the material, as a function of distance from the coating-substrate interface.

In using the one-dimensional analysis, the diffuse radiant flux traversing unit area normal
to the direction of propagation is considered as being made up of two directionally opposed

portions, one /, outward from the interior of the specimen and normal to the flat surface, and the

other J, in the opposite inward direction. A spectral absorption coefficient, K, is defined by
equating KIdx to the reduction in / by absorption within a layer of infinitesimal thickness, dx.

A scattering coefficient, S, is similarly defined by equating SIdx to the flux scattered backwards
from / in the unidirectional beam (and therefore included in J) within a layer of infinitesimal

thickness, dx.

Within the distance dx the flux, /, will be not only diminished by absorption and scattering,

but also augmented by the backscattering from J. Hence we can write

dI/dx=-{K-\-S)I-\-SJ (3)

\dJldx={K+S)J-SI. (4)

These are the general differential equations first used by Kubelka and Munk [3] as a

starting point, and subsequently by many other investigators.

2 Emittance, as used in this paper, is defined as follows: Emittance is a property of a specimen; it is the ratio of its emissive power to that of a

blackbody radiator at the same temperature and under the same spectral and geometric conditions of viewing.

Emissive power is the rate of thermal emission expressed as radiant flux per unit surface area.
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Hamaker's [6] solutions for eqs (3) and (4), considering both absorption and scattering,

are

/=L,(l-/3)e-^+Z,(l+/3)e-'^ (5)

J=Li(l+/3)e-^+L2(l-0)e--^ (6)

where Li and L2 are constants determined by the boundary conditions, and where

a=^K{K+2S) {ly

and

3.1. Equations Applicable to Coatings

Most coatings, such as paint, porcelain enamel, and ceramic coatings, unlike the materials

postulated by Kubelka [4] and dealt with by Hamaker [6] and Klein [7], have a disperse medium
other than air, usually of a glassy nature, in which the scattering particles are distributed.

Hence specular reflectance at the coating-air and coating-substrate interfaces must be con-

sidered. This structural difference will give different boundary conditions than were considered

by previous authors.

In the systems under consideration, the reflectance at the interfaces will be considered,

as follows:

P(,= specular reflectance at the coating-air interface for externally incident, completely

diffuse radiant flux (J^).

Ps=reflectance of the substrate for completely diffuse radiant flux (Jo) incident upon the

substrate from the coating.

Pi= specular reflectance of the coating-air interface for completely diffuse radiant flux (Id)

incident from within the coating.

Let X be the perpendicular distance from the coating-substrate interface to a point in the

coating, and D be the thickness of the coating.

If only the disposition of incident flux be considered, and if radiant energy emitted by the

specimen be ignored, the boundary conditions for substitution in eqs (5) and (6) are

I=JoPs at x=0 (9)

J=Je{l-Pe)+lDPi at X=D (10)

when x—0, e'"^=e~'"'=l, hence from eqs (5), (6), and (9)

Z:(l-^)+Z,(l+/3)= pJLi(l+^)+Z.,(l-/3)], (11)

and from eqs (5), (6), and (10),

A(l+/3)e'^+Z2(l-^)e-'^=J.(l-Pe) + P.[Li(l-^)e^^+i2(l+^)e-^'']. (12)

3 It may be worth while to mention the physical significance of cr and /S. As can be seen in eq (7) , o- is a type of extinction coefficient. If S=0,

a=K; i{K=0, <T=0. The combination aris a dimensionless optical thickness; all layers having the same cx product will produce the same attenu-

ation in a beam of radiant energy, a is determined by the absolute values of S and K. p, on the other hand, is a function of the relative magni-

tudes ofSand K. IfS=0,/S=l,andifisr=O,^=0. ^ is shown by Klein [7] to be related to emlssivity, Eoo, and reflectivity, iJco, by the equations

provided there is no specular reflection at the surface. For glossy materials, these relationships are modified by specular refiection at the

surface.
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Solving eqs (11) and (12) for ii and is, we get:

J
J.(1-P.)[(1+^)-pX1-/3)]

^^~[(l+^)-p,(l-^)][(l+^)-p.(l-^)]e''^-[(l-^)-p^(l+/3)][(l-^)-p.(l+/3)]e-^
^'""^

J
-Je(l-p.)[(l-^)-p.(l+^)]

'^-'~[(l+^)-p,(l-/3)][(l+^)-p.(l-^)]<?'^-[(l-^)-p.(l+/3)][(l-/3)-p.(l+/3)]e-^" ^
^>

The equations can be simplified by making the following substitutions:

Let
M=(l+/3)-P.(l-^) (15)

iV=(l+ /3)-Pi(l-^) (16)

6>=(l-^)-p.(l+^) (17)

P=(l-/3)-p,(l + /3). (18)

Then eqs (13) and (14) become

J.
_ Jeil— pe)M , .

The overall specular plus diffuse reflectance, R, of the specimen is defined as the reflected

flux divided by the incident flux. The reflected flux will include the fraction of Je that is specu-

larly reflected at the coating-air interface. That is

^^JfPe+(l— P,)/j)
^2^)

Je

From eqs (5), (19), and (20),

r _J.(l-p.)[(l-/3)Me-^-(l+/3) Qg-^]

MNe'^'-OPe-"'' ' ^
'

P ,/i wi . (l-^)Me-^-(l+/3)0^-^it=p.+(l-pj(l— pj MNc^—OPe-"^

hence

R in eq (23) is the reflectance of the composite specimen under conditions of completely

diffuse illumination and hemispherical viewing. The equation has been written in terms of

the coating parameters 0, a, pe, Pu ps, and the thickness of the coating, D. The values of

these parameters vary with wavelength. The equation applies only to spectral reflectance,

R\, under the given geometric conditions, and spectral values of the coating and coating-

substrate parameters, I3\, a-\, pe\, pa, and p^x are required. The subscript X indicates that the

symbol applies to the spectral value at wavelength X.

When transmittance is zero, as it is in the case of the coated specimens under consideration,

the emittance is equal to one minus the reflectance, as is indicated by eqs (1) and (2), if consist-

ent geometric conditions of incident, reflected, and emitted flux are used. R has been defined

as the spectral reflectance under conditions of dhfuse illumination and hemispherical viewing.

The emittance corresponding to R is Eh, the hemispherical spectral emittance. Hence we
can write

F ^ f ^f, VI X (l-/3)Mg-^-(l+/3)Oe--^\EH=l-^^Pe+il-Pe)(l-Pi)
MNe^'^-OPe-'''' /" ^ '
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It is legitimate also to apply eqs (1) and (2) to evaluate the normal spectral emittance,

Eff, if, and only if, the geometric conditions of irradiation and viewing under which the external

reflectance, p^, is measured are (1) normal incidence and hemispherical viewing or (2) perfectly

diffuse incidence and normal viewing.

If we consider that the internal reflectance of the coating plus substrate, neglecting the

effect of specular reflectance at the coating-air interface, is Ri, then with diffuse illumination

and hemispherical viewing

i?=p.+ (l-Pe)i?i(l-pt). (25)

Equation (25) is another way of writing eq (24), with Ri replacing the fraction containing

exponential terms.

P _ (l-^)Me-^+(l+g)Oe--^
MNc^'-OPe-'''

'

For normal illumination and hemispherical viewing, the equation becomes

RN=PN+{l-pN)Ri{l-p^) (27)

in which Ri is again the internal reflectance, neglecting the effect of specular reflectance at the

coating-air interface, of the coating plus substrate. If Ri is the same for normal and diffuse

incident flux,* we can write

F -1 Sn^n o VI ^ (l-W^-^-(l+^)06--^ \

which is the desired equation.

Substituting for M, N, 0, and P from eqs (15), (16), (17), and (18), and making use of the

relationship

2 sinh x=e''—e-'^ (29)
and

2 cosh x^e^+e-" (30)

eq (28) reduces to

jr \
[(l-pj-;3'(l+ p,)] sinh <7D+2p,0 cosh <tD \^ ^ P^)Y P^^[il+^)ii-]-pip^)-ii-^^){pi-^p^)]smhaD+2^il-PiP,)cosh<rDj"

(31)

The specular reflectances at the coating-air interface, pe and p,-, are for diffuse illumination

and hemispherical viewing. The value to be used for ps must be determined experimentally,

because the coating-substrate interface is normally rough, and the reflectance may be affected

by interaction between coating and substrate at the interface. For an optically smooth inter-

face, which may be approximated by the coating-air interface for some coatings at some wave-

lengths, Pe and Pi can be computed from the index of refraction of the coating - by integration

of the Fresnel equation over a hemisphere. In its general form, the equation for dielectrics

can be written

_ sin'' (y>-g) tan^ j^-d) , .

'^'"'Sm' i^+eyun' (^+&)'
^"^"^^

in which pa is the directional specular reflectance for unpolarized parallel flux, 4> is the angle of

incidence, and 6 is the angle of refraction, both angles measured from the normal to the inter-

face. The angles 0 and 6 are related to index of refraction, n, by Snell's law. In its most
general form, this is rii sin 4>=n2 sin 6, in which is the index of refraction of the medium on the

* This condition will be approximated if the incident flux is completely diffused after traversing a small thickness of the coating.

> Most optically inhomogcneous coatings consist of opacifying particles dispersed in a continuous medium or vehicle. The scattering is due to

the dilTerencc in indices of refraction of the opacifier and vehicle. For glcssy coatings, the opacifying particles are not usually exposed at the sur-

face of the coating, and the effective index of refraction for specular reflection is that of the vehicle.
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side of the interface from which the flux is incident, and n2 is that on the opposite side of the

interface. In the case of flux incident from vacuum, ni= 1. In the case of air, no serious error

is introduced by considering ni=l (ni= 1.0003, approximately, for air under normal

conditions).

The reflectance of an optically smooth surface of index of refraction n, for completely diffuse

flux incident from vacuum (or air) can be expressed as

. Tsin^ {ip-e)
,
tan^ ,

2
J

sin <p cos (p dtp

(33)

This expression has been integrated by Walsh [8] to give

2"^ 6(n+l)^ "^X (7^2+1)3 / ° (7i+l)

(nH2n-l) r 8nKn^+l) ^
^

For completely diffuse flux incident on the interface from within the material of index n, all

of the radiant energy that is incident at angles greater than the critical angle, (pc, will be totally

reflected. The critical angle is that at which 0—irl2, or sin <Pc=-- The fraction of flux incident
n

at angles from sin"' — to ir/2 can be obtained by integration and divided by the total flux to

give the fraction 1—^ of the incident flux that is totally reflected. Hence only \ of the total

flux will be incident at angles at which it is refracted, and a fraction p^, of that flux will be inter-

nally reflected, as indicated in eq (33). Hence we can write

P,= l-^,+g or n^(l-p,)= (l-Pe) (35)

The expression for given in eq (34) is somewhat complex. Judd [10] gives computed
values of pe and p; for indices of refraction from 1.00 to 1.60 in increments of 0.01.

The geometric distribution of the emitted flux will be determined by the directional re-

flectance at the coating-air interface, and can be computed from the refractive index by means
of the F^esnel equation. For normally incident parallel flux, the Fresnel equation reduces to

and
4n

where is specular reflectance for normally incident flux.

The normal spectral emittance, E^, of any specimen can be computed from the hemispheri-

cal spectral emittance by use of the Fresnel equations for reflectance of internally incident

normal and diffuse flux. This conversion is not affected by the coefficient of scatter of the

coating.

4. Discussion

In the case of paper, layers of powder and unglazed porous ceramic materials, air may be

considered the continuous phase, and there will be no specular reflection at the interfaces. If,

in addition, there is no substrate, or if the reflectance of the substrate is zero, the conditions will

(36)

(37)
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be identical to those postulated by Klein [7]. If zero is substituted for p^, ps, and p; in eq (23),

it reduces to

(l-/3^)sinho-r>

(I+/32) sinh crD+213 cosh crZ?'
^"^^^

which is identical to Klein's [7] eq (46).

4.1. Properties of Nonabsorbing, Nonscattering Layers

It may be of interest to consider how the emittance and reflectance of a coating will vary

as S and K approach zero. Obviously, if both S and K are zero, the material will have perfect

transmittance, and both reflectance and absorptance (or emittance) will be zero. This is true

for a perfect vacuum, and is closely approximated by a gas at those wavelengths at which no

absorption occurs.
a. Properties of Nonscattering Layers

If there is no scattering, S=0, and eqs (3) and (4) become

dI/dx=-KI (39)

and
dJ/dx^KJ (40)

hence
/u+A.)=/.e-^^^ (41)

where represents the flux density at a level x within the material, and I(x+^x) represents the

flux density after traversing a thickness Ax of the material. Equation (41) differs from the

familiar Bouguer's law only in that the attenuation of completely diffuse flux is twice as rapid

as that of unidirectional flux.

If the scattering coefficient, S, is zero, which will be approached by optically homogeneous
materials, such as optical glass and many single crystals, then ct=K and |8=1, hence (24)

reduces to

(42)

However, when S becomes small, the internally reflected flux will not be redifTused, if

reflected from optically smooth surfaces. Thus (42) is only valid if the coating-substrate

interface is so rough that perfectly diffuse reflection occurs. For the more general case, where

this interface approaches optical smoothness, a three-dimensional analysis of the type used by
Gardon [5] is more nearly valid.

b. Properties of Nonabsorbing Layers

If the absorption coefficient, K, is zero, as will be approximated at some wavelengths by a

freshly smoked layer of magnesium oxide or by freshly fallen snow, both a and /3 become zero,

and eq (24) becomes indeterminate, which would be expected for an opaque coating of the

specified materials, but not for a composite specimen. However, under these conditions, eqs

(3) and (4) become
dI/dx=-S{J-I) = dJldx. (43)

This equation can be solved by a procedure similar to those used for eqs (3) and (4) to give

j.^Jc[Sx{l— Pe){l— Ps) -\- P sCi-— Pe)] (A A)

SD{l-p,){\-p,) + l-p,p, ^
^

'

JASx{\-P,){\-p:)+ (1 -pe) ] .,rs

SD{l-pd{l-Ps)+ l-PiPs
' ^

'
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Substituting eq (44) in eq (21) we get

i?= Pe+(l-p.)(l-p.)
^Z?(l-p.)(l-p,) + (l-p.p,)-

(^6)

If Po pj, and ps are zero, as they were under the conditions postulated by Klein [7], eq (46)

reduces to

which is identical to Klein's eq (48).

Under the conditions postulated for the derivation of eq (47), the emittance will approach

zero and the reflectance will approach one as the coating approaches a thickness at which it is

completely opaque, which will only occur at infinite thickness. Since K=0, the absorptance

is zero by definition, and the transmittance is one minus the reflectance. Hence we can write

which is identical to Klein's eq (a7).

4.2. Example of Computed Emittance

Figure 1 is a plot of emittance, computed from eq (31), as a function of thickness for com-

posite specimens with optically smooth surfaces comprised of a coating having an index of

refraction of 1.40 (from which pf=0.028, pi=0.53), a value of /3 of 0.8, and values of <r of 40,

20, 13.3, and 10.0 mm"', respectively, applied over a mat substrate having a reflectance iato

the coating of 0.9. (The values of S and K corresponding to a /3 of 0.8 and a- of 40, 20, 13.3,

and 10 mm-' are as follows: S=8.0, 4.0, 2.65, and 2.0 mm"' and ii:=28.44, 14.22, 9.42, and

7.11 mm"', respectively.) These conditions might be approximated at wavelengths in the

visible by a glossy gray paint applied over a white backing. All of the coating materials have

the same emissivity (about 0.918), but the coating with a a value of 40 mm"' reaches 99 per-

cent of this value at a thickness of 0.05 mm, while the coating with a a value of 10 mm"'
requires a thickness of 0.2 mm to reach the same value.

The plotted emittance at zero thickness of the coating is greater than the emittance

(0.10) of the substrate because the coating has a lower index of refraction than the substrate,

and hence reduces reflection at the interface. The plotted value is what would be obtained

with a very thin, perfectly transparent glossy coating having an index of refraction of 1.40.

Figure 1, Computed normal spectral emittance,
plotted as a function of coating thickness, for a
composite specimen comprised of partially trans-
mitting coatings with optically smooth surfaces
having an index of refraction of I.4O, 0 value of
0.80, and a values of'40, 20, 13.3, and 10 mm-\
respectively, applied over a substrate having a
reflectance of 0.90, plotted as a function of coating
thickness. These conditions would be approxi-
mated by a glossy gray paint applied over a
polished metal or white substrate.

Note that the emittance at zero coating thickness is not that of
the substrate. It was assumed that even at zero thickness, there
would be an effect of the index of refraction of the coating. Actu-
ally, such effect would be produced by a transparent coating of
inde.\ of refraction of 1.40. The coating having a a value of
40 mm-i becomes essentially opaque at about 0.05 mm, and the
other coatings at successively greater thicknesses. .025 .050 .075 0.1 .125 .150 .175

THICKNESS OF COATING. -nm
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4.3. Limitations to Equations

There are a number of conditions encountered in practice that deviate from the conditions

postulated in the derivation of eq (24). There will always be a thermal gradient normal to

the surface in any situation where a body is heated internally and is dissipating radiant energy,

and the effect of such a gradient has been omitted in the derivation. In the case of thick ceramic

coatings (typically 0.5 mm or more), significant errors may be introduced by ignoring the effect

of thermal gradients, especially at high temperatures. The gradients wiU be negligibly small

when the specimen and surroundings are at room temperature or below, and the effect of the

gradients in thin coatings, typically less than 0.1 mm, is considered to be negligibly small even

at high temperatures.

During firing of porcelain enamels and some other types of ceramic coatings, on some
metals, there is appreciable chemical reaction at the coating-metal interface, and some of the

reaction products diffuse into the coating for measurable distance. The reaction products may
change the reflectance of the substrate into the coating, and the reaction products diffusing

into the coating may significantly change its optical properties near the interface. The extent

and importance of these effects depend upon the particular materials involved, their thick-

nesses, the firing, and the service conditions. When the total effect of these factors is large,

appropriate adjustments in the values substituted into the equation are required for its useful

application. Most types of organic and flame-sprayed ceramic coatings, however, will be

essentially free from these effects.

In the case of some paints, there may be segregation of the pigment particles within the

vehicle during drying, which will also tend to invalidate the equation. For mat coatings, where

the coating-air interface is not optically smooth even on a micro scale, it may be necessary to

measure and pi experimentally, instead of computing them from the index of refraction.

5. Summary

The thermal radiation properties of a composite specimen, comprised of a partially trans-

mitting coating applied over an opaque substrate, usually vary significantly with the thickness

of the coating. An equation was derived relating these properties to the thickness of the

coating, the reflectance of the substrate, and the optical properties of the coating material.

If the optical properties of a coating and the reflectance of the substrate are known as functions

of wavelength, the equation can be used to compute (1) the normal spectral omittance (or

reflectance) of any thickness of coating over the substrate or (2) the thickness of the coating

over the substrate required to give any normal spectral emittance (or reflectance) within any

given wavelength interval intermediate between the emittance of the substrate and of an in-

finitely thick coating.

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Louis Joseph, of the Applied Mathe-

matics Division, in checking the mathematics, and of Deane B. Judd, of the Optics

and Metrology Division, for his advice and helpful suggestions.

6. List of Symbols

^= absorptance.

T— transmittance.

jB=reflectance.

£= emittance.

/= diffuse radiant flux proceeding outward from the interior of a specimen.

J= diffuse radiant flux proceeding inward toward the interior of a specimen.

7iC= absorption coefficient.
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5'=backscattering coefficient.

x=distance from the coating-substrate interface to a point in the coating.

L=Si constant that depends upon boundary conditions.

&=^KI{K-\-2S).

Pc= reflectance of the coating-air interface for externally-incident diffuse radiant flux.

ps=refiectance of the substrate for diffuse radiant flux incident on the coating-substrate

interface from within the coating.

Pi=reflectance of the coating-air interface for internally incident diffuse radiant flux.

Je= externally incident diffuse radiant flux.

Jo=flux J at x= 0 (at coating-substrate interface).

/B=flux I at x=D (at coating-air interface).

Z)= thickness of coating.

M={\+^)-pM-&).
A^=(l + /3)-p,(l-|3).

0=(l-^)-p,(l + ^).

P=(l-i3)-p,(l-/3).

n= index of refraction.

711= index of refraction in medium from which flux is incident.

712= index of refraction in medium into which flux is refracted.

v5= angle of incidence, from the normal.

e= angle of refraction, from the normal.

<pc= critical angle of incidence for total internal reflectance.

£'ff= hemispherical spectral emittance.

Pat=reflectance of the coating-air interface for normally incident parallel flux.

jE',v= normal spectral emittance.

i?j= internal reflectance of a coating.
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The total hemispherical emittance of specimens of three alloys, Inconel and types 321
and 430 stainless steel, in six different surface conditions, was evaluated at temperatures
in the range 200 to 1,000 °C by a modification of the hot filament method. The surface
conditions were (1) polished, (2) sandblasted, (3) polished and then o.xidized, (4) sand-
blasted and then oxidized, (5) coated with NBS coating A-418, and (6) coated with NBS
coating N-143.

The total hemispherical emittance was markedly affected by the surface treatment.
In general emittance was low for polished specimens, intermediate for sandblasted specimens,
and high for oxidized or ceramic-coated specimens of each alloy.

1. Introduction

Total hemispherical emittance is the amount of

radiant energy emitted, per unit area and time,

expressed as a fraction of that emitted by a black-
body or complete radiator under the same conditions.

When this property of a specimen has been meas-
ured, the rate of heat dissipation by radiation of the

specimen at any temperature for which data are

available can be computed.
The total hemispherical emittance of a specimen

is affected by its chemical composition, internal struc-

ture and surface texture, and if a specimen of a

given material is not completel3' opaque to the emit-

ted radiant energj^ its emittance is also a function

of its thickness.

The present investigation was undertaken to study
the effect of surface treatments, including the appli-

cation of several thicknesses of ceramic coatings

A-418 and N-143, on the total hemispherical
emittance of specimens made from three alloys.

2. Description of Material

The three alloys studied were Inconel, type 321
stainless steel, and type 430 stainless steel. Inconel

is an austenitic alloy, nominally 80 percent nickel,

14 percent chromium, and 6 percent iron, that is used
for those high-temperature applications in which an
alloy of good oxidation and corrosion resistance is

required, and moderate high-temperature strength is

acceptable. Type 321 stainless steel is an austenitic

alloy, nominally containing 18 percent chromium and
8 percent nickel, that is stabilized with titanium
to inhibit intergranular corrosion at elevated tem-
peratures. Type 430 stainless steel is a ferritic alloy

that contains nominally 17 percent chromium.
Two ceramic coatings were used, NBS coatings

A-418 and N-143. These have been previously

described [1, 2].^ The frit and batch compositions are

' Figures in brackets Indicate the llturature references at the end of this paper.

given in table 1. Coating A-418 consists of an alkali-

free barium borosilicate frit, with a refractory mUl
addition of chromic oxide. Coating N-143 consists

of a boron-free barium beryllium silicate frit with a

refractory mill addition of cerium oxide.

T.\BLE 1

Computed frit compositions

Weight percent in frit

Oxide No.

435 332

Si02 - 37.02 37.5
BaO 47.24 44.0

AI2O3 1.0

BeO 3.08
B2O3- 6.5
CaO. 4.15 3.5
ZnO _ 5.01 5.0

Zn02 2.5
P2O5 3.50

Coating mill batch compositions

Material
Parts by weight in

coating

N-143 A-418

Frit 435 —

-

67.5

Frit 332 70.0

Ce02 - 32.5
30.0
5.0

1,010 "C
Clay..-- 5.0

1.120''CFiring temperature

3. Preparation of Specimens

The Inconel and type 321 stainless steel were
received in the form of dull-finished sheets approxi-

mately 30 m. wide by 8 ft long. The type 430 stain-

less steel was received in the form of coiled strip, 2

in. wide. The strips had a highly polished surface.

Several different thicknesses were used.
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The sheet metal was sheared into strips 20 cm
long by 6.35 mm wide (8 by ?4 in.). These strips

were then mounted in a special jig, in lots of 20 to

100, and the edges were ground on a surface grinder

until tlie sides were parallel to within ±0.013 mm
over the center 10 cm of each strip.

3.1. Polished and Sandblasted Specimens

Polished specimens of Inconel and type 321 stain-

less steel were prepared by electropolishing; the pro-

cedure used is outlined in table 2. Because the type
430 stainless steel was received in the form of highly

polished strip, no further polishing was required.

Table 2. Procedure for electropolishing

Inconel and type 321 stainless steel

1600 ml H3PO4 (concentrated).
Electrolyte {300 ml H2SO3 (concentrated).

llOO ml H2O.
Current density • 1-2 amp/in.2
Time « 5-10 min.
Temperature 80-100° F.
Cathode !> Type 321 stainless steel.

« Time and current density vary with initial condition of

the surface.
b Two cathodes, one on each side of specimen.

Sandblasted specimens of each alloy were prepared
by blasting with 60-mesh fused alumina grit, at an
air pressure of approximately 75 psi. Care was taken
in blasting to avoid excessive warpage of the thinner
specimens.

Three thermocouples were welded to each un-
coated, unoxidized specimen. Very shallow grooves
were inscribed perpendicular to the axis of the

specimen, one at the midlength of the specimen,
and one 13 mm from the midlength on each side.

Wires were laid in these grooves in order to position

them accurately before welding. The 0.127 mm
diam Chromel and Alumel thermocouple wires were
separately welded to the specimen b}^ means of an
electronic condenser-discharge type of spot welder.

The welds forming each thermocouple were about
3 mm apart. The Chromel leads from the outside
thermocouples were used as the voltage taps.

3.2. Oxidized Specimens

Eight specimens of each alloy, in the polished and
sandblasted condition, respectively, were prepared
and marked for identification. The width, length,

and thickness of each specimen was accurately
measured, and it was weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg.
these specimens were then oxidized in air in an
electricallv heated furnace at a temperature of

1,000 ±5 °C for times of 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, and
80 hr. One specimen of each alloy in each condition
was removed at the end of each period of oxidation.

All of the specimens remaining in the test were
weighed at the end of each oxidation period.

After oxidation, the oxide laj^er was removed from
both sides by grinding each specimen for a distance
of about 25 mm at each end, to ensure good contact
with the electrodes. Also, a light scratch was made

through the oxide at the three areas where the
thermocouples were to be attached. The thermo-
couple wires were then welded in place, as described
above.

3.3. Coated Specimens

The ceramic coatings were applied, by dipping,
to sandblasted specimens to which thermocouples
had been welded. It was found that when the coated
specimens were fired in a furnace to mature the
coatings, the thermocouple leads oxidized excessively.
To eluninate this difficulty the coated specimens
that were used were fired in air, heated by an electric

current passed through them.

4. Experimental Procedure

The equipment and procedure for evaluation of

total hemispherical emittance has been described in

a previous publication [3]. Only a brief summary
will be given here.

The specimen was heated in a vacuum of 4X10"^
mm of Hg or less by passing a current through it.

The test conditions were such that essentially all of
the heat dissipation from the area at and near the
midlength of the specimen was b.y radiation. The
power input to, and temperatm'e of, a small length
(approximately 25 mm) of known dimensions near
the midlength of the specimen and the temperature
of the walls of the chamber surrounding the hot
specimen were measured. The total hemispherical
emittance was then computed from these values
by means of the following relationship derived from
the Stefan-Boltzmann equation

:

in which £"= total hemispherical emittance
F= voltage drop between voltage taps
/= current flowing through specimen
^= surface area of specimen between volt-

age taps
(7= Stefan-Boltzmann constant

Ti= temperature of specimen, °K
temperature of shell, °K.

In these determinations the specimen was held
at one power input only long enough for its temper-
ature to stabilize, and the changes in emittance that
occurred on long-time heating in vacuum were not
followed. The time that each specimen was held
at each power input usually was less than 10 min,
and in many cases the time was less than 5 min.
While some changes in emittance undoubtedly did
occur in these short times, the magnitude of the
changes was less than 2 percent, except where noted.

5. Results and Discussion

Data for Inconel are shown in figures 1, 4, and 7;
for type 321 stainless steel in figures 2, 5, and 8; and
for type 430 stainless steel in figures 3, 6, and 9. In
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The total hemispherical emittance of specimens of three alloys, Inconel and types 321
and 430 stainless steel, in six different surface conditions, was evaluated at temperatures
in the range 200 to 1,000 °C by a modification of the hot filament method. The surface
conditions were (1) polished, (2) sandblasted, (3) pohshed and then oxidized, (4) sand-
blasted and then oxidized, (5) coated with NBS coating A-418, and (6) coated with NBS
coating N-143.

The total hemispherical emittance was markedly affected by the surface treatment.
In general emittance was low for polished specimens, intermediate for sandblasted specimens,
and high for oxidized or ceramic-coated specimens of each alloy.

1. Introduction

Total hemispherical emittance is the amount of

radiant energy emitted, per unit area and time,

expressed as a fraction of that emitted by a black-
body or complete radiator under the same conditions.

When this property of a specimen has been meas-
ured, the rate of heat dissipation by radiation of the

specimen at any temperature for which data are

available can be computed.
The total hemispherical emittance of a specimen

is affected by its chemical composition, internal struc-

ture and surface texture, and if a specimen of a

given materia] is not completel}' opaque to the emit-

ted radiant energy, its emittance is also a function

of its thickness.

The present investigation was undertaken to study
the effect of surface treatments, including the appli-

cation of several thicknesses of ceramic coatings

A-418 and N-143, on the total hemispherical
emittance of specimens made from three alloys.

2. Description of Material

The three alloys studied were Inconel, type 321
stainless steel, and type 430 stainless steel. Inconel

is an austenitic alloy, nominally 80 percent nickel,

14 percent chromium, and 6 percent iron, that is used
for those high-temperature applications in which an
alloy of good oxidation and corrosion resistance is

required, and moderate high-temperature strength is

acceptable. Type 321 stainless steel is an austenitic

alloy, nominally containing 18 percent chromium and
8 percent nickel, that is stabilized with titanium
to inhibit intergranular corrosion at elevated tem-
peratures. Type 430 stainless steel is a ferritic alloy

that contains nominally 17 percent chromium.
Two ceramic coatings were used, NBS coatings

A-418 and N-143. These have been previously

described [1, 2].' The frit and batch compositions are

' Figures In brackets indicate the Uturature references at the end of this paper.

given in table 1. Coating A-418 consists of an alkali-

free barium borosilicate frit, with a refractory mUl
addition of chromic oxide. Coating N-143 consists

of a boron-free barium beryllium silicate frit with a
refractory mill addition of cerium oxide.

Table 1

Computed frit compositions

Oxide
Weight percent in frit

No.

435 332

SiOz - 37.02
47.24

37.5
44.0
1.0

BaO
AhO)
BeO 3.08

BiOa. 6.5
3.5
5.0
2.5

CaO... 4.15
5.01ZnO.

Zn02
PaOs 3.50

Coating mill batch compositions

Material
Parts by weight In

coating

N-143 A-418

Frit 435 .-- 67.5
Frit 332 70.0

CeOz 32.5

Cr203 - 30.0
5.0

1,010 °C
Clay... 5.6

1,120 °CFiring temperature

3. Preparation of Specimens

The Inconel and type 321 stainless steel were
received in the form of dull-finished sheets approxi-

mately 30 in. wide by 8 ft long. The type 430 stain-

less steel was received in the form of coiled strip, 2

in. wide. The strips had a highly polished surface.

Several different thicknesses were used.
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The sheet metal was sheared into strips 20 cm
long by 6.35 mm wide (8 by % in.). These strips

were then mounted in a special jig, in lots of 20 to

100. and the edges were ground on a surface grinder

until the sides were parallel to within ±0.013 mm
over the center 10 cm of each strip.

3.1. Polished and Sandblasted Specimens

Polished specimens of Inconel and type 321 stain-

less steel were prepared by electropolishing; the pro-

cedure used is outlined in table 2. Because the type
430 stainless steel was received in the form of highly

polished strip, no further polishing was required.

Table 2. Procedure for electropolishing

Inconel and type 321 stainless steel

(600 ml HsPOi (concentrated).
Electrolyte (300 ml H2SO3 (concentrated).

[lOO ml H2O.
Current density « 1-2 amp/in.2
Time • 5-10 min.
Temperature - 80-100° F.
Cathode — Type 321 stainless steel.

« Time and current density vary with initial condition of

the surface.

Two cathodes, one on each side of specimen.

Sandblasted specimens of each alloy were prepared
by blasting with 60-mesh fused alumina grit, at an
air pressure of approximately 75 psi. Care was taken
in blasting to avoid excessive warpage of the thinner
specimens.

Three thermocouples were welded to each un-
coated, unoxidized specimen. Very shallow grooves
were inscribed perpendicular to the axis of the

specimen, one at the midlength of the specimen,
and one 13 mm from the midlength on each side.

Wires were laid in these grooves in order to position

them accurately before welding. The 0.127 mm
diam Chromel and Alumel thermocouple wires were
separately welded to the specimen by means of an
electronic condenser-discharge type of spot welder.

The welds forming each thermocouple were about
3 mm apart. The Chromel leads from the outside
thermocouples were used as the voltage taps.

3.2. Oaddized Specimens

Eight specimens of each alloy, in the polished and
sandblasted condition, respectively, were prepared
and marked for identification. The width, length,

and thickness of each specimen was accurately

measured, and it was weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg.
these specimens were then oxidized in air in an
electricallv heated furnace at a temperature of

1,000±5 °C for times of ji, 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, and
80 hr. One specimen of each alloy in each condition
was removed at the end of each period of oxidation.

All of the specimens remaining in the test were
weighed at the end of each oxidation period.

After oxidation, the oxide layer was removed from
both sides by grinding each specimen for a distance
of about 25 mm at each end, to ensure good contact
with the electrodes. Also, a light scratch was made

through the oxide at the three areas where the
thermocouples were to be attached. The thermo-
couple wires were then welded in place, as described
above.

3.3. Coated Specimens

The ceramic coatings were applied, by dipping,
to sandblasted specimens to which thermocouples
had been welded. It was found that when the coated
specimens were fired in a furnace to mature the
coatings, the tliermocouple leads oxidized excessively.

To eliminate this difficulty the coated specimens
that were used were fired in air, heated by an electric

current passed through them.

4. Experimental Procedure

The equipment and procedure for evaluation of

total hemispherical emittance has been described in

a previous publication [3]. Only a brief summary
will be given here.

The specimen was heated in a vacuum of 4X10~*
mm of Hg or less by passing a current through it.

The test conditions were such that essentially all of

the heat dissipation from the area at and near the
midlength of the specimen was b}'' radiation. The
power input to, and temperature of, a small length
(approximately 25 mm) of known dimensions near
the midlength of the specimen and the temperature
of the walls of the chamber surrounding the hot
specimen were measured. The total hemispherical
emittance was then computed from these values
by means of the following relationship derived from
the Stefan-Boltzmann equation:

E= VI
A(xiTt-TI)

in which total hemispherical emittance
F= voltage drop between voltage taps
7= current flowing through specimen
^4= surface area of specimen between volt-

age taps
(7= Stefan-Boltzmann constant

Ti= temperature of specimen, °K
7*2= temperature of shell, °K.

In these determinations the specimen was held
at one power input only long enough for its temper-
ature to stabilize, and the changes in emittance that
occurred on long-time heating in vacuum were not
followed. The time that each specimen was held
at each power input usually was less than 10 min,
and in many cases the time was less than 5 min.
While some changes in emittance undoubtedly did
occur in these short times, the magnitude of the
changes was less than 2 percent, except where noted.

5. Results and Discussion

Data for Inconel are shown in figures 1, 4, and 7;
for type 321 stainless steel in figures 2, 5, and 8; and
for type 430 stainless steel in figures 3, 6, and 9. In
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Open points represent values obtained during heating; closed points, during
cooling.
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Figure 8. Total hemispherical emitlance of composite speci-
mens consisting of type 321 stainless steel coated with NBS
ceramic coating A-4I8, top curves, and NBS ceramic coating
N—I43, bottom curves.

Open points represent values obtained during heating; closed points, during
cooling.
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Figure 9. Tolal hemispherical eniitlance of composite speci-

mens consisting of type 430 stainless steel coated with NBS
ceramic coating A-^IS, top curves, and NBS ceramic coating
N-I4S, bottom curve.

Open points represent values obtained during heating; closed points, during
cooling.

each case open symbols indicate data points that
were obtained during the heating cycle, and filled

symbols indicate data points that were obtained
during the cooling cycle.

5.1. Polished Specimens

The data for the polished specimens, figures 1, 2,

and 3, show that there was very little difference in

the emittance of the three alloys in this condition.

They all had total hemispherical emittance on the
order of 0.20 to 0.28, increased in emittance with an
increase in temperature, and showed no evidence of

a permanent change in emittance on heating in

vacuum for the times required to complete the evalu-
ations. The total hemispherical emittance of the
polished Inconel was slightly higher at 400 °C and
below, and slightly lower at 600 °C and above, than
that of the type 321 and type 430 stainless steel

specimens.

5.2. Sandblasted Specimens

The data for the sandblasted specimens are shown
in figures 4, 5, and 6. In general there was little

difference between the emittances of the different

alloys in this condition. They all had total hemi-
spherical emittance on the order of 0.5 to 0.65, and
the emittance of each alloy increased with temper-
ature. There was no indication that heating in

vacuum at temperatures below 800 °C for the times
required to complete tlie evaluations produced any
permanent change in emittance. None of these

sandblasted specimens showed any visual evidence
of an oxide film formation after completion of the

tests.

The total hemispherical emittance of each of the

alloys in the sandblasted condition was permanently

reduced by heating in vacuum at temperatures above
800 °C, even for the short times required to complete
the evaluations. When a time of approximately'^^lO
min elapsed between successive evaluations, as in

specimens 74 and 76 in figure 4, specimens L and M
in figure 5, and specimen R in figure 6, the total

hemispherical emittance was reduced on the order of

0.25 to 0.30. When the time between successive
readings was reduced to about 5 min, specimens E
and B, figure 4, the amount of the reduction in

emittance was on the order of 0.15.

The observed reduction in total hemispherical
emittance of sandblasted metal specimens on heat-
ing in vacuum was previously reported [3] to be due
to volatilization of chromium, which was accom-
panied b}^ a polishing action on the surface, some-
what similar in appearance to electropolishing. At
temperatures below 620 °C, specimens oxidized even
at a pressure of 9X 10"^mm of mercury and emittance
increased; at temperatures of 795 °C or above, the
oxide dissociated and chromium volitalized, and the
emittance decreased.

5.3. Oxidized Specimens

The data for the specimens that had been polished
and then oxidized are shown in figures 1, 2, and 3,

and for the specimens that had been sandblasted
and then oxidized in figures 4, 5, and 6. In every
case the oxidation treatment greatly increased the
total hemispherical emittance. Also in every case
but one the emittance of each oxidized specimen
increased with an increase in temperature.

Apparently the oxide film formed during oxidation
at 1,000 °C in air for 30 min was not completely
opaque for any of the alloys studied, in either the
polished or sandblasted condition. This is indicated

by the observation that emittance increased with
time of oxidation, at least for the first few hours.
The weight gain, in mg/cm^, is plotted as a fimc-

tion of oxidation time for Inconel in figure 10, for

type 321 stainless steel in figure 11, and for type
430 stainless steel in figure 12. The computed
thickness of the oxide layer, in microns, is also

indicated on these figures. The computation was
made on the following assumptions: (1) The oxide
has a density of 5.2g/cm^.^ (2) The specimen is

flat, i.e., the area of the oxide layer was computed
from the measured length, width, and thickness

of each specimen, and (3) the oxide layer is of
uniform thickness. All of these assumptions are in

error, usually in the direction that would tend to

give high values for the computed thicknesses, but
the computed thicknesses nevertheless serve to give
a rough approximation of the thickness of the oxide
layers, and a much better approximation of the
relative thicknesses of the oxide layers on different

specimens of any one alloy in a single surface
condition.

In the case of electropolished Inconel, figure 1, the
emittance increased with time of oxidation for at

3 The exact density of the oxide layer is not easily determined. It may vary
with the time of oxidation, and it is probaljly different for the three alloys used
in this investigation. The value of 5.2 was selected as a lower limit on the basis

of published values of the densities of oxides that may bo present.
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Figure 10. Weight gain, in mg/cm'', and computed thickness

of the oxide layer, in microns, of specimens of Inconel, in
the as-received and sandblasted conditions, plotted as a
function of time of oxidation in air at 1,000 °C.
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Figure 11. Weight gain, in mg/cm^, and computed thickness

of the oxide layer, in microns, of specimens of type 321 stain-

less steel in the electropolished and sandblasted conditions,
plotted as a function of time of oxidation in air at 1,000 °C.

least 40 hr. The emittance of specimens oxidized for

times longer than 40 hr was not determined. The
computed thickness of the oxide layer produced by
oxidation of electropolished Inconel in air at 1,000 °C
for 40 hr was slightly over 4 /x.

The increase in emittance with time of oxidation
of the electropolished Inconel could be due to the
increase in thickness of the oxide layer, to a gradual
increase in roughness of the surface and/or a gradual
change in the composition, crystal form, or physical
condition of the oxide layer. X-ray diffraction pat-
terns were made of the specimens that had been oxi-

dized for periods of ji, 5, 10, and 40 hr. All of the
patterns showed the oxide to consist of a nickel-
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Figure 12. Weight gain, in mglcvi^, and computed thickness

of the oxide layer, in microns, of specimens of type 430 stain-

less steel in the as-received and sandblasted conditions, plotted

as a function of time of oxidation in air at 1,000 °C.
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Figure 13. X-ray diffraction^patterns of oxidized specimens of
electropolished and sandblasted Inconel.

NiO'was found to be a major constituent of the oxide on the electropolished
spacimen. but was not found in the oxide on the sandblasted specimen.
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chrome spinel, NiO, and CroOa. The X-ray patterns

for the spinel and for FeaOi are practically indistin-

guishable; however, from thermodynamic considera-

tions, the presence of Fe304 is unlikely. No signifi-

cant dilTerences in composition or crystal form were
found and no marked increase in roughness was ob-
served; hence it is believed that for electropolished

Inconel the increase in emittance with an increase

in time of oxidation is due to the increase in thick-

ness of the oxide layer.

In the case of sandblasted Inconel, figure 4, there

was an increase in emittance with time of oxidation

up to 5 hr, but there was no significant increase in

emittance on increasing the time of oxidation from
5 to 10 hr. This difference in behavior of the oxide

layers on electropolished and sandblasted Inconel
was somewhat puzzling, and called for an explanation.

The weight-gain oxidation data in figure 10 shows
that the computed thickness of the oxide layer on
the electropolished Inconel that had been oxidized

for 40 hr was on the order of 4 ju while that of the
sandblasted Inconel that had been oxidized for 5

hr was only about 2 /n. Actually the difference in

true layer thickness is much greater than is indicated

by these computed values. Aleasurements made in

another study [4] showed that the sandblasting
treatment increased the surface area by about
50 percent; hence, on this basis, the average thickness

of the oxide layer on the sandblasted specimen would
be more nearly 1.3 than 2 fx. Obviously thickness
differences do not account for all the observed
difference in emittance behavior between specimens
that had been electropolished and sandblasted
before oxidation. The effect of surface roughness
on emittance noted on the unoxidized specimens
will, of course, persist in the oxidized specimens.

An X-ray dift'raction pattern was made of a
specimen of sandblasted Inconel that had been
oxidized in air at 1,000 °C for 10 hr. This is com-
pared in figure 13 to a similar pattern from a
specimen of electropolished Inconel that had been
oxidized in air at 1,000 °C for 10 hr. The curves
show that NiO was a major constituent of the
oxide layer on the electropolished Inconel, but was
not identified as such in the oxide layer on the
sandblasted specimen. Similar differences in the
NiO content of the respective oxide scales were
found in a previous study [5].

It is beheved that these observed differences in

composition of the oxide formed on sandblasted
and polished Inconel satisfactorily account for the
observed difference in emittance behavior. Ap-
parently the oxide layer containing NiO as a major
constituent requires a much greater thickness to

become opaque than does tlie NiO-free oxide laj'er.

The data for oxidized type 321 stainless steel

suggest that tlie oxide layer on the electropolished
specimens, figure 2, became essentialh' opaque after

3 hr of oxidation. The total liemispherical emittance
of a specimen oxidized for 3 hr was appreciably
greater than that of a specimen oxidized for hr, but
no difference in emittance was found between speci-

mens oxidized for 3 and 5 hr, respectively.

In the case of the sandblasted type 321 stainless

steel, figure 5, the picture becomes more complex.
The total hemispherical emittance of all sandblasted
oxidized specimens was greater than 0.75. The emit-
tance of the specimen oxidized for 1 hr was appreci-
ably greater than that of the specimen oxidized for

ji hr, but the emittance decreased on continued oxi-

dation until the emittance at some temperatures
after 10 hr of oxidation was lower than that after

ji hr of oxidation. In this case there was a change
in the appearance of the oxide layer with continued
oxidation, which suggests that the composition or
structure of the oxide was changing. Small flakes

of oxide began chipping from the corners of the
specimens after about 3 hr of oxidation, and severe
flaking occurred after 40 hr of oxidation. Such a
decrease in emittance could also result from a de-
crease in roughness of the sandblasted surface -with

continued oxidation, which did occur to some extent.
In the case of type 430 stainless steel rather marked

changes in the oxide layer occurred as oxidation pro-
gressed. The as-received specimens, figm-e 3, in-

creased in emittance with time of oxidation up to

5 hr, but the emittance decreased appreciably, espe-
cially at the higher temperatures, on further oxidation
for an additional 5 hr. It is interesting to note that
the total hemispherical emittance of specimen A-5
that had been oxidized in air at 1,000 °C for 10 hr
showed very little variation with temperature over
the range of 300 to 1,000 °C. The weight-gain oxi-

dation data in figure 12 show that rate of oxidation
increased markedly after about 5 hr of oxidation.

The general pattern for the sandblasted specimens
of type 430 stainless steel that had been oxidized is

similar to that for the as-received specimens, but in

this case the maximum emittance was obtained after

3 hr of oxidation. The type of oxidation on both
as-received and sandblasted type 430 stainless steel

changed after 5 hr of oxidation from uniform attack,

with a smooth, dense oxide layer, to a pitting type
of attack with tubercle formation in the oxide.

There was no indication in the data that significant

changes in emittance of any of the oxidized specimens
were produced by heating in vacuum for the times
required to complete the evaluations.

5.4. Ceramic-Coated Specimens

The data for the ceramic-coated specimens, figures

7, 8, and 9, show that in ever}^ case the total hemi-
spherical emittance of the coated specimens decreased
with an increase in temperature, in contrast to that
of the unoxidized and oxidized metal specimens.
The effect of increasing temperature in increasmg
total normal emittance of bare and oxidized metal,
on the one hand, and decreasing the total normal
emittance of ceramic-coated metal on the other hand,
has been explained [5] on the basis of the dift'erenccs

in the spectral distribution of the emitted energy.
The same explanation applies to the difl'erences ob-
served in the total hemispherical emittance.
The Inconel and type 430 stainless steel specimens

coated with A-418 had higher emittances than the

corresponding specimens coated with N-143. In the
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case of the coated type 321 stainless steel specimens,

the emittance was nearly the same for specimens 07

and 08 coated with 0.03 and 0.038 mm respectively

of A-418 and specimen 06 coated with 0.05 mm of

N-143. Specimen 05 coated with 0.041 mm of N-143
had slightly higher emittance than the specimens

coated with A-418.
An effect of the base metal on the total hemis-

pherical emittance was to be expected, because the

previous report [5] showed that these coatings are

partially transparent at thicknesses of less than about
0.13 mm. There was less effect of base metal compo-
sition on total hemispherical emittance of specimens

coated with A-418 than on those coated with N-143.
Of the specimens coated with A-418, the Inconel

specimens had the highest emittance, and the type

430 stainless steel the lowest emittance at each tem-
perature, and the maximum difference was on the

order of 10 percent. Of the specimens coated with

N-143, emittance was about the same for Inconel

and type 321 stainless steel, and appreciably lower

for type 430 stainless steel. Also the slope of the

curve over the 200 to 600 °C temperature range for

the type 430 stainless steel specimens was steeper

than that for the other alloys.

There is no evidence that heating in vacuum at

temperatures up to 1,040 °C for the time required

to complete the determinations produced any ap-

preciable change in emittance of the specimens coated

with A-418, or in the type 321 or 430 stainless steel

specimens coated with N-143. One specimen of

Inconel to which coating N-143 was applied at a

thickness of 0.056 mm showed a permanent increase

in emittance of 2 to 3 percent after heating in vacuum
at 1,015 °C.

6. Comparison of Results With Published
Data

Total normal emittance determinations were
reported by De Corso and Coit [6] for as-rolled and
sandblasted Inconel, both in the initially unoxidized

condition and after oxidation in air at 982 °C (1,800

°F) for 15 min, and for Nichrome V coated with
NBS ceramic coating A-417. NBS ceramic coatings

A-417 and A-418 are similar but not identical in

composition. Similar results were reported by
Snyder, Gier, and Dunkle [7] for 18-8 stainless steel,

type not specified, in the as-received condition and
after mechanical polishing, sandblasting and weath-
ering, and "oxidized 1,500 °F and weathered"; and
by Wilkes [8] for types 316 and 347 stainless steels,

Inconel X and A Nickel in the polished condition.

The agreement with the total hemispherical data
shown in this paper is only fair in most cases. The
differences may be ascribed to (1) inherent differences

in normal and hemispherical emittance of materials,

and (2) differences in the composition or surface

preparation of specimens.

The directional emissivity of a material varies

with the angle of emission, due to variations in the

transmittance of the material-air interface with angle

of incidence. Jakob [9] has computed the theo-

retical ratio of normal to hemispherical emissivity
of dielectrics to vary from 1.00 at a normal emis-
sivity of 0.50 to a low of 0.935 at a normal emissivity
of 0.90 and 0.95. He also computed [10] the same
ratio for electrical conductors, and found it to vary
from a high limit of 1.33 for a normal emissivity
approaching zero to 1.055 for a normal emissivity
of 0.35. All of these values apply only to completely
opaque specimens with optically smooth surfaces, as

the term emissivity implies. The trend would be
in the same direction for surfaces that are not opti-
cally smooth, but it is not possible to compute the
ratio for such surfaces, unless the surface contour is

known with precision.

The data in figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 show that
differences in surface preparation or oxidation treat-

ment can cause appreciable differences in emittance,
even for specimens of identical composition. Also,

the differences in composition among the three
alloys are reflected in differences in emittance.
These differences are small for the unoxidized
specimens, but become greater after oxidation.

A previous report [5] gave data for total normal
emittance computed by integrating normal spectral
data obtained on specimens of Inconel and type 321
stainless steel. The data obtained show only fair

agreement with the measured values of total hem-
ispherical emittance shown in figures 1, 2, 4, 5, 7,

and 8. Bevans, Gier, and Dunkle [11] found appreci-
able differences in the total normal emittance of
supposedly identical specimens obtained (1) by
direct measurement, and (2) by computation from
spectral data. It is not surprising that even larger
differences were found in the present study between
(1) the measured total hemispherical emittance and
(2) the total normal emittance computed from spec-
tral data.

O'SuUivan and Wade [12] reported data on the
total hemispherical emittance of Inconel that had
been mechanically polished and then oxidized in air

at 1,093 °C (2,000 °F) for 13 min. They measured
the directional emittance at angles of 0, 30, 45, and
60° to the normal, corrected the values for the actual
area of the specimen viewed, plotted the points in

polar coordinates, drew a smooth curve through the
points and extrapolated it to 90° to the normal.
The total hemispherical emittance was obtained by
integrating the resulting curve. Their values were
about 0.04 higher than the highest values reported
in figure 1 for oxidized Inconel. Later, Wade [13]

reported similar data for the total hemispherical
emittance of type 347 stainless steel specimens that
were mechanically polished and then oxidized in air

at 1,093 °C (2,000'°F) for 30 mni. His reported values
are higher than any of the values for oxidized
electropolished type 321 stainless steel shown in

figure 2.

The values reported by these authors for the di-

rectional emittance of the oxidized Inconel and type
347 stainless steel showed practically no deviation
from values that would have been computed from the
total normal emittance by the cosine law. Hence,
the total hemispherical emittance computed from
these values was identical to the total normal emit-
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tance. Jakob [5] showed that for dielectric materi-
als appreciable deviations from the cosine law do not
occur at angles of 60° or less from the normal The
values reported by 0 'Sullivan and Wade [12] and
Wade [13] agree with theory, but their method of

computation tends to give high values, because all

of their measurements were made at angles at which
no appreciable deviation from the cosine law would
be expected.

7. Summary and Conclusions

The total hemispherical emittance of Inconel and
types 321 and 430 stainless steel specimens in six

different surface finishes was evaluated by a modi-
fication of the hot-filament method. The six

surface finishes were (1) polished, (2) polished and
then oxidized, (3) sandblasted, (4) sandblasted and
then oxidized, (5) coated with A-418, and (6)

coated with N-143. The findings may be summa-
rized briefly as follows:

(1) For the three alloys studied, the surface condi-

tion of the metal had much more effect on the total

hemispherical emittance of the unoxidized and
uncoated specimen than did the composition of the

alloys. Each of the polished specimens had total

hemispherical emittance in the range 0.20 to 0.28,

and the emittance increased with an increase in

temperature. Each of the sandblasted specimens
had total hemispherical emittance in the range 0.50

to 0.65 and again the emittance increased with an
increase in temperature.

(2) Oxidation in air at 1,000 °C greatly increased
the total hemispherical emittance of each uncoated
specimen tested, and the emittance increased with
time of oxidation for at least several hours. The
total hemispherical emittance of the oxidized speci-

mens increased with an increase in temperature.

(3) All ceramic-coated specimens evaluated had
relatively high total hemispherical emittance at

low temperatures, and the emittance decreased
with an increase in temperature. The coatings
were not opaque, as indicated by the fact that the
composition of the substrate metal affected the total

hemispherical emittance of the composite speci-

mens. The ceramic-coated specimens of Inconel
had the highest total hemispherical emittance and the
ceramic-coated type 430 stainless steel specimens
had the lowest emittance in each case.

(4) The total hemisphei"ical emittance of Inconel
and type 430 stainless steel specimens coated with
A-418 was higher than that of similar specimens
coated with N-143.

(5) The total hemispherical emittance of sand-
blasted specimens of all three alloys decreased
markedly on heating in vacuum at temperatures

above 900 °C, even for the short times required to

complete the evaluations. No appreciable changes
were noted in the emittance of polished, oxidized or

ceramic-coated specimens as a result of heating in

vacuum for the times required to complete the evalu-
ations, even at temperatures up to 1,000 °C, except
for one specimen of Inconel coated with N-143,
that showed a slight increase in emittance on heat i

in vacuum to 1,015 °C. '

The work described in this report was completed
i

under the sponsorship and with the financial as-
j

sistance of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency, now ;

the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of the
National Aeronautical and Space Agency, Redstone
Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala.
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Spectral Emittance of Ceramic-Coated and Uncoated

Specimens of Inconel and Stainless Steel

by JOSEPH C. RICHMOND and JAMES E. STEWART

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

The normal spectral emittance of Inconel and
type 321 stainless steel specimens with six dif-

ferent surface treatments, including application

of National Bureau of Standards ceramic coat-

ings A-418 and N-143, was determined at 900°,

1200°, 1500°, and 1800°F. over the wave-length

range 1.5 to 15 /j. The specimens with different

surface treatments had markedly different spec-

tral emittance curves. The bare polished speci-

mens had the lowest spectral emittance at all

wave lengths, and the specimens coated with

A—418 had the highest spectral emittance over

most of the range 5 to 15
fj..

The spectral emit-

tance of all specimens increased with tempera-

ture at all wave lengths.

I. Introduction

MODERN aircraft and missiles operating at supersonic

speeds in the earth's atmosphere develop high tem-

peratures, due to skin friction, that may cause unde-

sirable creep and corrosion of metallic components. There is

a tendency for such aerodynamic heating to be concentrated

at areas of direct impingement, such as the leading edges of

wings and the nose cones of missiles. As a result, large ther-

mal gradients develop, causing distortion and impairment of

aerodynamic efficiency. In severe cases, this heating may
cause total destruction of structural components. Heat-

transfer processes in such structures are obviously important

because they affect the temperature and the thermal gra-

dients.

Radiation plays an increasingly important role in heat

transfer as the temperature of the hot body increases, and as

the density of the atmosphere decreases. Hence there is an

urgent need for information on the thermal-emission proper-

ties of aircraft structural materials at elevated temperatures,

and the possibilities of their improvement by the use of coat-

ings.

Some data on total emittance of metals and coatings have
been reported in the literature.' The amount of radiant en-

ergy emitted by a hot body at a known uniform temperature

can be computed from its total hemispherical emittance.

Computation of heat transfer between two bodies, however,

requires consideration of the geometric relations of the bodies

and the spectral distribution of the radiant energy emitted by,

and incident upon, each body. Spectral emittance values are

required for such computations, and few such values are to

be found in the literature.

A gray body has the same spectral emittance at all wave
lengths, and the spectral emittance at any wave length is the

same as the total emittance. Assumptions have been made
that some materials conform approximately to these condi-

tions except at very short wave lengths. Ceramic materials

and painted or oxidized metals, however, are not gray bodies,

but show variation in emittance with wave length. Most of

the metals used in aircraft structures are painted, or soon ac-

cumulate an oxide film in service and lose the radiation charac-

teristics of the metal.

Goodman,- in computing radiant heat transfer between
parallel plates of polished aluminum and aa;-rolled Inconel,

found that the moderate deviations of these materials from
true gray-body emission caused the heat transfer rates com-
puted from total emittance values to be as much as 29%
lower than those computed from spectral emittance data.

Errors for ceramic materials and painted or oxidized metals,

which in general depart significantly from gray-body emission,

would undoubtedly be much larger.

II. Experimental Procedure

Two different metals were studied, type 321 stainless steel

and Inconel. Type 321 stainless steel is a titanium-stabilized

18% chromium, 8% nickel austenitic stainless steel. Inconel

is nominally 80% nickel, 14% chromium, and 6% iron.

The metal specimens were in the form of 0.050-in. strips, 6

in. long and ^, 4 in. wide at the ends. The center portion of

each specimen was necked down to a width of 0.300 in. for a

distance of 2.4 in. A hole 0.U40 in. in diameter and about
0.045 in. deep was drilled near the center of the necked-down
portion of each specimen. A base-metal thermocouple hav-

ing a bead about 0.038 in. in diameter was inserted into this

hole and peened in before the final surface treatment of the

specimen.

Surface treatments included (1) electropolishing, (2) sand-

blasting, accomplished by means of a 40-mesh glass sand and
air at a pressure of 40 lb. per sq. in., (3) oxidation in air at

1800°F. for V2 hour following electropolishing, (4) oxidation

in air at 1800 °F. for V2 hour following sandblasting, (5) finish-

ing with NBS coating N-143, and (6) finishing with NBS
coating A-418.

The electropolishing and coating finishes were applied only

to the necked-down portion of a specimen. The ends of the

oxidized and coated specimens were sandblasted following the

respective treatments to provide good contact for the elec-

trodes.

The two ceramic coatings have been described in previous

reports.^ Coating N-143 consists of a boron-free barium

Presented at the Fifty-Ninth Annual Meeting, The American
Ceramic Society, Dallas, Texas, May 8, 1957 (Enamel Division,

No. 18). Received April 9, 1959; revised copy received July 13
1959.

This work was performed at the National Bureau of Standards
under the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (now the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration).
At the time this work was done, the writers were, respectively,

ceramic engineer, Enameled Metals Section, and chemist. Gas
Chemistry Section, National Bureau of Standards. J. E.
Stewart is now with Beckman Instruments, Incorporated, Fuller-

ton, California.
' G. G. Gubareff, Shao-Yen Ko, and P. E. McNall, Jr.,

"Review of Thermal Radiation Property Values for Metals and
Other Materials," GR 2462-R3, Minneapolis-Honeywell Regu-
lator Co., Hopkins, Minn., August 1957.

^Stanley Goodman, "Radiant-Heat Transfer Between Non-
gray Parallel Plates," /. Research Natl. Bur. Standards, 58 [1]

37—40 (1957)' RP 2732.
^ (a) J. C'. Richmond, H. G. Lefort, C. N. Williams, and W. N.

Harrison, "Ceramic Coatings for Nuclear Reactors," /. Am.
Ceram. Soc. 38 [2] 72-80 (1955).

(b) A. G. Eubanks and D. G. Moore, "Development of Ero-
sion Resistant Coatings for Aircraft Engine Components,"
WADC (Wright Air Develop. Center) Tech. Kept., No. 56-129,
34 pp. (January 1956).
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beryllium silicate frit, with a refractory mill addition of ce-

rium oxide. It is light cream in color. Coating A-418 con-

sists of an alkali-free barium borosilicate frit with a refractory

mill addition of chromic oxide. It is dark green.

The coatings are normally applied at a thickness of ap-

proximately 0.002 in., and most of the coated specimens for

test were prepared at this thickness. For a few tests, coatings

of greater thickness (up to 0.0085 in.) were used.

The equipment and procedure used to evaluate normal spec-

tral emittance have been described previously^ and are briefly

outlined here

A recording double-beam infrared spectrophotometer with

a sodium chloride prism was used for all measurements. The
external optics of the instrument were modified as indicated

in footnote 4 to permit the radiant energy from either the

specimen or the standard to be compared with that from a

Nernst glower source. A recrystallized silicon carbide heating

element was used as the standard in all measurements. The
normal spectral emittance of this element had been deter-

mined previously"* by comparison with a laboratory black-

body furnace

The specimen and the comparison standard were heated by
passing a 60-cycle current through them. The temperature was
held to ±3°F. of that desired by manual adjustment of the

power input. The temperature of the standard was measured

by means of a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple, the head of

which was wedged into a 0.040-in.-in-diameter hole near the

center of the element, extending from one side to within about

0.015 in. of the opposite side. The temperature of a specimen

was measured by means of the Chromel-Alumel thermo-

couple, the bead of which was peened into the hole at the cen-

ter of the specimen.

In making a determination, the specimen and standard were

mounted side by side near the instrument, in a position such

that an image of either could be focused on the entrance slit of

the monochromator, and were brought to the same tempera-

ture. A curve representing the ratio of the radiant flux of

the standard to that of the Nernst glower was obtained over

the range 1.25 to 15 m, after which a second curve was ob-

tained representing the corresponding ratio for the specimen.

The ratio of the heights of the two curves was then computed
at 0.25-M wave-length intervals over the entire range. Each
value thus obtained was multiplied by the emittance of the

standard, at that wave length, as previously determined, to

obtain the normal spectral emittance of the specimen. De-

terminations were made at temperatures of 900°, 1200°, 1500°,

and 1800°F..

No correction was made for the thermal gradient through

the coating of normal (0.002-in.) thickness, because it was
estimated that the gradient was smaller than the normal
±3°F. fluctuation in temperature of the metal specimen.

Sully et al} reported measured thermal gradients in ceramic

coatings on the order of 1 °F. per mil of thickness.

Several techniques were considered for measuring the sur-

face temperature directly on specimens with the thicker

coatings, but the experimental difficulties of obtaining accu-

rate surface temperatures of coatings in this thickness range

were believed to be too great. It was finally decided to main-

tain the specimen at a definite metal temperature, and then

to compute the temperature drop through the coating from a

knowledge of the thermal conductivity of the coating layer,

its thickness, the surface area of the specimen, and the heat

dissipation rate.

' J. E. Stewart and J. C. Richmond, "Infrared Emission Spec-
trum of Silicon Carbide Heating Elements," /. Research Natl.

Bur. Standards, 59 [6] 405-409 (1957); RP 2810; Ceram. Abstr.,

1958, April, p. 104/.
' A. H. Sully, E. A. Brandes, and R. B. Waterhouse, "Radia-

tion-Suppressing Coatings for Metals at Elevated Tempera-
tures," Fulmer Research Inst. Spec. Rept., No. 1, 24 pp. (.\pril

1953).

The heat dissipation rate was computed from the measured
power input. Power-input measurements were made on

metal specimens of the same design as that of those used for

emittance measurements. These specimens also contained a

thermocouple peened into a hole near the center. Two small

areas, about IV2 in. apart, about equally spaced on either

side of the center of the necked-down portion of the specimen,

were cleaned by sandblasting, and light scratches, perpendic-

ular to the axis of the specimen, were made in each cleaned

area. Fine Nichrome wires for potential taps were laid in

the scratches and spot welded to the specimen. Before making
a test the distance between these two wires was measured to

the nearest 0.01 in. by means of a vernier caliper, and the

width and thickness of the specimen was measured to the

nearest 0.001 in. by means of a micrometer caliper.

In making a test, the specimen was heated by passing an
electric current through it, as in the emittance measure-

ments. The power input was adjusted until the temperature

of the specimen was stabilized at the desired temperatirre,

the current in the circuit was recorded to the nearest 0.1 amp.,

and the potential across the measured gauge length was
recorded to the nearest 0 01 volt. Tests were made at tem-

peratures of 900°, 1200°, 1500°, and 1800°F
The power input to the specimen over the measured gauge

length was computed from the measured current and poten-

tial drop. The surface area of the measured gauge length was
computed, and the power input was expressed as B.t.u. per

sq. foot per hour. There was some heat loss due to conduc-

tion through the ends of the specimens, but means were not

available to compute its magnitude and it was neglected.

The thermal conductivity of the coatings was not accurately

known, but thermal conductivities of other ceramic coatings

had been measured previously, and were found to be in the

range 6 to 9 B.t.u. per sq. ft. per hour (°F. per in.). A value

of 7.5 was assumed for the coatings, and the thermal gradient,

in °F. per mil, was computed from the measured rate of heat

flow! In the emittance determinations on specimens having

thick coatings, the measured temperature of the metal speci-

men was corrected for the corrTputed gradient to obtain the

surface temperature of the coating.

III. Presentation and Discussion of Data

The data on spectral emittance of the metal specimens at

900°, 1200°, 1500°, and 1800°F. for wave lengths at 0.5-/J

intervals from 1.5 to 15 m are shown in Table I.

The spectral emittance curves for type 321 stainless steel at

900°F. are shown in Fig. 1. The general features of interest

in this figure are the relatively flat, low curve for the electro-

polished metal, the relatively flat but somewhat higher curve

for the sandblasted metal, the much higher curves for the

oxidized specirnens that fall to lower values at the longer wave
lengths, and the rapid increase in emittance between 2 and

5 fi for the coated specimens and the relatively high emittance

of those specimens at longer wave lengths. The emittance of

the specimen coated with A-418 was higher than that of the

specimen coated with N-143 at all wave lengths.

All the curves for stainless steel at 1800°F. (Fig. 2) are dis-

placed upward relative to those at 900 °F. The poHshed and

sandblasted specimens oxidized too rapidly at this temperature

tn permit evaluation in the imoxidized condition.

The curves for Inconel at 900°F. are shown in Fig. 3. The

curves for the polished and sandblasted metal are approxi-

mately the same as those for the type 321 stainless steel, and

the curves for the coated specimens are similar in shape to the

corresponding curves for stainless steel, but are displaced up-

ward, particularly the curve for the specimen coated with N-
143. The curves for the oxidized specimens of Inconel are

quite different from the corresponding cur\,^es for oxidized

type 321 stainless steel. The specimen oxidized after poHsh-

ing had higher emittance at all wave lengths than did the speci-

men oxidized after sandblasting and the curves for the oxi-

dized specimens, particularly the prepolished one, do not show
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Table I. Spectral Emittance Data for Metal Specimens

Type of
specimen

Temp.
Spectral emittance (m) at indicated wave length

5 2 0 '2 5 3 0 3 5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6 5 7.0 7 5 8.0

Electropolished stainless steel 900 0.12 0.15 0.15 0 . 15 0 . 15 A 1 Ku. lo A 1 AU . 14 A 1/1U . 14 A 1 AU . 14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13
1200 0.29 .27 .25 .24 oo

. J.^
O 1

. Zi 1 A
. ly 1 Q

. lo 1 T
. 1 1

1 c
. 10 .15 .15 .14 .14

Sandblasted stainless steel 900 .34 .36 .OO .oy . oy . 4U A\
. 41 AO

. 4Z .41 .40 .39 .38

1200 .34 .36 .37 .38 A 1.41 A 1
. 4

1

A 1
. 41 . 4U . 41 Af\

. 4U .38 .38 .38 .39

Electropolished oxidized stainless 900 .63 .66 .68 . 69 AA
. by AT

. b/ A/1
. b4 AC

. bo AQ
. bo .68 .69 .70 .73

steel 1200 .60 .66 .69 AA
. by AQ

. bo Ac:
. 00 Aft

. bo AQ
. by .71 .72 .73 .73

1500 .70 .76 .78 .79 TO
. (O 7A

. /b 7/1
. / 4 AQ

. Oo 7Q
. 16 7A

. (

4

.76 .77 .78 .78

1800 .67 .73 .75 .77 77 77 7fi
. *D 7(1

. IK) 77
. 1 1 . / 0 .80 .78 .77 .76

Sandblasted oxidized stainless 900 .52 .59 .65 .67 . 69 AA
. by AA

. by . /V 71
. /

1

.70 .70 .71 .73

steel 1200 .65 65 68 .72 . 16 1A TK
. /o IK

. /O 7A
. /4 7A

. /4 .74 .73 .75 .76

1500 .65 .65 .68 .72 . io 1A IK.
. 1 0 7A 7A

. /O 7R
. /O .75 .75 .75 .76

1800 .65 .71 .77 .79 QO QO
. oz . OU 7A

. /b 77 7fi
. /O .75 .75 .75 .77

Stainless steel coated A-418 900 .29 .35 .41 . 49 . 56 . 63 AA
• by . 74 11

. 1 1 .79 .81 .83 .84

(approx. 2 mils) 1200 .31 .36 .41 .46 . OO . oo Al
. bl 7n 7A

. { 4 77 .79 .81 .83 .84

1500 .38 .45 .49 .55 f\A
. D-t AQ

. by 71
. / 1 7ft

. lo . 0^ 84.
. Ot: .86 .88 .89 .89

1800 .39 .46 .54 .60 . DO . 71 TC
. /o 1Q

. IO QO
. oZ QC

. 00 .86 .89 .89 .90

Stainless steel coated N-143 900 .08 .14 .20 . Zo . ol . oO A A
. 44 . OU . OZ .54 .55 .58 .60

(approx. 2 mils) 1200 .04 .14 .22 .27 . ol . o4 OA-oy A A
. 4y CA

. 04 t;A
. OD .59 .60 .63 .65

1500 .08 .16 .23 .29 . O'r Qft
. oo . 40 . 04 . OU A^

. DO .65 .66 .67 .69

1800 .15 .22 .30 .36 . 43 . 47 . 51 KQ
. 00 AO

. 00 AA
. bb .67 .68 .69 .70

Electropolished Inconel 900 .20 .18 .17 . 17 . 17 1 A
. lb 1 A

. lb . 15 . 15 .15 .14 .14 .13

1200 .30 .24 .21 . 19 1 Q
. lo 1 T

. 1 /
1 A

. lb 1 7
. 1 /

1 A
. 10 .15 .15 .15 .15

Sandblasted Inconel 900 .34 .34 .35 . OO •27
.Ol OA

. ob . 00 . 04 . 00 .33 .33 .33 .33

1200 .41 .38 .41 .41 . 40 . 39 .39 . 38 OT.0 /
QA

. ob .36 .36 .35 .35

Electropolished oxidized Inconel 900 .57 59 . bU AA
. bU . 59 KA

. oy KA
. oy CQ

. 00 .57 .62 .70 .75

1200 .58 .59 .60 61 AQ
. Do AO

. bz A1
. bl AA

. DU KQ
. oy .59 .64 .71 .75

1500 .68 .71 .72 .69 71 AQ
. by AA

. OD re;
. DO Ac;

. DO AA
. 04 .66 .68 .74 .78

1800 .70 .75 .76 .75 Tn
. /y "TA

. /b TO
. / z T1

. / 1
AQ

. by AQ
. Do .68 .70 .74 .77

Sandblasted oxidized Inconel 900 .44 .47 . 49 51 CO
. Oo . 00 CK

. 00 CA
. OD .56 .62 .66 .68

1200 .50 .51 .51 . Oo . 54 CK
. OO K.T

. 0/ CA
. Ob CA

. 00 .56 .63 .66 .67

1500 .49 .51 .53 . O"* . OD c^T c;7
. 0 /

f^Q
. 00 c;Q

. Oo .59 .65 .67 .69

1800 .52 .55 .56 .57 AA AA
. 58 CQ

. Oo CA
. oy AA

. bu .59 .63 .64 .65

Inconel coated A-418 (approx. 2 900 .22 .22 .39 .46 . 53 . 58 A/t
. b4 TO

. 16 TO
. /O QO

. oZ .84 .86 .88 .90

mils) 1200 .33 .39 .44 .51 .55 .61 .66 .76 .78 .82 .85 .87 .88 .89

1500 .40 .46 .51 .57 .64 .68 .70 .78 .83 .85 .88 .89 .90 .90

1800 .44 . 51 . 58 .62 . 69 . 73 . 75 OA.oU QA.o4 QT.0/ . 88 . 91 . 90 . 92

Inconel coated N-143 (approx. 2 900 .17 .26 .34 .39 .43 .48 .60 .65 .68 .69 .71 .75 .79

mils) 1200 .18 .24 .31 .37 .42 .48 .54 .66 .69 .73 .76 .77 .80 .&3

1500 .23 .28 .35 .42 .46 .49 .55 .70 .76 .78 .81 .83 .84 .85
1800 .26 .33 .41 .46 .53 .58 .61 .72 .78 .81 .83 .85 .86 .88

8 5 9 0 9 5 10 0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 13 0 1-3.5 14 0 14 5 15.0

Electropolished stainless steel 900 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 U . 11 0 . 11 A 11U. J 1
AllU . 11 A 11U . 1

1

A 11U . 11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.09
1200 .14 .14 .13 .13 1 o

. 16 . 16 1 o
. IZ 1 0

. IZ 1 0
. IZ 1 0

. IZ .11 .11 .11 .10

Sandblasted stainless steel 900 .39 .41 .41 .40 .oy . oy . 4U AV\
. 4U A^

. 41 A1
. 41 .42 .42 .41 .40

1200 .40 .41 .41 .41 . 42 . 41 . 41 . 4U A 0
. 4Z A A

. 44 .44 .44 .43 .42

Electropolished oxidized stainless 900 .76 . 77 .75 .69 .65 . 63 . 59 . 54 A A
. 4y A 0

. 4o .38 .34 .34 .34

steel 1200 .74 .75 .74 .73 TA
. b/ CKA

. b4 CA
. oy CO

. oz AA
. 40 .41 .37 .36 .36

1500 .79 .80 .78 .76 TA
. /4 11

. 1 1 AQ
. bo AQ.bo c;q

. Oo t^l
. 01 .46 .42 .40 .39

1800 .76 .77 .75 .72 AO
. by AA

. bo dA
. b4 A1.01 KT

. Dl CA
. 04 .49 .44 .42 .40

Sandblasted oxidized stainless 900 .77 .83 .82 .82 .84 . 86 . 85 . 81 . 78 . 75 .72 .68 .65 .63

steel 1200 .78 .83 .84 .84 . 85 OA
. ob OA

. OD OA
. ob QO

. 00 QA
. oU . 77 .75 .72 .69

1500 .78 .83 .84 .84 .84 . 84 . 84 . 84 01
. oi TO

. /o .76 .73 .70 .67

1800 .81 .84 .85 .85 OK
. OO CA

. ob QT
. O/ QT.0/ QA

. ob QQ .82 .81 .76 .71

Stainless steel coated A-418 900 .85 .85 .82 .78 . 77 . 77 . 78 . 80 . 84 OA
. ob .88 .89 .89 .88

(approx. 2 mils) 1200 .85 85 .81 .78 . 77 . 77 . 78 00
. oZ OA

. ob OA
. ob .88 .93 .93 .90

1500 .90 .90 .88 .85 . oZ QO
. oZ . 00 Q7

. 0/ CQ
. oy .90 .89 .92 .92

1800 .93 .95 .94 .88 .86 . 83 . 82 . 84 . 89 . 93 .95 .91 .89 .87

Stainless steel coated N-143 900 .61 .61 .59 .56 . 57 AA
. bU AO

. bo A C
. bo AO

. bo AQ
. by .69 69 .68 .66

(approx. 2 mils) 1200 .66 .66 .62 .60 AA
. bU A 1

. bl A/1
. b4 AA

. bb AO.bo AA.by .70 .70 .69 .67

1500 .71 .70 .66 .63 AO
. bz A i

. b4 AA.bb A7
. b /

AQ
. Do TA .71 .72 .71 .69

1800 .73 .73 .69 .65 . 65 . 65 .67 . 70 . 73 TA
. /b .78 .75 .74 .71

Electropolished Inconel 900 .14 .13 .12 .11 . 11 . 11 . 11 . 10 . 10 . 10 .10 .09 .09 .08
1200 .15 .15 .15 .14 . 14 . 14 . 14 . 14 1

0

. lo 1

0

. lo .13 .13 .12 .12

Sandblasted Inconel 900 .34 .36 .35 .35 . 35 OA.OO OA
. ob OA.ob . 35 . 35 .35 .35 .35 .35

1200 .36 .37 .36 .36 . 36 .36 . 37 .37 . 37 . 37 .39 .39 .39 .38

Electropolished oxidized Inconel 900 .78 .78 .73 .70 . /Z TO
73 . 74 . 75 TA

. /b .79 .81 .81 .80

1200 .78 .79 .79 .80 . 78 . 77 . 77 . 77 . 78 . 79 .81 .84 .83 .82

1500 .78 .79 .78 .78 . I i
TA

. /b TA
. /b TO

. /o TA
. /y QA

. oU .81 .82 .83 .83

1800 .79 .80 .80 .78 . 78 . 79 .81 .83 . 85 . 87 .87 .87 .85 .84

Sandblasted oxidized Inconel 900 .69 .70 .67 .61 . 59 . 58 . 56 . 54 . 52 . 52 .52 .52 .52 .52

1200 .68 .67 .65 .61 AA
. bU . 58 .57 .53 . 52 . 51 .52 .53 .53 .53

1500 .70 .70 .61 .65 .63 .61 . 58 . 56 . 54 . 53 .53 .53 .53 .53

1800 .65 .66 .66 .62 . 59 . 57 . 55 .54 .55 . 53 .53 .52 .51 .51

Inconel coated A-418 (approx. 2 900 .92 .93 .88 .85 .84 .83 . 83 .84 .88 .91 .94 .95 .96 .96

mils) 1200 .90 .90 .87 .82 81
. OJ. . oU . oZ ftQ

. 00 QT
. 0/ . yu .91 .92 .93 .92

1500 .91 .91 .88 .84 .as .82 .82 .86 .88 .90 .91 .93 .93 .91

1800 .94 .96 .93 .88 .86 .83 .83 .85 .91 .94 .95 .93 .91 .88
Inconel coated N-143 (approx. 2 900 .82 .82 .72 .69 .71 .74 .77 .80 .83 .84 .85 .85 .84 .81

mils) 1200 .85 .84 .78 .73 .74 .77 .80 .86 .89 .87 .88 .88 .87 .86

1500 .88 .86 .81 .77 .77 .78 .80 .83 .86 .87 .87 .86 .86 .85

1800 .91 .91 .85 .79 .77 .78 .81 .87 .90 .92 .92 .88 .87 .86
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Fig. 2. Spectral emitfance curves at 1 800°F. for type 321 stain-

less steel specimens with different surface treatments; coating

thiclcness approximately 2 mils.
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Fig. 4. Spectral emittance curves at 1 800°F. for Inconel speclmAis

with different surface treatments; coating IhickneH approximately

2 mils.



the marked decrease in emittance at longer wave lengths

noted for the type 321 stainless steel specimens.

The curves for Inconel at 1800°F. are shown in Fig. 4.

Again the curves are roughly similar in shape to the corre-

sponding curves at 900°F. but, in general, are displaced up-

ward. The polished and sandblasted specimens oxidized too

rapidly at this temperature to permit evaluation in the un-

oxidized condition. The Inconel specimen coated with N-143

had appreciably higher emittance at all wave lengths than did

the corresponding stainless steel specimen tested at this tem-

perature, but the Inconel specimen coated with A-418 had

only slightly higher emittance than did the corresponding

stainless steel specimen. The specimen oxidized after polish-

ing had appreciably higher emittance at all wave lengths than

did the specimen oxidized after sandblasting, as was also

observed at 900 °F.

The shape of the spectral emittance curves of the coated

specimens in general agrees with those found by De Corso and

Coit^ for Inconel and coating A-417/235, but the spectral

bands used by these investigators were too broad to reveal

any fine structure. The curves are also in qualitative agree-

ment with the spectral reflectance curve for white porcelain

enamel published by Smith.'

The shape and general height of the spectral emittance

curves for the polished metals are in qualitative agreement

with that computed from the spectral reflectance curve for

polished aluminum presented by vSmith.' None of the spec-

tral emittance curves for Inconel agree even qualitatively with

that of De Corso and Coit^ for as-rolled Inconel. Their curve

shows emittance of 0.8 at about 2/z falling to about 0.2 at

about 12/11 This might indicate that a thin film of oxide was

present on their speciroens.

The lower emittance of the sandblasted oxidized Inconel as

compared with the polished oxidized Inconel called for an ex-

planation. The oxide layers were examined by X-ray dif-

fraction. Only Cr203 was identified in the oxide layer on the

sandblasted specimen, but Cr203, FejOj, and NiO were found

in the oxide layer on the electropolished specimen. From the

relative heights of the peaks of the diffraction cur\'es it was

estimated that both Fe^Oa and NiO were present in substan-

tially greater amounts than was CriOj. Published values' for

total emissivity at 2000°F. are 0.73 for CrjOs, 0.89 for FezOa,

and 0.86 for NiO. On this basis, the difference in composition

between the oxide layers on the two types of specimens might

account for part, but not all, of the observed difference in

emittance, although it is recognized that any conclusions

based on total emissivity are questionable.

Examination of tapered sections of the oxidized specimens

revealed that the oxide-metal interface was much rougher on

the sandblasted than on the electropolished specimen, as

would be expected. The oxide layer on the sandblasted speci-

men appeared to be very much thinner than that on the elec-

tropolished specimen. This observation was confirmed by

weight-gain oxidation tests, results of which are shown in Fig.

5. After 30 minutes in air at 1800°F., the sandblasted speci-

men had gained only about half as much weight as the elec-

tropolished specimen. When the much larger surface area per

unit of nominal area of specimen is considered, it is apparent

that the ratio of thicknesses of the oxide coatings on the two

types of specimen indicates a more strongly selective oxida-

tion effect than is indicated by the ratio of the weights of

oxide. Computations indicated that the oxide layer on the

sandblasted specimen would not exceed about 3/u in thickness,

even if the true surface area were no greater than the nomina

Fig. 5. Weight gain in air at 1 800°F. for electropotisiied and sand-

blasted specimens of Inconel.

' S. M. De Corso and R. L. Coit, "Measurement of Total
Eraissivities of Gas-Turbine Combustor Materials," Trans.
Am. Soc. Meek. Engrs., 77 [8] 1189-97 (1955).

' A. D. Smith, "Surface Emissivity as a Factor in Appliance
Design," Elec. Eng., 74 [12] 1054-58 (1955).

specimen area. Thin oxide films are known to be partly

transparent to infrared radiation ; hence it is believed that the

observed difference in thickness of the oxide layers on the

sandblasted and electropolished specimen satisfactorily ac-

counts for the observed difference in spectral emittance, since

this property was influenced to varying degrees by emission

from the substrate metal.

Each value in Table I is the result of four different compari-

sons made on the spectrophotometer: (1) The Nernst glower

vs. the black body, (2) the Nernst glower vs. the silicon car-

bide heating element, both used in calibrating the silicon

carbide standard, (3) the Nernst glower vs. the specimen,

and (4) the Nernst glower vs. the silicon carbide standard,

both used in making a determination. The reproducibility of

each comparison, determined from duplicate runs, was on the

order of ±2% at wave lengths below about 5 n, and ±1% at

longer wave lengths. If all the errors should be in the same
direction, this could result in a maximum error of ±8% in

the values in Table I. If the errors are random, as is believed

to be the case, the errors would not be expected to exceed

±4%. These random errors may arise from any of the fol-

lowing causes, among others: (1) temperature fluctuations

in the Nernst glower, due to slight variations in the line volt-

age, (2) temperature fluctuations in the specimen or silicon

carbide standard, within the ±3°F. zone to which it is con-

trolled, (3) temperature gradients over the surface of the speci-

men or standard, in the area from which radiant energy is ac-

cepted for measurement, and (4) slight variations in the sen-

sitivity of the detector or in the amplifier of the spectrophotom-

eter. There also may be present some small constant errors

due to such factors as failure of the energy emitted by the

black-body furnace to conform exactly to that from an ideal

black body, slight differences in absorption or reflection along

the two optical paths in the instrument, and temperature dif-

ferences due to errors in the calibration of thermocouples.

Such errors, however, are believed to be small.

The radiant flux of a black body, expressed as a fraction of

the radiant flux at the maximum point, was computed from
the Planck radiation equation and plotted as a function of

wave length times absolute temperature (XT) as shown in

Fig. 6. A corresponding curve for each specimen was com-
puted by multiplying the spectral emittance at each value of

\T by the corresponding radiant flux of the black body. The
total emittance was then computed from the area under the

curve of the specimen, measured with a planimeter and ex-

pressed as a fraction of the area under the black-body curve.

The total emittance data are shown in Table II.
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Fig. 6. Planck distribution curve for a black body, plotted as a function of

absolute temperature times wave length (XT), and similar curves for two

coated specimens. The total emittance of the coated specimen is

the ratio of the area under the curve for the specimen to the area under

the curve for the black body.

The data in Table I. plotted in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, show a

consistent trend toward an increase in spectral emittance with

an increase in temperature, regardless of surface finish or wave
length. The data for total emittance (Table II) show a cor-

responding trend for the uncoated bare or oxidized specimens.

This is in agreement with the findings of Betz, Olson, Schurin,

and Morris.' De Corso and Coit,^ Sully, Brandes, and Water-

house,*' ' and Snyder, Gier, and Dunkle."" The coated

specimens, however, show a slight but definite trend toward

decrease in total emittance with an increase in temperature.

This is in agreement with the findings of Sully, Brandes, and

Waterhouse'' ' but is in conflict with the data reported by
Bennett." Bennett's data, however, covered only the wave-

length range 0.7 to 1.2 m and hence can be considered to be

closer to spectral than to total emittance, and on this basis his

findings check the data in Table I.

It may appear as a contradiction in the data on the emit-

tance of coated specimens that, on the one hand, spectral

emittance increases with temperature at all wave lengths and,

on the other hand total emittance decreases with an increase

in temperature. This apparent anomaly can be explained by

« H. T. Betz, O. H. Olson, B. D. Schurin, and J. C. Morris,
"Determination of Emissivity and Reflectivity Data on Aircraft

Structural Materials: I, Technique for Measurement of Total
Normal Emissivity and Reflectivity with Some Data on Copper
and Nickel," WADC (Wright Air Develop. Center) Tech. Rept.,

No. 56-225, Part 1, 43 pp. (October 1956).
» A. H. Sully, E. A. Brandes. and R. B. Waterhouse, "Some

Measurements of Total Emissivity of Metals and Pure Refrac-
tory Oxides and Variation of Emissivity with Temperature,"
Brit. J. Appl. Phys.. 3 (3] 97-101 (1952).

'» N. W. Snyder. J. T. Gier, and R. V. Dunkle, "Total Normal
Emissivity Measurements on Aircraft Materials Between 100°

and 800°F.." Trans. Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs., 77 [7] 1011-1019
(1955).
" D. G. Bennett. "Suppression of Radiations at High Tem-

peratures by Means of Ceramic Coatings." /. Am. Ceram. Soc,
30 [10] 297-305 (1947).
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Table II. Total Emittance Data for Metal Specimens

Total emittance (%) at

opGciDicn type
-

900 F. 1200°F. 1500°F.
' •

ISOCF.

Electropolished
stainless steel 10 18

Sandblasted stain-

less steel 34 38
Electropolished

oxidized stainless

steel 65 69 74 72
Sandblasted oxi-

dized stainless

steel 68 75 70 74
Stainless steel

coated A-418 63 58 63 61
Stainless steel

coated N-143 38 37 34 36
Electropolished In-

conel 11 18
Sandblasted Inco-

nel 31 37
Electropolished

oxidized Inconel 60 61 68 73
Sandblasted oxi-

dized Inconel 52 52 54 55
Inconel coated A—
418 68 63 64 (^A\y*

Inconel coated N

—

143 55 50 51 49

Coating A-418
Inconel. 20 mils 64
Inconel. 4.8 mils 71
Inconel. 5.8 mils 69
Stainless, 2.2 mils 59
Stainless, 5.5 mils 70

Coating N-143
Inconel, Z.o mus 55
Inconel, 4.9 mils 66
Inconel, 8.6 rails 61
Stainless, 2.2 mils 40
Stainless. 5.1 mils 62

the shape of the spectral emittance curves. The spectral emit-

tance of the coated specimens increased sharply with wave
length over the range 1.5 to 5fj.. At the temperatiores used

in this investigation the peak of the Planck distribution curve

for a black body lies in this spectral region. The shift of this

peak with temperature toward shorter wave lengths, where the

spectral emittance of the coated specimen is lower, is more
than enough to compensate for the small increase with tem-

perature of the spectral emittance at all wave lengths. Hence
for these specimens the total emittance decreases with an in-

crease in temperature, not as a result of the change in spectral

emittance with temperature, but as a result of the shift with

temperature in the relative spectral distribution of the energy

emitted by the specimen and by a black body at the same
temperature.

Figure 6 shows the distribution curves for the radiant energy

for a black body and for specimens coated with coating N-
143, at temperatures of 900° and 1800°F.. plotted as a func-

tion of \T. The total emittance is proportional to the area

under the curve for each specimen, and it can be seen that

this area is appreciably larger for the specimen at 900°F.

than for the specimen at 1800°F.

The data on the thermal gradients computed from the

power-input measurements are shown in Table III. The
indicated difference in thermal gradients in coating N-143 as

apphed to Inconel and to type 321 stainless steel is undoubt-

edly due to the effect of the underlying metal on the emittance

of the coating. All the power-input measurements were made
on specimens having a coating approximately 2 mils thick.

The curves in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicate that at this thickness

the emittance of the coated specimens was affected by the
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Table III. Thermal Gradients for Ceramic Coatings, Com-
puted from Power- Input Measurements

Thermal gradient (°F./mil) for specimens

A-118 on N- 143 on

Spedmen temp. Stainless Stainless

CJ) Inconel steel Inconel steel

900 1.02 1.03 0.97 1.02
1200 2.00 1.95 1.74 1.95
1500 3.37 3.39 3.. 10 3.33
1800 5 55 5.47 5.11 5.19

1 1 T T I 1 r

. )/ •

o °

X

+

2.0 MILS ON INCONEL

4.8 MILS ON INCONEL

58 MILS ON INCONEL

2 2 MILS ON STAINLESS STEEL

5.5 MILS ON STAINLESS STEEL

2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9 10 II 12 13 14 15

Wove Length, A ( p)

Fig. 7. Spectral emittance curves at 1 200°F. for metal specimens witti

coating A—418 applied in different thicknesses.

^ 7

E
uj e

2,6 MILS ON INCONEL

4.9 MILS ON INCONEL

86 MILS ON INCONEL

2.2 MILS ON STAINLESS STEEL

5 1 MILS ON STAINLESS STEEL

Wove Length, Alp)

Fig. 8. Spectral emittance curves at 1200°F. for metal specimens wHb
coating N—143 applied in different ttiicknesses.

alloy to which the coating was applied as well as by the com-
position of the coating, and that the effect of the underlying

metal was greater for coating N-143 than for coating A-418.

The question arises as to whether the assumption that the

thermal gradients in the 0.002-in. coatings were negligible was
justified. Computations based on an estimated value for the

extinction coefficient indicate that the "effective tempera-

ture" of the coated specimens was much closer to the tempera-

ture at the enamel-metal interface than to that of the outer

stuface of the coating. The indicated error in temperature

measurement resulting from gradients in the 0.002-in. coatings

is less than the experimental error of the determination.

The power-input measurements showed that the power re-

quired to maintain an Inconel specimen at 1800 °F. was about

20% greater for a specimen coated with A-418 than for a bare,

as-rolled specimen of the same alloy. This indicates that the

coating increased heat dissipation from the coated specimen

as compared with a bare specimen of the same alloy. When
the coated and bare Inconel specimens were subjected to the

same power input of 40,000 B.t.u. per sq. ft. per horn-, the

coated specimen reached an equilibrium temperature 105 °F.

lower than that reached by the bare specimen.

The effect of thickness of coating on the spectral emittance

of coated specimens is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Figiue 7

shows that of the specimens coated with A-418 the stainless

steel specimen with a coating 2.2 mils thick had the lowest

emittance at all wave lengths, the Inconel specimen with a

coating 2.0 mils thick had the next lowest emittance, and
there was little difference in the emittance of the Inconel

specimens having coatings 4.8 and 5.8 mils thick and the
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stainless steel specimen having a coating 5.5 mils thick. This

indicates that this coating is opaque when applied at a thick-

ness of about 5 mils, because the effect of increasing the thick-

ness from 4.8 to 5.8 mils is very slight. Figure 8 shows similar

data for specimens coated with N-143, and again the effect of

the underlying metal is very marked when the coating is ap-

plied at a thickness of about 2 mils, but nearly disappears at

thicknesses of about 5 mils or greater. Specimens coated

with 5 mils or more of coatings A-418 and N-143, respectively,

had nearly the same spectral emittance at wave lengths greater

than about 5m. whereas at wave lengths below 5^ the A-418
coated specimens had the higher emittance.

The specimens coated with 5 mils or more of A-418 or N-
143 had indicated spectral emittances of more than 1.0 at

wave lengths near 8.5 and 14 m- This result obviously is in

error, since by definition a black body emits the maximum
possible amount of radiant energy at all wave lengths at a

given temperature. It might be due to an accumulation of

errors of the types mentioned previously or to errors in cor-

recting the surface temperature for the thermal gradient

through the coating, but part of it undoubtedly is due to the

fact that some of the radiant energy emitted by the coated

specimen originated beneath its surface, where it was at a

temperature higher than its surface temperature, and hence

was emitting at a higher rate. This error could be eliminated

by measuring the emittance of specimens held at a uniform

temperature, under conditions such that no thermal gradient

exists in the coating. Suitable precautions will be taken to

avoid this error in future work.

IV. Summary
The normal spectral emittance of coated and uncoated In-

conel and type 321 stainless steel with different surface treat-

ments was measured at temperatures of 900°, 1200°, 1500°,

and 1800 °F. over the wave-length range 1.5 to 15m. The meas-

urements involved comparison of the radiant energy emitted

by the heated specimens to that emitted by a comparison

standard at the same temperatures, by means of a recording

double-beam infrared spectrophotometer. The silicon carbide

comparison standard had previously been calibrated against a

laboratory black-body furnace. Surface treatments included

(1) electropolishing, (2) sandblasting, (3) electropolishing

followed by oxidation in air for V2 hour at 1800 °F., (4) sand-

blasting followed by oxidation in air for V2 hour at 1800°F.,

(5) application of NBS ceramic coating A-418, and (6) appli-

cation of NBS ceramic coating N-143.
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The normal spectral emittance of both alloys in the electro-

polished condition was low (on the order of 15%) and decreased

slightly with increasing wave length. The normal spectral

emittance of both alloys in the sandblasted condition was con-

siderably higher (on the order of 38%) and varied only slightly

with wave length. The oxidation treatment greatly increased

the normal spectral emittance of type 321 stainless steel speci-

mens, both electropolished and sandblasted; it had a similar

effect on the electropolished Inconel specimens. It also intro-

duced some spectral selectivity into all the curves. However,

the oxidation treatment brought about only a moderate in-

crease in the normal spectral emittance of the sandblasted

Inconel.

Of the specipiens to which coatings were applied at a thick-

ness of 0.002 in., those with A-418 had higher emittance at all

wave lengths than did those with N-143, and the specimens of

coated Inconel had higher emittance at all wave lengths than

did the corresponding specimens of coated type 321 stainless

steel. Both of the coatings were found to be partly transpar-

ent to the emitted energy at a thickness of 0.002 but essen-

tially opaque at a thickness of 0.005 in. Specimens with 0.005

in. or more of coating did not show the effect of the underlying

metal on spectral emittance, and there was no significant dif-

ference at wave lengths greater than about b^^ in the normal

spectral emittance of specimens having the different coatings,

but at shorter wave lengths the normal spectral emittance of

specimens with coating A-418 was greater than that of speci-

mens coated with N-143.

In general, the shape of the spectral emittance curves for

specimens with coating A-418 was similar to that for speci-

mens with coating N-143. The normal spectral emittance

increased rapidly with wave length from 1.5/i to a maximum
at about 9jit, decreased to a minimum at about 11.5m. and

then increased to a second maximum at about 13. 5^-

The normal spectral emittance of all specimens measured

tended to increase with temperature at all wave lengths.

Appendix

The terminology used in this paper follows the recommenda-
tion of Worthing, '2 in that terms ending in "ivity" are funda-

mental properties of a material that are not influenced by the

size, shape, or surface condition of the specimen, and terms end-

ing in "ance" are properties of a specimen and are influenced by
the size, shape, and surface condition of the specimen. In addi-

tion, terms ending in "ion" refer to' the fundamental processes

involved.

Emission is the act or process by which radiant energy is

emitted by a hot body as a consequence of its temperature only.

Emittance is a property of a specimen, influenced by its com-

position, thickness, and surface texture, and is the ratio of the

rate of emission of radiant energy from the specimen to that from

a black body at the same temperature, under the same condi-

tions.

Emissivity is a special case of emittance; i.e., it is the emittance

of a specimen of material having an optically smooth surface

and having sufficient thickness to be opaque.

These terms are modified to indicate specific geometric and

spectral conditions The term "hemispherical emittance" per-

tains to emittance in all possible directions from a flat surface.

"Directional emittance" is used with reference to emittance at a

specified angle to the surface. "Normal emittance" is a special

case of directional emittance, the direction being normal to the

surface. The term "total emittance" signifies that all wave

lengths are involved. "Spectral emittance" is the term used when

restricted wave-length intervals are involved.

"A. G. Worthing, "Temperature Radiation Emissivities and
Emittances"; pp. 1164-87 in Temperature, Its Measurement
and Control in Science and Industry. American Institute of

Physics, Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York, 1941.

IReprinted from The Tournal of The American Ceramic Society, Vol. 42, No. 12. December, 1959. J

Theory and Measurement of the Thermal Radl^'tive
Properties of Metals *

D. P. DeWitt and J. C. Richmond

Abstract

:

This Is a general review of the thermal radiation
properties of metals, and Includes (l) description and defi-

nition of the properties, and a discussion of their interre-

lationships, (2) a brief review of the physical laws relating

to blackbody radiation, (3) discussion of the theory of the

interaction of electromagnetic waves with electrical conduc-

tors, (4) the effect of surface condition -- profile and sur-

face films -- on thermal radiation properties of metals, and

(5) a review of methods of measuring thermal radiation prop-

erties of metals.

Key words: Absorptance; electromagnetic theory; emit-

tance; metals; reflectance; surface effects; thermal
radiation properties.

* Techniques of Metals Research, Volume VI, (John Wiley &

Sons, New York, N. Y., 1970).
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Memorandum on a Procedure for Obtaining

Spectral Radiant Intensities of Tungsten-
Filament Lamps, 400-700 mji

Louis E. Barbrow
Sational Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C.

(Received July IS. 1959)

WITHIN recent months there has been evidence of increased

need for standards of spectral radiant intensity. The
purpwse of this memorandum is to point out that within the

spectral range 400 to 700 m/x, a tungsten-filament lamp calibrated

for luminous intensity and for color temperature can be used as

such a standard. The values of spectral radiant intensity of such

a calibrated lamp can be calculated by the procedure to be

described in which the following constants ace used,

C, = 374X10-»watt-cm2,

C2= 1.438 cm-deg.

Luminance of a blackbody at the freezing point of platinum = 60

candelas/cm^. Temperature of freezing platinum = 2042°K.

Table 75 of the Smithsonian Physical Tables, ninth revised

edition, gives for a series of blackbody temperatures the spectral

luminous intensity per 10 m/u band per unit total luminous

intensity. For example at 2800°K, it lists at 550 m/j a value of

0.08517 candle/10 m^i which is equivalent to 0.08517 lu/sterad-

10 m>x. Since the maximum spectral luminous efficacy* of radiant

flux is 680 lu/w, and since 0.995 is the luminous efficiency* of

radiant flux of wavelength 550 mju, 1 w at 550 mn yields 0.995X 680
= 677 lu/w. The radiant power corresponding to 0.08517 lu is

thus 0.08517/677 = 126X10"Sv, and the spectral radiant intensity

at 550 niju of a lamp of color temperature 2800°K is 126X10~°
w/sterad per 10 m/u for each candela of the lamp. The spectral

radiant intensities at other wavelengths may then be found by

the use of tables of relative spectral radiant intensities of black-

bodies such as Table 55 of theSiiiithsoiiian Physical Tables referred

to previously (100 m^t intervals) or Harvard University Computa-
tion Laboratory "Tables of blackbody radiation functions"

(10 m/u intervals).

The uncertainty of spectral data computed by this procedure

is probably no greater than 3% but may be as much as 5%. This

estimate of total uncertainty is based upon the following estimates

of contributing uncertainties: 2% from the assumption of a

blackbody distribution within the specified range of wavelengths,'

2% from uncertainty in the determination of color temperature,

and 1% from photometric uncertainty.

For convenience Table I gives values of spectral radiant

T.MiLli I. Mkrowaits iwr (sterad-10 in/i-candela) at the
designated color temperatures (°K).

VVave-
leiigtli

ni/ii 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2854

400 8.0 9.8 11.7 13.9 16.2 18.6 20.0
410 10.4 12.5 14.7 17.2 19.8 22.5 24.1
420 13.3 15.7 18.2 21.0 23.9 26.9 28.6
430 16.7 19.4 22.3 25.4 28.5 31.8 33.6
44U 20.7 23.7 27.0 30.3 33.7 37.2 39.1
450 25.3 28.7 32.2 35.8 39.4 43.1 45.1
460 ,?0.7 34.4 38.1 41.9 45.7 49.5 51.5
470 36.8 40.7 44.6 48.6 52.5 56.3 58.4
480 43.7 47.8 51.9 55.9 59.8 63.7 65.7
490 51.4 55.6 59.7 63.7 67,6 71.4 73.5
500 60.0 64.2 68.3 72.2 76.0 79.6 81.6
510 69.4 73.5 77.5 81.2 84.8 88.2 90.0
520 79.8 83.7 87.4 90.8 94.1 97.2 98.8
530 91.0 94.5 97.9 101 104 106 108
540 103 106 109 111 1'4 116 117
550 116 118 121 123 l.;4 126 127
560 130 132 133 134 135 136 136
570 145 145 146 146 146 146 146
580 160 160 159 158 157 156 156
.590 177 175 173 171 169 167 166
600 194 190 187 183 ISO 177 176
610 212 206 201 196 192 188 186
620 230 223 216 210 204 198 196
630 249 240 231 223 216 209 206
640 269 257 246 236 227 219 215
650 290 275 262 250 239 2.30 225
660 31(1 293 277 263 251 240 234
670 332 311 293 277 262 251) 244
680 353 329 308 290 274 260 253
690 375 348 324 303 285 269 262
700 397 366 340 317 296 279 270

intensities per candela computed by the procedure described

previously for seven color temperatures. Wavelengths slightly

longer than 570 m/x will be recognized from the table as the Crova
wavelengths for the color temperatures tabulated.

* These two terni.s are used herein in accord with their defiuitiuns as
follows recently adopted by the Illuminating Engineering Society (see
/£5 Lighting Handbook, 3rd edition, pp. 3-6). Spectral luminous efficacy,

K\: the ratio of the luminous tiux at a given wavelength to the radiant
flux at that wavelength. It is expressed in lu/w and is equal to 680 (lu/w)
times the spectral luminous efficiency data. The spectial luminous efficiency
for a particular wavelength is the ratio of the spectral luminous efficacy for

that wavelength to the value at the wavelength (555 m/i) of maximum
spectral luminous efficacy.

I Deane B. Judd, J. Research, Natl. Bur. Standards 44, 5 (1950), RP2053.

Reprinted from Journ.al ok the Optical Society of America, Vol. 49, No. 11, 1122, November, 1959
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j

The New Tungsten-Filament Lamp Standards of Total Irradiance

Ralph Stair, William E. Schneider, and William B. Fussell

The National Bureau of Standards standard of total irradiance as presently issued in the form of a

50-W carbon filament lamp was originally calibrated more than fifty years ago. Recently, needs for '

higher accuracy and wider ranges of total irradiance have necessitated the setting up of three sizes (100 i

W, 500 W, and 1000 W) of tungsten-filament lamp standards of total irradiance. These standards
!

operate at a higher temperature than was pos.sible with the carbon-filament lamps, and are shielded,
'

except for a narrow area of the bulb in front of the filament, so the reception of long wavelength fiux from
j

the lamps is reduced to a minimum. The new lamps were calibrated by the use of a blackbody at a
j

known temperature together 'vith a quartz plate whose spectral transmittance was accurately determined.

The quartz plate limits the flux received from the blackbody to the spectral region below about 4.5 /i i

and thus reduces errors result ng from water vapor absorption at 6 ju and longer wavelengths. Compari- ,

sons show the new standards to be in close agreement with the carbon-filament lamp standard.
j

j

I

I. Introduction

The accurate measurement of thermal radiation re-

quires the use of either a standard source or a standard

detector. Most of the early work in this area was
centered around meteorological problems and was based

upon two independent approaches initiated by Ang-
strom^ of Sweden and Abbot^ of America. Emphasis
was placed upon the development of a detector that

could be calibrated in an absolute manner directly into

response as a function of the radiant flux incident upon
its surface. Prior to 1900, Angstrom began work on an

electrical compensation instrument later known as the

Angstrom pyrheliometer. This instrument became the

basis of most European work, not only in meteorology

but in other fields as well. Meanwhile, in the Smith-

sonian Institution under the direction of the pioneer

astrophysicist Langley, Abbot and his coworkers de-

veloped the silver disk and the water-flow pyrhelio-

meters. The water flow instrument was the primary or

absolute standard, but the silver disk instrument be-

came the working standard because of its greater sim-

plicity in operation and use.

Most of the meteorological measurements throughout

the world are still based upon either the Angstrom type

pyrheliometer or the Abbot silver disk instrument.

Since neither of these instruments can be considered

truly absolute, it is not surprising that through the years

differences in results through the use of the two instru-

mentations have occurred. These differences of about

The authors are with the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20234.

Received 25 July 1966.

1% to 2% between the two scales have not been com-

pletely resolved^, thereby emphasizing the need for a

new standard in this area.
i

For other than meteorological measurements, a
\

standard of total irradiance originally set by Co-

blentz* in 1913 in the form of a 50-W carbon-filament
j

lamp and operating at a color temperature of around
|

1800°K to 2000°K has been employed to the present ,

time. This standard has served well for more than
|

fifty years in many laboratories not only in America but i

throughout the world.
j

This standard is based upon the Stefan-Boltzmann

Law of Radiation which relates the flux per unit area

(M) from a blackbody to its absolute temperature T:

M = (tT*. In the original measurements by Coblentz

the value of a was taken as 5.7 X 10""W cm-^ deg-^

The blackbody was usually operated near 1400°K and

set at a distance of approximately 70 cm. (Other

distances and temperatures were also employed.) No
correction was made for water vapor absorption for '

either the blackbody or the lamp. While the value of a

employed by Coblentz (namely, 5.7 X lO-'^ ^m-^

deg~^) represented the best information at that time, it

may be noted that later experimental values are much
|

higher.

These data^ (see Table I), obtained between 1916 and I

1933, scatter around a mean of 5.767. In addition to
'

the values of Table I, a recently unpublished value of
[

5.77 was obtained by E. J. Gillham.^ On the other '

hand, the theoretical value of a based upon a = {2irVh/

15c2*) or {2Tr^k^/15c%^) results in a value of 5.669, about
,

0.5% below the value employed by Coblentz in 1913.
;

Thus the proper value of cr still remains to be deter-

mined. J
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Fig. 1. Layout of blackbody; water-cooled shields, shutter, and aperture; thermopUe; lamp, and lamp shutter and shields; and auxil-

iary equipment employed in the comparison of lamps with blackbody. Q, quartz plate. Wi, water-cooled shield containing aperture.

Wi, secondary water-cooled shield. S, water-cooled shutter. T, thermometer.

Nevertheless, since recent needs for higher accuracy

and wider ranges of total irradiance have arisen, we have
proceeded to set up lamp standards of total irradiance in

the form of tungsten-filament lamps of three sizes (100

W, 500 W, and 1000 W) operated at color temperatures

between 2700°K and 2850° K, and based upon the spec-

tral radiance Lx of a blackbody: Lx = Ci/X^ (e'^'^^'^-l),

where ci = 1.19096 X 10-'^ ^ cmVsr, d = 1.43879 cm
deg, X = wavelength in centimeters, and T = tempera-

ture in degrees K (TKTS).

II. Instrumentation and Methods

In order to ehminate problems that arise because of

significant water vapor and CO2 absorption beyond 4 n,

a quartz plate calibrated for spectral transmittance was
interposed between the blackbody and the receiver.

Atmospheric absorption of the energy from the lamp
standard is almost insignificant, first because of the

operation of the lamp at a relatively high temperature
and second because the glass envelope is shielded except

for a narrow area (2.5 cm in height) of the bulb in front

of the filament. Most of the radiant energy emitted by
the glass is excluded by the shielding. In Fig. 1 is

shown the experimental setup employed in comparing
the irradiance from the blackbody with that from a

tungsten-filament lamp. In this case for the 100-W
lamp, the blackbody is set at a distance of about 33 cm
and the lamp at about 1.3 m from the detector. Cal-

ibrated, water-cooled apertures* determine the area of

the blackbody source as seen by the detector at the set

temperatures that are controlled to ±0.2°C over ex-

tended periods of time. The thermopile (or thermo-
couple) is rotated to face alternately the blackbody and
the lamp under study. The thermoelectric outputs are

evaluated through the use of a nanovoltmeter and strip

* Three apertures having diameters of approximately 2 mm,
3 mm, and 4 mm were carefully calibrated by David Spangen-
berg of the Engineering Metrology Section of the Bureau. Most
of our measurements were made with the 4-mm aperture.

chart recorder. To keep the two thermoelectric volt-

ages comparable when calibrating the 100-W, 500-W,
and 1000-W lamps, the blackbody temperature is

altered, the distance of the lamp is varied, or an atten-

uating chopper is set up between the lamp and detector

as required. Extensive shielding is incorporated into

the setup to eliminate any effects from extraneous ir-

radiation reaching the thermoelectric detector. The
blackbody furnace (and blackbody) is shielded by a

double water-cooled shield. The detector is covered

by a shield limiting its view to a small angle. A triple

(aluminum) metal shield (also triple shutter), each

piece blackened on the side facing the detector and
placed about 25 cm from the standard lamp, ensures a

near room temperature condition on all surfaces visible

to the detector. A supplementary shield placed mid-

way between the multiple shields and the detector

further reduces stray irradiances and air currents in the

vicinity of the detector.

Although several thermoelectric detectors were set up
and employed in the early measurements in this inves-

tigation, the final results are based primarily upon the

use of two conical cavity detectors of the type pre\'iously

described' and illustrated in Fig. 2. This detector is

constructed in the form of a cone of small angle and
coated with carbon or other black on the inside surface.

To reduce heat capacity and thereby increase response

rate, the cone is made of the thinnest gold foil having

sufficient strength to ensure adequate support under

Table I. Experimental Values of the Stefan-Boltzmann

Constant, 1916-1933

W. Gerlach 1916 5.80 X 10-'='W cm Meg *

W. W. Coblentz 1917 5.72

K. Hoffman 1923 5.76

A. Kussmann 1924 5.74

F. Hoare 1928, 1932 5.74

C. F. Mendenhall 1929 5.79

C. Muller 1929, 1933 5.77
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laboratory conditions. It is the nearest approach to a

blackbody detector of any studied in this laboratory.

Certainly over the narrow spectral range of about 0.3 m
to about 5.0 n, which includes above 99% of the ir-

radiance from both the blackbody and the standard

tungsten-filament lamps; the spectral response of this

detector may be considered to be neutral.

The blackbody, which was operated up to 1400°K, is

constructed of a casting of an alloy of 80% nickel and

20% chromium and has a 7.6 cm o.d., a 15.2 cm length,

and a wall thickness of 1.27 cm. The low reflectivity of

this oxidized metal coupled with the small aperture (0.95

cm diam) as compared with the internal surface area re-

sults in a blackbody effective emissivity (when applying

the DeVos method of determining cavity emissivity) of

0.999. The high heat capacity of the associated furnace

gives the blackbody a high thermal stability. The tem-

perature of the blackbody was both measured and con-

trolled by the voltage generated by a platinum-platinum

(10% rhodium) thermocouple previously calibrated by
the NBS Temperature Physics Section to an accuracy of

0.5°K (IPTS). To correct for thermocouple deprecia-

tion at the temperatures of operation (1300°K to

1400° K), replacement or recalibration of this element

was required from time to time. The thermocouple ice

point was maintained at 0.0 ± 0.05°C by means of a

commercial thermoelectric ice point. Copper wires

without soldered connections carried the thermocouple

voltage to copper knife switches, by which it could be

directed—alternately or simultaneously—to the tem-

perature measuring or temperature controlling equip-

ment.

The measuring equipment consisted of a Leeds &
Northrup K-3 potentiometer with accessory equipment.

The standard cell had previously been calibrated by the

NBS Electrochemistry Section.

The temperature controlling equipment consisted of a

Leeds & Northrup 10877 control system plus an FAGS
magnetic amphfier. The 10877 control system consists

of a No. 10810 set point unit, a No. 9834-2 null detector,

and a No. 10877 CAT (current adjusting type) control

unit.

The mode of operation was as follows-

—

(A) The desired blackbody temperature was se-

lected, and the corresponding thermocouple voltage was
set into the set point unit by means of a 0-50 mV coarse

adjustment with 5-mV steps and a ten-turn helipot fine

CAVITY RECEIVER

RADIATION

HOT JUNCTIONS

Fig. 2. Conical blackbody detector consisting of a formed gold

foil cone blackened inside and having several thermoj unctions at-

tached along a single fold.

' \quartz glass

/blackbody \ \

/ I300V \ I

BLACKBODY, 300°K^

0 10 20 3-0 4.0 5,0 6.0 7.0 8.0

WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS

Fig. 3. Spectral emission of a 1300°K blackbody, and a 300°K
blackbody; negligible transmittance of a quartz plate; and

transmittance of a 33-cm path for water vapor and carbon dioxide.

adjustment that divided each 5-mV interval into one

thousand 5-;iiV divisions. The output of the set point

unit was the difference: thermocouple voltage minus set

point voltage. This output formed the input for the

null detector, which amplified it ; the output of the null

detector was the input for the CAT unit, which trans-

formed it to a current source; finally, the output of the

CAT unit was the input for the FAGS magnetic ampli-

fier. The magnetic amplifier provided up to 20 A cur-

rent at up to 90 V in order to heat the blackbody oven.

(B) To operate the blackbody at 1400°K, for in-

stance, the oven current was set manually at about 15 A
when the oven was started from room temperature.

When the null detector indicated the blackbody tem-

perature was roughly 50°C below the desired tem-

perature, the CAT unit was switched from manual to

automatic control. As the blackbody temperature

approached the desired value, the sensitivity of the null

detector was slowly increased to a level sufficient to

maintain the equilibrium temperature.

(C) If the equilibrium temperature differed from the

set point, it could be corrected by a minor adjustment of

the set point.

Figure 3 illustrates the relative spectral irradiance of a

blackbody operated at 1S00°K, the temperature em-

ployed in some of the work. Also, there is indicated on

the same scale the spectral irradiance from a 300°K
blackbody—the temperature of the water-cooled shut-

ter—which may be considered zero on this scale. The
spectral transmittance of the quartz plate determines

the longwave cutoff of the blackbody irradiance.

Hence, the effects of the water vapor absorption at 6 ^

and longer wavelengths are eliminated, as is the case

with much of the CO2 absorption at 4.2 /x. Only the

H2O bands at shorter wavelengths need be considered.

On this chart the water vapor absorption for the S3-cm

path length between the blackbody aperture and ther-

mopile is indicated on the basis of an amount equivalent

to 0.0001 precipitable cm at normal temperature and
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WATER VAPOR, GRAMS/m3

Fig. 4. Total atmospheric humidity as a function of relative

humidity and temperature. (From Smithsonian Meteorological

Tables.)

pressure. This amount of absorption by water vapor is

based upon data recently published by Wyatt and asso-

ciates.* The CO2 values are based upon the data by
Stull and coworkers.^ The combined absorptions

amount to approximately 0.5%.

The water vapor content of the atmosphere was de-

termined from measurements of the temperature and

relative humidity of the laboratory during the course of

the measurements which ranged (a few degrees or per-

cent) around 75°F (24°C) and 70%. And from the

curves of Fig. 4, which were prepared from the Smithso-

nian meteorological tables*" giving the density of water

vapor at saturation as a function of temperature, the

moisture content (the absolute humidity of the atmo-

sphere) was determined in grams per cubic meter.

III. Results

In Table II are shown data obtained on the three

original carbon-filament lamp standards set up by
Coblentz in 1913. As noted earlier, his data, shown in

the fifth column, were obtained by using the Stefan-

Boltzmann Law and making no corrections for water va-

por absorption. Our data were based upon the Planck

Law of Radiation with a correction of -|-0.5% being made
for water vapor absorption. His data incorporated a

value for a of 5.7, while a value of about 5.67, as pointed

out above, is consistent with the constants that we used

in Planck's equation.

In Table III data on total irradiance are given for

three groups of tungsten-filament lamps (100 W, 500 W,
and 1000 W) when operated at 0.75 A, 3.60 A, and 7.70

A, respectively. These data were not corrected for any
absorption of radiant flux by water vapor between the

lamp and radiometer. Any correction in the original

data is small. However, it is possible that some correc-

tion should be made if the lamps are used in a humid
atmosphere.*^

Since the new standards operate at much higher tem-
peratures than the carbon-filment lamps, the peak of the

spectral energy curve is shifted toward the shorter wave-

lengths; consequently, they conform more closely with

the spectral curves of the NBS standards of luminous
intensity, spectral radiance, and spectral irradiance.

The lamps employed are commercial projection type

tubular-bulb lamps having C-13 type coiled filaments

and may be operated on either ac or dc. The useful Kfe

for the 100-W lamps (at least 50 h for 1% change) falls

somewhat short of that previously available through the

use of the carbon-filament lamps. A similar lamp life

may be expected in the case of the 500-W and 100-W
lamp standards since their operating color temperature

(when operated at 3.60 A and 7.70 A, respectively) lies

between 2800°K and 2850°K. Otherwise, their char-

acteristics are similar, with outputs being about five and
one-half and thirteen times those for the 1000-W lamp
standards.

An estimate of the accuracy of the values assigned to

the lamps is based on the following factors: (1) the

measurement of the blackbody temperature through the

use of the thermocouple is determined to within 0.5° at

1300°K based on the International Practical Tempera-
ture Scale (IPTS). However, in order to obtain the

best blackbody radiance values, the thermocouple cali-

brations were corrected to the Thermodynamic Kelvin

Temperature Scale (TKTS) which, at 1300°K, required

an addition of 1.4° to the IPTS temperature. The
standard deviation uncertainty of the correction is

Table II. New and Original Calibrations on Three Primary

Carbon-Filament Lamps, in fiW/cm' at 1.00 m

1965 Values

Lamp 1913 Difference

no. Trial 1 Trial 2 Mean Values (%)

C-1 358.9 361.4 360.15 359.6 -f-0.15

C-2 330.9 330.0 330.45 333.2 -0.83

C-3 367.9 367.5 367.7 368.0 -0.08
Average -0.25

Table III. Total Irradiances from Three Groups of Tungsten'

Filament Lamp Reference Standards

Irradiance at 1 m,

Lamp No. Volts ^iW/cm^

100-W Lamp Standards Operated at 0.76 A

7741 97.57 570.2

7745 96.56 583.9

7746 94.94 549.5

7749 94.04 542.8

600-W Lamp Standards Operated at 3.60 A
1 90.18 2963

3 90.00 3007

4 89.51 3072

5 89.24 2967

1000-W Lamp Standards Operated at 7.70 A
1 100.94 7234

2 101.04 7398

3 101 . 16 7350

4 101.03 7238
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about 0.25°. These uncertainties in the blackbody

temperature produce uncertainties of ±0.2% and

±0.1%, respectively, in the radiance values. (2) The
distance measurements are known to within 0.5 mm,
thereby producing an uncertainty of ±0.2%. (3) The
transmittance of the quartz plate is known with an un-

certainty of ±0.4%. (4) The area of the blackbody

aperture produces an uncertainty of ±0.1%. (5) The
precision of measurement in terms of a standard devia-

tion is ±0.3%. (6) The uncertainty of the blackbody

emissivity is 0.1%.
Combining the above factors in quadrature results in

an estimated standard deviation of about 0.6% of the

values of total irradiance assigned to the lamps.

IV. Operation of the Standards

The carbon-filament lamp was employed as a stand-

ard of total irradiance for half a century largely because

of its proved stability.^' The requirements for higher

irradiances at higher temperatures has necessitated the

switch to the tungsten-filament type lamps. At this

Bureau, considerable experience over many years with

commercial projection lamps as standards of luminous

intensity and color temperature has proved their

adaptability for use as standards of total irradiance.

Although their useful life may not equal that of the early

carbon-filament lamps, proper care and handling should

ensure a life of at least 50 h with a change in total ir-

radiance not exceeding about 1%.
These standards have been set up with operation on

dc and with all current and voltage measurements made
with potentiometric equipment. It is recommended
that they be operated at the fixed current values hsted,

with voltage measurements made as power input checks

from time to time. They may be operated on ac or dc

as desired. A change in the current-voltage relation-

ship is a definite signal that the lamp standard requires

recalibration or replacement; but if it is necessary to use

the standard in further measurements, operation at

calibrated wattage would be preferable. To conserve

the calibration, which always gradually changes with

use, these lamps should be kept as reference standards

only, and other lamps used as working standards in all

cases where extensive radiometric comparisons are

made.

Most thermal detectors are not neutral in response

over wide spectral ranges^^; and if a window is used on

the radiometer, its transmittance may not be uniform

through the entire spectral range of wavelengths emitted

by the standard lamp or source under study, in which

case correction will be required for the window absorp-

tion"'" and the selective response of the detector. For
example, a quartz window or quartz glass, may be found
to have a transmittance for the total standard lamp
irradiance of about 90% while its spectral transmittance

is near 92% through much of the uv, visible, and ir to

near 3 For another source, for example a low tem-
perature heater or blackbody, the total transmittance of

the quartz may be as low as 10% to 50%. Similarly, a
CaF2 window having a spectral transmittance of around

92% from the uv to near 7 ix (for the total irradiance of

the standard lamp) may be found to have a 50% to 80%
transmittance for the irradiance of a low temperature

source. A KBr window having a high spectral trans-

mittance from the uv to near 20 ^l (total transmittance

for the standard lamp of about 89%) may be fovmd to

have a 60% to 80% transmittance for the total flux

from a low temperature source.

The work reported in this paper was supported by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE NBS TUNGSTEN- FILAMENT LAMP

STANDARDS OF TOTAL IRRADIANCE

Issued l&irch I966

These instructions cover the use of 100-watt, 500-watt, and ICXX)^

watt tungsten-filament lamp standards of thermal radiation. The lamps
en^jloyed (types 100T8-1/2, 120V, 500T20 115-120V, and 1000T20 115-120V,
each with a C13 filament) have been seasoned, marked for orientation,
and calibrated for density of radiant flux at fixed distances in a
specified direction from the lamp filament. Suitable markings ( a line
on one side and a line through a circle on the opposite side) have been
etched into the glass of the lan^ bulbs to assist the operator in setting
up the lamps relative to the radiometer in a position identical to that
under which the standards were calibrated.

In operation the lamp is to be screwed into a suitable socket that is
held upright by a support, which cannot reflect radiant energy into the
radiometer. The lamp is to be oriented so that the Isnap bulb is vertical and
so that the etched line on one side and the line and circle on the opposite
side are in line with the radiometer. The circle on the lamp is to be situated
away from the radiometer with the center of the filament on the horizontal
axis through the radiometer. The lamp bulb and motinting are shielded from the
radiometer through the use of a triple-plate shield described below.
Sufficient time must be given (say five minutes for the 100-watt lamp and ten
minutes for the 500-watt and 1000-watt lanqjs) for the lan^p to become
thoroughly warmed, otherwise errors will be introduced into the irradiance
measurements. The distance of the lamp is measured from the radiometer to
the center of the lamp filament.

A black cloth, about 1 meter by 1 meter, should be placed about 1 meter
to the rear of the laa^j. A triple metallic shield about 30 cm by 30 cm,

having an opening 7*5 cm wide and 2.5 cm high, is placed at a distance of
about 25 cm in front of the lamp. To screen this opening, a shutter, about
10 cm by 10 cm and of construction similar to that of the shield, is placed
between this shield and the radiometer. Facing the opening in the shield,
the radiometer is placed at a distance of 1.0 or 2.0 meters from the las^.

In this manner, constant extraneous conditions are maintained between the lamp
and the radiometer ii^en the shutter is opened and closed. The shield and
shutter are each made of air-separated sheets (spacing 2 cm) of aluminum,
painted black on three sides toward the radiometer, but left with the bright
metal lie surfaces toward the laiap.

Before the lamp is lighted, the shutter should be opened and closed to
determine the amount of stray thermal radiation falling upon the radiometer.
This test may be applied at any time provided the lamp has been given
sufficient time to come to room teH?)erature. The screen to the rear of the
laxap may be cooler than the shutter, which will cause a negative deflection.
The correction to the observed lamp deflection is in that case, positive.
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It Is desirable to make the calibration In a dlnly lifted room to avoid
errors from sunlight which is continually varying with cloudiness, thus
varying stray radiant energy within the room as well as the tea^erature of
the screens and also causing air currents near the radiometer. The
insertion of diaphragms between the shutter and the radiation detector
may be helpful in minimizing this background energy.

The values of total Irradlance assigned to the tungsten filament
reference standards of the National Bureau of Standards are based upon
niimerous con^risons of the total irradiances from these las^s with the
Integrated spectral Irradlance from a blackbody, with a quartz plate
interposed between it and the receiver. These values are accurate to about
1 percent. The values of the issued standards, compaired with the reference
standards, are in agreement within about 0.5 percent. The overall accuracy
in the use of these standards is somewhat dependent upon the conditions of
tsBiperature and humidity existing during their operation. Highest repro-
ducibility will be obtained at a room ten^ierature of about 25 °C and at a
relative humidity of about 60 percent, near which the original calibrations
were made. For extreme conditions of tai^erature or of relative hvunidity,

corrections may be required, but in ordinary practice may be neglected (see
Journal of Research, NBS, Vol. ^ p. 211, 1954).

During the calibration of each standard the current throu^' the lamp is
set(at 0.75, 3.60, or 7.70 an^jeres respectively) and the voltage across the
base of the lai^ is determined. If the measurement of current is made vriien

a voltmeter is in the circuit with the laxap, a correction will usually have
to be made to the observed current. The setting of the current through the
lamp is, of coiirse, sufficient to determine the irradlance of the lamp at the
specified distances of 1 and 2 meters, the voltage being useful mainly to
determine whether the laxap characteristics have remained constant.

To conserve the calibration, which gradiially changes with iise, these
lamps should be kept as reference standards only, and other lamps used as

working standards in all cases iriiere extensive radiometric comparisons are
made.

These Instructions apply to the use of standards of Irradlance with
radiometers in air. If a window is used on the radiometer, as for exan^le
in a vacuum radiometer, then a correction has to be made for the radiant
flux absorbed by the window, for the particular lamp used as a standard
(since absorption is a function of the temperature of the lamp filament) and
for the source measured. It was found that for a glass or quartz window
about 2.2 mm in thickness, the transmittance was about 90 percent when a
certain standard lanqj was enployed. With a fluorlte window, the transmittance
is higher (about 91.6 percent) and varies but little from lamp to l&mp.

The transmittance of the window varies also with the spectral quality of
the radiant flux emitted by the source under investigation. This must also
be taken into consideration.
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The thermal radiation sensitivity of a thermopile varies vd.th the
degree of evaciiationj with high evacuation this sensitivity may be several
times as great as in air. Since at low air pressures the sensitivity is

variable with the pressure, great care must be taken to test the thermopile's
sensitivity under the exact conditions existing during its use. Generally,
there is no further change in the sensitivity of a thermoelectric detector
at pressures below 10"5 torr.

The entire radiometer receiver should be exposed to the standard of
irradiance as well as to the unknown source.

Example of a Thermopile Calibration The thermopile was exposed, at

1.0 m, to the standard of irradiance (operated at 0.750 A) under which
conditions the irradiance was 540 x lO-o watt per cm2. Since the thermopile
was covered with a fluorite window only 91.6 percent was transmitted, or
0.916 X 540 X 10"^ = 495 x 10-6 vratt per cm2 was the transmitted irradiance.
Under these conditions, the measuring instrument gave a scale deflection
of 3.15 units. Hence, a deflection of 1 unit indicates that (495 x 10-6/

3.15) = 157 X. 10-6 ^^-t pej. cBD^ is incident on the thermopile element.

Suppose that the irradiance from a source rich in infrared energy is
being measured, for which the fluorite window transmits only 80 percent of
the total. Under this condition an instrumental deflection or reading of
1 unit indicated that (157 x 10"6/o.80) = 196 x 10-6 watt per cv^ was
incident on the thermopile window.

If the radiometer window is of quartz, then the spectral correction
for losses by reflection is about 8.5 percent for all wavelengths from the
ultra-violet to Z/xin the infrared vAiere absorption of quartz begins (B.S.
Scientific Papers Nos. 237 and 401).

Owing to the large heat capacity of the filament there is no appreciable
difference in the radiation emitted by this type of lamp on 60 Hz alternating
current and on direct current. The use of low frequencies is questionable.
In order to maintain a constant voltage, it is preferable to use a
storage battery if one is available. However, through the use of a small
voltage regulator and a small variable voltage transformer satisfactory
voltage and current control may be obtained on standard 120-volt, 60-herz
circuits.
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A New Standard of Spectral Irradiance

Ralph Stair, William E. Schneider, and John K. Jackson

The National Huroau of Standards lias made available a new standard of spectral irradiance in tlie form

of a 200-W quartz-iodine lani]) with a coiled-coil tungsten lilamcnt o])erating at about 30()0°K and

calibrated over the spectral range of 0.25 to 2.6 tx. The calibration of this standard is based upon the

radiance of a blackbody as defined by the Planck law of radiation, since it was done by comparisons

with the NliS standards of spectral radiance, of luminous intensity, and of total irradiance, each of

which was established through the use of blackbodics. This standard is used without auxiliary optics.

Because of its small physical size and high operating temperature, relatively high spectral irradiances

maj' be obtained through its use.

I. Introduction

The precise measurement of irradiance from a source

rcciuires the use of a calibrated detector or a calibrated

source which may be employed in a transfer calibra-

tion. The need for a calibrated source was originally

met by Coblentz' in 1914 with the development of a

carbon filament standard of total irradiance. Calibra-

tion and use of this type of standard have been sub-

sequently reported by Coblentz and other personnel of

the XBS Radiometry Laboratory.-""* Accurate cali-

bration with this type of standard requires a detector

with a nonselective spectral response. A thermopile

heavily coated with dull lampblack or carbon black

meets this requirement reasonably well from the near

ultraviolet through the visible and near infrared por-

tions of the spectrum. However, the relatively low

sensitivity of thermopiles and other thermal detectors

together with the fact that they are not entirely non-

selective spectrally makes their use difficult for the

evaluation of the spectral distribution of radiant flux.

Considerable work has been done on the emissivity of

tungsten ribbon and wire filament lainps,^"" and,

coupled with measurements of temperature, an ap-

proximate standard of spectral radiance or of spectral

irradiance can be set up. A number of laboratories

including the National Bureau of Standards have fol-

lowed this procedure. '2 In 1960, the National

Bureau of Standards developed a standard of spectral

radiance'* in the form of a tungsten ribbon-filament
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lamp calibrated by direct comparison with a l)lack-

body, the spectral radiance of which is computed from

I'lanck's radiation equation. These lamp standards

have found wide use in the calibration of spcctroradio-

metric and other equipment in which a small area, like

a slit, is to be irradiated. However, the use of this

standard is limited by the small area which can be

iriadiated, by the low irradiance which the standard

provides in the ultraviolet, and by the auxiliary optics

required. For many types of spcctroradiometric

calibration, a standard of spectral radiance has been

found to be very useful and will no doubt continue to be

useful. However, in many cases, a standard of spectral

irradiance is needed. To fulfill this need and to pro-

vide a source of higher irradiance in the ultraviolet, a

new standard of spectral irradiance has been developed.

II. Apparatus and Method

Before proceeding with the establishnuMit of a stand-

ard of spectral irradiance for the region of 0.2") to 2.()

/Li based upon the ladiance of a blackbodj' at a known

temperature, we made a study of possible lamp designs.

First thought was given to the specially constructed

tungsten-in-quartz lan;p previously employed in this

laboratory'^'"' as a standard of spectral irradiance

based upon color temperatiu'c and the published spectral

emissivity data for tungsten. It was I'ecognized

that this lamp had three principal deficiencies: its

low operating temperature, poor optical (luaiity and

bulkincss of the quartz envelope, and relatively large

filament area. Only very low ultraviolet irradiances

could be realized at a spectrometer slit. Also, since

each tungsten filament differs somewhat in emissi\-ity as

a function of its specific shape and surface condition.
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Fig. 1. Quartz-iodine lamp standard of spectral irradiance.

the computed values of spectral irradiance were un-

certain b}'^ an indefinite amount.

Attention was given next to lamps being made com-

mercially. The General Electric (GE) Model 6.0A/-

T4Q/1CL-200-W (luartz-iodine lamp (see Fig. 1) was

examined and found to have acceptable characteristics

for use as a standard. It is of I'obust coiistruction, in a

small ([uai'tz envelope of relatively good optical (juality

so that the intensity usually varies but little over a

considerable solid angle centered normal to the axis of

the lamp. The lilamcnt is a compact coiled coil with

over-all dimensiojis approximating 3 mm X lo mm.
'J'lie small si/.e of the lamp envelope (about 13 mm X
") cm) together witli the small area of the filament per-

mits placing the lamp within a few centimeters of

the slit of a spectrometer. Since this lamp is being

set up as a standard of spectral irradiance to Ije em-

ployed without auxiliary optics, relatively high ir-

radiance at a slit can be realized simply by placing the

source close to it.

r3ecause of its high operating teinperature, the (juartz-

iodiue lamp (Miiits a relatively large percentage of ul-

traviolet radiation. The high tempei'ature is made
possible through the uni(iue chemical action of the

iodine vapor'"'-" whicli results in the return of cvapo-

I'ated tungsten from the l)ulb to the lamp filament,

tlioreby k(!eping the envelope clean and prolonging the

useful life of the lamp. The design life of this lamp
when operated at G.G A is ')00 h. I'or calibration as a

standard, the curr(!nt is set at ().!')0 A which usually gives

a color t(unperatur(! between 3000 and 3100°K, cor-

responding to a filament teinperature ai'ound 3000°K.
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The establishment of the new standai'd of spectral

irradiance was accomplished by comparing a group of

quartz-iodine lamps with three other types of NBS
standards, each of which is based upon the spectral

radiance of a blackbody computed from Planck's radia-

tion e(iuation, wherein the radiation constants C\ =
.1.9088 X 10-'nVcmVsterandc2 = 1.4380 cm°K.

The group of (luai tz-iodine lamps was first compared

spectroradiometrically with the XBS standards of

spectral radiance.'* The optical arrangement is shown

in Kig. 2. Additional details may be found in the ref-

erence cited. To cover the complete spectrum from

0.25 to 2.G fjL, three detectors were employed. An RCA
type lP-28 multiplier phototube was used to cover

the range froin 0.25 to 0.75 ju. 1' or the range of 0.35 to

1.2 n, an RCA type 7102 multiplier phototube was

employed, while an Eastman PbS cell was used through

the range of 0.5 to 2.0 ju. To eliminate the effect of

spectral reflectance of the two aluminized mirrors em-

ployed with the ribbon-filament standards of spectral

radiance, two plane miri-ors having identically prepared

surfaces were used with the ciuartz-iodine lamps.

Actually, plane mirror Mi was common to both optical

systems (see Fig. 2). By this procedure, all instru-

mental characteristics were identical or closely similar

for the two types of lamps. Hence, the optical and

electronic factors should cancel out in the proceduie.

However, it was found that the light beam from the

(luartz-iodine lamp passed through the spectroradi-

ometer somewhat differently and irradiated a slightly dif-

ferent area of the detector from that irradiated by the

ribbon-filament standard. The beam of flux from the

ribbon filament converged on entering the spectrometer,

then diverged filling an appreciable part of the instru-

mental aperture, and finally at the exit slit emerged as a

divergent beam. The flux fi'om the ([uartz-iodine

lamp passetl through the spectrometer and enterged as

-) LAMP

— CONCAVE PLANE
CHOPPER cnrn .._ri"L__

SPECTROMETER

OPTICAL BENCH

AMP VTVM

Fig. 2. Optical arrungoinetit of sppctronieter, lump, mirrors,

and associated etiuipiuent for comparing the (niartz-iodine lamp

standards of spectral irradiance with the ribbon-filament stand-

ards of spectral radiance.
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Table I. Spectral Irradiance of Three 200-W Quartz-Iodine

Tungsten-Filament Lamps"

\V:ivolrnj;th

(nin) Lamp (JL-2 Jjaiup QI/-5 Lamp Qf^-lO

0 0051 0 0052 0 0051

2(10 0 001)3 0 0093 0 0090

270 0 015S 0 0159 0 0155

0 0253 0 0252 0 0214

9(in 0 03S0 0 03S0 0 03G9

6W 0 0545 0 0548 0 0532

0 104 0 105 0 102

0 237 0 242 0 234

liTO 0 3GG 0 374 0 363

-too 0 G43 0 647 0 630

4.)U 1 26 1 2G 1 23

TiOO 2 04 2 04 2 02

5-,0 2 !)3 2 90 2 91

yniy) 3 88 3 94 3 88

()50 4 7!) 4 91 4 80

700 5 54 5 72 5 58

6 11 6 32 6 14

.son C 51 G 61) 6 49

'.)00 6 72 6 94 6 71

G 51 6 73 6 53

1 lUU C 07 6 25 6 11

1200 5 53 5 07 5 55

1 'ion 4 !)7 5 09 4 98

1400 4 44 4 52 4 44

1 500 3 93 4 00 3 93

luUU 3 46 3 51 3 45

1700 3 03 3 06 3 01

1800 2 63 2 65 2 61

11)00 2 29 2 28 2 26

2000 1 98 1 97 1 95

Z 1 uu 1 71 1 70

2200 1 52 1 51 1 50

2300 1 36 1 34 1 33

2400 1 22 1 21 1 21

2500 1 12 1 10 1 11

2G00 1 04 1 03 1 04

" In mW per per nm at a distance of 43 cm (measured

from the axis of the lamp filament and normal to the plane of the

lamp press) when operated at 0.50 A.

an essentially narrow "pencil" of flux, thereby being

confined to a small part of the instrumental aperture

and falling upon a small area of the detector. As a

result, differential transmission within the spectro-

meter and variations in the sensitivity of the detector

over its surface area* resulted in small errors of un-

known magnitude. Hence, the resulting spectral

energy curves for the quartz-iodine lamps, obtained

by this method, require adjustment.

Three methods for determining the correction for the

observed data were pursued. They are

:

(a) Direct comparison, without the use of a spec-

* Much ol the variation of tiic dctecU)r sensitivity was elim-

inated liy placing in front of it a quartz plate finely ground on
l)r)th faces.

trometer, of the (juartz-iodine lamps witli the iil)l)on-

filament lamps by a thermopile and filter method,

wlierein s(>lectcd spectral regions were compared radio-

metrically. This comparison was accomplished by
focusing an image of the ribbon filamejit on the receiver

of tiie thermopile by means of the two aluniinum mir-

rors usually employed with the standard of specti'al

radiance. The (luartz-iodine lamp dii'ectly irradiated

the thermopile receiver. Correction was made for the

spectral reflectance of the two aluminum mirrors. The
ratio bctweeja the two radiometric readings gave a

measure of the relative spectral intensities of the two

sources for the different spectral regions defined by the

filters employed.

(b) Mcasurcmeiat of luminous intensity as compared

to calculated luminous intensity based upon the spectro-

radiometrically determined curve and the spectral

luminous efficacy of the CIE standard observer. This

method gave an independent evaluation of the spectral

irradiance of the quartz-iodine lamps in the visible

spectrum based upon NBS standards of luminous

intensity, which had been assigned values by measure-

ments relative to a blackbody at the freezing point of

platinum. 2'

(c) Measurement of irradianccs over selected spec-

tral regions, by employing optical filters and a ther-

mopile found by comparison with a cavity detector to

have a relatively flat spectral response and calilirated

through the use of the NBS carbon-filament standard of

total radiation. This method afi"orded an independent

evaluation of the spectral irradiance from the quartz-

iodine lamps based upon the NBS standard of total

irradiance and the blackbodies used in its establish-

ment. ''^ Corrections ranging from 4.2 to 5.3% and

nonselective with wavelength were indicated by the

three methods. The original spcctroradiometric data

were accordingly corrected by 5.0%.

III. Results

Spectral irradiance data obtained on three ciuartz-

iodine lamps are given in Table I in ^W/cm^ at a dis-

tance of 43 cm (measured from the axis of the lamp

filament and normal to the plane of the lamp press) for

a wavelength interval of 1 nm. It is estimated that

the maximum uncertainty in the results ranges from

about 8% at the shortest wavelengths in the ultra-

violet to about 3% in the visible and infrared. The

data have been corrected for the water-vapor absorp-

tion occurring at or near 1.1, 1.4, 1.9, and 2.6 /x. No
significant radiant-energy absorption occurs at otiier

wavelengths because of other gases normally present

in the usual laboratory environment.

The (juartz-iodine lamps may be employed at any

convenient distance l)y computing or otherwise deter-

mining the irradiance at the new distajice. The in-

verse s(iuare law should not i)e applied to these laiui)s
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Fif;. 'i. Electrical circuit for lamp operation to provide smooth

current control.

for distances sliortor than about 40 cm. In most lab-

oratoiy atmosphoi'os the correction for water-vapor

absorptioii will be small for distances of less than 50 cm.

However, for •>;reatei' distances and under conditions of

high humidity, a correction may be re(iuired.2^~^* The

relationship between the apparent absorption of water

vapor (as indicated in a prism spectrum) and the

amount of vapor is Jiot a simple one, since each absorp-

tion band really consists of many fine lines of uneciual

intensity and iiiej^ular spacing. Furthermore, the

attenuation at any wavelength, due to water vapor is a

coniplicated function of the pressure, temperature, and

concentration of the vapor per unit volume.

Aging tests conducted on three quartz-iodine lanips

indicate after 100 h of operation an increase at

G.oO A of less than 1% in total irradiance, luminous

intensity, and ultraviolet irradiance around 3G0 nm.

IV. Use of the Standard of Spectral Irradiance

I']ach (luartz-iodine standard is marked with an iden-

tifying munbcr at one end of the lamp. The lamp is

mounted in a metal support and is calibrated with this

marked cjid down and with the plane of the front sur-

face of the lower ]jr(!ss seal set to contain the hoi'izontal

perpendicular to the line coimectiiig the lamp fila-

ment axis and detector or spectrometer slit. The

lamp tip seal is positioned away from the detector or

slit. l*recis(! setting of the lamp as regards to verti-

cality and to rotation about the filameiit as an axis

arc important, since a few degrees displacement may
icsult in an eri'or of 1% or moi'e.

The current is set at (i.oO A ac, and the lamp is al-

lowed to operate for at least f) min before data are

recorded. Any conveni(;iit method may be employed

to control the current; however, the circuit illustrated

in l'"ig. .'5 has been found very useful in this laboratory.

It consists of two variable autoti-ansformers (10-A and

o-A capacities) and a radio filament transformer.

(One-half of a center-tapped 5- or (j.3-V secondary has

been found to be satisfactory for smooth current con-

trol.) If a .''O-V step-down transformer is available.

it may profitably be used between the variable auto-

transformer, T-1, and the lamp.

V. Conclusions

The (luartz-iodine lamp is a useful working standard

for use in spectial irradiance measurements within the

region of 0.25 to 2.(j /x. The methods of calil)ration are

l)ased upon indirect coniparisons with the radiances of

blackbodies and thus do not involve evaluation of

filament temperature or tungsten emissivity. 'i'he

principal uncertainties in the results are due to difficul-

ti(>s involved in accurate blackbody high-tempei'ature

evaluation and precise current settings for the various

lamps. The maxnnum uncertainty in the results is

estimated to range from about 8% at the shortest

wavelengths in the ultraviolet to about 3% in the visit)le

and infrared.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE NBS 1000-WATT QUARTZ IODINE UMP
STANDARDS OF SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE

November 30, 1964

These instructions cover the use of tungsten-filament quartz-iodine
lamps issued as standards of spectral irradiance for the wavelength range
of 0.25 to 2.4 micrometres. The lamps employed are commercial G.E. type
DXW-lOOO-watt lamps having a tungsten colJ.ed-coil filament enclosed in a
small (3/8 inch x 3 inches) quartz envelope containing a small amount of
iodine.

The spectral radiant intensity of the entire lamp as mounted in the
manner prescribed below is measured and reported. The spectral irradiance
from these lamps is based upon the spectral radiance of a blackbody as
defined by Planck's equation and has been determined through con^jarison
of a group of quartz iodine, lamps with (1) the NBS standards of spectral
radiance, (2) the NBS standards of luminous intensity, and (3) the NBS
standards of total irradiance.

The lamp is mounted vertically with the NBS-numbered end of the lamp
down with number away from the detector. Ifeasurements of distance (from
lamp filament) are made along a horizontal axis passing through the center
of the lamp filament. The correct vertical position is determined by setting
the centers of the upper and lower seals along a plumb line as viewed
from one side of the lamp. The plane of the front surface of the upper
press seal is set to contain the horizontal perpendicular to the line
connecting the lamp filament center and detector.

The lamp is mounted in the supplied holder which is constructed in
such a manner as to reflect a negligible amount of radiant flux in the
direction of the radiometer or spectrometer slit. A black shield should be
placed at a distance of about 4 feet to the rear of the lamp to intercept
stray radiant flux along the radiometric axis and adequate shielding should
be provided to intercept stray flux from other directions.

If there is excessive water vapor in the laboratory atmosphere, errors
may result at the wavelengths of water-vapor absorption bends. In the

original calibrations the con5>arisons of the lamps with the other NBS
standards were made in such a manner that the effect of water-vapor absorption
was eliminated.

Values of spectral irradiance for these lamps are tabulated as a function
of wavelength in microwatts per (square centimeter-nanometer) at a distance
of 50 centimeters from center of lamp to receiver. Values of spectral
irradiance for wavelength intervals other than one nanometer, say x nanometers,
may be found by multiplying the tabulated values by x.
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Use of the Standards of Spectral Irradiance

These standards require no auxiliary optics. If any are employed
proper correction must be made for their optical characteristics. The
lamp is simply placed at a measured distance from the detector or spec-
trometer slit. If a distance other than 50 centimeters is used^ the
inverse-square law may be used to calculate the spectral irradiance (the
inverse-square law should not, however, be used for distances shorter
than about 45 centimeters )•

In measurements wherein two sources (a standard source and a test
source) are being compared by the direct substitution method (slit widths
kept unchanged, use of the same detector) no knowledge of the spectral
transmittance of the spectrometer, nor of the spectral sensitivity of the
detector is required. It is necessary, however, to make sure that the
entrance slit of the spectrometer is fully and uniformly filled with
radiant flux both from the standard and from the test source; and it at any
one wavelength the detector response for the standard is significantly
different from that for the test source, the deviation from linearity of
response of the detector must be evaluated and taken into account. Furthermore,
if the standard and test sovirce differ in geometrical shape, it must be
ascertained that the instrument transmittance and detector response are not
adversely affected thereby. Many detectors are highly variable in
sensitivity over their surface area and may require diffusion of radiant
flux over their surface to insure accurate radiant energy evaluations.

All calibrations were made by the use of alternating current and it
is recommended that they be so used in service. To reduce the line voltage
a 20-ampere variable autotransformer may be en^jolyed for coarse control.
For fine control a second (5-ainpere) variable autotransformer may be used
to power a radio-filament transformer whose secondary (2, 5-5volt) winding
is wired in series with the primary of the 20-ampere transformer. It was
found that this method is very effective for accurate control of the 8.30-
ampere c\irrent.

These standards of spectral irradiance are expensive laboratory
equipment and it is suggested that they be operated sparingly and with care
in order to prolong their useful life. They should be turned on and off
at reduced cxirrent, and great care should be taken so that at no time will
the current appreciably exceed 8,30 amperes. It is recommended that for
general use, working standards be prepared by calibrating them relative to
the laboratory standards supplied by NBS.

These lamps operate at high temperature such that the quartz envelope
is above the flammable point of organic materials. They may thus cause fires,
and also the burning of lint, etc. on the envelope >rtiich may result in optical
damage to its surface. In no case should the fingers come into contact with
the quartz envelope, either hot or cold, as the resulting finger prints will
bum into its surface during lamp operation.
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A Standard for Extremely Low Values of Spectral Irradiance

Ralph Stair, William B. Fussell, and William E. Schneider

To serve the interests of workers in certain fields of extremely low irradiation such as is present in the air-

glow and in phosphorescent, fluorescent, biochemical, and associated areas, a standard of spectral ir-

radiance of extremely low intensity has been set up. This standard, in effect, combines the NBS stand-

ard of spectral radiance with a small aperture which approximates a point source of radiant energy of

known spectral distribution. This combination, with one or more convex mirrors, will supply extremely

low-spectral irradiances in the wavelength range 0.25 im to 2.6 ju with an uncertainty of about 10%.

I. Introduction

There has long been a need for a low-intensity

standard of spectral irradiance. Actually, no conven-

ient standard of spectral flux existed until the recent

establishment of a standard of spectral radiance in the

form of a tungsten strip lamp by direct comparisons

with the radiances of blackbodies.^ This standard,

however, yields irradiances for reasonable aperture

sizes and distances that are many times too high for

certain calibration work requiring photomultipliers,

scintillators, or other high-sensitivity detectors for

measuring low irradiances such as those from the air-

glow, or from weak phosphorescent, fluorescent, or bio-

chemical sources. Although miniature diaphragms
might be employed, the interference-fringe effects re-

sulting therefrom, together with the necessity of work-

ing at great distances from this standard, rule out its

use in this area without the use of auxiliary optics.

This paper does not present anything distinctly new,

but rather brings together existing standards, methods,

and instrumentation to produce practicable working

standards of spectral and total irradiance.

II. Description of New Standard

The NBS standard of spectral radiance^ in the form

of a tungsten strip lamp operated at a current of 25 A,

30 A, or 35 A (corresponding to color temperatures in

the range 2000°K to 2700°K) has been chosen as the

source of radiant energy in this new standard. Through
the use of an aluminum-coated spherical mirror (with

or without a similarly coated plane mirror) an image of

the lamp filament is focused upon a small opening (not

less than a few tenths of a millimeter in diameter).

The radiant flux entering this aperture {Ei in Fig. 1),

as defined by the radiance of the lamp filament and the

The authors are with the National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D.C.

Received 19 June 1964.

optics employed, becomes the new source, effectively

located at this aperture. The radiant flux is further

spread out, in a manner previously employed by Eng-

strom,^ by the convex mirror M^, so that the irradiance

at distance b is very greatly reduced. If additional re-

duction is required, a third mirror M3, either plane or

convex, may be employed, its curvature and the dis-

tance c being adjusted to produce the desired level of

spectral irradiance at the exit E2.

This standard is based on the radiance of a blackbody

at a measured temperature, the accuracy of the attained

standard depending primarily upon the accuracies in

calibration of the lamp standard' and the accuracy of

the measurement of the various distances involved, and

the curvature and reflectance of the coatings of the

mirrors employed. Hence, the standard involves no

assumptions regarding the emission rates associated

with any radioactive, chemicoluminescent, thermo-

luminescent, electroluminescent, or other slow energy

transformation,^ but is set up through physical meas-

urements and calculations based solely upon established

optical principles and laws.

The spectral limits of this standard are necessarily

set by the limits of the NBS standard of spectral radi-

ance, namely, 0.25 n to 2.6 ix. However, for longer

wavelengths the substitution of a small blackbody for

the strip lamp may be readily accomplished, and the

long wavelength limit extended greatly thereby.

The standard may be used for total irradiance meas-

urements simply by integrating the spectral irradiance

through any desired filter covering a selected spectral

range. An example is given in Sec. IV.

III. Mathematical Analysis

The mathematical analysis of the radiometric be-

havior of the low-intensity standard is based upon the

work of Engstrom^ and Stephens.''

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the complete

system which includes the following: (1) a calibrated
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the optical system of the low-intensity standard. Lo—Standard of spectral radiance. Mi—Concave

spherical mirror imaging Lo on £i. Ei—Circular entrance. MijM}—Convex spherical mirrors. E2—Circular exit. O.A.—Optic axis.

H2X, Hix, Hix—Spectral irradiance at M2, M3, and £>, respectively.

standard Lo of spectral radiance A'^x; (2) a concave

spherical mirror Mi of reflectivity pi(X)* at wavelength

X, diameter 2pi, and radius of cui-vature Ri, separated

from Lq by a distance di; (3) a circular entrance aper-

ture El of radius p2 at a distance di from Mi; (4) a

spherical convex mirror M2 of reflectivity P2(X) and
radius of curvature R2, separated from Ei by a dis-

tance a; [the normal to the surface of M2, at the point

at which the optic axis (0. A.) intersects its surface,

forms an angle of 45° with the optic axis]; (5) a third

spherical mirror M3, also convex, of reflectivity p3(X)

and radius of curvature R3, at a distance b from M2;
(the normal to the surface of M3, forms an angle of 45°

with the optic axis)
;

finally, (6) the circular exit aper-

ture E2 of radius ps, separated from M3 by a distance c.

If di = d2, it can be shown that they both equal Ri.

In this case the filament of Lo is imaged full-size on the

entrance aperture Ei. Since Lo is a standard of spectral

* In evaluating the spectral reflectivity of the aluminized

mirrors through measurements on plane surfaces, account should

be taken of both the angle of incidence and of the amount of

polarization of the flux beam in the final instrumental setup.

The measurement for Mi is made with unpolarized flux at near

normal incidence, in which case polarization in the reflected beam
is negligible. Accordingly, for M2, unpolarized flux should be

employed, but with the angle of incidence set at 45°. As a re-

sult the reflected flux is partially elliptically polarized. Hence,

in the evaluation of the reflectivity for A/3 the flux employed

should first be reflected at 45° to produce a partially elliptically

polarized beam and, since the amount of polarization may be ex-

pected to vary with wavelength, these measurements should be

made at selected intervals throughout the wavelength region

employed. However, it is possible to eliminate the effects of

polarization by one of two rearrangements of optical layout,

namely, (a) by keeping the angles of incidence for M2 and Ms
near normal, or (b) by having the planes defined by the angles of

incidence and reflection at M2 and Ms, respectively, at right

angles.

radiance, only a portion of the filament is used, and Ei

must be smaller in diameter than the width of the fila-

ment. Let the spectral radiance of Lo at wavelength

X be A''x mW per (n bandwidth-cm^ of filament area-sr).

Then the entrance aperture Ei acts as a source of spec-

tral radiance pi{X)N\ for directions deviating from the

optic axis by less than piC?2~' rad. Since a is much
larger than p2, the spectral irradiance, Hn\, of a surface

passing perpendicular to the beam through the center

of mirror M2 may be computed for these directions

simply by the inverse-square law as

:

H2X = Nxp,{\)wp2'a-K (1)

The only restriction on pi is that it be large enough to

fill exit aperture E2 for the limiting case of plane mirrors

(i.e., R2 = Ri = 00), that is, pirfi"' must only fulfill the

condition that it be greater than {p-i -\- p3){a -\- h -\- c) ~\

which is easily achieved.

It will be shown later that the ratio, r3(X), of the

spectral irradiance of a surface perpendicular to the

beam at M3, H^x, to H^k, is

r,{\) = p-2x[(l -I- 6a-' + 2V26K.2-')

X (1 -h 6a-i -h V26K.2-')]-', (2)

so that

H,x = NxPiW^P2'a-'rs(X). (3)

Equation (2) can be derived from Engstrom's formu-
las,^ which are more general than Eq. (2) in that the

off-axis angle is not restricted to 45°. Similarly, the

ratio, ri(\), of the spectral irradiance at the exit aper-

ture E2, H4\, to Hsx is

... r. ,
+ 2V^a)

,

2V2c"|~'
?-4(X) = P3(X) 1 -\ 7= h

—

-

L b{R2 + 2V2o) + RiO ^3 J

X [1 + + ^y, (4)

L b(Ri + V2o) + Ria J
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so that

H,x = A'xp,(X)xpi'a-V3(X)r,(X). (5)

Proof of Equations (2) and (4)

Figures 2(a) and (b) present a generalized view of the

entrance aperture Ei and the spherical mirror M^.

The angle between the optic axis and the normal to the

spherical mirror is shown here as angle <i> instead of

45°, as in Fig. 1. The points P, P', P", and P'" are

the corners of a rectangular aperture stop on the mirror

with the axis at corner P. The radiant energy leaving

the entrance aperture so as to fall within the rectangu-

lar stop forms a pyramid of rectangular cross section.

If hd and hy are the horizontal and vertical angles of

divergence, respectively, of this pyramid, then the

ratio, r3(X) of Eq. (2) to be evaluated is

r3(X) = P2(X) aWa7(«A')-'(6F)-', (6)

where bX and bY are the lengths of the horizontal and

vertical sides of the cone containing the reflected energy

at the center of mirror Mz. The corners of this cross

section are indicated by Q, Q', Q" , and Q'" in Figs.

2(a) and (b).

If second-order terms are neglected, it is clear that

bX and bY can each be resolved into two components,

bX' and bX" , and bY' and bY". The components

bX' and bY" are due to the mirror image of Ei in the

tangent plane to Mi at P, denoted T. The component

bX' is due to the dihedral angle between the vertical

tangent planes at P and P", 5/3. The component bY'

is due to the dihedral angle between the tangent planes

at P and P" , ba. It is seen that 6/3 is related to bd by
the equation

7?2«/3 = a&e sec*, (7)

and that ba is related to by by the equation

R,ba = aSy, (8)

where R2 is the radius of the mirror M2.

It is also seen that bX" and bY" are given by the

equations

SX" = {a + b) be, (9)

and

hY" = {a + h) Sy, (10)

where a is the distance from Ei to the point P on M2
and b is the distance from P to the point Q.

Furthermore, it is clear that

dX' = 625/3, (11)

and

SY' = 2b cos*Sa. (12)

Substitute now the values of 6/3 and ba obtained

from Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eqs. (11) and (12) above to

obtain

SX' = 26o i?2-' sec*se, (13)

and

SY' = 2ba cos*a7- (14)

Now add Eq. (9) to Eq. (13), and add Eq. (10) to

Eq. (14) to get the following equations for bX= bX' +
bX", and bY = bY' + bY":

SX = \a + b + 2ba /?2~' sec#]«9, (15)

SY = [a + b + 2ba R2~' cosilS-y. (16)

Finally, to evaluate )'3(X) substitute Eqs. (15) and

(16) into Eq. (6), and get

Top View

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Geometrical relationships between the rays emanating from a point source before and after reflection from a convex spherical

mirror. £1—Source. M2—Convex spherical mirror of radius Ri- P,P',P",P"'—Points defining a rectangular stop on M-.. T, T',

7"'—Planes tangent to M2 at P, P', P", respectively. £1'—Image of Ei in plane T. Q, Q', Q", Q'"—Illuminated area of spherical

mirror M3 (see Fig. 1).
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r3(X) = P2(X)[1 + ba-> + 2b Rr' sec*]"'

X |1 + ha-' + 2b Rr' cos*!

(21)

(17)

which reduces to Eq. (2) for <I> = 45°, as required.

Equation (17) can also be derived by considering the

astigmatic images of Ei in M2. Each of these astig-

matic images then acts as a vertical (or horizontal) line

source object which produces a vertical (or horizontal)

line source image in mirror M 3.

Figure 3 shows the positions of the astigmatic images

of El in M2, denoted »S2 and T^. Rays from Ei and
diverging in the plane of the drawing are focused at the

tangential image T2; rays diverging in a plane per-

pendicular to the plane of the drawing are focused at

the sagittal image 1S2.

It is seen that r3(X) can now be expressed in terms of

the astigmatic image distances, and (2, as

rz{X) = P2(X) s,{b + s,)-H.,(b + (18)

where S2 and (2 are (see, for example, Jenkins and

WhiteO given by the equations

sj-i = a-i + 2Ri-' cos*, (19)

and

tj-' = a-^ + 2R2 sec*. (20)

Now substitute Eqs. (19) and (20) into Eq. (18).

The result is Eq. (17).

To derive Eq. (4), proceed as follows. Compute the

position of the sagittal image of *S2 in M3, denoted

S3, and the position of the tangential image of T2 in

M3, denoted T3. The distance, S3, that image S3 lies

inside il/3 is computed by substituting b + S2 for a

and R3 for R2 in Eq. (19) ;
similarly, the distance, ^3,

that image 7^3 lies inside M3 is computed by substitut-

ing b + t2 for a and R3 for R2 in Eq. (20). The ratio of

the spectral irradiance at the exit slit E2 (see Fig. 1)

to that at mirror M3, r^x, is clearly given by the equa-

tion

Fig. 3. Relationship between the sagittal and tangential images
of a point source in a spherical mirror and the beam intensity.

O.A.—Optic axis. Ei—Point source, se—Divergence of a

pencil of rays from Ei. Mi—Spherical mirror of radius R2.

S-2—Sagittal image of Ei in M2. T2—Tangential image of Ei.

P3—Intersection of the O.A. with spherical mirror M3 (see Fig. 1).

Now substitute the computed values of S3 and k
into Eq. (21) and take 4> = 45°. The result is Eq. (4)

as desired.

IV. Use of the New Standard

This standard requires great care in its construction

and handling. Its accuracy, furthermore, depends
greatly upon these factors. The lapip standard of

spectral radiance has an estimated uncertainty of 3%
to 5% when it is properly oriented and operated pre-

cisely at the certified current. The entrance aperture

must be constructed with high precision in order that

its area be known to within 2%; also, the radius of

curvature of each spherical mirror should be known to

within about 1%. The error introduced in the meas-
urement of all distances should be no more than 1%.
Furthermore, each mirror must have a high quality

coating with a spectral reflectance that is known to

within 1%. When all of these requirements have
been fulfilled, the uncertainty of this standard will be

less than about 10%.
Although the mathematical analysis of this standard

is believed to be sufficiently complete for ready use, a

sample calculation is included as guidance in not only

its over-all use but in the design of the standard for a

particular irradiance level. This example is carried

out for a single wavelength and for a single set of mir-

rors set at specific distances. The irradiance at a

particular position can be increased or decreased

through a design change of any of the elements between
the standard lamp and that position. While the design

calls for two internal convex mirrors, one or both of

these may be omitted or replaced with plane mirrors if

higher irradiances are desired.

For the arithmetical example given, the following

values have been assigned to the various components of

the standard

:

A^x = 2.53 W per [sr-//-cm' of source] at 0.5-^1 wavelength,

Ri (= di = d^) = 71 cm, radius of curvature of mirror Mi,

pi = 1.25 cm,, one-half diam of aperture of mirror

pi = 0.05 cm, radius of entrance aperture Ei,

a =84 cm,

b =75 cm,

c =84 cm,

i?2 = 7.5 cm,

/?3 =5 cm, and

p,(X) = P2(X) = p3(X) = 0 9.

We find, substituting these numerical values in Eq.

(l),that H2X = 2.534 X 10-« W-cm-^ per M-wavelength

bandpass, at 0.5-m wavelength. Hsx is computed from

Eq. (3) to be 4.714 X 10"' W-cm-^ /^-i, while H^x is

found from Eq. (5) to be 3.313 X IQ-^^ W-cm-^ fj.-\

The irradiance produced by this standard, if con-

structed following the example above, at 0.5-m wave-

length, and for a bandwidth of 0.01 n, is thus 3.313 X
IQ-i^ W-cm~^; this is equal to an irradiance of 8.35 X
10* quanta sec~' cm~^. In terms of "rayleighs,"^

this irradiance is equal to 8.35 X 10~' rayleigh, a value
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much lower than the several hundred rayleighs

produced by the average night-sky airglow.'

An examination of the several equations indicates

that the flux density at a particular point varies directly

as the square of the entrance aperture radius p2, and in-

versely as the square of the optical distance, (a + 6 +
c) , between the entrance and exit apertures, for radii of

curvature of the convex mirrors, R2 and Rz, large com-
pared to (a + fe -j- c) . Also, if R2 and R3 are small com-
pared to b and c, respectively, the flux density at a

particular point varies directly as the product of the

squares of R2 and Rz. Hence, through the proper choice

of the mirror curvatures and spacings, any desired

spectral flux density over an extremely wide range may
be realized.
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A One-Solar-Constant Irradiance Standard

W. E. Schneider

A new high-intensity standard of total and spectral irradiance has been developed recently at the Na-
tional Bureau of iStandardn. The standard coiiMints of a ]000-\V tmi.i<Hlen-lml(iKcn liiin|) niomilci! in a

ccruniic reflector, the rclU'ctinn mirface of wliich Ih ('(iiiUnl willi (liinit'-Mpraycil Alj(>:i. The liiiiip ri'llccliir

conihination rcsnils in a sourcni huviiiK,'^ rdalivcly Nniull (It <'ni X !"> cm) iiulinl int? uicii yicliiinn ii todil

irradiance, at a distance of 40 cm, of about i;iG niW cm"'. The total iniuliniicc calihnitioiis arc bascil

on the radiance of a 14()0-K blackbody and have an estimated maximum syslematitt error of 0.0% and

a maximum estimated standard error of 0.19%. The spectral measurements were made over the wave-

length range of 0.3 fim to 2..') /im relative to the NBS 1000-W tungsten-halogen iirudiaiice standards.

The estimated uncertainty in these measurements ranges from 4% in the visible and near ir to8% in the uv.

Introduction

The need for a high intensity standard of total and
spectral irradiance has existed for some time. Al-

though a number of radiometric standards are pres-

ently available,'"* problems arise when using these

standards for determining irradiances or detector re-

spon.sivities at irradiance levels higher than those pro-

vided by the standard. In particular, the measurement
of total and spectral irradiance of solar simulators re-

quires, ideally, a radiometric standard that provides an
irradiance comparable with that of the simulator. The
problem of developing a standard that has both a total

irradiance of one solar constant (reported to be about
136 mW cm~^) and a spectral irradiance similar to that

of the sun is an extremely difficult one and has not yet

been solved. However, there is also a need for a stan-

dard source having a total irradiance on the order of one
solar constant and a known, if not solar, spectral ir-

rad'ance. This paper describes the establishment of

such a standard.

Evaluation of Sources

liefore the development of a high intensity irradiance

standard was undertaken, a study was made of com-
mercially available sources that might be suitable for

use as a, standard. The sources were evaluated in

terms of (1) capability of producing total irradiances on
the order of at least one solar constant at a reasonal)le

The author was with the National Bureau of Standards when
this work was done; he is now with Optronics Laboratories,

7070 Feiiton St., .Silver Spring, Md. This work was supported by
XA.SA.
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working distance; (2) reproducibility; (3) stability;

and (4) spectral distribution.

Previous experience'^' with high pressure arc lamps

such as Hg, Hg-Xe, Xe, and krypton indicated that,

although .sufficient irradiance could be obtained, the

reproducibility and long term stability of these arcs did

not meet the requirements necessary for use as a radio-

metric standard. The above also applies to carbon

arcs. Consideration was given to oOOO-W tungsten

filament projection lamps, whose reproducibility is

satisfactory. Unfortunately, the stability of these

units over a period of 1.5 h is relatively poor, and the

large size of the envelope and rather short distances

required to produce sufficient irradiance cause serious

difhculties in alignment. Another reason for ruling

out the .'jOOO-W lamp is its glass envelope, which does

not transmit below about 3.")0 nm. Thus a survey of

commercially available sources indicated that, in order

to obtain a reasonably stable irradiance on the order of

a solar constant, a new source would have to be de-

veloped.

An obvious approach to try first was the incorpora-

tion of the present 1000-W spectral irradiance standard

in .some type of diffuse reflector. Several ditTorent

parabolically .shaped aluminum forms were constructed

and coated with a high diffuse reflectance material such

as .MgO, HaS04, Ciil'',, and \10,. lOOO-W. tungsten-

halogen ty|)e lamps mounted in tl>e reflectcu' produced

relatively high irradiances. However, the time re-

([uired for the unit to come to e(iui!ibiiuin was about

30 mill, which was considered inconveniently long.

Therefore, a dilTerent type reflector n\atle from slip-cast

fused silica was tried. The lamps w(>re originally' i)osi-

tioned about 2 mm from the back wail of tlie reflector,

resulting in a very short life for the lamps (less tluin ;>

h). Tlie design of the unit was accordingly modified
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a number of times and the lamp repositioned within the

reflector until an operating period of more than 150 h

was obtained. The lamj), when mounted in the re-

flector (see Fig. 1), has an effective radiating area of

only 3.2 cm X 5 cm. The presence of the reflector

increases the radiant intensity in a direction normal to

the front surface of the unit by a factor of about three

and results in a source having an irradiance of about a

solar constant (136.mW cm"^) at a reasonable distance

of 40 cm. A check was also made of the uniformity of

the irradiance at 40 cm by moving a 1-mm-diam de-

tector first vertically and then horizontally at 1-mm
increments and noting the associated detector output

for each position. These measurements indicated that

the uniformity was better than ±0.25% over a 2 cm X
2 cm area.

One of the experimental arrangements used to de-

termine both the total and the spectral stability of these

units is shown in Fig. 2. Two detectors (a phototube

and a PbS cell) were mounted on an adjustable table

within a special dual-detector housing so that, by means
of a vernier drive, either detector could be positioned

directly behind the entrance port of the housing. Pro-

visions were made to place narrow-band interference

fillers directly over the entrance port. Thus, through
tlie selection of a mnnbcr of interl'eronce filters and two
detectors, a simi)le sjicctroradiometer was constructed

that was capable of making discrete spectral irradiance

measurements over the wavelength region of 0.2.5-2.5

fim. The total irradiance measurements were made by
using a tiicrmopile without a cover window. The test

source operated continuously, whereas a reference lamp,

which consisted of a clear 1000-\V, tungsten-halogen

lamp, was turned on only during the measurements.

The ratios of the spectral or total detector output when
irradiated by the test source to the output when ir-

radiated by the reference source, afford a measure, over

any period of time, of any relative change of the test

source that might occur.

In order to expedite the stability studies, a second

system was constructed. This system was identical in

principle to the first, except for the means of dispersion.

In this case, for obtaining discrete spectral bands, a

quartz double-prism monochromator rather than the

interference filters was employed. The monochromator
was mounted on a second optical bench along with a

second thermopile. Thus two systems, operating si-

multaneously, were available for stud>'ing the stability

properties of various high intensity sources.

Initial tests on the 1000-W, tungsten-halogen lamp,

ceramic reflector combination indicated that degrada-

tion of the fused silica reflective coating was occurring.

Although these lamps are not overly rich in uv radiation,

their close proximity to the reflecting surface (about

6mm) caused sufficient uv energy to be incident upon the

reflector to result in degradation of the reflector. Table

I gives the results for a 1000-W, tungsten-halogen lamp
when mounted in a ceramic reflector having a fused

silica reflecting surface. Note that, in the uv region at

270 nm, the change in ratios over a 40-h interval

is 13%, whereas with increasing wavelength, the degra-

dation decreases. At the long wavelength limit of 2.5

/um the change over 40 h of operation decreased to 2%
and the change in the total irradiance of the source is

nlso al)out 2% —too large a change for the present re-

quirements.

See Journal for complete article

pages 1410 to 1^18

June 1970 / Vol. 9, No. 6 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Spectral Irradiances as Determined Through
the Use of Prism and Filter

Spectroradiometric Techniques

William E. Schneider, Ralph Stair, and John K. Jackson

Two spectroradiometers, one based on a conventional prism moriochromat«r and the other on a system

employing narrow band pass interference filters, have been set up and independently used in the determi-

nation of the spectral irradiances of a number of sources over the wavelength range from 0.25 /u to 2.5 /u.

Basically, the method of calibration for each system consists of comparing the spectral irradiance of the

source under investigation with that of an NBS standard of spectral irradiance. The results obtained with

each system on a number of continuous sources agree to about 1% whereas the differences in the spectral

irradiances obtained with the two setups on a number of line sources range up to several percent.

I. Introduction

The methods presently employed at the National

Bureau of Standards for measuring the spectral

irradiances of various sources over the solar spectrum

consist of comparing the spectral irradiance of the

source under investigation with that of an NBS standard

of spectral irradiance.' Two spectroradiometers,^ one

based on a conventional prism monochromator and the

other a system employing narrow band pass inter-

ference filters, have been set up and independently used

in the determination of the spectral irradiances of a

number of sources.

In recent years considerable interest has developed

in the methods and techniques employed in the accurate

measurement of the spectral energy distribution of

various lamp or arc sources over the solar spectrum.

The methods principally employed consist of using

either (1) a standard of spectral irradiance or of spectral

radiance' in conjunction with a conventional mono-
chromator, (2) a standard of spectral irradiance or of

spectral radiance together with a set of narrow band
pass interference filters and photoelectric detectors, or

(3) a thermal detector which is calibrated through the

use of a standard of total irradiance^"* or an absolute

radiometer'' used in conjunction with a set of medium to

wide band pass filters. It is also possible to determine
the spectral radiance of tungsten filament lamps over a
limited spectral range by using the published values for

the emissivity of tungsten*-* along with a knowledge of

The authors were with the National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D.C., when this work was done; R. Stair is now
with Electro Mechanical Research, Incorporated.

Received 30 March 1967.

the brightness temperature at a particular wavelength'"

and over the visible range, to calculate the spectral

radiant intensity from a knowledge of the luminous

intensity and the color temperature." Variations in

the above methods'^ " have been made and information

has been obtained on the energy distribution of a num-
ber of sources. However, little information is available

on the agreement of the spectral irradiance values ob-

tained through the use of two or more of the above

methods.

II. Prism Spectroradiometer

(Instrumentation)

As shown in Fig. 1, the basic component of the con-

ventional spectroradiometer is the quartz double-prism

monochromator. The use of a double-prism instrument

reduces the scattered flux to a minimum and also offers

a relatively high degree of resolution. The mono-
chromator is light in weight and compact, such that it

may be mounted on a rotary turntable. Thus, the

instrument can be rotated to view first one source and
then another, one of which is a standard of spectral

irradiance. The use of Infrasil quartz prisms allows

the monochromator to be used over the entire spectral

range of interest (0.25 ;u to 2.5 m).

In this instrument, a single wavelength drum is

geared with linkage controls which rotate the two
prisms, making possible a slow continuous scan through

the spectrum. A three-speed reversible synchronous

motor drive has been constructed and geared to the wave-

length drum. During each revolution of the wave-

length drum, three unevenly spaced contacts, built into

the mechanical drive, produce wavelength index marks
on the recorder chart. The wavelength calibration of

the instrument is performed through the use of known
emission lines of various arc lamps.
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Fig. 1. Optical layout of moiiouliromator and block diagiaiu of

prism spectroradioiiieler.

STANOflRD OF iPECTHflL IRRADIAtJCE

LIGHT- TIGHT BOX

Fig. 2. Block diagram of photoelectric filter spectroradiometer.

Since the detectors used with the setup vary signifi-

cantly in sensitivity over their receiving surfaces, and the

traiismittance of the monochromator varies over its

optical aperture, an integrating sphere is placed at the

entrance slit of the instrument in order to ensure that

the detector always views the same source. The sphere

which is 7.6 cm in diameter has a circular entrance port

(19 mm in diameter) and a rectangular (19 mm X 6.35

mm) exit port. The entrance port is situated far

enough off the normal to the exit port that it cannot be

seen by the detector.

A number of sphere coatings were examined for rela-

tive efficiency with the resultant use of MgO reagent

grade powder. The powder is applied to the inner sur-

face of the sphere by merely pressing the powder directly

onto the sphere surface by hand and then smoothing
the surface with a fine camel's hair brush. Although the

coating is rather fragile, the MgO powder-coated

sphere was found to be a factor of at least two greater

in efficiency than the other sphere coatings tested over

the spectral range of about 2.0 /x to 2.5 m and equal to or

greater in efficiency than the other coatings over the

remainder of the solar spectrum.

Although the reflectance of the MgO powder is quite

high (about 98% throughout the visible region), the

the actual efficiency of the integrating sphere as used
with the setup is very low and it should be noted that a
small decrease in reflectance results in a significantly

larger decrease in sphere efficiency. Depending on the

wavelength, the presence of the integrating sphere at

the entrance slit of the monochromator reduces the flux

as seen by the detector by a factor of about 400 to 4000.

Therefore, the detectors and amplifying system must
be very sensitive and low in noise in order to obtain

satisfactoiry results, especially over the uv range from
0.25 11 to 0.30 yt. and in the ir beyond 1.5 n.

Two detectors are employed to cover the entire

spectral range from 0.25 ;u to 2.5 /i. An S-20 response

l)hotomultiplier mounted in a coolable (193°K) housing

is used from 0.25 n to 0.8 and a 2-mm by 10-mm
PbS detector also cooled to 193°K is used from about

0.65 IX to 2.5 M- The cooling of the photomultiplier

increases the detectivity by a factor of two to three,

whereas the detectivity of the cooled PbS detector is a

factor of fifty greater than the room temperature PbS
detector previously used. Both of the detector hous-

ings are constructed to permit either one to be rigidly

mounted at the exit slit of the prism instrument. Hori-

zontal and vertical slots provided on separate mounting
l)lates enable the detectors to be positioned for greatest

sensitivity.

Various amplifying systems were tested not only for

optimum signal-to-noise ratios, but also for stability

and convenience in actual use. Of those examined the

lock-in type amplifier was found to best meet the above

requirements and was accordingly used in most of the

work. In actual use the incident flux is chopped at 33

Hz and the output of the amplifier is fed directly to a

strip chart recorder which can be operated at a chart

speed of ~2.5 cm/sec (360 inches/hour). This rela-

tively fast chart speed is especially helpful when ana-

lyzing data obtained on sources containing a number of

emission spectra.

In an attempt to reduce stray radiation efifects to a

minimum, a cylindrical shield (11.4 cm in length and

11.4 cm in diameter) with a flat black interior is

mounted to the integrating sphere directly in front of

the entrance aperture. The front end of the shield is

removable and, depending upon the geometry involved,

a diaphragm having the appropriate size opening is

used. In all cases, however, care must be taken that

the limiting aperture of the system is the entrance port

of the integrating sphere.

When the spectral irradiance of a standard lamp is

compared with that of the source under investigation,

large differences in the majority of cases exist between

the irradiances of the two sources. These differences

can range up to a few orders of magnitude and usually

vary with wavelength. Therefore, either a linearity

check of the detection system must be performed, or

some means of accurately attenuating the more intense
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source to a value roughly equivalent to that of the other

source is necessary.

In our case, it was found both convenient and ac-

curate to use neutral density screens as a means of both

performing linearity checks on the detection system and

as a means of obtaining equivalent irradiances. The
transmittances of the screens were determined through

the use of a set of sector disks calibrated by the Length

Measurement Section at NBS with the screens posi-

tioned exactly as used. The screens (7.6 cm X 7.6 cm)

are placed directly over the opening of the cylindrical

shield by sliding the screens into a set of grooves

mounted on the shield's diaphragm.

III. Prism Spectroradiometer (Measurements)

When measurements with the prism instrument are

made, the standard of spectral irradiance is placed at a

distance of either 30 cm or 50 cm from the entrance port

of the sphere. In most cases a standard calibrated for

Table I. Filter Band Passes

X(nm) Band pass (nm)

260 20

290 16

360 12

436 5

500 8

600 12

800 19

1000 17

1200 14

1500 14

1800 17

2400 50

Table II. Effective Wavelengths of Filters when
Used with a Photomultiplier and Several Sources

'Kw XKr Xxe XHgXe

296.6 294.7 294.8 298.2

361.3 361.4 361.4 363.9

391.3 391.0 391.2 390.7

437.0 436.9 437.0 438.

1

451 .

5

451 ,5 451 .

5

451.0

5.50.1 .550.2 550.1 549.1

.579.0 579.0 579.0 579.2

640.4 640.4 640.3 640.4

680.1 680.0 680.0 680.3

Table III. Effective Wavelengths of Filters when
Used with a PbS Cell and Several Sources

XKr Xxe XflgXe

640.8 640.8 640.7 640.8

681.6 681.5 681.4 681.8

699.1 699.1 699.0 699.0

799.6 800.2 800,1 799.7

900.7 900.1 900.6 900.4

1001.6 1001 .

1

1001.2 1001 .

8

1193.9 1194.3 1194.0 1194.

1

1299.6 1300.0 1299.2 1299.6

1697.8 1698.4 1697.8 1698.9

irradiance at 30 cm is used in order to obtain higher

irradiances which are required in the uv and ir for satis-

factory signal-to-noise ratios. The spectrometer, along

with its auxiliary components, is then rotated to a pre-

set position and the source under investigation is

aligned. Both sources (standard and unknown) are

continuously scanned over the entire spectral range of

each detector. Usually two or more sets of curves are

obtained for each source where one set consists of a

complete scan of each source over the entire spectral

range from 0.25 n to 2.5 n.

It is then possible to plot the irradiance of the un-

known source as a function of wavelength by reading

the data at as many wavelengths as are needed to give

a good representation of the shape of the irradiance

curve. That is, when determining the spectral ir-

radiance of a line source, the irradiance is computed
every 2 nm in the uv where the resolution of the mono-
chromator is relatively good (about 1 nm to 2 nm),

every 4 nm in the visible (resolution about 4 nm to 6

nm), every 10 nm in the ir out to about 1.5 ^ where the

monochromator's resolution becomes increasingly less

(from 10 nm to 50 nm), and every 20 nm from 1.5 m to 2.5

fi. By using the irradiance values at these wavelengths

and the actual recorder tracings, the spectral irradiance

of the unknown source is determined.

The time required to reduce the data is significantly

reduced by tabulating the recorder readings, amplifier

gain setting, and the transmittance for each screen

directly onto Fortran coding forms. The defining

equation for determining the spectral irradiance E\ at

wavelength \ (nm) is given as

Ex = ExsDGrs/DsGsT, (1)

where E\s = spectral irradiance of standard (^iW cm"'*

nm~'); D = recorder deflection for test source; G =
amplifier setting for test source; t = transmittance of

screen used with test source; Ds = recorder deflection

for standard of spectral irradiance; Gs = amplifier

setting for standard of spectral irradiance; and ts —
transmittance of screen used with standard of spectral

irradiance.

However, it should be noted that although the result-

ing curve gives a true representation of the continuum,

a true representation of the spectral emission lines is

not obtained. Since line widths may vary consid-

erably, especially when a source is operated at very high

pressures, the lines are arbitrarily reported in one of

three ways: (1) as plotted by the particular instruments;

(2) as triangles of arbitrarj^ base; or (3) as rectangles of

arbitrary base. For most of our work, the first method
is used for best representing the data since most of the

line sources examined contain spectral lines which are

relatively broad and which tend to extend into over-

lapping bands; this method also affords greater ease

in the reduction of the data.

IV. Photoelectric Filter Spectroradiometer

(Instrumentation)

The photoelectric filter spectroradiometer which is
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Fig. 3. (a) Spectral irradiance of 1000-W quartz bromine No. 1

from 2.50 nm to 7.50 nm. (b) Spectral irradianc« of 1000-W
quartz bromine No. 1 from 0.7 ji to 2..5 n.

shown diagramatically in Fig. 2 contains a set of thirty-

six narrow band pass interference filters that are

mounted at 10° intervals on an aluminum disk which

can be rotated by a 36-position servomotor to any one

of the thirty-six positions. A spring and cam arrange-

ment ensures that each filter is positioned directly in

front of the detector. A particular filter is set in

position merely by adjusting a dial to the corresponding

filter setting.

The two detectors, a photomultiplier and a PbS de-

tector, are mounted on an adjustable table so that by
means of a screw either detector can alternately be

brought into proper horizonal position after the dual

detector housing is mounted and adjusted for correct

vertical positioning.

While an integrating sphere is not absolutely neces-

sary for this instrument, its use is recommended to

avoid small errors due to variations in detector surface

sensitivity and in determining the true optical distance

from the source to the detector. A 10.2-cm diam
integrating sphere having a 19-mm diam entrance

aperature and a 12.7-mm diam exit aperture has accord-

ingly been incorporated into the instrument. A BaS04
coating was used in perference to the less durable

MgO coating since higher energies are available with
the filter instrument.

In order to eliminate stray radiation, the entire

system is enclosed in a light tight box. Again, to

facilitate comparison of the source under investigation

with the standard of spectral irradiance, the entire

setup is mounted on an optical bench (lathe bed) that

allows a rapid interchange of position between the two
sources.

The electronics employed with the filter setup along

with the readout system, light shield, and attenuating

screens are interchangeable with the prism spectro-

radiometer. However, a duphcate chopper is required

since the chopper itself is an integral part of both
systems.

"n 1 1 1 1 r
lOOO-WATT FROSTED OUARTZ BROMINE NO. I

fUV AND Vis)

— PRISM SPECTRORAOtOMETER

o FILTER

650 750

(a)

n—I—1—I—I—I—1—I—I—I

—

\—I—I—I—I—I—I—

r

lOOO-WATT OUARTZ BROMINE NO. I

(IR]

PRISM SPECTRORADIOMETER

O FILTER

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Fig.

No.

.7 .9 1,1 1.3 1.5 17 1.9 2,1 2,3 2,5

(b)

4. (a) Spectral irradiance of 1000-W frosted quartz bromine

1 from 2.50 nm to 750 nm. (b) Spectral irradiance of 1000-W

fro.sted quartz bromine No. 1 from 0.7 m to 2..5 )i.
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Fig. 5. (a) Spectral irradiance of 500-W quartz iodine in alumi-

num reflector from 250 nm to 750 nm. (b) Spectral irradiance of

500-W quartz iodine in aluminum reflector from 0.7 m to 2.5 ft.

V. Photoelectric Filter Spectroradiometer
(Measurements)

Even though the spectral band passes of the inter-

ference filters shown in Table I are relatively narrow
for various portions of the spectrum, it is necessary to

determine the effective wavelength for each filter-

detector-source combination. From a knowledge of

the spectral transmittance of the filter, the relative

spectral response of the detector, and the relative

spectral energy distribution of the source, the effective

wavelength can be calculated through the use of the
following equation

:

I R(\)T{\)Ex\d\

I R{\)T(\)Exd\

where X^u = effective wavelength; R{\) = relative

spectral response of detector; t(X) = spectral trans-

mittance of interference filter; Ex = relative spectral

irradiance of source; and X = wavelength. The
limits of integration Xi and X2 are assigned as the wave-
lengths at 0.1% transmittance.

In most cases the effective wavelength of the standard
lamp-filter-detector combination is very nearly equal

to that of the unknown source-filte^-detector combina-
tion throughout the continuum whereas in the vicinity

of strong emission lines these differences in Xoft for each

source may be significant. However, once the effective

wavelength for a particular type of source (filter-

detector-source combination) such as a xenon arc

lamp has been determined, it is not essential that Xeff

be redetermined for other xenon lamps since only large

differences between the relative energy distribution of

the lamps will significantly change Xetj. In Tables II

and III are shown the effective wavelengths for a num-
ber of filters when used in conjunction with various

sources over the photomultiplier spectral range (Table

II) and when used over the PbS spectral range (Table

III) .

Measurements with the filter spectroradiometer are

made with the standard of spectral irradiance at a

18.0

16.0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1

1
2500-WATT XENON ARC NO. 1

1 [UVANDVis]

14.0

E

0

'6

c

~s
s
a.

12.0

10.0

8.0

6.0

ly-zV ° —<>v^ I
J) \o / \ *-

4.0

2.0

PRISM SPECTRORADIOMETER
o FILTER

0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

250 350 450 550 650 750
X ( nm)

(a)

rn—I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

.7 .9 I.I 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.5 2.5

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Spectral irradiance of 2500-W xenon arc No. 1 from

250 nm to 750 nm. (b) Spectral irradiance of 2500-W xenon arc

No. 1 from 0.7 m to 2.5 m-
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I II
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(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Spectral irradiance of 2500-W HgXe arc No. 1 from
250 nm to 750 nm. (b) Spectral irradiance of 2500-W HgXe arc

No. 1 from 0.7 /m to 2.5 /i.

distance of 50 cm from the entrance port of the sphere.

The signal-to-noise ratio when looking at the standard
lamp is at least 100 or better at the various wavelengths.
The irradiance of the unknown source is compared
directly with that of the standard by alternately moving
the filter spectroradiometer to view one source and then
the other at each wavelength of interest. The spectral

irradiance of the unknown source is calculated from the
following relationship

:

B'(Xeff)' = {Rx/Rstd)E\e{f, (3)

where E'(Mi{)' = spectral irradiance at (Xeff)' for the
unknown source; Exeu = spectral irradiance at Xeff for

the standard of spectral irradiance; Rx = detector re-

sponse for unknown; and R.ui = detector response for

standard.

VI. Comparison of Prism Spectroradiometric
with Photoelectric Filter Spectroradiometric
Results

The spectral irradiances of a number of sources have
been measured by using both the prism and filter spec-

troradiometers and the comparison of the results ob-

tained on a few of the sources measured is shown in

Figs. 3-9. In all cases, the solid lines represent the

spectral irradiance values as determined with the prism
spectroradiometer and the circles are representative of

the spectral irradiances as determined with the filter

spectroradiometer. Both the prism and the filter

instrument results are the averages of two or more sets

of measurements with each method having a spread of

less than 1% over most of the spectral range. Each
figure is divided into parts (a) and (b) ; the (a) section

includes the spectral irradiance of the source from 0.25

M to 0.75 fi and the (b) section from 0.7 m to 2.5 m-

Since Figs. 3, 4, and 5 are representative of continuous

sources, section (a) has two ordinate scales, 0-1.8 /iW
cm-2 nm-i from 250 nm to about 340 nm and 0-70 /nW
cm~^ nm~i from about 340 nm to 750 nm.
As shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, good agreement is ob-

tained between the two methods of measurement, the

1 1 1 1 1 r
2500-WATT KRYPTON ARC NO. I

[UV AND Vis]

PRISM SPECTRORADIOMETER

o FILTER

250 350 150 550

X (nm)

(a)

1—I—I

—

\

—
\—I—I—I—1—I—I r

2500-WATT KRYPTON ARC NO. I

[IRl

PRISM SPECTRORADIOMETER

o FILTER
"

1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Spectral irradiance of 2500-W krypton arc No. 1 from

250 nm to 750 nm. (b) Spectral irradiance of 2500-W krypton

arc No. 1 from 0.7 /u to 2.5 li.
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Fig. 9 (a) Spectral irradiance of 2500-W krypton arc No. 2 from

250 nm to 750 nm. (b) Spectral irradiance of 2500-W krypton

arc No. 2 from 0.7 m to 2.5 n.

difference being less than 1% in most cases and the

largest difference being about 3%. When high pres-

sure arc sources are measured, the general agreement
between the two methods of measurement is not so good
as the agreement for the continuous sources; the results,

nevertheless, are encouraging. In Figs. 6-8 and 9 are

shown the spectral irradiances of various high pressure

arcs which are representative of the sources commonly
used in a number of solar simulators. In Figs. 6(a) and
6(b), the filter values at the majority of wavelengths for

a 2500-W high pressure xenon arc agree within 1% to

2% of the curve derived via the prism instrument.

However, there is a 7% discrepancy at 260 nm and a

5% discrepancy at 290 nm. The agreement between the

two methods is also good in the spectral region of 0.8

H to 1.5 fi where a number of emission bands are present.

In Figs. 7-9 are shown the spectral irradiances of a

2500-W high pressure HgXe arc and two 2500-W high

pressure krypton arcs. The agreement between the

values for the krypton arcs is not so good as that for the

xenon arc. This can primarily be attributed to the

instability of the krypton arcs.

It should be noted that in the majority of cases in the

ir past 1.0 n, the spectral band passes of the interference

filters are narrower than the band pass of the mono-
chromator; in the uv and visible, the situation is re-

versed. This effect is quite noticeable in regions where

the filters transmit at wavelengths of strong line emis-

sion or transmit at wavelengths between two lines that

are relatively close together. For example, in Fig. 7(a)

the filter spectroradiometer measured lower values for

the 365-nm, 405-nm, and 546-nm emission lines where

the resolution of the filters is not so good as that of the

prism monochromator. In the ir at 1.1 /i, 1.3 n, and 1.5

ti [see Fig. 7(b)], the filter spectroradiometer measures

lower values since these wavelengths are situated be-

tween two strong emission lines that are close to each

other. In the first case, the prism spectroradiometer

values are more nearly correct, whereas in the second

case the filter spectroradiometer better represents the

actual irradiance of the source. Also, in Figs. 3(a) and
4(a) at 682 nm the prism results are slightly lower than

the values obtained with the filter setup. This differ-

ence in all probability is due to a combination of ab-

sorption by the bromine at this wavelength region and
to the narrower band pass of the prism instrument rela-

tive to the interference filters.

Vli. Conclusions

The close agreement of the spectral irradiances of the

sources examined by means of both the prism spectro-

radiometer and the photoelectric filter spectroradio-

meter suggests that repeated spectral irradiance deter-

minations of solar simulators, weatherometers, etc.,

using the monochromator method are not always

essential. Once the spectral irradiance of the source

has been carefully determined by means of the more
elaborate prism spectroradiometer, a simple photo-

electric filter spectroradiometer can be used for pe-

riodically checking the irradiance at as many wave-
lengths as desired.

The work reported in this paper was supported by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR RADIATION, WITH
PRINCIPAL EMPHASIS ON THE ULTRAVIOLET

COMPONENT*

Ralph Stair

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C, U.S.A

{First received 17 January 1966 and in finalform 23 February 1966)

Abstract—A review is presented covering much of the scientific work of the past half-century

relating to the measurement of the spectral distribution of radiant energy (in particular in the

u.v. region) from the sun. Mention is made of those special solar disturbances that are expected

to result in large variations of the u.v. solar emission as well as the absorbing medium, ozone,

which through its turbulence and distribution further affects greatly the spectral distribution

of the solar radiation reaching the earth's surface at any locality. Various instrumentations

and the standards employed by the different laboratories are discussed in some detail '^ith

emphasis placed upon some of their shortcomings and the great lack of accurate solar spectral

data, in particular within the u.v. region. Finally, new instrumentation offering promise of

considerable usefulness in obtaining rapidly more accurate data in this area is described.

The sun, our nearest neighbor of the stars of the milky way, consists of a large, hot,

gaseous mass (principally hydrogen). When viewed through a dark glass, without

magnification, it appears as a brilliant, quiescent, smooth, circular disk. However,

when examined with the aid of refined techniques, the photospheric surface is highly

granulated and is surrounded by a gaseous envelope, the chromosphere. Beyond this

and often extending many millions of miles into space is the more tenuous corona.

The sun's surface and its surrounding atmosphere are by no means static. The

short-lived photospheric grains (see Fig. 1) constantly change in size and shape from

minute to minute while the dark sunspots and bright areas change more slowly as

they cover larger areas indicating more massive disturbances. These, together with

the erupting prominences, filaments, and flares such as those illustrated in the coronal

photograph (Fig. 2), indicate that the entire observable sun is in a state of considerable

turmoil. This turmoil is associated with the magnitude and spectral distribution of the

solar radiation reaching the outer limits of the earth's atmosphere.

Figure 3 illustrates some loop prominences. These are very interesting phenomena,

but their character and cause are not clearly understood at this time. They are no

doubt associated in some way with magnetic fields in the solar atmosphere, since

their formation and velocities seem to defy the usual laws of gravitation and the

expulsion velocity of matter. This and the previous two photographs were made by

and supplied through the courtesy of the Sacramento Peak Observatory, Air Force

Cambridge Research Laboratories, Sunspot, New Mexico.

The solar corona (see Fig. 4), while a very interesting phenomenon, adds little to

the solar radiation reaching the earth's surface or outer atmosphere. It is rather an

index to other activities in progress in the solar atmosphere, and results from the

* Contribution of the National Bureau of Standards, not subject to copyright.
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exciting particles (principally protons) comprising the solar wind which give the

corona its radial character. The solar corona may be considered to extend throughout

the solar system as evidenced by the appearance of comet tails (which always extend

away from the sun), but its intensity is so weak at the earth that its only effects are the

production of such things as the aurorae and certain magnetic disturbances. This

photograph, taken by the U.S. Navy on 24 January 1925, shows the corona with the

sun approaching a period of maximum sunspot activity. At such times the corona is

more uniform and has approximate, but not exact, circular symmetry (Menzel, 1959;

KuiPER, 1953). At times of minimum solar activity the corona exhibits striking series

of bright filaments emerging from the sun's polar regions strongly resembling the

effects of magnetic fields, while at the solar equatorial regions unusually long streamers

appear, giving the corona a very unsymmetrical shape.

The largest sunspot groups ever photographed (see Fig. 5) are shown in these

pictures from the U.S. Naval Observatory. The upper left view was observed in

February 1946. The upper right view was photographed in July 1946, the middle left

in March 1947, and the middle right in May 1947. The latter represents the highest

monthly sunspot number in more than 100 years. The lower left is an enlarged view

of the sunspot group of March 1947. The lower right is a large group visible in April

1947 (maybe a later phase of the March group).

While the sunspots themselves consist of cool material in a relatively calm state,

usually associated with them are very bright and unstable areas (Menzel, 1959;

KuiPER, 1953) emitting excessive u.v. radiation at very short wavelengths. The emission

of u.v. from such areas and from various flares, prominences, etc., no doubt varies

considerably from time to time. While no instrumentation has yet been set up to

prove this statement through monitoring such changes, sufficient rocket data are

available to establish high shortwave u.v. emission during times of extreme solar

activity.

The source of solar energy production within the sun was a puzzle to the scientific

world for many years until the mechanism accounting for the conversion of hydrogen

into hehum at elevated temperatures and pressures was discussed and essentially

solved by Bethe and others (Bethe, 1939; Bethe and Critchfield, 1938; von
Weizsacker, 1938) in 1938/9. It is now well established that the solar energy pro-

duction is primarily a consequence of various thermonuclear processes through which

hydrogen is converted into helium. It is indicated that these processes operate near

the solar center where the temperature is in equilibrium near 15,000,000° and result

in the emission of intense gamma radiation and the release of particles which later

recombine or leave the sun as corpuscular radiation. The gamma radiation is rapidly

transformed into local thermal energy which after multiple radiation, absorption,

and re-radiation reaches the solar surface. Since the solar interior is in relative equili-

brium, and since the solar material has a low coefficient of heat conductivity, the

temperature gradient outward is high. But since heat-travel outward must be the same

as its rate of generation, the outflow will be independent of the properties of the solar

materials. Hence, it is to be expected that the total solar radiation emitted should

be closely uniform over long periods of time.

Measurements by Abbot and others (Abbot, 1939; Hardie andGiCLAS, 1955) have

shown that the total solar radiation reaching the earth's atmosphere varies not more

than 1 to 2 per cent. The variation for wavelengths longer than about 3000 A pene-
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Fig. 1. A spectroheliogram of the sun showing the photospheric grains.

(Courtesy Sacramento Peak Observatory).
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Fig. 2. Coronal photograph showing erupting prominences, filaments and flares. (Courtesy Sacramento

Peak Observatory).
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Fig. 4. Solar Corona, 24th January 1925. (Courtesy U.S. Navy).
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Fig. 5. Large sunspot groups, 1946-1947. Upper left, February 1946; Upper right, July 1946; Middle

left, March 1947; Middle right. May 1947; Lower left, enlarged view of sunspot group of March 1947;

Lower right, large group of April 1947. (Courtesy U.S. Naval Observatory).
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trating the clearest mountain atmosphere is small since ozone and other atmospheric

gases absorb all the shortwave u.v. associated with extreme solar activity, and water

vapor content is relatively constant on clear days.

The absorption of ozone (of which there is a total of about 0.25 cm (S.T.P.) in the

atmosphere above the earth at any point) shown in Fig. 6, is complete for all practical

pmrposes for all wavelengths from about 3000 A to below 2000 A (Tsi-Ze and Shin-

PiAW, 1932, 1933; Inn and Tanaka, 1959; AFRCL Handbook, 1960). At shorter

T 1 I I I I 1 I
1 1 1 1 r

200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 340

WAVELENGTH, nm

Fig, 6. Absorbance of ozone. After Tsi-Ze and Shin-Piaw (1932).

wavelengths the other atmospheric gases may be expected to block out all u.v. solar

radiation. Ozone is produced in the upper atmosphere where the shortwave radiation

of sunlight transforms the oxygen into the atomic state. At lower atmospheric levels

the presence and amount of ozone are greatly dependent upon atmospheric turbulence

and circulation.

From many measurements made throughout the world, the total amo t of

atmospheric ozone in a vertical column usually present is between 0.2 and ^ > cm
(S.T.P.). Measurements at Climax (Stair, 1952), Colorado, (altitude, 11190 ;) in
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September 1951 shown in Fig. 7 indicate ozone existed in the stratosphere above the

station at that time in the amount of 0.21 cm. Similar measurements (see Fig. 8) at

Sunspot, New Mexico (Stair and Johnston, 1956) (altitude 9200 ft) indicated ozone

in the amount of 0.22 cm above that station in June 1955. These results are in very

close agreement with those obtained at Climax four years earlier. As is to be expected,

a slightly higher atmospheric scattering is observed at Sunspot because of its lower

altitude.

8.2 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I L_l_i

300 310 320 330 340 360 380 400 440 500
WAVELENGTH, nm

Fig. 7. Atmospheric transmittance at Climax, Colorado (altitude 11,190 ft), and determination of

total ozone above observing station; mean of data for 4 clear days in September 1951.
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Fig. 8. Atmospheric transmittance at Sacramento Peak (Sunspot), N.M. (altitude 9200 ft), and deter-

mination of total ozone above observing station; mean of data for 4 clear days in June 1955.
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When the total amount of upper atmospheric ozone is measured from day to day
over a period of years as shown in Fig. 9, a considerable variation results. These data

are from Washington, D.C., between 1934 and 1943 (Stair, 1949). It is noted that

during August a minimum value occurs, with little change from day to day, or from
year to year. During this period, upper air circulation and turbulence are at a minimum.
Hence, the larger values at other seasons may be considered to result primarily from
changes in the upper atmosphere. For example, if the turbulence is such as to bring

part of the normal ozone to a lower level, additional oxygen will be exposed to short-

wave u.v. with the result that additional ozone will be produced at the higher level.

FEB. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. DEC.

Fig. 9. Seasonal variation of ozone at Washington, D.C. (altitude 300 ft), using phototube and filter

ozone meters.

Figure 10 illustrates data on the vertical distribution of ozone as obtained by the

NBS (Stair, 1959), by Regener and Regener (1934), Regener (1939), and by the

National Geographic Society (1936). Differences are evident —but one could

surmise that they result in part from the use of the different methods and instrumen-

tations employed by the different observers. But when a number of measurements

(see Fig. 1 1) are made by the same observer—in this case by Regener (1951) employing

a spectrograph carried aloft by balloons—significant variations in the vertical

distribution of ozone are observed. At least two maxima at different altitudes may
occur. Shifting of the single maximum to higher or lower altitudes is evident from

these data. Other observers employing other types of instrumentation have observed

similar shifts in the vertical distribution of ozone at a fixed location or from place to

place (DiJTSCH, 1959; Green, 1964).

Since the solar rays contact the earth's atmosphere at inclined angles as the polar

regions are approached, and since upper air circulation patterns differ with latitude
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OZONE PER km

Fig. 10. Vertical distribution of ozone in the stratosphere. NBS curve is mean June and July measure-

ments obtained in 18 unmanned balloon flights using phototube and filter ozone meters. NGS data

obtained with spectrograph in manned balloon. Regener measurements obtained with spectrograph

in unmanned balloons.
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Fig. 11. Vertical distribution of ozone (indicating double maxima) over New Mexico in 1950 using

spectrographs in unmanned balloons. After Regener (1951).
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and season of the year, general variations in the amount of ozone with season and
with latitude occur over the earth's surface. Variations in ozone also occur from day
to day in most latitudes (except possibly in equatorial regions). Figure 12 illustrates

some variations at Washington D.C., during several days in March 1939 as related

-40 -30

TEMPERATURE, 'C

Fig. 12. Upper atmosphere temperatures over Washington, D.C. during March, 1939. (Courtesy U.S.

Weather Bureau).

to the upper atmospheric temperatures. The temperature shifts with altitude reflect

atmospheric circulation trends. Hence, the presence of ozone in the upper atmosphere

acts both as a smoothing control (similar to a current or voltage regulator) and as a

modulating factor in affecting the amount of ultraviolet (at wavelengths shorter than

3400 A) penetrating the earth's atmosphere.

Although the effects of atmospheric turbidity in the form of water vapor, dust,

smoke, and other air pollutants (Wyatt era/., 1964; Penndorf, 1962; Deirmendjian,
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1964; Deirmendjian and Sekera, 1956; Deirmendjian et al., 1961 ; Danzer and

BuLLRiCH, 1965) affect the penetration of solar radiation (in particular the u.v.) in

the lower atmosphere, much more than does ozone, it was thought expedient to

include the above-mentioned facts about ozone before continuing with the presen-

tation of data on solar radiation measurements as such. Scattering effects can become

very complicated and, although many analyses and calculations have been made on

Mie and other types of scattering only elaborate radiant energy measurements will

suffice to answer the question as to what and how much solar energy transverses the

atmosphere.

Some of the earlier measurements (see Fig. 13) of the spectral distribution of

radiant energy from the sun were made by Fabry and Buisson (1921), Pettit (1932),
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Abbot and Aldrich (1913a, 1913^7, 1922). This figure gives the mean values for these

data as summarized in 1940 by Moon (1940) for use by scientists and engineers. They

are given on a relative scale only and do not portray any Fraunhofer structure in the

U.V., nor do they suggest the presence of shortwave u.v. Little information regarding

the Fraunhofer structure was obtainable with most of the equipment employed

because wide spectral slit widths were usually required in order to obtain sufficient

spectral energy to permit measurement. In fact, most of Abbot's measured data

extended down to only about 3200 A.
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Fig. 14. Ultraviolet solar spectral irradiance outside the earth's atmosphere, averaged over 100 A
intervals. After Johnson et al. (1954).

In Fig. 14 are shown extraterrestrial spectral solar u.v. irradiance data obtained

by the Naval Research Laboratory (Johnson et al., 1954) together with blackbody

spectral irradiance curves for several temperatures, over the spectral range of about

2000 A to 3400 A. For comparative purposes, there is also shown some of the early

solar data obtained by Pettit (1932) and by Stair (1952) through the use of spectro-

radiometers at mountain stations. Again, the data are shown without appreciable

Fraunhofer structure. It did not exist for the Pettit data and was averaged out for the

other two curves over 100 A intervals. In general, the agreement may be considered

good. The data, furthermore, show a departure from a blackbody curve. This is to

be expected since the interior of the sun is much hotter than the surface layers which
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are visible from the earth. Since the surface layers have strong Fraunhofer absorption

in the u.v. and since they vary in transmission with wavelength—the outer layers

being most important as radiators in the ultraviolet—no fixed temperature can be

assigned to represent the solar emission. Furthermore, since the sun is a sphere, the

effective depths of the various layers become a function of their position on the sun

relative to their distance from the center of the disk.

It is not the purpose of this report to enter into an extended discussion of the

extreme u.v. solar radiation which does not penetrate the earth's atmosphere. This

has been reported on in considerable detail by Tousey (1962), Detwiler et al. (1961),

Johnson et al. (1958), who have made many measurements with rockets and by other

means in the upper atmosphere. The use of their data, however, is most important in

arriving at extraterrestrial spectral solar intensities in the ultraviolet region.
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Fig. 15. Solar spectral-irradiance curve outside earth's atmosphere, corrected to mean solar distance.

After Johnson (1954).

Johnson (19546) summarized the available data on the extraterrestrial spectral

distribution of solar radiation in absolute value as illustrated by the solid line in

Fig. 15. For purposes of comparison, the data previously summarized by Moon are

included through the u.v. Both summaries follow the same curve in the infrared. In

Fig. 16 the solar curve obtained by Nicolet (1951) (as compiled by Drummond and

Laue, 1965) is shown by the dotted line in comparison with the Johnson (NRL)
curve. Significant differences appear in certain spectral regions, in particular with the

u.v. from 300 to 380 nm. These differences are much larger than the probable errors

indicated by the two observers, indicating that instrumental error may be much
larger than either anticipated. However, within the greater part of the solar spectral

range, the agreement between the curves is very good (since they are essentially

based on Abbot's data). In those spectral regions wherein they differ only more and

better measurements will determine the true spectral solar energy curve. Data obtained

by Stair and Johnston (1956) are shown along with the Johnson curve in Fig. 17.

The NBS values are shown as obtained through the use of a fixed slit-width double

quartz prism spectroradiometer. This instrumentation employed in this manner
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results in sufficient dispersion within the u.v. spectral region to display appreciable

Fraunhofer structure. There is, in general, good agreement between the two curves,

except within certain spectral regions, in particular for wavelengths shorter than

about 330 nm. The data illustrated in this and the previous figures represent the best
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Fig. 16. Spectral distribution of the extraterrestrial solar irradiance, according to Johnson and to

Nicolet (plotted from data referred to Ay = 10 nm), from Drummond (1965a).
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Fig. 17. Solar spectral-irradiance curve outside the earth's atmosphere, corrected to mean solar

distance. After Johnson (1954); also NBS corrected data. Stair and Johnston (1956).

information available on the spectral distribution and the total irradiance from the

sun. None of these data were obtained recently, however, and thus were not obtained

with the advanced electronic and optical equipment and methods presently available.

Different standards were employed by different observers. While the Smithsonian

work by Abbot and his associates was based solely upon the silver-disk pyrheliometers.
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the efforts of many European workers have been based principally upon the Angstrom

type instrument. Often there has been considerable confusion in comparing data

based upon the two scales. The work with these instrumentations of the previous thirty

years or more in terms of the best estimates for the proper correction to the two scales

(see Fig. 18) was reviewed by Drummond (1961) in considerable detail immediately

prior to the International Geophysical Year (1957). Although corrections have been

made to the two scales various intercomparisons continue to show disagreement.

Johnson's solar curve (Johnson, 1954) (although set up earlier than the survey by

Drummond) contained most of the scale corrections but, in the short-wavelength

U.V., had incorporated into it data obtained by NRL wherein a carbon arc whose

assigned values of spectral irradiance are highly questionable was employed as the

standard. The original NBS data on solar radiation of Stair and his associates were

based upon the irradiance of an incandescent lamp standard set up in terms of color

temperature (Stair and Smith, 1943) and tungsten emissivity to give the relative

spectral distribution, and the carbon filament lamp standard of total irradiance to
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Fig. 18. Diagram illustrating the relationship (in per cent) of the classical Angstrom and Smithsonian

pyrheliometric scales and the basis for the introduction of the International Pyrheliometric Scale.

After Drummond (1961).

give the absolute value at one or more wavelengths. The data presented in Fig. 17

have been revised (reduced about 4.5 per cent in the u.v-., visible and near infrared) as

the result of indicated discrepancies between the color temperature standard and the

new quartz-iodine lamp standard of spectral irradiance (Stair et al. 1963) illustrated

in Fig. 19. While the proven accuracy of this standard falls far short of that desired

for use in solar radiation measurements, it is hoped that as new checks can be set up,

its spectral irradiance can be established within an accuracy of 1 to 2 per cent over the

entire solar spectral range. Present comparisons against standards of luminous

intensity indicate an accuracy of this level within the visible spectrum. Unfortunately,

no other national (or other) laboratory has a comparable standard against which

checks might be made at this time.

Recent studies on variations in the sensitivity of detectors (Stair et al, 1965a),

both thermal and photoelectric, and their effect upon the performance of double

monochromators have indicated that it is not possible to obtain accurate or precise

results in the measurement of the spectral irradiance from the sun by using such detec-

tors as the exit slits of such instruments unless special precautions are taken. First
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Fig. 21. Photograph of solar spectroradiometer mounted on a polar axis.
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of all, if a heliostat is employed to reflect a beam of sunlight into the entrance slit of

a spectroradiometer, the flux is thereby modified not only by the spectral selectivity

of the mirrors employed but by polarization of the light beam itself. This may amount
to as much as 10 per cent as illustrated in Fig. 20 for a particular heliostat (Stair,

1952) for different mirror angular positions during the day. Since polarization is

always present in a spectroradiometer, the combination of the two polarizations

through various phases during the day as the instrument rotates may result in errors

of several per cent in the spectral measurements.

In our work the polarization problem was solved by eliminating the heliostat, by

placing the spectroradiometer (Stair, 1955) on an equatorial mount (polar axis)

(see Fig. 21). But this involves certain difficulties also, especially with most double

Fig. 20. Relative response of complete solar spectroradiometer as affected by light polarization by

the heliostat and the spectrometer.

monochromators. Their rigidity is usually insufficient for this type of manipulation.

For the instrumentation illustrated, the optical members were made sufficiently

rigid through the addition of supplementary braces within the instrument. Even then,

for highest accuracy, all standard lamp calibrations must be made with the instrument

in its operating position. While this particular instrument has been operated success-

fully under these adverse conditions, serious difficulties have been experienced in

operating similar instruments on polar axes.

While the polarization effects are eliminated through mounting the spectroradio-

meter on a polar axis, the problems of variation in sensitivity over the detector surface

coupled with variations in effective instrumental transmission and shift of the flux

beam at the exit slit of the spectroradiometer as the spectrum is scanned remain

unsolved. A recent modification (Stair et al, 19656) of this instrumentation incorpor-

ates the use of an integrating sphere (see Fig. 22) at the entrance slit. This ensures that
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the flux from the sun or from the standard lamp source irradiates the spectroradio-

meter in precisely the same manner. Although the sun and lamp subtend different

angular sizes and shapes as "seen" by the integrating sphere, the sphere irradiates in

each case the full aperture of the spectrometer in the same manner. Hence, although

the detector will vary in sensitivity over its surface, it is always irradiated in the

same manner in each case. Furthermore, since the integrating sphere will depolarize

the radiation, its use should again permit the employment of a heliostat thereby leaving

the spectroradiometer on a firm table inside the laboratory. The use of an integrating

sphere has recently been employed by Adhav (1963) wherein measurements of the

spectral irradiance from the sun and sky on a horizontal surface (over the spectral
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Fig. 22. Optical layout of Carl Leiss double monochromator and block diagram of complete spectro-

radiometer as employed with an integrating sphere in solar radiation and solar simulator spectral

measurements.

range 420-1110 nm) was measured through the use of a single grating spectro-

radiometer. Larche and Schulze (1942) were the first to describe the use of similar

instrumentation for measuring both the direct solar spectrum and the integrated

value (for sun and sky) on a horizontal surface for selected spectral regions. A flat

plate of white Vitrolite was recently employed by Henderson and Hodgkiss (1963)

as a diffuser of sky light in measurements of the spectral distribution of energy in

daylight.

Apparatus employing an integrating sphere and presently set up at the National

Bureau of Standards is arranged to measure either the direct solar radiation with the

instrumentation mounted on a polar axis to follow the sun or to remain stationary

with the aperture of the sphere set in a horizontal plane to measure the spectral
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distribution of the sun plus the sky. In either case, the spectral range covers the u.v.

and visible spectrum through the use of a multiplier phototube as the detector. This

instrumentation has been designed for use in precise measurements of spectral solar

radiation.

Data obtained with this instrumentation on direct solar irradiance at Washington,

D.C., on 1 April 1965 are shown in Fig. 23(a). This was a cold, windy day, with little

indication of atmospheric smog. The wind was from the north—usually north-east.

Some local smoke was occasionally present. Atmospheric water vapor was relatively

high, with a thin veil of cloudiness present much of the time. Rain followed for the

next few days.
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Fig. 23a. Spectral irradiance (measured at normal incidence) from the sun at selected wavelengths as a

function of time of day (and air mass), at Washington, D.C. on (a clear day) April, 1965.

For comparative purposes, data obtained with the same instrumentation on sun

plus sky irradiance incident on a horizontal surface on 28 June 1965 are shown in

Fig. 23(b). The day was relatively cool for the season and very clear following a

week-end shower. There was a light west wind, and the sky remained clear all day,

except for a few scattered clouds on occasion—principally in the afternoon.

To illustrate the effect of smog. Fig. 24, representing a typical October day in the

Los Angeles area, is included (Stair, 1955). As was usually the case, the amount of

smog increased after about 10.00 a.m. Without smog, the morning and afternoon curves

should be symmetrical about solar noon. It is noted that on this particular day, the

direct u.v. irradiance was reduced by approximately one-half. On extremely smoggy

days, the reduction may amount to as much as 90 per cent or more, as occurred on

"Black Thursday", 18 October, 1954 (see Fig. 25).
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Through the years, various types of u.v. and light meters have been developed for

use in rapid observations (Coblentz et al, 1933; Weyde, 1930; ZwoRYKiNand Ram-

berg, 1949; Rentschler, 1937; Taylor and Kerr, 1933). Some have used chemical

solutions or chemically impregnated papers. Others have employed liquid photo-

sensitive cells. Some have employed barrier-type photosensitive surfaces. And many
have had incorporated into them photoemissive cells of varying grade. Drummond
and Marchgraber (1959) have introduced instrumentation for the automatic

recording of total sun and sky u.v. radiation, using a differential thermopile approach.

A simplified version of this instrument (employing a selenium photocell detector and

with provision for the isolation of narrow bandpasses as well as the integrated u.v.)

has recently been constructed at Newport (Drummond, 1965).
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Fig. 24. Spectral irradiance (measured at normal incidence) from the sun at selected wavelengths as a

function of time of day (and air mass) at Pasadena, California, on October 9, 1954.

O.m. - PACIFIC STANDARD TIME — AIR MASS — p.m.

Fig. 25. Same as Fig. 24, on October 18, 1954.
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Figure 26 illustrates the use of particular photoemissive cells combined with a

number of filters arranged for measuring irradiances at selected spectral regions in

the u.v. (CoBLENTZ and Stair, 1935). This particular instrument was employed quite

successfully in the evaluation of ozone—the data of Fig. 9 giving the variation in

ozone over a number of years at Washington, D.C. Such an instrumentation is quite

useful when carefully calibrated. With similar phototubes incorporated into impulse

counters and arranged for automatic recording, Coblentz and Stair (1944) found

that the u.v. component of sunlight (wavelengths less than about 315 nm) varied

3000 3200 3400 3600

WAVELENGTH- ^

Fig. 26. Relative spectral response curves for three titanium phototubes; transmittance curves for

4 U.V. filters. See Stair (1949) and Drummond and Marchgraber (1959).

about 10 to 1 between summer and winter (see Fig. 27). Similar contrasts were observed

between cloudy and clear days. These data were obtained at Washington, D.C, in

1942. Figure 28 shows similar data obtained in 1943. In each case, the integrated

total daily values are plotted.

Some representative curves illustrating the daily and seasonal variation in u.v.

solar and sky irradiance (300 to 315 nm) for four clear days during 1942 and 1943

are plotted in Fig. 29. Figure 30 illustrates the relationship between the shortwave

u.v. (300 to 315 nm, UVQ) and total solar and sky irradiance (Q) for a typical clear

day in October at Washington (Coblentz, 1945). This shows also that the early

morning and late afternoon sunUght is relatively devoid of shortwave u.v. These

measurements were relatively crude but represent the best available information in

this area. The u.v. component isolated was that for the 300-315 nm region only:
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it is unfortunate that these data did not include values over a wider spectral range

since from the standpoint of photochemical air pollution, the region of 3400 to 4000 A
is often considered of primary importance. But the fact is, the longer wavelengths

were not included, either in this or in most other studies through the years.

Ui 3000

FEB. MAR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT OCT DEC. JAN. 1943

Fig. 27. Relative total integrated daily amount of "biologically efifective" ultraviolet solar and sky

radiation incident in Washington, D.C. for 1942. From Coblentz and Stair (1944).
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Fig. 28. Same as Fig. 27. For 1943, from Coblentz and Stair (1944).

Calculations made by Mr. T. H. MacDonald and based upon some of the previously

illustrated data on shortwave u.v., in combination with U.S. Weather Bureau data for

the continental U.S., result in the chart of Fig. 31 illustrating the expected mean
daily u.v. irradiance (300 to 315 nm) at various localities. In this figure, the south-west

has the highest values. It may well be, however, that Florida and the Gulf Coast are

underweighted in view of the lower ozone concentration at low latitudes, but accurate

data are not available at this time. However, with the recent development of excellent

narrow-band interference filters in the u.v. in combination with new high precision

electronics and high sensitivity phototubes and photomultipliers covering wide
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spectral ranges, the design of new photoelectric filter spectroradiometers has been

made possible. Figure 32 shows such an instrument mounted on an optical bench

for source comparison. Several have been constructed to cover various spectral ranges.

For measuring u.v. solar radiation, a disk carrying 9 filters, each having a half-band

width of 100 A and spaced at 100 A intervals between 3100 A and 3900 A, provides

a practical filter spectroradiometer covering the solar u.v. Two such instruments have

been constructed for evaluating solar irradiances (sun plus sky) under varying con-

ditions of weather and smog. Data obtained with these instrumentations in the Los

Angeles area (Mt. Wilson and downtown Los Angeles) in October 1965 will be

published in a forthcoming report. Accurate results are assured through caHbrations

against the solar spectroradiometer supplemented by the use of standards of spectral

irradiance.

Fig. 29. Daily and seasonal ultraviolet solar and sky irradiances (300 to 315 nm) on a horizon surface

in /iW per cm^ observed on 4 very clear days in Washington, D.C. From Coblentz and Stair (1944).

Fig. 30. Diurnal variations in ultraviolet (300 to 315 nm) and total solar and sky irradiances on a

horizontal surface on a clear day in Washington, D.C. After Coblentz (1945).
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Fig. 31. Estimated mean daily xiltraviolet (300 to 315 nm) solar and sky irradiances on a horizontal

surface for the continental United States. (After T. H. MacDonald, U.S. Weather Bureau).
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RADIATION SHIELD
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ROTOR CONTROL
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Fig. 32. Block diagram of photoelectric filter spectroradiometer. For use in solar irradiance measure-

ments the opening in the integrating sphere is set horizontal or else normal to the direct solar beam.
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Some Factors Affecting the Sensitivity and Spectral Response of

Thermoelectric (Radiometric) Detectors

Ralph Stair, William E. Schneider, William R. Waters, and John K. Jackson

A number of thermal detectors (thermopiles) has been studied for variations in sensitivity which exist

over their surfaces and also for variations of sensitivity with wavelength. These variations differ depend-

ing upon whether the thermoelectric output is measured with dc instrumentation, with conventional ac

instrumentation, or with ac synchronous rectifier instrumentation. In general, lower responses for the

longer wavelengths are observed when commercial thermopiles are compared with a new cavity black-

body detector—and the difference may be greater when measured with ac synchronous rectifier instru-

mentation. When the output of a detector is measured through the use of a conventional tuned ac

amplifier, variation in sensitivity of as much as 5 to 1 has been found for different areas of the surface.

When a phase-sensitive amplifier is employed, first set for maximum response with the entire thermopile

irradiated, even larger variations in sensitivity may be observed.

Introduction

While it is generally known that photoelectric de-

tectors vary in sensitivity over their surfaces and with

wavelength, thermoelectric detectors are often assumed
to be uniformly sensitive in these respects. Some data

on this subject were presented previously,''^ but only

recently have extensive measurements in this area been

made at the National Bureau of Standards. It was
shown from preliminary measurements on thermopiles

that, in addition to the effects of selective transmission

of detector windows, the black coating may vary widely

in effective blackness as a function of wavelength, the

surface may vary widely in sensitivity from place to

place, and when the measurements were made with an

ac synchronous rectifier-type amplifier, the apparent

sensitivity varied with the chopping frequency. It

was further shown in connection with the development
of a blackbody cavity-type detector that, although some
information relating to the spectral response of a detec-

tor can be obtained through a study of the spectral re-

flectance and transmittance of the black coating, the

final answer with regard to the performance of a partic-

ular detector comes only through a direct measurement
of its spectral response. This response is affected not

only by the many parameters entering into the design

of the detector and detector housing such as: window
transmittance, thermal conductivity and transmittance

of the black coating, emissivity of the receiving sur-

The authors are with the National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D.C.

Received 10 February 1965.

face, reflectance of the underlying receiver metal, elec-

trical resistance, etc., of the unit, but also by the manner
in which the thermoelectric signal is amplified and re-

corded. More specifically, if the radiant flux is

chopped, the recorded signal is highly dependent on the

chopping frequency and the type of amplifying equip-

ment employed.' This report deals primarily with the

apparent variation in spectral and surface sensitivities

of three thermopiles picked at random, but representa-

tive of fast, slow, and very slow types (time constants

approximately 0.05 sec, 0.25 sec, and 1.0 sec) when the

outputs are measured with conventional dc, conventional

ac, and with synchronously rectified ac instrumentation.

Methods, Instrumentation, and Results

In this investigation the relative spectral responses of

the thermopiles were determined by direct comparison

with a blackbody cavity detector.'^"* This detector,

constructed as indicated in Fig. 1, is in the form of a

cone and is coated with carbon or other black on the

inside surface. When formed with small angle and
from the thinnest gold foil having sufficient strength

(about 2 /i) to ensure support under laboratory condi-

tions, and coated with the best available black, it pro-

vides the nearest approach to a nonselective detector

of any we have examined. Among elements coated

with gold black, carbon black (painted on), and camphor
black (smoked on), the cavity detector No. 3 having a

coating of smoked camphor black has the nearest neutral

or fiat response with wavelength.^ Although the

spectral selectivity to be expected from this detector

may be calculated approximately^'^ from a knowledge of

its geometry and surface reflectance, other factors, as
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CAVITY RECEIVER

HOT JUNCTIONS

Fig. 1. Preliminary design of conical blackbody detector con-

sisting of a formed gold foil cone blackened inside and having

several thermojunctions attached (in series or parallel) along

the single fold.

(2) SOURCE

INTERFERENCE

AUPLIFICR

13 CPS

Fig. 2. Block diagram of filter spectroradiometer setup for use

with chopper. The source, chopper, and interference (or other)

filter remain fixed while the metal box containing the thermopiles

is moved laterally along the (lathe bed) optical bench to a stop

at each end, defining the exact optical position of each detector.

indicated above, greatly affect its performance. As a

result, two cavity detectors coated with blacks differing

by not more than a few percent in spectral reflectance

may differ appreciably in spectral response.

When a thermopile was compared with cavity de-

tector No. 3, both detectors were placed in a metal box

mounted on an optical bench (see Fig. 2). Each
detector is positioned alternately in the path of a

spectrally narrow beam of flux. Isolated energy bands

spaced at approximately equal intervals from 0.25m to

20m were obtained through the combination of about

30 narrow bandpass interference filters and various

light sources. Response ratios were obtained for differ-

ent detectors relative to NBS cavity detector No. 3 at

different wavelengths. Data for gold-black thermopile

No. R-9371 are shown in Fig. 3. Data for the dc curve

were obtained by measuring the output of the detector

with a nanovoltmeter. For the other two sets of data

the same dc amplifier was employed with the cavity

detector, but for thermopile No. R-9371 the radiant

flux was chopped at 13 cps and the outputs were eval-

uated with either a synchronous rectifier amplifier* or a

* This instrumentation consists of a conventional ac ampMfier

followed by a cam-operated full-wave rectifier which is integral

with the chopper shaft.

conventional ac-tuned amplifier. All data for the three

types of instrumentation are in relatively close agree-

ment. However, in some earlier measurements,'^

wherein the flux incident upon both detectors was

chopped, some spectral differences were noted, especially

when the synchronous rectifier amplifier was employed

with heavily coated detectors. Possibly the depth of

penetration of the radiation into the receiver coating is

different at longer wavelengths, thereby causing a

change in time response of the detector. This could

produce a phase shift in the detector output, thereby

resulting in a change in the magnitude of the rectified

signal. An alternate explanation might be differential

emission from the blackened surface resulting from dif-

ferential depths of radiant energy absorption. This

subject will be discussed further in a later section of this

paper. Other surface thermopiles coated with gold

black or lamp black have been found to perform

similarly in that the relative response at longer wave-

lengths falls below that in the ultraviolet and visible

regions of the spectrum. Only those detectors coated

with Parsons' black have been found to be nearly non-

selective with wavelength as compared with cavity

detector No. 3. The latter measurements were neces-

sarily made only with dc instrumentation, since the use

of Parsons' black results in a thermopile of extremely

slow response.
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Fig. 3. Spectral sensitivity of the gold-black coated thermopile

No. R-9371 vs NBS cavity detector No. 3 measured with dc

instrumentation, with conventional ac instrumentation, and

with ac synchronous rectifier instrumentation.

Fig. 4. Lengthwise sensitivity variations of Coblentz twelve-

junction lamp-black coated thermopile No. C-2 for an incan-

descent lamp beam of flux with the output signal measured with

dc instrumentation. The positions of all twelve junctions are

indicated.
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Fig. 5. Lengthwise' sensitivity variations of Coblentz twelve-

junction lamp-black coated thermopile No. C-'2 for an incandes-

cent lamp beam of fiux chopped at 10 cps and the output signal

measured with conventional ac instrumentation. The precise

locations of the twelve junctions are not evident.

Fig. 6. Lengthwise sensitivity variations of Coblentz twelve-

junction lamp-black coated thermopile No. C-2 for an incandes-

cent lamp beam of flux chopped at 13 cps and the output signal

measured with synchronous rectifier instrumentation. Again

the precise locations of the twelve junctions are not evident,

and for some areas the signal is negative.

Figures 4-17 illustrate the observed variations in

sensitivity over the surfaces of three thermopiles as in-

dicated by do and ac outputs. The detector was
mounted with its receiving surface perpendicular to the

beam of flux on a motor-driven carriage immediately

back of a fixed narrow slit (width set near 0.25 mm).
The carriage was moved horizontally (with the slit

vertical, and the detector set with its long dimension

horizontal for lengthwise scanning, and vertical for

crosswise scanning) by means of a synchronous-motor

gear-and-screw drive at a speed of 2.12 mm per min.

This corresponds to a detector movement or scanning

rate of 0.529 mm per recorder chart scale division, each

abscissa scale division thereby representing 0.529 mm
along the detector.

Figure 4 illustrates the variable dc output of a heavily

lamp-black coated Coblentz thermopile. This is a

twelve-junction bismuth-silver unit having a time con-

stant of about 1 sec. Each junction is soldered to a 2

mm X 2 mm tin receiver. These are mounted in a

manner similar to overlapping shingles on a roof, but

insulated from one another with shellac. The sensitive

surface (about 2 mm X 14 mm) is heavily coated with

lamp black, painted on, then smoked. Figure 5 shows

the ac output of the same thermopile as measured with

a conventional ac amplifier and meter when the beam
of flux is chopped at 10 cps. At other chopper fre-

quencies only minor differences appear—principally

lower signals for higher frequencies. But with the

synchronous rectifier amplifier, major differences result,

especially if exact adjustment of chopper position rela-

tive to commutator for this particular thermopile has

not been made. And these differences change with

chopper frequency, probably also being amplified by
large variations in the thickness of the lamp-black coat-

ing. Variations in sensitivity along this thermopile,

when the signal is chopped at 13 cps and the output is

measured with an ac synchronous rectifier amplifier, are

shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 illustrates the dc output when the beam of

flux is scanned along an intermediate-speed (time con-

stant about 0.25 sec) gold-black linear thermopile

designated No. R-1. This thermopile has four junc-

tions in thermal contact with a flat receiver strip (about
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Fig. 7. Lengthwise sensitivity variations of the four-junction

gold-black coated thermopile No. R-1 for an incandescent lamp

beam of flux with the output signal measured with dc mstrumen-

tation. Four distinct peaks of (uneven) sensitivity are indicated.

Areas between peaks have near zero sensitivity. The small

irregularities are noise.

Fig. 8. Lengthwise sensitivity variations of the four-junction

gold-black coated thermopile No. R-1 for an incandescent lamp

beam of flux chopped at 13 cps and the output signal measured

with conventional ac instrumentation.
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Fig. 9. Lengthwise sensitivity variations of the four-junction

gold-black coated thermopile No. R-1 for an incandescent lamp

beam of flux chopped at 13 cps and the output signal measured

with synchronous rectifier instrumentation. The precise loca-

tions of the four junctions are not evident—and in some areas

the signal is of high-magnitude negative.

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 except that chopper phasing was reset

for maximum response when entire surface of detector was

irradiated.

1 mm X 10 mm). Each junction is represented by a

definite pealc. Also, the observed sensitivity between

junctions is relatively low. Figure 8 illustrates the

response of the same thermopile as measured with a

conventional ac amplifier and meter. The differences

are small but real. However, when the flux was
chopped at 13 cps, the output signal amplified, syn-

chronously rectified, and recorded, the curve shown on
Fig. 9 was obtained. Investigation revealed an im-

proper phase relation between the chopped and the

synchronous rectifier. When this was corrected the

curve of Fig. 10 was obtained.

When the slitlike beam was set parallel to the long

dimension of thermopile R-1 and slowly moved across

it, the variation in sensitivity pattern also changed for

the three methods of measurement. In Fig. 11 are

shown the variations in response across this thermopile

observed when the measurement was made in terms of

the dc output. The small variations result because of

air currents, temperature fluctuations, noise, and other

factors. The dip on each side of the response peak in-

dicates that some of the beam was reflected onto the cold

junctions of the thermopile when the beam was at the

edge of the receiver. The sensitivity pattern indicated

the distinct changes shown in Fig. 12 when the beam
was chopped at 13 cps and the output was amplified by
the conventional ac amplifier. Further changes were ob-

served when the synchronous rectifier amplifier was em-
ployed as shown in Fig. 13. The positive deflections ob-

Fig. 11. Crosswise sensitivity variations of the four-junction

gold-black coated thermopile No. R-1 for an incandescent lamp
beam of flux with the output signal measured with dc instrumen-

tation.

Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11 except that beam of flux is chopped

at 13 cps and the output signal is measured with conventional ac

instrumentation.
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served at the edges of the detector are interesting, but not

explainable at this time. No edge effects are evident

in Fig. 12 when conventional ac amplification is em-
ployed. These variations in sensitivity across the de-

tector are most troublesome^ in the spectroradiometric

evaluation of spectral radiance and spectral irradiance,

especially the latter, because the receiver is irradiated

by two geometrically difYerent sources to make these

measurements.

Figure 14 illustrates the variations in sensitivity

along thermopile No. R-9371 when the dc output is

measured. This is a rapid-response (time constant

about 0.05 sec) gold-black coated unit having five

junctions. The five junctions (each attached to a

rectangular receiver) are in line and form a flat receiving

surface about 2 mm X 10 mm in area. Each contact

is again discernible by a peak in the curve. A very

similar curve was obtained for ac amplification since

this is a fast-responding detector (see Fig. 15). The

Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 14 except that beam of flux is chopped

at 13 cps and the output signal is measured with conventional

ac instrumentation.

Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 11 except that beam of flux is chopped

at 13 cps, and the output signal is measured with synchronous

rectifier instrumentation.
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Fig. 14. Lengthwise sensitivity variations of the five-junction

gold-black coated thermopile No. R-9371 for an incandescent

lamp beam of flux with the output signal measured with dc

instrumentation.
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Fig. 16. Lengthwise sensitivity variations of the five-junction

gold-black coated thermopile No. R-9371 for an incandescent

lamp beam of flux chopped at 7 cps, 10 cps, 13 cps, and 16 cps,

with the output signal measured with synchronous rectifier

instrumentation. Chopper blade was set at 20° (see Fig. 18)

for all chopping frequencies.

beam was chopped at 13 cps for the data in the figure,

but little difference was evident when the chopping

frequency was varied from 7 cps to 16 cps.

Now, if we take thermopile R-9371 and, employing a

synchronous rectifier amplifier, make a number of

changes in either the chopping rate or phase synchron-

ization of the chopper blade, some interesting effects

occur. Figure 16 shows the effect of changing the chop-

ping frequency. For these curves the angular position
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Fig. 17. (a) and (b) Lengthwise sensitivity variations of the five-junction gold-black coated thermopile No. R-9371 for an incandes-

cent lamp beam of flux chopped at 13 cps with the output signal measured with synchronous rectifier instrumentation. The chopper

blade was set at intervals of 30°.

of the chopper blade was set at 20°* (see Fig. 18) for the

four frequencies, 7 cps, 10 cps, 13 cps, and 16 cps.

The effect of changing the phase of the chopper blade

relative to the synchronous rectifier commutator is

shown in Figs. 17(a) and (b). In all cases the chopper
frequency was set at 13 cps and for successive curves

the blade was simply advanced 30°. Note that as the

chopper angle is advanced the signal changes from a

maximum (near 50°) through zero to a reversed maxi-
mum (near 230°) and then returns again to its original

value as the chopper blade is rotated through 360° (as

would be expected).

In the use of the synchronous rectifier amplifier the

proper chopper blade setting for a particular thermopile

or thermocouple is that which produces maximum
signal. This angular setting differs from one detector

* Angular scale for chopper blade position was arbitrarily laid

out through 360°.

to another as shown in Fig. 18 and may differ also for

different areas of the same detector. The angular

position for maximum response appears to be related

to the time constant of the detector as might be ex-

pected. The time constants of the four detectors illus-

trated in Fig. 18 are approximately 0.05 sec, 0.25 sec,

0.5 sec, and 1.0 sec, in the order of increasing angular

position for maximum response.

For slow-response detectors the time constant was
observed to be a function of wavelength. No wave-
length effect was observed in the case of No. R-9371
or for No. R-1 (as its window did not permit measure-
ment at long wavelengths). However, the effect was
observed for cavity detector No. 3 and for Coblentz

thermopile No. C-2. Data on the latter are illustrated

in Fig. 19 and indicate an angular shift of about 10° be-

tween visible and infrared radiation. This shift (corre-

sponding to a longer time constant) is in the expected

direction for absorption of visible flux near the surface
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of the coating, while infrared flux is absorbed at some
depth below the surface of the coating.

There also appears to be a relationship between flux

density and angular position of chopper for maximum
response. For example, when thermopile R-9371 was
uniformly irradiated at various intensities by using

different sources and density filters, as well as by vary-

ing source distance, the observed angle of maximum
response was found to shift to various positions between

about 17° and 33°. The angular setting for maximum
response at about 20° illustrated in Fig. 18 was the

mean of three determinations using flux of low uniform

density in spectrally narrow bands at 2fj,, 9^, and 18/Lt.

When a very narrow beam (width 0.25 mm) of intense

THERMOPILE RESPONSE AS A FUNCTION OF PHASING ANGLE

REEOER NO R-9371 o o

REEDER NO R-l • •

CAVITY DETECTOR NO 3 "

COBLENTZ NO C-2 * '

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 30 60 90

POSITION OF CHOPPER BLADE, DEGREES

Fig. 20. Curves illustrating the relationships between different

chopper blade settings and different chopper frequencies as

regard phase and magnitude of recorded signal for a specific

area of thermopile No. R-9371. Chopper rates of lower (or

higher) frequencies would result in similar curves to the left

(or right) of those illustrated. [Zero angle was set arbitrarily

—

but not the same as for Figs. 17(a) and 17(b).]

Fig. 18. Relative responses of four thermal detectors as a

function of chopper blade setting for low flux filtered irradiance

(usually mean of 2^, 9m, and 18m). The angular settings for maxi-

mum response for the various detectors correlate closely with

their time constants, namely, 0.05 sec, 0.25 sec, 0.5 sec, and 1.0 sec.

CHOPPER BLADE ANGULAR SETTING, DEGREES

Fig. 19. Relative response of Coblentz thermopile No. C-2 as

a function of chopper blade setting for low flux filtered irradiance

at selected wavelengths.

fiux fell upon the element the maximum response (as

determined by integrating the areas under the curves)

was shifted to a larger angular setting (about 50°) as

illustrated in Figs. 17(a) and (b) or to a lower chop-

ping frequency as illustrated in Fig. 16. A similar

effect occurred in the case of thermopile R-l (see Figs.

10 and 18) where the maximum response shifted from

about 33° to 60°. It is possible that this effect results

because of some electronic factor, but such a cause is not

readily evident.

The curves in Fig. 20 illustrate the relationships

between different chopper blade settings and two
chopper frequencies for thermopile R-9371. The
plotted points on these curves represent the recorded

deflections when a certain area on the thermopile was
irradiated while the angular position of the chopper

blade and the chopping frequencies were varied. Note
that each point on the family of curves, for which two
are shown in Fig. 20, corresponds to a characteristic

variation-in-sensitivity curve similar to those shown in

Figs. 17(a) and (b). The variation-in-sensitivity curve

represented by any position on one of the curves of

Fig. 20 matches closely the variation-in-sensitivity

curve represented by a corresponding phase position on

another curve. For example, the variation-in-sensi-

tivity curve obtained at position 1 on the 13-cps curve

is matched closely by that for position 10 on the 10-cps

curve. The results of these experiments indicate the

effects in the recorded results of phase changes in the
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amplifier chopper associated with the time constants of

the various areas of the detector. If the signal reaches

the synchronous rectifier in phase a large signal results,

if out of phase a small or negative reading is recorded.

Because of variations in time constant over the surface

of available detectors, all sorts of values can result unless

the phase of the synchronous rectifier is adjusted to

provide maximum signal for the particular detector in

use.

Conclusions

The data presented herein indicate two important

difficulties involved in performing accurate radiometric

work with the conventional spectrometer when a

thermoelectric detector is placed at the exit slit.

Detector sensitivity has been found to be a function of

wavelength and of irradiated area of the detector sur-

face. To eliminate the effect of variation in sensitivity

as a function of wavelength, the detector can be cali-

brated by comparison with a detector of known spec-

tral response although this still leaves the problem of

calibration of the reference detector. To eliminate the

effect of variation in sensitivity as a function of area of

irradiation the detector must always be irradiated in an

identical manner, preferably by providing uniform

irradiation by utilizing a flux mixing mechanism, such as

a small integrating sphere, rather than focusing the

images of sources, such as lamp filaments, directly on the

detector. Further difficulties may be encountered in

radiometric work, whether in conjunction with a

spectrometer or not, when measurements are made by
any method in which the beam of flux is chopped. The
difficulties may be increased if a synchronous rectifier

type of amplifier is employed, especially if the rectifier

is improperly phased for the particular thermopile in

use. Optimum phasing, however, may be difficult with

an extended receiver because the phase adjustment will

be a function of the irradiated area of the receiver sur-

face and possibly also of wavelength. Some of the diffi-

culties encountered in amplification can be eliminated by
the use of dc instrumentation if accompanying drift is not

intolerable. The use of dc instrumentation is highly rec-

ommended if its use is suitable to the problem at hand.

In any case in the radiometric use of a thermoelectric de-

tector the receiving surface should be as uniformly and
completely irradiated as possible. Otherwise, the results

will be clouded by the uncertainties associated with local

and irregular heating of a nonuniformly sensitive surface

wherein such things as emission and conduction losses

and time constant variations cannot be assessed.
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RADIOMETRIC METHODS FOR MEASURING LASER OUTPUT

D. A. McSparron, C. A, Douglas, and H. L. Badger

The output of pulsed lasers may be measured with reasonable

accuracy by modifications of established radiometric methods. The

receiver, thermopile or phototube, is used ballistically. It is

calibrated by an incandescent -lamp standard of spectral irradiance.

The laser beam is attenuated to make its irradiation on the receiver

comparable to that from the calibrating source. Attenuation is

accomplished by intercepting the entire laser beam on a diffusely

reflecting surface. The attenuation factor is determined from direct

measurement of the reflectance of this diffusing surface and the geo-

metric constants of the system. The accuracy of the measurement of

laser output is dependent upon the accuracy of calibration of the

standard of spectral irradiance and the accuracy with which the

spectral sensitivity of the receiver, the spectral transmittance of

the band-pass filters, and the reflectance of the diffuser can be

determined. Measurements made with different photoelectric receivers

agree to about 1.5% using a 1/4-joule pulsed ruby laser as a source.

Total uncertainty is estimated to be about 5%. Measurements made
using these radiometric methods have been compared with calorimetric
measurements and a discrepancy of 9% was observed.

Key Words: Laser, radiometry, laser energy measurement, radio-
metric calibration, photoelectric photometry, optical attenuator.

1. Introduction

The rapid development of laser technology has left workers in the field without recog-
nized methods of measuring the parameters of interest. The situation is particularly bad
in the measurement of the energy emitted from pulsed lasers. Discrepancies of 25% or more
have been common. Two widely differing approaches to the problem have been popular, namely,
radiometric and calorimetric. A common calorimetric approach entails the absorption of the

entire laser beam in a liquid. The temperature rise of the liquid is then a measure of the
total energy contained in the pulse. Calorimetric measurements are difficult to perform
because of the low signal levels obtained from low energy pulsed lasers, usually a few

microvolts, and because of the long recycling times, thirty minutes or more. In addition,
no information can be obtained from calorimetric measurements on the peak power levels of
the pulse. The work described in this paper employs a radiometric approach. In addition
to the advantages of relatively high signal levels and fast recycling times, a radiometric
method can provide information about the peak power levels in the pulse through the display
of the receiver output on an oscilloscope. Although the work to date has involved only a

relatively low powered, approximately 1/4-joule, conventional ruby laser operated at 694.3
nm, the measurement techniques and procedures should be readily applicable to a wide range
of energies and wavelengths.

A pulsed laser beam differs from conventional sources in that it is highly monochro-
matic, extremely intense, of short time duration, and in some cases polarized. These proper
ties require modification of conventional radiometric measurement techniques if existing
standards are to be used for the calibration. Such receivers as vacuum phototubes, photo-
multipliers and thermopiles can tolerate maximum incident power levels only of the order of
milliwatts/cm for conventional tubes or at most watts/cm^ for present biplanar photodiodes.
Beyond these levels physical damage occurs. Since instantaneous power levels in laser
beams run to megawatts/cm^ and higher, some attenuation device is necessary. An ideal
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attenuator should be simple, rugged, and readily standardized through existing techniques.
Attenuation factors that range from 10"^ to 10~8 are necessary. A diffusing surface of
high reflectance meets these requirements.

2. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used is shown in Figure 1. Energy from the laser is incident
normally on a pressed block of USP grade magnesium carbonate. Receivers are placed at a

distance d from the diffuser, in tracks that form a 20* angle with the incident beam. The
attenuation factor, oi} is given by:

Ba cos 20 °

IT d2 (1)

where a is the area of the receiver, p is the 0° :20° (incidence angle: reflectance angle)
reflectance factor }J of the MgC03 and d is the distance from the MgC03 to the receiver.
MgC03 was chosen for the diffusely reflecting surface and has proved satisfactory for the
wavelength and energy used as will be discussed later. ^.Z An angle of 20° was chosen to
be sufficiently far from the normal that the effects of specular components of the reflec-
ted beam are negligible and yet to be sufficiently small so that cos 9 is not a rapidly
varying function. The P of this equation was measured at 20° on a goniophotometer with
substantially monochromatic light of the same wavelength as the ruby laser used in this
work. Thus, no assumptions about the diffuse reflection properties of MgC03 have been
made. For typical values, a one-centimeter-radius receiver and a receiving distance of
100 cm, a is approximately 10"^. Increased attenuation may be obtained by increasing d

or, if necessary, by introducing a second diffuser.

Two types of receivers have been used in this work. The first is a type PJ14B
vacuum phototube. These phototubes have very low dark currents and an S-7 response which
is relatively flat at the ruby wavelength. This tube is no longer being manufactured. It

was originally developed for use in the Hardy (General Electric) recording spectrophotometer.
The second type of receiver, so far used for preliminary investigations only, is a Moll
large-surface thermopile. It has 80 const ant an-manganin junctions placed in a circular
array one centimeter in radius with a platinum black surface.

3. Calibration

3.1 General Considerations

Typically in radiometry employing a photoelectric or thermoelectric receiver, the

primary problem is not the measurement of the electrical output of the receiver to the

desired degree of accuracy and precision. Instead the primary problem is the calibration
of the receiver in terms of electrical output per unit of incident energy (or power). The
problem is particularly acute when the sensitivity of the receiver is not constant but

varies with the wavelength of the incident energy as does the sensitivity of a phototube,
and a calibrating source having a spectral energy distribution identical with that of the

source to be measured is not available. The calibration procedure is as follows.

— Reflectance factor is the ratio of the reflected flux to that reflected by a perfect

diffuser identically irradiated.

2/— Although MgCOg was the chosen material other diffusers of high reflectance such as MgO

and BaSO^ should also prove satisfactory. These materials would be more stable chemi-

cally when irradiated by high-energy laser pulses. MgCO^ was chosen mainly because of

the ready availability of pressed blocks with large surface areas.
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Figure 2. Experimental Setup for Calibrating Receivers
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The receivers were calibrated in a separate experiment. The calibration setup Is
shown in Figure 2. A lamp calibrated for spectral irradiance is used as an energy source.
Energy from this lamp is passed through a filter, then a shutter and finally on to the
receiver. The filter is introduced in order to spectrally limit the output of the lamp.
A special two-part shutter was used. The first part consists of a 60-r/min. synchronous
motor which drives a sector disk through a multiple-speed reduction gear-head. The disk is
thus rotated at various known slow speeds to provide series of light pulses of accurately
known time durations. The second part is a simple open-close shutter that allows selec-
tion of a single pulse from the series of pulses provided by the sector disk. The combina-
tion thus simulates the pulsed characteristic of the laser beam except that the pulse
lengths are longer.

Care was taken to fully and uniformly irradiate the sensitive surface of the receiver
because receivers might exhibit large sensitivity variations across the receiving surface.

[1,2]* The requirement for uniform irradiance was met by using source-to-receiver dis-
tances which were large in comparison to the size of the source and the receiver aperture.
In addition, since the available energy and phototube sensitivity allowed it, a diffusely
transmitting glass was incorporated as part of each phototube receiver as shown in Figure
3. The baffling shown in Figures 1 and 2 is required to eliminate the effects of stray
light and interref lect ions . The laser head emits stray light in two ways, namely flashtube
light escaping through the vent holes and light emitted through the rod which has not
undergone laser action. In contrast to the laser beam proper, the flux incident on the
MgCO^ diffuser from these sources of stray light obeys the inverse-square-law and hence,
can be reduced to any degree desired by the use of large laser-head-to-diffuser distances.
In this work a distance of five meters was used.

3.2 Phototube Calibration

Figure 4 is a block circuit diagram of the measuring circuit used with the phototubes.
The photocurrent charges a capacitor, C. An electrometer-amplifier is used to determine
the voltage to which the capacitor is charged and the result is displayed on a chart

recorder.

3/
At a wavelength \, a steady-burning lamp with a spectral radiant intensity, and

at a distance, d, from the receiver aperture, will produce a spectral ir radiance,

on the receiver aperture where = 1-^/^. If an interference filter of spectral trans-

mittance, t(X), is placed between the lamp and the phototube and if the phototube has a

relative spectral response, R(\), the phototube output will be proportional to the triple

product: E t(\)R(\). In the calibration setup (Figure 2) the shutter allows irradiation

of the phototube receiving surface for a measured time, T. Hence, the voltage to which
the capacitor is charged, V , is given by:

Vp-Kp^aTj E^T(\)R(\)d\ (2a)

where a is the area of the receiver aperture, Kp^ is the receiver calibration factor,

and and \q are the lower and upper limits oi the pass band of the filter. Thus:

Numbers in [] refer to similarly numbered references at the end of the paper.

In this paper quantities which are restricted to a narrow wavelength band are indi-

cated by adding the word spectral. The corresponding symbols are indicated by a

subscript, e.g., E , for a spectral concentration or a X in parenthesis, e.g., t (\)

,

for a function of wavelength. This usage is in accord with the recommendations of

ISO, lEC, CIE, and SUN Commission of lUPAP and in forthcoming American Standard YlO.6.
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Figure 3. Photoelectric Receiver
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Figure 4. Block Circuit Diagram of the Phototube Measuring Circuit
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;;r
<2b)

aTjJ^a E^T(\)R(\)d\

This factor is a function of the transmittance of the diffusing glass, the size of the
capacitor, and the absolute sensitivity of the phototube at the wavelength at which R(\)
is unity.

In the laser-measuring setup (Figure 1), the voltage, V^^, developed on the capacitor
as the result of a laser shot will be:

where a is the attenuation factor given by Equation 1, and R^gg^
3)

"''^ relative

spectral response of the phototube at 694.3 nm. Hence, the laser energy is:

\
" ^(694.3)

4. Laser Measurements with the Phototubes

In order to establish the validity of the phototube calibrations, a complete
factorial calibration experiment was performed. Systematically, all combinations of
three phototubes, two interference filters, two exposure times, two lamps, and two
receiver housings with diffusers were used to determine six calibration factors, one
each for each phototube-housing combination. The results are shown in Table I.

Table I: Phototube Calibrations

Phototube
Receiver
Hous ing

Average K^^^
S.D. of a

Single Measurement
S.D. of

Avg. ^

(Volts/Joule)^ (%) (%)

2134 B 9,528 2.44 0.85

A 6,982 0.91 .32

2136 B 8,049 2.41 .85

A 5,893 2.59 .92

2138 B 12,493 2.11 . 75

A 8,892 1.47 .53

Average 1.99 0. 70

Based upon the relative response of the phototube at 694.3 nm (R^^^ " 1.00

^ Volts per joule incident on the receiver aperture.

Based on 8 independent determinations of Kp^.
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Each calibration factor, Kg^, shown in Table I is an average of eight different
combinations of lamp, filter, ana exposure time. The standard deviations quoted are indica-
tive of the precision with which the various measured parameters, Vp, R(\)^ t (\) , and
can be determined. Analysis of the data shows no systematic variation with filter,
exposure time, or receiver housing. A shift of 1.37<. was traceable to the standard lamp used.

However, the direction and magnitude of this shift are such as to be explained by the fact

that one of the lamps has functioned as a working standard while the other has been held as

a reference standard.

In order to check the consistency of the calibration factors thus determined, an

additional experiment was performed. Laser energy was measured by using the arrangement
shown in Figure 1. Each phototube-housing combination was used in each of the 2 positions
shown to measure the energy of three laser shots. Since only two phototube-housing combina-
tions could be used at one time, an experimental design involving a total of 36 laser shots
was employed. This design allowed separation of the effects due to varying laser energy
from those due to calibration uncertainties. The data from these two experiments were
analyzed statistically. The results for the various factors involved in the calibration
experiment were as stated above. Two additional effects were found. Measurements made
with one of the phototubes. Number 2136, appear to differ from the other two by about 1%.

The exact cause has not been traced as yet. The second effect was a 4/?, shift depending
only on whether the receiver was located at position 1 or position 2 of Figure 1. This
effect was traced to interref lected energy reaching the receiver at one position and not

the other, emphasizing again the need for adequate shielding of the equipment. Table II
shows the experimental design and the results of the energy measurements. (All results
obtained by measurements at receiver position 1 have been corrected by subtracting k% from
the measured value.)

Table II: Laser Energy Measurements

Phototube Receiver Laser Phototube Receiver Laser Difference
(Position 1) Housing Output (Position 2) Housing Output (Pos. 1 - Pos. 2)

Joules^ Joules^ a)

2134 A .2245 2138 B .2190 2.3

2136 A .2157 2138 B .2189 -1.4

2136 A . 2199 2134 B .2264 -2.7

2138 A .2249 2134 B . 2279 -1.3

2138 A .2322 2136 B .2300 0.9

2134 A .2339 2136 B .2346 -0.4

2136 B .2328 2134 A .2353 -1.7

2138 B .2327 2134 A .2381 -2.1

2138 B .2316 2136 A .2204 4.9

2134 B .2305 2136 A .2157 6.8

2134 B .1111 2138 A .2312 -3.5

2136 B .1269 2138 A .2312 -1.8

The energies reported are in each case the average of three separate firings of the
laser.

The results of this statistical analysis show that the physical parameters, exposure
time, lamp energy, relative spectral response of the receivers, and particularly notable,
interference filter transmit tances, have been evaluated and combined in a mutually con-
sistent manner. The experimental parameters, such as receiver housing and receiver position,
are also under adequate control. Hence, a set of mutually consistent measurements has
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been achieved under widely varied conditions.

Several experiments were run to check on possible sources of systematic error. An
investigation was made to determine if the phototubes were saturating under the high
power density produced by the laser. The usual aperture was replaced with a larger
aperture (area ratio 11.6) and the supply voltage across the phototube was varied. A
second phototube was used to monitor the laser output. Table III indicates that phototube
saturation was not biasing the experiments.

Table III: Phototube Saturation Experiment

Supply^ Test Phototube Monitor Ratio
Voltage Output Output (Test/Moni
(Volts) (Volts) (Volts)

520 2.06 0. 189 10.90

270 2.08 . 193 10. 78

180 2.02 . 188 10. 74

100 1.81 . 177 10.22

100^ 1.82 . 188 9.68

^The normal supply voltage on the phototube was 220 volts.

This measurement was made with the test phototube 12 cm closer to the
MgC03 block than the previous ones. The inverse-square law has been
applied to put this measurement on the same basis as the others.

In order to check for possible polarization effects, a linear polarizer was placed in

front of one of the two receivers. No change in the measured values was observed as the
plane of polarization was rotated.

Several experiments were run to check on the stability and suitability of MgCO-j for the
diffusing surface. The reflectance factor, p of Equation 1, was remeasured one year after
the original measurement. The measurements agreed to within 1/2%^ the precision of the
gonioref lectometer. A converging lens was introduced into the laser beam in order to focus
the beam on the MgC03 block. Although the energy density was concentrated by a factor of
10"^, no effects were observed either in the measured energy or in the physical condition
of the block. Finally the usual measuring angle of 20° was varied and the phototube
responses noted. Although the angle was varied from 15' to 45° no anamalous effects were
observed.

5. Thermopile Calibration

A block circuit diagram of the thermopile measuring circuit is shown in Figure 5. The
circuit is one that allows for calibration against an external emf and thus obviates the
necessity of relying on amplifier or recorder stability. The output of the thermopile is

stated in terms of the microvolts developed at the amplifier input terminals.

For a thermopile, R(X) in Equation 2b is 1.00 and hence no significant error is intro-
duced by the relative spectral sensitivity parameter. However^ in contrast with the PJ14B
phototubes whose spectral sensitivity is negligible beyond one micron, thermopiles respond
to energy far into the infrared. Since the spectral irradiance values, E^, of the
standard lamps become uncertain beyond 2.5 microns, it is necessary to introduce a filter
to absorb long-wavelength energy. A "heat-absorbing" glass with a transmittance of 1% or

less for wavelengths beyond 1. 1 microns was used. However, even when the filter is used,

167o of the transmitted energy from the standard lamps is contained in the region
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beyond 1.1 microns.

With the modification that R(X) = 1.00 the calibration procedure described for the

phototubes is applicable. When this was tried experimentally, difficulties were encoun-
tered. The lamp energies available during calibration were such that exposure times in

the range 1/2 to 3 seconds were required to keep the thermopile response far enough above

the noise level for accurate measurements. Experiments showed that the thermopile had a

1/e time constant of about 3 seconds. The amplifier-recorder system also had a response

time on the order of seconds. The effects due to the thermopile and those due to the

measuring system proved inseparable and new equipment having a faster response time is

being obtained. It is expected that when this equipment is put in operation thermopile
measurements of the laser energy will be possible.

Although accurate calibration of a thermopile is uncertain at this time, the short

time duration of the laser pulse allows self-consistent measurements. This experiment
was performed by placing a phototube at one of the receiver positions shown in Figure 1 and

the thermopile at the other one. The ratio of their readings should be constant.

Experimentally the standard deviation of a single measurement was 2.8%. A similar experi-
ment performed with two phototubes gave a standard deviation of a single measurement of

0. 777o. This internal consistency of thermopile energy measurements indicates that future
work with the thermopile will be profitable.

6. Comparison with Calorimeter

A check of the accuracy of the calibrations was made by making a limited comparison
of results with a calorimeter built at the NBS Boulder Laboratory. [3] Since the calori-
meter accepts the entire laser beam, an auxiliary monitoring system is required. Figure 6

shows the arrangement employed. The monitor was first calibrated relative to the photo-
tubes by removing the calorimeter and allowing the laser beam to impinge on the MgC03
block as in Figure 1. The calorimeter was then put in place and a transfer comparison
obtained. In placing the calorimeter, care was taken not to align it with its entrance
window perpendicular to the incoming laser beam. The calorimeter was canted with respect
to the laser beam enough to insure that the energy reflected from the entrance windows did

not proceed back along the beam track to the laser head. A simple calculation (assuming
16% reflectance from the calorimeter windows, 907o transmittance and 8% surface reflectance
at the beam splitter) shows that an additional energy increment amounting to 12% of the
calibrating energy can reach the monitor if this procedure is not observed.

When the transfer comparison between the calorimeter and the phototubes was carried
out, a discrepancy of about 9% was observed. The calorimeter indicated lower energies than
the phototubes.

7. Discussion of Possible Sources of Error

In view of the discrepancies observed between data on laser energies obtained with
the phototubes and with the calorimeter, consideration has been given to possible system-
atic i^rrors in the calibration of the photoelectric receivers.

The estimated uncertainty of the E^ values is 3% in the spectral region of interest,
650 to 750 nm. Since the laser wavelength, 694.3 nm, lies in the visible region a check
on the irradiance values of the standard lamps was possible through a measurement of
luminous intensity and color temperature. [W] The irradiance values thus obtained checked
those obtained directly within 1/2% and 3%, for the two lamps.

The transmittance values, t(A.), of the interference filters used to approximate the
monochromaticity of the laser beam were measured at NBS on a Gary 14 recording spectro-
photometer. Since filters having narrow pass bands centering approximately on the laser
wavelength were used, the calibration procedure is spectrally a substitution method. The
narrower of the two interference filters employed has a half-band width of 1.1 nm. The
spectrophotometer has a maximum resolution of 0.2 nm and thus will not completely resolve
this filter spectrally. Instead the readout will be an average transmittance value for a
0.2-nm bandwidth.
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Although the measured spectral transmittance values at any given wavelength will be in

error, the area under the transmission curve should be constant for a wide range of reso-
lutions. Further, since and R(\) are slowly varying functions across the pass band of
the filter, the energy reaching the phototube as computed in the integral in Equation 2b

should be very nearly correct because of the self-compensating nature of this error in the

T (\.) values. Hickey's experiments confirm this directly. [5]

The relative spectral response, R(\), of the phototube-diffusing-glass combinations
was measured on a detector-spectrum recorder. This instrument consists of an electron-
ically-controlled incandescent lamp which, together with a single-grating monochromator,
gives a constant spectral radiant flux with a band width of approximately 10 nm. The
instrument is similar to the one described by Mitsuhashi and Nakayama. [6] Measurements
made on this instrument are believed to be uncertain by no more than ±5% for the slope of

the R(\) curve in the spectral region of interest. Note that since the laser wavelength
lies within the narrow band passed by the interference filter it is the slope of R(\)

within the pass band of the interference filter that affects the accuracy of the calibra-
tion rather than the values of R(\).

The narrow pass band interference filters were used to insure that the shape of the

T (\) curve would be the dominant factor in the integral in Equation 2b since T (A.) can be

measured with higher accuracy than R(\) or E^. Both the E^^ and the R(\) functions are

slowly varying in the narrow spectral region of the pass band of the interference filters.
Analytic studies show the dominance of T (\) over E^ and R(\) on the calibration accuracy.

For example, a 5% shift in the slope of the R(\) curve makes only a 1/2% change in the
value of the integral.

Systematic errors inrCX), R(\) and the exposure times would have been detected
immediately in the course of the analysis of the factorial calibration experiment. System-
atic errors in the reflectance factorj, g (Equation 1), or the irradiance, E^ (Equation 2b)

could still be present and would not necessarily have been so detected. As indicated
above, experience and direct measurement indicate that E^ is known to within 37o. Past
experience indicates that reflectance factor measurements should be in error by no more
than 17o. As indicated previously interreflections can be a source of error. However, the
magnitude of the residual interref lections, after correction for the positional effect, is

believed to be much too small to account for the difference between the phototube and
calorimeter calibrations. Lack of experimental precision is not likely to be the cause.

The 3-sigma limit for the agreement of two independent and simultaneous measurements of

laser output based on the difference column of Table II is 4. 5%. Since the average of 12

sets of 3 measurements each with the photoelectric receivers was used in the comparison
with the calorimeter, the 3-sigma limit for the mean of the photoelectric measurements is

insignificant in comparison to the possible systematic errors. Thus the discrepancy
between the phototubes and calorimeter is difficult to explain.

8. Conclusions

The output of low energy, ruby lasers has been measured using photoelectric radi-
ometers. Attenuation of the laser beam was acconqjlished by intercepting the entire laser
beam on a diffusely reflecting surface and viewing this surface from a distance with the
photoelectric receiver. Measurements made with different photoelectric receivers agree to
about 1.5%. Total uncertainty is estimated to be about 5%. Measurements made using this
radiometric method have been compared with calorimetric methods and a discrepancy of 9%
was observed.

Future plans call for continued research to eliminate the discrepancy between the
calorimeter and phototube measuring systems. Comparisons with a thermopile calibration
and measuring system are also planned. The results reported above have been obtained with
a relatively low-powered, conventional ruby laser. Present plans call for applying these
measurement techniques to lasers of higher energy, to Q-switched lasers, and to lasers
operating at wavelengths other than 694.3 nm. Once agreement is established among the
various measuring systems, transfer calibrations similar to the one described for the
monitor used in the calorimeter work can be used to calibrate any number of additional
measuring systems.
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Effects upon Radiant Intensity Measurements

Due to Scattering by Optical Elements

W. H. Venable, Jr.

Measurements to determine the radiance of one portion of a nonuniform source can be strongly influenced

by radiation from other portions of the source scattered by the optical system used to transmit the radia-

tion to the detector. Conditions under which such scattering is important and procedures to correct for

it are discussed. An illustration is provided from measurements made on a nitrogen arc source.

I. The Scattering Problem

The object of the experiments with which this paper is

concerned is to obtain a spatial mapping of the radiance

of a source of radiation as it is observed by a given de-

tector. For many sources of radiation, conditions in

the source such as high temperature, strong electric

field, or pressure differences make it impractical to mask
the source itself in order to make measurements of the

radiation from a small area. Instead, an optical system
is used to produce an easily maskable image of the

source. Ideally, a mapping of the irradiation of the

image would be proportional to a mapping of the radi-

ance of the source. In this paper, such an ideal map-
ping will be denoted by T and called the actual radiance.

In reality, some of the transmitted radiation from a

given small portion of the source fails to fall on the cor-

responding portion of the image but instead, because of

scattering and diffraction in the imaging optics, is

spread out over the rest of the image. Likewise, some
radiation from outside that portion of the source which
one wishes to observe falls into the observed portion of

the image. The net result is that the actual radiance is

smoothed—brightened in the dim portions and dimmed
in the bright portions. This smoothed mapping will be
denoted by F and called the measured radiance.

The actual radiance can be related to the measured
radiance through a function which will be denoted by S
and which will be called the scattering function. This

function relates F ioThy means of an integral equation

of the form.

F{r) =
J

S{T,T')T{T')dA{T'), (1)

where r and r' each represent position in the image
plane, and the integral with respect to the primed co-

ordinates is taken over an infinite range of area. The
scattering function »S'(r, r') can be thought of as the

measured radiance at the location r which would be

produced by a unit point source,* the image of which

would appear at r' in the absence of scattering. For
this discussion, S will be normalized so that

J S{T,T')dA(t) = 1. (2)

From this normalization and Eq. (1) it follows that

J F{r)dA{r) =
J T{r')dA{T-). (3)

This normalization, although quite arbitrary, is con-

sistent with the notion that the introduction of scatter-

ing changes the pattern of irradiation in the image but

does not affect the total irradiation of the image plane.

Solving Eq. (1) for the F corresponding to a particular

T can be greatly simplified by taking advantage of sym-
metries usually found in S. For example, in cases in

which the scattering is due mainly to random irregu-

larities in the surfaces of the optical components it often

follows that

S(r,r') = S(|r - r'|). (4)

In another large class of measurements, the radiance of

the source is essentially uniform in one direction. To
map such a source, one could arrange an observation slit

The author is with the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20234.

Received 1 August 1969. * T{r') = 6(r — r'), a Dirac delta function.
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ELEMENTAL AREA
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DIRECTION OF
UNIFORMITY

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of a uniform source of length H
being scanned by a slit detector of length h.

parallel to the direction of uniformity and move the slit

and source relative to one another to scan the source

normal to the direction of uniformity as shown in Fig. 1.

Thus, the only dimension involved explicitly in the func-

tions T, F, and S will be distance in the direction in the

image plane of scan (denoted by x) . If, in addition, the

scattering function is the same for all z', one can rewrite

Eq. (1) in the form,

F{x)
-f:

S(x' - x)T(x')dx'. (5)

In the remainder of this paper, the discussion is confined

to a one-dimensional scattering problem as described in

the foregoing discussion, although the techniques used in

determining a scattering function and solving for an

actual radiance can be readily extended to a two-

dimensional case in which the scattering function re-

mains the same over the portion of the image plane in

which there is significant irradiation, e.g., the case de-

scribed in the discussion leading up to Eq. (4).

The relationship between a particular set of functions

F, S, and T is illustrated in Fig. 2. A trapezoidal T(x)

(such as would be expected when a uniform ribbon

source is scanned with a uniform detector masked with a

slit) and the normalized scattering function.

S(x' + (x- - x)V

were used in Eq. (5) to calculate the corresponding F{x).

Notice that the measured radiance at the center of this

source is less than the actual radiance. For a given op-

tical system, this difference is a larger fraction of the

actual radiance for narrower sources and, therefore, er-

rors can result when one compares the radiance of uni-

form sources of different sizes by viewing only their

centers. If the direct comparison of the radiance of

several different uniform sources is the only considera-

tion, a size-of-source correction such as that discussed by
Lee' can be made. If, on the other hand, one is inter-

ested in measuring the relative radiance of different

parts of a nonuniform source, it is necessary to deter-

mine the scattering function S under the conditions of

the measurement and then to solve an int^ral equation
for the T corresponding to each F.

It is apparent from Eq. (5) that determining the scat-

tering function [solving for S{x' - x) with given T{x')
and F{x) ] and determining the actual radiance [solving

for T{x') with given S{x' - x) and F{x)] are the same
mathematical problem, for which methods of solution by
transformation theory^-^ or series solution^'^ appear in

the literature. However, the nature of the function in-

volved and the presence of experimental error in the
data appear to call for a different approach to the solu-

tion for each of the two cases. A practical approach to

solving the problem in each case is presented in Sees. II

and III.

II. Determining the Scattering Function

In the one-dimensional case illustrated in Fig. 1, the
scattering function would be the measured radiance
from a uniform strip source of lengthH and infinitesimal

width as seen by a uniform strip detector of length h and
infinitesimal width. Although much work has been
done on scattering from surfaces and films,''' it is usu-

ally not practical to determine the parameters by which
the scattering function can be predicted for even a

rather simple optical system. Therefore, the F{x) cor-

responding to a known T{x') must be obtained experi-

mentally under conditions as close as possible as those

encountered in the measurement to be corrected,* and

DISPLACEMENT

Fig. 2. An illustration of the distorted mapping F of a radiance

profile T produced by an instrument with scattering function S.

The F and T functions are drawn to the same arbitrary scale.

The vertical scale is numbered to indicate the values of the nor-

maUzed <S function.

* Since there is also scattering in a direction normal to the di-

rection of scan, S{x' — x) is an implicit function of H and h.

Therefore, these should remain the same as in the measurement to

be corrected.
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these functions can then be used in Eq. (5) to determine

S(x' - x).

In many cases a slit of length H arranged parallel to

the direction of source uniformity and illuminated from

behind by a uniform source can be placed in the source

position with the measuring system set up as it is to be

used. If the illuminating source is broad enough and

close enough to the slit, so that the edges of it are not

visible along any path which light passing through the

optical system could take, such a slit would resemble a

uniform element of source as shown in Fig. I and would

be subject to the same scattering of its light. From the

geometry of the situation, one can conclude that T(x') is

a trapezoid with major base equal to the sum of the

source and observation slit widths and minor base equal

to the absolute value of their difference. (If the magni-

fication of the optical system is not unity, the width of

the projection of the observation slit into the plane of

the source should be used in place of the actual width of

the observation slit.) The height of the T(x') trapezoid

is adjusted with regard to the experimental F(x) data so

that

J*
T(x')dx' =

J F(x)dx. (6)

With T(x') so chosen, the resulting scattering function

will satisfy the normalization condition

:

Once the corresponding F{x) and T{x') have been ob-

tained, Eq. (5) can be solved for S{x' — x). In the

present work, an iterative solution is used which takes

advantage of the fact that the domain of T{x') is finite,

and that far outside the region in which Tix') is nonzero,

the entire actual radiance appears as a sHt source so

that the measured radiance and the scattering function

are proportional. Therefore, the measured radiance is

normalized and used as a zeroth approximation to the

scattering function. For each value of x, beginning in

the region far from where T{x') is nonzero and working

toward the region of large T{x'), one then uses the ap-

proximate scattering function in Eq. (5) to solve for

F{x), compares this value to the experimentally ob-

tained value of F(x), and adjusts the approximate scat-

tering function to bring the calculated F{x) into closer

agreement with the experimental one. Details of this

calculation are given in Appendix A of this paper.

Figure 3 illustrates this calculation as applied to the

T(x') of Fig. 2 and the F(x) which was obtained from it

analytically. By the seventh iteration, the original,

known S(x' — x) was reproduced to within 5% at every

point.

III. Solving for the Actual Radiance

Once the scattering function has been obtained, Eq.

(5) can be solved for the unknown actual radiance cor-

responding to a given measured radiance. The series

solution to be presented in this section is designed to

take advantage of the fact that much of the light is scat-

T 1 1—

r

DISPLACEMENT

Fig. 3. An illustration of the convergence toward a known solu-

tion for S. The 0th approximation is F, scaled to a unity inte-

gral. Curves 1 and 4 represent the solution after 1 and 4 itera-

tions, respectively, and the circles indicate values taken from the

solution after 7 iterations. The vertical scale indicates the value

of the normalized functions.

tered only slightly, i.e., S(x' — x) is large only in a small

part of its domain surrounding x' — x = 0. It is ob-

tained in a manner analogous to solving for B in the

algebraic equation

A BD + Bd (D>d) (8)

by substitution. One can rearrange Eq. (8) as

B = A/D - Bd/D (9)

and by N repeated substitutions of the entire right side

of Eq. (9) for B in the right side of an expression ob-

tained by beginning with Eq. (9), one can obtain the

series

N
5 = 1] (A/D)(-d/Dy + B{-d/Dr*\

i = 0

For d < D and large enough N, the final term can be
dropped to yield a series of the form

B = A/D - {d/D){A/D)

- (d/D)l-id/D){A/D)]-.... (10)

To apply this procedure to solve Eq. (5) for T(x), one

replaces the portion of the integral in the region near

x' — X = 0 with the aoDroximate value sT(x) defined by
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J*
Six' - x)Tix')dx' ~

J*
Siz)dz Tix)^sTix).

(11)

This approximation is exact for linear T{x') and sym-
metric S(x' — x), and is very good when the slope of

T{x') varies only slightly in the distance 2e. This latter

condition is realized in the large class of measurements

in which the resolution is governed by the width of the

observation sHt rather than by the width of the central

portion of the scattering function.* With this approxi-

mation, the algebraic analogy is followed, in correspond-

ingly numbered steps, by first separating the integral in

Eq. (5) into two portions as

Fix) Six'- x)Tix')dx Six' - x)Tix')dx',

(12)

where the prime before the integral indicates that the

region x — e < x' < x -\- e'ls excluded from the range of

integration. Using the approximation in Eq. (11) this

can be rewritten as

Tix) = Fix)/s - a/s Six' - x)Tix')dx'. (13)

By repeated substitution of the entire right side of Eq.

(13) into the right side of an equation obtained by start-

ing with Eq. (13), one obtains

^(a;) = Fix)/s - (1/s)'

J"
Six' - x)[Fix')/s]dx'

-iVsY j Six" - x){-il/sy j Six'

- x")[Fix')/s]dx'\dx''.... (14)

For a bounded F(x), a sufficient condition for conver-

gence is s > 5. The choice of s involves a compromise

between obtaining more rapid convergence with a larger

s and higher resolution with a smaller s. In the work
from which the example at the end of this paper was
taken, s = was found to be a practical compromise.f

From the alternating nature of the series in Eq. (14) it

can be shown that in the solution for T{x) at any point

the fractional error introduced by the approximation of

Eq. (11) will be less than the largest fractional error in

* It should be emphasized at this point that the need for a scat-

tering correction of this type arises because the total amount of

radiation scattered out of a given region and the amount of light

scattered into that region from the entire remaining part of the

source are relatively great. The procedure described in this paper

is not intended to be a correction for the short-range loss of resolu-

tion due to the width of the central portion of the scattering

function.

t Since Six' — x) is not easily evaluated near x' — i = 0, it is

usually more practical to determine e so that

J Siz)dz + Siz)dz

this approximation and that the fractional error in-

troduced by experimental errors in the F(x) data will be
less than the greatest fractional error in this data.

Since the function in braces in each integral of Eq. (14)

is simply the entire preceding term, this series is readily

evaluated on a computer. Details of the solution

appear in Appendix B.

Figure 4 illustrates the result of applying this calcula-

tion to the analytic S(x' — x) and calculated i^' (a;) of Fig.

2. If computer error is negligible, the infinite series

solution will be bracketed between solutions obtained by
truncating the series at consecutive terms. Thus, in the

example, the infinite series solution will lie in the shaded
region bounded by the seven- and eight-term solutions.

In two ways, this illustrative example demands more of

the method of solution than experimental situations

normally would. First, the F(x) was derived from a

T(x) which was arbitrarily defined in a way which could

only be realized with perfect resolution. Therefore the

resolution of the solution reached is characteristic of the

e chosen, which in this case was 1.25, and the sharp

corners are rounded. In many cases T(x') would be
smoothed already by an instrument function deter-

mined, for example, by slits which are wider than the e

used in the scattering solution. Second, in this example
s was deliberately chosen small at 0.573 in order that the

convergence be slow enough to be easily illustrated.

1

DISPLACEMENT

Fig. 4. An illustration of convergence toward a solution for T.

Each curve is nurribered according to the number of terms in the

series of Eq. (11). The solution with an infinite number of terms

would fall within the shaded region. The functions are plotted

to the same arbitrary scale as that of F and T in Fig. 2.
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IV. Application to Experimental Data

The results illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 were ob-

tained from mathematically contrived functions F{x),

T(x'), and S(x' — x). In a final illustration, the results

of applying these solutions to experimental data ob-

tained in observing a nitrogen arc' will be shown.

The optical system which was used is shown in Fig. 5.

A slit, illuminated from behind by a mercury lamp, was
used as a known source in determining S(x' — x). The
resulting functions for two different wavelengths are

shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the wings of the

S(x' — x) approximate an inverse square function in

each rather common occurrence which has been

noted by Eaglesfield.'" '' From measurements made in

the 300-600-nm region, a suitable expression for S(x' —
x) for use in the primed integral in Eq. (14) was found to

be

S(x' - x) = lA9{x' - x)-^\-^-^' per mm,

where X is the wavelength in nanometers and the dis-

placement x' — xis in millimeters.

The experimental data to be corrected were taken

from side-on radiance observations of a cylindrical arc,

i.e., the observation slit was parallel to the arc axis and
the direction of scan and the optic axis were perpendicu-

lar to the arc axis. The intensity of an atomic line was
to be compared to the intensity of a group of lines from a

molecular band in the arc. In general, the atomic lines

were most intense near the center of the arc while the

molecular bands were most intense near the edge of the

arc, and it was suspected that scattering might distort

the comparison. The measured radiance values from

the two features were each corrected for scattering, and
the resulting intensity profiles* with and without cor-

rection for scattering are shown in Fig. 7. The im-

portance of the correction in this case is obvious.

This paper is a Contribution of the National Bureau
of Standards, not subject to copyright.

Appendix A

Computer programs for the two solutions described in

this paper are presented here as an aid for those who
wish to understand the computations in detail. These
programs are written in the basic'' language and, in

order to keep them simple, they are written for the case

of symmetric functions S, T, and F in one dimension for

which the data are taken at equal intervals. Once the

procedure is understood, extension of the program to

handle nonsymmetric functions, two dimensions, and
unequal spacing of datum points is straightforward.

Although the programs listed can be used in the form

SPECTROMETER
ENTRANCE SLIT

1.63m

PLANE MIRRORS

1.57m

Fig. 5. A schematic representation of the optical system used

for measuring arc profiles. All mirrors are front surface.

S(X'-xl

4 6 8 10 20

DISPLACEMENT (x'-X)

40 60 80 lOO

Fig. 6. The scattering function per unit displacement for the

optical system illustrated in Fig. 5 as obtained at two different

wavelengths. The dashed lines represent a best fit inverse

square function. (1 displacement unit = 95 m m).

* In this particular case intensity (power per unit volume) as a

function of radius was the quantity of interest, so that an inverse

Abel transformation'^ was performed on the corrected radiance

(power per unit area) as a function of scan displacement to obtain

the results shown in Fig. 7.

given, they are designed for ease of understanding

rather than for efficient use of the computer. There-

fore, they should be modified before being applied to

extensive problems.
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Fig. 7. The effect of scattering upon the observed profile of a 1-

atm nitrogen arc for an atomic line and a molecular band.

Where the scale permits, the uncorrected profile is shown as a

dotted line. The lower curve indicates the percentage error in

the ratio of the band intensity to the line intensity caused by

scattering.

A program for carrying out the type of calculations

described in Sec. II is presented in Fig. 8.

Several parameters are read into the program in step

200. The distance between experimental datum points

is W meters. An acceptable solution for S(x' — x) will

be one for which the F(x) determined by using that

solution and the known T{x') an Eq. (5) agrees with the

experimental data to within a fractional error E at each

point. There are A'^ + 1 datum points from the center

of T{x') to the edge of its nonzero range and A'' + 1

experimental datum points taken from the center out

for F{x). If an acceptable solution is not reached in L
iterations, the computation will be concluded anyhow.
In steps 300-310, the actual intensity function is scaled

to satisfy Eq. (6), and in steps 400-410 a zeroth ap-

proximation to the scattering function is calculated.

In both of these calculations, as well as in the subroutine

for evaluating Eq. (5) which appears in lines 900-920, a

simple sum is used in place of an integral, since for

reasonably small W the error so introduced is much
smaller than the experimental errors involved. In

lines 500-545, Eq. (5) is eva,luated using the best current

value of S(x' — x) in each step. The corrections, ap-

plied in steps 530-540, are weighted heaviest for smaller

x' — x since the corresponding S{x' — x) have not been

corrected as often and are therefore more probably in

error. After each iteration has been completed, the

resulting S(x' — x) approximation is evaluated in steps

610-630. The evaluation is begun at the edge and
proceeds toward the center, andM points before the first

point at which the solution is found to be unsatisfactory

another iteration is begun. In the concluding steps,

800-825, the scattering function is normalized and
scaled. The change in 5(0) introduced by the normal-

ization prodedure is to correct for computation errors

and will be sUght if the calculation has gone well.

The value of the tolerable error E introduced in line

200 may have to be altered in order to obtain a solution.

If E is unrealistically small in light of the experimental

error in the F(x) data and L is too large, there will be a
tendency for the solution of become oscillatory. Al-

though such a solution can produce F(x) values within

the experimental error, it is probably not realistic phys-

ically unless the oscillations can be correlated with a

diffraction pattern which could be produced in the

optical system.

Appendix B

A program for carrying out the type of calculations

described in Sec. Ill is presented in Fig. 9.

In line 105, several parameters are read in, beginning

with W, the spacing between datum points. An ac-

inn niM TdO). F(ino). scino)
csnn REan v, f., m. n. l
?n5 LFT T - n
»in F-f" Y = n T«< 1
9 I s Rf^n Tt Y

)

"n LFT T - T T<Y)
^os NFXT Y
?io LFT F = n
9 IS F5(p X - n Tf n
!>.an RFon F(X)
?.1S LFT F = F » F(X)
9Sn NFXT X
-100 FfR Y = M T'jt n CT'^D -1

ms LFT TtY) = TtY) * (9*F - FCn))/(?*T - TtO))
-11 iMFXT Y
jnn Fi^R 0 = n TTl N
^ns LFT SfO) = F(A)/(?+F - FCn)>
^10 MFXT a

/I 1 S LFT K = n
zon LFT P = M-M
snn fVIr X. - o Tii n <;tfi' -I

SIO IF X > ^ THFNJ S'";

s 1 s LFT n = X

r-ff T^ sin
S'^S LFT 0 = 'M

sin F7(p Y = -M T"^ 0

SIS LFT S(X-Y) = StX-Y) * ( ( F(X) /I ) »(M + Y> O-Y)) / t,'1*t!)

S /in \irxT Y

sas NFXT X

fiOn LFT K = K + 1

605 IF K = L THFN «nn

fiin F5lR X = N-M T!( 0 STFP -1

fits P^siii onn
fi5>n IF oRsti - F(X)/n > F THFM 7nn

AOS NFXT X

din r:«( Tf «nn
700 LFT P = X * M
70S I F P < M-»f THFM 71 5

710 LFT P = N-M
715 r.(f T0 son
i^on LFT s(n) = 1

R05 Fi^R X = 1 T7t .N

RIO LFT .S(O) = s(0) - ?*S(X)
a

I 5 LFT S(X) = S<X) /'..'

R!>0 NFXT X

R'5 LFT S(o) = s(n)/',j

R.-JO STfP
POO LFT I = 0

POS Fjtp Y = -"1 TT*

010 LFT 1=1* S(aPS(Y-X)) * TCaPStYD-ttX

<) I S NFXT Y
9?o RFTl'PN ,

1 oon FNO

Fig. 8. A B.\sic program for determining the scattering function.
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LFT A = O
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mn LFT F = 0
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51 5 IF C < n THEN S.^O
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Ain NFXT A

7nn IF K >= L THEN 91 5

7 05 Fl?R A = n T3 N

7in IF ARSClPtA) /T(A) ) > E THEN ROD
715 NEXT A

75!n P^T9l 915
Rnn FijiR.A = n T? M
fns LET V(A) = U<A>
am NFXT A

R 1 5 LET K = K 1

PdT* inn
9nn REM IN THIS 5URR?UTINE THE INTEGRAL SF S(Y-A) * VtY) WITH

905 REM RESPECT T7 Y IS EVALUATED FR(9m Y = C TO Y = D.

9in RETURN
1000 END

Fig. 9. A BASIC program for solving for the actual radiance.

ceptable solution for T{x') will be one for which the

fractional error introduced by dropping the remaining

terms in Eq. (14) is less than E at every point. There
are A'^ + 1 datum points in the measured radiance being

evaluated and the calculation is to proceed for no more
than L terms. Z presents the e introduced in Eq. (11).

In steps 200-225, the value of s in Eq. (7) is determined.

The F{x) data are read in step 310 and the first term of

the series solution is determined in steps 315 and 320.

[The vector V(A) is used to store the integrand of the

term of Eq. (11) which is currently being evaluated and
UiA) is used to store the integral.] In steps 400-455,

additional F{x) data are evaluated in order to double the

range over which data are available for calculation.

In this way, the approximation of an infinite integral by
a finite one will introduce only a small error in the T{x')

solution even as x' approaches W*N. To obtain these

data, T{x') in Eq. (5) is approximated by scaUng the

central portion of the F{x) data. In steps 500-575, the

primed integrals in Eq. (14) are evaluated for the cur-

rent term, and in steps 600-610 these are added to the
sum of the preceding terms. The test for a satisfactory

solution given in line 710 is based upon the result that
the absolute value of each term in a uniformly converg-
ing alternating series is greater than the sum of the
remaining terms. The form of the integral calculation

in the subroutine indicated by hues 900-910 will depend
upon the form in which the S{x' — x) data are available.
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Vol. 64A, No. 4, July-August 1960

Standard of Spectral Radiance for the Region of 0.25 to

2.6 Microns

Ralph Stair, Russell G. Johnston, and E. W. Halbach

(March 1, 1960)

This paper contains information relating to the setting up of standard blackbodies for

use through the temperature range of about 1,400° to 2,400° K and their use in the cali-

bration of tungsten strip lamps as laboratory standards of spectral radiance for the wave-
length region of 0.25 to 2.6 microns. A graphite blackbody is described and representative

data are given on the spectral characteristics of the new lamp standard as compared to

blackbodies at several selected temperatures.

1. Introduction

Fifty years a2:o the principal need in the evaluation

of radiant energy was a convenient standard against

which a radiometer might be calibrated. Although
several crude standards of total radiance in the form
of oil lamps or candles existed about 1900, the

establishment of the carbon filament lamp [1, 2, 3]

'

provided a convenient working standard for a limited

range of total radiance. Then, as today, the

blackbody was considered the reference standard,

but its use was relegated only to the few primary
scientific laboratories. The carbon filament stand-

ard has received wide acceptance in scientific

research, not only in this cotuitry but throughout
the world. It has been, and remains, extremely
useful, but within recent years has been recognized
as being inadequate to cover many new uses wherein
spectral energy distributions were required.

It is to fulfill this latter requirement that a new
secondary standard of spectral radiance in the form
of a tungsten strip lamp has been set up. Again
the blackbody has been employed as the reference

source in the development of the new standard.
It has been established that the total and spectral

radiation characteristics of a blackbody may be
defined in terms of certain equations or laws.

Planck's radiation law relates the radiance A^x

at a particular wavelength to the absolute temper-
ature T by the relationship

wherein C, and C2 are the first and second radiation
constants having the dimensions wattsiKrm^ and
cm««degree, respectively. The exact values attached
to these depend not only on the units employed in

expressing Nx, but also upon the most probable
values of the various fundamental atomic constants.

In the present case the following values have been
employed for the various parameters in the Planck
equation:

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

X= wavelength in cm;

(7i= 1.19088X10-'2 watt#cmVsler

^2= 1.4380 cm^K;
A^x=watt cm"^ster~7cm wavelength interval.

Much research has been carried out on tungsten
lamps, in particular regarding the spectral emissivity
of tungsten [4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 18]. Although all the
results are not in perfect agi'eement, it is generally

agreed that witli reasonable caution the emissivity

of pure clean tungsten ribbon remains fairly constant
throughout the life of the lamp. Recently, in many
laboratories [8, 10, 11, 12, 15] the determination of

the spectral distribution of radiant energy from a
tungsten filament lamp has been obtained through
making use of the published values of the emissivity

of tungsten and the observed color temperature or

brightness temperature of the filament. These cal-

culations are based upon a doubtful assumption that

all samples of tungsten are identical in emissivity.

No account was taken of the effects of impurities

present, or of the size and shape of the filament or of

its mechanical or crystalline structure [4, 6]. All

these properties affect markedly the true spectral and
total emissivity. Furthermore, it has been found
'that interreflections within the lamp envelope [6]

affect the total spectral radiation from a particular

tungsten strip. In order to obtain the correct

spectral radiance of a lamp, it becomes necessary that
the particular lamp as set up for use be calibrated

against a blackbody.

2. Apparatus and Method

Before discussing the apparatus and method em-
ployed in comparing a group of tungsten ribbon
strip lamps with blackbodies at various temperatures
a discussion is in order relative to the type of lamp
chosen.

Investigations by Worthing [4a] many years ago
resulted in the accumulation of considerable infor-

mation relating to the radiation characteristics of

tungsten, in particular in regard to the effects of the

angle (polarization, etc.) from which the filament is
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viewed. Those results proved the necessity of using
a flat-ribbon fihunent to insure a reproducible source.

A lamp was designed at the National Bureau of

Standards a nundn'r of years ago wluch entailed the
foregoing qualities and was accepted for commercial
production by the General Electric Co. as their type
G.E. 30A/T24/fir This lamp was chosen for use as

the new standard (see fig. 1). It has a mogul bipost

base and a nominal ratiiig of 30 amp at 6 v. Radiant
energy is emitted from the flat strip filament through
a 1 ^4-in. fused silica window placed parallel to and at a

distance of about 3 to 4 in. from the plane of the

filament. This separation of the window (necessi-

tated by a graded seal) assists greatly in reducing

the deposit of metallic tungsten on the lamp window
as the lamp ages.

Figure 1. Tungsten ribbon strip lamp standard of spectral

radiance.

The principal apparatus employed in comparing
the radiant energy from the lamp with that of the

blackbody was set up as shown in figure 2 to cover
the spectral region from 0.7 to 2.6 m- The lamp and
the blackbody were mounted side by side on an
optical bench (constructed from a lathe bed and
table) so they could alternately be placed at the

focal point of the auxiliary optical system. In
figure 3 is shown the monochromator mounted on the
optical bench with the auxiliary optics rigidly

secured on the front of the monochromator. This
arrangement was employed for the spectral region

of 0.25 to 0.75 M wherein a high-temperature graphite
blackbody was used. It was possible to move the
monochromator so that the lamp and the blackbody
would be alternately at the correct object distance of

the auxiliary optics.

The auxiliary optics consisted of a plane mirror
and a spherical mirror having a 71-cm radius of

curvature. The placing of the lamp and the black-
body alternately at the samci positioti insured equal
light paths and the use of identical optics.

The blackbody indicated in figure 2, whi('h was
operated up to 1,400° K, was (constructed of a casting

of an alloy of 80 percent nickel and 20 percent
chromium and had a 3-in. outside diameter, was 6

in. in length, and had a wall thickness of )^ in. The

WAVELENGTH^

SCALE
I I

SPECTROMETER

510 cps

AMPLIFIER

ENTRANCE SLIT

SPHERICAL MIRROR CHOPPER ASSEMBLY

PLANE MIRROR

0 - c

VTVM

BLACK-

BODY ^OPTICAL BENCH

Figure 2. Instrumental set-up of blackbody, monochromator,

lamp and associated equipment for the wavelength region of

0.7 to 2.6 microns.

450 kc

10 kva
.

R F

GENERATOR

DETECTOR
WAVELENGTH SCALE

Figure 3. Instrumental setup of blackbody, monochromator,

lamp and associated equipment for the wavelength region of

0.26 to 0.75 micron.
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low reflectivity of this oxidized metal coupled with
the small aperture (Ke in. by in.) as compared with
the internal surface area resulted in a blackbody of

extremely high effective emissivity. The high heat
capacity of the associated furnace gave the black-
body a very high thermal stability, making manual
temperature regulation easy. Further information
on a similar blackbody employed as a standard at
longer wavelengths has been published elsewhere [14].

The blackbody employed for the shorter wave-
lengths and shown in figures 3 and 4 was constructed
of high purity graphite. It consists of a cylindrical

enclosure iji in. long and Iji in. in diameter, having
walls %6 in. thick. The exit end of the tube has a
%-in. opening shielded by a conical graphite end-
piece % in. long (see fig. 4.) The very low reflectivity

of the graphite (rough machined surface) and the
relatively small aperture (as compared to the total

internal surface) resulted in a blackbody of high
effective emissivity.

This graphite blackbody is heated by induction
inside a water-cooled coil by a radiofrequency genera-
tor operating at 450 kc. The blackbody tube is in-

sulated by firmly packed boron niti ide powder inside

a high temperature porcelain tube (closed at one
end) 4 in. in outside diameter and 6 in. in length.

An alundum ceramic tube placed midway between
the graphite core and the high temperature porcelain
tube increased the mechanical stability of the unit.

Depreciation of the graphite at high temperature
was reduced by enclosing the blackbody unit in an
airtight chamber (see fig. 4) through which dry
helium was passed. The concentration of oxygen
was further reduced by heating copper coils witliin

the chamber preceding each operation of the black-
body.
The spectral transmittance of the fused silica

window of the enclosure was measured and the
necessary corrections were made for temperature
measurements and spectral radiance.

This blackbody is many times larger than the
small tungsten enclosures often used in high tem-
perature work. A much larger opening can be
employed thereby making possible the use of the
entire slit of the usual spectroradiometer.

CARBON

BLACKBODY

TO RF
GEN

=—4

Figure 4. Graphite high temperature blackbody.

Leiss double quartz prism monochromators with
relative aperture ranges of F/6.4 to F/7 .2 were
employed as shown in figures 2 and 3. The de-
tector used at the exit slit of the monochromator for
the wavelengths from 0.7 to 2.6 n was an uncooled
lead sulfide cell, while for the wavelength range
of 0.25 to 0.75 /X a photomultiplier, type lP28
was employed [9]. In all cases care was taken
(through the use of filters to reduce the light in-

tensity when required, and by other means) in using
the photomultiplier to make certain that the detector
was not exposed to excessive radiation which might
produce a change or nonlinear character in the photo-
electric response.

The radiant energy beam was mechanically
chopped at 510 cps and the detector signal amplified

by a special tuned amplifier [15]. Usually the output
signal was read on an a-c vacuum tube voltmeter and
manually recorded. However, equipment was avail-

able (and occasionally used) for recording the data
with a strip chart recorder connected to the d-c

output of tlie tuned amplifier.

The temperature of the blackbody used at 1,400° K
(and below) was determined by a platinum versus

platinum 10 percent rhodium thermocouple cali-

brated by the heat division of the National Bureau of

Standards. The same laboratory calibrated the
optical pyrometer employed to determine the tem-
peratures from 1,400° to 2,400° K in the graphite

blackbody. Check measurements between the op-
tical pyrometer and the thermocouple usually were
in agreement within 2° to 3° K. Calibrations of

the optical pyrometer by the heat division before

and following the measurements reported in this

paper were in agreement to about 1° K.
Tests using thermocouples placed at various

positions and by observations with the optical

pyrometer indicated closely uniform temperatures
within the low temperature blackbody. Similar

tests with the optical pyrometer indicated a similar

uniform condition within the high-temperature
enclosure.

Each lamp was seasoned by operation on alternat-

ing current at 35 amp (about 2,470° K) for 2 hr.

During calibration the lamp current was controlled

manually through the use of variable and stepdown
transformers as described in a later paragraph
(see fig. 5).

Each lamp was set up with the envelope vertical

and with the section of the filament viewed horizontally

through the center of the lamp window being employed
in the measurements (no note was made of a notch
placed in one edge of the lamp filament for another
use). Through the use of the external optics (plane

mirror and spherical mirror) a full size image of this

section of the lamp filament was focused upon the

entrance slit of the spectroradiometer. Hence, the

physical dimensions of the spectrometer slit (set

at about 0.5 mm by 5 mm) determined the source

area employed in the measurements. Since the

optical arrangement was identical for the lamp and
the blackdody equal areas of the two sources were

always being compared.
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Figure 5. Electrical circuit for laynp operation to give smooth
current control.

Readings were alternately taken on the black-

body and on the lamp for each wavelength setting

throughout the spectral range. The blackbodies
were operated at several selected temperatures so

that the radiance from the lamp and the blackbody
were approximately equal in a given region of the

spectrum. .4t each wavelength a number of readings
were taken (with changes in the temperature of the

Hackbody) such that in some cases the radiance
of the lamp was greater than that of the blackbody
while in others it was less than that of the blackbody.
This procedure enabled us to keep the effect of any
departure from linearity within the electronics in the
detector circuitry as small as practicable.

3. Results

Data obtained upon two lamps as compared with
the blackbodies are given in table 1. Other lamps
result in slightly higher or lower values depending

upon the characteristics of the particular lamp!
chosen. For the laboratory lamp standards more
than 20 comparisons between the lamps and black-
bodies were made within tlie shorter wavelength
region (0.25 to 0.75;u). About 10 to 12 independent
comparisons were made at the longer wavelengths.
Due to the small magnitucd of scatter of the results,

little is to be gained by additional measurements.
The data of table 1 are tabulated in terms of

radiance, microwatts per square centimeter at a
distance of 1 m from a square millimeter area source,

and for a wavelength interval of 0.1 ^u. Hence the
radiant energy values are in a form directly applicable
for use with a spectroradiometer of fixed entrance
slit. Those who desire to make solid angle meas-
urements may change the tabulated values to erg

cm"'' ster~V~'sPC~' as reported by DeVos [6] simply
by multiplying the recorded value by 10*. Similarly,

the data recorded in the DeVos tables may be reduced
to the units employed herein by multiplying by 10~*

(within about 0.1 percent resulting from slightly

different atomic constants employed in the DeVos
calculations).

Although the data for all wavelengths are given on
the same basis as regards the wavelength interval of

0.1 M, in the experimental setup the actual instru-

mental spectral slit widths ranged from about 0.001

fjL at 0.25 M to 0.060 m at 2.6 m (being about 0.020 m at
1 .0 ju). The use of the 0.1 m interval affects the abso-
lute values but little for wavelengths longer than
about 1 M- However, for the shorter wavelengths
where the spectral energy curve exhibits a greater
degree of curvature, higher accuracy may be obtained

Table 1. Spectral radiance of blackbodies and tungsten lamps= N\= PX 10~<' expressed in microwatts per square centimeter at

1 meter for a 1-mm^ source and for a wavelength interval of 0.1 micron

Wave-
length

1,400° K
blackbody

1,600° K
blackbody

1,800° K
blackbody

2,000° K
blackbody

2,200° K
blackbody

2.400° K
blackbody

P P Q P 9 P g P 1 P
0.250 1. 7493 12 2. 9736 10 1.6145 8 3. 9432 7 5. 3871 6 4. 7597
.260 6. 9821 12 9. 7412 10 4. 5360 8 9.7969 7 1.2103 5 9, 8342
.270 2. 4973 11 2. 9018 9 1. 1720 7 2. 2592 6 2. 5429 5 1.9119
.280 8. 1013 11 7. 9434 9 2. 8113 7 4. 8756 6 5.0331 5 3.5211
.290 2.4084 10 2.0160 8 6. 3092 7 9. 9166 6 9. 4458 5 6. 1797

.300 6. 6199 10 4. 7810 8 1.3340 6 1.9128 5 1. 6901 4 1.0386

.320 4. 0740 9 2. 2519 7 5. 1031 6 6. 1953 5 4. 7772 4 2. 6206

.350 4.0766 8 1. 5976 6 2. 7707 5 2. 7157 4 1. 7577 3 8. 3334

.400 8.1943 7 2. 0301 5 2. 4646 4 1.8160 3 9. 3067 3 3. 6326

.450 7. 8861 6 1.3677 4 1. 2582 3 7. 4259 3 3. 1737 2 1.0648

.500 4. 5642 5 5. 9508 4 4. 3847 3 2. 1670 2 8. 0096 2 2.3808

.550 1.8812 4 1.92.15 3 1. 1764 2 5.0096 2 1.6399 1 4. 4073

.600 5. 6287 4 4. 7836 3 2. 5267 2 9. 5681 2 2. 8441 1 7.0506

.650 1.4227 3 1.0214 2 4. 7345 2 1.5838 1 4.4118 1 1.0192

.700 3.0045 3 1.8808 2 7. 8326 2 2. 4523 1 6.2392 1 1.3586

.7,')0 5.6866 3 3. 1435 2 1. 1889 1 3, 4470 1 8.2366 1 1. 7020

.800 9. 6470 3 4.8017 2 1.6731 4. 5420 1 1.02,84 2.0323

.900 2.2294 2 9. 2845 2 2. 8163 6. 8433 1 1.4153 2. 5938

1.000 4. 1215 2 1.4883 4. 0409 8. 9872 1 1.7290 2. 9841

J. 100 6. 5110 2 2. 0924 5. 1891 1.0736 1.9472 3. 2003
1.200 9. 1769 2 2. 6762 6. 1679 1. 1992 2. 0713 3.2694

1.300 1. 1883 3. 1923 6.8898 1.2761 2. 1154 3. 2273

1.400 1.4428 3. 6135 7. 3864 1.3103 2. 0974 3. 1089

1.500 1. 6672 3.9295 7. 6649 1.3101 2. 0349 2. 9425

i.600 1. 8534 4. 1431 7. 7585 1.2839 1.9429 2. 7499

1.700 1.9982 4. 2641 7. 7037 1.2393 1.8331 2.5465
1.800 2. 1024 4. 3055 7.5363 1. 1825 1.7144 2. 3427

1.900 2.1690 4. 2819 7. 2874 1.1185 1.5929 2. 1454

2. 000 2. 2023 4. 2071 6. 9828 1.0.508 1. 4731 1.9585

2. 100 2. 2072 4. 0941 6. 6434 9.8224 1 1.3576 1.7842

2.200 2. 1888 3.9531 6. 2857 9.1466 1 1. 2482 1.6235

2. 300 2. 1516 3. 7930 5. 9212 8. 4935 1 1. 1458 1.4764

2. 400 2. 0999 3.6214 6. 5.593 7. 8705 1 1.0508 1.3425

2.500 2. 0372 3. 4432 5.2060 7.2833 1 9.6317 1 1.2211

2,600 1.9667 3.2633 4.8657 6. 7335 1 8. 8277 1 1. 1113

Lamp #20
25 amp

8.00
1.88
3.64
6. 24
9. 56
1.35

1.66
2.22
2. 74
3.12
3.32
3.36
3.30
3. 16

2.96
2, 74
2. 45
2. 20
1.97
1.78
1.58
1.40
1.26
1. 13
1.02

Lamp #20
30 amp

4.04
8.14
1.39
2.13
2.99
3. 74

4.38
5. 42
6. 12
6.38
6.41
6. 24
5.94
.5.55

5. 04
4.52
3.94
3. 45
.3.03

2. 65
2.37
2. 13
1.92
1.66
1.52

Lamp #16
35 amp

P
4.13
9.59
1.88

3.40
5.84

9.72
2. 34
7.00
2.76
7.27
l..^
2.72
4.05
5.66
7. 17

8. .59
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if tlio tiilnilatcd values bo convertod to a slioitcr

wavelength interval corresponding more nearly to

that einplo^'ed in obtaining the data.
In the original eoni])arisons with the blaekbody the

cone of radiant energy from the lamp was limit(>d to

approximately 5° aiid near normal to the plaiu' of t he
lamp filament. If, in use, a larger angle is lequired
it should be ascertained that the flux density is

tiniform and free of polarization thioughout the
added aperture.

Although the calibrations of the standards are
given in terms of l adiant power per cm^ for the vari-
ous wavelengths at a distance of 1 m, the lamps may
be used at any convenient distance provided proper
correction is made for the new distance. However,
if there is excessive water vapor in the laboratory
atmosphere, errors may result at the wavelengths of
water vapor absorption. In the orighial calibrations
any water vapor absoiption effects cancelled out for
the greater part since the measurements were made
using essentially identical air paths.
The quality of the two blackbodies used in this

work was determined by the method outlined by
Andre Gouffe fl3] and the first and second order
approximations of the quality of the low temperature
blaekbody was found to be 0.999. The quality of
the high temperature graphite blaekbody was 0.996.
The certification of the optical pyrometer was given

as ±2°frorn 1,000° to 1,400° K and ±6° from 1,400°
to 2,300° K. This gives rise to an uncertainty of

to 2 percent in the loiiger wavelengths while ui the
shorter wavelengths the uncertainty increases to 1

to 4 percent. The uncertainty for the thermocouple
was less than ±3° which would result in an uncer-
tainty in the radiance not in excess of 2 percent.

If one assumes an ability to read the meters em-
ployed as two-fifths of the smallest division, this

would lead to an uncertainty never more than 1.0

percent. The ability of the electronics to reproduce
an output when a given signal is applied to the input
is of the order of 1.0 percent.

It is estimated that the maximum uncertainty in

the results ranges from about 8 percent at the short-
est wavelengths to about 3 percent at the longest
wavelengths.

4. Use of the Standards of Spectral
Radiance

The auxiliary optics employed with this standard
may be composed of two units such as those employed
in the original calibrations (see figs. 2, 3, and 6),
namely a plane mirror and a spherical mirror (each
aluminized on the front surface). If the spherical
mirror is placed at a distance from the lamp filament
equal to its radius of curvature and the plane mirror
set about one-third to two-fifths this distance from
the spherical mirror, and facing it (at an angle of 10°

or less), an image of the filament equal in size to that
of the filament itself may be focused upon the
spectrometer slit. Little distortion of the filament
image occurs provided good optical surfaces are
emploved and all reflection angles are kept to less

than i0°.

Fhm RE (). Aiixiliari/ opiii.s when it.sini/ a lait p .slandartl of
spectral radiance in the calibration of a spectroradiometer;
and for detern.ining the spectral refiectivitij of the abnninized
mirrors employed.

In general, the radius of curvature of this auxiliary

spherical mirror should be greater than the focal

length of the spectrometer employed so that no loss

of radiant energy will result through overfilling the
spectrometer optics. Furthermore, as noted above,
the aperture of this mirror should be kept witiiin a

total conical angle of about 5°.

No diaphragm or other shielding is required in the
use of these standards, except for a shield to prevent
direct radiation from the lamp, not falling on the
concave mirror from entering the spectrometer, since

in their use an optical image of the filament is

focused upon the spectrometer slit.

In order to calibrate a spectroradiometer with this i

standard lamp, a knowledge of the spectral reflective
|

characteristics of the mirror surfaces is required in

order to evaluate the radiant energy properly at the
spectrometer slit. A good aluminized surface should
have a spectral reflectivity above 87 percent through-
out the spectral region of 0.5 to 2.6 m but which
increases slightly with wavelength except for a slight

dip in the region of 0.8 to 1 .Op.. In practice the proper
reflectance losses can best be determined through the
use of a third mirror (a second plane mirror) which
may be temporarily incorporated into the optical

setup from time to time. (See fig. 6 for a possible

arrangement of the auxiliary optics when including

t he third mirror to determine its spectral reflectance.)

In experiments where sources of radiation are

being compared, no knowledge of the spectral

reflectance of the auxiliary mirrors, the spectrometer
transmission characteristics, or the spectral sensi-

tivity of the detector is required. Furthermore
when the same auxiliary optics are employed no
measure need be taken of the spectrometer slit

widths, or slit areas, provided the slit is fully and
uniformly filled in both cases.

Operation of these standards should be on alter-

nating current to obviate filament crystallizing

effects which occur when the operation is on direct

current. To reduce line voltage a stepdown trans-

former (1-kva capacity) having a ratio of 10 to 1 or

a 50-amp variable transformer may be employed.
(See fig. 5.) Then to give fine control a second
variable transformer (10-amp capacity) is wired into

the circuit to control the input of the heavy duty
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transformer. For still finer control a third variable
transformer may be employed with a radio filament
transformer to add (or subtract) a small voltage

(0 to 2.5 v) to the primary voltage fed into the step-

down transformer. It was found that this method
was very effective in accurately controlling the
larger lamp currents. The heavy-duty (1 kva)
stepdown transformer is preferred to that of a 50-amp
variable - transformer since the latter is subject to

contact damage when operated for long intervals of

time at high current values.

These lamp standards are expensive laboratory
equipment and it is suggested that they be operated
at the lower current value in order to prolong their

usual life. Only for short intervals should they
ever be operated above 30 amp (about 2,200° K),
and then only to calibrate a similar lamp as a work-
ing standard. In general even at lower currents a

w^orking standard should be prepared and used,

except for purposes of checking the operation of

such working standard.

5. Conclusions

The tungsten strip lamp is a useful working stand-
ard for use in spectral radiance measurements within
the region of 0.25 to 2.6/x. At wavelengths shorter

than 0.25// the available radiant energy from heated
tungsten is too low for practical uses. At longer
wavelengths than about 2.6// the low emissivity of

tungsten, together with window absorption and re-

radiation effects render the use of this type of lamp
impractical. Some other source, in air or employing
a special window, will be found more practical. The
recent measurements on the spectral emissivity of

platinum from 2.0 to 15.0/t provides one possible

standard for radiaiice at long wavelengths [14].

The method of calibration against a blackbody is

direct and leaves no question relating to filament
temperature or tungsten emissivity. The energy of

the lamp is equated to that of the blackbody. The
principal uncertainty in the results lie within the
accurate determination of the blackbody tempera-
tures and the measurement of the current through
the lamp filament.

The authors thank Milton Burdick and H. S. Par-
ker of the Engineering Ceramics Section of the
Bureau for useful suggestions in developing the high
temperature blackbody, and also William F. Roeser
of the Building Technology Division for constructive
criticisms.
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Spectral Radiance of a Low Current Graphite Arc

Albert!. Hattenburg

The spectral radiance of the anode of a low current graphite arc has been determined throughout most

of the 850-210 nm region by utilizing a recently developed high accuracy spectroradiometer. The
estimated standard deviation uncertainty varies from about 1.5% at the longer wavelengths to about

5% at the shorter. Results are given at twenty wavelength points in the region and also as a continuous

function of wavelength throughout most of the region, excluding some areas of high molecular band

radiation originating in the arc stream.

Introduction

The low current graphite arc has long been of interest

as a bright, reproducible source of radiation. A num-
ber of workers'"* have investigated the spectral radi-

ance of this source using graphite and/or carbon (lamp-

black base) electrodes, and employing various tech-

niques to yield absolute values. Nevertheless, at 400
nanometers (4000 A), differences between two of the

more widely used results^'^ are as high as 15%; below
400 nm there have been fewer investigations and the

uncertainties are greater. The recent development of

a high accuracy spectroradiometer', employing a high

quality blackbody and accurate temperature measure-
ment capability, made possible a more accurate deter-

mination of the arc spectral radiance from 850 mm to

210 nm. This paper presents the results of this deter-

mination at twenty fixed wavelength points in this

region and, with somewhat less accuracy, the spectral

radiance as a continuous function of wavelength
throughout most of the region.

Apparatus

The spectroradiometer consists of a stable high tem-
perature blackbody, a double monochromator with
photomultiplier detector and associated electronics,

and a set of auxiliary sources and filters used to deter-

mine the temperature of the blackbody. The black-

body is a resistively heated tube operated in an argon
atmosphere, and capable of steady operation in the

3000 °K region for long periods of time. The emis-

sivity is estimated to be about 0.999. The double
monochromator is a quartz prism grating instrument

The author is with the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20234.

Received 5 August 1966.

This work was supported in part by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.

featuring negligible scattered light, a dispersion figure of

15-40 A/mm throughout the range employed, and a

relative aperture of //8 in the vertical plane and //16

in the horizontal plane. The fourteen-stage photo-

multiplier tube employs a trialkali cathode and a

quartz window. The tube current is amplified by a

linear dc amplifier and displayed on a potentiometric

recorder. A portion of the spectroradiometer operates

as a photoelectric pyrometer and has been given a pri-

mary calibration on the International Practical Tem-
perature Scale (IPTS) (Ref. 8).

Table i. Spectral Radiance of the Graphite Arc at

Selected Wavelengths "

X

(nm) (W/cm' sr)

210 4.72 X 10'

220 3.83

230 3.98

240 3.21

250 4.11

260 5.39

280 9.69

300 16.6

330 32.6

365 61.1

395 92.3

430 123

480 175

525 220

600 279

654.6 306

700 318

750 324

800 324

850 :n5

" The spectral bandpass varied from about 1.5 A to 4 A at the

short and long wavelengths respectively. The standard devi-

ation uncertainties range from about 4% at 210 nm to 1.5% at

850 nm.
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The arc employed was a commercial device manu-
factured by the Mole-Richardson Company, and
designated as the Pyrometric Molarc Lamp type 2371.

It was operated in a manner recommended by the man-
ufacturer. It employs a rate adjustable continuous

feed mechanism for both electrodes as well as the neces-

sary manual adjustments, a 120° angle between elec-

trodes, and an imaging screen to make possible con-

tinuous monitoring of the electrode positions. The arc

power supply consisted of a 120-V battery, a suitable

resistor for ballast, and a carbon pile rheostat for fine

current adjustment. The anodes were National Car-

bon SPK graphite, 0.63 cm diam, and the negative

electrodes were National Carbon AGKS graphite, 0.32

cm diam. The anode was burned for at least 10 min
before any data were taken. The arc was operated

at the current approximately 0.25 A below the overload

point. The electrode spacing was constantly moni-

tored to maintain the anode face in the plane normal

to the anode axis, and focused on the slit of the mono-
chromator. The target area observed was 0.1 mm wide

and 0.8 nmi high, centered on the anode.

All sources were mounted on a motor-driven lathe

bed to permit rapid and precise positioning of each

image on the slit.

Experimental Procedure

The spectral radiance of the anode, as viewed through

the arc stream, was determined at a number of selected

wavelengths from 850 nm to 210 nm. These measure-

ments were made at fixed wavelengths so that short

term variations and noise in the arc signal could be

averaged for each wavelength, and the arc current

could more conveniently be maintained near the over-
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load point. The wavelengths longer than 270 nm were
selected on the basis of a small radiance contribution

from the arc stream, and therefore from line or band
spectra. Continuous scans of the arc stream alone,

with a spectral slit width of 0.2 A, defined these areas.

At wavelengths shorter than 270 nm, where the arc

stream contributed significantly at all wavelengths,

the measurements were made at 10 nm intervals.

The normal use of the spectroradiometer involves

comparing the source to be calibrated with the high
temperature blackbody, which is adjusted to be equal

to the source at each wavelength. Since the spectral

radiance of the arc exceeded that of the blackbody by
factors as large as four thousand at 210 nm, this pro-

cedure was modified to permit determination of the

spectral radiance ratio of two unequal sources.

The blackbody was set at a high temperature (about

2850°K). This temperature was measured before

and after each set of comparisons. The arc was com-

pared with the blackbody at each chosen wavelength by

alternately centering the images of the two sources on

the monochromator slit. Then the ratio of spectral

radiances was obtained from the ratio of the electrical

currents of the photomultiplier tube corresponding to

the two radiation signals, after being amp ified and

presented on the recorder. The departure from line-

arity of the detector-amplifier response was determined

at two wavelengths, and found to be independent of

n~i r "I I I r -|—I—1—

r
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WAVELENGTH, X ( nm)

Fig. 4, Spectral radiance of the arc relative to a 3792 °K (IPTS) blackbody. The spectral bandpass was about 4 A. The standard

deviation uncertainty was about 2%.
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Fig. 5. Spectral radiance of the arc relative to a 3792°K (IPTS) blackbody. The spectral bandpass was about 4 A. The standard

deviation uncertainty was about 2%.

wavelength and to vary from about 0.5% at the lower

ratios to 4% for those at about 4400.

The spectral radiance of the arc was determined as a

continuous function of wavelength by averaging three

successive wavelength scans of the arc over regions

of 50-100 nm—each of which included one or more
of the fixed points—and comparing the result to a simi-

lar scan with the blackbody or a spectrally calibrated

tungsten lamp. The two sets of curves were normalized

through the absolute calibration of the arc at the fixed

wavelengths. Regions of high molecular band radia-

tion between 345 nm and 425 nm were excluded. The
proximity of the arc to the overload current was checked

at intervals throughout the scans.

ResuKs

The spectral radiance values of the arc at the selected

wavelengths are presented in Table I. Although these

values were derived from a comparison with a blackbody
whose temperature was determined on the IPTS, they

represent values based on a best approximation to the

Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale (TKTS).
The normal practice of reporting temperatures on the

IPTS' is followed here because of the international

acceptance of this scale and the relative ease of realizing

aiii maintaining it. Nevertheless, when using a tem-
perature to calculate another physical parameter in an
equation from thermodynamics or statistical mechanics,

it is necessary, for the most accurate result, to convert

to the Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale.

The ratio of spectral radiances of two blackbodies

does not depend upon a temperature scale. It follows

that for two such blackbodies, one of which is at the

temperature of freezing gold Tau,

L\T = L\TAyi(L\T/L\TAiL) = L\TAu(L\t7L\TAu'). (1)

Using the Planck radiation equation and rearrang-

ing,

exp(c2 7XrAu') -

iexp(c2/XrAu) t] (2)

If the primed and unprimed quantities represent values

on the IPTS and the TKTS, respectively, the expres-

sion in brackets is the factor that converts values of

spectral radiance calculated from an IPTS tempera-

ture to those calculated from a TKTS temperature.

The required IPTS values are Cs' = 1.438 cm °K and

Tau' = 1336.15°K; the TKTS values chosen here are

C2 = 1.43879 cm °K (Ref. 10) and Tau = 1337.65°K."

Using the Wien approximation to the Planck function

in the ratio of gold point radiances, expanding the result-

ing exponential, and retaining only the first two terms,

we have

Lxr(TKTS) = Lxr(IPTS)[l + (0.616 X IQ-yx)], (3)

where X is in centimeters. The spectral radiance values

of Table I were calculated from Eq. 3.

The spectral radiance of the arc as a function of wave-

length from 210 nm to 260 nm is presented in Fig. 1.

The ratio of the arc spectral radiance to that of a 3792°K
(IPTS) blackbody over most of the 260-570 nm region

is given in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. From 570 nm to 850 nm
the ratio is equal to one; i.e., the arc radiance is equiv-

alent to the radiance of a 3792°K (IPTS) blackbody to

well within the experimental error. This presentation

of the data was chosen because the arc deviates in

radiance from a fixed temperature blackbody rather

slowly in the region above 260 nm. Table II lists the

spectral radiance for the 3792°K (IPTS) blackbody as

calculated from Eq. 3. Thus, the spectral radiance of
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Table II. Spectral Radiance of a 3792°K (IPTS) Blackbody

(nm) (W/cm^sr) (nm) (W/cm' sr)

260 4.753 X W 560 250.8 X lO''

265 5.687 565 254.7

270 6.749 570 258.5

275 7.945 575 262.2

280 9.284 580 265.7

285 10.77 585 269.2

290 12.42 590 272.6

295 14.22 595 275.8

300 16.20 600 278.9

305 18.34 605 281.9

310 20.65 610 284.8

315 23.15 615 287.6

320 25.81 620 290.3

325 28.66 625 292.9

330 31.58 630 295.3

335 34.87 635 297.7

340 38.23 640 299.9

345 41.77 645 302.1

350 45.47 650 304.1

355 49.32 655 306.0

360 53.33 660 307.8

365 57.49 665 309.5

370 61.80 670 311.1

375 66.23 675 312.6

380 70.79 680 314.0

385 75.48 685 315.4

390 80.27 690 316.6

395 85.16 695 317.7

400 90.15 700 318.7

405 95.23 705 319.7

410 100.4 710 320.5

415 105.6 715 321.3

420 110.9 720 322.0

425 116.2 725 322.6

430 121.6 730 323.1

435 126.9 735 323.5

440 132.4 740 323.9

445 137.8 745 324.2

450 143.2 750 324.4

455 148.7 755 324.5

460 154.1 760 324.6

465 159.5 765 324.6

470 164.9 770 324.5

475 170.2 775 324.4

480 175.5 780 324.2

485 180.8 785 323.9

490 186.0 790 323.6

495 191.1 795 323.2

500 196.2 800 322.8

505 201.2 805 322.3

510 206.2 810 321.8

515 211.1 815 321.2

520 215.8 820 320.6

525 220.5 825 319.9

530 225.2 830 319.2

535 229.7 835 318.4

540 234.1 840 317.6

545 238.4 845 316.7

550 242.6 850 315.8

555 246.8

The values in this table are calculated from Eq. 3 and there-

fore represent values based on the Thermodynamic Kelvin

Temperature Scale.

the arc can be obtained by selecting the ratio for the

desired wavelength (unity above 570 nm) and multiply-

ing by the spectral radiance from Table II.

These results were obtained under specific conditions

of / number, spectral bandpass, and target area. Ex-
perimental checks should be performed when deviating

significantly from these values. Use of an arc stand of

different geometry may also alter the results, partic-

ularly below 280 nm. The barometric pressure was
about 760 mm Hg for this work. Chaney et al.^^

report a value of about 0.2°K/mm Hg for the variation

in anode brightness temperature with pressure.

Uncertainties

The uncertainties in the spectral radiance for the fixed

wavelength points are caused primarily by the varia-

tions in the arc itself (including variations between
anodes of the same and different lots), the response

characteristic of the photomultiplier-electronics system,

the calibration of the spectroradiometer, and the un-

certainty of the Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature
Scale. Additional uncertainties arise in the case of the

continuous scans because of the lack of signal averaging

and the greater difficulty in maintaining the arc current

near overload.

The arc variations are reflected in the standard devia-

tions of the individual measurements, and vary from
about 1.3% to 2.5% from 850 nm to 210 nm. The
calibration of the system response is uncertain to about

0.5% for values down to 240 nm, and increases to about

3% at 210 nm. The spectroradiometer has a standard

deviation uncertainty of about 0.4% at 850 nm and
1.1% at 210 nm relative to the IPTS. Conversion to

the TKTS adds about 0.25% at 850 nm and 1% at

210 nm. The additional error for the continuous scans

is estimated to be about 1% at the long wavelengths

and 2% at the short. Combining these results in

quadrature yields a standard deviation uncertainty of

1.4% at 850 nm, 2.6% at 240 nm, and 4.2% at 210 nm
for the fixed points, while the corresponding figures for

the continuous scans are 1.7%, 3.0% and 4.7%.

The author wishes to thank H. J. Kostkowski, under

whose general direction this work was performed, for

his many suggestions and criticisms, and R. C. Hughes
for his contributions to the experimental setups, data

collection, and reduction.
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-4-

HIGH-ACCURACY SPECTRAL RADIANCE
CALIBRATION OF TUNGSTEN-STRIP LAMPS*

H. J. Kostkowski, D. E. Erminy, and A. T. Hattenburg

4.1. Introduction

The capability of determining spectral radiance of tungsten-strip lamps

with an uncertainty of less than 1 % has recently been reported (Kostkowski

et al., 1965, work to be published). This chapter is a summary of this work,

particularly those aspects that might be generally useful in radiometry.

The approach that was used in the spectral radiance calibration was the

classical method of comparing the unknowTi to a blackbody. This method was

undertaken because it is the basis of radiation pyrometry where, at least at

one wavelength and relative to the International Practical Temperature

Scale, considerable success has been achieved (Lee, 1966).

It is generally accepted that the spectral radiance of a blackbody is given

by the Planck radiation equation

(4.1) = C,X-'l[exi^iCJXT) - 1]

Experimental verification of this equation has not been realized to better

than about 5 %. Nevertheless, because of its strong theoretical base, it has

been assumed that the above relation is exact. Therefore, a spectral com-

parison of a source with a blackbody will result in the determination of the

spectral radiance of the source with an accuracy which depends on the

accuracy of C^, C2 ,
A, and T; the quality of the blackbody; and the accuracy

of the comparison.

The initial goal in our effort was a total vmcertainty of 1 % or less. There-

fore, an attempt was made to limit individual sources of error in terms of

spectral radiance to about 0.1 %. The question arises as to how well the

above constants are known and how well the other parameters would have to

be determined to achieve this criterion.

* The research associated with this chapter (which is an official contribution of the U.S.

National Bureau of Standards and not subject to copyright) was supported in part by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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4.2. Accuracy Requirements

4.2.1. Accuracy of Cj

The first radiation constant Cj is related to the velocity of light c and the

Planck constant h by the equation

The Committee on Fundamental Constants of the National Academy of

Science-National Research Council has recommended (1963) the value

= 1.19096 X 10~^^Wcm^ (sr)~^ and estimates an uncertainty in in

terms of one standard deviation of 0.0027 %. Thus, is reported to be

known about 40 times more accurately than required.

4.2.2. Accuracy of C2

The second radiation constant is related to the atomic constants by the

equation

where k is the Boltzmann constant. The above mentioned committee has

also recommended a value of = 1.43879 cm deg with an uncertainty in

terms of one standard deviation of 0.0042 %. This corresponds to an error of

0.045 % for the spectral radiance in Eq. (4.1) at a wavelength of 550 nm and

2500°K, a typical strip-lamp brightness temperature. Thus, is also known

sufficiently well for the 0.1 % criterion.

4.2.3. Wavelength Accuracy

The wavelength accuracy required in comparing a blackbody to a strip

lamp can easily be obtained from the equation

which is commonly used in optical pyrometry (Kostkowski and Lee, 1962) to

relate the brightness temperature at a wavelength to the brightness

temperature at another wavelength , where is the color temperature

as defined in the reference given above. Using Wien's equation as an approxi-

mation to Planck's equation, i.e., dropping the —1 in Eq. (4.1) and differen-

tiating with respect to T, one obtains

(4.2) C, = 2c^h

(4.3) C2 = hcjk

(4.4)

(4.5)
dL^X dT
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Combining this with Eq. (4.4)

(4.6) AA

Assuming MjL = 0.001, = 2500°K, A = 550 nm, and using ~ 28G0°K

(obtained for tungsten from the " Handbook of Physics and Chemistry "), one

obtains AA ~ 0.5 nm. This then is the wavelengtli uncertainty permitted at

550 nm in spectrally comparing the blackbody to a tungsten-strip lamp.

4.2.4. Accuracy of Blackbody Temperature

The uncertainty permitted for the temperature of the blackbody can be

obtained from Eq. (4.5). Solving for AT for A = 550 nm, AL/L = 0.001, and

T = 2500°K, results in AT = 0.24°.

4.2.5. Blackbody Quality

To satisfy our criterion, the blackbody must have an emissivity of about

0.999 and a stability of 0.1 %. A rough estimate of the permissible tempera-

ture nonuniformity can be obtained as foUovi's. Assume that the emissivity

of the cavity material is 0.9 and the v^^alls of the cavity have either a tempera-

ture T or T — AT, with each irradiating the wall target area equally as

illustrated in Fig. 4.1. To a first approximation

^A(erS) = 0-9^bA(?^) + 0.1 X 0.5L,A(T) -f 0.1 x 0.5L^x{T - AT)

^ 0.95LbA(T) + 0.05[L^(T) -—^ AT]

WlllllUIIIIIIIIIC
Al/ ^

TARGET
AREA

IT, sferodians

Fig. 4.1. Cavity with nonuniform wall temperatuiO.
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and using Eq. (4.3)

La(C." ) = 0.95LbA(r) + 0.05\l^x{T)-%L^x{T) ^T

ZL^X(T) 1-0.05
AT2

AT i

(4.7)

assuming e^„„i-.

4.2.6. Accuracy of Comparison

The accuracy of the blackbody-strip lamp comparison must be 0.999 and

L\ should not drift by more than 0.1 % in the length of time required for the

calibration and its application.

These then are the general requirements. The remainder of the cliapter

will consider the design and techniques utilized in trying to realize these

requirements and the results that have been achieved.

4.3.1. Description

The blackbody iiscd for this work consisted of a graphite tube resistively

heated in an argon atmosphere. The major features of the blackbody and

control system are sliown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. With this control

system, it has been possible to limit the instability and drift to about 0.1 %
over a 30- to 4r)-miM period. Tliis is suflicicnt time in which to determine tiie

blackbody temperature, make a comparison at some wavelength, and again

check the temperature.

4.3.2. Temperature Uniformity

Limiting the temperature nonuniformity to about 5° was achieved by

modifying tlie shape of the graphite tube until, when sighting with a visual

optical pyrometer at the cavity hole on the side or at the various holes along

the axis of the tube from the top, this condition was confirmed.

4.3.3. Emissivity

The emissivity of the blackbody cavity depends on the geometry and

dimensions of the cavity and on the partial reflectivity (deVos, 1954) of the

4.3. The Blackbody
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material, particularly the wall opposite the cavity sighting hole. To a first

approximation, which is usually quite good in high quality cavities,

(4.8) e = 1 - rH

where r is the partial reflectivity and Q. is the solid angle originating at tlie

wall target and subtended by the cavity opening.

The partial reflectivity of the wall target, relative to an incident and

reflected angle 0 (as showTi in Fig. 4.1), Avas minimized by having the wall

shaped like a coarse thread. Laboratory measurements of the room tempera-

ture partial reflectivity, which could easily be performed with a visual

pyrometer, resulted in a value of 0.02 (sr)~^ Using Eq. (4.8), an e = 0.999,

and r = 0.02 (sr)-\ the required Q. is 0.033 sr. Thus, since Q. ~ ttR^ID^ and

the depth of the cavity D is about/0 mm, the radius of the cavity hole R
required to realize an emissivity of 0.999 is 1 mm. This is the size of Lhe

cavity opening adopted and usually used.

A more direct measurement was employed to confirm the 0.999 emissivity.

The method consists of making changes in Q and determining the relative

change of spectral radiance at two widely spaced wavelengths, say 325 and

650 nm. A convenient equation (Kostkowski, 196G) to use in predicting the

change is

L'^? WX)r^{X)j I \E^{X')r^{\')

Equation (4.9) gives the ratio of spectral radiance of source 2. to that of source

i at a wavelength A', when the two sources are adjusted to have the same

spectral radiance at wavelength A. The g's are the spectral emissivities of the

emitters and the t's are transmittances of any windows surrounding the

emitters. If there are no windows and if we assume that the sources are gray

bodies, Eq. (4.9) becomes

|-(a7(f:)-0"-""
Thus, if it is assumed that the graphite cavity is at least a gray body, the

ratio of the spectral radiances at A' of two sucli cavities, with exiting angles

of Q.y and >

_(\ -ra,\(A-A')/A'

provided that the power input is adjusted so that their specti^l radiances

are equal at wavelength A. Determination of this ratio for meafnired values
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of Q.^ and thus permits a determination of the partial reflectivity. These

measurements were performed, and within the total precision available

(Std ~ 0.3 %) the partial reflectivity was determined to be 0.02 ± 0.02 (sr)~^.

An r = 0.04 (sr)~^, together with a 1-ram radius opening, would result in a

cavity emissivity of 0.9987.

4.3.4. Absorption

Gas absorption is another factor that could affect the blackbody quality

of the radiation. The radiation leaving the cavity hole could be partially

absorbed by gases in the vicinity of the hole but at a lower temperature than

the cavity walls. The major gases of concern are C, , and C3 , it being

determined from the literature that the concentration of C^, C5 , and the

higher polyatomics would be significantly less (Drowart et al., 1959). Other

molecules such as O2
, , and CN should not be a problem as a result of the

argon flushing.

From the energy level diagram of atomic carbon (Herzberg, 1944) and the

selection rules governing atomic transitions, one would not expect any carbon

lines to appear in absorption within our spectral region of 200 to 850 nm and

temperatures of 3000°K or below. Nevertheless, a spectral search was made
for the strong 247.8 nm line and the forbidden line, at 462.1 nm, using

narrow slits. No evidence could be found of the presence of either line.

ARGON PUMP

HIGH DENSITY
GRAPHITE

REMOVABLE
/^WINDOW

CAVITY
RADIATION

CARBON BLACK

Fio. 4.2. High-temperature blackbody.
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POWER INPUT

Fio. 4.3. High-temperature blackbody control system.

The molecule C2 has very strong spectral bands in the blue and green

referred to as the Swan bands (Herzberg, 1950; Clenienti, I960). If a signifi-

cant portion of the cavity radiation was being absorbed by this molecule,

absorption lines characteristic of this band would be detectable in a spectral

scan of the cavity radiation. No sucli absorption spectra could be detected.

Little is known about the energy levels of spectra of C3 . However, there is

a broad, largely continuous band in the neighborhood of 400 nm that has been

attributed to C3 (Kicssand Broida, 1950). Such a band, especially if it were

present to the extent of 1 or 2 % in absorption, would not be easily noted. The

following sensitive technique was evolved for determining the possible

presence of this band.

The relative emissivity of a tungsten ribbon, at least over 20 or 30 um,

appears to be well known. For example, the relative emissivity between 430

and 400 nm is the same within about 0.2 % whether calciilated from deVos'

(1954) or Larrabee's (1959) published values. Therefore, if a strip lamp is

adjusted to have the same spectral radiance at 430 nm as the cavity, the ratio

of spectral radiances at 400 nm can be calculated from Eq. (4.6) and should

agree with an experimentally determined ratio if the cavity radiation at

400 nm has not been partially absorbed. The calculations and the experi-

mental measurements were performed and the two differed by 0.2 % with a

total uncertainty of 0.3 %. Thus, it is unlikely that C3 absorption at 400 nm
is a significant factor in affecting the blackbody quality.
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The only absorption lines present in the cavity radiation throughout the

spectral range 200-850 nm were those of sodium, at 589.0 and 589.6 nm, and
of potassium at 7C6.5 nm. These are probably produced by impurities in the

graphite. Though rather weak, the blackbody cavity should not be used near

these wavelengths.

As a result of the various calculations and experimental measurements

described, it is believed that the graphite high-temperature blackbody largely

satisfies the initial requirements.

4.4. The Spectroradiometer

4.4.1. Design Criteria

The uncertainty of an NBS calibration of a commercial visual optical

pyrometer at 2500'K is about 5° relative to the International Practical

Temperature Scale, IPTS (Kostkowski and Lee, 1962). The smallest uncer-

tainty that has been reported for a calibration at 2500°K is 0.6°, and this is

for tlie specially designed NBS photoelectric pyrometer (Lee, 1966). Thus, it

appears that the measurement of the blackbody temperature will be the

major uncertainty in the spectral radiance determination, and that the

instrumentation should be designed to minimize this uncertainty. As a result,

the following measures were taken.

(1) Use a photoelectric pyrometer for the temperature measurement.

(2) Design the photoelectric pyrometer as an integral part of the spectro-

radiometer utilizing similar optics, detectors, target areas, etc. This should

minimize any errors in transferring the temperature scale to the blackbody.

(3) Calibrate the pyrometer portion of the spectroradiometer from basic

principles, i.e., a primary calibration.

4.4.2. Description

Figure 4.4 shows a block diagram of the spectroradiometer that has been

developed. At 654.57 nm (the wavelength of a convenient spectral line in

thorium) it is used as a photoelectric pyrometer. A tungsten-strip, vacuum

pyrometer lamp, selected for maximum stability, is used as the equivalent of

the small lamp in an ordinaiy pyrometer. Absorbing glasses are employed

for temperatures above about 1320''C, as in an ordinary pyrometer. The

pyrometer lamp is compared to the blackbody by alternately positioning the

two sources on the entrance slit of the monochromator.

In front of the entrance slit is one of two metal slit masks, limiting the slit

height to either 0.2 or 0.8 mm. The masks are engraved with two perpendicular
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Fio. 4.4. Spectroradiometor.

POLAR COMP

scales having 0.1 mm divisions. The V9,cuum pyrometer lamp and other sources

are placed in double gimbal mounts providing G degrees of freedom with

micrometer-type motion. With the aid of the slit telescope, it is thus possible

to position or to investigate the effects of changing position or orientation of

the sources, to about 0.02 mm or a few minutes of arc. The gradients present

in some lamps make this capability highly desirable.

A double monochromator is used to ensure that scattered radiation from

wavelengths other than that of interest will be sufficiently small, so as not

to introduce a significant uncertainty in comparing sources having different

spectral distributions. This is equivalent to keeping the wings of the slit

function small. The prism-grating rather than a prism-prism type double

monochromator was selected in order to have greater dispersion and greater

wavelength reproducibility.

The electronics shown in Fig. 4.4 is that with which, through pyrometry,

we have had considerable success in high-precision (<0.1%), low-level

current (<10~^A) measurements. The radiation is not chopped and a dc

amplifier is used. With the biasing system employed, 0.1 in. on a recorder

chart is equivalent to 0.2% spectral radiance. Generally, we are able by

integrating over 1-2 in. on the recorder chart to obtain a precision in terms

of a standard deviation of 0.05 to 0.15 %, depending on the wavelength and

temperature, when comparing a lamp to the blackbody. Since the tAVo radia-

tions are adjusted to be almost identical, i.e., we have essentially a null-type

instrument, no errors arise due to nonlincarity of the photomultiplier or

electronics. The photomultiplier has an S20 response and a quartz window.

When it is used at a current level of about 10~^ A and is in operation for

about 45 min, fatigue produces at most a very small linear change with time

which has a negligible effect on the measurements (<0.05 %).
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4.5. Tempebatube Calibration

Calibrating the pyrometer portion of the spectroradiometer from basic

principles (a so-called primary calibration) means performing experiments

that reflect the definition of the IPTS. The IPTS above the melting point

of gold is defined (Stimson, 1961) in terms of the ratio of two blackbody

radiances, one being at the temperature of equilibrium between liquid and
solid gold (gold point) and the other at the unknown temperature T. Mathe-

matically,

(411)
L,a(0 exp[C,/A(f^„+yo)]-l _

^bA(iAu) exp[(72/A(«+To)]-l

where t^^ = 1063°C, = 273,15°, and 0^ = 1.438 cm deg are defined values.

4.5.1. Low-Range Calibration

The low-range calibration consists of determining electrical currents for

the vacuum pyrometer lamp, which correspond to spectral radiance ratios

of the lamp relative to the gold point. These ratios, and the wavelengths

associated with them, can then be used to calculate blackbody or brightness

temperatures from Eq. (4.11). The brightness temperature is usually limited

to about 1300 to 1350°C in order to reduce lamp drift.

The starting point for such a low-range calibration is a gold-point black-

body. The one used is shown in Fig. 4.5 and was developed for calibrating the

NBS photoelectric pyrometer (Lee, 1966). Various tests and calculations

previously reported (loc. cit.) indicate that the emitted radiation in the

vicinity of 654.5 nm is within 0.02 % of that from a perfect blackbody at the

temperature of freezing gold. The gold-point radiance could be transferred

to the vacuum pyrometer lamp; i.e., a ratio of one, with a standard deviation

uncertainty of about 0.05 %. However, in this transfer, a correction is

necessary due to the effect of scattered radiation (originating outside of the

target area) when comparing two sources of significantly different sizes. The

gold-point blackbody has an effective radiating diameter of 25 mm and the

strip lamp a similar area of about 1.3 X 30 mm. The magnitude of this effect

was determined by performing the complementary experiment. A hole in

an illuminated diffuse surface was imaged on the slit of the spectroradiometer.

For Any particular condition of the entrance optics, the radiation detected

depends on the size and shape of the illuminated surface. This was changed

by placing black velvet paper in front of the illuminated surface simulating

the gold-point blackbody and the strip lamp. The correction varied from

about 0.05 to 0.3 % in spectral radiance, depending primarily on the age and

condition of the coating on the first mirror of the spectroradiometer optical

system.
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Fig. 4.5. Gold-point blackbody.

The wavelength in Eq. (4.11) is required to be known to at least 2.5 A
(0.25 nm) if 0.12° (0.1 % in Lx) accuracy is desired at about 1300°C. From the

theory of optical pyrometry (Kostkowski and Lee, 1962), the wavelength in

Eq. (4.11) is the mean effective wavelength between temperatures and t,

designated A,^^_^ , where

1 1/1 1

(412) ^ —
and

(4.13)
1 _ j[LbA(Oa(AoA)ig(A)/A] d\

The wavelength A^ is called the effective Avavelength, ct(AoA) is the slit or

apparatus function, and R(X) the relative spectral response of the entire

system. The slit function was experimentally determined by spectrally scan-

ning over a narrow emission line. The relative response E{X) was obtained by
spectrally scanning the positive crater of a low-current graphite arc, the
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spectral radiance of which is largely equivalent to a 3800°K blackbody, from

about 640 to 670 nm with narrow slits. The relative response is then the

spectroradionicter output divided by the product of the arc spectral radiance

(Hattenburg, 1967) and the spectral slit width of the monochromator.

With the 0.6 mm slit width (2.4 nm spectral width at 650 nm) normally

used, the mean effective wavelength differed from the wavelength setting of

the monochromator Avhen using a narrow slit and spectral line by only 0.01 nm
with an uncertainty of about 0.05 nm. It was quite adequate, therefore, when
realizing the low range of the IPTS, to use the wavelength corresponding to

the peak of a narrow spectral line determined with a narrow slit. The maximum
uncertainty due to mean effective wavelength in the calibration is estimated

to be about 0.03°.

The ratio of spectral radiance 01 in Eq. (4.11) was obtained with the beam
conjoiner shown in Fig. 4.6 (Erminy, 1963). By adjusting each source in the

conjoiner to independently match the gold -point blackbody, ail three sources

together would represent an ^ of 3. By adjusting two sources to be equal to

each other and together equal to three times the gold point, each would

represent an ^ = 3/2. In this manner, many different integral and fractional

values of ^ were obtained without any assimiption of linearity of the photo-

multiplier or electronic system.

Spectral radiance ratios relative to the gold point of J, 1, \, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12,

and 14 were realized on the vacuum pyrometer lamp as a function of the

lamp current. Using these ^'s and the correct mean effective wavelength,

Eq. (4.11) was used to determine the corresponding blackbody temperatures.

A fourth-order equation of lamp current, as a function of temperature, was

then fitted by a least squares criterion to the resulting ten temperatures and

corresponding currents. The standard deviation of the fit was about 0.05°.

Three low-range calibrations have been performed to date, the second after

260 hr of pyrometer lamp burning time and the third after 710 hr. The first

and second calibrations differed by a con.stant of 0.83°, with a standard

BEAM SPLITTERS

S 1.2,3
= Shutters

1-1,2.3 * Sources

SPECTRO-
RADIOMETER

Fio. 4.6. Beam conjoiner.
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deviation of the differences of the iinfitted data of 0.001°; and the sccnnd and

third differed by 0.91° with a standard deviation of 0.04°. In the 710 hr in

which this lamp has been used, its calibration has changed by the same amount

(in temperature) at all points in the low range. This makes it possible to check

the entire low range with only one ratio determination, e.g., the gold point

itself.

4.5.2. High-Ran<je Calibration

The upper ranges of the pyrometer Averc calibrated by determining trans-

mittances for the individual absorbing glasses using the low-range calibration.

This was accomplished by matching a vacuum lamp at a brightness tempera-

ture of about 1320°C, observed through an absorbing glass, with a vacuum

lamp observed directly, so that

(4.14) T(A)A,A(T„)-i^„A(7^L)

Using Wien's equation, which has an error of only about 0.0001 % for the

maximum value of AT used in the low range, one obtains

(4.15) t(A) = exp -(C2/A)(l/T,^ - I/Th) = cxp- {C^AjX)

where A is the so-called "A " value of the ab.sorbing glass.

In pyrometry, absorbing glasses arc usually selected which have an

exponential transmittancc, i.e.,

(4.16) t(A) = exp -(t/A)

In this case, the A value is independent of the mean effective wavelength and

a con.'^tant with respect to the temperature of the source that the pjTornetcr

is observing. Thus, an A value determined in tlie low range may bo used at

higher tenij)eraturcs. Also from Eq. (4. If)), it can be .seen that two or three

ab.sorbing glasses can be used in series; and, neglecting reflection, the resulting

A value is the sum of the individual A values.

Using the above principles and correcting for reflectances, which were

experimentally determined (~0.16% correction in transmittancc for two

absorbing glasses), the A values Avere obtained for groups of one, two, and

three absorbing glasses; and the higher-range calibrations, consisting of these

A values and the low-range calibration, were thus obtained.

One additional point, the glass usually used in pyiometcrs for absorbing

glasses is Corning Pyrometer Brown. This glass was found to have a tem-

perature coefficient, transmittancc decreasing with an increase in glass

temperature, making it difficult to use with the precision desired. Another glass

was foimd, however, Jena (Schott) NG-3, Avhich also had an exponential trans-

mittancc but had a coefficient Avith the opposite sign. The Iavo glasses Avcrc
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combined in a composite filter, with their thicknesses selected so that the

temperature coefficient was negligible.

The pyrometer portion of the spectroradiometer has been calibrated at

2500°K with an estimated standard deviation uncertainty of about 0.6°

relative to the IPTS, or the same uncertainty reported (loc. cit.) for the calibra-

tion of the NBS photoelectric pyrometer.

4.5.3. Correction to the Thermodynamic Scale

In order to obtain absolute values of spectral- radiance, it is necessary to use

the Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale (TKTS) rather than the

IPTS. Table I gives the estimated differences between these scales for

temperatures in o\ir range of interest. In applying these differences as cor-

rections to the IPTS, an additional uncertainty of the difference, about 0.9°

at 2500°K, is incurred. The 0.9 and 0.6° uncertainties are independent, so that

the total uncertainty on the TKTS is the square root of the sum of the

squares of these individual standard deviation uncertainties or about 1.1°.

As a result of an extensive program in gas thermometry now in progress

at NBS, the TKTS correction uncertainty is expected to be reduced by a

factor of at least five in a few years. Thus, though the best currently available

accuracy of a temperature measurement on the TKTS at 2500°K is about

4| times poorer than our criterion, it is only about 2| times poorer on the

IPTS and there are high expectations that, in the near future, the correction

to the TKTS will introduce an insignificant additional uncertainty.

Tabi^e I. Estimated differences between

the Thermodynamic Kelvin Tempera-

ture Scale and the International

Practical Temperature Scale."

T(TKTS) T(TKTS)-T(IPTS)

2100°K 2.9°

2200 3.1

2300 3.3

2400 3.5

2500 3.8

2600 4.0

2700 4.3

2800 4.6

2900 4.8

3000 6.1

<• Terrien and Preston-Thomas, 1967.
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4.6. Comparison of Blackbody and Tungsten-Strip Lamp

Many of the features required for using the spectroradiotnctcr as an

accurate pyrometer, at 654.7 nm, are obviously equally useful at other

wavelengths where the high-temperature blackbody and a gas-filled tungsten-

strip lamp are to be compared. These include rapid precise positioning of the

sources on the slit mask. Ioav scattering of radiation originating outside of the

target area, and accurate wavelength determination. The insignificant

spectral scattering, resulting from the use of a double rather than a single

monochromator, is even more important at other wavelengths, particularly

at the extremes of the wavelength range of interest, where cither the photo-

multiplier response or the racSiance is very low and scattered radiation

constitutes a larger percentage of the spectroradiometer output.

The major uncertainty in the comparison of the blackbody and lamp is

the lamp itself. The best gas-fiUcd lamps observed drift at a rate of about

0.002 % per hour at a 2500°K brightness temperature in the red. However,

some lamps have been observed to drift by a factor of 100 greater. Thus, only

the best lamps available are stable enough not to limit the accuracy of the

calibration. Even then their burning time should be kept to a minimum.

The gas-filled strip lamps normally used in these calibrations are manu-

factured by the General Electric Company (sole U.S. supplier) and are

designated ultraviolet spectrum lamps. The timgsten-strip filament is about

3 mm wide and 30-50 mm long and has a small notch at about its midpoint.

There is a quartz window permitting use down to about 200 nm. For the

temperatures required for the ultraviolet spectral radiance calibrations, a

direct current and voltage of about 40 A and 7-12 V is typical.

Before calibration, the optimum orientation for the lamp is determined. The
radiation from the target area is very noisy and even oscillatory unless the

lamp filament is oriented close to vertical. This is believed to be caused by

convection of the argon gas cyclically cooling the filament. When the most

favorable orientation is determined, an arrow is etched on the rear surface

of the lamp; a line through the center of the notch and tip of the arrow serves

as a reference axis. This axis is usually made horizontal and is also approxi-

mately the optic axis of the spectroradiometer, thereby insuring not only a

reproducible orientation but also a reproducible direction of sighting on the

lamp.

The reproducibility of the blackbody and tungsten-strip lamp comparison,

using the lamp and blackbody aS described, has a' standard deviation ranging

from about 0.05 % at 650 nm to 0.15 % at 300 nm and 0.3 % at 210 nm.
If the strip-lamp radiation and the response of the spectroradiometer are

both polarized, an error will be produced in the comparison.
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The spectroradiometer has a polarization - R^JKR^^^ + R„yJ] of

about 0.20, with a maximum response in a direction parallel to the slit at

210 nm; 0.0 at 500 nm; and about 0.15 at 850 nm, with a maximum in a
direction perpendicular to the slit. At intermediate wavelengths, the value of
the polarization varies approximately linearly with wavelength. The absence
of polarization at 500 nm is brought about by the compensator shown in

Fig. 4.4. It consists of two plates of calcium fluoride placed between the
exit slit and the detector and so oriented that the response at 500 nm is

independent of the polarization of the incident radiation.

In order to minimize the error due to the polarization, only lamps with a
polarization of 1 % or less, as determined at 500 nm, are used. Under these

conditions, the effect of polarization is small and can be corrected with

sufficient accuracy so that the uncertainty in the comparison due to this

factor is, at most, about 0.1 %.

4.7. Summary of Uncertainties

Table II summarizes the estimated uncertainties, in terms of per cent of

spectral radiance, with which the best available tungsten-strip lamps have

been calibrated. The various sources of uncertainty are listed separately. The
uncertainties are given in terms of one standard deviation and combined in

quadrature to give a total standard deviation uncertainty.

The reduction in the uncertainty of the correction to the TKTS by about

five, expected in a few years, will result in lowering the total uncertainties

by about 30 %. The probability of further improvement in the accuracy of

spectral radiance determinations, in the wavelength range 210-850 nm, is

Table II. Estimated uncertainties, in per cent of spectral radiance,

of calibrating a gas-filled tungisten-strip lamp.

Wavelength (nm)

Source of uncertainty

a 10 300 650 850

Blackbody quality

(for£ = 0.999) 0.2 0.1 0 0.1

IPTS temperature 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.2

Correction to TKTS 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.2

Transfer from blackbody

to lamp 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1

Total standard deviation

imccrtainty 1.5 0.9 0.4 0.3
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high if the stability of vacuum pyrometer lamps or some other conveiiientjy

usable reference source is improved. Otherwise, the probability is small. At

any rate, without a corresponding improvement in the stability of the sources

to be calibrated (i.e., the gas-filled tungsten-strip lamps) any increase in

calibration accuracy is of limited value.
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Abstract

A photoelectric pyrometer has been developed with
which the International Practical Temperature Scale (IPTS)
above the gold point. 1063 °C, is realized about 5 times more
accurately than with the prevalently used disappearing
filament visual pyrometer. Estimated standard deviation
uncertainties of realizing the IPTS with the photoelectric

instrument are 0.06 deg C at 1063 °C. 0.12 deg C at 12.56°C.

0.27 deg C at 1650 °C, 0.7 deg C at 2330 °C. and 2 deg C at

3525 °C. Tiie design, evaluation, and calibration to realize the
IPTS are discussed.

1. Introduction

The International Practical Temperature Scale

(IPTS) [1] above 1063 °C is usually realized with a

disappearing filament optical pyrometer [2]. The
reproducibility and accuracy of the optical pyrometer
is primarily limited by the contrast sensitivity of the

human eye [3]. Photoelectric means of detecting the

equality of spectral radiance along the same principles

as those of the visual instrument have been demon-
strated to be considerably more precise, and this

increased precision has been accomplished with a

narrower spectral passband.

During the past few years, photoelectric pyrometers

have been developed at the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) and at other national standards

laboratories [4, 5]. Progress toward evaluating the

NBS instrument has been previously reported [6, 7].

This instrument has been calibrated relative to the

IPTS four different times during the past two years,

and has been used for about 735 hours in caUbrating

strip lamps and pyrometers. The present paper is a

comprehensive description of the NBS photoelectric

pyrometer and of the results in realizing and main-

taining the IPTS.

2. Description

The optical system of the photoelectric pyrometer
is shown in Fig. 1. The major differences of this optical

system from that of the \isual pyrometer are the
1.3 mm (Uameter field stop*, the passband filters in

addition to a red glass, and a specularly reflecting

tlisk with a sMt. The image reflected at the disk

provides for alignment and focusing. For this purpose
the 1.3 mm field .stop is temporarily removed. Small
(0.2 mm) vertical displacements of the p\Tometer
lamp alternate its image on the sht with that of the

external radiant source. This can be accomplished
manually or automatically at intervals of 30 sees. The
ecuiality of the multiplier phototube response as it is

irradiated alternately by the two images constitutes

a ])hotoolectric match.

Tlie optical system is largely corrected for spherical

aberration and coma. Lenses at lA are telescope

objectives and are used in the pyrometer at the

object and image distances for which they are cor-

rected. The remaining lenses were designed specifically

for the photoelectric pyrometer. According to the

manufactures report, lenses IIA and IIB together

have a longitudinal spherical aberration of less than
0.15 mm for 6563 A (Hydrogen C fine), 5893 A (Sodium

D line), and 5461 A (Mercury E Line). The lens system

IIIA and IIIB, treated as one optical component, is

reported to have a longitudinal spherical aberration

of only 1.5 mm for the C line and less for the D and E
lines. The resulting image quality appears to be

adequate. Some defocusing (as a way to represent a

poorer image) is possible \vithout a detectable change

in photoelectric response, thus indicating that the

response is independent of the residual aberrations.

The absorbing glasses are made of Jena NG-3
filter glass, and are inserted into the optical path to

extend the temperature range above 1256 °C. Corning

Pyrometer Brown glass is often used for this purpose

;

however, this glass was not available in small quan-

* Lenses at lA and the field stop were not in the original

version of the instrument described in Ref. [6].
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Fig. 1. Optical system of tiie NBS photoelectric pyrometer. Tlie plane of the source is fixed 30.4 cm from the first lens, lA

titles at the time of construction of the pyrometer.

The Jena NG-3 was selected for its similarity to the

Corning Brown in its relative spectral transmittance

within the spectral passband of the pyrometer. Both
of these glasses have "A" values [2] that vary only

slightly with source temperature. This characteristic

faciUtates a more reUable determination of the "A'"

value at all temperatures. The 4 glasses are nearly

equal in "A" value (approximately 135 mireds) and
are used in tandem for the high temperature ranges.

They are positioned in a parallel beam so that the

image formed by the inter-reflected rays is super-

imposed on the primary image. An accurate correction

can be made for this additional radiation using the

experimentally determined reflectance of each glass

surface.

The photoelectric pyrometer has three vacuum
pyrometer lamps that are mounted so that they can

be quickly and precisely interchanged. Thus the

lamps may be accurately intercompared by using an
external source which need be stable only for times of

the order of 5 or 10 mins. The lamps have small

tungsten ribbon filaments up to 0.1 mm wide. The
flat filament provides a more uniform radiance than a

round filament, and this makes positioning of the

image over the slit less critical.

The aperture stop before the lenses at IIIA is not

in the proper ratio to the objective aperture to fulfill

Fairchild and Hoover's criterion [8]. This criterion

was concerned with conditions for reducing diffraction

at the edge of a pyrometer lamp filament, in order to

provide good visual disappearance. The criterion is not

applicable to the photoelectric pyrometer, since the

sht is covered only by the central 0.8 of the filament

image, and the edges are avoided. Both the entrance

aperture and exit aperture are considerably larger

than those of a conventional visual pyrometer, with

the ratio, entrance to exit, being 1.23.

The multi-element filter in front of lens IIIB plus

an additional filter behind this lens isolates a spectral

passband centered on 6545 A with a width at half the

transmittance of 125 A*. The multi-element filter

consists of a multi-layer dielectric interference filter,

a sideband suppression interference filter, and a red

glass, all of which are cemented together. The re-

maining filter is another side-band suppression inter-

* Previously reported as 110 A from manufacturer's data.

3 91

ference filter, added to suppress some radiation

detected at 7700 A. Fig. 2 compares the passband of

the photoelectric pyrometer with that of the NBS
laboratory visual pyrometer [2], which is typical, in

this respect, of present day optical pyrometers.

Two mechanically interchangeable specular disks

are provided. One contains a sUt about 0.8 mm by
2.4 mm and the other a circular aperture 0.8 mm in

diameter. The conjugate target dimensions are 0.2 mm
by 0.6 mm, and 0.2 mm diameter. The sht is used for

regular work, while the smaller circular aperture is

used for determining the temperature gradient of a

source.

The optical .system, chiefly the interference filters,

polarize the radiation about 5%. This is probably due

to the orientation of the interference surfaces at 7

degrees to the optic axis (to direct the reflected radia-

tion out of the optical train). This polarization, if not

corrected, would cause_ errors in radiance temperature

measurements of polarized or partiallj^ polarized

sources. A tungsten strip lamp, which is frequently

used as a secondary standard source, is an example of

a partially polarized source when it is viewed at an

angle away from the normal of the strip surface. The
most general solution to the problem was to depolarize

the instrument, and this was done rather simply by

inserting a parallel plane glass plate in the optical path

and adjusting its orientation until the photoelectric

T
1

1 \ n r

6000 6400 6800 7200

WAVELENGIH.A

Fig. 2. Spectral passbands of the NBS visual and photoelectric pyrometer.

The visual pyrometer curve is determined by a red glass and the visibility

function of the observer, while the photoelectric curve is determined mainly
by an interference filter
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response to polarized radiation was constant regard-

less of the direction of the polarization.

A block diagram of the electrical system of the

photoelectric pyrometer is shown in Fig. 3. The
system detects, amplifies, and records a dc signal. The
potential developed across the load resistor in the

output of the multiplier phototube is largely canceled

by an adjustable bias voltage in order to reduce the

MULTIPLIER

PHOTOTUBE

ADJUSTABLE

BUS

VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE

DIVIDER

NETWORK

TO VOLTAGE SUPPLY

500-I300V

DC

AMPLIFIER

HIGH

IMPEDANCE

INPUT

RECORDER

mV
- 0 -

TT
TIME CONSTANTS

I 2 ,2

Fig. 3. Electrical system of the NBS photoelectric pyrometer

linearity and stability requirements of the amplifier

and to increase the sensitivity of the recorder trace.

Rather than to attempt to match completely the

source and pyrometer lamp it is less time consuming
to leave small differences in their recorder traces and
interpolate to a match. These differences are usually

less than the equivalent of 0.2 deg C, and the inter-

polation does not add any additional significant

uncertainty.

The multiplier phototube is an RCA 7265, 14-

stage, end-on-Ulumination type with an S-20 spectral

response. The tube data show a sensitivity at 6545 A
of 35% of the maximum sensitivity at 4200 A. The
quantum efficiency at 6545 A is reported to be about

6%. At present the multiplier phototube is operated

at room temperatxire, but, if required, it can be cooled

with a minor modification of the pyrometer. A voltage

supply, reported by the manufacturer to regulate to

0.1% for an ac line change of 25 volts, supphes up to

1300 volts across a voltage divider resistance network
for the phototube dynodes. Carbon resistors of 5%
tolerance and 1 watt rating are used in the network.

A battery supply has also been used with the indivi-

dual batteries connected between the dynodes. Com-
parison of the performance of the phototube with the

two voltage supplies has shown that the resistance

network does not add a significant amount of noise to

the signal.

Tjrpical electrical parameters, used with a black-

body source of 1063 °C, are as follows. With 1150
volts on the multiplier phototube the tube has an
output current of 0.058 (xA (with dark current

<0.0002 ijlA), which developes 192 millivolts across

the 3.3 megohm resistance. With this signal biased,

and the amplifier plus attenuator at a gain of about 2,

the recorder has a 10 inch deflection for a change of

signal of about 2.5%. This change corresponds to

about a 2 deg C change in the temperature of the

1063 °C source, or 0.02 deg C per chart division of

0.1 inch.

3. Reproducibility

3.1 Precision of a radia-tice match

The precision attainable in making a radiance

match is limited by the fluctuations appearing on the

recorder trace. Fig. 4 shows these in comparison to a

0.2 deg C change in radiance temperature of a source

at 1063 °C, using various electrical time responses.

When recorder traces 30 sees long

are obtained, as has been the prac-

tice, the higher frequency fluctua-

tions or noise can be averaged fairly

well by a straight hne through the

trace. The effect of longer period

fluctuations is reduced by averaging

4 to 8 consecutive radiance matches.

As a measure of the obtainable

precision of a single radiance match,

the sample standard deviation of

a series of successive determinations

of the radiance temperature of a

vacuum tungsten strip lamp at a ra-

diance temperature of about 1063 °C

was determined. A standard devi-

ation of 0.02 deg C, largely inde-

pendent of the electrical time re-

sponse used, was obtained.

Since the dark current trace of Fig. 4 shows no
significant noise, the noise appearing on the recorder

trace under conditions of illumination must be due
primarily to the statistical fluctuations of the electrons

released at the cathode surface of the multiplier

phototube. In accord with theoretical considerations

RC= '4 sec DARK CURRENT

Fig. 4. Recorder traces showing the noise in comparison to 0.2 deg C change
la radiance temperature of a source at 1063 °C, for various RC time con-

stants of the electrical system

the expected rms value of this noise is proportional

to the square root of the signal [9], and therefore the

signal-to-noise ratio is also proportional to the square

root of the signal. The characteristics which determine

the signal-to-noise ratio are Listed in Tab. 1. The

entrance angle is the angle subtended at the source by

the entrance pupil of the pyrometer. The target

dimensions given are those of the conjugate image of

the slit in the plane of the source. An improved signal-

to-noise ratio does not rapidly improve the precision

of the radiance match over and above that obtainable
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Table 1. Characteristics which determine the signal to noise

ratio of the NRS photoelectric pj/romrter

(1) Optical

Entrance angle: 8 degrees

Target diniensiona: 0.2 inin x 0.6 mm
Passband; 125 Angstroms at 6545 A
Transmittance : 35%

(2) Electrical

Multiplier phototube: Quantum efficiency, 6% at 6545 A
Time constants: 1/6, 2/3, 1 2/3 sec.

already from integrating 30 sec traces. At the upper

end of the low range, 1256 °C, the signal-to-noise ratio

is greater by a factor of about three; however, the

precision of the match is only slightly improved.

Therefore, considerable change in the characteristics

listed in Tab. 1 would be necessary to produce a

significant improvement in the pyrometer.

3.2 Stability of pyrometer lamps

The frequency of recalibration and the accuracy

to which the IPTS is maintained between calibrations

depend in large measure on the reproducibility of the

radiance of the pyrometer lamps for any given electric

current. New pyrometer lamps are aged before being

calibrated in order to obtain a stable radiance vs

current relationship. Eight lamps have been investi-

gated for reproducibility during or after various

schedules of ageing. However the results have not

shown a significant correlation between manner of

ageing and stability. The instability of the pyrometer

lamps is probably the major limitation in maintaining

the IPTS.
The lamps tested have been labeled ph 1 to ph 8.

Lamps ph 1, 2, 7 and 8 are NBS designed lamps having

tungsten filaments of 99.9% purity. The filaments are

0.1 mm wide, 0.01 mm thick, and 32 mm long. Lamps
ph 3, 4, 5, and 6 are commercial lamps with flat

tungsten filaments about 0.05 mm wide and of

99.9 + % purity. All the lamps are vacuum type with

an estimated bulb pressure of 10^* torr.

Results of the stability tests are given in Figs. 5 to

9. Differences occurring as a function of time between
pyrometer lamps left on continuously and a pyro-

meter lamp inoperative (except for the periodic com-
parison) are plotted. The comparisons were made by
using an external vacuum strip lamp as a transfer

source.

Lamps ph 1 and ph 3 of Fig. 5 were aged prior to

testing for 2000 hours at 1500 °C (tungsten tempera-

ture) and 1000 hours at 1450 °C, respectively, while

ph 4 was used as purchased.

Fig. 6 shows the behavior of a lamp which, be-

cause of its rapid decrease in radiance temperature

( ~ 1063 °C) for a constant current, was given addi-

tional treatment. After three hours at 1950 °C its

radiance temperature at the initial current was about
8 deg C higher than just before the ageing, and was
increasing rapidly. During 500 hours ageing at 1900 °C

the radiance temperature decreased about 2 deg C but
was found to increase with time on a subsequent run
at 1063 °C radiance temperature. The transmittance

of the windows of the lamp ph 2 was measured before

and after the last ageing treatment in order to check

the possible coating of the inner surfaces of the glass

envelope. A decrease in the transmittance of about 1%

-0,8 I L

Fifj. 5. Ch.TnKC in r.idiancc temperature of pyrometer lampa initiaU.v at

1063 °C radiance temperature, versus hours at a constant lanip current

(for two windows) was observed. This accounts for

only 20% of the change observed after the 500 hour

ageing treatment.

Fig. 7b shows the results of two commercial lamps

which were not given prior ageing at NBS. After

500 hours at lamp currents for a 1063 °C radiance

temperature, the lamps were run at 1250 radiance

temperature for an additional 300 hours, then finally

set back to 1063 °C for the remainder of the test. The
reproducibility of the radiance of the lamps was

checked at 1063 throughout. Also shown (Fig. 7a)

are the periodic comparisons between the pyrometer

lamp used as a reference and the vacuum strip lamp
used as the transfer source. These latter results show
continual long term agreement between these infre-

quently used lamps.

Two new NBS lamps, ph 7 and ph 8, were checked

during the process of ageing by periodic comparisons

at 1063 °C radiance temperature with a little used

reference lamp. After 900 hours both lamps had
become reasonably stable while they were kept on at

1550 °C, Fig. 8. The stabiUty was not maintained when
the lamps were aged further at a lower temperature of

1130 °C (1063 °C radiance temperature), as Fig. 8

shows.

Enghsh vacuum tungsten strip lamps with strips

1.3 mm wide have been tested for stabihty with a

spectroradiometer in another laboratory of the NBS
Radiation Thermometry Section, and with a sensitivity

within a factor of 2 or 3 of that of the photoelectric

pyrometer. Some of these lamps, compared with a

Uttle-used reference lamp (another strip lamp),

showed results similar to those pyrometer lamps of

0,2

AFTEH 2000 HOURS
AT 1500 "C

AFTER 3 HOURS
AT 1950 °C

—r-

AFTER 500 HOURS
AT 1900 °C

+ 8,4 a +7.4

0 r I063°C

^ +8.2 / +72

-0.2 /
£.I.°C d\ +8.0 - / +70

-0,4

+ 7.8 -/ +6.8

-0,6
PYROMETER LAMP

~ Ph 2, NBS DESIGN

+ 7,6 / + 6.6

-0.8
1

0 100 0 100 0 100

HOURS

Fig. 6. Changes in radiance temperature of a pyrometer lamp versus hours
at a constant lamp ct.urren, as a result of ageing the lamp
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(0)
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- ON JT I063'C
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Tig. 7. (a) Comparisons of a rymmeter lamp and a 1,3 mm vacuum strip

lamp both left off except for the brief comparisons. The pyrometer and
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temperature 1063 °C versus hours at constant lamp currents for 1063 °C or

1250 °C radiance temperatures

Fig. 7. Others behaved better while a few were sub-

stantially worse.

The photoelectric pyrometer was given a primary

calibration, using the pyrometer lamp designated ph 1.

This lamp, whose early history is shown in Fig. 5,

had been frequently used thereafter, and therefore

received additional ageing. After the calibration, com-
parisons were made at 1063 °C with the gold point

furnace, as the most reliable way of ascertaining

drifts and correcting the IPTS. Fig. 9 shows the

results of these comparisons. After the first one-

hundred hours the trend has become fairly predictable.

Short term instabilities of pyrometer lamps were

investigated by first matching to a strip lamp at

1063 °C radiance temperature, then turning the

pyrometer lamps up to 1256 °C (highest temperature

used) for an hour, and immediately thereafter re-

checking at 1063 °C to see if the original matches
were reproduced. Early in its history ph 1 showed a

significant inertia, taking an hour to recover [6] in

this treatment. After several years of use at various

temperatures the lamp has improved and recent

cychng tests show recovery within two minutes at

1063 °C after an hour at 1256 °C.

Our experience with vacuum tungsten pyrometer

lamps has not led to any conclusion as to the causes of

observed instabilities. A new lamp may either increase

or decrease in radiance with time and at an unpre-

0 Ph7

4 Phe

— - 0NATI550°C,«CrUALTEMP.

ON AT n30°C ACTUAl TEMP (I063°C RAO. TEMP)

Fig. 8. Pyrometer lamps checked at 1063 °C for final stability while on
after the indicated period of ageing at 1550 °C, then checked for stability

during the additional indicated ageing at 1063 °C radiance temperature

400 600 800
HOURS OF USE

Fig. 9. Changes at 1063 °0 radiance temperature of pyrometer lamp, ph 1,

with hours of use in the calibrated pyrometer. The lamp becomes less radiant
at a given current with continued use

dictable rate. Lamps achieving good long term stabil-

ity have, on occasion, begun to change more rapidly.

Our present practice is to choose a lamp with a

suitable history and check or recalibrate is after fifty

to a hundred hours of use. In addition, a more com-
prehensive investigation of pyrometer lamps is being

initiated.

4. Effect of the size of the radiant source on accuracy

Three different factors that could affect the

accuracy of realizing the IPTS were related to the

size of the radiant source. In the initial design of the

pyrometer there were adverse effects caused by
scattering of radiation in the optical system and
heating of the pyrometer lamp filament by the

incident image. In addition, there was heating of the

absorbing glasses by the incident radiation, which was
dependent on the source size (as well as its temper-

ature); this heating was found to cause a change in

absorptance. The effect on performance of all three

factors has been considerably reduced by the addition

of lenses lA and the 1.3 mm field stop (Fig. 1). Never-

theless, prior investigation of these factors with lenses

IIA and IIB as the objective had revealed several

characteristics of interest.

4.1 Radiation scatter in the optical system

It had been observed that a significant amount of

the radiation originating in the object plane (the

conjugate image of the slit) outside the target area

was detected by the pyrometer. Radiation from these

areas on the source could arrive at the sHt through

diffraction, interreflections in the optical components,

and scattering by dust or imperfections in the compo-

nents. In the absence of detailed analysis of the causes

and to simplify discussion, the combined effects will be

referred to as a scattering of the radiation.

The effect of scatter on the radiance match with

sources of the same radiance but differing in size was

investigated. In the process of a primary calibration,

a gold point furnace, which is a radiant source approxi-

mately 50 mm in diameter, and 1.3 mm wide tungsten

strip lamps are used. An experimental source made of

a 50 mm diameter disk coated with MgO paint was

irradiated by a number of conventional incandescent

lamps to represent the furnace. The flat disk at room
temperature provided a convenient way to represent;
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also, a 1.3 mm by 50 mm strip som-co by positioning

black velvet paper with a cut out of these dimensions
in front of the disk. Upon comparing these two
different sized and shaped surfaces at 1063 °C simu-

lated temperature, the 50 mm disk, matched 0.1 deg C
higher than the 1.3 mm strip.

There was some concern that the partial coherence

of the reflected radiation from the MgO may not

properly simulate a self-radiating source. Therefore,

besides the MgO disk, a self-radiating 50 mm disk of

60% platinum, 40% rhodium alloy was u.sed, with

1.3 mm graphite cut outs. Tests with both disks gave

similar results, and indicated that the more convenient

MgO source is suitable for additional work of this

nature.

The amount of radiation detected from outside

the target area is considerably more than that equiv-

alent to the 0.1 deg C radiance temperature. Fig. 10

shows the relative photoelectric response in an experi-

ment which reveals the total amount of scattered
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tmmm

b Pr«ONEI£B FILIHENI
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flUHENl ON SLII,

SOURCE BLOCKED

OFF

(J PIROHEIERFIUIIENION

SLIT, 50mm DISK III
yici.Tru
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e PYROMETER FILAMENT

DISPLACED, SOmmOISK

ON SLIT

I
\ I
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RELATIVE PHOTOELECTRIC RESPONSE

Fig. 10. Drop in photoelectric response to the pyrometer lamp filament
when the 1.3 mm by 50 mm and the 50 mm disk sources are blocked off.

The pyrometer lamp current was constant throughout. Only the 0.1 deg C
mismatch is of significance to accuracy

radiation. The figure first represents a match (a and b)

between the pyrometer lamp and the 1.3 mm strip.

The drop in response at c occurs when the source is

blocked off from the pyrometer. This shows that

about 4% of the radiation (difiFerence between a and c)

arrived at the sUt through scatter from the 1.3 mm
strip source. Over 7% is scattered from the 50 mm
disk (difference between d and c).

For further explorations of scatter, an MgO disk

was made with a 1 mm diameter hole through the

center. In use the photoelectric pyrometer is sighted

at the center of the dark hole. Thus, any photoelectric

response under these conditions is that due to scatter

alone.

By using this source it was determined that the

interference filters were largely responsible for the

radiation scatter. When the photoelectric pyrometer
was tested without the filters the percentage scattered

was reduced by a factor of three. The interference

layers of the filters, when examined with oblique

illumination, appear somewhat spotty.

By adding the 1.3 mm field stop and lenses lA to

image the source at the stop, the effective size of the

source was made invariant for the remainder of the

pyrometer. The scattering under these conditions was
aljout 3.5% of the radiation detected. The matching

discrepancy between a 50 mm disk and a 1.3 mm
strip was reduced from 0.1 dec C to 0.03 deg C. This

correction was made when comparing the gold point

furnace and a 1.3 mm strip lamp.

4.2 Heating of the pyrometer filament by incident

radiation

The heating of the pyrometer filament by the

incident radiation could lead to errors in radiance

temperature measurements. The filament Is horizon-

tal, and of two sources of the same radiance the wider

source gave rise to more heating of the filament, which

would then require less lamp current for a match.

The heating of the filament was first noticed by a

slight increase in pyrometer lamp current when a

source was blocked off. This change indicated a

decrease in the resistance of the lamp filament brought

about by its decrease in temperature. To check this

further, an infrared transmitting filter with essentially

complete absorption at 7500 A and shorter wave-

lengths was positioned between the source and the

pjrrometer. This filter eliminated any effects of the

radiation scatter by absorbing most of the radiation

which the photomultipUer could detect. Pjo-ometer

lamp radiance changes were observed as the front lens

(of the initial photoelectric pyrometer) was covered

with a shutter. With a 1.3 mm strip lamp as a 1063 °C

source the decrease in radiance temperature of the

filament was about 0.05 deg C. Before similar observa-

tions could be made with the gold point furnace, the

pyrometer was modified with the additional lenses

and field stop. It was estimated, that with the initial

pyrometer design the gold point would have raised

the pyrometer filament about 1 deg C.

With the modification, as with the radiation

scatter effect, the size (and width) of the source was
made invariant, and there should be no unequal

heating by different sources. Experiments, however,

with the infra-red filter and the gold point furnace as

well as the strip lamp showed a 0.03 deg C difference

in temperature. This is believed to be caused by the

greater infra-red content of the furnace radiation. The
0.03 deg C correction was made in the calibration

process, where the gold blackbody and strip lamps
were compared.

4.3 Change of absorptance of the absorbing glasses

through heating

The change in the absorptance of the absorbing

glasses due to heating by the incident radiation was
indicated by matching a 1.3 mm strip lamp at 1350 °C,

through an absorbing glass, before and immediately

after sighting on a 3 mm by 45 mm strip lamp at

2400 °C for one hour. The difference in absorptance

before and after heating by the high temperature

lamp was observed as an erroneous change in the

radiance temperature of the 1350 °C lamp of a httle

more than one deg C. Both the Jena NG-3 and the

Corning Brown were tested in this manner. The Jena

NG-3 glass decreased in absorptance with heating and
the Corning glass increased by about the same amount.

Because the Jena and Corning glasses showed
opposite temperature effects, a laminated absorbing
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glass ofJena NG-3 and Corning Brown was constructed

in order to neutralize the heating effect. Tests on the

laminated glass showed this to be a satisfactory solu-

tion. However, the addition of the 1.3 mm field stop,

which was desirable for other reasons also, cut down
the radiant energy incident on the glasses from a 3 mm
strip lamp by a factor of about 100. Further tests

showed this to be an adecjuate solution to eliminating

undue heating by radiant sources, and the Jena NG-3
glasses were continued in use.

The pyrometer is used in a laboratory where the

temperature is known to vary over a range of 2 deg C.

To test the effect of the temperature of the glass as it

changes with ambient temperature, a 6 deg C change

in ambient temperature was induced while the pyro-

meter was matched to a 1256 °C strip lamp using an

absorbing glass. Comparison of temperature measure-

1063 °C, Ca as 1 .43S centimeter degrees, and as

273.15 degiecs. A is th<! wavelength in centimeters. The
realization of the U'TS above 1063 °C can bo divided

into four parts. These consist of (1), a calibration at

the gold point, (2), a low range calibration obtained by
measuring ratios of radiances of sources at higher

temperature, to the gold point radiance, (3), deter-

mination of the mean effective wavelengths of the

pyrometer, and finally, (4), determination of the '\4"

values of the absorbing glasses used for the higher

temperature ranges. The "/I" value is defined as

I)
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Fig. 11. Cross section of tlie NBS horizoutal gold point blackbody and furnace

raents with the glass and without (i.e. on the low

range) .showed there was about 0.1% change in trans-

mittance per deg C change in glass temperature for the

Jena NG-3. In terms of errors in radiant temperatures

measurement at 1256 °C, 0.1% amounts to about

0.1 deg C. This effect is accounted for by noting the

ambient temperature when the absorbing glasses are

calibrated and correcting this calibration for any other

ambient temperature during use.

5. Calibration of the photoelectric pyrometer

The principles involved in calibrating a visual

optical pyrometer [2], that is, in realizing the IPTS,

also apply to the photoelectric pyrometer. The defini-

tion of the IPTS above the gold point is as follows [1].

A(t.u + To) -1

X{t + To)

(1)

iVbA(0 and Nt,i{tau) are the spectral radiances of black-

bodies at temperatures t and <au- 'au is defined as

where T is the source temperature in °K and Ta, is

the lower apparent temperature {°K) of the source as

seen through the glass.

5.1 Calibration

at the gold point, 1003 °C

A gold stabilized blackbody cavity
and furnace that would be reliable enough
to meet the demands of the increased

sensitivity of the photoelectric pyrometer
were designed and constructed. Fig. 11

illustrates this design. Particular attention

was devoted to achieving a uniform tem-
perature over the inner walls of the cavity.

The crucible containing 1800 grams of

gold is shaped so that the mass of gold

per unit length is about constant for the

crucible's entire inner length. The furnace

has three independently controlled heater

windings which are imbedded in cylin-

drical graphite muffles. The power inputs

to the two end windings arie adjusted to

maintain the two end sections to within

5 deg C of 1063 °C as determined by em-
bedcled thermocouples (not shown). The
center winding is used for controllins the

rate of heat loss by the gold during a

freeze, as well as for heating during a melt.

Gold with a purity of 0.99999 as

determined by the Analytical Chemistry
Division at NBS is used. The cavity

and crucible for the gold are made of

the highest purity graphite available. The
manufacturer claims that the impurities

do not e.xceed 20 parts per million. In

addition, the graphite has a high emissi-

vity, a fairly high thermal conductivity, and is easy to

machine. The latter characteristic has made possible the

construction of cavities of 0.5 mm wall thickness.

Sightings were made on the diaphragm at the edge of the

cavity opening as a check for temperature uniformity. The
radiance temperature was about 0.2 deg C lower than that of

the hole. Since the effective emissivity of the diaphragm is

expected to be less than that of the hole, the temperature

difference between the cavity and the diaphragm is less than

0.2 deg C. Nevertheless, if the inner surface of the diaphragm

were 0.2 deg C lower than 1063 °C the emissivity of the cavity

would be reduced by only 0.000001

.

The effective emissivity of the cavity was calculated by
using the equations derived by De Vos [10]. The partial

reflectance used was determined at room temperature on a

piece of graphite with a surface condition similar to that in the

cavity. De Vos' first appro.ximation to the emissivity was cal-

culated to be 0.99999.

By the time the first full calibration was completed, the

gold point furnace had been used a number of times over a

two-year span. In particular, comparisons of two different

gold point blackbodies, of melts and freezes, of the constancy

of the melting and freezing plateaus, and trends during a day's

operation had been obtained. One of the crucibles contained a

cavity of 0.5 mm wall thickness and the other a cavity of

1.0 mm wall. Tab. 2 summarizes these results. From these

HIGH TEMPERATURE

CEMENT

comparisons the 2old blackbody appears to be as reproducible
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as the precision available (0.02 deg C), and has not deteriorated

in use. In addition, the negligible difference between the two
crucibles indicates that the correction for temperature gra-

dients across the cavity wall is negligible.

With the main heater power off, the duration of a freeze is

about 15 to 17 mins. This time is largely dependent on the

degree of furnace insulation and the amount of gold used.

Fig. 12 is a reproduction of an approach to and departure

from a freezing plateau. With some power on, the duration of

a freeze has been prolonged to an hour,

and there is no significant difference in

radiance from that of a 17 min freeze. For
the melts tl\e power input is adjusted Nature of Comparison

for approximately 17 mins duration of

melting.

conditions of the experiment there was considerably more
graphite surface exposed than with the gold-filled crucible.

Aiso, there was no discernible difference in the results with
argon either flowing in or turned off. It was concluded that, to

within the experimental error of these measurements there

was no absorpt ion by the furnace gases in ohe spectral passband
of the pyrometer.

A calibration of the photoelectric pyrometer at the gold
point consists of radiance matches with three melvs and freezes.

Table 2. Analysis of the Oold Point Rtproducibility

Average of
Mcasuremerjts

Number of S. D. of n slrgle
M.eaBiire- Measurement
mcnts

There was a question of whether there

may be some absorption of the exit

radiation by the furnace gases, which
probably consist of C, CO, and CO,. Argon
is fed in from the front of the furnace

but it cannot be relied on to completely

clear away other gases from the optical

path. To check whether there may be
absorption within the spectral pass band
of the pyrometer, the crucible and back
section were removed and the crucible

was replaced with a graphite cylinder. The
cylinder was hollowed out to allow an
image of a strip lamp to be formed within

the furnace and sighted upon by the pyro-

meter. Matches were made with the strip

lamp image through the hot (1063 °C)

furnace and with the furnace removed. A
diaphragm was placed in front of the lamp
envelope so that radiation from the fur-

nace did not reach the strip lamp and raise

its temperature. Ray tracing from the hot furnace parts through
the lens to the diaphragm showed that the radiation was
properly blocked. This was realized by making a larger opening

in the graphite at the image plane than was otherwise necessary.

A difference in matches with and without the furnace had
to be corrected for the extra radiation known to be scattered

in from the furnace, and also for radiation reflected from the

0.5 mm Wall vs 1.0 mm Wal

[Melts and Freezes],

0.5 mm - 1.0 mm

Freezes vs. Melts

[Freezes] — [Melts]

Trend of a Plateau

[Freeze] — [Freeze]

1st half 2nd half

[Melt] — [Melt]

1st half 2nd half

Trend during a Day
[Freezes] — [Freezes]

1st half 2nd half

[Melts] — [Melts]

1st half 2nd half

Cavity

-f0.009 deg C 14

-1-0.010 deg C 48

-0.001 dog C 46

(-0.001 deg C 41

-0.012 deg C 23

-0.009 deg C 21

0.015 deg C

0.010 deg C

0.008 deg C

0.008 deg C

0.015 deg C

0.015 deg C

Fig. 12. Chart recording of approach to and termination of a gold point
freeze plateau

lenses forming the strip image. To find this correction, the

strip lamp was turned off, and the photoelectric response with
the furnace in place was obtained while the pyrometer was
focused on the image of the dark strip.

The corrected comparisons of radiance matches with and
without the furnace should show whether furnace gases
absorb a significant amount of the radiation. A number of

comparisons averaged to a 0.002 deg C difference with the
standard deviation of the result being 0.01 5 deg C*. Under the

* This number with other standard deviations yet to be
discussed is listed in Table 3.

Two measurements are obtained for each plateau with each
measurement consisting of an average of eight matches. The
standard deviation of a measurement is 0.023 deg C. A correc-

tion of 0.03 deg C is made when the gold point radiance is

transferred to a 1.3 mm strip lamp, to compensate for the

effect of the difference in source size. An additional correction

of 0.03 deg C is made for the difference in heating of the
pyrometer lamps with the blackbody and strip lamp.

As far as it can be determined, the uncertainty in main-
taining the IPTS at the gold point is preponderantly due to

lack of sufficient stability of the pyrometer lamps rather than
to the gold point apparatus or the calibration procedure. After

each hundred hours of use the photoelectric pyrometer is

recalibrated at the gold point to correct for the pyrometer
lamp drift, which is shown in Fig. 9. Between gold point

calibrations the amount of drift is predicted from an extrapola-

tion in Fig. 9, and the necessary correction is made. The predic-

tion is estimated to be uncertain by 0.05 deg C by the end of a
hundred hours. Taking this into account, along with the

precision of the matches and the uncertainties of corrections

made for transferrals to a strip lamp, the overall uncertainty

of the gold point after a hundred hours was calculated to be
0.06 deg C (standard deviation). In the calculation, the various

individual uncertainties are treated as independent standard
deviations and are combined in quadrature.

5.2 Realizing ratios of radiance

Sectored disks are used in visual pyrometry to obtain
radiance ratios required to realize the IPTS above the gold

point [2]. They are feasible in visual work due to the per-

sistence of vision of the observer. It did not appear desirable

to use sectored disks with the photoelectric pyrometer,
because with their use a comparison would be made between a

high, intermittent irradiance from the source and a low steady
irradiance from the pyrometer lamp. Experience has indicated

that the gain of the photomultiplier would not be constant
with the accuracy desired for these two irradiances. Initially,

a double beam splitter was used [7, 11] to obtain ratios relative

to the gold point radiance. Ratios of 2" where n is an integer

could be obtained by this device. Erminy of NBS conceived
a scheme for obtaining more numerous ratios and also frac-

tional ratios [12] with a device for conjoining beams from
three radiant sources. The method was implemented as shown
in Fig. 13. Ratios of 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 were used above the
gold point to 1256 °C. A calibration was also made to 794
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using ratios of 0.67, .5. .2."), etc.. witli siiccossivo ratios of a
factor of one half. This lattor extension is needed in some, of the
work in calibrating commercial opticnl ])yromet(Tfl. In all, 14
determinations of radiance teniperatiire versus lanip current
from 794 °C to 1256 °C were obtained.

The sources used in the coiijoiner were 1.3 mm tungsten
strip vacuum lamps. The lamp currents were well regulated
and essentially no lamp instability was detected over the
thirty minutes that it took to obtain a calibration ])oint.

Typically, the lamps were matched individually 4 times each,
then matched in combination S times, and tiiiallv rechcrked
individually with 4 matches each. Some calibration points
were taken with the three lamps set in different combinations of
radiance ratios. For instance, the calibration at 1256 "C was
obtained with lamps set at previously achieved ratios of !}, 2,

and 3 and then at ratios of 4, 2. and 2.

A calibration at a given temperatvirc was repeated two or
three times, usually within a two hour period. Above 1063 °C
the individual results differed by no more than 0.03 deg C,

and below 1063 °C, except for 794 "t". there was a maximimi
of 0.04 deg C difference. At 794 °C the calibration had a range
of 0.15 deg C. This was expected due to the poorer sensitivity

at the low temperatures.
In order to provide adequate interpolation between the

calibrated points, least squares fits to various equations were

Fig. 13. Optical design of a beam conjoiner for providing radiance ratios
relative to the gold point

points above the gold point appear to have changed less than
the j)ercent change at 1063 and vice versa below the gold
point. However, departures from this simple model have
decreased with time as have changes in the gold point calibra-

tion. For example, th(i gold point changed by 0.7, 0.4 and 0.25
deg 0 between successive calibrations at 0. 260, 495, and
735 hours. At 1256 "0, the change in terms of a departure
from the abo\-e model has been 0.14, 0.06, and 0.05 deg. These
departures are in a din^ction to suggest using a .model in which
the radiance temperature changes are constant at all points.

The various calibrations agree with this latter model some-
what better but with an opposite sign. Thus the correct model
is somewhere between the two simple ones discussed. However,
the changes between the last two calibrations (0.25 deg C at
the gold jioiiit and 0.2K deg C at 12.56 °C) are sufficiently small
that either simf)lc model agrees with the experimental results

within the short term reproducibility of the low range calibra-
tion.

Calibrations will be performed every 200 hours of pyro-
meter operation, using the beam conjoiner, meanw hile retaking
the gold point at 100 hour intervals. In addition to predicting
trends in the lamp at 1063 trends in the low range at

1
1 1
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Fig. \\. Differences of three calibrations from the initial calibration after
normalization to the initial gold point calibntion

calculated. Following Kostkowski, Ermfny, and Hatten
BURG [13], the equation

1 A B
+ -nr- + C + DTr + ET\

G
ys (3)

was derived by assuming that conduction losses in the pyro-
meter lamp filament, to a first approximation, were propor-

tional to the temperature. Tables were made using this equa-
tion. However, as found by Kostkowski, et al., a polynomial
of the form / = P{T,) fitted as well and required one less term.

In both equations the least squares deviation of the points was
less than 0.02 deg C, and the standard deviation of the points
along the curve was, on the average, less than 0.02 deg C.

Whenever a gold point calibration was made to check the

pyrometer lamp drift, the low range was either recalculated

on the basis of the new gold point and certain other assump-
tions discussed below, or (at alternate times) given a more
complete calibration with the beam conjoiner. Ten-point cali-

brations were performed rather then fourteen-point calibra-

tions a."? initially performed. The ten-point calibrations are less

time consuming and are adequate to correct established tables.

Fig. 14 compares conjoiner calibrations performed after

2(50, 495, and 735 hours of pyrometer use with the initial

conjoiner calibration. .Each calibration is normalized to the
original calibration by adding Ati to the radiance temperature
t in the new calibration where

At, = Au
t + 273.15 \2

"1336.15 (4)

and All and J(au are radiance temperature differences between
the new calibration and the original calibration at the radiance
temperature ( and the gold point, respectively. This normaliza-
tion implies that the spectral radiance of the lamp has changed
by the same percentage at all radiance temperatures. Fig. 14
shows that this has not been the case, at least in the earlier

calibrations. The radiences corresponding to calibration

temperatures away from 1063 °C are to be predicted, using the
results in Fig. 14 as a guide.

In estimating uncertainties at 1256 °C, a correction of
0.06 deg C is first to be made (in addition to one made for gold
point changes) by the end of 200 hours. This extra correction

is assessed as uncertain by 0.06 deg C, thus recognizing the

possibility the correction may not be needed, or, on the other

hand, that a 0.1 2 deg C difference may occur, corresponding
(approximately) to the once observed difference of 0.14 deg C
in 260 hours. Other sources of uncertainty at 1256 °C are the

uncertainty of the gold point, 0.06 deg C, which increases to

0.08 deg C at 1256 °C, statistical variations of the beam
conjoiner process of 0.046 deg C (standard deviation), and an
estimated uncertainty of 0.03 deg C due to short-term p\TO-

meter lamp instabilities during the calibration process. In
addition, there is a contribution due to the imcertainty of the

mean effective wavelength, which is discussed later.

5.3 Mean effective wavelength determination

The mean effective wavelengths were derived from experi-

mentally determined curves of effective wavelength versus

temperature [2]. The equation

~ iVbA dA

Ae «> (5)

was used to obtain the effective wavelengths. NbX is the

Planck radiation function, A the wavelength, Ac the effective

wavelength, and B). is the relative spectral response of the

photoelectric pyrometer.
In the process of finding Rx, a small grating monochro-

mator with an Ebert optical system was set up on its side to

make the exit slit suitably horizontal for sighting with the
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pyrometer. The inonochromalor entrance optics were .arranged

so that a quick and brief cxcliangc of the iinago of tl\o regular

source witii that of a neon discharge source could be made. The
monochromator has a scanning drivo. and the recorder and the
moiiocliromator were run simultaneously. 'J'hus a pioHle of

photoelectric response ver.sus wavelength was traced. When a
chosen neon .spectral line was approaciied. it was recorded to

provide a wavelength calibration on the recorder chart.

Chart measurements were taken at a A intervals from
6000 to 6045 A, at which wavelengths the response was less

than 0.02"o 'of the peak response. Corrections were made for

the relative spectral transmittance of the monochromator
and the relative spectral radiance of the source in order to

obtain 7?^ of Eq. (5).

To find the relative transmittance of the monochromator
(including its external optics), sensitive vacuum thermopiles

coated with gold black were used as approximately neutral

detectors. .\ graphite arc was used as a source of sufficiently

known spectral radiance [14] within the spectral passband. The
optical beam was chopped at 1 ! cycles per second and the

output of a thermopile was fed to a tuned amplifier. The
spectral transmittance of the monochromator did not vary
rapidly. Therefore it was possible to use a relatively wide
passband of 30 A w hich permitted a sufficient signal to noise

ratio with the thermopile.

Twenty to thirty spectral transmittance curves were
obtamed with each of three thermopiles. The average curve
from each thermopile was normalized to \.0Q at 6500 A so

that the three curves could be directly compared at other
wa velengths. At 6800 A the transmittance was about 0.9 of
that at 6500 A. and the range of the three values was 0.0035.

At 6300 A the relative transmittance was 0.95 and the range,

0.0075. If these ranges were treated as errors, the range of

0.0075 would lead to an error in the effective wavelength of

about 0.12 A. This is not a significant error, and at any rate the

average of the three curves should be in error less than the

range, provide there are no systematic errors.

One thermopile was checked for its constancy of spectral

uhsorptance by measuring the reflectance at several random
spots on the gold black surface. There was a slight specular

component, and measurements were taken at the specular angle

as well as other angles. The absorptance (relative spectral) was
calculated and was found to be independent of wavelength
svithin the standard deviation of the measurement. This

uncertainty had negligible effect on the effective wavelength.

Radiation is detectable at a low level at wavelengths well

away from the main spectral passband of the p\Tometer. It is

of some significance to the accuracy of the effective wavelength
to determine whether the wavelength of this radiation is that

identified by the spectra! setting, or otherwise scattered by the

monochromator. While the amount scattered may be relatively

insignificant, any scattered radiation at wavelengths of the

main passband is preferentially detected by up to several

orders of magnitude.
To test for spectral scatter, the spectral response of the

photoelectric pvTometer was determined at monochromator
settings of 631 1 A, 6412 A, and 6848 A, with a strip lamp as a
source. These are wavelengths away from the main passband,
where the response is low, in the same order. 0.6%, 4.3%, and
0.3% of the peak response. Three interference filters peaked at

the given wavelengths were interposed in the optical path in

turn as the monochromator was set at the peak. The filters

were spectrally narrow enough to reject the pyrometer's main
passband and therefore any spectral scatter therefrom. A drop
in response when a filter was interposed was corrected for the

reduction of radiation at its peak transmittance. Any further

drop would be attributed to scatter. However, less than 2% of

the response at the tested wavelengths was accounted for in

this way, and therefore scatter did not contribute to a signi-

ficant error.

In determining the effective wavelengths several variations

in experimental procedure were tried. A graphite arc (3800 °K)
and a blackbody furnace at 1250 °C were used as sources.

Different sets of neon spectral lines were used. Wavelength
scans were made in opposite spectral directions. The mono-
chromator was fitted with different width slits although no
greater than a 4 A passband was used. Various multiplier

phototube voltage settings were used.

Of the different procedures only one gave cause for con-

cern. A persistent difference of 0.6 A was found between scan-

ning in the increasing and decreasing wavelength directions.

The difference was opposite to that expected if the multiplier

phototube were fatiguing, which was primarily the factor the
opposite scans wore intended to check. The difference would be
explained if the electronic response times (1/6 sec) were not
brief enough to record a spectral line faithfully. Slower scans
were limited by the burning time of the arc and drifts of the
1250 C furnace. No reason could be found for a scan in one
direction to result in a systematic error of 0.6 A while an
opposite scan would contain no error. It was concluded that
there was a systematic error in both eases of 0.3 A, and that
the average of oi)posite scans was the most probably correct
value.

The relative spectral response as found by the graphite
arc and the 1 2.50 °C blackbody .esulted in a difference in

effective wavelength of 0.24 A at 12.50 °C. This could be a
statistical variation. Other variations in procedure did not
reveal any systematic differences in results.

Effective wavelengths were taken a year apart to ascertain

the stability of the spectral respon.ie. The photoelectric

pyrometer was used frequently during this time. Initially

24 scans had been made and a year later 1 2 more. The averages
of the two sets of values differed by 0.52 A. The uncertainty of
each average was estimated to be about that amount. Since

it is not readily discernible v.hether there was an actual

change, the mean of both .«;ets was used. In taking info account
the uncertainties of the methods and also that there may be
some change with time, an uncertainty of 0.8 A was assigned
to the effective wavelength. This leads to an uncertaii\ty of
0 026 deg C in the calibration at 1256 °C.

The effective (and mean effective) wavelength of the pyro-
meter changes when absorbing glasses are used. To find the
additional effective wavelength curves, the spectral trans-

mittances of the glasses were determined, and the product of
them and the previously foimd low range spectral response
was taken as the overall spectral response with the glasses.

The mean effective wavelencths of the pyrometer with ab-
sorbing glasses were not used in the calibration process. How-
ever, uncertainties of the relative transmittance of the glasses

figure in the calculations of "A" values of the glasses.

5.4 Determination of the "A" values of the absorbing

glasses

Of the four Jena NG-3 absorbing glasses one is used singly

to extend the temperature range from 1256 °C to 1650 °C. The
remaining glasses are successively added to provide tempera-
ture ranges of 1650 "C to 2330 °C," 2330 °C to 3730 °C and, with
all four glasses, 3730 °C to 8.570 °C. This procedure of achieving
the higher ranges with a series of glasses is used because the
".4" value of each glass, about 135 mireds, can be found
separatelj- and at the relatively low temperature of 1256 °C. In
addition to this determination, however, the variation of the

"A" value with source temperature must be found. With the
type glass used this variation should be small.

The values at 1256 'C were obtained with a strip

lamp source utilizing the low range calibration. The glasses

were inserted in turn and an apparent temperature of about
994 °C was measured. When a strip lamp rather than a black-

body radiator is used, its radiance temperature at the mean
effective wavelength on the low range must be corrected for

the mean effective wavelength on the higher range where the

absorbing glass is used [2]. This correction is small, being only
0.04 deg C at 1256 "C.

The beam conjoiner was used to extend the calibration

to 1383 °C and 1533 °C in an attempt to obtain the "..4" values

at these temperatures, and therefore determine the variation

of "yl" with temperature (trend). However, the "A" value

trend with temperature was too small to determine in this way.
To establish the trend the equation,

oo oo

j Nx,^ (T) Rx T,^,x dl =
j i^bM^a) ifA dA (6)

0 0

was used. This equation expresses the radiance match between
a blackbody source at the Kelvin temperature T, through an
absorbing glass, and one at the resulting apparent temperature,

Ta.. Tug.x is the spectral transmittance of the glass. Values of

T were chosen and the equation was solved for Tb.- From T
and the "-4" values were found. The increase of "4" at

1650 °C, 2330 °C, and 3730 °C over that at 1256 °C, is in equiv-

alent temperature, 0.05 deg C, 0.3 deg C, and 0.7 deg C,
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respectively. The uncertainties of the vahies foiind are esti-

mated to be 0.02 deg C, 0.07 deg C, and 0.26 Jog C in the same
order.

Sliortly after calibrations with the beam conjoiner the
"-4" values were redetermined at 12.56 °C. The results from
the first three calibrations, taken over a period of 14 months,
show a linear increase of the "A" values of about 0.035 mireds
per year, or, in equivalent temperature at 1256 "C, about
0.08 deg C per year. The absorbing glasses were cleaned before

the initial calibration, but they had not been cleaned there-

after, and the drift of the "A" values indicated a need for

recleaning. This was done but with variable results. Two
absorbing glasses changed back to the original ".4" value and
two did not. In cleaning glasses five months later for the

fourth calibration, the ''A" values of the glasses changed
significantly, about 0.2 deg C 1256 °C, from the previous

calibration, and in the direction of greater transmittance. The
changes of the glasses and change between glasses upon clean-

ing indicate our cleaning of them is not consistent. As a result,

their "A" values are more l eproducible if they do not undergo
the cleaning process. A slow drift of the glasses is tolerable

when the drift is det.ermined by recalibrations every 200 hours,

and the correction predicted as a function of time. In the

immediate future the "A" values will be redetermined more
often till a drift is discerned. It is expected that the glasses

may be cleaned at two year intervals, if the drift is no more
than that previously observed.

The uncertainty of the "A" values determined at 1256 °C
is largely composed of uncertainties in the low range at 1 256 °C
and at the resulting apparent temperature of 994 °C. (However,
errors at these temperatures which are due to an error in the

gold point determination cancel, and this is taken into account).

When two or more glasses are used, errors in the "^4" values

add. Inasmuch as the "A" values are determined at 1256 °C,

when this temperature becomes the apparent temperature in

a measurement, its error is additive to the errors in the ".4"

values, i.e., they are not independent. The errors in other

apparent temperatures are also likely to lack this independence.

inasmuch as errors in the low range away from the gold point

are probably in the same direciioo. UneSrtainties are quoted
for those high temperatures for which the apparent temperature
is 1256 °C or near this temperature. The standard deviations

of the non-independent uncertainties are 0.208 deg C at

1650 °C. 0.600 deg C at 2330 °C. and 1.755 deg C at 3525 °C
(which is in the vicinity of the graphite arc radiance tempera-
ture). These and other (independent) standard deviations are

listed in Tab. 3. It can be seen that the above given deviations

are preponderant in affecting the accuracy of the IPTS at

temperatures needing one or more absorbing glasses.

When two or more glasses are in position, interreflections

add radiation to the image of the source. The reflected radia-

tion superimposes an image upon the primary image. Thus a
correction can be made which is good to tlie uncertainty of
measuring the reflectance of the glass surfaces. Reflectance

measurements w^ere made to e precision of 0.4% (standard
deviation of a measurement), and this uncertainty is incorpo-

rated in the uncertainties of the high range temperatures.

6. Estimated uncertainty in realizing and maintaining

in IPTS.

In developing the photoelectric pyrometer, a

significant amount of time was spent on the investiga-

tion and eUmination of possible systematic errors. The
remaining errors, as far as can be determined, are the

random errors in the various experimental processes

in the calibration and the uncertainties of corrections

for drifts of the pyrometer lamp.

In many cases the individual processes that contri-

bute to the IPTS were repeated often enough to yield

a representative standard deviation. In other cases in

which a process was not sufficiently rejjeated, standard

deviations are estimated. In the case of trends, the

Table 3. Statistical errors and estimates of uncertainty in realizing and maintaining the IPTS

Standard deviations (S.D.), deg C

Temperature on the IPTS 1063 °C 1256 °C 1650 °C 2330 °C 3525 °C«

Oold point

Emmissivity of cavity negl.

Cavity temp, non-uniformity negl.

Temp, gradient through cavity wall negl.

Absorption by furnace gas 0.015

Radiant source size correction .012

Unequal heating of lamp filament .015

Precision of match .023

Lamp drift correction, 100 hours .050^

S.D. of gold point 0.060

CalibratioJi at 1256 °C

Precision of compound matches
Mean effective wavelength
Lamp instability during calib.

Lamp drift correction, 200 hours

S.D. at 1256 °C

0.078'

0.046

.026

.030»

.06O'>

0.086

0.124 0.227 0.485

Calibration at higher temperatures

Precision in determining "A" value
value (uncertainty of temps. | , „

J, J ^
, . 1 one entry

used), and apparent temp, uncer. )

•'

Correction of drift of ".4" with time
Trend ol "A" with radiance temp.
Ambient temp, correction of "A"
Correction for interreflections

Lamp drift correction, 200 hours

S.D. at 1650—3525 °C

Total standard deviation uncertainty
of realizing and maintaining

(200 hours) the IPTS 0.06 0.12

0.032 0.082 0.214

.208 .600 1.755

.043" .155" .490"

.020" .102" .435"

.032" .116" .371"

.010 .025

.095" .173" .370"

0.238 .666 1.96

0.27 0.7 2.

• This temperature is in the vicinity of the graphite arc radiance temperature.
" Estimated values.
• This entry and the following to the right are the gold point S.D. reflected at the higher temperatures.
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corrections for the trends are assigned estimates of

standard deviations. It is our endeavor to combine in

(|uadratiire deviations of all the processes, to obtain

cverall standard deviations at chosen temperatures

ihat are reasonably valid. Tab. 3 has been constructed

to summarize all the processes or elements that coatrib-

)ite to the IPTS, along with their standard deviations

(calciilated or estimated). Some of the entries are

recognizable as related to a familiar process. Other

entries originate when results are corrected for errors

which were experimentally determined. The correc-

tions have statistical uncertainties which are passed

on to the corrected result. The radiant source size

correction in transferring a gold point calibration to a

strip lamp is an example.

The final values at the end of Tab. 3 are the

estisnated standard deviation uncertainties of the

IPTS at NBS after being maintained for 200 hours

(photoelectric pyrometer use), with a gold point

calibration at 100 hours. Immediately after a complete

calibration the uncertainty up to 1256 °C is reduced

by about 40%. At higher temperatures, where absorb-

ing glasses are used, the improvement is not significant.

A spectroradiometer in the NBS Radiation Thermo-

metry Section of which the photoelectric pyrometry

project is a part, also requires the realization of the

IPTS above 1063 [13]. The spectroradiometer

provides a largely independent realization of the

Scale, and with a temperature resolution of about

0.04 deg C. In IPTS calibrations with both instruments

the same gold point furnace has been used, but from

1 here on the instrumentation was significantly difiFerent.

It was worthwhile to both projects to compare results

as a measure of the uncertainties involved.

Comparisons were made on occasions about a year

apart. On the first occasion a vacuum strip lamp on

which the IPTS was newly realized in conjunction

A'ith the spectroradiometer was in turn checked with

the recently calibrated photoelectric pyrometer. There

was agreement at 1063 °C within the precision of the

pjTometer's radiance match, 0.02 deg C. Of greater

interest, the vacuum strip lamp was used with the

spectroradiometer to calibrate a gas-filled strip lamp
at 2337 °C. This lamp was then calibrated vidth the

photoelectric pyrometer and the two calibrations

agreed to about 0.5 deg C.

Recently, comparisons were made at 1040 °C,

1063 °C and 1256 °C and differences were 0.03 deg C,

0.06 deg C, and 0.10 deg C, respectively. A comparison

at 3525 °C using a graphite arc resulted in a difference

of 0.2 deg C. However, the reproducibility of the arc

itself was only 3 deg C.

In the course of making these comparisons, cor-

rections of the strip lamp radiance temperatures were

made for slightly different mean effective wavelengths,

for different target areas over which temperature

gradients existed, and for a partial polarization of the

lamp. The spectroradiometer could not be completely

depolarized at all wavelengths and there was a correc-

tion due to polarization at the mean effective wave-

length of the pyrometer. The corrections were small,

being about the same magnitude as the final differences

observed.

The uncertainty inherent in the corrections made
makes the comparisons less certain. But in allowing

for this, the overall results, which reflect combined

inaccuracies ofboth instruments, are viewed as support-

ing the uncertainty estimates of Tab. 3. A more regular

schedule of comparisons is planned as a continuing

check on the IPTS as realized Avith the two different

instruments.

The NBS laboratory visual pyrometer, which has

been in service in calibrating strip lamps and visual

optical pyrometers for many years, was compared
with the photoelectric pjTometer through a simul-

taneous calibration of strip lamps. Up to 1300 °C a

vacuum strip lamp was calibrated, and on up to

2300 °C a gas-filled lamp was calibrated. Further, at

about 2730 °C and 3525 °C a graphite arc was used

with both instruments. To attain 2730 "C the arc was
used with an absorbing glass.

Differences in the calibrations are given in Fig. 15.

Part of the differences may be real, but the results are

of the same order of magrdtude as the precision of the
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Fii?. 15. Difference in the IPTS as maintained on the NBS photoelectric
pyrometer and the NBS laboratory visual pyrometer

visual observations in performing the calibrations.

The agreement is good considering the accuracy to

which a visual pyrometer can be calibrated. The
uncertainty (standard deviation) of the IPTS on the

visual instrument has been estimated [15] to be

0.4 deg C at 1063 °C, 3 deg C at 2300 "C, and 7 deg C
at 3525 °C. Incidentally, the radiance temperature of

the graphite arc positive electrode measured with the

photoelectric pyrometer was very close to 3525 °C or

3798 °K. However, differences between graphite

electrodes up to as much as 12 deg K above or below

3798 °K have been observed.

7, Present status and future work

In order to maintain the IPTS with an accuracy

approaching that with which it can be realized, the

photoelectric pyrometer must undergo frequent cali-

brations. A major limitation to the accuracy Ues in the

observed instabilities of the pyrometer lamps, unless

they are frequently checked and corrected. Both the

internal pyrometer lamps and the larger strip lamps,

used as secondary temperature standards, lack the

desired stability. There is a need for more reproducible

temperature sources if the IPTS is to be transferred

with a certainty approaching that attainable with the

photoelectric pyrometer. As a result, an intensive

investigation of lamps has been initiated.
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Construction and Operation of a Simple High-Precision
Copper-Point Blackbody and Furnace

7.5.
R. D. Lee

NBS Technical Note 483, May I969

Detailed instructions for the construction and operation
of an inexpensive copper-point blackbody and furnace are pre-
sented. Such a source may be expected to realize the radiance
temperature of 1083.3°C (Int. U8) with an uncertainty of 0.2°C
and a variation in successive use of less than 0.033°C. The
furnace requires no inert gas or vacuum and utilizes only 225
watts to reach a melt in about an hour after turn on. Melts
and freezes last about five minutes each and at least fifty
melts and freezes are expected during the lifetime of the
furnace. words: Blackbody; optical pyrometry; radiometry.

Radiance Temperature at 6550 A
of the Graphite Arc

R. D. Lee and E. Lewis

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234.

Received 1 August 1966.

Low current graphite arcs are frequently used as spectral

radiance or radiance temperature standards, particularly in the

vicinity of 6500-6600 A, the spectral domain of the optical pyro-

meter. This letter reports on the results of a large number of

radiance temperature measurements at 6550 A of the positive

crater of a graphite arc. The measurements were made with the

National Bureau of Standards photoelectric pyrometer', which is

estimated to realize the International Practical Temperature

Scale (IPTS)^ with a standard deviation uncertainty of 2°K at

3800°K, the approximate crater radiance temperature. The
sensitivity of the pyrometer at 3800°K is 0.2°K.

Spectroscopically pure graphite rods were used for the positive

and negative electrodes (National Carbon grade SPK j inch and

AGKS 1 inch, respectively). The negative electrode was in-

clined — 120° to the positive electrode, which was mounted in a

horizontal position, and the pyrometer sighting of the crater of the

positive electrode was made along the axis of that electrode. The
arc current (about 12.5 A) was normally kept to within 0.2 A of

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF CRATE

Fig. 1. Radial gradient in a graphite arc crater.

7.6.

the overload or hissing point. Occasionally, readings were made
at 0.5 A below overload, and these showed a drop of less than 2°K
in radiance temperature.

Two different lots of positive electrodes were used over a period

of a year and a half. Out of one lot ten electrodes were burned,

and the mean radiance temperature was found to be 3800°K.

The standard deviation of the radiance temperatures of the ten

electrodes was 4°K, the lowest and highest values being 3795°K
and 3808°K. Seven electrodes were burned from the other lot,

with a resulting mean of 3793°K and a standard deviation of

7°K. The range was from 3786°K to 3805°K. Recently, one

electrode was obtained from each of four additional lots. The ra-

diance temperature of these four electrodes ranged from 3787°K
to 3794°K. Each of the radiance temperatures of the twenty-one

electrodes was an average of several measurements over an inter-

val of about 6 min, beginning well after bum-in time. The
atmospheric pressure was taken at the time of the measurements,

and temperatures were corrected to the expected radiance tem-

perature at a pressure of 760 mm Hg.' The largest correction

necessary was 1.6°C for a barometric pressure of 752 mm Hg.

The temperatures given are for a target area 0.2 mm in diam.

and at the center of the crater. The temperature profile of a

typical positive crater is shown in Fig. 1. The profile was ob-

tained with an areal resolution of 0.2 mm.
Additional studies have shown that a 30.5-cm long SPK rod

may vary in temperature over its useful burning length by an av-

erage of 7°K, and occasionally by as much as 10°K. Short term

variations, fluctuations of a period of a few seconds, were about

3°K standard deviation from the mean. The fluctuations were

recorded with an electronic time constant of ^ sec.

From the present observations of twenty-one positive electrodes

out of six different lots, the lowest observed radiance temperature

was 3786°K and the highest was 3808°K. All the observed ra-

diance temperatures fall within ±11°K of the nominal value of

3797°K. This result agrees with NuU and Lozier's' radiance

temperature of 3800°K, ±20°K. The low current graphite arc

as presently used, though useful as a radiometric fixed point, is

significantly less reproducible than the accuracy with which the

IPTS can be realized.
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Theory and Methods of

Optical Pyrometry

H. J. Kostkowski and R. D. Lee

A detaUed review of the theoretical methods of optical pyrometry and the application of
these methods at the National Bureau of Standards in realizing, maintaining and distributing
the International Practical Temperature Scale above 1063 °C is presented. In the theoretical
presentation, the concepts of effective and mean effective wavelengths are introduced, and
various equations relating these parameters to each other and other physical quantities
are derived. The important features of precision visual optical pyrometers are discussed
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THEORY. CONSTRUCTION, AND USE OF THE
PHOTOMETRIC INTEGRATING SPHERE

By E. B. Rosa and A. H. Taylor

ABSTRACT

Part I deals with tlie materials and construction of various spheres, and describes

in detail the construction of a reinforced concrete sphere at tlic Bureau of Standards.

It gives tests of the accuracy of integration by this sphere, the absorption of light by

the sphere coating and by objects in the sphere, and the effect of the position of lamps.

Proper methods of operation are also outlined.

Part II gives a fairly complete r6sum6 of the general tlieory of tlie sphere, with the

addition of a considerable amount of new material, showing how to test the accToracy

of the sphere, and how to improve the accuracy of integration. It also gives a bibli-

ography of the subject.
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PART I.—CONSTRUCTION AND USE
[By E. B. Rosa and A. H. Taylor]

1. INTRODUCTION

In the early history of photometry, as in most of the sciences,

the apparatus was somewhat crude and simple in design. For a

long time there was no need for other than simple photometers,

which measiu-ed the light intensity in a single direction. With
the development of various types of arc lamps and other improved
illuminants the need for another type of photometric measure-

ment, the measurement of relative intensities in various directions,

became apparent. During the past 25 or 30 years the science of

illumination has grown very fast, on account of the great strides

made in the production of improved illuminants. This is especially

true for the last decade. Since the light distribution from the

various illuminants is so different, the only true basis of comparison

is in terms of total light output, measured in lumens or spherical

candlepower.
2. MIRROR INTEGRATORS

Probably the first instrument designed to give the spherical

candlepower with only one measurement was the "lumenmeter"

of Blondel.*' It consisted of a small hollow sphere with two
vertical 18° sectors on opposite sides removed. This sphere was
placed on the axis of an ellipsoidal mirror, at such a point that the

light from a lamp placed at the center of the sphere (which had a

black interior surface) fell on the mirror through the open sectors,

and was reflected to the photometer. The use of this "lumen-

meter" apparently was limited to the measurement of axially

symmetrical light sources.

Other types of integrators which employ mirrors to reflect the

light to the photometer from definite angular positions about the

source have been designed by Blondel, Matthews, Russell, and

Leonard. As it is not the purpose of this paper to describe mirror

integrators, those who are interested are referred to the original

articles, listed in the bibliography, for further details.

A study of the operation of integrators utilizing the reflections

from multiple mirrors makes evident the fact that very accurate

adjustment of the mirrors is necessary, and since they can not be

depended upon to remain unchanged indefinitely the delicate

adjustments must be checked frequently. In addition to this

*^ References are given in bibliography on p. 331.
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disadvantage, accurate integTation of cixially unsymnictrical light

sources ^vitll such integrators is very difilcult, if not impossible.

3. DLBRICHT SPHERE

In 1900 Ulbricht" proposed the use of a hollow sphere, with

diffusely reflecting white walls, for light integration. His results

and the investigations of others have shown that such a sphere,

v/hen properly designed and used, is capable of giving highly

accurate results. Its great simplicity and usefulness have so

strongly recommended it that it has superseded all other types of

apparatus where it is desired to integrate the light fiux from

lamps.

Since the Ulbricht sphere has come into -such general use, and

is to be found in all well-equipped photometric laboratories of the

present day, it has been thought desirable to give some structural

details of spheres which have been described, as well as the methods

which have been used in constructing a large sphere at the Bureau
of Standards.

4. MATERIALS OF V/HICH SPHERES HAVE BSEK CONSTRUCTED

The first sphere with which Ulbricht ^ made his experiments

v/as a milk-glass ball, 50 cm in diameter, with an opaque cover-

ing. On one side a portion of the wall was unobscured, and the

tratismitted light, passing through an opening 8 cm in diameter

in an opaque screen, illuminated the photometer screen.

Blondel was one of the first to realize a practical construction

of the Ulbricht sphere. His sphere was 83 cm in diameter, and

made of sheet metal shaped into hemispheres on a mold.

The smaller sizes of spheres in use to-day are usually made of

sheet metal shaped on molds by pressure or hammxering, or of

sectors of sheet metal fastened together by riveting or welding.

The Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J., nas an excellent large

sphere of the latter type, in which the sheet-iron sectors are elec-

trically welded. It is divisible into hemuspheres. Bloch de-

scribes a sphere made of zinc plate 2 mm thick, the two halves

of the globe being built up by pressure on a model, and subse-

quently connected by suitable screv/s and wing nuts. The sizes

larger than i m diameter are usually made of sheet-metal seg-

ments fastened to structural steel or flat steel ribs. Such spheres

have been described by Monasch '"^ and various onher writers.

Marchant^^ has described a sphere, at the University of Liver-

pool, 5 feet 3 inches (1.6 m) internal diameter, built of asbestos
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rnillboard one-fourth inch (6 mm} thick fastened to 46 five-eighth-

inch T-iron ribs, bent into circular arcs. It is made in halves,

one of which is on rollers. Corsepius has described a sphere

made of hair plaster, applied to a wire skeleton framework cov-

ered with gauze. Upon this plaster is a coat of plaster of Paris.

A fairly inexpensive spherical integrator can be made up by
the use of a papier-mach6 globe such as is used in instruction in

geography.

5. OTHER TYPES OF CLOSED INTEGRATORS

Monasch " has advocated the use of a large hemisphere with

flat cover instead of a sphere for certain spherical candlepower

micasurements, on account of its lower cost and greater ease of

manipulation. He described tests of a hemisphere of 2 m di-

ameter which indicated that the illumination of the photometer

window did not vary greatly when the lamp position was varied,

the differences found being of the order of 2 per cent. This is

too great a variation for precision work, however.

Sumpner has suggested the use of a rectangular box instead

of a sphere on account of its simpler construction and lower cost.

His article discusses the probable acctiracy of such an integrator,

but in the discussion several others disagreed with his conclu-

sions. Details of the construction and use of cubical integrators

have been described by other writers. Anyone interested is re-

ferred to the original literature. (See Bibliography.)

It seems doubtful that a cubical integrator would be very satis-

factory where a higher accuracy than 2 to 4 per cent is desired

for all types of light sources, but it might be quite useful where

certain types of measurements were to be carried out, for ex-

ample, change of efficiency of a gas lamp when the gas rate and
air adjustment are changed. The box could be made to ap-

proach more nearly the spherical shape by blocking up the cor-

ners or filling them with cement. The principal advantage of the

cubical integrator lies in its low cost and simplicity of construc-

tion. A thorough study of such an instrument by a laboratory

equipped to carry out exhaustive tests would perhaps be of con-

siderable value in showing the probable magnitude of the errors

which might be encountered in service. The approach to spheri-

cal shape by blocking up the corners, which should be easy to

accom.plish, should be carried out in such an investigation.
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6. BUREAU OF STANDARDS SPHERE

During the summer of 1915 a reinforced concrete sphere, 88

inches (2.23 m) internal diameter, was built at the bureau.

Since many details of its construction are unlike those of spheres

Fig. 2.

—

General plan of Bureau of Standards concrete sphere

previously described, it has seemed desirable to give a detailed

description of it. The general plan of the sphere is shown in the

sketches in Figure 2, while Figure i gives a general view of the

sphere and its equipment.
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It has i6 vertical ribs of structural steel T, i by i by ^ inch.

(The ribs would be better if three-sixteenths instead of one-

eighth inch thick, as the latter have been found to be too flexible.

Also, the structural framework should be supported above as well

as below while putting on the expanded metal and applying the

cement mortar and plaster, to prevent departure from the true

spherical shape.) The ribs are fastened at top and bottom to

steel rings, made up of 2 by inch angle iron, bent and welded

in rings of 2 feet diameter. Between each pair of ribs are three

steel straps of i by X i^ich section, these being fastened with small

bolts at each end to the top of the T, and butting up against its

web. These strengthen the framev/ork and make it rigid. Be-

tween the ribs are fastened sheets of expanded metal, such as is

used in ordinary plastering work, cut to fit the spaces and fas-

tened in place by wires passing over the top of the T's, as shown

in the sectional sketch, Figure 2.

The body of the sphere is plastered inside and out with Port-

land cement mortar, of the proportions i part cement to 2}i parts

of sand. This was applied to the expanded metal with a curved

trov/el, and swept out to a true spherical shape by a suitable

sweep, as shown in Figure 2. The sweep was made up of a wooden
circular arc fastened to an arm. Steel straps were bolted to this

arm., and at the other end they were fastened by a horizontal bolt

at the middle point of a 2 -inch pipe which passed through holes in

boards forming bearings at the center of the top and bottom

openings of the sphere. Hence the pipe could turn about a

vertical axis, and the arm about a horizontal axis, thus allowing

the sweep to reach all parts of the spherical surface. The pipe

was threaded at both ends and fitted with lock nuts, so that a

small adjustm.ent up or down could be made. Provision was also

m.ade for a small adjustment of the length of the arm carrying the

svv'cep. After sweeping, the cement surface was scratched, and

when dry the walls were coated inside and outside with a mixture

of Keene's "fine" cement, with 10 per cent hydrated lime added.

This gives a hard white surface which can be made as smooth as

desired. It is difficult to obtain a pure white surface in this way,

however, if a thin coating is used, as grains of the Portland cement

work up to the surface in applying the white cement. In that

case it is necessary to paint the surface later.

The bottom hole of the sphere is covered by a concave metal

disk standing on three legs on the fioor. This disk may be raised
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so that a space about i inch higli is left for the admission of air

when tests of gas or arc lamps arc being made. The top hole is

covered by a ilat aluminnm disk which may be let down from

above far enough to allow an annular air space of about i inch.

This disk is made up of annular rings, cut in half, and hinged so

that any section can be let down, and any section can be entirely

removed by drawing out the pin of the hinge. Button latches

hold the sections up. By means of this arrangement lamps

suspended from an overhead track can be lowered into the sphere

after dropping down the proper center sections. If it is desired

to have the lamp wholly in the sphere, these sections can be

raised again, closing the opening except for a i-inch hole through

which the lamp suspension and wires pass. If it is desired to

have only the globe of an arc lamp inside the sphere, the proper

center sections can be removed entirely, and, if the mechanism

casing does not nil the hole, white paper can be used to complete it.

The top opening of the sphere is easily accessible by means of a

stepladder and a short ladder fastened on the side of the sphere.

On one side of the sphere is a hinged door 37 inches high and

16^2 inches wide at its widest point. When shut it forms part of

a sector between two adjacent ribs. The hinges used are ordinary

16-inch strap hinges, bent to fit the curved surfaces to which

they are fastened. The axes of the hinges are about 3 inches

from the sphere surface and are braced by steel rods passing into

the spherical shell. The rods have two nuts on the end passing

through the hinge, so that it can be forced in either direction to

take up sag due to the weight of the door.

While this method of adjustment has served satisfactorily to

adjust such sags, some difficulty has resulted from the wear on

the hinges which can not be compensated by this adjustment.

These hinges carry a large weight and have to be opened and

closed a great many times. It would be worth while to use spe-

cially constructed hinges with larger bearing surfaces, and the

hinges should be kept well oiled.

In the wall diametrically opposite the door, on the equator, is

a brass tube about 3^ inches in diameter. Into this telescopes

another tube which carries the miilk-glass window, v/ith proper

diaphragms for screening it. The milk glass is flush with the

inner surface of the sphere when in use, but can be removed for

cleaning. A second thin milk-glass window, carried at the

end of another telescoping tube, is outside of this \yindow. Its
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use enables the operator to vary the intensity of the observation

window through a limited range without a material change in

the color of the light. It is much smaller than the other window,

being only a little larger than the field of view of the photometer.

It has been found to be very useful in practical operation of the

sphere.

At a point about 27 inches in front of the window are two

vertical rods upon which a runner may be moved up or down by

a string passing tlirough a small tube in the wall directly above.

Four screens of diameters 11, 21, 30, and 38 cm are provided

to be attached to the runner, one at a time, so that for any lamp

the smallest screen usable can be chosen.

The method of introducing the lamp socket into the sphere is

unlike any heretofore described. At a point to the left of the

door, just above the equator, a section of one-half-inch conduit

passes into tlie sphere horizontally to a distance of i3>2 inches,

at which point another section about 23 inches long is hinged to

it. At the end of this section are two lamp sockets, one above

the other, so that lamps can be burned either tip up or tip down.

Voltage and current leads are attached to the sockets in parallel,

passing through the conduit and around the hinge. A short curved

rod is attached to the stationary section just behind the hinge, and

a spring is attached to this rod and to the movable section. One
end of a flexible cord is fastened to the door and the other end to

the conduit near the lamp sockets. When the door is opened the

sockets are drawn forward io the opening by the cord to facilitate

the change of lamps, and upon closing the door they are drawn

by the spring to a point about 10 inches from the center of the

sphere.

The sphere is supported by a low oak platform. Before apply-

ing the cement all ribs were fastened to the table by long screws,

so that sphere and table are rigidly connected.

7. SPHERE PAINT

One of the most important details of an integrating sphere is

the use of the proper diffusely reflecting white paint. The use of

the zinc white paint recommended by Utzinger had been con-

templated, but it was not possible to find a colorless glue called

for in the formula. A number of samples of so-called " flat white
'

'

paints were inspected, but none of them proved to be pure white

initially, and it is a known characteristic of oil paints that they

gradually become yellow with age. Hence it was finally decided
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tliat the Keenc's cement used in surfacing the sphere was the

whitest substance available at that time. Two thin brush coats

were apphed, allowed to dry, and then sandpapered. Even this

coating is somewhat selective in absorption, though probably less

so than many other coatings in use at present.

The requirements for a satisfactory paint for integxating spheres

are unusually severe. To be entirely satisfactory it should fulfill

the following conditions

:

1. It should be a perfect diffuser, reflecting light in accordance

with the cosine law.

2. It should be tenacious and somewhat elastic.

3. The paint should be a pure white—that is, its reflection

should be nonselective—and it must not change in color with

age or temperature.

4. The reflection factor should be high.

Of these requirements numbers i and 3 are hardest to fulUll.

No oil paint is colorless, and such paints will change in color

with age. Although a perfect diffuser is unobtainable, it is

possible to m^ake up a paint which will fulfill this condition closely

enough for all practical purposes.

When this paint problem arose, extensive experiments were

made in the effort to find or develop a suitable paint. It ap-

peared that the most serious defect of all the com.mercial paints

examined was their color. In order to approximately reproduce

the distortion of color which results from multiple reflections in

the sphere, a test box was made up. It was cubical, with a

colorless ground-glass window in one side, and contained a small

lamp. The reflecting walls were composed of removable card-

boards painted with the paint to be tested. In making a test

the walls were flrst lined with black velvet, and the lamp arranged

to illuminate the window directly. This window illuminated the

screen of a Lummer-Brodhun photometer. The comparison lamp

voltage was then varied until a color match was obtained. Xext

the black velvet was replaced with the test cards, the direct light

was screened from the window, and an effort was made to again

obtain a color match.

After a number of sam.ples of com.mercial "flat white" paints

had been tested in this manner, without satisfactory results, an

effort was made to develop a suitable paint. D. MacFarlan Moore

(discussion 2^^) had stated that he had found a zinc-oxide paint,

using a cellulose lacquer for a binder, to be entirely satisfactory.
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Kis paint uses amyl acetate, which is expensive and also ob-

noxious because of the toxic effect of the vapor. In an endeavor

to avoid the use of amyl acetate a lacquer was made up by dis-

solving celluloid and camphor in alcohol. Numerous pigments

were tried, the m_ost of the experiments being with magnesium

carbonate and oxide, zinc oxide, and barium sulphate. None of

these were found to be nonselective, all except the barium sulphate

resulting in a greenish-yellow hue which could not be color-

matched very closely by a change of voltage of the comparison

lamp. It was found that the barium sulphate gave the best

results in this respect, and, although it was selective in its ab-

sorption, an almost perfect color m^atch was obtainable by reducing

the voltage of the comparison lamp. Other difficulties were

encountered in trying to make up a paint with this pigment and

lacquer and variable results were obtained, so that the effort was

finally abandoned.

It was found that a fairly satisfactory paint could be made up
with magnesium oxide, but the mixed paint, before being applied,

gradually turns yellow, a perceptible change taking place within

24 to 48 hours. There is apparently no change in color after it is

applied, however.

Although the zinc oxide paint is som.ewhat selective in its

absorption, it is apparently satisfactory in all other respects, and

is now being used in the spheres at the bureau. Before applying

it to the concrete sphere the surface was given a priming coat of

a thin solution of cabinetmakers' glue. Water glass would
probably serve equally well, though this has not been tried.

In preparing the zinc oxide paint, first prepare a lacquer com-
posed of the following:

Ir.srcdicnts Parts by weight

Denatured alcohol 100

Camphor , 15

Celltrioid (colorless, small pieces) 10

Dissolve the camphor in tlie alcohol before adding the celluloid,

using a motor-operated stirrer. Add the small pieces of clear,

colorless celluloid slowly, while stirring, to prevent them from

sticking together or to the walls of the vessel. Continue the

stirring (covering the vessel) until all the celluloid is dissolved,

which usually requires about 10 or 12 hours. This m.akes a very

thick, viscous lacquer. Keep a record of the weights used, so

that the alcohol lost by evaporation can be replaced when the

celluloid is dissolved. Use care to prevent any zinc oxide from
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getting into the lacquer while dissolving the celluloid, as this has

apparently caused trouble at times.

The zinc oxide paint is tlien prepared by using the following:

Ingredients Parts by weight

Cellulose lacquer 4

Alcohol I

Zinc oxide 4

Add the zinc oxide slowly to the lacquer and alcohol, stirring

constantly. Continue the stimng until a smooth, thick paste is

obtained. This requires about i hour or more. Then add slowly

about 2 parts of alcohol and i or 2 parts of water-white turpen-

tine. If not thin enough, add more alcohol. The purpose of the

turpentine is to retard drying. It is probable that glycerine

could be used instead.

This paint dries very quickly, even on a nonporous surface,

and should be brushed out as applied. Care should be taken

not to brush over the fresh paint after it has been on lo or 15

seconds, else the brush will draw the paint. Avoid contact with

any water, as water coagiilates the paint. Best results u-ill be

obtained if drying is retarded by preventing exposure to drafts,

etc. In painting a 30-inch metal sphere it has been found best

to turn the hemispheres open side up and cover Vvdth cloth as

soon as the painting is completed. If the paint "checks," add
some more camphor. If flaking occurs, make the paint less rich

in lacquer. Allow about six or seven hoiurs between successive

coats.

This paint is tenacious, is permanent in color, and has a very

high reflection factor.

The greenish-yellow hue of the light on the sphere window can

usually be almost perfectly matched by the introduction of green-

ish glass, such as ordinary window glass, on the comparison lamp
side. (See sec. i6, "Method of operation.")

8. PHOTOMETRIC EQUIPMENT

The photometric equipment consists of a i .5 m standard photom-

eter bar, equipped with screens, lamp carriage, sectored disks,

recording drum and printing magnet, and a Lummer-Brodhun
contrast-type photometer head. The photometer head is arranged

so that the window of the sphere is vievvcd through a lens, to limit

the fleld, and forms one side of the photometric fleld. The plaster

of Paris screen illuminated by the comxparison lamp forms the

other side of the field. The comparison lamp is shifted by a
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flexible stranded wire belt and pulley arrangement which is

operated by a wheel n-ear the photometer head. The position of

the comparison lamp for a photometric balance is recorded on a

sheet of paper on the recording drum under the lamp carriage by
closing an electrical circuit by a push button in the center

of the handwheel. This apparatus has been previously described

in a publication of this bureau, but it may be of interest to give

a description here. The long cylindrical drum is rotated by an
electrical escapement clockwork, adapted to turn the drum o.i°

each time the circuit is closed. The axis of the drum is attached

to the axis of the clockwork by a friction clutch, which can be

released so that the drum can be rotated at will. A printing

electromagnet is rigidly attached to the comparison lamp carriage

and moves over the drum lengthwise. This magnet is provided

with two revolving spools carrying a typewriter ribbon between

the printing point and the sheet on the cylinder. The clockwork

and printing magnet are operated in series by a low-voltage battery

(lo to 1 6 volts), the magnet stamping a dot when the circuit is

closed, the clock turning the cylinder a small amount when the

key opens. The record dots are thus prevented from falling

together. In working up observations the average position of

each bunch of dots is estimated and marked by a straight line,

the position of which is determined by reference to an index line

m.arked on the paper. The drum is turned a small amount be-

tween observations on different lamps.

A Brooks type deflection potentiom.eter is used for the electrical

measurements.

9. COSTS OF CONSTRUCTION

There have been such large changes in costs of all materials

since the construction of this sphere that it seems to be hardly

possible to estimate present day costs. The materials used would

not be a very large item of cost, but labor would be. It is uncer-

tain whether this type of construction would be less expensive

than all-metal construction for the smaller spheres, but for spheres

larger than 5 feet in diameter it would very probably be less than

for the all-metal sphere.

10. ADVANTAGES OF BtlREAU SPHERE

Since this sphere differs in many ways from others in present

use, it will be of interest to. point out its advantages and disad-

vantages. Most of the large spheres are divisible into halves, one
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of which is on rollers, so that tlicy can be separated for adjustment

of arc lamps, etc., in the sphere, and for cleaning and painting.

While this sphere is not divisible, it has been found that one can

verv quickly mount the ladder and make lamp adjustments from

above, in fact, probably more quickly than could be done if one

hemisphere had to be rolled back. This method of construction

also avoids the necessity for a track, which takes up valuable

"fifx^r space. In order to permit work on the inner surface of the

sphere, the bottom section can be lifted out. By means of a

stepladder the operator can step into the sphere, and, standing

on the floor beneath the bottom opening, he can easily reach any

part of the spherical surface.

The sphere is rigid and substantial in construction, has a good

surface, continuous (except for necessary openings) and truly

spherical, easily repaired or renewed if necessary, and may be

ventilated if desired. It is not portable, however.

In operation the sphere has been found to possess distinct

advantages due to the use of two sockets for burning lamps either

tip up or tip down, and the arrangement for drawing the lamps

near to the sphere center, good ventilation when desired, and the

use of a standard photometer bar and its accessories.

After having been in use for seven years the surface has shown
no signs of cracking or other imperfections.

11. TESTS O? BUREAU SPHERE

The principal tests of this sphere have been made to determune

the accuracy of integration of sources of difierent types. For this

purpose candlepower distribution measurements of various sources

were made on a two-mirror selector, and calculated values of mean
spherical candlepower were obtained. Direct measurements of the

candlepower of each of the sources were then made in the sphere.

The differences between the results obtained by these two methods

are shown in the last column of Table i, in which positive values

indicate that the results in the sphere were higher than those

obtained by distribution measurements, and negative values indi-

cate that the sphere results were lower. The distribution curves

for these soiu-ces are shown in Figure 3,
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^CMDIEPOWER DISTRIBUTION OF REFLECTORS SHOWN m
TABLE 1

Fig. 3.

—

Light-distribution curves of reflectors used in tests of sphere

TABLE 1.—Comparison of Integration by Distribution Photometer and Integrating

Sphere

Source

Lamp numbef a Accessory Description

Per cent
differ-

ence In
results

1 tip up

1 tip down.

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

Reflector No. I.

do

Reflector No. 2.

Reflector No. 3.

Reflector No. 4.

Reflector No. 5.

Reflector No. 6.

Globe No. 1

Globe No. 2.'....

Porcelain enameled

do

Holophane prismatic, satin finish....

Light density opal, "Luclda"

Light density alba, flaring type

Heavy density opal "Pheno"

Holophane prismatic, clear, extensive

12-lnch opal globe, polished, "Polycase"

12-inch opal globe, depolished, "Alabastlne"

0.0

-.6

+.6

+.8

+1.6

-1.0

-.4

+.4

+.5

» Lt'.mp No. I, loo-watt tungsten, clear. Lamp No. 2, 40-watt tungsten, bowl frosted.
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The agTecment of the values obtained in the two ways is good,

except perhaps for reflector No. 4. The distribution photometer

measurements are difficult, on account of the low intensity of the

light at many angles (photometer distance was about 10 feet) and

the error is probably greater in those measurements than in the

snhcrical photometer. No value .shown in the table is the result

of many measurements, hence the differences are very probably

due partly to experimental errors.

12. ABSORPTION OF REFLECTED LIGHT BY FOREIGN OBJECTS

In order to m.easure the absorption of diffusely reflected light by

black objects of various shapes and sizes, a number c: these vrere

m.ade up and painted with lam^pblack in shellac. Lamp No. : was

burned tip down in reflector No. i, and the test object was sus-

pended near the center of the sphere, vv^here no direct light could

fall on it. The test object was also_ screened from^ the sphere

window. The results are shown in Table 2. Where the test

object is designated as "double disk," a disk blackened on both

sides was used, and where the term "single disk" is used, a circu-

lar disk blackened on one side, and fastened to the sphere screen,

on the side away from the window, is indicated. The absorption

values shown in the table indicate the amount by which the

sphere window illumination was reduced when the objects were

suspended in the sphere. The reduction to be expected is shown

by equation (18), to be—^— Hence, if this equation is cor-

rect, the values in the last column of the table should all be equal,

since 5 is presumably the only variable in the equation. The
differences found, with the exception of the last two, are probably

errors of m^easurement, since the calculation is a severe test of the

accuracy of the measurements. For example^ if the observed ab-

sorption by the cylinder were 0.5 per cent higher, the value in the

last column would be 1 1 .4 instead of 10.7. The lower values for the

two globes were probably due to their having cut off som.e light

from the opaque screen used to screen the window, thereby re-

ducing the total amount of flux received and absorbed by them.

Apparently the absorption is independent of the shape of the ob-

jects, as was to be expected.
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TABLE 2.—Absorption of Refiected Light by Black Objects of Various Shapes and
Sizes

Object Area
Sphere
area

Absorp-
tion

Ratio ol

percent-
age

absorp-
tion to

percent-
age ol

sphere

Cm 2 Per cent Per cent

1152 0. 738 7.89 10.7

1078 .690 7.65 11.1

1110 .711 8. 20 11.5

1122 .719 7.69 10.7

2012 1.288 12.9 10.0

3007 1.925 18.4 9.6

Tests to determine the amount of absorbtion of reflected light

by clear lamps of sizes from 50-watt carbon to 250-watt vacuum
tungsten indicated that the absorption was negligible, being less

than the uncertainty of measurement except in the case of large

lamps with skirted bases.

13. REFLECTION FACTOR OF SPHERE COATING

The reflection factor of the sphere coating was determined in

two ways, one determination being carried out on a separate

sample of the material and one on the complete sphere. For the

latter test the milk-glass window was removed from the sphere

wall, placed on the photometer bar, and a portable photometer

pointed at it. A standard lamp was arranged at a measured dis-

tance from the milk glass, and the photometer standardized to

measure the illumination on the glass. The window was then

reolaced, and the illumination on the window measured when the

same standard lamp was burned in place in the sphere.

Thj-ee measurements of illumination were made, namely, with

window screened, window unscreened but screen remaining in the

sphere, and screen removed from sphere. The difference between

the first two measurements was the amount of direct illumination

thrown on the window by the lamp alone, and this was subtracted

from the illumination value obtained when the screen was removed

from the sphere. The calculation of the absorption by the sphere

walls is then as follows (for the development of this theory see

Part II)

:
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Let

E averaq;e total illumination on SDhere wall;

average direct illumination =

E."m illumination by reflected light;

measured illumination =E — Ed\

reflection factor;

absorption factor.a

E

Ed
a

Ed + E,

Calculations of the observed data on the Keene's cement surface,

using this formula, gave an absorption value of 8.1 per cent, or

reflection factor of 91.9 per cent.

These measurements indicated a very high reflection factor,

much higher than had been believed to be possible, as a previous

investigator had given 88 per cent as the reflection factor of

magnesium carbonate.'*^ Repetition of the m^easurements checked

this result, and consequently steps were taken to verify it by
another method. In this mxCthod the surface brightness of a flat

disk of the cement was measured at every 10° when illumiinated

normally to a known value. These measurements gave further

confirmation of tliis result. Later another coat of the Keene's

cement was applied and the absorption factor was then found

to be 7.5 per cent, a distinct improvemxcnt over the previous

coathig.

A m.easurement of the absorption by the method suggested by
Chancy (discussion 2^^), namely, directing a narrow beam of lignt

first at the screened area opposite the test plate, and, second, en-

tirely within the unscreened area, gave a result in very close agree-

ment with the above value.

This sphere has recently been painted with the zinc-oxide paint

described above, and the absorption factor remeasured. It was
found to be 6.0 per cent when the surface v/as fresh. This value

was further verified by measurement by another method.

As an outgrowth of this work one of tlie au'Uiors has given

special attention to the improvement of methods for the measure-

ment of reflection factors, and has devised two types of reflec-

tometers " in which tlie principles of the integrating sphere are

applied. Results with these new instruments have corroborated

the high values of reflection factor mentioned above.
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14. EFFECT OF LAMP POSITION

The change of sphere window illumination when a clear lamp
without reflector was placed in various positions was measured,

and the results are shown in Figure 4. The lam.p used was a

vacuum tungsten lamp. Two methods of varying the position

were used, namely, first, by setting the lam.p-socket arm q± various

distances from the door, and, second, by suspending the lamp

from, a cord at various distances from tlie door, in each case the

direct light being screened from the observation window by an

opaque screen 38 cm in diameter. The results were practically

the same Vvrhen a small lamp was tested by the suspension method.

This apparently indicated that the change in window illumina-

n —+-

d

1

o ^-o -*c eo 80 ICO i£.a

C>!sl'ar7C<Z' of Lamp from l^all opposife. Wii^doi^ — cm
Fig. 4.

—

Effect of position of lamp on illumination of sphere window

Data for mu'itiplc vacuum tunssten lamp. The ordinates are percentages of the iUumi-

nation which the same lamp would produce in the empty sphere by re/leclcd light only

tion was not due to absorption of light by the lamp. When the

sm.all lamp was moved toward either of the side Vv-alls 90° from

the window, being so ajrranged that no direct light reached the

observation window, but without employing any large opaque

screen, the window illumination did not decrease as the lamp

approached the wall, but, on the contrary, increased slightly.

These and other tests definitely show that the observed decrease

of vv'indow illumination as the lamp approached the screened wall

Vv^as due to the fact that more and more of the direct light fell on

the screened areas and had to be reflected at least twice before

reaching the window.

From the known values of the light distribution of a lamp of

this type and the absorption of the sphere v/all it is possible to

calculate the decrease to be expected. Such values have been

calculated for two sizes of screen, of 38 and 19 cm diameter, respec-
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lively, and pioitcd as solid curves in Fi_:;ure 4. For tlic 38 cm
screen the observed curve lias arbitrarily been given the same
value as the calculated curve for the position nearest the center of

the sphere. The close agreement between calculated and observed

curves conhrms the reason advanced above for the ob sensed

change. In neither case is the reduction of total illumination due

to absorption of multiple reflected light by the opaque screen

taken into account, but it is not necessary to do so, since it is

practically independent of the light distribution or position of the

lamp. The method by which the calculated curve was obtained

will be explained in the second part of this paper.

If a light source of extended area, such as a diffusing globe, is

brought near the screened sphere v/all, a decrease greater than

that shown by Figure 4 will be observed, for in addition to the

greater flux on the screened area there will be the additional

effect of greater absorption by the globe itself, since it receives a

greater fraction of the first reflected flux than when it is nearer

the center of the sphere.

Probably the greatest error which occurs in the use of inte-

grating spheres is caused by placing the lamps too near the sphere

wail and making no correction for light absorbed by them. When
testing Life-test lamps in this manner, where the lamp miay be

appreciably blackened and consequently absorbs more reflected

light than it did when new, the error is undoubtedly too large to

be neglected.

IS. SELECTIVE ABSORPTION BY THE SP2SRE SURFACE

In the bureau sphere, as is probably the case everywhere, there

is some selective absorption by the sphere wall coating. Since

this is such a general condition, it is desirable to know whether

or not it causes any error, and if so, approxim^ately how much.

A test to determine the amount of selectivity, or, in other words,

the difference between the color of the light given out by a lam^p

and the color of the light emiCrging at the window, was made
when tlie surface was coated with Keene's cement. For this

purpose the sphere window was removed and placed on one side

of the photometer. When a vacuum lamp of an efliciency of

about 1.2 watts per horizontal candle illuminated the window
directly, the com.parison lamp gave the nearest color match ai

98 volts, with an efficiency of 1.33 watts per horizontal candle.

(This difference is due to selective absorption by the milk-glass

window.) The first lamp was then placed in the sphere, burned
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at the same voltage, and the voltage of the comparison lamp
altered until the best color match v/as again obtained. Its voltage

was then 70, and its efficiency approximately 2.75 watts per hori-

zontal candle. A perfect color match is not obtainable in either

case, partly because of selective absorption by the milk-glass

window. Although this characteristic of milk glass probably does

not cause any appreciable error of measurement, it does make the

photometric observations somewhat more difficult.

In order to determine whether or not any error of measure-

ment results from selective absorption by the sphere walls, the

amount of which has already been described, the following ex-

periment v/as performed:

Tv/o lamps of the same type were selected. One of these was
used as the comparison lamp, and the other Vv^as put in the sphere.

The voltages Vv^ere set to give about the same efficiency, that is,

about I.I wphc, and a reading taken. The voltages of both

lamps were then altered until an efficiency of about 3.15 wphc
v/as obtained, and another reading taken. Since there is a large

color difference encountered in reading the photometer when the

lamp is in the sphere, evidently about equal for both conditions,

precautions were taken to keep outside of the range of the Pur-

kinje effect by making the illumination of the photometer screen

practically equal in both cases.

The lamp was then removed from the sphere and arranged to

illuminate the milk-glass window, which had been set up on the

bar photometer. The measurem^ents at the two efficiencies were

then repeated.

If there is no error due to the selective absorption, the ratio of

the illumination of the sphere window at the two voltages with

one lam^p in the sphere should be the same as that obtained when
the lam.p was measured on the bar photometer. If there is any

error, it would be expected that the lam.p in the sphere would be

underrated at the higher efficiency on account of the greater ab-

sorption of the whiter light.

The ratios of the illumination in the two cases differed by only

0.4 per cent, which was within the error of measurement, since

the measurements in the sphere were difficult because of the

color difference. It is to be noted, also, that the difference was

in the direction opposite to that to be expected if there was any

error introduced by the selectivity. Hence it seems safe to con-

clude that over this range of color difference no measurable error
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due to selective absorption applied to measurements made in

this pariictdar sphere.

At present it is very difficult to obtain for tlie v/indow a dif-

fusing material which does not have some selective absorption.

Milk glass usually has a higher absorption in the blue end of the

spectrum, while clear glass in great thicknesses is usually gTeen.

Experimental work at the bureau has shown that good milk

glass loses practically nothing in diffusion properties by being

ground down to a thickness of less than i mm, v/hile a very ap-

preciable gain will be made in reduced selective absorption and

increased transmission. The surface toward the sphere should

be given the coarsest possible grinding with coarse carborundum

or by sandblasting.

16. METHOD OF OPERATION

The "substitution" mxcthod which is used in practically all the

photometric work in the bureau makes possible the adjustment of

the apparatus to the best condition of measurement in every case.

This method also obviates any necessity for long-continued con-

stancy of many factors in the m.easurements, such as the candle-

power of the comparison lamp, the reflection factor of the shpere

walls, etc.

The illumination on either side of the photometer screen is

varied in part by the use of a set of sectored disks, depending on

the well-known law that if the illumination of any surface is

obstructed by m^eans of a rapidly rotating sectored disk, the

apparent brightness of the surface is directly proportional to the

angular opening of the disk. In certain cases neutral absorption

glass screens are used, though usually this is done only where the

factor for the glass need not be known.

When the color of the light from the test lamps is very different

from that from the standard lamps, it is desirable to use some

method of altering the color of incident light from the comparison

lamp in order to facilitate the measurem^ents and free them from

this element of uncertainty. The method used here is the inter-

position in the path of the light of glass cells filled with colored

liquids. These are made up by trial, and in cases where it is

necessary to know the relative transmissions, this standardization

is made by means of a flicker photometer. The solutions used are

water solutions of potassium bichromate and of copper sulphate.

The desired color can be appro>nmated by varying the densities of

the solutions or by mixing them. In the use of such cells, if tlie
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relative transmissions must be knovai, the measurements should

be made with a lamp of the same color as the com.parison lam.p

to be used. Also, it is undesirable to use the cells to alter the

light from, the sphere, for this light varies in color according to

the color of the lamps tested, and the transmission of a solution

is loiov/n to be appreciably different for lights widely different in

color.

Another method which has proved very successful is the use of

ordinary window glass Vv'hich has a greenish hue. When used of

the proper thickness, on the comparison lam.p side, it is usually

possible to obtain a nearly perfect color match with the paint

described above, and in some other cases. When used in this

m.anner a correction should be miade for the change in length of

the optical path. Insertion of the glass has the effect of shorten-

ing the optical path, so that it is less than the m.easured distance

by an amount approxim.ately equal to one-third of tlie thickness

of the glass.

To facilitate the work of evaluating the readings an inverse

square scale, v/ith divisions expressing percentages, was ruled on

a transparent triangle. By setting an index line on the triangle

to coincide with an index line on the sheet on v/hich the photo-

meter readings have been printed by the electrom.agnet, the pro-

portionalities of the various readings can be read off. By the aid

01 a Slide rule tnese are easily convertible into candlepower values.

In the case where lamps not widely different in candlepovs^er are

to be measured, a. candlepov/er scale can be prepared. The varia-

tion of the intensity of the comparison lam^p throughout a small

voltage range where it is to be used should be experimentally de-

termined, so that small adjustm^ents can be made by varying its

intensity. The m.ethod of measuremicnt most easily carried out

Vvouid then be somewhat as follows:

Put a standard lamp in the sphere, and set the comparison

lamp at the point on the scale to make it read directly the spher-

ical candlepower of the standard lam.p, first having determined

the voltage of the com^parison lam.p for a color match with the

standard. Next alter the position of the secondary sphere

Vv''indow (if a double window such as that described above is used)

until an intensity match is obtained. Take readings on several

standard lamips, and if it is found that they read high or low

by a sm.all amount, change the voltage of the comparison lam.p

by the predetermined small amount nccessruy to m.ake the read-
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ings CGiTcct. Readings on one or more standard lamps should be

made at frequent intcn'als througliont tlie run, to check tlic

acctu'acy of tlie mciisurerncrits. Wiicre high x^recision is desired,

a number of standard lannps should be read, both at the beginning

and the end of the observations, and if the results in the tv/c cases

do not agree, an adjustment of the values mmst be made or the

ran discarded if the disagreement exceeds a permissible am^ount.

. The above method applies to the use of a sphere with whJch a

bar photom.eter is used. With such a photom.eter bar a regular

Lummier-Erodhun sight box can be used, one side of the sight

box being remioved so that the sphere window form.s one side of

tlie photometric field.

It is possible also to use a portable photometer, such as the

Sharp-Millar, which has an inverse square scale, but it is evident

that the use of such an instrument will not give an accuracy as

high as that obtainable with a bar uhotomieter and accessories.

In measurements of light sources having surfaces which absorb

an appreciable amount of light, the following procedure, v/hich is

the general practice, is probably best:

The opaque screens to be used are placed in position, and a

reading of the standard lamp, without the test lamp in the sphere,

is taken. Next, a sm.all shield is arranged to screen fromx the test

lamp when in position any direct light from the standard lamp,

and another reading is taken. The test lamp is then brought into

the sphere, in the position which it is to occupy, but unlighted,

and another reading is taken. The percentage difference between

the readings in the last two cases is the reduction of sphere win-

dow illumination due to the absorption of reflected light by tlie

test lamp. "When the readings of the test lamp are evaluated in

terms of the reading of the standard lam.p in the empty sphere

tliis percentage should be added to the results. This is a uery

iviiportant con-ection, as appreciable errors miay occur if it is not

taken into account. A modified -orocedure consists in taking

readings on the standard lam^p v/hen the test lamp is in the sphere,

and evaluating the results on the test lamiD directly in term.s of

the readings on the standard lamp. In this mxcthod, as before,

precautions should be taken to screen from the test lamip the

direct light from the standard lamp. The former method has an

advantage if many lam.p3 of the same kind are to be micasured,

or if the sam.e lamp is to be m^easured miany times, since in that

case a constant percentage correction can be applied to the obser-
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vaticns evaluated in terms of observations on standard lamps in

the empty sphere.

It is good practice to cover large absorbing surfaces, such as arc

lamp mechanism casings, with v/hite paper or cardboard, whenever

it can be done in such a manner as not to cut off any light emitted

by the lamp.

17. SPECIAL USES 07 mTSGRATIKG SPHERES

In addition to the measurement of mean spherical candle-

powers the sphere may be used to make other important measure-

ments. Its use for hemispherical candlepower m.easurements has

been extensively discussed in some of the articles listed in the

bibliography. It can also be used for the measurement of the

elTective light fiux within a given solid angle. (See discussion

of reference,"^ by Chillas.) For these measurements a sphere

divisible into hemispheres is more useful. The use of the hemis-

pheres for measurements on searchlight beams has been described

by Benford.-''^

The integrating sphere principle has recently been applied to the

measurement of dijETuse reflection factors by one of the present

authcrs/'° " Its use for this purpose promises to fill a long felt

want.

The testing of jewels for the Panama-Pacifc International

Exposition is an interesting application of the sphere which has

been described by S. L. H. Rose (discussion ^^). Many other

applications of the apparatus will doubtless be made in future.

18. coNCLUsiorr

It may be said in conclusion that the authors believe that in the

hands of careful and experienced photometricians a properly

designed sphere will give very accurate results, and forms one of

the most important parts of the equipment of a photom.etric

laboratory.

Since the present types of lamps vary greatly in their light dis-

tribution, and change differently in distribution as they are

burned (as, for example, in a life test) , the only true basis of com-
parison is in terms of their spherical intensity or total flux, and
this is rapidly becoming the accepted practice.

The sphere described above has proved very satisfactory in

practice, and is in more nearly constant use than any other ap-

paratus in the photometric laboratory.

The authors are indebted to B. C. Crittenden for many helpful

suggestions and for the selection of the photometric equipment.
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PART II.—THEORY
[3y A. H. Taylor]

1. mTRODUCTIOlNT

The theory of the Ulbricht sphere has been extensively treated

in tlie Hterature listed in tlie accompanying bibliography, but a

great deal of the discussion is a repetition of certain phases of the

general theory, and in no one place is there a co:npletc discussion

of all details of the theory. Kence it has been thought desirable

to give here a fairly complete resume of the theory, together with

new developments of certain phases, with especial regard to the

best design of the sphere to increase the accuracy of measurement.

In preparing this paper the works of Ulbricht," ^ " and Chaney

and Clark have been freely consulted, as they have given

the most complete discussions of the theory available until very

recently, but a large part of the applied theory given here is

new. In a number of other parts new methods of development

which are believed to be less complex than those previously used

have been followed.

Theoretical photometry makes use of two general laws of

radiation; first, that the intensity of illumination of a surface is

inversely proportional to the square of its distance from the light

source, and, second, the cosine law of emiission, often erroneously

referred to as Lambert's cosine law,'*^ which states in substance

that the luminous intensity of an element of a perfectly diii'using

luminous surface is directly proportional to the cosine of -the angle

between the norm^al to the surface and the line of emxissicn. From
the latter law it follows that the brightness of such a surface is

independent of the angle of view and that the luminous intensity

is directly proportional to 'die projected area. Xo luminous

surface obeys this law exactly, but it is possible to produce a

surface which will approach fulfillment of the lav/. For simplicity

in the followmg theoretical treatment exact fulhllment of the law

is assumicd, unless otlierwise stated. The effect of deviations

from exact fulfillment is discussed later in this paper.

In considering the general theory of the sphere certain relations

between brightness and the luminous flux emitted or received will

be found very useful. The proofs can be found in another Scien-

tific Paper of this bureau,^^ or they can be derived very simply
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by tlie methods of the integral calculus. These relations are as

folio vvs:

Unit area of a plane disk radiating luminous fmx in accordance

with the cosine law of emission—that is, one which has the same
brightness h (candles per unit of projected area) at all angles of

view—radiates a total flux of tt & lum.ens.*

A unit plane illuminated by a parallel infinite plane of uniform

brightness 6 receives it h lum.ens.

Given a hollow sphere (Fig. 5) with a surface radiating light

flux in accordance Vvith the cosine law of emission, let

r = radius of sphere

;

dS = area of sm^all surface at P;

6 = brightness (candles per unit area) of dS;

E,_ = illum^ina,tion (foot-candles) at P, due to dS.

P

Fig. 5.

—

Relation betiveen cmitiing and illuminated

elements of sphere

The candlepower of dS in the direction PP^ is h dS cos </>, and
the illumination it v/ould produce on a plane at Pi normal to PP,

h dS cos <i> ^. - r j_ -r^ • ^ 1 , ,

would be ^3 Smce tne surface at is at an angle 0 to

the line PP., the illumination at Pj due to dS alone will be

h dS cos 6 , , .

Ei= COS0. (i)

But (i = 2r COS 6, and therefore (2)

_ b dS cos^ 4> b dS
^ 4;'- COS" <f)

4/"

*The lumen is the unit of luminous flux, cciual to the flux cmittcil i:i a unit solid ani;lc (stcradi;'.n) by
a point source of unit cr.ncllcpowcr.
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Since may be any point on the interior surface of the sphere,

it is evident that any element of surface illuminates all other ele-

ments of the surface equally. Hence, in a sphere having a

surface which reflects light in accordance with tlie cosine law, the

illumination of the surface .by reflected Light only is equal at all

points, regardless of any asymmetry of the light received directly

from the source or of any variation of the reflecdon factor of

the surface from point to point.

£'d = the average illumination (foot-candles) of the sphere

surface by light received directly from the lam*p;

= the illumination by diffusely reflected light only;

E = the average total illumination

;

m = reflection factor of the sphere surface

;

a = absorption factor of the sphere surface.

= I — m;
F = total light flux (lumens) radiated by lamp in sphere

;

A = area of sphere surface.

Em is composed of light of whuch a portion has been reflected a

great many times, and hence E^ = mEa -{-m^Ed etc.

E = Ea +Enu or

E = Ea (i +m+'m^ -fm^^"'^) =Ed-— (3)
I —m

Since n is infinite,

£ = -^=^. (4)
1 —m a

This result can be obtained by other m^ethods also, one of which

is as follows

:

Since the hollow sphere is a closed surface, all of the light flux

radiated by the lamp will be absorbed. The intensity of the total

illumination will depend on the absorption factor of the surface.

An analogy to this is the strength of the cuiTent in a resonant

electrical circuit.

Hence

aEA =F%E^^=^, since J = (5)

3. ERRORS OF I.1EASUREM2NT DUE TO SCREEN

The illumination of any particular point m^ay differ from E,

since the direct illumination varies with the light distribution

of the source and its distance from the point considered. In order

to measure E^, which is directly proportional to /, the spherical

* Since an illumiuatioa of one foot-candle is produced by one lumeu incident per square foot.
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candlepower of the lamp, it is necessary to insert in the sphere

wall a diffusely transmitting window and to screen from it the

direct light from the lamp in the sphere. Relative values of the

brightness of the v/indow are then proportional to the relative

spherical intensities of the lamps tested. However, the neces-

sary use of the screen to cut off the direct light from the window,

and the insertion of the lamp into the sphere alter the above

theoretical value of som.ewhat on account of obstruction and

absorption of light by them, and it is important to know the mag-

nitude of the possible error which may occur.

In a sphere in which the direct light is screened from the obser-

vation window the direct light may be considered as having two

com.ponents as regards its effect on the brightness of the observa-

tion window, nam.ely, the part A, which is incident on the sur-

faces visible from, the observation window, and the part B, which

falls on the areas screened from the window. The part A can

illuminate the window by the first reflection, but the part B must
suffer one extra reflection before any of it can reach the window.

Any constant difference between the theoretical and observed val-

ues of Em will be compensated for by the substitution method of

photometry, but variable differences, due to different fractions of

the total direct flux of the two lamps being incident on the screen

and screened area, will cause errors of measurement.

Let 5 = fraction of total light flux F incident on screen and

screened area.

The portion of direct light reflected from the zone unscreened

from the observation window (zone 3, Fig. 6) ismF(i— 5). Its

effect on the observation window is the equivalent of a secondary

source radiating that amount of light flux in an empty sphere.

Kence the illumination of the observation window due to it is

TTlF f I 0)
The portion hF suffers tv/o reflections before any of it

reaches the observation window, and its effect on the window is

the equivalent of a source radiating r/i^hF lum.ens. Kence the

total illumunation of the windov/ is

[_ aA aA J
(6)

= ^%i-5-f"^5)l = A-(i-5a),

v/here K is a proper fraction introduced to make allowance for

the absorption of reflected light by the lamp and opaque screen.
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The factor K is practically constant if the screen is small, but

d is variable, being dependent on the distribution of light from

the source. Its value may be anything between o and i, being

o if no direct light is incident on these areas. Hence the maximum
possible error is a, tlie absorption factor of the sphere surface.

If the substitution method of photometry is used, the error of

measurement e would be given by the equation

1—5'

a

(7)

where
o' = value of d for standard lamp;
8" = value of 5 for test lamp.

7

Fig. 6.

—

Screened and unscreened zones of sphere with

light source at center

Zone I is screened from the source, and the cbservins

window is placed in it. Zone 2 is therefore screened from the

window. Zone 3 is not screened from either source or

window.

4. POSITION AND SIZE OF SCREEN

As has been indicated above, errors are caused by the screen

only when different fractions of the direct flux of the two sources

being compared fall on the screen and screened area. Assuming

that the screen has the same reflection factor as the sphere sur-

face, its effect on the light which falls directly upon it is prac-

tically the same as if an equivalent zone (zone i, Fig. 6) were

screened from the observation window. In general, it is evident

that the smaller this equivalent zone and the zone actually

screened from the window (zone 2, Fig. 6) are made, the less

chance there will be of errors resulting.
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The proper position of the screen to make the screened areas a

minimum can be determined closely enongh by drawing a diagram

of the sphere, with different positions of a screen of consta.nt size,

and finding the point at which the sum of the squares of the diame-

ters of the screened areas on the sphere walls will be a minimum.
The position can be m^ore exactly determiined mathematically as

follov.-s:

Lam.p at center of sphere. (See Fig. 6.)

Let d.^ = diameter of zone i

;

d. = diameter of zone 2
;

J3 = diameter of screen

;

X = distance of screen from center of sphere

;

V = sum. of areas of zones i and 2

;

r = radius of sphere.

Zones I and 2 are the screened zones. It is desired to m.ake y

a m.inimium. An approximate solution would be obtained as fol-

lows :

1=-.^.-^'- (S)
d^ X X ^

dn 2r . 2d, r , ,

,.^2 =-^- (9)r — x r — x

ird ^

Area of zone i (approximately) = (10)

Trd-,"^

Area of zone 2 (approximately) =
4

...,.^(,,+O=f[(0V.(^J}

Differentiating and equating to o gives the condition for a mini-

mum, of screened area.

Then x = o.2,'&'^y.

The value of x when the lamp is not in the center of the sphere

could be calculated in a similar ma.nner, though the calculation

would be more complex beca.use the screened zones would not be

circular. In that case the solution is m.ost easily obtained by
graphical micthods.
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If the lamp is above or belov/ the center of the sphere, so that

tlie line from the lamp to the observation window makes an angle 0

with the line from the window lo the center of the sj^here, the

window being on a horizontal diameter of the sphere, the proper

horizontal distance of the screen frorn the vertical axis of the

sphere is given by Ulbricht as follows

:

5 = 30°, 5; - 0.32/;

^ = 35°, -=0-29'^.

'By tlie graphical method suggested above the proper positions

for the screen for varying positions of the lamip on a diamieter

5^.5"

G

3

"^0

J :

1
j

i ;

1 1

1

1

j

—.^i^^

^^^^

0^

.

'.0

M

0

F'o^ition of Lamp- Fraction of r^adius Distant from CcntC'r

Fig. 7,

—

Best position of screen, and relative areas screened by it with lamp in different

positioyis

through tlie window have been detennined. The result is shown
by curv^e A of Figure 7. The lamp and screen are assumed to be

on opposite sides of the center of the sphere, with "the screen on

the side toward the window. The solution was obtained for a

screen whose diameter was o.i that of "die sphere, but a check

calculation with a screen double tliat diamiCter gave substantially

the same result. The sum of "the screened areas decreases as the

lamp is moved farther from the sphere center, uie screen being

placed in the position shown by curve A . This result is shown by

curve B. The necessary diameter of 'the screen to give good

screening also decreases. The diameter of the screen required
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when the screen and lamp are on opposite sides of the sphere

center may be determined as follows:

Let Z =the greatest dimension of lamp to be screened, or length

of locus of light source

;

r = radius of sphere

;

ar = distance of lamp from center of sphere

;

br = distance of screen from center of sphere

;

d = required diameter of screen.

Then
d

l"

{i-b)r ,
{—y or d -

1—0
(13)

(i -fa) r ' "
1 -T-a

Hence it is seen that the diameter of the screen is independent

of the size of the sphere, and depends only on the positions of lamp

ZOO"
/Inale ofCone )r*hcj6 /l/i^ !s Hcrircl tofixlj Filainen !-:>

Fig. 8.

—

Percentage cf totalfluxjrom vacuum tungsten lamp

included in cones of various apertures normal to lamp axis

and screen and the length of the largest lamp which it is desired

to measure (assuming that one screen is to serve for all lamps.

If the lamps vary much in size, it m.ay be desirable to have a

series of interchangeable screens). For safety the screen should

be made slightly larger than the solution given by (13). Ciu^e

C in Figure 7 shov/s the relative total areas of the screened zones

for various positions of lamp and screen, when the screen diameter

is chosen by equation (13) and the screen is located according to

cui-ve A, Figure 7.
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In Figure S is shown, for tlie comnicn type of vacuum tungsten

lamp, the percentage of the total light which is emitted in cones of

various angles with their axes normal to the axis of the hlanients.

The angle of tlie beam incident on each screened area is easily

obtained, and by reference to tliis cui-ve the percentage of the total

flux which is incident on the screened area may be found. If

when tlie lamp is in tlie center of the sphere the diameter of the

proper screen is 0.2 or 0.4 of the sphei'e radius, its proper diam.eter

for other positions of the lamp is shown by the solid curves of

Figure 9, and the percentage of the total flux of a vacuum tungsten

1
\

/^a-r- Cant of Flux

\

>0
V

fx>jifion erf Uamp—Fraci'io'n ai' ffadiijo Oioiant fr-om Cent-zr o/ Jf>harf>

Fig. 9.

—

Diameter of screens and percentage of light fl^ix failing on parts screened from
obsening ajindow zuiih lamp in different positions

It is assumed that the lamp is such as to require a screen diameter cither (i) 0.4 or (2) 0.2 of the sphere

radius when the lamp is at the center of the sphere. Diameters for other positions are then calculated from

equation ij, and positions are determined by curve A, Fig. 7. The dux calculations apply to vacuum
tungsten lamps (see Fig. S). The percentage of flux indicated falls on the screen and on the zone screened

fraa the window, but both of these may be considered as zones of the sphere wall (sec Fig. 6)

lamp which is incident on the zones screened from the window is

shown by the broken curves in the same figure.

This type of lamp gives more nearly than any other common
type of incandescent lamp the light distribution which would be

obtained from a straight lumhnous rod, and iz is im^probable that

any other type of nlamient arrangem^ent except the motion picture

projection lamp would give a larger percentage of its total fiux

in any solid angle normal to the lamp axis not exceeding 90°.

Kence, if the best locations of lamp and screen for measurem.ents

of lamps of this type are chosen, they would probably be approxi-

mately the best for measurements of lamps of other lypes also.

From the curves in Figure 9 it is seen that the fiux on tiie screened

zones is a minimum for this type of lamp when the lamp is removed
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0.2 of the ra,dius frorn. the center of the sphere, though there is

very little choice betvv^een this position and. ?.ny other between

the center and 0.4 r. Since the total screened area is less at the

0.4 r position, uiat position would probably be preferable, at least

in spheres larger than about i yard or i m in diameter. Other

considerations may m.ake desirable a position nearer the center in

the smaller spheres, but this must be judged largely by the use to

v/hich the sohere is to be Dut. If tlie lamD is placed too near the

wall, there v/ill be another factor to be reckoned with, namely,

absorption of first reflected light by the lamp. The effect of this

will be brought out more clearly in the following paragraphs.

5. ABSORPTIOrr OF LIGHT BY FOPvEIGIT OBJECTS

If any foreign object is brought into the sphere, it will absorb

light and reduce the illumination of the sphere window, even

though it is screened from, the vvindow.

As before, let

Era = illumination by refxCcted light (foot-candles)

;

^c; = average direct illumination

;

a = absorption factor of sphere surface

;

a' = absorption factor of foreign body in sphere;

F --- total light fiux from, source, in lum.ens

;

7 = radius cf sphere, in feet,

b = average brightness of sphere wall (candles per square

foot) when there is no foreign body in the sphere
;

6' = average brightness of sphere v/all when the foreign body

is in tlie sphere

;

S = surface area of foreign body

;

A = area of sphere.

As previously stated, the illumination at any point in front of

an infinite plane of brightness 6 is -6. Also, the flux given off by
unit area is Trb lumens.

If the foreign body is far enough from the walls of the sphere so

that it does not reduce the illumhnation of the walls unequally,

and does not receive a,ny direct light from the lamp, it v/ill receive

the average illumination tto' foot candles (since the illuminating

surface is eqruvalent to an inhnite plane), and altogether the

flux 7r6'5, of which it v/ill absorb the fraction irh'Sa^ lumens.

The surface of the sphere radiates the light flux irh'A lumens

and absorbs the fraction a cf the total ilux received. Hence it

. -b'A , . ^ irb'A
,receives ana absorbs a lum^ens.

I — a. I — a
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Since all the light is absorbed, the flux absorbed must equal the

total flux radiated by the lamp, or

x6'Sa' +'^=F- (,4)
I — a ^

F(i-a)
^ TSa'(i-a)+TraA ^^^^

If there is no foreign body in the sphere, then

wab A
I —a must equal F, and

ira A ^ '

Hence
F(i-a)

b' TSa'(i — a) +TaA a A
b F(i-a) Sa'(i-a) +aA' (17)

TG A
or

If the foreign body is brought near the surface of the sphere

(the foreign body is assumed to be something other than the lamp
in this case), it cuts off some light from the wall approached, and

hence its absorption of reflected light is less because the brightness

of the wall approached is reduced. If the foreign body is the light

source itself, the absorption is increased, because the lamp receives

a greater fraction of the first reflected hght. The value in (18) is

nearest correct when a and 5 are small, since in that case the

brightness of the sphere wall is most nearly uniform.
The results shown in Table 2, page 296, apparently indicate

that the absorption of reflected light by foreigti objects is inde-

pendent of their shape, which is to be expected from the theory

as developed above.

6. EFFECT OF LAMP POSITION

In Figure 4, page 298, are given calculated and observed curves

showing the reduction of sphere window illumination as the lamp

approaches the portion of the wall screened from the observation

window. The calculated curves were obtained in the following

manner:
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A diagram of the sphere similar to Figm-e 6 was drawn, and the

outline of the screened area, zone 2, was established. By the aid

of a protractor the angles at the lamp subtended by the screen

and zone 2 were measured, and from the curve in Figure 8 the

percentages of the total flux which are incident on the screen and

zone 2 were obtained. For example, take the case when the 38

cm screen is used and the lamp is 76 cm (30 inches) from the

door. Then the angles at the lamp which are subtended by the

screen and zone 2 are 27° and 88°, respectively. Referring to

Figure 8, the flux incident on the screened areas is found to be

18. 1 per cent of the total delivered by the lamp. Since 0 = 7.5

per cent, the illumination of the observation window is shown by
equation (6) to be

E'=K' {i-Za)^K' (1-0.181 X0.075) =0.986 K',

which is 99.7 per cent of the illumination of the window when the

lamp is 99 cm from the door, or 98.6 per cent of the theoretica

value for the illumination of the empty sphere by reflected light

only.

If a source giving all its light on the unscreened area is meas-

ured in terms of vacuum tungsten standards in this sphere, using

the substitution method, the error of measurement to be expected

would be given by the curves in Figure 4. For example, if the

lamp and reflector were 100 cm from the sphere door, the error

would be plus 0.2 per cent with a 19 cm screen, and +1.0 per cent

with a 38 cm screen. If this were the only factor affecting the

accuracy of the results, it would be expected that higher values

in terms of such standards would be obtained for an opaque re-

flector unit as it approached the screened wall, since practically

all of the direct hght falls on the unscreened area. As a matter

of fact, however, measurements of such a Unit, evaluated in terms

of a standard lamp measured in the same positions, gave constant

results at all positions up to about 20 cm from the sphere wall;

that is, the sphere window illumination fell off in about the same
proportion with the reflector unit as with the bare lamp. The
probable reason for this was that the reflector unit absorbed more
and more Hght as i{ approached the wall because it received more
of the first reflected light from the wall, and the reduction due to

this cause happened to be just the same in amount as was to be

expected in the case of the bare lamp, where the reduction was
due to absorption by the screened areas. It should be noted here
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that a screen of about 19 cm diameter is large enough for the

measurement of all sizes of incandescent lamps in this sphere, and
that the 38 cm screen would be used only in case a lamp of very

extensive area was to be measured. Since nearly all other types

of incandescent lamps and reflector units throw a still smaller

proportion of their total flux on the screened areas in this sphere,

the error of measurement due to the screened areas should not

exceed 0.3 per cent when a 19 cm screen and vacuum tungsten

standards are used, the lamp being in its normal position, 25 cm
from the sphere center, and it would be as great as this only when
measuring a source which threw all its light on the unscreened

areas.

In case a lamp which threw all its light on the screened area

was measured with the 19 cm screen, the lamp being at the 100

cm position, the error would be —(a — 0.3 per cent) = —7.2 per

cent. This is an extreme case, however, since in such a measure-

ment the logical method would be to direct the beam toward the

unscreened area, when the error would be only +0.3 per cent.

This method of analyzing the operation of a sphere makes
possible an estimate of the error which may be encountered in

practice with a definite arrangement of sphere screen, lamp

socket, etc., and such an analysis would be valuable in considering

the accuracy of integration with any particular sphere. It should

not be overlooked, however, that differences in absorption of

reflected light by the standard and test lamps may cause errors

greater than these.

7. ERROR OF INTEGRATION OF NARROW CONE OF LIGHT

In the theory of the sphere as developed above, and in all the

literature on the subject, the assumption has been made that

the sphere surface is a perfect diffuser. Also, it has been assumed

that the translucent window is a perfectly diffuse transmitter of

light, so that the brightness of the observed side is directly pro-

portional to the illumination of the opposite side, regardless of

the angle of incidence of the light contributing to this illumina-

tion. These ideal conditions are not realized in practice, and

hence it is important to determine the amount of the departures

and the error which may occur on account of them.

The illumination of any part of the sm-face of a sphere surfaced

with rough white cement or a matt white paint may be analyzed

into three components: (a) The light flux received directly from

the lamp; (6) the flux contributed by the first reflection of the
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direct illumination of all other parts of the sphere surface; and

(c) the light due to multiple reflections of (6). As previously-

stated, the part (a) may vary through a very wide range, and

hence it is usually screened from the observation window. The
surface is nearly enough a perfect diffuser to make the part (c)

entirely uniform, and independent of the way in which the direct

light is distributed over the sphere surface. Hence the departure

from perfect diffuse reflection by the sphere surface may be

assumed to affect only the part (6) ,
though lack of perfect diffusion

by the window affects both (6) and (c).

Let A = area of sphere

;

F = light flux (lumens) radiated by lamp;

F
Ea = average direct illumination = ^/

E' = average illumination by first reflection of E^
\

E = total illumination of observation window which is

screened from E^.

Neglecting the effect of any direct light on the screened areas,

and assuming perfect diffusion,

E' =mEd = (i — a) Ea',

Then
a a

E'

_

E^ {i-a) _^
E Ed (i - a)

a

In Figure lo are shown experimental curves for the diffusion

characteristics of the sphere window and the sphere surface.

When a flat disk of the Keene's cement with which the sphere

was originally surfaced is illuminated normally, its specific bright-

ness is different at different angles of view.

If the radiated flux is integrated, it is found that at all angles

except 50° from the normal to the surface the brightness of the

cement is greater or less than that of a perfect diffuser radiating

the same total flux. The percentage deviations at various angles

are shown by curve A in Figure 10. The curve for the zinc oxide

paint described in Part I of this paper is practically the same as

cm^e A for all angles from 15° to 75°, It is about 5 per cent

higher than curve ^ at 5° and 5 per cent lower at 80°.

If the window were a perfect diffuser, its brightness measured

normally should vary as the cosine of the angle of incidence of
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the light on the opposite side (angles being measured from the

normal). Curve B shows the deviation of a milk-glass window,

surfaced with coarse carborundum (No. 60), from the cosine law

of transmission.

If a photometer is standardized to measure the normal illumi-

nation on the face of this milk glass opposite to the side viewed,

calculations show that if the window was illuminated by a uni-

formly bright infinite plane the evaluation of the illumination would

fr'om Norrrtal to Surface.
Fig. lo.^Diffttsion characteristics of Keene's cement and depolished milk-glass

be too low by 7.6 per cent. This is practically the condition in the

sphere as regards the portion (c) defined above. If the sphere

surface is illuminated normally to a uniform amount, as would be

the case if a point source of light was placed at the center of the

sphere, the illumination due to the first reflected flux, not per-

fectly diffused (see curve A), would be evaluated too low by 8.8

per cent. Hence, since the absorption factor of this sphere is

now 6.0 per cent, and since that also represents the ratio oi E' to

E (see above), the error in the measured value of the window
illumination would be

e'=o.94 ( — 0.076) +0.06 ( — 0.088) = -0.0714-0.0053 = -0.0767
= — 7.7 per cent.
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If the direct light is incident as a very narrow cone, the error of

measurement of the first reflected flux depends on the relative

positions of the illuminated spot and the window (assuming that

the direct light is incident normally to the surface). The error

of measurement of the diffusely reflected Hght from reflections

after the first, which is 0.94X0.076 = 7.14 per cent, would re-

main the same. If the angle of incidence of this first reflected

light on the window is 6, the angle of emission from the sphere

surface is also 6. Referring again to Figure 10, the error of

measurement of the first reflected Ught is the product of the

algebraic sum of the deviations there shown by curves A and B
for the particular angle considered into the absorption factor of

the sphere surface. For example, if ^ = 45°, e'', the error of

measurement, would be

e" = 6.0 per cent (+1.3 percent — 5.3 per cent) = —0.25 percent;

.•. the total error would be — 7.14 — 0.25 = — 7.39 per cent.

Other values have been calculated to be as follows:

The absolute value of this error is immaterial in the ordinary

use of the sphere. The important point is the agreement between

the evaluation of the flux from a lamp when the direct light is

uniformly distributed over the sphere surface and when the same
amount of flux is concentrated in a narrow beam of light. It has

been shown above that when the direct light is uniformly dis-

tributed the error in evaluating the illumination of the wndow in

this sphere should be — 7.7 per cent. If the narrow cone of light

is directed at a point 90° from the window—that is, ^ = 45°, the

error of measurement would be only about 0.3 per cent less than

the error made in integrating a point source radiating the same
amount of flux—and this difference is the error made in evaluating

a point source in terms of a narrow cone incident at a point 90°

from the observation window.

S, angle of incidence

Error of measurement

of window illumination*

Per cent.

Assuming no direct flux on screened areas.
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8. FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT

From equation (7) it is evident that increased accuracy may
be obtained by reducing a, the absorption factor, or decreasing d,

the proportion of light on the screened area. This is accompHshed

by making the screen as small as possible and placing it in the

position to make the screened area a minimum. Equation (18)

shows that the influence of the presence of a foreign body may be

decreased by making a, the absorption factor of the sphere, large,

or by making the relative areas of foreign body and sphere surface

small. Hence it is seen that in both cases the accuracy of inte-

gration is increased by making the sphere area large, assuming

that no correction for the presence of the foreign body is to be made.

This is ordinarily the case when incandescent lamps being life

tested are to be photometered.

The action of the absorption factor is opposite in the two cases,

however, since in the former a small factor is best, whereas in the

latter a large factor reduces the influence of the foreign body, and

hence reduces the error of neasurement if no correction is made.

In certain kinds of routine measurements, for example, the meas-

urement of arc lamps, the effect of the presence of the lamp mech-

anism is easily corrected for by the method of measurement.

This is not so easily done in the case of life test measurements of

incandescent lamps, however, since the lamps may be of various

sizes and degrees of blackening, and the measurement of the in-

fluence of each individual lamp in the sphere would involve a pro-

hibitive amount of labor. On the other hand, if the absorption

factor of the sphere walls is very low, this effect may cause appre-

ciable errors if neglected.

In a particular case here, one life test lamp, a 1000-watt type

C Mazda which had fallen to about 20 per cent of its initial candle-

power, reduced the sphere window illumination 8 per cent when
it was introduced unlighted into the sphere. By calculation,

using equation (18), it is found that the reduction of window
illumination would have been 9.2 per cent for a sphere absorption

factor of 6 per cent and 2.7 per cent for an absorption factor of 20

per cent. This lamp presented an extreme case, but it is not at

allimprobable that lamps showing one-fifth of this degree of black-

ening would be frequently encountered.
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9. BEST CONDITION OF SPHERE FOR CERTAIN WORK

In the case where a sphere is to be used for work such as life

test measurements, or other work where determination of the

allowance for absorption by the lamp would necessitate more
labor than could reasonably be expended on the measurement, a

sphere paint having a reflection factor of about 80 per cent would

give better results than a highly reflecting paint, and the influence

of the presence of the foreign body could usually be neglected in

spheres about 6 feet and larger in diameter.

When a sphere is to be used most of the time for standardization

work, it would be best to select a high reflecting power paint, and

make allowance for the influence of the presence of the lamp, if

measurable.
10. CLASSIFICATION OF BIBLIOGRAPHY
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In recent years there has been an increasing interest in sulfur as

an infrared integrating sphere coating. ''^ This interest stems

from (a) its high reflectance in the infrared,^'^ (b) its nonhygro-

scopic nature, and (c) its ability to function as a good difTuser

when used in a finely divided state.

No information exists in the literature as to suitable techniques

for applying sulfur coatings to sphere walls. Three methods of

application used in a recent investigation at NBS are described

below.

Hand Pressed

Initially, sulfur was applied to the two halves of the sphere

over a thin coat of rubber cement by hand pressing (with the

fingers). The sulfur was built up to a thickness of about 3 mm,
and contoured to conform roughly to the outline of the two

hemispheres. The surface was then smoothed with an artist's

brush. This surface had a fairly uniform appearance but the

coating was extremely fragile.

Sprayed Coatings (The spray techniques were developed by
John R. Anderson, a General Laboratory mechanic.)

a. Sulfur-Alcohol Slurry. To increase the uniformity of the

coating over the surface of the sphere, and the reproducibility

from one sphere to another, a spray application technique was in-

vestigated. One part sulfur was mixed with about two parts

alcohol by volume to form a slurry which was sprayed from a

vibrator-actuated spray gun. The slurry was sprayed so that

most of the alcohol evaporated before the spray hit the roughened

(approximately 2.5 n rms) sphere wall. To insure rapid evapo-

ration of the remaining alcohol, the hemispheres were heated to

77 °C before spraying. About ten spray applications were neces-

sary to obtain a 3-mm coating. The hemispheres were reheated

to 77 °C and the sulfur surface was smoothed with an artist's

brush between applications. The resulting coating was uniform

in appearance, but it tended to crack with time, and its adherence

to the hemisphere was poor. The sulfur itself formed a quite

hard surface.

b. Benzene-Sulfur Slurry. To alleviate the problems ex-

perienced with the sulfur-alcohol slurry, the alcohol was replaced

by benzene. This slurry was applied to the roughened hemi-

sphere wall over a thin coat of a benzene-.soluble contact cement.

During the first few .seconds of spraying, the spray gun was held

very close to the surface so that the benzene dissolved the contact

cement, which migrated slightly into the sulfur coating. The
thin coating was then dried, leaving the sulfur bonded to the

sphere wall. For the subsequent spraying operation, the spray

gun was moved further away from the sphere wall, the tempera-

ture of which was maintained at about 65°C by heat from two in-

frared lamps. This, and the fact that benzene is more volatile

than alcohol, permitted the slurry to be sprayed continuously

until a coating thickness of about 3 mm was obtained. The sur-

face was then smoothed with an artist's brush. The surface

produced by this technique was very uniform in appearance and

mechanically strong enough to withstand normal laboratory

handling. The surface hardened considerably with age.

All sulfur used in this work was Crystex brand sulfur (StaufTer

Chemical Company, New York); however, Kronstein et al.^

indicate that ordinary flowers of sulfur has about the same re-

flectance as Crystex brand sulfur throughout the infrared. It

should be noted that Stauffer Chemical Company also supplies a

Crj'stex type sulfur which contains 20% by weight of oil and has

more stable mechanical properties. However, information on

its reflectance is not available.

The .same methods were found suitable for applying barium

sulfate to sphere walls.

Certain commercial materials are identified in this paper in

order to specify adequately the materials employed. In no case

does such identification imply recommendation or endorsement

by the National Bureau of Standards, nor does it imply that the

material identified is necessarily the best available for the

purpose.
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FLUX AVERAGING DEVICES FOR THE INFRARED

S. Thomas Dunn

ABSTRACT

The spatial and angular sensitivity of infrared detectors recently has been investi-
gated (l, 2). In order to eliminate this effect and obtain accurate measurements in the

infrared, it is necessary to distribute the flux as uniformly as possible over the entire
sensitive area of the detector. A solution to this problem is presented in the form of
several averaging devices developed at the National Bureau of Standards. Among the devices
investigated are roughened NaCl windows, diffusing light ducts, and spheres with different
coatings. Each device was subjected to a series of tests to establish its averaging capa-
bility and useful wavelength range. Results of these tests indicate that the use of a small
sulfur-coated hollow sphere over the detector increased the accuracy of most types of infra-
red reflectance measurements and, at the same time, decreased the requirement for precise
optical alignment of the detector in the wavelength range of 1.5 to S microns. The use of

the sulfur-coated sphere over a thermopile extends the usefulness of the multiple-reflection

specular reflectometer to about 10 microns. (Key Words: Detector, Averaging Device, 3pa-

tial Sensitivity, Ang\ilar Sensitivity, Sulfur, and Integrating %)here).

*The work described in this paper was done under NASA Contract No. R-09-022-032.

A 5 in Integrating Sphere

Mamoru Nonaka,Takeo Kashima, and Yataro Kondo

An integrating splieie witli an inner diameter of 5 m was (constructed with s]iecial attention in onler to

make a true sphere by welding together steel plates of thickness of 12 mm. The deviations of radii from
a true sphere are within ±0.3%. A special lift, which is installed below the sphere, is used for changing a

lamp or painting the sphere. The inner .surface of the sphere was coated with a water paint of BaSO^.
Its spectral reflectance was measm'ed by a method, in whidi a part of the spherical surface was substituted

by a s\ufacc with low reflectance and s])ectrophotoinetric measiu'ements were made on the hmiinance of

the measurement window of the sphere before and after the substitution, ojxjrating a timgsten lamp in the

sphere. The values of spectral reflectance obtained by this method were from 0.93 to 0.9G in the visible

region, ten months after the coating.

April 1967 / Vol. 6, No. 4 / APPLIED OPTICS 757
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Terms, Definitions, and Symbols in Reflectometry

Deane B. Judd*

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234

(Received 7 December 1966)

Angular conditions of incidence are described as hemispherical, conical, or directional ; the same adjectives

are used lo describe the angular conditions of collection. This classification of angular conditions leads to nine

kinds of reflectance; symbols for them are proposed in which 2ir, g, and 0o, <t>o refer to hemispherical, conical,

and directional incidence, In, g', and Sr,0r refer to the corresponding kinds of collection. Use of the per-

fectly reflecting mirror and of the perfectly reflecting diffuser as reference standards in reflectometry is

discussed. Three of the nine reflectance ratios, specimen to perfect diffuser, in which the collection is di-

rectional have already been named radiance [luminance] factor. It is proposed to differentiate them by
angular condition of incidence. It is also proposed to name the other six ratios: reflectance factor qualified by
the same adjectives identifying the type of incidence and collection as are used for reflectance. The inter-

relationships of these 18 concepts are shown both by formulas for computing one from another and by
diagrams indicating the |)rocess (integration, summation, averaging, equality, reflectance of perfect difluser,

and reciprocity) by which values of one concept may be computed from those of another.

Index Headings: Photometry; Reflectance; Radiometry.

IF racliaiil energy is incident on an element of surface

at an energy-flow rate <J>o, and is reflected by the

element of surface at a rate "fr, the ratio ^r/^o is called

the reflectance of the surface. In general, this ratio

depends on the wavelength and state of polarization

of the incident energy. Furthermore, if the detector of

radiant flu.x emplojed has, like the human eye, a

spectral sensitivity not independent of wavelength, the

ratio of fluxes so evaluated is still called reflectance

with a (jualif\ing adjective (such as luminous, if the

detector evaluates the flux in accord with the standard

luminous-eflicienc) function). If, however, attention is

conflncd to incident ener^^y of fixed wavelength com-
position, or to detectors whose spectral sensitivities

are strictly independent of wavelength, there still re-

main many problems of terminology and symbols.

These problems arise because of the various angular

conditions of incidence and collection used in reflec-

tometry, and because most reflectometers do not mea-
sure the ratio of fluxes directly but employ specular

surfaces or difi'using surfaces of known reflection char-

acteristics as standards.

* With the collaboration of C. S. McCamy, J. C. Richmond,
L. E. Barbrow, I. Nimeroff, and H. K. Hammond.

45 9

In a series of conferences among the staff of the

National Bureau of Standards during the summer of

1965, a set of terms and symbols was developed to

indicate the various types of angular conditions used

in reflectometry. All of us agreed to use this one set

of terms and s\'mbols to facilitate communication

among us. These terms and symbols do not contradict

those currently being considered in the nomenclature

committees of various international bodies (Inter-

national Commission on Illumination, CIE ; Inter-

national Standards Organization, ISO; International

Union of Pure and Applied Physics, lUPAP) nor of

the nomenclature committees of the national bodies,

American Standards Association, Optical Society of

America, and the Illuminating Engineering Society-, but

rather are extensions of those concepts and symbols.

The purpose of this paper is to present the NBS
terminology and symbols for reflectometry, to give the

arguments that shaped them, to give careful definitions

of the terms, and to demonstrate the convenience of

the symbols by using them to indicate the rather

complicated interrelations among the concepts defined.

We hope that this extension of accepted terminology,

or some revision of it, will find acceptance in the
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Incidence

Hemispherical Conical Directional

Collection

Fig. 1. The upper diagrams indicate hemispherical (2jr), conical (g), and directional (So) incidence, respectively, and the lower dia

grams indicate hemispherical (2n), conical (g'), and directional {6r) collection. The indications are for a particular pair of azimuths:

00 and for incidence; and 4>, and ipr+ir, for collection. The arrows in the upper diagrams all point toward the center of the speci-

men represented by a short horizontal line; those in the lower diagrams all point away from that center.

various national societies concerned with radiative

transfer of which the Optical Society of America is

one, and eventually also within international standard-

izing bodies. A preliminary version of these terms and

symbols has been under consideration by CIE Com-
mittee E-1.1, Nomenclature, since December 1965, and

has received active support from the Swedish National

Committee of the CIE.

REFLECTANCE

Our point of departure lies in the customary defini-

tion of reflectance as "ratio of reflected radiant flux to

incident flux" given, for example, in the book. The

Science of Color, by the Committee on Colorimetrj' of

the Optical Society of America.' This definition might

be interpreted to mean "ratio of all of the reflected flux

to incident flux," but we have not so interpreted it.

Instead, we have taken a cue .from the note appended

to the definition currently being considered by Com-
mittee E-1.1 on Nomenclature, International Commis-

sion on illumination

:

"20 065, Rcjlcclancc: Ratio of the reflected radiant or

luminous flux lo the incident flux."

'he' ("oniniillfc on ("olorimclry, (Optical Society of America, Tk
Science o] Color (New York: 'Ihomus Y. Crowell Company, 1^53),

p. .S7y. Currently availalile from Optical Society of America, 1155

Sixteenth Si., N.W., Washington !). C, 2(XB6.

"Nole 1: Where mixed reflection occurs, the (total)

reflectance may be divided into two parts, direct re-

flectance and diffuse reflectance, corresponding, re-

spectively, to the modes of reflection."

Note that the ratio of the flux specularly reflected

to the incident flux is stiU called direct reflectance even

though not all of the reflected flux is included. We have
accordingly agreed among ourselves to remove this

ambiguity by the following more explicit definition of

reflectance.

Reflectance: Ratio of some specified portion of the re-

flected flux to incident flux. Symbol: p.

Nole 1: When qualified b)' one of the adjectives,

hemispherical, conical, or directional, the term refers

to all of the reflected flux, to the part within a finite

solid angle less than 2irsr, or confined to essentially one

direction, respectively. If no qualifying adjective is

u.sed, reflectance for hemispherical collection is meant.

The qualifying adjective that specifies the angles of

collection may be preceded by the adjective, hemi-

spherical, conical, or directional to indicate whether

the incident flux is imiformly distributed over the

hemisphere, uniformly dislribiilcd over a finite solid

angle less than 2irsr, or confined to essentially one

direction, respectively.
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'PAiii r, I. Values of the nine kinds of relleclance for the perfect mirror and for the perfect diffuser.

Kind of relleclance

Evaluation of quantity

Kellcctance symbol For perfect mirror Tor perfect diflfuser

iti-hemisphcrical

Hemispherical-conical

I lemispherical-ilirectional

Conical-hemispherical

Hi-conical

Conical-directional

1 )irectional-hemis|)herical

I )irectional-conical

Hi-(lirectional

p (2;r : 2ff

)

p{2ir:g')

p{2ir:er,4>,)

P{g-6r,<t>r)

p{0o,<t>o-2-n-)

p{So,<t>o'g')

(l/jr)
j

CO^rdw'

(I/t) COSOrdw'

1

y^vcrlnp C0S6,duj'

{cosSjdu')Ij cosffodco

for 6t, <t>t within mirror
image of g ; 0, for Or, 4>r

not within

1

1 , for 6(s = some 0, and

0o = some <^r-|-ir; 0, for

©OT^any Or or 0o7^any
*r+ 7r

1, for dii=Or and for

<i><t = <i>T-\-ir

0, for eo^Br, or for

(l/jr)/ COSiSrdo)'

cose,d<o'

1

(I/tt)

J
CO^jdui'

(I/tt) COStfrrfo)'

1

{X/ir) cos6,dw'

Nolo 2: The symbol p nuiy be followed by a two-part

notation in purenlliesis, the two parts being separated

by a colon; the iirst part identities the angles of inci-

dence; the second, those of collection.

rigiire 1 illustrates what is meant by hemispherical,

conical, and directional incidence and collection, and

Table f lists the terminology and symbols proposed for

nine kinds of retlectance implied by these terms.

Hemispherical incidence is notated lit for the solid

angle subtended by a hemisphere. Conical incidence is

notated
f[

for the geometry of incidence. If the cone to

be spc(itied is a right-circular cone, g may be written:

«o, wiicre au is the half-angle of the cone, do and

</»o iire angles specifying the direction of its axis; thus

Bo is the angle that the axis of the cone makes with

the normal to the element of surface and may be called

zenith angle or polar angle or colatitudc; </>o is the

azimuth angle or longitude. Most actual retiectometers

irradiate the specimen aloiig angles bounded by a right

circular cone. If a reflectometer has more complicated

angular conditions of incidence (single cone of non-

circular cross section or annular, which is the dilTerence

between two cones, or the sum of two or more cones),

the S}'mbol g must stand for these angular conditions

of incidence, however complicated they may be. For

these coniplicated cases, as well as for the simple cases,

g must be explicitly defined. Directional incidence is

notated simply by the zenith angle and the azimuth

(t>u of this direction. If the direction of incidence is

perpendicular to the surface of the specimen, ^o=0 and

no value of azimuth angle exists; then the notation

i6o,<t>o) may be abbreviated as (0).

The first column of Table I gives the adjectives by
which the nine kinds of reflectance are differentiated.

The second column gives the corresponding symbols.

Some idea of the relations between the nine kinds of

reflectance is indicated in columns 3 and 4 which give

their values for the perfect mirror and the perfect

diffuser, respectively

By perfect mirror is meant a surface such that, when
irradiated within an elemental solid angle centering

on the direction ^o, <^o front specimen to source, it

reflects all of the incident energy within an elemental

solid angle, = sindod6t)d<l>o, centered on the direction

6,; <t>r, where dr=6o and 0r= </>c+7r. For these viewing

angles, the bi-directional rellectance of a perfect mirror

is unity; but for any other angles, zero. For hemi-

spherical collection, the reflectance of the perfect mirror

is likewise unity; this is indicated in the third column
for bi-hemispherical reflectance, conical-hemispherical

reflectance, and directional-hemispherical reflectance.

The directional-conical reflectance of a perfect mirror

is unity if the direction do, 4>o coincides with any part

of the mirror image of g' ; otherwise it is zero. The
conical directional reflectance is similarly zero if the

direction, 6r, <t>r, fails to coincide with any part of the

mirror image of g; otherwise it is cosBrdw'/J"uCO^Jdf^u,

which approaches zero. The bi-conical reflectance of

the perfect mirror is the integral of cos^r<.'w' for the

range of overlap between g and the mirror image of
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Table II. Interrelationships among the nine i^inds of reflectance.

Term Symbol Expression of relationship

Bi-hemispherical

reflectance

Hemispherical-conical
reflectance

Hemispherical-directional

reflectance

Conical-hemispherical

reflectance

Bi-conical reflectance

Conical-directional

reflectance

Directional-hemispherical

reflectance

Directional-conical

reflectance

Bi-directional reflectance

p{2ir'.2ir)

p{2ir:er,<t>r)

p(g:2v)

P

pieo,<t>o:2ir)

p{6D,4>o'g')

= (lA)

f p(2n:er,<t>r) r

I
du>'={l/ir)

1 p(jSo,<f>i>:2ir) COSBuiw

J 2, du' Ju

j pi2Tr:er,<t>r)doi'=il/ir) p(eo,0o:g') COS^oiu)

/ piOo,<t>o:0r,<t>r) COSBadw

r p{g:dr,<Pr)

/ ; dw'

Ju d<>)'

j p(fia,4>o'2x) zo^ffiu)IJ cosBai<i)

/
—-

—

-dw'

y„. dui'

j p(eo,</)o:27r) cosffoiiw^J
cosfl(4<o

J
piOo,<t>o'-6r,^r) COSBodujJ

COS^oAtf

p(do,<t>o'6T,<t>r)

Ju dw'

p{Sll,<t>o'Or,4>r)

-du'

dij)

=p(c,d'-a,b), 6o=a, <^o=b, 6f=c, 4>,=d

g', divided by the integral of cos^otiw over the solid

angle w specified by g.

By i>erfect diffuser is meant a surface that, when
irradiated according to any angular mode whatsoever,

reflects all of the incident energy in accord with Lam-
bert's law; that is, so that the radiance of the surface

is constant, independent of the angle of view. For

hemispherical collection the reflectance of the perfect

diffuser is therefore unity, and column 4 of Table I

shows this for bi-hemispherical, conical-hemispherical,

and directional-hemispherical reflectance. Since it is

impossible to discriminate between the perfect mirror

and the perfect diffuser by any observations with hemi-

spherical incidence, the expressions for bi-hemispherical,

hemispherical-conical, and hemispherical-directional re-

flectances of the perfect difluser are the same as those

for the perfect mirror. Since the perfect dilTuser dis-

tributes the leflected flux independent of angular con-

ditions of incidence, the three e.Kpressions for the

reflectance of the perfect diffuser for hemispherical

incidence apply to conical and directional incidence

also.

If reflectance of the perfect mirror is unity for a

given .set of angular conditions, the ratio of the flux

rellected by any specimen to that reflected by the

|)erfect mirror will be numerically identical to the re-

flectance, itself, of the sp)ecimen. The perfect mirror

thus may serve as a reflectance standard with a value

of unity for these kinds of reflectance and actual

mirrors may serve as standards with appropriate values

less than unity. Table I shows that all kinds of reflect-

ance involving hemispherical collection are eligible as

are also some choices of angles for directional incidence.

The other four kinds of angular conditions require

evaluation of the reflectance of the specular surface

used as standard for the particular condition: hemi-

spherical-conical, hemispherical-directional, bi-conical,

and conical-directional conditions; on this account

mirrors are inconvenient standards for these kinds of

reflectance. Only the kinds of conditions for which the

mirror surface has zero reflectance, however, are

actually ineligible : some choices of conical-directional,

directional-conical, and bi-directional.

If reflectance of the perfect diffuser is unity for a

given set of angular conditions, the ratio of the flux

reflected hy am- specimen to that reflected by the

perfect diffuser will be numerically identical to the

reflectance, itself, of the specimen. The perfect diffuser

\m\y thus serve as a reflectance standard with a value

of unit)' for these kinds of reflectance. Table 1 shows

that these kinds of reflectance are bi-hemispherical,

conical-hemispiierical, and directional-hemispherical.
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An}- diffusing surface nia\- serve as a reflectance stand-

ard provided that its reflectance for the particular

anj^ular conditions has Ijcen evaluated. For example,

inagnesiuni oxide is often used as a reflectance standard

with the value, unity, assigned because, for a con-

siderable wavelength range, it approximates rather

doselv the perfect diffuser. Note from Table I that the

ratio of reflei lance of the perfect mirror to that of the

perfect difluscr is unity for five kinds of reflectance,

but for conical-directional and bi-directional condi-

tions, the ratio is either zero or indefinitely great de-

pending on tiie choice of angles.

If the bi-flirectional reflectances of a specimen are

known for all angles of incidence and collection, it is

possible to compute values of all of the other eight

kinds of reflectance of that specimen from those values.

From the expressions representing these eight kinds of

reflectance as functions of the bi-directional reflectances,

relationships among these eight kinds may be derived.

Table 1 1 gives the most important of these relation-

ships. The bi-directional reflectance of a diffusing speci-

men apprt)aches zero and cannot be measured directly.

The ratio p{do,<po'-Or,<t>r)/d<j)', however, can be found as

the limit of p(do,<t>n- as w' approaches zero. On
the other hand, the bi-directional reflectance of a

glossy specimen is a finite number between 0 and 1.

It may be measured by using a source of small solid-

angular subtense and a detector of equal, or slightly

greater, solid-angular subtense so placed as to receive

all of the .specularly reflected beam. McNicholas^

pointed out in 1928 that in any measurement of bi-

directional reflectance, by virtue of the Helmholtz

reciprocit)' relation, the same value is obtained by
interchanging the source and detector positions. The
last equality in Table 11 expresses this reciprocity rela-

tion. It has sometin\es been assumed erroneously that,

because of this relation, the value of bi-conical re-

flectance is likewise unchanged if the source and col-

lection angles are interchanged. The falsity of this as-

sumption becomes conspicuously evident when the

.solid-angular subtense of g is allowed to approach an

elemental .solid angle, and that of g' to approach 2ir, in

which case we have to ask whether the value of direc-

tional-hemispherical reflectance, p{9o,4>a'2ir), is made
equal to that of hemi.spherical-directional reflectance,

p{2Tr:0r,<t>r), by setting dr and 0r equal to the values

previously assigned to and <^o- Note, however, that

the former is a finite quantity, while the latter ap-

proaches zero. If the specimen is the perfect diffuser,

the former, as shown in Table I, is equal to 1 ; the latter

is {\/ir) cofidrdoi'. There is no reciprocal relation be-

tween these two kinds of reflectance.

RADIANCE FACTOR AND
REFLECTANCE FACTOR

Although the motive for measuring the ratio of the

flux reflected by the specimen to that which would be

2 H. J. McNicholas, J. Res. Natl. Bur. Sid. (U. S.) 1, 29 (1928).

reflected into the same solid angle with the same condi-

tions of incidence by an approximation to the perfect

diffuser is often to obtain an evaluation of the reflect-

ance, this ratio is important in its own right and has

received the name radiance factor (symbol jS) when-
ever the collection is accomplished within an elemental

solid angle. The following definition of radiance

[luminance] factor is that currently given by Com-
mittee E-1.1 on Nomenclature, International Com-
mission on Illumination (CIE) ; but we have added
the notes.

Radiance Illuminance^ factor, (at a given point on
the surface of a non-self -radiating body, in a given

direction, under specified conditions of irradiation)

:

ratio of the radiance [luminance], in that direction,

of the body to that of a perfect reflecting diffuser

identically irradiated [illun\inated]. Symbol :/8.

Note 1: When qualified by the adjective, hemi-

spherical, conical, or directional, radiance factor refers

to incident flux uniformly distributed over the hemi-

sphere, uniformly distributed over a finite solid angle

less than livsr, or confined to essentially one direction,

respectively.

Note 2: The symbol /3 may be followed by a two-part

notation in parenthesis, the two parts being separated

by a colon; the first part identifies the angles of inci-

dence; the second, the angle of view. These notes pro-

vide names and symbols for three of the nine ratios of

flux reflected by the specimen to that reflected by the

perfect diffuser: hemispherical radiance factor, conical

radiance factor, and directional radiance factor. If the

collection is over a greater than elemental solid angle,

the name radiance factor is not appropriate. We propose

the name reflectance factor for these ratios as follows:

Reflectance factor (at a point of a surface, for the part

of the reflected radiation contained in a given cone, and
for incident i^diation of given spectral and geometric

distributions)

:

Ratio of the radiant flux reflected in the directions

delimited b)- the cone to that reflected in the same
directions by a perfect reflecting diffuser identically

irradiated. Symbol : R?
Note 1: The cross-section of the cone need not be

circular nor even boundable by a single closed curve.

It may, for example, be annular, or what in the ordinary

restricted meaning of the term, cone, would be de-

scribed as two or more cones.

Note 2: If the solid angle of the cone approaches

zero, or 2irsr, the reflectance factor approaches radiance

factor j8, or reflectance for hemispherical collection,

respectively.

Note 3: The adjectives, hemispherical, conical, and
directional recommended for reflectance to designate

the geometrical modes of incidence and collection are

also appropriate fcr reflectance factor ; and the corre-

sponding notations: 2w, g, or 6f, <^o, respectively, are

appropriate for use in parentheses following the symbol,
5 C. S. McCamy, Phot. Sci. Eng. 10, 314 (Nov.-Dec. 1966).
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^ P(9 9')
I

cose.

i-^ R(2ir.g')
\̂

COSfl,
I 1^ j3(277-, fl,,j,o y-.

cos COS e,

R(g^2T7-)

R (g: g')

cos fi,
I

1

A
'

' A
COS So ,

COS 9,

R (9o .^q: 277-)
]

-I POo'^o Sr.*,)
I

COS e,

COSflo

Fig. 2. The symbols refer to the nine kinds of reflectance p, the

six kinds of reflectance factor (R with finite solid-angular sub-

tense of collection), and the three kinds of radiance factor (j3 with

elemental solid-angular subtense of collection). I'^ach arrow starts

from the symbol for the concept whose average value corresponds

to another of the concepts, and the arrow head indicates the

symbol for that concept. In the labeling of the arrows, A stands

for average, and the appropriate weighting factor (either cosSo or

cos9r) is also shown. All six kinds of reflectance factors can be

expressed as averages of directional radiance factor; but only two
of the eight other kinds of reflectance can be expressed as averages

of bi-directional reflectance.

R, with the notation for incidence preceding a colon,

and that for collection : Itt, or g', following it.

lYote 4: If the directions of incidence are confined to

a solid angle w not approaching Iwsr, and the cone of

collection has a solid angle w' not approaching lirsr, the

term, bi-conical reflectance factor, is appropriate. The
relation between bi-conical reflectance factor and

conical-hemispherical reflectance is as follows: If sev-

eral choices of the cone of collection are made such

that no two of the cones overlap and such that together

they sum to Irsr, then the appropriately weighted

average of the several bi-conical reflectance factors is

numerically equal to the conical-hemispherical reflect-

ance for the same incidence.

By dividing each of the e.vpressions in Table II by

their values for the perfect diffuser, given in Table I,

it is possible to derive expressions indicating the chief

interrelationships among the six kinds of reflectance

factor and the three kinds of radiance factor, and also

their relationships to the various kinds of reflectance.

Table III gives the most important of these expres-

sions. Man\' of these relationships have already been

published. McNicholas'^ published the first one listed

in Table II, the relationship between bi-hemispherical

reflectance, p{2ir:2ir), and directional-hemispherical re-

flectance, p{do,<f>u:2ir) ; he also published the first one

listed in Table III, between bi-hemispherical reflect-

ance, p{2ir : 2ir) , and hemispherical radiance factor,

fi {27r: 6 r,<t>r), and the one listed Ihird from tiie bottom

in 'J'abie III, that between directional-hemispherical

rcllectiuice, p((?u,<^>o: 27r), and directional radiance factor,

fi{0„,<{)„:Or,(t>r)- lirandenberg and Neu^ have recently

nV. M. If ran. kri berg and J. T. Neu, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 56, <)7

n<w/)).

drawn attention again to this last relationship. Doubt-

less others of these relationships have also already been

published; the multiplicity of terms used to refer to

them discourages a literature search. The derivations

are all straight-forward, but without systematic termi-

nology it has been very hard for an author to communi-
cate what it is that he has derived. It will be noted

from Table III that, without exception, these expres-

sions correspond to averaging either with cosflo or with

cos^r as the weighting factor. To compute hemispherical

and conical reflectance factor from radiance factor the

weighting factor is cos^r. To pass from directional

incidence to conical and hemispherical incidence re-

quires, of course, the weighting factor, cos^o- These

twelve averages are shown diagrammatically by arrows

in Fig. 2. The notation A refers to average ; below this

the weighting factor is given. Figure 2 also shows in a

similar way the kinds of reflectance that are connected

by weighted averages, but note that there are only six

such averages, those with weighting factors of cos^r-

Figure 3 shows most of the other interrelations

among the nine kinds of reflectance, the six kinds of

reflectance factor, and the three kinds of radiance

factor. To pa^s from reflectance to reflectance factor or

radiance factor for the same angular conditions of

incidence and collection, and the reverse, requires ap-

plication of a factor equal to the reflectance of the

P (gTT: Zip HiZTT ZV)

— PUTT: g')

PiZTT: 9,,4,,)

•PD

-PD-

R(2Tr: g')

piq.Z-rr) - R iq-.Z-iT)

P (9-- g') •PD-

-PD-

R (g; g')

Pi8o.<i>oq')

PlSo.4>o.er.4>r)

-PO-

PD

Fig. 3. Symbols shown are the same as those in Fig. 2. The
arrows, like those in Fig. 2, pass from the symbols for concepts

whose values may be processed so as to compute a value for the

concept whose symbol is indicated by the arrow head. The arrows

are labeled to indicate the process of compulation: integral sign

for integration, summation sign for summation, equal sign for

numerical equality, PD for multiplication or division by the re-

flectance of the perfect dirtuser, and A' for numerical c(|uivalenls

that, because of the Helmholt/. reciprocilx' relation, hold when
the angular conditions of incidence and ci)llcciii)n are inter-

changed. There exist three reciprocal relaiions that cannot be

shown by this diagrammatic method:

p{do = »t, i/>o= ''; 6r = u, 0r= :)=p(H, V.m, n)

fi{do= i>i, <^D = "i dr = ii, <l>r
= v)=ti(ii, v.m, n)

The first of these three is the only reciprocal relation among the

kinds of rellectance.
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Table III. Interrelationships among the six kinds of reflectance factor, the three kinds
of radiance factor, and the nine kinds of reflectance.

Term Symbol Expression of relationship

Hi-hemis|)herical

reflectance factor

Hemispherical-conical

reflectance factor

Hemispherical
ratJiance factor

Conical-liemispherical

reflectance factor

Ui-conical

reflectance factor

Conical radiance factor

Directional-hemispherical

reflectance factor

Directional-conical

reflectance factor

Directional

radiance factor

/J(27r:27r)

R(2w:g')

/3(2T:#r,«r)

R(fio,<t>o-2w)

R(.eo,<t>o'g')

jS {6o,<t>o',9r,<t>r)

i= p(2ir:25r) = (I/tt)
/ /3(27r:er,«r) COSffrdw'

= (1A)

=j p(g:0r,<i>r) cos6,dw'^j cose,d<o'

=j 0(9o,<t>O-9r,<t>r) COS^orfo*y/j COififfL}

=irp{eo,<i>ii:er,<i>,)/cose4o>'

) COSflrAo'

perfu I (liffiiscr for those angular conditions; see Table

1. Since, for hemispherical collection, the perfect dif-

fuscr has a rtfleclaiue of 10()%, the relationship is that

of numerical equality; this is indicated on Fig. 3 by a

double-headed arrow marked with an equal sign. For

the other two types of collection, the double arrow is

marked with "I'D" for perfect diiTuser. For conical

coliedion the factor is (\/ir)Jl. cosflr</w'; and for direc-

tional collection the factor is (I/tt) cos^r'/w', as shown

in Table I. To pass from reflectance for directional

collection to that for conical and hemispherical collec-

tion, requires as indicated in Table II, integration.

This is indicated in Fig. 3 by single-headed arrows

marked with an integral sign. To pass from reflectance

for conical collection to that for hemispherical collec-

tion requires summation for the same choices of solid

angles as are indicated in note 4 to the definition of

reflectance factor. These three relationships are indi-

cated on Fig. 3 by single-headed arrows marked with

a summation sign. The corresponding relationships for

reflectance factor are averages, but, to prevent Fig. 2

from becxmiing too confusing, arrows for these rela-

tionships have been left off of Fig. 2.

Although llie Helmholtz reciprocity relation applies

in reflectance only to the bi-directional angular con-

dition, there are three pairs of such relations involving

reflectance factor and radiance factor, indicated on Fig.

3 by dotible-headed arrows marked with R for reci-

procity. For example, one double lieaded arrow indi-

cates that conical radiance factor ^{g:6„<i>r) of any

specimen is numerically the same as directional-conical

reflectance factor R{do,<j>o'-g') of that specimen, pro-

vided that g=g', 6o=dr, and <i>o=<t>r. Table III shows

that making these substitutions in either of the ex-

pressions makes it identical to the other. Similarl)', the

numerical identity of hemispherical radiance factor

j8(27r:0r,0r) and directional-hemispherical reflectance

fact^ /? (<?o,0o : 27r) provided 6o= dr and (t>o=<t>r is obvious

by inspection of Table 111. The other reciprocal rela-

tion indicated in Fig. 3, that between hemispherical-

conical reflectance factor R{2w.g') and conical-hemi-

spherical reflectance factor R{g:2ir) cannot be seen by
inspection of Table III, because the expression for the

former is in terms of I3{2ir:0r,<t>r), while the latter is in

terms of ^{g:dr,<t>r) ; but substitution of the expressions

given in Table 111 for these kinds of radiance factor in

terms of directional radiance factor /3(^o,<^o:^r,<^r) readily

shows the two to be equivalent provided that g=g'. A
similar substitution shows that R(g= a: g'= b) = R{b:a).

McNichohis^ has already drawn attention to the re-

ciprocal relation, shown in Fig. 3, between hemispheri-

cal radiance factor, 0{2ir:dr,<pT), and directional-hemi-

spherical reflectance factor, R{da,<t>o'-2-n-). The numeiical

equality, shown in Fig. 3, between the latter and

directional-hemispherical reflectance, p{do,<j>o-2ir), per-

mitted McNicholas to write:

p(<?o,</>o:27r) = /3(27r:0„0,)

for 6r and <j>r set equal to the values previously assigned

to do and <t>o, respectively.
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SUMMARY

Names and symbols have been proposed for nine

kinds of reflectance corresponding to the nine principal

kinds of angular conditions. Names (reflectance factor,

and radiance factor, with modifiers like tnose used for

reflectance) and corresponding symbols have also been

proposed for the ratios of the nine kinds of reflectance

to that of the perfect diffuser. The convenience of the

s) nibols has been demonstrated by using them to indi-

cate the rather complicated, and little appreciated,

relationships among the eighteen concepts defined (nine

kinds of reflectance, six kinds of reflectance factor,

and three kinds of radiance factor) ; see Tables II and

III. These relationships have also been classified as

integrals, summations, averages, ratio to perfect dif-

fuser, and reciprocity relations, and have been shown
diagrammatically in Figs. II and III. We submit that

all eighteen of these concepts are important in reflec-

tometry, and will eventually be given suitable names
and symbols. Our proposal is a systematic extension of

existing terminology and is presented as a suggestion

to authors and nomenclature committees dealing with

reflectometry.

K.-I'rinu-.1 fn.ni Johknm. ».k tiik. Oi-ricAU S..< »ktv ok Amkhica, Vol. 57. No. 4, 44S-4S2, Ai.ril
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Use of an Auxiliary Sphere with a Spectroreflectometer to Obtain
Absolute Reflectance

David G. Goebel, B. Patrick Caldwell, and Harry K. Hammond, III

Photometry & Colorimetry Section, National Bureau oj Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234

(Received 27 November 1965)

Reflectance measurements that are made on a scale that is not relative to an arbitrary standard are often

called "absolute" measurements. The method presented here uses an auxiliary sphere with a double-beam

integrating-sphere spectrophotometer to make measurements on an absolute basis. The basic requirements

are: (1) The auxiliary sphere must be uniformly coated with a highly-reflecting, highly-diffusing material;

(2) a flat plate must be coated in an identical manner to provide a measure of reflectance of the coating;

(3) the interior-surface area of the sphere and the area of the entrance port must be measured.

The theory of the method is discussed and an error analysis is made. Reflectance data are reported for

specimens of smoked MgO and pressed powders of MgO and BaSOj.

The precision of repeatability has been evaluated from measurements of a Vitrolite reference standard.

More than a dozen measurements at each of eight wavelengths made over a 3-year period exhibited a

standard deviation of 0.003 for the spectral reflectance.

Index Headings: Reflectance; Spectrophotometry.

1. INTRODUCTION

SPECTRAL-REFLECTANCE measurements made
on an "absolute" scale by use of an auxiliary sphere

were described by Van den Akker and associates in

1956.^ Few laboratories have attempted to use the Van
den Akker method, however, because it required a

demountable auxiliary sphere equipped with 13 remov-

able disks which had to be individually measured to

obtain the average reflectance of the sphere coating

and an index of its uniformity. If it were certain that

the coating is uniform, measurement of only one disk

would be sufficient. If the coating technique is suf-

ficiently well controlled so that the reflectance of a

separate flat plate, coated at the same time as the

sphere, is essentially identical, then a removable disk

is not required.

2. THEORY

Spectrophotometers designed for reflectance measure-

ments are generally provided with integrating spheres

to collect reflected flux. Two basic optical designs are

used for specimen irradiation : double-beam and single-

beam Only the double-beam design permits making
absolute reflectance measurements with a high degree

of accuracy by utilizing an auxiliary sphere with a single

circular opening (See Fig. 1). When a given quantity

of flux enters a sphere (or any enclosure) a certain

fraction is reflected out through the opening. For a

sphere with a uniform and perfectly diffusing coating,

the "effective" reflectance of the opening due to multiple

reflections of the flux within the sphere can be calculated

from the measured reflectance of the coating and the

areas of the sphere and the opening.''^ In analyzing the

exchange of flux between the instrument sphere and the

1
J. A. Van den Akker, L. R. Dearth, and W. M. Shillcox, J.

Opt. Soc. Am. 46, 378A (1956); 56, 250 (1966).
^ Also referred to as the comparison mode, and the substitution

mode, respectively.
'
J. A. Jacques and H. F. Kuppenheim, J- Opt. Soc. Am. 45, 460

(1955).

auxiliary sphere, the important concept to keep in mind
is that the opening of the auxiliary sphere appears the

same to the measuring sphere as does a flat, diffusely

reflecting specimen.

An integrating-sphere reflectometer can be used to

measure the ratio of two reflectances. If the auxiliary

sphere has as part of its wall a removable flat plate,

then the ratio of the reflectance of the opening of the

intact auxiliary sphere to the reflectance of the coating

on the flat plate can be measured. From this ratio and

the geometry of the sphere, the reflectance of the coating

can be obtained on an absolute scale. The reflectance

of the coating can then be used to obtain the reflectance

of a reference standard of permanent material.

The effective reflectance of a port in a sphere ps is

computed from the reflectance of the wall pp and the

ratio / of the area of the port to the area of the interior

of the entire sphere, by using the following equation':

p.=p, |a-p^)(i-/Tl, (1)

The spectrophotometer reading proportional to the

ratio of the reflectance of the auxiliary sphere and a

comparison specimen is

Qs = K{ps/pc).

The reading for the ratio of the removable plate to the

INTEGRATING SPHERE

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of double-beam spectrophotometer

with integrating sphere and auxiliary sphere attached.
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Table I. Effect of sphere-coating reflectance on instrument reading calculated by use of Eq. (5)

for an auxiliary sphere with an / value of 0.01.

Sphere coating

reflectance

PF

Corresponding
instrument reading

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.00

0.02 0.06 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.20 0.34 0.53 1.05»

» Reading above one is obtained because comparison reflectance pe is assumed to be 0.95.

comparison specimen is

The ratio of QstoQp is

Therefore,

AXi is given approximately by*:

(2)

(3)

Note that Eq. (3) for pp is the same as the equation for

Rdd derived by Van den Akker.^ The ratio of the area on

the sphere occupied by the port ^ p to the area of the

sphere A s is

where

f=^Ap/As= 1/2[1- (1- (4)

Ap= 2TrRh

A, = ^7rR^,

in which h is the height of the spherical segment,

h =R— (R^—r'^)^, r equals the radius of the port Ap,
and R equals the radius of the sphere.

There are several important implications in the fore-

going equations. Of particular importance is the manner
in which pp affects the value of Qs.

Qs=K{pp/p,)-f/i{i-p,{i-f):\^ (5)

To obtain a reading greater than 0.10, it is necessary

for the auxiliary-sphere coating to have a reflectance

pF greater than 0.90. See Table I for the effect of p^-

on Qs with /=0.01, K=l.O, and p.= 0.95. The effect

of variation in the area ratio / is shown in Fig. 2. To
determine Qs for small values of / different from 0.01

simply multiply the values for in Table I by //O.Ol,

neglecting the change in the p/?(l — /) term ; for example,

if /= 0.007, multiply by 0.7.

3. ERROR ANALYSIS

The uncertainty in pp is due to the uncertainties in

the measured values in Qf, Q„ and /. The general equa-
tion for the uncertainty in a computed result Z where
the independent random variables X, are uncertain by

{Azy
I dZ \2

=E —AX,)
i \dXi I

The uncertainty in pi? is therefore,

(AppT= A/ +
V (l-fY V \OJl-f)J

\QHl-fV

As an example, for 2.54-cm-diam hole in a 15.25-cm-

diam sphere, / has a value of approximately 0.007.

Assume that this value can be determined to an accuracy

of 1%. Assume further than Qf equals 0.99 and (),

equals 0.25, yielding a value of 0.98 for pF from Eq. (3).

If Qf and Qs are each uncertain by ±0.002, then the

uncertainty in py? from Eq. (6) is

(Apf)2= 4.3X 10-8+0.32X 10-8+5.0X lO-s

ApF= 0.00031.

The uncertainty in pp can therefore be seen to be

highly insensitive to the uncertainties in Qf, Qs, and /
for the above example. However, the uncertainty in

the determination of p/? does depend strongly on its

magnitude. Take for example, a sphere with values of

/= 0.007, pF = 0.90, Qf^O.95, and ^.~0.06 (Qs from

Table I multiplied by 0.7) and with the same uncer-

tainties assumed previously.

{ApfT= 1 . 1 X 10-''+ 5.5X 10-8+ 13 .8X 10-«,

so that

ApF= 0.0039.

Note that a decrease in pf from 0.98 to 0.90 causes the

uncertainty in its determination to increase by more

than a factor of ten. Therefore, to obtain the most ac-

curate value of Pf, the auxiliary-sphere coating should

be as highly reflecting as possible; this requires the

use of such coating materials as magnesium oxide,

magnesium carbonate, or barium sulfate.

* D. C. Baird, Experimentation: An Introduction to Measurement
Theory and Experiment Design (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood

Cliffs, N. J.,
1962).
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A more iufonnativc form of lOq. (6) is ohtiuncd by

suljsliUiling ICq. (2) for Qs/Qf-

( \-prAf\- /l-p,.(l-/) AG,.

+
l-p;,.(l-/) AG.,

1-Pk(1-/)

1-/

A/\= /AG;.'

(1-/) c>»

AG.Y
+

for /<().04

The percentage error in pr is therefore proportional,

to a good approximation, to the square root of the sum of

the squares of the percentage errors in the measurements,

where

Ap,-^ (l-p,-)(l-/)

PF pFil-f)
(7)

4' =

^\Qf \qJj
The dependence of the percentage error in pf on the

magnitude of pf is well illustrated in a graph of Eq. (7)

COATING REFLECTANCE, p

Fig. 2. Auxiliary-sphere reflectance as a function of coating

reflectance for three values of /, the ratio of the area of the port

to the area of the entire sphere.

0.96 0.92 0 86 0.84 0.60

REFLECTANCE, p

Fig. 3. Curves showing the percentage error in reflectance

100 Apf/pf for various percentage errors in /, Qr, and Q,, com-
puted from Eq. (7) for values of <P ecjual to 0..S, 1, 2, 4, and 6%
and for /=0.01.

where Apf/pf vs pf is plotted for /= 0.01 and for various

values for the square root of the sum of the squares of

the percentage errors in the three measured parameters.

See Fig. 3. The graph indicates that the percentage error

in p decreases rapidly with increasing reflectance even

though the errors in the measured parameters are

several percent.

The graph can also be used to determine the percent-

age error in pf for other values of / which are slightly-

different from 0.01.

If /=0.01+e, then Eq. (7) yields

Apf/pf=[(1-pf)(1-0.01-6)/p,.(1-0.01-£)]<I).

Thus,

Apf/pf:^[(1-p,-)(1-0.01)/p,.(1-0.01)+6>

~[(l-PF)(l-o.ol)/p/,.(l-o.ol)>^-e<I^

where the first term can be obtained from Fig. 3 and the

second tenn is a small correction to this term. For
example, if /=0.005, then e= -0.005. For p,.= 0.92

and *= 2%, Ap/,./pF:^0.002-0.005(0.02)r^0.19%.

Use of Eq. (4) shows that the percentage error in /
is approximately equal to twice the percentage error in

r, the radius of the port, for

A///~2[(ArA)2+ (AR/RT-y.

Since the percentage error in the detcrminaiion of the

radius of the sphere is likely to be an order of magnitude
smaller than the percentage error in the radius of the

port, A///~2(Ar/r)._

The theory of the integrating sphere is Ijascd on two
assumptions concerning the coating: (1) j)cri'cct dif-

fusion, and (2) perfect uniformity of rcik-i iaiui.- al al!

points on the surface of the sphere. In aciuali'.v, no
surface is perfectly diffu-sing, and the rcilLv Uuu c- of ihc

sphere coating is likely to be somewhat nontmiform. 'I'he

uniformity of reflectance of a s;)here coaling should be
tested, particularly smoked MgO coatings uecau-se of the
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difficulty of depositing a uniformly thick layer of MgO
in a sphere. To evaluate uniformity, Van den Akker,

Dearth and Shillcox^ used a sphere with 13 disks which

they removed for measurement to provide a representa-

tive sampling of the reflectance of the sphere coating.

The effects on p^? of lack of diffusion and lack of uni-

formity of the coating are difficult to evaluate theoreti-

cally, but our experience indicates that they may be the

principal causes of the large discrepancies sometimes

encountered in replicate determinations of absolute

reflectance. Careful experimental technique in coating

the sphere minimizes errors from these sources.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

All of the reflectance measurements with an auxiliary

sphere were made on a Hardy-type spectrophotometer

operated by the Spectrophotometry Group at NBS.
Most of the measurements have been made from 0.4 to

0.75 ij.m; a few measurements have been made to 1.08

jum. An auxiliary sphere with thirteen removable disks

following the design of Van den Akker was measured in

May 1962. The sphere was coated with BaS04, approxi-

mately 1-mm thick, applied by spraying a suspension of

the powder in alcohol without any binder. Consider-

able difficulty was encountered, however, in coating

the sphere, in positioning it for measurement, and in

removing the disks for measurement. Most of our meas-

urements were made by using a 15-cm-diam sphere

with one removable plate since measurement of the

thirteen disks indicated that the coating was uniform

in reflectance to within approximately ±0.2%.

One 15-cm-diam sphere was precision-made by

machining hemispheres from blocks of aluminum to a

tolerance of approximately 0.002 cm on the internal

sphere diameter and the entrance-port diameter. Six

other spheres were made from spun-aluminum hemi-

spheres; three had nominal 10-cm diameters and three

had nominal 15-cm diameters. All of these spheres

were supplied with 2.54-cm-diam entrance ports and

with separate fiat plates to be coated simultaneously

with the spheres.

Over the past three years twenty-two separate meas-

urements were made utilizing various auxiliary spheres.

Eight sets of data were discarded as being self-contra-

dictory, the primary cause probably being nonuniform-

ity in coating reflectance. Three of the discarded sets of

data were obtained with a sphere coating of com-

mercial, diffuse-white paint which had a reflectance of

less than 0.90. The five other discarded sets of data were

determined with spheres coated with BaS04 or MgO,
applied by spraying powder suspended in alcohol. The
coatings were rather thin (less than 1 mm) and conse-

quently had low reflectances, of the order of 0.90. Of

the fourteen usable sets of data, seven were obtained

with coatings of BaS04, applied by spraying, and seven

were obtained with coatings of MgO powder pressed

into the precision 15-cm-diam sphere.

Fig. 4. Photograph of the disassembled precision-auxihary
sphere with jig used to provide accurately dimensioned interior

coating for pressed-power specimens.

The pressed coatings were made by filling each hemi-

sphere with powder and then packing it into the sphere

wall. The excess powder was scraped out by using a

Lucite disk mounted on a jig designed for the purpose

(See Fig. 4). The coating layer was about 2.5 mm thick.

Pressed coatings have three advantages over painted

coatings: (1) higher reflectance, (2) better uniformity,

and (3) more accurate sphere dimensions. Some of the

powder removed while forming the sphere coating was
pressed to form two flat samples, eliminating the need

for a removable-flat sample in the sphere wall. The
spectrophotometer curves for a sphere coated in this

manner are shown in Fig. 5 for the visible spectrum and
in Fig. 6 for the near-infrared spectrum. Note that the

100-percent curve is obtained from the two flat samples

pressed from the material removed from the sphere and

that the curve was rerun with the sample positions inter-

changed showing that the two were quite identical.

S. RESULTS

From each set of data the absolute reflectance of the

sphere coating on the flat plate was obtained, and this

was then used to calculate the absolute reflectance of a

white-Vitrolite-reference standard. From the measure-

ments of its reflectance a determination was made of the

precision of the values. If Qv is the reading proportional

to the ratio of the reflectance of the Vitrolite standard

relative to the comparison specimen, and Qpis the read-

ing for the flat plate relative to the same comparison

specimen, then the absolute reflectance of the Vitrolite

is given by

Pv= (j>f/Qf)Qv

A particular Vitrolite, V1-G3, has been used as the

reference standard for reflectance measurements for a

large number of specimens over the past twenty years.

Thus, by now determining the absolute value of the

reflectance of the Vitrolite we can compute the absolute

reflectance of these specimens. In particular, a large

number of freshly smoked MgO standards 1.0 mm thick

has been prepared and measured by the Spectrophotom-

etry Group. We have also measured the reflectance from
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0.4 to 0.75 iim of a large number of pressed reagent-

grade MgO and BaS04 samples. The pressed samples

were prepared in accordance with the ASTM recom-

mended practice.* Two pressed-MgO samples and two

pressed-BaS04 samples have been measured from 0.73

to 1.08 iim.

The uncertainties of the reflectance values for the

samples are indicated in two ways: (1) The reproduci-

bility of the samples is indicated in terms of the standard

deviation of the individual measurements,^ (2) an

estimate of the "accuracy" of the reflectance values is

based on the combined uncertainty of the samples

evaluated relative to the Vitrolite standard and the

uncertainty of the Vitrolite absolute-reflectance cali-

bration. Table II lists the absolute-reflectance values in

the visible spectrum for an NBS-Vitrolite standard and

the values for the average reflectance of a number of

100

100

0.40 0.50 0.60

WAVELENGTH, /i m
0.70

Fig. 5. Tracing of the curve sheet from a General Electric re-

cording spectrophotometer used to compute absolute-reflectance

data for the visible spectrum, 0.40 to 0.75 yum. All of the specimens
were measured relative to the same comparison specimen, a speci-

men pressed from powder removed from the sphere: Curve (1) is

the 100% curve obtained with the two pressed-powder specimens;

Curve (2) was obtained with the Vitrolite-reference standard

V1-G3; Curve (3) was obtained for a 15-cm auxiliary sphere with
a pressed-MgO coating and a 2.54-cm port.

^ "Tentative Recommended Practice for Preparation of Refer-
ence White Reflectance Standards," ASTM Designation E 259-

65T, Book of ASTM Standards, Part 30 (1966).
^ W. J. Dixon and F. J. Massey, Jr., Introditction to Statistical

Analysis (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1957), 2nd ed.

0.80 0.90

WAVELENGTH, ^tti

1.00

Fig. 6. Tracing of the near-infrared spectrum, 0.73 to 1.08 tim,

for the same specimens as Fig. 5.

freshly smoked MgO specimens. This table also con-

tains the values for the average reflectance of a number
of pressed MgO and BaS04 specimens together with

values for the specimen of highest reflectance that we
have measured, a smoked-MgO specimen prepared in

an argon-oxygen atmosphere. Table III contains data

for the spectral range 0.73 to 1.08 //m.

6. CONCLUSIONS

From the data presented, we draw the following

conclusions

:

(1) The auxihary-sphere technique provides a simple

method for determining the absolute reflectance of a

reference standard if the coating is uniform and
perfectly diffusing.

(2) The precision of the auxiliary-sphere technique

is such that the reflectance of a reference standard can

be determined from a relatively small number of meas-

urements with a standard deviation of 0.003.

(3) Absolute-reflectance values for pressed MgO and

BaS04 determined by the auxiliary-sphere technique

are higher than 0.98 for the entire portion of the visible

spectrimi and are above 0.99 from 0.55 to 1.08 ;um.

(4) The absolute-reflectance values for the average

of 20 smoked-MgO specimens in Table II beyond 0.55
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Tahle II. Absolute reflectance values 0.4 to 0.75 )im.

Wavelength Vilrolite Vl-G.>

P Sv
Smoked MgO''
P S

Best MgO"
P

Pressed MgO''

P .s-

Pressed BaSOi"^

P s

0.4<) 0.'X)27 0.0046 0.9886 0.0021 0.9931 0.9841 0.0014 0.9828 0.0025
A 1 7

O..SS'),^ o.(m5 0.9916 0.0014 0.99.M 0.9877 0.0016 0.9857 0.0019
0.4') O.OIOI 0.0024 0.9909 0.0014 0.9970 0.9902 0.0012 0.9894 0.0016

C\ it 1 iVI n 5

1

U.UUz I 0.9892 0.002

1

0.9954 U.V90X 0.001

2

0.9906 0.001

1

U.Ol o.«;o6.^ 0.0022 0.9889 0.0018 0.9950 0.9914 0.0015 0.99()1 0.0014
0.67 0.8952 0.0025 0.9874 0.0018 0.9948 0.9920 0.0018 0.9905 0.0018
0.72 0.8877 0.0028 0.9861 0.0021 0.9943 0.9912 0.0014 0.9906 0.0021
0.75 0.8804 0.0024 0.9851 0.0021 0.9949 0.9913 0.0015 0.9908 0.0017

Pooled st(i (lev 0.0029 0.0019 0.0015 0.0018
Uncertaint)' 6' 0.0035 0.0033 0.0034

" .Xvi'iMKi' v.iliii's of rrllcH i.mco p .iiid tlic st.uid.ird ilovi.Uinn of .i single miMsiircmciit roniiiMtod from 12 jneasiirfmcnt.'i.
' Avi'r.iur v.diirs of rcllrcl iiiui' p compulcd from ill mkmsuk'UK'hIs and llic estiinaled standard deviation of a single measurcinrnt as dctcrjiuued by

niuliiiilviMK tlio raiiKC of values by ()..1()7 a.s shown in Kef. 6. Tablr 8b(l), p. 41)4.

» Hi flortanro p of a snioked-Mi;0 .specimen (1.0 nun tliick) pre|)arcd in an ariion-oxyjjen atmosphere to eliminate tlic jjossibility of the formation of
magnesium nitiide.

AvcraKC vahies of reflectance p and the standard deviation of a single measurement computed from 30 specimens of reagent-tirade MgO (5 mm tliick)

;

pow<ler from four dilTerent sui>plier.s.

• Average values of reflectance p and' the standard deviation of a single measurement computed from 21 specimens of reagent-grade BaSO< (5 mm thick)

;

powder from four different suppliers.
' The accuracy of specimens measured relativ,e to Vitrolite involves the uncertainty of both determinations; { is computed as [(.SVi)'+.V]'.

Table III. Absolute reflectance values 0.73 to 1.08 iim.

Wave- Pressed Pressed

length Vitrolite ¥1-03" Smoked MgO'' MgO" BaS04''

p Range p S P P

0.73 0.8869 0.0000 0.9871 0.0024 0.9936 0.9956

0.75 0.8811 0.0022 0.9860 0.0027 0.9937 0.9942

0.80 0.8673 0.0002 0.9832 0.0028 0.9941 0.9946

0.85 0.8543 0.0023 0.9813 0.0032 0.9934 0.9944

0.90 0.8437 0.0023 0.9802 0.0032 0.9925 0.9946

0.95 0.8366 0.0006 0.9812 0.0028 0.9882 0.9945

1.00 0.8289 0.0005 0.9798 0.0033 0.9913 0.9924

1.05 0.8213 0.0016 0.9767 0.0043 0.9913 0.9936

1.08 0.8183 0.0000 0.9758 0.0043 0.9909 0.9938

» Average values of reflectance p and range for two determinations.
Average values of reflectance p and estimated standard deviation 5 for

18 sr>ecimcns.
" Reflectance values p for one si)ecimen. Note that this specimen has

values higher than the average values reported for pressed specimens in

Table U.
•I Average values of reflectance p for two specimens; powder from two

suppliers.

nm are low compared to values for the average of 30
pressed-MgO specimens. This is probably due to the

fact that the smoked-MgO specimens were only 1.0 mm
thick whereas a thickness of 2.0 mm would be more likely

to produce the maximum reflectance of the material

with thennal deposition.- Zeiss literature on their

EIrepho reflectometer indicates that the critical-layer

thickness is 1.5 mm in the red end of the spectrum, and
for this reason they use 1.8 mm.^

(5) Pressed-MgO and pressed-BaSOi specimens have
j

nearly the same reflectance on the average and differ
]

in the visible spectrum from the average values for the

1 mm thick layers of freshly smoked MgO shown in

Table II by less than 0.005. In the near infrared the

absolute-reflectance values of pressed MgO shown in

Table III are 1% higher than those for smoked MgO at

0.8 ;um and 1.5% higher at 1.08 /im.
j

' Calibration of the Rejleclance Standard for the EIrepho (Carl
j

Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany and New York, 1963).
,

Reprinted from Jouk.vai, ok tiik Oi'ticai, Soi ikty cik .Amkuk a, \'o1. 56, No. 6, 78,i-788, Ju;ic 1966
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Generalized Integrating-Sphere Theory

David G. Goebel

A general equation is developed for the efficiency of an integrating sphere with a nonuniform coating.

The only assumptions are that the interior is a perfect sphere and that all areas reflect perfectly diffusely.

Three special cases of the general equation are examined for the basic applications of integrating spheres

as mixing mechanisms in hemispherical reflectance measurements and in absolute reflectance techniques.

Introduction

A sphere that is not uniform in the reflectance of its

coating can be represented by a sphere with a number of

areas of varying reflectance. The number and size of

these areas can be chosen to approximate any nonuni-

form coating.

If J is the intensity (flux-per-unit soUd angle) of the

reflected flux from an element da, the resulting ir-

radiance H on any element dA of the sphere wall is

H = J cosa/r^ (see Fig. 1), where J is the intensity in

the given direction. Since r = 2R cosd, and 6 = a

for a sphere, H = J cosd/4Jt^ cos'^d, where R is the radius

of the sphere. If the reflecting element da has a per-

fectly diffuse surface, J — Jo cos5, where Jo is the in-

tensity in the perpendicular direction. Then the ir-

radiance on any element of the sphere wall is

H = Jo cos2fl/4ff2 cos^e = J„/AR\

Thus, the irradiance is constant, and the total flux

reflected by the perfectly diffusing element da is simply

P = 'i^TTR^H = wJo.

Also, the fraction / of the total reflected flux that is

incident on an area a of the sphere wall is simply equal

to a divided by AirR'^, thus,

/ = a/iwRK (1)

If a is a circular cap in the sphere wall with radius

r, a equals 2TrRh (see Fig. 2), where h = R - (R^ -r2)'/^

Therefore, for a circular cap / = 2TrR [R— (R^
47ri?2 or

/ = (V2){1 - [1- (r/fl^i} (2)

(see Table I).

Two other convenient forms for/which are equivalent

to Eq. (2) for a circular cap are / = V2(l — cos26)

and/ = s\n^6.

The author is with the Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry

Section, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234.

Received 11 July 1966.

Two useful approximate forms when r<<C/? are

where D = 2R

and f /Z)2.

The last approximate form is the famihar relation

obtained if the area of a flat disk wr^ is used for a instead

of the spherical area. The error introduced by this

approximation can be estimated by expanding Eq.

(2) in a power series in I, where I = r^/D"^:

f = 'All - (1 - 40'/']

= V2{1 - [1 - 'A(4Z) - V8(4Z)^ - Vi6(4Z)'...]}

= iA[2Z + 21^ + Al' + ...]

= I + P + 21^ .

.

If we approximate/ by I to within a decimal error e,

f - I = d = P + 21^ + . . .

or

el ^ V

,.2 ^ ^J)2

or

d2 ~ 2eD\ where d = 2r,

then

d ~ V^eD.

Use of the approximate form for / results in an error

greater than 1%, if the diameter of a is more than 20%
of the sphere diameter. For an error of less than 0.1%
the maximum value for d is 0.06 £). For a 20-cm sphere

the use of rV^^^ for/ yields a 1% error for d = 4.0 cm
and a 0.1% error ford = 1.2 cm.
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Fig. 1. Geometric relations in a sphere used for calculating the

irr,adiance on dA from da.

Theory

Consider a sphere with total area As equal to vD^
which has n + 1 areas a<, with pt the reflectance of the

I'th area. Openings are equivalent to areas with zero

reflectance. The area of the sphere that is not cov-

ered by the n + 1 areas has a reflectance p„. The ratio

of the area a; to the area of the sphere As is called //.

The average reflectance of the sphere wall is

1 -E/.

All surfaces are assumed to be perfectly diffuse reflec-

tors. Flux Po is initially incident on the area Oo.

An amount poPo reflected by Oo is the total unabsorbed
flux in the sphere after the first reflection. Of this

flux/(PoPo is incident on a,, and

(1 - E/i)p»p»

is incident on

o

An amount piftPoPo is reflected by Oj,

is reflected by

and

is reflected by

(i-E/.
\ 0

P.Po

As - a-

Therefore, the total unabsorbed flux in the sphere

after the second reflection is pwPoPo, where

is the average reflectance of the sphere wall. Of this

flux

E fiP«>PoPo
0

n

o

E PifiP^PoPo

is incident on

and

is incident on

An amount

is reflected by

and

is reflected by

As-j: a,.

0

Therefore, the total unabsorbed flux in the sphere after

the third reflection is

which equals pw^'PoPo- Similarly, the total unabsorbed

flux in the sphere after the fourth reflection equals

Pw^PoPo, etc. The total flux Pi which is incident on a<

summed over an infinite number of reflections equals

E«.

1 - E /. p^poP

» i-E/. +Ep./.
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.oil I I I \ I

1.0 .96 .92 .88 .84 .80

COATING REFLECTANCE
,

Fig. 3. Graph of Eq. 4; sphere efficiency vs coating re-

flectance.

Pi = fiPoPo + fiPu,PoPo + fipJpoPo + f,pJpoPo + ...

Pi = /.P.Pod + P. + pj + pj+ . . . )

Pi = f.PoP.J( - p.).

The fraction Fj of the mitial flux Po that is incident on
a< is P.i/Po. This is called the sphere efficiency: Ft

Since

-P. = P.(i -tf^ + E/.p-

Equivalent relations have been derived by Jacques

and Kuppenheim' using integral equation methods
and by HisdaP'^ using matrix relations. There are

three cases to which the above equation is ffequently

apphed.

Case I. The first case is that of the simple inte-

grating sphere with n holes in which the incident

flux irradiates the sphere wall: po = pw and = 0
for 0 < j < n. The fraction of the incident flux that

escapes out the ith hole is

= /;p,|l - p.(l - ^/y)] (4)

n

A simplification of Eq. (4), where fj '\s much less

than one, is ^

Fi ~ pji/a^ for p„ 5^ 1.0, (5)

475-

where «„, the absorptance of the sphere coating, equals

1 — Pw
When written in this approximate form, F< can be

seen to be strongly dependent on the absorptance aw
For large values of pw, a small percentage change in pw
yields a large percentage change in aw. More exactly,

the percentage change in F< is from Eq. (5),

^Fi/Fi ~ Ap,,/p„ + A/.//.- - Aa„/a„;

since

1 — Pu. = OCw,

then

Ap„ = — Attu,;

therefore,

AF./F.- 1/a. X Ap„/p„ + A/.//i (6)

This means that 0.5% change in the reflectance of

the sphere coating yields a 5% change in the sphere

efficiency for a coating reflectance of approximately

90%. A sphere coating that is only slightly selective

spectrally can cause the sphere efficiency to be strongly

selective as discussed above in Case I (see Fig. 3).

Case II. The second case is that of an integrating-

sphere reflectometer in which the incident flux irradi-

ates one of two specimens at ports in the sphere wall

:

Po 5^ Pw, Pi 5^ Pw and pj = 0 for j ^ 0, 1

r / " \ 1~' (7)
Fi = Upo I 1 - p. f 1 - E )

- PoSo - Pih

When ar/lnf^/ating-sphere reflectometer is operated

in a double-beam or comparison mode, two specimens

are placed at ports in the sphere wall and the change

in the sphere efficiency is measured when first one and

Table 1. f = \ {1 - [1 - (d/Dr]'/'\

d/D f d/D /

0.00 0.000000 0.45 0.05349

0.025 0.0001563 0.50 0.06699

V24 0.0004342 0.55 0.08242

0.05 0.0006254 0.60 0.1000

V16 0.0009775 Vs 0.1096

0.075 0.001408 0.65 0.1200

V12 0.001739 V3 0.1273

0.10 0.002504 0.70 0.1429

V24 0.003922 0.75 0.1693

0.15 0.005657 0.80 0.2000

Ve 0.006993 V6 0.2236

V16 0.008868 0.85 0.2366

0.20 0.01010 0.90 0.2821

V24 0.01097 0.95 0.3439

0.25 0.01588 1.00 0.5000

0.30 0.02303

Vie 0.02504

V3 0,02860

0.35 0.03163

Vs 0.03649

0.40 0.04174

V12 0.04547
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then the other is directly irradiated. Since the aver-

age reflectance of the sphere is unchanged, the ratio of

the two sphere efficiencies is directly equal to the ratio

of the reflectances of the specimens. In the single-

beam or substitution mode, the change in the sphere

efficiency is measured when one specimen is substituted

for another in the sphere wall. Since the average re-

flectance of the sphere wall changes when the specimen

is changed, the ratio of the sphere efficiencies is not

exactly equal to the ratio of the specimen reflectances.

The amount that the sphere efficiency is altered because

of a change in the average reflectance of the wall can be

quite large depending on the magnitude of the average

reflectance (see Fig. 3)

.

Case in. In the third case the sphere wall is directly

irradiated, and the areas of varying reflectance are

diffusely irradiated:

(8)

An important application of Eq. (8) is the removable

cap method of determining absolute reflectance first

used by Taylor in 1920.* The sphere is constructed

with an entrance port, a measurement port, and a

removable cap with the same reflectance as the rest of

the sphere wall. The sphere wall is directly irradiated

by the entering flux. First, the fraction of the incident

flux leaving the measurement port is measured with the

cap on, and

F =/„p.fl - p.(l -}e-fJf

The fraction of the incident flux measured with the cap

removed is

F' = /„p„£l - p.(l - /e - A - /.))"'

where fe is the area ratio defined above for the entrance

port, fm is the ratio for the measurement port, and

fc is the ratio for the removable cap. Using these two
measurements, one can obtain the absolute reflectance

of the sphere coating from the following equation

:

p.=(Q- Q)j(Q - Q'){l - fe- U) + Q'fc]-'

= [1 -/. -/m +fcQ'/(Q - Q')]-\

where Q = KF is the reading obtained with the cap on
andQ' = KF' is the reading obtained with the cap off.

Another method of obtaining absolute reflectance by
using an auxiliary sphere with an integating sphere re-

flectometer has been described by the author in a pre-

vious paper.^

Conclusion

By using the equations derived above together with

Table I and Fig. 3, the designer should be able to con-

struct an integrating sphere to obtain a desired ef-

ficiency; or, alternatively, one can determine the ef-

ficiency of a sphere built for a specific application.

The equations will yield a good approximation for

sphere efficiency even if the sphere coating is not per-

fectly diffuse, provided that the reflectance is high

(greater than ~0.9), and provided that the first few

specular reflections are confined to the sphere. The
reason for this is that even for a slightly specular coat-

ing, after a few reflections in the sphere, the irradiance

will become uniform.
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17. Effect of Surface Texture on Diffuse Spectral Reflectance

A. Diffuse Spectral Reflectance of Metal Surfaces

H. J. KEEGAN, J. G. SGHLETER, AND V. R. WEIDNER

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

B. Surface Texture Measurements of Metal Surfaces

D. B. SPANGENBERG, A. G. STRANG, \ND J. L. GHAMBERLIN

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Part A describes an attempt to correlate the efifect of surface fuiish (texture) on the

diffuse spectral directional reflectance of metals; measurements were made over the wave-

length range from 0.2 to 2.1 n for samples of sintered beryllium, steel gage blocks, steels

machine-lapped with various types and sizes of abrasives, polished and sandblasted alumi-

num, platinum, and a chemically polished beryllium block.

Part B describes surface-texture measurements made on most of the same surfaces by
interferometry. Several conventional parameters describing these surfaces were determined

by stylus and interferometric techniques. Interferograms of the surfaces are included.

A. Diffuse Spectral Reflectance of Metal Surfaces
^

In June 1963, the Flight Reentry Programs
Office of the NASA Langley Research Center

requested the NBS Spectrophotometry Unit of

the Photometry and Colorimetry Section to

measure the diffuse spectral directional reflec-

tances of eight samples of sintered pressed

beryllium over the wavelength range from 0.26

to 2.1 IX. Each beryllium block had one face

polished, and the polished faces had different

degrees of finish.

This study led to the investigation of other

metals and a wider range of roughness; and the

surface finishes were evaluated by several

techniques, including microinterferometry.

' Supported in part by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency, Department of Defense.

Microinterferograms of 22 of these metal

surfaces are included in part B of this paper.

It was considered of particular interest to

study the effect of the lay of the finish on the

surface reflectance. In the field of color, the

effect of the texture of woven dyed cloth on its

spectral directional diffuse reflectance is well

known and has been extensively investigated.

Nutting (ref. 1) found that representative

colorimetric specifications could be correlated

with visual estimates by averaging the spectral

directional diffuse reflectance measurements of

each sample at two angles, one with the lay of

the weave at 45° and the other with the lay

oriented 90° from the first measurement. This

method was used at NBS and correlated with

other visual methods (ref. 2). A few studies

have been made in other laboratories of the
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effect of lay of finish (direction of polishing) on

the specular spectral reflectance (refs. 3,4, and

5), and of the effect of electropolishing on

specular reflectance (ref. 6). A study has also

been made of the effect of lay on diffuse spectral

reflectance of buffed silver surfaces as measured

with the General Electric recording spectro-

photometer for the visible spectrum only

(ref. 7).

SPECIMENS AND TESTS

Test Specimens

The specimens studied were:

(1) Eight sintered beryllium samples,

pressed and polished by manual lap-

ping (no. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9a)

(2) One sintered beryllium sample chemi-

cally polished (no. 9b)

(3) Six commercial gage blocks made of

steel

(4) Ten NBS steel samples, machine

lapped

(5) One polished aluminum sample

(6) One sandblasted aluminum sample

(7) One polished platinum sample

(8) One sandblasted platinum sample

Measurements

Measurements of diffuse spectral directional

reflectance were made for the following condi-

tions of irradiation and reception:

(1) 6° incidence, diffuse viewing (specular

component included), 0.4 to 1.08 n,

on a GE spectrophotometer (ref. 8)

(2) 6° incidence, diffuse viewing (specu-

lar component included), on a Gary
model 14M spectrophotometer (ref. 9)

equipped with a model 1411 diffuse

reflectance integrating sphere attach-

ment: 0.26 to 0.4 fjL, hydrogen source,

Dumont K1306 photomultiplier; and

0.36 to 0.7 n, tungsten source, K1306
photomultiplier

(3) Diffuse illumination, 6° viewing, on

same equipment as described in (2):

0.36 to 0.7 n, tungsten source, Hama-
matsu Kl36 photomultiplier; and 0.6

to 2.1 /n, tungsten source, lead sulfide

photocell

Reference Standards

For the visible and near infrared measure-
ments, 0.4 to 1.08

fj.,
the reference standard used

was freshly prepared magnesium oxide made by
burning magnesium metal chips in air and de-

positing the MgO smoke on troughs 1 mm deep
(ref. 10). All integrating spheres were also

smoked with MgO. Working standards used

were NBS V1-G3 VitroUte standard (see ref.

11), a rhodium mirror used for some earlier

measurements, and the diffuse side of a sample

of Corning Thermometer White glass TWl-Bl.
The same reference standards were used in

the I Itraviolet, visible, and infrared measure-

ments, 0.26 to 2.1 microns.

RESULTS

Presentation of Results

The results of these studies of the diffuse

spectral reflectance of surfaces of metals are pre-

sented in figures 1 to 9 as follows:

Aluminum : Figure

Machine lapped 1

Sandblasted 1

Platinum

:

Machine lapped 1

Sandblasted 1

Beryllium:

Sample no. 1, hand lapped (about 4 micro-

inches) 2

Sample no. 8, hand lapped (about 20 micro-

inches) 3

Sample no. 9a, hand lapped (about 20

microinches), in visible spectrum only— 4

Sample no. 9b, chemically polished 4

Steel:

5 commercial gage blocks 5

Machine lapped, various sizes of grit 6

Machine lapped, polished and depolished-. 7

Rhodium-plated nickel:

Ruled roughness (20 n in., arithmetic

average) 8

Ruled roughness (125 m in., arithmetic

average) 9

Discussion of Results

ALUMINUM

The diffuse spectral reflectance in the ultra-

violet, visible, and infrared (0.26 to 2.1 m) of
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Machine Lapped

1.0 1.2 1.4

Wavelength ifi)

Figure 1.

—

Diffuse spectral reflectances (0.26 to 2.1 n)

of machine-lapped and sandblasted samples of alu-

minum and of platinum. Each curve represents

determinations at four orientations. There was no

appreciable effect of orientation..

two samples of aluminum, one with a machine-

lapped finish and the other with a sandblasted

finish, are shown in figure 1. Only a single

curve is shown for each sample, since there was
no observable separation of the curves obtained

over the entire spectral range at four orienta-

tions of each sample (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°, and a

repeat measurement at 360° between a fiducial

mark on the sample and the vertical slit axis of

the instrument), that is, the reflectance of the

highly polished surface of aluminum and that

of the highly depolished surface of aluminum
were independent of angle of orientation of the

sample. Spectrally the difference between the

two reflectance curves varied from 0.10 at

0.26 M to 0.38 at 0.9 m and beyond.

PLATmUM

Diffuse spectral directional reflectance curves

of polished and sandblasted platinum, simUar

to those for aluminum, are also shown in

figure 1. These two curves are essentially

parallel except in the ultraviolet.

BERYLLIUM

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the diffuse spectral

directional reflectance of sintered beryUium.

Figures 2 and 3 are curves for hand -lapped

finishes, at eight orientations each (0°, 45°, 90°,

135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°, and a repeat

measurement at 360° between a fiducial mark
on the sample and the vertical slit axis of the

instrument). The most polished sample (fig.

2) showed no variation with orientation of the

0.4 0.6 2.01.0 1.2 1.4 16

Wavelength (/i)

Figure 2.

—

Diffuse spectral reflectance {0.26 to 2.1 n)

of surface of beryllium sample 1, hand-lapped to about

4 microinches. The curve represents determinations at

eight orientations of the sample.

10 12 14

Wavelength (^)

Figure 3.

—

Diffuse spectral reflectance (0.26 to 2.1 n)

of surface of beryllium sample 8, hand-lapped to

about 20 microinches, at eight orientations. The

horizontal lay of finish (texture) yields highest re-

flectance throughout the spectrum and the vertical

lay of finish yields lowest reflectance. The four 45°

orientations are in the middle but nearer to the hori-

zontal. (Note: For the vertical lay of the finish, the

projection of the incident beam on the surface is

parallel to the lay.) The arrows indicate the direction

of the lay of the finish relative to the vertical slit axis

of the instrument.

Chemically Polished

Q8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Wovelength (/i)

20

Figure 4.

—

Diffuse spectral reflectances of beryllium

samples 9a and 9b, for eight orientations each. The

curves for the hand-lapped surface (9a) are shown

only for the visible spectral region (0.36 to 0.7 n).

The curve for this surface after subsequent chemical

polishing (9b) is shown for the range of 0.26 to 2.1 n.
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sample. The least polished sample (fig. 3)

showed approximately 8 percent variation of

reflectance with orientation.

Figure 4 shows the variation of diffuse

spectral reflectance for a hand-lapped beryllium

specimen, similar to the one shown in figure 3,

for the visible spectral region, and for the same
sample after chemical pohshing, over the full

spectral range (0.26 to 2.1 n). The hand-lapped

surface showed an appreciable effect of orienta-

tion, but the chemically polished surface showed

no variation in reflectance with orientation.

STEEL

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show diffuse spectral

directional reflectance of steel specimens with

various finishes.

Figure 5 shows data for commercial steel

gage blocks. Curves 2 and 4 are for eight

orientations each, curves 1 and 3 are for two

orientations each, and curve 5 is for six orienta-

tions. (The number of orientations was re-

stricted because of the configuration of the gage

block relative to the opening of the sphere.)

The variations in diffuse spectral reflectance are

due to differences in the types of steel used and

possibly to oxide surface films.

In figure 6 are curves of diffuse spectral

directional reflectance of nearly identical

samples of steel with different finishes—a com-
mercial gage block finish, a high polish obtained

100

80

Reflectance

1
3.

V 1

,<S3>

0.8 10 1.2 1,4

Wavelength (/x)

2.0

Figure 5.

—

Diffuse spectral reflectances {0.26 to 2.1 ii)

of steel gage blocks with commercial finishes. The

variation in reflectance is due to differences in the

steels used in the manufacture of the blocks and to

ozide surface films.

1. Webber 5 min 'M.—If. 4* Van Keuren 0.250 in.

2. Webber SO min 222.

NBS-2. 5. Pratt and Whitney
3. NPL 9 sec no. 5 0. 600 in. Triangle.

ICQ

80

Reflectance

6 1°
^

fK-——^

0.4 06 08 1.0 1.2 1.4

Wavelength ifi)

Figure 6.

—

Diffuse spectral reilectances (0.26 to 2.1ii) of
nearly identical steel samples with different finishes, for

one orientation each. The finishes include a commercial

finish, possibly with an oxide surface film, a high

polish obtained with aluminum oxide on a pitch

polisher, and a range of finishes obtained with different

grades of diamond grit (K to 60n) on cast iron. The

lowest curve is for a surface that was heat damaged
during finishing.

1. No. 31: commercial finish

2. No. 1 7: aluminum oxide

3. No. 20: Yi n diamond

4. No. 35: 1 n diamond

5. No. 77: 3 fi diamond

6. No. 54: 6 n diamond

7. No. 40: 14 II diamond

8. No. 86: 20 n diamond

9. No. 85: 30 n diamond

10. No. 24: 45 M diamond

11. No. 61: 60 II diamond

from aluminum oxide on a pitch pohsher, and

a range of finishes obtained with various grades

of diamond grit from }^ to 60 m on cast iron.

These curves are for a single orientation which
is representative of the average reflectance for

the eight orientations of the sample. The range

of the measurements varied from approximately

±0.2 percent, for the specimen finished with

the Yi-n diamond grit, to approximately ±1.0

08 1,0 1,2 14

Wavelength (/i)

Figure 7.

—

Diffuse spectral reflectances (0.26 to 2.1 |i)

of two of the specimens (2 and 10) shown in figure 6

for eight orientations.

1. Pitch polisher with aluminum oxide (Linde A)

2. Cast iron lap with 45ix diamond
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120

Relative
,

Reflectance

0' ' ' ' ' 1 I :^i
04 06 08 1.0 1.2 14 1.6 1.8 2.0

Wavelength (/i)

FiGTJKE 8.

—

Diffuse spectral reUectance {0.26 to 2.1 n)

of a rhodium-plated nickel ruled roughness specimen of

20-microinch AA surface roughness, for six orientations.

The arrows indicate the direction of the lay of the

finish relative to the vertical slit axis of the instrument.

120

° 04 06 08 10 12 14 1.6 1.8 2.0

Wavelength ifi)

Figure 9.

—

Diffuse spectral reflectance (0.26 to 2.1 n)

of a rhodium-plated nickel ruled roughness specimen

of 1 26-microinch AA surface roughness, for six orienta-

tions. The arrows indicate the direction of the lay of

the finish relative to the vertical slit axis of the instrument.

percent, for the specimen finished with the 60-^

diamond grit, from the average values indicated

in figure 6. Curve 5 is for a surface that was
found to be heat damaged when removed from

the block.

Curves for two of the specimens, no. 2 and

10 of figure 6, are shown in figure 7 for eight

orientations.

RHODIUM-PLATED NICKEL

Curves for ruled roughness specimens of

rhodium-plated nickel of 20 and 125 microinches

AA (arithmetic average) for six orientations of

the rulings are shown in figures 8 and 9. The
reflectance, relative to MgO, at orientations

of 90° and 270° exceeded 100 percent at wave-

lengths greater than about 1.8 p.. This is

believed to be due to a focusing effect of the

regular rulings of the Caliblock, the geometry

of the integrating sphere, and the setting of the

100 percent curve relative to the diffusing

MgO siu-face.

CORRELATION WITH SURFACE
TEXTURE

Study of these spectrophotometric curves and

of the corresponding 24 microinterferograms

shown by Spangenberg, Strang, and Chamberlin

in part B of this paper showed a possibility of

a correlation between diffuse spectral directional

reflectance and the surface texture (roughness)

as therein evaluated. However, considerably

more work on more accurately prepared speci-

mens must be done before definite conclusions

may be reached.

B. Surface Texture Measurements of Metal Surfaces
^

Control of surface texture is usually based on

a single roughness parameter of the surface.

When such single parameter control is used,

it is also necessary to specify the manufacturing

process. The relationship between the control

parameter and the resultant surface texture, for

the defined process, is known either by experi-

ence or previous tests. No single parameter

can, however, fully describe a surface. For

* See also Paper 27.

this correlation study, the surface textures of

the finely finished specimens used were

evaluated by measuring several conventional

parameters.

SPECIMENS

Three sets of specimens were measured.

These consisted of a set of specially prepared

sintered beryllium specimens, a set of specially

prepared tool steel specimens, and a set of

commercially finished steel specimens.
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Six specimens of sintered beryllium were

finished by a hand-polishing process similar

to metallurgical polishing. These specimens

were polished in one direction, so that there was
a predominant lay to the surface texture of all

but the finest finished specimen.

Ten specimens of gage block tool steel were

finished by a lapping process. Specimen 17

was finished on pitch using a fine aluminum
oxide abrasive (Linde A). AU others were

finished on a cast iron lap using various

powdered diamond abrasives. These speci-

mens were randomly finished and had no

predominant lay.

Six commercially finished gage block steel

specimens were also measured. These surfaces

represent commercial machine lapping proc-

esses. Specimen 1 had a predominant lay;

all others were randomly finished.

In addition, measurements on a commercial

precision reference specimen (Caliblock) were

also used in this study. This specimen is an

electrolytic replica of ruled regular triangular

wave patterns having apex angles of 150°.

It had two patches with different peak-to-

vaUey heights.

MEASURED PARAMETERS

The parameters measured are those in accord

with the M system. This system is based on a

mean line about which various roughness

parameters are measured.

Although by no means complete, the follow-

ing definitions should be sufficient for under-

standing the terminology used. Figure 10

graphic ally illustrates these parame ters . A com-

plete physical interpretation of the significance

of these and other parameters is contained in

references 12, 13, and 14.

Mean line {center line): A mean line is a line

parallel to the general direction of the measured

surface profile and positioned such that the

sums of the areas contained between it and those

parts of the profile that lie on each side of it

are equal.

Crest and root lines: For these measurements
the crest and root lines were determined by
the 10-pornt system, in which the crest line

and root line are located parallel to the mean
line and through the average height of the

five extreme peaks and the average depth of the

five extreme valleys of the profile, respectively.

Peak-to-valley height R: The peak-to-valley

height is the distance between the crest and
root lines.

Leveling depth The leveling depth is the

distance between the crest and mean lines.

Mean depth i?^; The mean depth is the

distance between the root and mean lines.

Roughness height Ra: The roughness height

is the arithmetic average deviation of the

profile measured perpendicular to the mean
line, and is given by

1

^"^L Jo
'^'^^

Roughness width Ar: The roughness width is

the average horizontal spacing between suc-

cessive peaks of the predominant surface

pattern.

Filling-out factor k: The filling-out factor is

the ratio of the mean depth R^ to the peak-to-

valley height R. Thus,

Profile angle factor j: The profile angle factor

is the ratio of the peak-to-valley height R to

the roughness width A^. Thus,

. R

Shape factor I: The shape factor is the ratio

of the roughness height Ra to the leveling depth

Thus:

Ru

Both stylus and interferometric methods

were used for the examination of the specimens.

Interferometric methods were used for all sur-

faces too fine for the stylus to penetrate to the

full depth of the texture.

A Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson Talysurf,

model 3 modified, was used for the stylus meas-

urements (ref. 15). This instrument has a

stylus with a tip radius of approximately 100

microinches which contacts the specimen with
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Figure 10.

—

Basic surface measures.

a static force of 30 milligrams. This low

measuring force of the stylus permits the tracing

of all hard materials without visibly marking

them. The undulations of the specimen are

measured relative to a straight datum and are

graphed (profilogram) as the stylus is drawn

over the surface. The desired parameters can

be determined from this profilogram.

A Hilger and Watts surface microinterfer-

ometer, model TN 200, was used for the inter-

ferometric examination of the surfaces. This

instrument is an interference microscope as

proposed by Linnik (ref. 16). Photographs
made of the interference patterns (microinter-

ferograms) can be interpreted in the same
manner as profilograms. All measurements
were made using the mercury green spectral

line (21.4-microinch wavelength).

To extend the usefulness of this instrument,

the Zehender method of fringe demagnification

X2 was used (ref. 17). Interferometric examina-

tion of rough surfaces, where the fringes are

deflected to such an extent that they can not

be resolved, can be performed by the technique.

A transparent film replica of the surface is

measured interferometrically while immersed
in a fluid. The amount of demagnification is

determined by the refractive indices of the

replica and the fluid. Figure 11 graphically

demonstrates this method. The microinter-

ferograms shown are of the same specimen as

measured directly and as measured by the

Zehender method. Immersion fluids used were
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air, water, and oil, which gave, respectively,

approximate demagnification ratios of 1/2, 2/11,

and 1/11.

RESULTS

Several profilograms and microinterfero-

grams were made at random positions in the

area of the specimen used for the spectral

reflectance measurements. On those surfaces

having lay, measurements were made both

parallel and perpendicular to the direction of

the lay. The measured parameters for the

specimens are tabulated in tables I, II, and

III. The reported values are based on four

random traces having traversing lengths of

0.030 inch.

Representative microinterferograms of the

surfaces tested are presented in figures 12,

13, 14, and 15. The field size shown represents

0.0165 inch. The fringe spacing in micro-

inches is given under each microinterferogram.

This represents the half wavelength of the

mercury green spectral line in the various

immersion fluids used.

Profilograms and microinterferograms of the

precision roughness specimen are presented for

comparison in figure 16.

•-i^ iwiiia^mir jiiiiitiWi''

Be I

0.4
fj.

in AA
Be 3

0.8 /iinAA
Be 4

1.2 /I in AA

Be 6
i.l /I in AA

Be 7 '0.7

I.l AtinAA

Be 8 21.0

2.2 fi in AA
Figure 12.

—

Microinterferograms of sintered beryllium specimens. Field size shown represents 0.0165-in. Fringe

spacing in microinch is given below each microinterferogram.
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Table I.

—

Beryllium Specimens

Sample Lay
Roughness
he^h^^a,

Peak to

valley
hpipht R

Leveling
depth

Mean
depth R„,

Roughness
width A,,

Filling
out factor

Rm/R

Profile
angle
factor
R/A,

Shape factor

Ra/Rit

Be 1 Random 0. 4 2. 5 1. 0 1. 5 + 0. 60 0. 4

Be 3 ± 0. 8 6. 7 3. 7 3. 0 2300 . 45 0. 003 . 2

1. 0 4. 5 1. 6 2. 9 5500 . 65 . 0008 . 62

Be 4 ± 1. 2 6. 3 1. 9 4. 4 2600 . 70 . 002 . 63

1. 0 4. 7 2. 1 2. 6 15000 . 55 . 0003 . 48

Be 6- . ± 1. 1 7. 4 2. 2 5. 2 600 . 70 . 012 . 50

1. 1 7. 9 3. 7 4. 2 1600 . 53 . 005 . 30

Be 7 ± 1. 1 9. 3 2. 9 6. 4 600 . 69 . 016 . 38

0. 7 5. 4 1. 3 4. 1 2200 . 76 . 002 . 5

Be 8 ± 2. 2 15. 0 6. 6 8. 4 700 . 56 . 021 . 33

2. 2 11. 9 6. 0 5. 9 2000 . 50 . 006 . 37

+ Not applicable.

35 '0'^ 77 'O"^ 54
0.9/iinAA 1.4/iinAA

Figure 13.

—

Microinterferograms of prepared steel specimens. Field size shown represents 0.0166-in. Fringe spacing

in microinch is given below each microinterferogram.
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Table II.-

—

Prepared Steel Specimens

Sample Qrit
Roughness

height
fi, Mn. AA

Peak-to-
valley height

R, /lin.

Leveling
depth

^in.

Mean
depth
Rm, /iin.

Roughness
width
A„ jiin.

FilUng out
factor

RmIR

Profile
angle factor

RIA,

Shape factor

RalRu

1 ^

on

Q KOO

Linde A
1/

1 n Q

1

+
i4UU A AAno

U. 000/
'77
1 1

Q
(J. y o. o 1 A 4. ^ / UU n 70 AAO

. OOo A A
0. 0

O'l ifiDjU 1 /I
1. ! a 7a. /

Q 9o. ^ 0. 0 OUU AQ
. DO ni 7 A A

Q Q 1 Q nlo. u 0. O 11 A. AnnOUU AQ
. DO nQn

. UoU . oy

86 20m 5. 0 25. 5 12. 1 13. 4 700 . 53 . 036 . 41

85 30yll 13. 3 81. 5 38. 2 43. 3 700 . 53 116 . 35

24 45m 15. 5 96. 0 34. 5 61. 5 800 . 64 . 120 . 45

61 60m 15. 6 87. 0 38. 5 48. 5 900 . 56 . 098 . 41

— Below measurement capabilities,

-f Not applicable.

3,9 )Lt in

<-allwi|||l i . ii^f»'l» i
.

'
«i i
'WW i i

-»
i» i» .«W ;

IV>.....M i
. « <UI«»ti "WJil ^-^'^ai^.

86 60.5

X in AA

85 60.5

l3.3yLt in AA
24 60-5

15.5 /X in AA
6! "8

15.6 /tin AA
Figure 14.

—

Microinterferograms of prepared steel specimens. Field size shown represents 0.01 65-in. Fringe spacing

in microinch is given below each microinterferogram.
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Table III.

—

Commercial Steel Specimens'

Sample
Roughness
height ie„

>iin. AA

Peak- to-valley
heights R,

/iin.

Leveling
depth Ru,

Mean depth
Rm iiin.

Roughness
width Ar jiln.

Filling out
ractor, R„/R

Profile angle
factor R/A,

Shape factor

RclR^

1 0. 7 3. 0 n n 200 n 0. 015

2 — — — — J.

3 0. 6 3. 0 n n 1000 n 0. 003

4 0. 5 2. 5 n n 700 n 0. 004

5 0. 8 3. 0 1. 1 1. 9 500 0. 63 0. 006 0. 7

31 1. 9 8. 4 1. 3 7. 1 600 0. 85 0. 014 1. 5

Caliblock

20 20 80 40 40 600 0. 5 0. 13 0. 5

Caliblock

125 120 480 240 240 3600 0. 5 0. 13 0. 5

« n Not determined.
— Below measurement capabilities.

+ Beyond measurement capabilities.

10.7 2 10.7

0.7 in AA

H
4 10.7

0.5 fjL in AA
5 '0-7

0.8 fjL in A A

3 '0"^

0.6 fjL in A A

31 107

1.9 fL in AA
Figure 15.

—

Microinterferograms of commercial steel specimens. Fringe size shown represents 0.165-in. Fringe spacing
in microinch is given below each microinterferogram.
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DISCUSSION

J. T. Nei', General Dynamics Astronautics: Mr.

Keegan, you indicated that the Gary and the GE spec-

trophotometers were unsatisfactory for making re-

flectance measurements. Why is this?

Keegan: The Gary model 14 spectrophotometer was
designed and built for the measurement of spectral

transmittance of solutions such as those prepared by
chemists. To measure reflectance on the Gary 14

spectrophotometer an attachment must be purchased

for diffuse reflection measurements and the instrument

must be partially dismantled to install this attach-

ment. Because the lOO-percent curve is set from two
diffusing standards, and because of the baffles in the

integrating sphere, the results obtained for specular

specimens depend upon the mode of illumination of the

specimen.

The GE recording spectrophotometer accurately

measures spectral directional reflectance of diffusing

samples and samples that are nearly perfect mirrors

so that the specular component may be excluded

from the measurement. For semiglossy samples

and nonplane surfaces the excluded measurement is in

question because of the size of the specular cup. This

instrument comes equipped with an integrating for

measurements of transmittance and reflectance. It

was designed and built for the measurement and speci-

fication of colored materials. Does this answer your

question?

Neu : No. Is it not possible that the problem is with

the integrating sphere that you attach to the spec-

trophotometer—rather than the spectrophotometer?

I consider the spectrophotometer to be an excellent

instrument.

Keegan: Yes, it is good for diffuse reflectance if it

has the proper integrating sphere.

Neu: That is the point! It is not the instrument, it

is the device that you fasten to it.

Keegan: I rely on the Gary 14 for transmittance

and diffuse reflectance measurements. It is the

present reflectance attachment that does not measure

specular reflectance accurately.
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A new ellipsoidal minor reflectometer is described, in which radiant flux from an infrared mono-
chromator is focused on a specimen placed at the first focal point of the ellipsoid and a thermopile
detector is placed at the second. Errors associated with angular and areal variations in sensitivity

of the detector and with aberrations in the optics were largely eliminated through use of a small aver-

aging sphere placed over the detector. Losses caused by the presence of the entrance hole in the

ellipsoidal mirror and from mirror absorption were evaluated both theoretically and experimentally.

Corrections for these losses permitted absolute reflectance to be obtained for both diffuse and partially

diffuse reflecting specimens. In addition, the unique optics of the ellipsoidal mirror provide more
versatility than is available in previous reflectometers. This versatility includes the ability to ac-

curately measure directional-hemispherical, specular, nonspecular. and directional-annular cone
reflectance. An analysis of the accuracy of the instrument indicates that an accuracy of better than

one percent is possible for all engineering materials. The use of the sulfur averaging sphere also

allowed the construction of a simple accurate specular reflectometer for calibration of the mirror

reference standards used in these measurements.

Key Words: Averaging spheres, bidirectional reflectance, diffuse reflectance, ellipsoidal reflectom-

eter, infrared, infrared detectors, reflectance, reflectometer, spatial sensitivity,

spectral reflectance, specular reflectance.

1. Introduction

This paper describes the development and analysis

of an ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer, which has

proved to be highly versatile and capable of providing

reflectance data of high accuracy. Although the

instrument was developed specifically for the infrared

portion of the spectrum, it is equally applicable to the

visible and near infrared portions.

2. Definition of Terms

The terminology used in this paper is that used in

the field of radiant heat transfer. Because some of

the terms have diff^erent meanings than are normally
used in the field of optics, they will be defined here.

Reflectance is the fraction of incident flux that is

reflected by a specimen. It will vary with the wave-
length of incident flux and with the direction of propa-

gation, relative to the surface, of the incident and re-

flected flux. It is thus necessary to modify the term
reflectance to indicate the geometric and wavelength
conditions of measurement.

*The work described in this paper was done under NASA Contract No. R-09-022~032.
' Present address; Dunn Assoc. Inc.. 910 Laredo Roi^d. Silver Sprinfi. Md. 20901

Spectral, in a narrow wavelength bond centered at

a specified wavelength. Spectral reflectance may be
plotted as a function of wavelength to produce a

spectral reflectance curve.

Directional, in a small solid angle about a given

direction.

Hemispherical, in all possible directions from a

surface.

Difl^use, incident on a surface or reflected from a

surface with equal radiance in all possible directions.

Directional hemispherical reflectance is the fraction

of the flux incident in a small solid angle Ao) about the

direction ip, 0, that is reflected into the hemisphere
above the surface. Mathematically

I

L'{(p' , d') cos (f'do)'

p('p,d) = ^-^j -r— (1)^ L^,H cos (p{Ao)) ^
'

in which Lf, « is the incident radiance in the solid angle

Ao) about the direction ip, 6: if is the angle from the

normal to the surface and 6 is the azimuth from some
fixed point on the specimen. L'iip'. 6') is the func-

tional description of the reflected radiance in the direc-

tion (p'6'.
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Specular reflectance is the fraction of the flux inci-

dent in a small solid angle Aa> centered about the

direction <p, 6 that is reflected into a small solid angle

0)' centered about the direction <p' ,
6', where tf' = <p

and 6' = 6+ 77. For mirror surfaces, a»' = Aw, but for

engineering surfaces in general, cu' > Ao). The size

of Aoj and oj' should be specified in each case. Mathe-

matically

Reflectance Terminology

Pspecular

'

i L'{<p'. e') cos (f'dco'

Lf, 0 cos (/jAo)
(2)

For diffusely reflecting specimens, the defined specular

reflectance includes the flux that is diffusely reflected

in the specular direction.

Nonspecular reflectance is the directional hemi-

spherical reflectance (eq (1)) minus the specular

reflectance (eq (2)).

Directional annular cone reflectance is the frac-

tion of the flux incident in a small solid angle Aa>

centered about the direction (p' ,
6' that is reflected

into the annular cone defined by the angles (pi and tp-z-

Mathematically

p(d.a.c.) =

^2 r-irr

L'(<p', 6 ) cos (p' sin ip'dip'dd'

Jfi Jo

L^, e cos (^Aoj

Table 1. Terminology: Flux Terminology''

Fm = The flux reflected by the reference mirror.

Fj = The flux incident on the sample at the first

focal point.

F, =The total flux reflected by the sample (not

including interreflections).

Fa = The flux effectively absorbed by the ellip-

soidal mirror.

Fi,.= The flux absorbed by the wire divided by

{P()w (i.e., Fw is the flux leaving the

sample headed in the direction of the

wires.)

Fsp = The flux that is initially shaded from the

detector by the sample divided by p^.

Fs, = The flux that reaches the detector after

multiple reflections with the sample
divided by P(.

F;, = The flux lost out the entrance hole.

Fs = The total flux crossing the first focal plane

(excluding detector ellipsoid interchanges)

divided by (pt)^.

Fsi = The total flux crossing the first focal plane

when shield Ash is used divided by (pt)si.

Fs2 = The total flux crossing the first focal plane
when shield As-> is used divided by (p()s->.

Fa = The total flux crossing the first focal plane
when shield is used divided by (pe)f;.

Pe
=

P€
=

(Pe)s
=

(P6)sl
=

(P«)d
=

Pfts
=

P/im
—

Pm —

Ps
=

(Pe)w
=

Ptd=

A,r
A,

Ash

As--

As\

A,--

Asz-

Ash-

As-

Asr-

of a point on the

the

the

the

the

ellipsoidal

ellipsoidal

ellipsoidal

ellipsoidal

of the

" All fluxes are defined on the basis of the flux leaving the sample. The subscript D
added to the subscript of any of the above fluxes implies the flux actually viewed by the
detector when the defined flux is measured by the detector.

d=

0)=

Effective reflectance

ellipsoidal mirror.

Effective reflectance of the central area of

the ellipsoidal mirror.

Effective reflectance of

mirror to the flux Fs.

Effective reflectance of

mirror to the flux Fs\.

Effective reflectance of

mirror to the flux Fg-i.

Effective reflectance of

mirror to the flux Fa-

The hemispherical reflectance

sample.

The hemispherical reflectance of the ref-

erence mirror.

The reflectance of the specular reference

standard.

The normal hemispherical reflectance, of

a specimen and is approximately equal

to p(7°, 6).

The effective reflectance of the ellipsoidal

mirror to the flux F^,.

Effective reflectance of the ellipsoidal

mirror to diffuse flux from the second
focal point.

Area Terminology

Area of the entrance hole.

Area of the opening of the ellipsoidal mirror

in the first focal plane minus the area of

the shield A a-

= Area of the shield Ash in the first focal plane.

Area of the sample in the first focal plane.

First focal plane area of the image of the

sphere entrance port at the second focal

point.

Area of the shield used to block the specular
component.

= Represents the shield used to establish

the flux distribution for mirror loss cor-

rections.

= Projection oi A'si, from the second focal point

onto the ellipsoidal mirror.
= Projection oi A's from the second focal point

onto the ellipsoidal mirror.
= Projection oi A's\ from the second focal point

onto the ellipsoidal mirror.

Angle Terminology

Angle of incidence, measured from the

normal to the surface.

Azimuth of incidence, measured from a

fixed point on the specimen.
Solid angle of incidence.

Angle of reflection, measured from the

normal to a surface.
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= Azimuth of reflection, measured from a

fixed point on the specimen.

oj'^Sohd angle of reflection.

Radiance Terminology

L — Radiance of incident flux, watts per stera-

dian per square centimeter (projected

normal to the direction of incidence).

Lip, 0= unidirectional radiance.
= Reflected radiance.

L'(<^',0')= Functional description of the reflected

radiance in the direction <^', 6'

.

Miscellaneous Terminology

7} = Efficiency of the averaging sphere (i.e., the

ratio of the flux viewed by the detector

to that entering the sphere).

7j' = The ratio of flux leaving the entrance port

of the sphere to that incident on the

entrance port.

= Diff"use configuration factor from the sphere

entrance port to the eUipsoidal mirror

(corrected for shading effects of the

sample and sample support and for the

effect of the entrance hole).

3. Methods of Measuring Reflectance

A reflectometer was desired that would measure
absolute reflectance (fraction of incident flux reflected)

under conditions approximating normal irradiation

and hemispherical viewing, with an accuracy of at

least 1 percent, of specimens at temperatures in the

range 100 to 800 °K, and over the wavelength range of

1 to 15 IX.

A number of diff"erent methods have been used to

measure reflectance. Specular reflectance of mirrors

[1]^ is of minor interest here, and will not be discussed

further. Three different types of reflectometers have

been used to measure directional hemispherical

reflectance: (1) integrating sphere, (2) hemispherical

sourcie, and (3) integrating hemisphere instruments.

(a) Integrating sphere reflectometers [2, 3, 4] are

widely used at wavelengths below about 2.5 /u., but are

generally not suitable for use at longer wavelengths,

and will not be discussed further.

(b) Hemispherical source instruments measure the

reflectance factor^ under conditions of diffuse irradia-

tion and directional viewing, which is equivalent to

directional-hemispherical reflectance. The principal

instrument of this type for use in the infrared is the

Hohlraum reflectometer [5], in which a cooled speci-

men is inserted into a heated blackbody cavity, where it

is irradiated diffusely. The specimen and a spot on

the cavity wall are viewed alternately through an

'Figures in brackets indicate the literature references al the end of this paper.

The ratio of the flux reflected directiunally by a diffusely illuminated sample to that

reflected by llie diffuse complete reflector under the same conditions of irradiation and

viewing.

opening in the cavity, and the ratio of the two fluxes

is reported as the reflectance. The method is useful

in the 1 to 25 /u. range. Major errors, that are difficult

to eliminate or correct for, arise as a result of heating

the specimen and thermal gradients in the cavity

walls.

(c) Integrating hemisphere reflectometers [6] make
use of a hemisphere to focus the flux reflected by a

specimen, located at one conjugate focus of the hemi-
sphere, onto a detector located at a second conjugate
focus. Major errors, which are difficult to correct

for, arise due to spherical aberrations [7], and to

variations in areal and angular sensitivity of the de-

tector [8]. Several modifications [9, 10, 11] have been
made to the basic Coblentz instrument.

None of the above instruments meets all of the re-

quirements stated at the beginning of this section.

Integrating sphere instruments in general are not

useful beyond about 2.5 ju,. Hemispherical source
instruments have no provision for chopping of incident

flux, and hence are not suitable for measuring reflec-

tance of hot specimens, and integrating hemisphere
instruments have errors because the mirror does not

satisfactorily focus the reflected flux and available

detectors do not satisfactorily measure the reflected

flux. Other disadvantages which limit the usefulness

of available reflectometers include (1) errors due to

flux losses such as those out entrance and exit ports

which are difficult to correct for accurately, (2) lack

of versatility; several are restricted by design to

measurements under a single set of conditions; and
(3) several of them can only be used to measure rela-

tive reflectance, and hence require a reference stand-

ard calibrated in absolute reflectance, which is not

available, in order to give absolute reflectance.

It was decided to build a new reflectometer that

would meet all of the requirements previously out-

fined. The Coblentz hemisphere reflectometer was
modified by replacing the hemispherical mirror by an
ellipsoidal mirror which permitted the specimen and
detector to be separated by about 17 in., and thus

permitted heating and cooling of the specimen without

affecting the detector. Use of the ellipsoidal mirror,

with specimen and detector at true foci, also greatly

reduced errors due to spherical aberrations.

4. Design of the Ellipsoidal Mirror

Reflectometer ^

The ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer (EMR) was
initially designed in 1959, and construction was com-
pleted in 1960 [12]. However, because of serious

detector problems [13] and general secondary priority

of the work, progress was slow, and the desired re-

sults were not achieved until late in 1964.

* Certain commerical instruments and equipment are identified in this paper in order

to adequately specify the experimental procedure involved. In no case does such identi-

fication imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards, nor

does it imply that the instrument or equipment identified is necessarily the best available

for the purpose.
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(a) Basic design. The basic design of the instru-

ment is shown in figure 1. An ellipsoidal mirror,^

12 V4 in. in diameter and S^/s in. high, is the principal

feature of the design. Its focal points are located

about 3^/8 and 20^/8 in. from the apex, and it has a

linear magnification factor of about 5.7.

The flux from a Globar source is chopped at 11.3 c/s

and focused on the entrance slit of a Perkin-Elmer

Model 83 monochromator. The exit beam from the

monochromator is refocused, through a small hole

in the elHpsoidal mirror, onto the first focal plane of

the ellipsoid, which is in the plane of the edge of the

mirror, and centered on the first focal point. A
10-junction thermopile is used as the detector, and its

output is amplified by a synchronous ampHfier. The
angle of incidence of the incident beam on the sample

at the first focal point is 7°.

In the absolute mode the incident flux is measured
with the detector at the first focal point, and the re-

flected flux is measured with the specimen at the first

focal point and the detector at the second focal point.

Thus, after correcting for system losses, the absolute

directional hemispherical reflectance is measured for

(p = T (i.e., p(7°, 6)). In the relative mode the detector

remains at the second focal point, and the fluxes re-

flected by a standard and the specimen are measured.

^Purchased from Strong Electric Corporation, City Park Avenue, Toledo. Ohio.

36" RADIUS SPHERICAL MIRROR

1' ELLIPSOIDAL
MIRROR

6 DETECTOR AT SECOND FOCAL POINT

SIDE VIEW

45° ALUMINUM FRONT SURFACE MIRROR

GLOBAR
SOURCE

SOURCE

OPTICS MONOCHROMATOR

-CHOPPER

PARTIAL TOP VIEW

Figure 1. Basic design of the ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer.

The relative measurement tends to eliminate the errors

due to atmospheric absorption and to reduce errors

from other sources.

It is more convenient and accurate to use the EMR
in the relative mode, first because it is inconvenient
and time consuming to move the detector back and
forth between the focal points for an absolute meas-
urement, and second because the use of a specular
reflectance standard does not introduce a significant

error into the measurement, because its reflectance

can be measured to about 0.001 [1].

(b) Advantages of the EMR. The EMR has the same
inherent errors as Coblentz hemisphere systems,
with the following exceptions:

(1) Aberrations are reduced [7].

(2) The reflected flux is concentrated in a cone of
24° half angle, instead of a whole hemisphere; hence
detector angular sensitivity problems are greatly

reduced.

(3) The detector and sample are separated by 17 in.,

hence the specimen can be heated or cooled without

affecting the detector.

(4) The unique optical system permits accurate

cahbration of mirror and hole losses for practically

all engineering surfaces (except diffraction gratings

and extremely good retroreflectors).

The optics of the ellipsoidal mirror allow accurate

description of the distribution of the reflected flux,

because the areal distribution of the reflected energy
crossing the first focal plane is related precisely to the

geometric distribution of the reflected flux for small

areas of irradiation at the first focal point. That is,

every direction (p, 6 in the hemisphere above the sur-

face is represented by a point Pin the first focal plane,

and every solid angle centered in the direction (f, 6 is

represented by an area about P. Thus, it is possible

to select the flux that the detector views, by blocking

out the unwanted flux with a shield in the first focal

plane. Hence, a specular component which has a

solid angle determined by the area of the opening in

a shield placed in the first focal plane, can be meas-
ured. Similarly, the bidirectional reflectance for 7°

incidence can be measured by varying the position

of a small hole in the shield. The directional annular

cone reflectance can be measured by use of a set of

circular disks centered on the first focal point. Fur-

ther, the ability to measure the geometric distribution

of the reflected flux enables precise corrections to be
made for the system losses, as will be described later.

(c) Detector problems. Because of the large mag-
nification factor of the ellipsoidal mirror, about 5.7

linear, a large-area detector is required to view the

entire image of the irradiated area. The irradiated

area of the specimen is about 2x2 mm in size, and is

enlarged to more than 1 X 1 cm at the detector. When
the instrument is used in the absolute mode it must
measure equally well the flux in a 2x2 mm image
incident in a cone of 4° half angle centered about a

direction 7° from the normal, and that in a 1.2 X 1.2

cm image incident in a cone of 24° half angle centered
about the normal.
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Figure 2. Basic design of averaging sphere.
The sphere is lined with m/x sulfur.

Preliminary tests, in which a Golay-cell detector and
a 10-junction thermopile detector were used, gave
reflectances that were in error by 40 to 50 percent.

These large errors were later found to be due pri-

marily to the variation in areal sensitivity of the de-

tector [13] and overfilling of the detector sensing area.

Detector response to the flux in a Vie in. diam beam
was found to vary by as much as 50 percent as the beam
was scanned across the sensitive area of the detector.

There was also some variation of angular sensitivity,

particularly at angles from the normal greater than
27°. Detector response to the flux in a 3 by 3 mm
beam centered on the sensitive area of the thermopile

detector varied only slightly as the angle of incidence

was changed from 0° to 27°, but fell off rapidly at

angles greater than 27° [14, 15].

(d) Flux averaging devices. Several flux averaging

devices were investigated [14, 15] and a 2-in. diam
sphere lined with mu sulfur, as shown in figure 2, was
selected for use with the instrument. Tests using

the averaging sphere and the thermopile detector

showed that the variation in areal and angular sen-

sitivity of the combination had been reduced to a

point where errors from this source could be almost
completely eliminated, at wavelengths from the visible

out to about 10/jt.

5. Analysis of the EMR

In the relative mode the EMR is used to measure
the ratio of the flux (F,) reflected by the sample and

the flux (Fm) reflected by the reference standard (e.g.,

an accurately calibrated mirror); the reflectance

p(7°, 6) of the sample is obtained by multiplying this

ratio by the reflectance (p,,,) of the reference mirror,

thus:

p(7°, d) = (FrlF,„)pn (4)

The relation between the flux Fm reflected by the

reference mirror and the portion of the flux F„„/ en-

tering the averaging device is simple.^ The flux Fmd
is the product of the average value of reflectance

Pe of that portion of the ellipsoidal mirror receiving

the reflected flux and the reflected flux F,n itself, thus:

md ' -peF„ (5)

When a diffusing sample is substituted for the refer-

ence mirror, however, the relation between the re-

flected flux Fr and the detected flux may be more
complex. There are four major sources of flux loss,

and these must all be accounted for precisely: (1) A
part, FaJ is absorbed or misdirected by the elhpsoi-

dal mirror, (2) a part Ff, is lost out the hole admitting
the incident beam, (3) the flux scattered and absorbed

by the wire sample supports is (p^juFu-,^ and (4) the

flux lost by sample shading is peiFxp — Fsr\" (see fig. 3).

The flux crossing the first focal plane is (peXs-F.,.

Thus, the total flux reflected by the sample is:

Fr = Fs + Fu,+ [Fsp-F,r]+Fh. (6)

All the fluxes in eq (6) are defined on the basis of the
flux leaving the sample, before it is reflected by the

ellipsoidal mirror. Since each one of these losses

depends on the distribution of flux reflected by the

sample, it is necessary to know something about this

distribution.

^ Neglecting until later the interchange of fiux between the sample and the averaging

device.

^ Note that the actual mirror loss will be taken into account by considering the reflec-

tance of the ellipsoidal mirror involved ia each of the other losses; therefore. does not

directly appear in eq (6). Further, the flux terms used in this section are referenced to

the fiux leaving the sample and not the actual flux loss occurring in each case.

*(P()j- is the average effective reflectance of the ellipsoidal mirror for the given distribu-

tion of Fj on the mirror, where is a variable.

^p, is the average effective reflectance of the central part of the ellipsoidal mirror, which

varied by less than 0.2 percent. Fs^ is the flux leaving the sample on the first reflection

that is shaded (after reflection from the ellipsoidal mirror) from the sphere entrance. F^r

is that part of F^^ that eventually reaches the sphere entrance by any path.

(Fsp - Fsr) pt

SAMPLE AT FIRST
FOCAL POINT

Fw(?«)t

SECOND FOCAL
POINT / "\ ^-AVERAGING SPHERE

DETECTOR

Figure 3. Flux balance of a sample in the ellipsoidal mirror

reflecloni eler.
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Figure 4. System configuration for definition of the fluxes Fj, F^i,

Fs!, and F(j.

The flux distribution throughout the system can be

evaluated by means of shields placed in the first focal

plane, as previously described. Thus, to aid in evalu-

ating the fluxes in eq (6), the following fluxes are

defined (see fig. 4):

F.s— the flux crossing the first focal plane, divided

by the average effective reflectance of the mirror, for

the particular distribution of Fs on the mirror.

Fsi — the flux crossing the first focal plane, divided

by (pj.si. when shield Ash is in the first focal plane.

F.v2 — the flux crossing the first focal plane, divided

by (pe),v2, when shield S2 is in the first focal plane.

F,;— the flux crossing the first focal plane, divided

by (pc),/. when shield D is in the first focal plane.

The fluxes defined above can now be used to com-

pute the losses in the system. For brevity, only the

equation describing each loss is given. The complete

derivation of each loss is given in [15].

Mirror loss. Fa'. The ellipsoidal mirror will absorb

some of the flux incident upon it. Further, since the

mirror is not perfect, it may transmit or scatter some
of the incident flux. Thus, it is necessary to know the

effective reflectance p^ of the mirror. This is defined

as the ratio of the flux that reaches a predefined area

at the second focal plane (the entrance port to the

averaging sphere) to that incident on the ellipsoidal

mirror from a defined area in the first focal plane (the

irradiated area of the specimen). The "absorbed"
flux (a= 1 — Pf) includes flux lost by absorption, trans-

mission, scattering, and optical aberrations. This

P( was measured for the ellipsoidal mirror, and is

reported as a function of position on the mirror in

tables 2 and 3. Figure 5 shows the optical paths used
in making the measurements and locations of the

areas measured. Table 3 indicates that pe,//pei does
not vary with wavelength, but increases as the meas-
ured area moves away from the apex of the mirror.

The reflectance of the outer edge of the mirror is about
1.5 percent higher than that of the apex.

Table 2. Absolute reflectance ofellipsoidal mirror (Point 2 in fig. 5)

Sel #1 Set #2 Set #3 Set #4 Average

1.5 M 0.951 0.949 0.951 0.948 0.950

2.0 m .964 .963 .959 .951 .962

2.5 n .955 .959 .957 .963 .956

3.5 11 .969 .971 .969 .971 .970

4.5 M .959 .971 .970 .973 .971

5.5 M .970 .971 .973 .970 .971

6.5 11 .971 .973 .973 .974 .972

7.0 11 .972 .972 .974 .973 .972

Table 3. Relative reflectance of the ellipsoidal mirror as a function

of position and wavelength "

Wavelengths —

*

1.5 11 2.0 11 2.5 m 3.5 M 4.5 M 5.5 M 6.5 M 7.0 M

Areas i

1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.000

3 1.002 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.002

4 1.013 1.010 1.012 1.016 1.015 1.015 1.015 1.013

5 1.000 1.001 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.001 1.000 1.000

6 1.002 1.002 1.003 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.001

7 1.015 1.013 1.015 1.015 1.014 1.014 1.015 1.013

8 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.002 1.001 1.001 1.001

9 1.002 1.002 1.003 1.002 1.003 1.002 1.003 1.002

10 1.014 1.015 1.014 1.016 1.015 1.015 1.015 1.014

11 1.001 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.002

12 1.002 1.002 1.001 1.002 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.002

13 1.013 1.014 1.014 1.015 1.014 1.014 1.015 1.014

Average values for areas equally distantfrom ths apex ofthe ellipsoid

Set A" 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001

Set B" 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.002

Set C 1.014 1.013 1.014 1.016 1.015 1.015 1.015 1.014

^Values are all referred to position No. 1, see figure 3.

''Set A is composed of areas 2, 5, 8, and 11; set B is composed of areas 3, 6, 9, and 12;

and set C is composed of areas 4, 7. 10, and 13.

If the reflectance of the mirror were uniform, pe

would cancel out in the computation of absolute re-

flectance from relative measurements. Tables 2 and
3 indicate that the flux reflected by a diffusing sample
as measured with the EMR should be corrected for

the reflectance of the mirror on the basis of its geo-

metric distribution. The defined flux Fs2 was used
to compute the effective reflectance of the mirror for

each sample measured. This leads to the following

equations for the various effective reflectances of the

ellipsoidal mirror.
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EDGE OF
ELLIPSOIDAL
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4,7,10,13
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Figure 5. Areas used in measurement of mirror reflectance.

ip,)s =p.
1^1 + j2 (0.015)

{pdsi=p. (0.015)]

(p.)d-p. [l+^(0.015)]

(P€)s2= 1.015p(.

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Hole loss, Fh'- Some of the reflected flux will escape

through thg hole in the mirror which admits the in-

cident beam. This loss is determined by the amount
of flux reflected by the sample in the direction of the

hole. Previous investigators have not established

the magnitude of this loss, which does not necessarily

he between the condition of no loss for a specular

reflector and a loss based on the diff"use configuration

factor from the sample to the hole. The flux density

around the entrance hole can be computed from fluxes

Fs and Fsi, as shown in figure 4, and the geometric

relationships involved.

where Fgh is the flux incident on the area Ash, the area

on the ellipsoidal mirror of the projection of A'^^ (in the

first focal plane) from the second focal point. Thus,

the average flux density around the hole is FshliAsh
— Ah). It is logical to assume that the flux density

over the area of the hole. Ah, is the same as that over

the area Ash surrounding it. Thus, the hole loss is

Fh^
AhFsh

Ash —Ah

or, in terms of the measured fluxes,

Ah(Fs-Fsi)

(12)

(13)

The assumption of uniform radiance over the small

solid angle subtended by Ash is more reasonable and
accurate than the assumption of uniform radiance
over a hemisphere made by previous investigators.

Wire loss, (Fio): A fraction Fw(P()w of the flux re-

flected by the sample and focused toward the detector
will be absorbed or scattered out of the optical path

by the wire sample supports. It should be noted that

the wires are oriented out of the path of the specu-
larly reflected beam. Hence, if a shield blocks the

flux in the area surrounding the direction^bf specular
reflection, the remainder would be the nonspecularly
reflected flux. If this flux is assumed to be uniformly

distributed over the area (A^) of the first focal plane
of the ellipsoid, then

{p^)wFu

where A^ = ttI4D^ — Ad-

Fd^ (pe)d (14)

(15)

(A is the diameter of the eUipsoidal mirror, and Ad is

the area of shield D.)

Equation (14) reduces to

Fu, = Fd(AJA,) (16)

Fsh — Fg — Fsi (11)

since {p()w — (p«)d when Fdis evenly distributed over /if.

Since Fw is a secondary correction, it is apparent
that the assumption, that the average nonspecular

flux density over the first focal plane is intercepted by

the wire supports, is sufficiently accurate, especially

since the wire supports comprise 2 diam of the first

focal plane.

Sample shielding toss, (Fsp — Fsr): Flux leaving the

sample normal to its surface will be reflected back to

the sample, and hence be blocked from the detector.

However, any of the reflected flux incident on the

specimen in the area ^J, (the image in the first focal

plane formed by the elHpsoidal mirror of the sphere

entrance port in the second focal plane) may be

multiply reflected by the sample and mirror and fo-

cused on the detector. To correct for the sample

shielding loss, the three fluxes Fd, Fs, and F.,i will be

required. The flux involved in this loss is that which
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strikes the ellipsoidal mirror on the projected area

of the sample. As (projected from the second focal

point). From figure 4, it is seen that Ag is partially

surrounded by the shield Ash, and will have approxi-

mately the same flux density as that on Ash- Hence,
the total flux initially shaded is

AsRsl^ sh

sp
Ash —Ah (17)

However, a portion AsilAs {Agi is the area Agy projected

on the ellipsoid) of the flux Fgp is reflected from area

Agi and could reach the detector. Reference 15 shows
that the fraction Fsr that eventually reaches the de-

tector is

Fsr =
FshiAsi)

Ash- Ah

Fa _ {A,-

A

Fs
\
A,-Au., 1]

1

Fs-F,
Fs

(18)

The flux viewed by the detector, Fsd, will be

(22)

where 17 is the sphere efficiency.

Similarly, the detector views the other measured
fluxes as

/^.sld = T7^.vl(P6

Fsld = TnFs2{p^)s2

1

1 — Phs{Pt)Wif>i-()>:\

1

•-1
Fs,

Phs{pe)Wif>:-e)s2

Fm = 'r)FApe)d
1

.1 - Phsip,)^ ifs-dd

(23)

(24)

(25)

The flux multiply reflected by the sample or refer-

ence and ellipsoidal mirror that eventually reaches
the detector is defined by eq (18), in terms of the four

measured fluxes and the area relationships involved.

One further problem arises because the detector is

not black; that is, the sphere entrance port back-re-

flects flux into the optical path, some of which even-

tually gets back into the sphere and increases the

flux sensed by the detector. For the Fs measurement,
flux {p()sFs enters the sphere port initially. However,
some fraction 17' of this flux is reflected back out the

sphere entrance port. This flux is reflected nearly

diff"usely, so that a fraction fs-(r}'Fs{pe)s is intercepted

by the mirror and focused on the sample in the first

focal plane {fs-( is the standard diff^use configuration

factor as defined in reference 16). The sample then

reflects the flux back to the mirror, which focuses it

on the sphere entrance. Thus, an amount F^ is added
to the flux Fs(pc)s that was originally incident on the

sphere entrance.

F's = phs(p()dV'fs^[Fj,p,)s (19)

where (pf)d is the average eff"ective reflectance of the

mirror for flux coming diff^usely from the sphere en-

trance and phs is the hemispherical reflectance of

the sample. Further, a fraction Fg of the flux that

reaches the sphere on the second pass will be multiply

reflected back to the sphere.

The total flux reflected by the sample, Fr, is thus

Fsd['i^—phs(Pe)W{fs-(h

T7(pe)
i

1 ^4^(0.015)
r srI

1 + AsiAh+As
Ash— Ah Ash— Ah

P*.)3 {^) (

Fdd _

Fsd
1 - Fsd — Fdd
i-pspe ^

fsd

+ Fsld[l — Phs(P€)d'n'ifs-i)sl]

r,p(l+^ (0.015)

Ah ~t~ As As

Ash— Ah Ash — A,.

^ {Fdd -2 (Ae — Aw\

, - Fsd — Fdd] J
1-p.p

Fsd

Fddj 1 - Phs(pi)dV '</s-€ )'i]A u-

y)p, |l +^(0.015)
J

A,

(26)

F:=phs{p,)iy]'fs-rs. (20)

This process will continue until the total flux in the

sphere is

-(P€)sFs
1

A- phAP()dr\'fs-
(21)

If we now account for the interchange of flux between
the reference mirror and the averaging device, the
incident flux is computed as

F^ =
F yd[\ - Phm(Pi)W {f^-i)\\

(27)

PmPi-q
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The reflectance of the sample, p(7°, d), is equal to

the reflected flux, F,, eq (26), divided by the incident

flux, eq (27). The simplifying assumption is made
that the terms { \ — pi,^~p'ir)'fs-i) for Fui, Fsti. Fs[,i. and
Fsftri are equal, and that iq and rj' are respectively iden-

tical in eqs (26) and (27). Then

P(7°, 6) = -^
Fi,i

Fs.i Ai, + As

{l + -^f0.015)}^

Ash + Ah

Fad .-.^/Ae-Ai 1

, — Fsd~F(ia
l-psp.

+
1 + 5^(0.015)

r ,1(1

A^
A,

+ Fs irf

Fsri

A„ +A,

1 + ^(0.015^ ^
^"

r s(l

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5

h, INCHES

Figure 6. Edge loss for a perfect diffuser.

Asi, - A I,

Fm - A,-Ai
F:.''''^r

PsP,
— dd.

(28)

in which the only remaining unknown is p.s, which is

identical to p(7°, 6). A very good approximation is

ps — FsdIF u- (29)

An error of up to 50 percent in ps, as evaluated by eq

(29), would cause only a very small error in p(7°, 6),

since p., occurs only in secondary flux terms. If jus-

tified, an iteration process can be used to obtain suc-

cessively better values of ps.

The derivation of eq (28) is, for the most part, ap-

plicable to any ellipsoidal mirror. A few of the

simplifying assumptions are based on measurement
with the particular mirror used in this work.
There are two sources of known errors that are not

compensated for in eq (28): they are the edge loss, and
detector-sample interchange.

Edge loss. If the sample is not accurately posi-

tioned in the first focal plane, some of the reflected

flux will miss the ellipsoidal mirror and be lost. The
amount depends upon the geometric distribution of

reflected flux. For a perfect diffuser, the fraction

of the total flux lost in this way is (reference 15)

(30)

Fr

where Fr is the total flux reflected by the sample and
Fr is the flux hitting the mirror, h is the distance be-

tween the sample and the first focal plane, and
is the diameter of the ellipsoidal mirror. The magni-
tude of this loss is shown in figure 6.

Figure 7. Error due to detector-ellipsoid interchange, for different

values of and p^.

Detector-ellipsoid {sample) interchange. In the

final steps of the derivation of eq (28), the detector-
eflipsoid interchange was ignored. This is legitimate
if p(7°. d) = pmi however, for p,„ <^ p(7°. 6) or

pm > p(7°, 6), a significant error can be introduced

from this source. Figure 7 shows the magnitude of

this error for different values of p(7°, 6) and p„,. The
maximum value is 4 percent. The error can be
avoided by using a comparison standard having a

reflectance p,,, near that of the sample. If necessary,

a calibration can be made for this factor (reference 15).

Summary. The analysis of the EMR presented

here is based on the ability to measure four different

fluxes. These fluxes, plus a knowledge of the system
parameters, permit corrections to be made for system
losses, based on reasonable assumptions about the
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geometric distribution of flux reflected from surfaces

to be measured. The important features of the re-

flected flux distribution are measured, in order to

make accurate corrections. The assumptions on

which these corrections are based are beheved to be

more accurate than those used previously with other

reflectometers.

6. Experimental Data

A. Reference standards. The use of a caHbrated

mirror as the reference standard is highly desirable,

since suitable mirrors are readily available and can

be calibrated by any investigator. The specular

reflectometer used in this work to measure the re-

flectance of the reference mirrors utilized the pre-

viously mentioned sulfur-coated diffusing sphere and
thermopile detector to measure the incident mono-
chromatic flux and that reflected once each by two
sample mirrors. The use of the diffuser reduces the

required precision of optical alinement. The ratio

of the twice reflected flux to the incident flux is the

product of the reflectances of the two mirrors." If the

reflectances are equal, then the ratio is the square of

the reflectance. This procedure reduces the error

of the measurement, since the expected error is the

same whether one or more reflections are involved.

Three sets of four mirrors, each coated with vacuum
deposited aluminum, gold, and rhodium, respectively,

were used. Six reflectance measurements were
made, two each on three different pairs from each
set. This did not exhaust the six unique pairs in

each set, but allowed intercomparison of all the mir-

rors to establish that their reflectances are indeed

equal. The data are shown in table 4, together with

comparable literature values [17, 18, 19, 20].

B. Optical quality of ellipsoid. To ascertain that

all of the beam of reflected flux was focused onto the

entrance port of the averaging sphere at the second
focal point, a Polaroid Land camera back was placed

at the second focal point so that the plane of the film '°

was at the position of the sphere entrance port. Two
different samples were used at the first focal point:

(1) an aluminum mirror, and (2) a diffuse porcelain
enamel reflectance standard. Figure 8 displays the
images formed in the second focal plane for the two
different samples and for different exposure times.
The black area around each image is the approximate
size and shape of the entrance port of the averaging
sphere.

The image formed with the aluminum mirror is quite
clear and well-defined. The image formed when the
mirror was incHned 25° with respect to the first focal
plane shows fight gray areas surrounding the white
image, which indicate that the scatter and aberration
of the ellipsoidal mirror increase with distance from
the apex. The image formed in the second focal plane
when the porcelain enamel (a fairly good diffuser) was
placed at the first focal point is enlarged, which indi-

cated that careful location of the image on the sphere
entrance port is required if one expects to collect all

of the flux represented by these images. The in-

creased image size for the diffuser is indicative of the
total scatter and aberrations for this particular ellip-

soidal mirror. In all cases, increased time of exposure
yielded sHghtly enlarged images, indicating that a

small amount of flux surrounds the visual image. The
conclusion drawn from the results displayed in figure

8 is that essentially all of the flux does enter the sphere
when care is taken to center the visual image on the
entrance.

C. Directional hemispherical reflectance. Several
samples were chosen for reflectance measurement with
the EMR: (I) platinum— 13 percent rhodium alloy.

(2) gold mesh, (3) a porcelain enamel, and (4) oxidized
Kanthal." Samples 1 and 4 are high-temperature

'» The film was Polaroid Type 47, a 3000 speed film.

"Trade name of a heat-resistant alloy.

Table 4. Measured reflectance of reference mirrors

Reflec tance of alu minum Reflectance of gold Reflectance
of rh jdium

Standard Best Standard Literature Best Literature

X Average deviation literature Average deviation values [36] literature Average values [37|

values (34| values [35)

1.5 0.9608 0.0012 0.9742 0.9809 0.0014 0.982 0.9906 0.8383 0.882
2.0 .9742 .0017 .9779 .9833 .0010 .983 .9914 .8850 .905

2..S .9757 .0010 .9794 .9843 .0014 .983 .9922 .9104 .915

3..S .9828 -0005 .9815 .9870 .0005 .983 .9934 .9339 .932

4..S .9840 .0011 .9835 .9874 .0008 .983 .9938 .9428 .942

.5..S .9852 .0012 .9850 .9870 .0014 .983 .9938 .9470 .946

6..S .9852 .0013 .9851 .9878 .0005 .983 .9939 .9474 .950

7.0 .9853 .0017 .9855 .9890 .0017 .984 .9939 9510 .953

Average = —

'i>\il or-il i-lui/i '.il lull -k / — .
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EJ ri
Aluminum Mirror
0" Sample Holder
2 -Second Exposure

Aluminum Mirror
0" Sample Holder
1-Minute Exposure

LI
Aluminum Mirror
25° Sample Holder
5 -Second Exposure

Enamel
0° Sample Holder
2 -Second Exposure

Enamel
0° Sample Holder
15-Second Exposure

Aluminum Mirror
25° Sample Holder
1 o 5 -Minute Exposure

Enamel
0" Sample Holder
45 -Second Exposure

Enamel
0* Sample Holder
2 -Minute Exposure

Figure 8. Photographs of images formed in second focal plane of

ellipsoidal mirror.
The black area surruunding each image is the approximate size of the sphere entrance

port.

emittance standards provided by the National Bureau

of Standards and described by Richmond et al., [21].

Sample 2 was provided by Bernd Linderof the Missiles

and Space Division, General Electric Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa. It is a 0.002-in. diam stainless steel wire

screen, 135 mesh, backed by 1.5 mil Mylar, coated

with vapor-deposited gold. Sample 3 is a standard of

luminous daylight reflectance.

(1) Platinum-13 percent rhodium. The average
values obtained in six determinations of the reflectance

of each of two samples are shown in figure 9. Table 5

1.0

.9

p{7?e) .8

.7

.6

J L
1.5 2j0 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 70

X, MICRONS

Figure 9. Spectral directional hemispherical reflectance of plat-

inum-13 percent rhodium alloy.
Each point is the average of six determinations, three each on two specimens.

gives the individual measurements, and values from
reference 21. The six values reported in table 5 were
obtained by two diff^erent operators over a period of one
week. Determinations la and 2a were made on sam-
ples tilted 10° to the first focal plane, in order to elimi-

nate the hole and sample shading corrections. This is

possible because, as the data on the specular com-
ponent in table 5 indicate, the reflected flux is concen-
trated around the specular direction, and tilting the

sample results in no edge loss. The data for the tilted

samples are not significantly different from those for

samples that were not tilted: hence, the corrections

must have been accurate (assuming no change of reflec-

tance for small change in angle of incidence).

(2) Gold mesh. The data for the gold mesh sam-
ples are presented in figure 10. Each data point is the

average of three determinations.

(3) Porcelain enamel. The data for the porcelain

enamel reflectance standard are presented in figure 11.

No attempt was made to correct for the sphere-ellipsoid

interchange.

(4) Oxidized Kanthal. The data for the oxidized

Kanthal are shown in figure 12. The incident flux was
attenuated by 50 percent with a sector disk for the

reference measurement, but not for the sample meas-
urement. The data were corrected for the sphere-

ellipsoid interchange [15].

The data in figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 include a value for

the specular component of reflected flux. No effort

was made to study the size of the shield that would give

the most useful specular component; instead, the Asi,

shield was used. The specular component was com-
puted as:

% specular component- X 100.
(31)

The experimental specular component for a near per-

fect diffuser (mu sulfur) is 9 percent. The "true"

specular component is that computed by eq (31)

minus 9 percent, and is shown in table 6.
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Table 5. Reflectance ofplatinum— 13 percent rhodium alloy

Wavelength # la # lb # Ic #2a # 2b # 2c Average Standard
deviation

Specular
component

1.5 0.510 0.597 0.591 0.566 0.574 0.603 0.596 ± 0.005

%
69

2.0 .701 .691 .692 .694 .686 .696 .693 .002 82

2.5 .823 .813 .821 .826 .827 .820 .822 .002 83

3.5 .919 .905 .921 .924 .930 .913 .919 .005 86

4.5 .933 .926 .937 .935 .940 .929 .933 .004 87

5.5 .942 .936 .940 .946 .947 .932 .941 .005 88

6.5 .945 .938 .940 .947 .949 .942 .944 .005 90

7.0 .947 .940 .942 .946 .953 .943 .945 .005 92

"The specimens were annealed at 1825 °K prior to measurement. Two samples are represented in this table. 1

and 2. Measurements la and 2a were made with the sample tilted 10° to the first focal plane.

"This is an approximation of the specular component by using \iF„i — Fm)IF„i\ X 100%, because it includes the

diffuse component of flux in the solid angle about the specular direction, and does not account for obvious system

corrections.

NBS Reflectance for Pt 13% Rh reference 38

(various sample temperatures)'^

K 800 °K 1100 °K 1300 °K

1.5 IX

%
74.8

%
78.7

%
77.4

2.0 80.8 81.5 80.3

2.5 83.5 83.2 82.0

3.5 87.4 85.7 84.5

4.5 89.1 87.4 86.5

5.5 90.4 88.9 87.3

6.5 91.4 89.9 88.7

7.0 91.6 90.4 89.2

"Data are 1— €. where € is normal spectral emiltance.

p{7t8)

Figure 10, Spectral directional hemispherica I reflectance of gold X, MICRONS
mesh.

Each point is the average of three determinations, FIGURE 11. Spectral directional hemispherical reflectance of a
porcelain enameled specimen.

D. Directional annular cone reflectance. The In the direct measurements, tp-z was always 7r/2,

directional annular cone reflectance of samples of and the flux reaching the detector was restricted to

Crystex brand sulfur, BaS04, and gold mesh was meas- the annular solid angle between cpi and 7r/2 by means
ured at 2.5 /u, and compared to the values computed of a circular disk centered on the sample and placed
for the perfect diffuser. The directional annular just below the first focal plane. Five shields were
cone reflectance p(d-a-c) is defined as follows used to obtain five different values of <pi. In each

case, the reading with a shield in place was divided

by Fr to obtain the ratio of the directional annular

I
L'{if' ,

6') cos sin (p'dtp'dO' cone reflectance to the directional hemispherical
reflectance. By subtracting the values obtained with

L(7°, 0)Aa> successively larger shields, it was possible to separate
(32) the hemispherical reflectance into five annular cone
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pecu a

2 "o^ Tl

2 5 87°

3.5 8%
4.5 8%
5.5 8%
6.5 87.

7.0 8%

.50-

40-

.10-

qI 1 I ^ I I I \ L_
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 70

X, MICRONS

Figure 12. Spectral directional hemispherical reflectance of oxi-

dized Kanthal.

Table 6. "True" specular components

K Pt-13% Rh Gold mesh Porcelain Oxidi/ed
enamel Kanlhal

Microns % % % %
I. .5 60.0 4.0 3.0 -3.0
2.0 73.0 4.0 4.0 -2.0
2.5 74.0 4.0 4.0 -1.0
3.5 77.0 4.0 12.0 - 1.0

4.5 78.0 4.0 25.0 -1.0
5.5 79.0 4.0 -1.0
6,5 81.0 4.0 -1.0

reflectances. These are compared to the computed
ratio for a perfect diffuser in table 7. It should be
noted that the specific measurement technique used
will not yield the most accurate data since these data

were not corrected for various system losses.

Table 7. Ratio of directional annular cone reflectance at 2.5 p. to

the directional hemispherical reflectance for diffusely reflecting

samples

Perfect Crystex BaSOj Gold mesh
diffuser sulfur

0 14.5 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08

14.5 34.3 .25 .24 .25 .28

34.3 43.7 .16 .17 .16 .16

43.7 62.8 .31 .32 .31 .29

62.8 79.5 .18 .17 .17 .16

79.5 90.0 .03 .04 .04 .03

It can be seen from the tables that the barium sulfate

comes closest to being a perfect diffuser, and that the

sulfur is also a very good diffuser. While the gold

mesh reflects an appreciable percentage into each
of the annular cones, it reflects more than a perfect

diffuser at angles less than 34.3°, and less than a per-

fect diffuser at angles from 43.7° to 79.5°. This can
be interpreted to indicate appreciable increase in

reflection in specular and near specular directions.

7. Summary and Conclusions

An ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer was designed and
built. It consists essentially of (1) a source of mono-
chromatic flux, (2) an ellipsoidal mirror reflector, and
(3) a detector. A beam of chopped monochromatic
flux from a monochromator equipped with a Globar
source is focused through a small hole in the ellip-

soidal mirror onto the specimen, which is centered
on the first focal point of the ellipsoid. The reflected

flux is collected by the ellipsoidal mirror, and focused
onto the detector, which is centered on the second
focal point. The incident flux is measured (1) (in the

absolute mode) by moving the detector to the first

focal point, and measuring it directly, or (2) (in the

comparison mode) by substituting a mirror of known
reflectance for the specimen. It should be empha-
sized that the reflectometer measures reflectance in

absolute units by both techniques.

Serious problems were encountered, that led to

errors on the order of 50 percent of the measured
reflectance. These large errors were found to be due
to the variation in spatial and angular sensitivity of

the detector and over-filling of the detector sensitive

area. These errors were eliminated by use of a sulfur-

coated averaging sphere on the detector.

Because of the unique optical system, each direction

from the first focal point of the ellipsoid toward the

mirror corresponds to a point in the first focal plane,

and each solid angle from the first focal point cor-

responds to an area in the first focal plane. Hence, it

is possible, by the use of shields in the first focal plane,

to measure the flux reflected in any desired solid angle

about any desired direction. In this way, accurate

estimates can be made of all known losses, and cor-

rections applied. This also permits measurement
of (1) directional-hemispherical reflectance, (2) specular

reflectance, (3) nonspecular reflectance, and (4) direc-

tional annular cone reflectance.

An analysis of all known errors leads to the conclu-

sion that the instrument is capable of measuring direc-

tional-hemispherical reflectance to an accuracy of at

least 0.01 [15].

Data are presented on the directional-hemispherical

reflectance at wavelengths from 1.5 to 7.0 jx of annealed
platinum-13 percent rhodium alloy, gold mesh, a porce-

lain enamel, and oxidized Kanthal; in addition, the

specular component of reflected flux is separately

evaluated for these materials. Data are also presented

on the directional annular cone reflectance of the gold

mesh, barium sulfate, and Crystex brand sulfur.

The assistance of Warren D. Hayes, Jr., and David

P. DeWitt in construction of the equipment and early

testing; and of .lohn T. Perone, Jr., in making many
of the measurements, is gratefully acknowledged.
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High Purity Powdered Csl as a High
Reflectance Infrared Diffuser
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The purpose of this note is to suggest the use of high purity,

powdered Csl as a body scattering material for use as a diffuser

in the ir. The reflectance of an optically thick sample of such a

material is approximately diffuse' and dependent only upon the

ratio of its absorption coefficient to its scattering coefficient.

When this ratio is much less than one, the directional hemispheri-

cal reflectance of the sample is very close to 10U%.' The absorp-

tion coefficient of a powder is greater than the absorption coeffi-

cient of the single crystal which was ground to make the powder.

However, both the scattering and absorption coefficients of the

powder can be calculated from the index of refraction and absorp-

tion coefficient of the single crystal.'

The properties of Csl make it one of the most promising, readily

available ionic substances for use as an ir diffuser. A perusal of

the transmission curves in Ref. 4 shows that Csl has its long

wavelength transmission cutoff farther into the ir than most

other optical materials. The contribution of the absorption

coefficient from the lattice of a pure, perfect single crystal of

Csl should be negligible below at least 18 j.m and possibly below

40 Therefore powdered Csl should be a high reflectance

diffuser out to wavelengths beyond 18

Flowers of sulfur, a well known high reflectance ir diffuser,'

99.5% Csl, and ultra pure Csl (assayed impurities less than 80

ppm) were obtained in powdered form from commercial sources.

Aluminum flats with a cylindrical cavity, 4 mm deep and 50 mm
in diameter, were used as sample holders. Some of the cavities

were lined with black electrical tape and the others with alumi-

num foil. Enough powder was poured into the cavity to fill it,

and a steel ruler was used to break up any lumps and to level the

powder with the upper surface of the flat. The hemispherical

directional reflectance of these samples was measured at NBS on

a Cary-White 90 spectrophotometer with reflectance attach-

ment.' The data were corrected for the hole loss which is

inherent in any instrument of this type.

Figs. 1 and 2 compare the ir reflectance of 99.5% pure Csl and

ultra pure Csl with that of flowers of sulfur. These samples

were backed with aluminum foil and were slightly above room
temperature when measured. The reflectance of the sample of

ultra pure, powdered Csl which was backed with aluminum foil

was as much as 3% higher over portions of the spectrum than

the reflectance of the same material backed by black electrical

tape. No such effect was observed with the 99.5% pure, pow-

dered Csl, or with the flowers of sulfur. These results indicate

that 4 mm of the ultra pure, powdered Csl was not quite thick

enough to be opaque, even though 4 mm of the 99.5% pure Csl

was. This is due either to a difference in the average grain size

in two powders, or to a difference in the densities with which

they were packed.

The reflectance of the 99.5% pure Csl sample, which was

backed with aluminum foil, was also measured at 300°C to

see what effect higher temperatures would have on the numerous

absorption bands in the room temperature spectrum. This

curve is included in Fig. 1. It is interesting that the band be-

tween 2800 cm"' (3.6 /im) and 3800 cm"' (2.6 /im) disappeared

at the higher temperature, while the other bands showed much

14 12 10

WAVENUMBERllOOcrr

Fig. 1. Reflectance of four powdered samples: — ultra pure

Csl at room temperature; flowers of sulfur at room tem-

perature; — 99.5% pure Csl at .300° C; and 99.5% pure

Csl at room temperature.

32 30 28

WAVENUMBERllOOcrr

Fig. 2. Reflectance of four powdered samples: — ultra pure

Csl at room temperature; flowers of sulfur at room tem-

perature; — 99.5% pure Csl at 300°C; and 99.5% pure

Csl at room temperature.

less change on heating. This band is due at least partly to

IhO.

Figs. 1 and 2 clearly show that powdered Csl of high purity is a

very good choice as an ir diffuser to beyond 20 n. Comparison

of the absorption bands in the reflectance spectrum of a natural

sulfur crystal* with those in the reflectance spectrum of flowers

of sulfur* suggests that the larger bands below 1400 cm~' (beyond

7 lixn) are intrinsic; that is, they are not due to impurities. If

this is so, pure powdered Csl will have a considerably higher

reflectance between 8 n and 20 /i than flowers of sulfur re-

gardless of the purity of the sulfur.
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PREPARATION AND COLORIMETRIC PROPERTIES OF A MAGNESIUM-OXIDE
REFLECTANCE STANDARD

The smoke from magnesium freely burning in air deposited on a

satisfactory base forms a uniform, fine-grained, diffusing surface
of high reflectance. By observing a few simple precautions one can
prepare such magnesium oxide (MgO) surfaces with reproducible pro-
perties. Hence, such surfaces serve as convenient iind reliable stan-
dards.

1. The magnesium should be obtained in the form of turnings of

approximately 0.5 millimeter in thickness and between 3 and 6 milli-
meters in width, preferably of spiral shape, containing a minimum of

magnesium dust, and no cutting oil. If turnings are unavailable,
ribbon may be substituted. When ribbon is employed, strips 10 to 15

centimeters long can be held by tongs so that the burning end can be

moved about beneath the surface to be coated. As an alternative pro-
cedure, a mechanism can be devised to feed the ribbon, at a near con-
stant rate, so that the burning end is maintained in the same position.

2. The oxide must be deposited on a surface not affected by the

heat from the burning magnesium. A satisfactory base may be made of
(a) aluminum, (b) block porcelain, (c) sheet steel coated with white
vitreous enamel, or (d) a baked surface of a sprayed mixture of mag-
nesium oxide and distilled water (7, p. 21)*. Milk or opal glass is

often unsatisfactory because it easily cracks during heating. Metallic
surfaces are usually to be preferred to non-metallic surfaces. More
satisfactory results are obtained with depolished or slightly roughened
surfaces because of the higher adhesion of the oxide to the rougher
surface. A surface having a high and spectrally non-selective reflec-
tance, throughout the spectrum, is better than a dark surface or a

spectrally selective (chromatic) surface. The former is preferred
because the magnesium oxide coating is not opaque and a thinner coating
can be used to achieve reproducible properties. The thinner coating
is also desirable because of speed of preparation, and the coating does

not chip off so readily. A suitable holder for a reference surface of

magnesium oxide can be made by turning a one- to two-millimeter deep,
flat-bottomed, trough in the surface of an aluminum plate. Care must
be taken to remove all tool-marks from the area of the trough on which
the magnesium oxide is to be deposited. Such a shallow trough provides
some protection for the magnesium oxide surface and reduces the tendency
of the coating to chip off near the edges.

('') Numbers in parentheses, sometimes followed by a page number,
indicate references in the bibliography.
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3. Place a small quantity (about 5 g) of the chips on a refractory
dish (zirconium silicate, magnesite, or graphite are suitable refractory
materials) and ignite them with a hand blow torch or bunsen burner.
Work the unignited chips beneath the flame until a slowly burning ball
or clinker is formed; this gives a steady stream of smoke.

4. Place the surface to be coated about 8 to 10 cm above the
flame and tilted about 30 degrees from the horizontal. Use of smaller
distances results in a coarse-grained deposit and, further, introduces
the risk of contamination by possible impurities in the magnesium (3)

5. Move either the combustion dish or the surface being coated
from side to side in order to obtain a uniform deposit.

6. When the clinker has to be turned over or broken, in order to

permit the magnesium to burn completely, the surface being coated should
be temporarily removed, since the burst of flame is likely to carry
up large dust particles.

7. Repeat the operation several times until a sufficient deposit
is obtained. The layer should be so thick that further increase pro-
duces no sensible change in reflectance; the critical thickness is

about half a millimeter (4, p. 17). A one- to two-millimeter thickness
is preferred. Do not attempt to prepare a thick layer by exposui;'e to

a single charge of magnesium. Rather, build up the required thickness
by a large number of exposures to small charges. In cases where it is

inconvenient to measure the thickness of the coating, place a small dot

of india ink on the original surface near the edge, then deposit oxide
until the spot cannot be seen in good illumination. If the original
surface is dark, put on one coat of MgO first; a deposit of black smoke
(from a candle or smoky gas flame), in a small spot near the edge, then
provides a similar test.

8. The operation should be conducted under a well-ventilated
hood in order to dispose of the excess oxide.

9. The operator's eye should be protected from the high inten-
sities of visible and ultraviolet radiant energy by suitable goggles

(4, p. 30).

10. Magnesium ribbon may be used for small surfaces instead of

turnings. But, for large surfaces, careful manipulation is required
to produce a uniform coating because of the irregular burning of the

ribbon.

11. For many purposes, pressed surfaces of reagent-grade MgO
powder are suitable (8)

.

The properties of a surface prepared by burning magnesium are as

follows:
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1. It is a good diffusor (1, p. 59; 2).

2. Its reflectance to the visible portion of the spectrum is

very high, 0.97 to 0.98. (1. 4, 5).

3. The reflectance varies with wavelength in the visible spec-

trum by less than one percent (2,4) when the oxide is first prepared,
but, there is some variation with time (see 5 below)

4. The apparent reflectance for 45-degree incidence and normal
viewing (standard conditions adopted by the International Commission
on Illumination, Cambridge, 1931) is defined to be 1.00 (4, p. 29).

5. Its reflectance varies slightly with time. Although the

reflectance is apparently constant with time between 550 and 750 nm,

it decreases at wavelengths less than 550 nm; this may anount to as

much as 3 percent in the violet (6, p. 378), and causes the oxide to

become slightly yellower with time. In such a case the changes in

the chromaticity coordinates, x, y, z, and the luminous reflectance,
Y, computed on the 1931 CIE basis and for CIE Illuminants A and C

are as follows:

A X A y A z A Y

CIE Illuininant A +0.001, +0.000. -0.001^ -0.001„
1 y V 3

CIE Illuminant C + .001, + .002^ - .003, - .002,

6. It is extremely fragile. However, the tendency of the coating
to chip off can be reduced if the edges are protected by deposition of
the MgO into a flat trough.

The first four properties listed make this reproducible surface
a convenient reference standard of reflectance; its usefulness is

limited by the fifth and sixth properties (lack of constancy, fragility)
which make it often desirable to use working standards of reflectance
carefully calibrated in terms of the freshly prepared MgO.
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A Laser-Source Integrating Sphere

Reflectometer

Gerhart J. KneissI and Joseph C. Richmond

Abstract

A reflectometer was developed for measuring the absolute spectral reflectance of materials at

temperatures up to 2500°K. The equipment included (1) a helium-neon laser as the source, capable of

operation at 0.6328, 1.15 or 3.39nm, (2) a 35 on diameter integrating sphere coated with sodium

chloride, (3) a lead sulfide detector, and (4) a radio frequency generator for heating the specimen by

induction. A spike filter transmitting at the laser wavelength in front of the detector absorbed most

of the background radiation from the hot specimen, and a chopped incident beam together with synchronous

amplification of the signal from the detector was used to eliminate the effect of the remaining back-

ground radiation. The integrating sphere could be evacuated, or operated under a slight positive

pressure of purified helium. An error analysis showed that the measured absolute reflectances are in

error by less than one percent. Preliminary data are presented for thoria, tungsten and graphite.

Graphite was found to be stable in reflectance on heating to 2150°K in vacuum. Both thoria and tungsten

were somewhat unstable in reflectance on heating in vacuum.

Key Words: diffuse reflectance, graphite, high temperature reflectance, infrared reflectance,

integrating sphere reflectometer, laser, reflectance, sodium chloride coating,

synchronous amplification, thoria, tungsten.
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Calorimetric Measurement of Pulsed Laser

Output Energy

D. A. JENNINGS

Abstract—There are several methods by which one may measure

the energy output of the pulsed laser. However, the technique which

seems to be most promising as far as accuracy and precision are con-

cerned is the calorimetric method. We have designed, built, and

calibrated calorimeters for measuring the output energy of the

pulsed ruby laser (6943A). The heart of the calorimeter is a small ab-

sorption cell containing an aqueous solution of CUSO4. The tempera-

ture of the absorption cell, as measured by a thermocouple, indicates

the energy absorbed by the calorimeter. The calorimeter was cali-

brated in two different ways: 1) the known heat capacity of the ab-

sorption cell and the thermocouple sensitivity calibration gives a

calorimeter calibration, which agrees within 0.3 percent of 2) an

electrical energy substitution calibration which is obtained via a

heater wire contained in the absorption cell solution. A method has

been devised by which two calorimeters may be intercompared.

Calorimeters which we have built and calibrated agree with each

Manuscript received June 23, 1966. This paper was presented at
the 1966 Conference of Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, Colo.

The author is with the National' Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colo.

other to about 0.7 percent. This specific calorimeter has been de-

signed to measure energies up to 30 J and will take peak powers o-

up to 200 MW/cm=.

Introduction

ONE OF THE IMPORTANT parameters of

pulsed laser systems is their output energy. The
application of pulsedl asers requires knowing this

energy with varying degrees of accuracy, depending on

the application. There are several methods by which

one may measure the energy output of the laser [l]-

[7]. In this paper we would like to describe an optical

calorimeter for measuring the output energy of a pulsed

laser. The calorimetric technique seems very promising

as far as accuracy and precision are concerned. The
calorimeter which is described in this paper was de-

signed to measure 0.1- to 30-J laser pulses in the 5000 to

10 000-A range.
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POLYSTYRENE FOAM

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional diagram of the calorimeter, showing layout

of components, method of supporting calorimeter absorption

cell, and position of the thermocouple.

General Description

The basis of the calorimetric system is the calorimeter

proper, which is shown in Fig. 1. The calorimeter ab-

sorption cell, filled with an absorbing solution, was sup-

ported in a massive brass housing (heat sink) by means

of small glass fibers. The brass housing was placed in

polystyrene foam insulation and the entire system en-

closed in an aluminum box. One junction of a Cu-con-

stantan thermocouple was attached to the absorption

cell, and the other junction was attached to the brass

housing. When a pulsed laser was fired into the absorp-

tion cell, the cell rose in temperature and the thermo-

couple generated a voltage proportional to the tempera-

ture difference between the absorption cell and the

brass housing. The output voltage of the thermocouple

was then a measure of the energy in the laser beam. The

voltage generated by the thermocouple was measured

with a microvoltmeter whose output was fed into a strip-

chart recorder.

The Absorption Cell

Since the heart of the system is the absorption cell,

we shall describe it in detail. Figure 2 shows a cross-

sectional view of the absorption cell. The absorption

cell was made of silver, so as to give a fast thermal

equalization to the cell. The silver cell was then electro-

plated with 2.5 X 10-* cm of gold in order that the tar-

nish problem be kept to a minimum. The cell diameter

was 3.17 cm and the depth was 3.0 mm. The wall thick-

ness was 0.50 mm. The silver cell had three small holes

near the edge. One hole was utilized for filling, and the

other two were for a heater wire. The heater wire we

shall describe later. The entrance window was made of

quartz. Eopoxy was used to bond the quartz to the silver

cell and also to seal the fill and heater-wire holes. The

cell was filled with a one molar solution of CUSO4 -51120.

The addition of 2 drops of Bendix purple ink per 10 cc

of solution extends the useful range to 5000 A, as

opposed to only 6500 A with CUSO4 solution alone. An
absorption curve of this solution is shown in Fig. 3. The

absorption coefificient a is defined by the equation

QUARTZ WINDOW

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional diagram of the calorimeter absorption cell,

showing the approximate size of components and the position of
|

the heater wire. ',

0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75

Fig. 3. Absorption spectrum of the solution used in the calorimeter
j

absorption cell. The calibration of the arbitrary log scale is I

shown and was measured at 6943 A.
j

where / is the laser beam intensity at a distance x in

the absorbing liquid, 7o is the initial laser beam inten-

sity, and X is the distance into the liquid as measured
\

from the surface. The absorption coefificient a was mea-
sured using a low intensity incoherent light source at

6943 A, and checked using the high intensity (^-switched
;

ruby laser. The cell filled with this solution will absorb
'

99.9 percent of the laser beam, not counting the Fresnel
'

losses of the window.
;

A cell of this description gave about 0.1°C tempera- >

ture rise for a 1-J input.

Calibration of the Calorimeter System
\

Great care must be taken in the calibration of the
j

calorimeter since the accuracy is no better than the
j

calibration. Two independent methods of calibration

were used. One calibration was based on the heat capac-
;

ity of the absorption ceil and the thermocouple calibra-

tion, and the second calibration was based on an elec-

trical energy substitution via the heater wire.
j

The heat capacity calibration consisted of weighing I

all the component parts of the absorption cell and then
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using the best obtainable values for the specific heats

to calculate the heat capacity of the absorption cell. All

components of the absorption were accurately weighed.

The thermocouple sensitivity was calibrated using

standard techniques. The heat capacity calibration fac-

tor for this particular calorimeter was calculated to be

3.102 ± .024 mV/J. The uncertainty was obtained by

taking into account the errors in the specific heats,

weighing, and thermocouple sensitivity. This calibra-

tion factor has also been adjusted to correct for Fresnel

reflection losses of the entrance window. The error

here was very small, since the correction was only on

the order of 4 percent. The true calibration was ob-

tained by use of the following equation

SHC, = SHC(1 - R)

where SHC is the specific heat calibration, SHC( is the

adjusted specific heat calibration, and R is the reflec-

tion as calculated from the Fresnel equations.

The electrical energy substitution calibration was ac-

complished by passing a known dc current through the

heater wire for a known length of time. The heater wire

was Teflon coated and had a resistance of 16 ohms per

foot and a total resistance of 110 ohms.

The dissipation of heat outside the cell from the leads

to the heater was small and corrected for in the calibra-

tion.

Prior to making the electrical energy substitution

calibration, all instruments were calibrated to an ac-

curacy of 0.2 percent.

The electrical energy calibration proceeded in the

following manner. The gate output from a preset scaler,

counting the line frequency (60 hertz), was used to turn

on a transistor switch. The transistor was powered by a

constant current source (constant to 0.01 percent), and

the absorption cell heater wire was in the collector cir-

cuit of the transistor. The voltage drop V across the

heater wire was measured via the calibrated strip-chart

recorder. Since the voltage V and the heater-wire resis-

tance R and the time t are known, the energy /, put

into the absorption cell, can be calculated from

J = —t.
R

A typical calibration trace obtained from the strip-

chart recorder is shown in Fig. 4. The overshoot at the

beginning of the trace was due to the close proximity of

the heater wire to the silver housing of the absorption

cell. The error, introduced because the silver housing

was warmer during the overshoot than when in an iso-

thermal condition, was small enough to be neglected.

An estimation of this error from both convection and

radiation cooling shows it to be less than 0.25 percent.

Other losses, such as conduction of heat along the wire

leads and quartz mounting fiber, were less than 0.1 per-

0 10 20 30 10 50 60

TIME IN MINUTES

Fig. 4. Typical chart trace of the calorimeter system response to a
calibration. Note the overshoot due to the close proximity of

heater wire to the silver housing. The total energy input to the
calorimeter here was 1.55 J.

cent over the entire measurement (20-30 minutes).

The electrical energy substitution calibration was
finally obtained by making an exponential extrapolation

of the thermal decay back to time = 0, as shown by the

X on the chart (Fig. 4).

The precision of the calorimeter system was deter-

mined by the reproducibility of the electrical energy

substitution calibration. The electrical energy substi-

tution calibration factor for this calorimeter system was
3.092 mV/J. This factor was the average of 13 calibra-

tion runs. The data had a standard deviation of 0.009.

The two calibrations, specific heat and electrical energy

substitution, compare very favorably with each other.

From this we assume that the accuracy and precision

is good to at least + 1 percent.

Results and Intercomparisons
OF Calorimeters

A typical output of the calorimeter system for a nor-

mal ruby laser is shown in Fig. 5. Notice here that there

was no overshoot as compared with the electrical cali-

bration. The output energy of the laser was found by
making the exponential extrapolation to time = 0, indi-

cated by the x on the chart, and then dividing the de-

flection at time = 0 by the calibration factor.

Two calorimeter systems of the same basic design

were intercompared with a setup as shown in Fig. 6.

The technique was to measure the reflectivity R of the

beam splitter. This position of calorimeter, as shown in

Fig. 6, was the A position and the reflectivity of the

beam splitter was Ra- Then the calorimeters were inter-

changed to position B, and Rb measured. Now if

calorimeter No. 1 was assumed to be correct, and
calorimeter No. 2 was in error by a fractional amount A
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Fig. 5. Typical chart trace of the calorimeter system response to

normal ruby laser pulse. Note here that there is no overshoot at

the beginning of the trace. The energy in the laser pulse for this

shot was 2.77 J.

50% BEAM SPLITTER

LASER CALORIMETER #1

a
CALORIMETER #=2

Fig. 6. Block diagram of apparatus arrangement used in the inter-

comparison of two calorimeters.

where

£2^ - E2
A =

where £2' is the true incident on calorimeter No. 2,

and £2 is the apparent energy, then A can be shown to

be equal to

For lasers which have a polarized output, i.e. 90° or

60°-oriented ruby laser rods, the laser rod must be

oriented properly, relative to the beam splitter. This was
easily done to ± 1°, and represented an error of no more
than +0.1 percent.

Using this technique, we find a A for our calorimeter

systems of 0.007. This result was from an average of 10

comparison runs. The data had a standard deviation of

0.002.

Discussion

We have made several calorimeters modeled after

the same basic design with modifications to include

cone shaped absorption cells, a different absorbing

liquid (CUCI2+ H2O), and Brewster's angle input. We
have tested the calorimeters with laser energies up to

15 J (normal laser) and powers up to 150-200 mega-
watts ((2-switched), and found no anomalies in the

calorimeters. It would seem possible to scale the calo-

rimeter components to make calorimeter systems that

would measure very high energies, say 10^ J with one

percent accuracy and precision, by using a large aper-

ature, large volume calorimeter so as not to exceed a

certain energy density, in order to avoid a change in

state of the absorbing fluid.
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Radiometric Methods for Measuring

Laser Output

D. A. McSparron, C. A. Douglas, and H. L. Badger

NBS Technical Note 1^18

The output of pulsed lasers may be measured with reasonable

accuracy by modifications of established radiometric methods. The

receiver, thermopile or phototube, is used ballistically. It is

calibrated by an incandescent-lamp standard of spectral irradiance.

The laser beam is attenuated to make its irradiation on the receiver

comparable to that from the calibrating source. Attenuation is

accomplished by intercepting the entire laser beam on a diffusely

reflecting surface. The attenuation factor is determined from direct

measurement of the reflectance of this diffusing surface and the geo-

metric constants of the system. The accuracy of the measurement of

laser output is dependent upon the accuracy of calibration of the

standard of spectral irradiance and the accuracy with which the

spectral sensitivity of the receiver, the spectral transmittance of

the band-pass filters, and the reflectance of the diffuser can be

determined. Measurements made with different photoelectric receivers

agree to about 1.5% using a 1/4-joule pulsed ruby laser as a source.

Total uncertainty is estimated to be about 5%. Measurements made

using these radiometric methods have been compared with calorimetric
measurements and a discrepancy of 9% was observed.

Key Words : Laser, radiometry, laser energy measurement, radio-
metric calibration, photoelectric photometry, optical attenuator.

1. Introduction

The rapid development of laser technology has left workers in the field without recog-
nized methods of measuring the parameters of interest. The situation is particularly bad
in the measurement of the energy emitted from pulsed lasers. Discrepancies of 25% or more
have been common. Two widely differing approaches to the problem have been popular, namely,
radiometric and calorimetric. A common calorimetric approach entails the absorption of the

entire laser beam in a liquid. The temperature rise of the liquid is then a measure of the
total energy contained in the pulse. Calorimetric measurements are difficult to perform
because of the low signal levels obtained from low energy pulsed lasers, usually a few
microvolts, and because of the long recycling times, thirty minutes or more. In addition,
no information can be obtained from calorimetric measurements on the peak power levels of
the pulse. The work described in this paper employs a radiometric approach. In addition
to the advantages of relatively high signal levels and fast recycling times, a radiometric
method can provide information about the peak power levels in the pulse through the display
of the receiver output on an oscilloscope. Although the work to date has involved only a

relatively low powered, approximately 1/4-joule, conventional ruby laser operated at 694.3
nm, the measurement techniques and procedures should be readily applicable to a wide range
of energies and wavelengths.

A pulsed laser beam differs from conventional sources in that it is highly monochro-
matic, extremely intense, of short time duration, and in some cases polarized. These proper-
ties require modification of conventional radiometric measurement techniques if existing
standards are to be used for the calibration. Such receivers as vacuum phototubes, photo-
multipliers and thermopiles can tolerate maximum incident power levels only of the order of
milliwatts/cm^ for conventional tubes or at most watts/cm^ for present biplanar photodiodes.
Beyond these levels physical damage occurs. Since instantaneous power levels in laser
beams run to megawatts/cm^ and higher, some attenuation device is necessary. An ideal--——

The complete Technical Note 418 is given in Section 6

of this Volume 7; see pages 336 to 350.
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A Laser Power Meter for Large Beams*

D. A. JKNNINI.-. AND E. O. VVesT

Radio Sltvidards Pliysics Dhision, National Bureau of Slaiidards, Boulder, Colorado 80302

(Received 6 October 1969; and in final form, 29 December 1969)

A power nieier is descrilied in detail for large or divergent laser beams, either cw or repel itivelj' pulsed. Tlie meter

measures the llow of heal generated by the beam and is calibrated with an electrical heater wound just behind the

absorbing surface, Tlie meter is capable of power measurements of 1 to 30 W accurate to ±2.5%..

INTRODUCTION

''~|]~^1IE measiirenicnt of avcragi.- cw laser power is often a

^ routine operation, especialh- if ihe laser beam is well

colliniated and less than 1 cm in cross section. The measure-

ment is not so simple when the beam is large in diameter,

sa}' 5 to 10 cm, or not well coUimated, as in diode lasers

or laser beams which have been made to diverge.

W'e would like to describe a simple device, which allows

the meastu'ement, on an absolute basis, of the average

power of lasers of large diameter and/or divergent beams.

The device is also useful for the measurement of average

power of repetitiveh' pulsed lasers.

The instrument is designed to measure average power

from 1.0 to 30.0 \V; however, there seems to be no reason

wh\' the deface cannot be scaled to higher or lower powers.

In what follows we shall describe in detail, the construction

of the instrument, its calibration, and operating

characteristics.

THE INSTRUMENT

The entire instrument, which we will call a disk calorim-

eter (DC), is constructed of aluminum alloy 6061 with

a vapor blasted, black anodized finish. In Fig. 1 we show a

cross section of the DC, which has cxlindrical synmretry

about a horizontal axis. The main parts of the DC are the

disk,. which absorbs the radiation and converts it to heat;

the conducting tube, which carries the heat to the sink;

the themiopile, which measm^es the temperature gradient

in the tube ; and a calibrating electric heater. The absorbing

disk is 0.5 mm thick and the conducting tube has a wall

thickness of 0.5 mm and is 1.2 cm long. In order to avoid

the thermal resistances of mechanical connections, the

disk, the conducting tube, and heat sink with its vertical

cooling fuis are machined from a solid block of aluminum.

The front *.urface of the disk is painted with a special flat

black paint.' The characteristics of this surface are dis-

cussed later.

The principle of operation is as follows: The laser beant

of interest is made to fall on the disk where it is converted

into heat.- This heat raises the temperature of the disk and

causes a temperature difference Ar to be established along

the tube connecting the disk with the heat sink. The heat is

then dissipated into the air via the cooling lins. The AT",

which is generated along the tube, is measured by a four-

junction series connected copper-constantan thermopile

of 0.13 mm wire (No. 36 gauge). Since the anodized finish

forms an insulating layer, the thermocouple junctions are

placed in contact with the cylinder and epoxyed in place,

the hot junction near the disk and the cold junction near

the heat sink. The junctions are distributed sjTnmetrically

about the c)'linder.

On the back side of the disk, at a 3 mm distance from the

cylinder, is a ledge on which is wound a heater wire of 0.13

mm manganese wire (No. 36 gauge). It has a resistance of

appro.\'imately 90 Q, and is connected to feedthroughs by

18 gauge copper wire. This heater allows one to electrically

calibrate the DC by Joule heating.

CALIBRATION AND TEST

The calibration is effected by determining the sensitivity

to electrical heating Sei of the meter in the following

manner: The output voltage of the thermocouples is

amplified by a suitable microvoltmeter and then recorded

on a strip chart. A known amount of power is supplied

to the DC by applying a known voltage to the heater and

the output in microvolts is read from the chart recorder.

The Sci is then

5w=mV/W..

The data for a t>'pical calibration run are shown in Table I.

Heal Sink

Conc3ucting Tube -

Fig. 1 . Cross sec-

tion of the disk calo-

rimeter. A laser beam
incident on the disk

is converted to heat

which sets up a tem-

perature gradient in

the conducting tube.

The gradient is

sensed by the

thermopile.

Cooling Fins ' !

Heoler Feed-lhroogh '
j {

Thermopile
Heoler - •

j

Copper Terminol Blocks
-^^^'^

\
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Taiii.k I. IClcctrical culibralioii (laU for ihc disk ca!orii-ui:;

I'f'i, '1., A ir.K.-. ',1 ;i.

Iy(ii<;i,l milpiii Ikuh
ilihl'. <::iii)rlim-lcr iii re-

sponse lo a conslant

cleclricai |)<)\v6r. The
power was turncfl on al

50 sec and off al 210 sec.

oO 120 ISO 340

Time in sec

The calibration is over the power range 1-20 W. The zero

drift was measured over several hours and was less than

0.5 mV. Zero slal)ilil>- is required for accurate calibration

and power ni(Msurnm-nt . if the Hat black j-iaint absorbed all

of the incident laser beams then the calibration would be

complete, but as one might expect, it does not. We have

measured this particular paint and found it to be llat from

400 to 1060 nm and at 10.6 y.. The total reflection r from

the surface was measured to be 4.0%. The damage thres-

hold for the black paint, as measured by a CO2 laser, is

500 W/cm-. The sensitivity to laser input Si is obtained

from Sei by correcting for this reflection

5,=5c/(l-r)->.

This calibration has been compared with otlier methods

developed at NBS and we find agreement to 3%.-

The instrument requires 50 sec to reach 99% of its

ultimate reading. A calibration trace is shown in Fig. 2.

We have compared the time development of the response

of the DC to both laser power and Joule heating and find

no difference; however, this point is strictly relevant only

to the time required to make a measurement, since the

DC is used in the steady state mode.

ACCURACY

Since one ma)' know the voltage and resistance better

than 0.1% and the absorption of the surface better than

1.0%, it would seem that the accuracy is limited by other

quantities not so easily measurable, such as thermal emf, a

constant rate of change in ambient temperature, linearity

of the readout electronics, and changes in ambient lighting

conditions during a power measurement. In some power

measurements one may need to be concerned with pump

T'ower

] .'/J.v W
4.9H
9.W0
14.94

19.71

Response .SensilivitV'' .S',

405.2

X11.2

1212.

1 59X.

^2.76 mV. W
82.46

81.69

fil.ll

81.08

lamp light and electrical noise from the laser electronics. In

various versions of the apparatus we have fabricated the

DC of copper and have used different thenuocouple

material and different calibrated microvollmetcrs and chart

recorders. The various versions behave in essentially the

same way. The DC fabricated of copper behaves essential!}-

as the aliuninimi DC, with the exception of response time

which is twice as fast.

The largest source of error is geometrical variation of

response over the stirface of the disk. In order to ascertain

the magnitude of this error, we used a laser beam of 5 W to

probe the response. The laser power level was held to ±1%
during the measurements. Beams of three different diam-

eters were used, 5.5, 4.0, and 2.0 cm. Table II shows the

results of this test. We feel that the 4 cm beam reads very

close to the true power. The 2 cm beam, which exaggerates

the nonuniformity, read dilTerent by only 3%.

For accurate measurements the small variation of 5,.;

with power (Table I) should be taken into account. We feel

that this nonlinearity is due to convection cooling of the

disk; however, this can be calibrated out by performing

the calibration at the power level for which the DC is to be

used.

With the foregoing in mind, we can now sec how the

errors propagate through the calibration. The sensitivity

to a laser beam in terms of its factors is

5i=(i2A=)Z)(l-r)-'G,

where R is the resistance of the heater, v is the voltage

applied to the heater, D is the deflection in microvolts as

read from the chart recorder, r is the total reflection, from

the disk, and G is the geometrical response factor. The

Table II. Power indicalcd by the disk calorimeter as a function of

beam si/.e with a 5 \V input beam.

'Beam size Power

5.5 cm 4.96 \V

4.0 5.0

2.0 5.16
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iraciional error in Si is ihen given by the expression ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Laser Power and Energy Measurements I

TECHNICAL NOTE 382
ISSUED OCTOBER 1969

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 382, 64 pages (Oct. 1969)

D. A. Jennings, E. D. West, K. M. Evenson

A. L. Rasmussen, and W. R. Simmons

Most laser calorimeters operate in a con-
stant temperature environment. The calorimeters
can be used as deflection devices or the data can be
analyzed by extrapolation or integration. Consid-
eration of the heat flow problem common to all of
these methods points up the underlying assumptions
and the possible errors involved.

Calorimeters for measuring the output
energy of pulsed ruby and neodymium glass lasers
have been built and calibrated. The absorbing
medium is an aqueous solution of CuSO^^. Cali-

bration of laser energy detectors has been estimated
uncertainty of -f 2.% for input energies of O.IJ to
lOOJ. Comparisons of absorption cell calorimeters
with metal plate calorimeters agree within Vfo,

Instrumentation is described that is used for
the calibration of CW laser power meters. The
calibration unit employs an absorption cell calori-
meter to calibrate the output of a photovoltaic cell
transfer detector. The power meter to be calibrated
is then compared to the calibrated output of the
transfer detector. The calibrations are within an
accuracy of 4^.

A discussion and description is also given
of several types of calorimeters that have been
used to measure the output of a 100 watt CO^

laser. The most recent design provides for
measurement from 1 watt to 5 kilowatts with a
measured accuracy of better than 3^.

Key words: Calorimetry; laser; laser calorime-
try; laser energy; laser power.
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THE WAIDNER-BURGESS STANDARD OF LIGHT

By H. T. Wensel, Wm. F. Roeser, L. E. Barbrow, and F. R. Caldwell

ABSTRACT

A source of light sufficiently reproducible to serve as a fundamental photo-
metric reference standard has been obtained by carrying out the original sugges-
tion of Waidner and Burgess to immerse a hollow inclesure in a bath of molten
platinum and to make observations during the period of freezing.

The platinum, of exceptionally high puiity, was contained in thorium oxide
crucibles and was heated by means of a high-frequency induction furnace. The
brightness of the source, reproducible to 0.1 per cent, was 58.84 international
candles per. square centimeter.
The platinum used was not appreciably contaminated by being melted and'

frozen over 100 times in crucibles of fused thorium oxide. Various tests indicated
that the platinum was at all times purer than 99.997 per cent.
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I. EXISTING UNITS AND STANDARDS

Since visible light, by its very definition, involves physiological and
psychological reactions, it is not possible to derive a unit of light from
the units of a purely physical system. To measure light, an arbitrary
unit must be established, in addition to the arbitrary units upon which
a physical system may be based. For example, a unit of huninous
intensity might be defined as the light corresponding to radiatioii of
a specified spectral distribution or quality and of a specified energy
flux per unit solid angle. Such a unit would have the appearance of
being derived from those of the physical system, but light is of such a
nature that the derivation has no special significance, the practical
value of the unit depending solely upon its reproducibility.

At present there are no means available for determining radiant-

energy quantitatively with an accuracy approaching that desired in.

modem photometry. Consequently, instead of describing the radiant
energy, we are obhged to fall back upon a specification of the source
which produces it. Any light source, therefore, which is reproducible
from specifications, and which consequently emits visible radiation
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the quantity and quality of which are fixed by such specifications,

may be used as a fundamental reference standard. As another con-
sequence of the nature of light, any such standard defines a unit of

only' limited applicability, in that it can be used to evaluate light of

any other spectral distiibution only by introducing an additional

specification regarding the relative weights to be assigned to radia-

tions of various wave lengths. Fortimately, such a specification, in

the form of a table of visibility factors, has already been adopted by
the International Commission on Illumination.^

Beginning with the sperm candle defined in the British metropolitan
gas act of 18G0, a large number of standards, more or less reproducible

from specifications, have been proposed and some of them adopted.
The most widely used have been the Pentane lamp, described by
H. E. Vernon Harcourt ^ in 1877 and the Hefner lamp devised by
F. von Hefner Alteneck ^ in 1884. These fiame standards are not,

however, satisfactory, first because the lamps themselves are not
accurately reproducible, and second because their light output is

dependent to a great extent on atmospheric conditions which can not

be controlled with sufficient accuracy.

A standard entirely different in principle was proposed by Violle.'*

This standard is a luminous surface of platinum at its freezing point,

the light from 1 square centimeter of which is called the Violle. It

seemed to give promise of ending the search for a satisfactory repro-

ducible standard and was adopted by the International Electrical

Congress in 1889, the one-twentieth part of the Violle being given the

name "Bougie decimale." However, this standard proved to be

even less reproducible than the fiame standards. The presence of a

slight amount of foreign material on the sinfacc greatly afl'ects the

amount of light emitted. Moreover, it was foimd by Burgess that

the emission from incandescent platinum has a well-marked discon-

tinuity at the freezing point, a decrease of some 15 per cent for rod

fight occurring upon freezing without change in temperature. ^Muit-

ever the cause, published values ^ for the light emitted by the Violle

standard difi'cr by over 20 per cent from the originaUy assigned value.

No fundamental reference standard reproducible accurately

enough for the purposes of modern photometry has been available ami

no one primary standard has been universally accepted. In 1909

the then existing units of candlepower of Great Biitain, France, and

the United States were brought into agreement ^ and the resultant

unit was termed the international candle. Gei'many and the otiicr

countries which had previously adopted the Hefner standard con-

tinued to use the unit derived therefrom, but its value was accepted

as being 0.9 of tlie international candle. The international unit has

since then been maintained by means of carbcni-filainent lamps de-

posited in tlie various national laboratories. Wliile these lani])s have

for the present tlie status of ])rima]-y standards, it was recognized nt

the time that their adoption was oidy a temporary expedient and tliat

they would in time be superseded by some reproducible standard.

1 Rccucil dos TravftUT, I. C.I. Gth sessinn, p. G7, Geneva; 192't. See also B. S. Sci. Papers, 19, p. 131; rJ'--i-

21. Trans, nium. lOii^'. Soo., 18, p. 17(5; VJ2'l; and 20, p. 02'J; 11)25.

2 B. A. Ucp(jrt, I). S'l,';; \>m.
' K. '1'. Z., 5, p. 20; im.
* U. It., HH, p. 171; 1H79; Ann. do Cliini. ct Phys., 3, p. 373; ISS^l.

3 B. S. l^ull., Z, V- 5'Jl; KIM.
0 Zs. f. Instrlc, II, p. IGl; IK'Jl; 14, p. 207; 18<J4.

' B. S. Circular No. 15; lUO'J.
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II. BLACK-BODY RADIATION STANDARDS

In 1908 Waidner and Burgess ^ suggested as n. standard of light a
black body immersed in a bath of freezing platinum. This suggestion
retained the one desirable feature possessed by the Violle standard,
namely, a reproducible temperature at which to operate the radiator,
and at the same time avoided the variations arising from the character
of the radiating surface. This suggestion received much favorable
conunent, but it was many years before any serious attempt was made
to realize the standard in practice.

In 1924, Ives ^ set up a light source somewhat along the lines of the
Waidner-Burgess suggestion. He fashioned cylinders of platinum
foil, the ends of which were clamped in heavy terminals. An electric

current passing through the platinum was regulated so as to bring
the temperature up slowly to the point where the cylinders melted.
A longitudinal slit in the platinum foil permitted the Hght from the
interior "black body" to emerge and to be compared with other
light sources. Although Ives did not reaUze the standard of Waidner
and Burgess, he perfected a source which was reproducible to a higher
degree than any previously devised. For the brightness of this source
Ives obtained a value of 55.40 candles per square centimeter.
In 1926, Brodhun and Hoffmann '° set up a black-body furnace,

the temperature of which was determined by the fusion of a small bit

of pure platinum welded between the hot junctions of a 90 Pt-10 Rh
to 60 Pt-40 Rh thermocouple. The melting of the pure platinum
manifested itself in a slight halt in the emf .-time curve of the thermo-
couple, so that observations, made slightly before and slightly after the
thermocouple indicated the melting temperature, could be corrected
by means of the thermocouple readings. The result obtained by
these workers was 65.24 Hefners per square centimeter, which, on the
basis of the conversion factor 0.9, is equivalent to 58.72 international
candles per square centimeter. Comparisons of candlepower of

carbon-filament standard lamps made between the Physikalisch-
Technische Reichsanstalt and the National Bureau of Sta ndards dur-
ing the last decade have been somewhat discordant, but on the whole
have indicated that the ratio of the Hefner unit to the candle as

maintained at the bureau is somewhat less than 0.9. Measijrements
made on a group of lamps in 1926 gave a ratio of 0.893. On this

basis the result obtained by Brodhun and Hoffmann is equivalent to

58.26 candles per square centimeter.
Since Brodhun and Hoffmann used resistance furnaces wound with

iridium and with a platinum-iridium alloy, the platinum melt sample
was subject to contamination by iridium. A platinum wire which
was allowed to remain in the furnace at a temperature near the melting
point of platinum was found after some time to have undergone a
marked change in thermoelectric properties in a direction to indicate

the addition of iridium. Another source of error lies in the fact that
it is practically impossible to secure temperature uniformity in a
resistance-wound furnace. No estimate is given of the temperature
differences existing within the furnaces used by Brodhun and Hoff-

« Elec. World, 5Z, p. 625; 1908.

« J. Frank. Inst., 197, p. 147; 1924. Also Rec. des Travaui I. O. I. Geneva, p. 77; 1924.
10 Zeits f. Phys., 37, p. 137; 1920.
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mann. They merely state that the reading of the thermocouple,
depended on its location in the furnace.

The contamination of the platinum specimen by iridium is perhaps
of no great consequence, since each specimen is in the furnace only
for the length of time required to make one run. The temperature
differences within the furnace present a more serious difhculty.

Brodhun and Hoffmann observed the light coming from a small
auxiliary hollow inclosure within the furnace, the thermoelement and
bit of platinum being behind the back wall of this small cavity. The
remarlvably consistent results obtained in this work do not necessarily

indicate that the specimen of platinum and the inner black body were
at the same temperature, since a constant difference in temperature
would iike\\'ise yield consistent results. In any case the question
remains whether the conditions existing in the furnaces used in this

work could be reproduced in furnaces constructed in other labora-

tories.

Fleury " and Chappius have been working with a black body,
the temperature of which is defined by the ratio (A^) of its radiation

(at wave length 0.G22 /x) to that of a black body held at the gold point.

The ratio is measured by means of a spectrophotometer and a sector

disk. For a radiator matching in color the carbon filament standard
lamps N lies between 450 and 470. The precision is^ estimated at

better than 1.4 per cent.

Since in the source used by Ives only a comparatively narrow rin<^

is at the melting point, much of the light emitted comes initially from
colder portions of the tube. It was to be expected, therefore, that

the value obtained by Brodhun and Hofl'mann for a black body
within a furnace would be somewhat higher than the value obtained

for the brightness of the platinum cyhnder source, but the large diU'er-

ence actually foimd was somewhat disturbing. This diU'crence

showed the necessity for further experimental work, and when such

was undertaken at the National Bureau of Standards in July, 192S,

it was decided to set up a source in exactly the manner suggested by
Waidncr and Burgess, namely, to immerse a black body in a bath of

molten platinum and to take observations during the time the plati-

num is solidifying.

III. APPARATUS AND METHODS
1. THE FURNACE AND CRUCIBLE

In the present woi'k especial attention was given to the elimination

of the two possible soiu-ces of error which may have been present in

the work of Brodhun and Ilofi'mann, contamination of the platinum

by metallic vapors and lack of temperatiu-e uniformity. The use of

an induction furnace to generate the heating currents in the piatinuni

itself eliminated all the usual sources of contamination with the excep-

tion of the refractories used to hold the platinum and to provuic

thermal insulation.

The uniformity of temperature, whicli was sought by inuncrsini:

the black body in molten platinum, was further promoted by l i''

violent stirring in the metal whicli residts from the action of tlK'

"1 Ami. <\o I'liys. et do Chimic, 5, p. L'OS; I'.i'JO.

"U'roi;. I. 0. 1, .Siirnuac Inn, pj). 1102 tirid im; VJ'23,
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ni;i!i:notic (iold of the coil of the induction furnace on the currents
induced in the juetnl. Thus when the metal is allowed to cool slowly
without entirely cutting oil" the power supplied to the furnace, a prac-
tically uniform temperature within tlie metal is assured at the instant
solidification begins.

The arrangement of crucible, immersed black body or sight tube,

insulation, and platinum is shown in Figure 1 and a photograph of a

Figure 1.

—

Cross section showing the -platinum crucible

and insulation

cut-away view of the assembly in Figure 2. The crucible and sight

tube, as described elsewhere in this journal, were made of fused
thorium oxide. They were surrounded by two layers of the same
material, the inner layer being fused and ground and the outer un-
fuscd. The unfused material provides the greater part of the thermal
insulation, but it is subject to a large shrinkage upon heating to high

« B. S. J. of Research, C, p. 1131; 1931.
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temperatures. The purpose of the fused material next to the crucible
is to prevent lealcage of the platinum through cracks which develop
in the crucible. No trouble was experienced due to cracking of the
sight tubes because of the slight temperature gradient through them.
The inside dimensions of the crucibles were substantially as follows:

Diameter at the top 22 mm, diameter at the bottom 17 mm, height
45 mm. The sight tube had an inside diameter of 2.5 mm, a wall
thickness between 0.2 and 0.3 mm, and was filled to a depth of about
15 mm, with finely ground fused thorium oxide. The opening in the
cover of the crucible was 1.5 mm in diameter, and was coaxial with
the sight tube.

2. THE PLATINUM

As a result of studies on the purification of the platinum metals by
Wichers, Gilchrist, and Swanger,^* the production of platinum of

exceptionally high purity has been for some ycnvs a matter of routine
at the National Bureau of Standards. Two lots of platinum so

prepared were used. The first lot, designated as ingot No. 1, was
melted and frozen some 150 times in four dift'erent crucibles of thorium
oxide, and the second lot, designated as ingot No. 2, was melted and
frozen about 1 00 times in two crucibles. These two ingots of pi a t inum
were tested, both before and after use, for temperature coelficicnt of

resistance, for thermoelectric properties, for impurities spectro-
graphically and for iron by chemical analysis. The results of these

tests, summarized in Table 1 below, show that the purity of the plati-

num was not decreased appreciably by repeated melting and freezing

in the thorium oxide crucibles.

Table 1.

—

Results of tests indicative of the purity of the platinum used

Criterion of purity

Ingot No. 1 Ingot No. 2

Before use After use Before uso After uso

Emf. (microvolt at
1,200° C), V. Stand-
ard platinum.

Temperature coefDcient
of resistance

Rm-Ro
.

100 Ro
Chemical analysis

Spectrographic analysis.

33 89 40 51.

0.003904.

0.99997 to 0.99998 Ol

plntinnni.
Fo, very weak;
On, wc.ik; Al,
traco ]\r^', none?;
Others, none.

0.003918

0.99908 to 0.99999
of platinum.

0.003903

0.99997 to 0.99998

of platinum.
Spec troscoplc

traces of iron
and calcium.

0.003915.-

0.99998 of platinum.

Fe, very weak;
Ca, weak; A I,

trace; Mg, trace;

others, none.

While the thermoelectric test is, pei'ha]is, the most sensitive that

can be applied in the detection of impurities, the temperature coeffi-

cient is generally recognized as the surest guide since small amounts
of any impurity will lower the temperature coefficient. The highest

value of which we have record for platinum is 0.003925, which may
be taken as the value for annealed platinum free from all imp.urities.

TUthough thei'e are few data available for estimating the effect of

small amounts of impurities on the freezing point of platinum, the

indications are that the amount of impurity present in the platinum
used in this work was not great enough to change the freezing point

" Trans. A. I. M. M. E., 76, p. 602; 1928.
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by more than 0.1° or 0.2° C, corresponding to a change in brightness
of tlie standard of less than 0.2 per cent. Any pLitinum having a
tcin]'>cratnrc cocnicicnt of resistaiico of 0.00390 or more should serve
to rcprodnco the standard within the Hniits that can be detected
photometrically.

3. THE PHOTOMETRIC ARRANGEMENT

The substitution method of photometry was employed, the general
arrangement of the apparatus being shown schematically in Figure 3.

This is a lionzontal plan view excepting that the black body furnace,
F, and the 45° total reflecting prism above it arc shown rotated from
their true position through an angle of 90° about the dotted line.

Light from the opening in the black body at F passes vertically
upward, is turned through an angle of 90° by the prism and passes
horixontall}'- through the lens L and the diaphragm K. The dia-
phragm was chromium plated and then blackened. The lens L
forms an image of the opening in the black body upon the reflecting

test plato H of magnesium carbonate. is a transmitting test plate

r^i

—

) M

' Dc •

Figure 3.

—

Plan diagram of the 'photometer and track

illuminated by light from a comparison lamp M. The apparent
brightnesses of these two test plates as seen in the Lummer-Brodhun
photometer head at P are adjusted to equality by moving the com-
parison source.

The optical principle employed is that the illumination of an image
produced b}'' an optical system is equal to the product of the bright-

ness of the object and the solid angle of the cone of rays illuminating

the image multiplied by the transmission of the optical system.
The illumination Eb on the test plate H due to the image of the

black-body opening is given by the formula,

BAT
En= -

(1)

where
J5= the brightness of the black body in candles per square centi-

meters.

A = the area in square centimeters of the opening in diaphragm K.
T= the transmission of the lens and prism.
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and
Z> = the distance in centimeters between the diaphragm K and the

test plate H.
The illumination Es on the test plate H due to the light incident

on it from the standard lamp S is given by the formula

where
/=the candle power of the standard lamp S.

and
Ds= the distance between the standard lamp S and the test

plate H.
If the distance between the comparison lamp M and the trans-

mitting test plate A'^ is Dc when a photometric balance is obtained

with ifiumination Eb on the test plate H, and Dc/, when a photo-

metric balance is obtained with illumination Es on test plate H, then

Eb_PcI (3)

Es Dc'

Substituting the values above for Eb and Es in equation (3)

^^(sf) ' {^) ' ^ (4)

In this work six standard lamps comprising one of the groiips of

*'primary" carbon lamps by which the international candle is main-
tained at the National Bureau of Standards were used. The color

temperature of these lamps is approximately 2,080°K., which is only
35° higher than that of the black body at the freezing point of plati-

num. Thus, practically no difficulties due to color difference were
encountered in the photometric work.
The horizontal candlepower of the primary carbon standards used

was about 17 and the distance Ds between the standard lamps S and
test plate // was about 125 cm, resulting in an illumination on the

test plate of approximately 11m candles. By suitably choosing the

distance D and the size of the opening in the diaphragm K, approxi-
mately the same illumination was obtained when light from the black
body during the freezing of the platinum was incident on the test

plate. Thus, all photometric measurements that are used to calculate

the black body brightness were made with the same photometer field

brightness. Also, the distances Dc and Dc/ were nearly equal, so that

only their difference need be known accurately. The photometric
D

settings from which the ratio was determined were automatically

recorded on a drum chart, thus producing freezing and cooling curves
such as the one shown in Figure 4.

4. METHOD OF MAKING OBSERVATIONS

As explained before, the metal in the liquid state undergoes a
violent stirring action so that the entire mass cools to the freezing
point before any part of it begins to solidify. For this reason only the
observations taken during freezing were used, although the melts were
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usually observed. The melts did not difTer materially from the
freezes, but were usually not as sharply delincd at beginning and end.
As shown in Figure 4 luidercooling before freezing almost invariably
oecurred.
The procedure in making a run was as follows: The platinum was

heated, and all necessary adjustments made to center the image of
the black-body opening upon the test plate. To mcasiu'e the distances
from the test plate to the standard lamps and to the diaphragm a steel

bar was next clamped in position along the optical axis of the lens.

The bar had three calibrated reference marks, one near each end and
one at the location of the socket for the standard lamp S. It was
over 3 m in length, being some 12 to 15 cm shorter than the distance
between the test plate and diaphi-agm. The bar was adjusted until

. L

Figure 4.

—

AuLomalic record of a typical mcU and freeze

the middle scratch coincided with the center of the lamp socket at S
and the distances from the diapln-agm K to one end scratch and from
the test plate H to the other end scratch were measured with a short

steel scale to within 0.2 mm.
Throughout each run the carbon comparison lamp was maintained

at a constant voltage such that its color temperature was approxi-

mately midway between that of the black-body standard and that of

the standard carbon lamps. The observer made photometric measure-
ments first on three standard lamps, then on three successive freezes

of the platinum standard, and fmally on three additional standard
lamps. Electrical measurements on both the standard and the

comparison lamps were made by means of a 5-dial Dieselhorst poten-
tiometer. Following these photometric measurements, the stec^ bar
was again clamped in position on the optical axis and the distance

measurements repeated.
The photometric settings made during a run were usually all rec-

orded on a single drum chart. The distances between the average
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settings of the comparison lamp for the black-body standard and for

the standard lamps were measured by a steel scale to an accuracy of

about 0.2 mm.
A sample data sheet is given below. The symbols used have the

following meanings

:

D, the distance between the diaphragm and the test plate.

D„ the distance between the center of the standard lamp socket and the test plate.

Dc, the distance between the comparison lamp and the transmitting test plate

when a photometric balance is obtained with illumination from the black
body in freezing platinum (obtained from drum charts).

De'y the distance between the comparison lamp and the transmitting test plate

when a photometric balance is obtained with illumination from the
standard lamp (obtained from drum charts).

Date: October 10, 1929.
Drum charts: 46 and 47.

Observer: W. F. R.
Distance measurements:

cm
D, before photometric measurements 341. 57
D, after photometric measurements. 341. 60

Mean value of D 341. 59

D„ before photometric measurements 125. 74
D„ after photometric measurements 125. 77

Mean value of D, — 125. 76

Standard lamp data

Lamp No.

Voltage Current

2)/

Rated
During
measure-
ments

Rated
During
measure-
ments

Volis
48.900
48. 900
49.460
49.460
49.460
60. 459

Volts
48. 900
48. 900
49. 460
49. 460
49. 460
50.459

Amps.
1.3314
1. 3291
1. 3203
1. 3292
1.3269
1.3320

Amps.
1. 3310
1. 3292
1. 3218
1. 3292
1. 3209
1. 3322

Candles
17. 74

17. 49
17. 68
17.76
17.64
18. 13

cm
120. 35
120. 09
120. 65
126. 20
126. 20
125. 18

45 -

49 -

60
64 — -

17. 723 126. 19

Data on platinum freezes

Freeze No.

1

cm
120. 69
126. 99
126. 88

2-

3-

Mean 126. 85

A, area of opening in diaphragm cm^.. 2. 8598
T, transmission of lens and prism per cent.. 76. 93

The brightness of the black body immersed in freezing platinum, computed
from the equation (see equation (4), p. 1110)

is 13=68.82 candles/cm2.
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Tlio dinmctcr of the o])cninrr in the diaphrngm K w.as measured
both willi a luicroscojie coinpai^ator by tlie length mcasiircments
section of the National l^ureau of Standards and with gag-es by the
gago section. The opening was found to l)e very slightly out of

romid, and tliis fact was taken into account in calculating the area.

The nieasiu'einent of the combined transmission of the lens and
prism, which entej-s in the result to the first order, and which proved
to be somewhat of a problem, was made by two independent methods.
In the lirst, termed the box method, a rectangular light box was
constructed, the front of which contained a circular opening through
which the rear wall could be viewed. The inside walls were coated
with the fumes from bm-ning magnesium ribbon, and several incan-
descent lamps were placed inside the box and screened so as to

illuminate the rear wall as uniformly as possible. The voltage of

the lamps was adjusted so that the color temperature of the light

from the box and that of the comparison lamp were made equal to

that of the black body. Observations were then made by matching
the comparison test plate with the rear wall of the box, first directly

and next with the prism and lens interposed between the light box
and tlie photometer head. The identical area of the rear wall of the
box could not bo viewed in the two observations so that irregularities

in the brightness of this wall afl'ected the consistency of the results

obtained. By making a large number of determinations the effect

of nonuniformity of the brightness of the rear wall should be elimi-

nated. However, it was deemed advisable to check the results thus
obtained by an entirely different method, using an optical pyrometer.

In the optical-pyrometer method, the black-body standard itself

was used as a source of uniform brightness and proper spectral

distribution. An optical pyrometer was sighted through the lens

and prism into the black body during freezing of the platinum and
the current through the pyrometer lamp necessary to secure a match
was determined. The red screen was, of course, removed from the
pyrometer for this purpose. Next a sector disk having the same
transmission as that which the box method had yielded for the lens

and prism was substituted for these optical parts, and the current
through the pyrometer lamp necessary to secure a match during
a freeze of the platinum was agam determined. Two other sectors

were also used, one having a slightly greater and one a slightly smaller

transmission than the lirst in order to determine the relation between
the current through the lamp and tbe traiismission in this region.

As it happened, the last two sectors were scarcely needed because the

cm-rent tin'ough the lamp in the two cases, when the first sector and
when the lens and prism were used, difl'ered by only 1 part in 10,000,

corresponding to a difference of 1 part in 2,000 in the transmission.

Each of three obsci-vers made 4 sets of observations, representing

in all IS freezes using the first sector and IS freezes using the lens

and prism. The values obtained are listed, in Table 2,
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Table 2.

—

Data on transmission of lens and prism

Observer Box method Optical-pyrometor method

H. T. W.
Per cent

76. 93 (Average of 12 sets)

Per cent

77. 03 (Average of 4 sets).

76. 93 Do.
76. 85 Do.

W. F. R 76. 93 do
F. R. C 76.89 do —
E. 0. A 76. 97 (Average of 6 sets)

Mean 76. 92 76.94

IV. RESULTS
During the first few freezes taken on ingot No. 1, a water-cooled

diaphragm was used in contact with the prism. The cooling proved
too efTective, the prism being cooled sufficiently below room tempera-
ture to collect a slight film of moisture from the atmosphere. While
these results did not differ appreciably from those obtained later,

it was decided to discard all results from runs at the conclusion of

which any film could be detected. With air cooling instead of

water cooling, no further trouble from films was experienced and
no results obtained after the change to air cooling have been
discarded.

The photometric settings were made by four observers. Ob-
servers (H. T, W. and E. G. A.) had considerable previous experience
in photometry, and observers (H. T. W., W. F. R., and F. R. C.)
had considerable experience in precision optical pyrometry. The
results of individual runs obtained are listed in Table 3, each run
being the average of observations on three freezes and six primary
standard lamps.

Table 3.

—

Data on black-body brightness

Ingot No. 1 Ingot NO. 2

H.T. W. W. F. R. F.R. 0. E. Q. A. H.T.W. W. F. R. F.R. C. E.G. A.

c/cm'
58. 69
58.87
59. 15

59.09

c/cm'
58. 48
58. 54

58. 78
68. 82

c/cm'
58. 92
58.56
59.23
59. 15

c/cm'
58. 46
59. 10

58. 67

59. 07

clcm'>

58.61
68.88
68. 65
59. 14

c/cto'

58. 81

58.86
58. 59
59.01

c/cm'
59. 13
.58. 97

58. 46
59.09

c/cm'
.58. 53
58. 95
58. 73
59. 02

'58.95 58. 66 58.96 58.83 58.82 58. 82 58. 91 58. 81

Mean of ingot No. 1, 58.85 candles
per cm*.

Mean of Ingot No. 2, 58.84 candles
per cm'.

' Mean values.

V. DISCUSSION OF ERRORS
The precision attainable in visual photometry is generally con-

sidered to be no better than 1 part in 1,000, and it would be very
gratifying if one could be assured that the value for the brightness
of the Waidner-Burgess standard has been determined to this order
of accuracy. The agreement of the results obtained with ingot No. 1

and ingot No. 2, to 1 part in 6,000 may be looked upon as an unusual
coincidence. It is believed, however, that the standard as used in

this work is reproducible in any suitably equipped laboratory to
within 1 part in 1,000.
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The uncertainty in the vjihic obtained for the brightness, due to
errors in the measurement of the opening in the limiting diaphragm
used is too small to affect the result by more than 0.03 per cent.
The distance measurements were all made with sufRcient accuracy
to make the residtant error negligible, about 0.02 per cent. The
measurement of the transmission of the lens and prism, made by two
independent measurements each of which is probabty good to nearly
0.1 per cent, is considered good to 0.1 per cent. The value for the
candlepower of the carbon lamps used is taken to be exact, our result
being expressed relative to the candlepower of this group of six

lamps. The various errors may be summarized as shown in Table 5.

Table 5.

—

Summary of possible errors due to various causes
Por cent

Area of diaphragm ±0. 03
Distance measurements i. 02
Transmission of lens and prism ±. 1

Photometric matching ±. 1

Lack of blaclv-body conditions and temperature drop in wall of sight tube. —. 2

Sum +0.25 to —0.45

The errors listed in Table 5 are all independent of each other and
are not likely to be all of the same sign. The numerical value for

the brightness in terms of the group of six lamps used in the measure-
ments is, therefore, probably not high by more than O.lo per cent nor
low by more than 0.35 per cent.

VI. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH THOSE OF OTHER
OBSERVERS

The values for the brightness of a black body at the platinum point
obtained by Ives, by Brodhun and Hoffmann, and in the present work
are given below m terms of the international candle as maintained at

the National Bureau of Standards.
clem}

B, (Ives) 55.40±0.11
B2 (B. & H.) 58.26± .15

(W., R., B. & C.) 58.84+ .20 or -0.09

It is obvious that the differences in the values given above can not
be due to errors in the photometric comparisons, and are likewise

somewhat too large to be entirely accounted for by differences in

photometric \mits. It would seem more logic-al to conclude that the

sources actually differed in intrinsic brightness in the manner indicated

by the measurements. It so happens that positive evidence on this

point is available.

The freezing point of platinum has been determined, as described

elsewhere in this jom-nal by making observations with an optical

pyrometer on the same black bodies for which the brightness was
determined in this investigation as having the value above. The
temperature obtained was 1 ,773.5° C. Int. Likewise the melting pomt
of platinum was determined by Hoffmann using the experunental

arrangement with which the value of brightness cited as B2 was found.

The value obtained, 1,771° C, on the basis of ^2 = 1.430 cm deg.,

» B. S. Journ. of Rosoarcb, C, p. — ; 1031. >« Zoits. I. Phys., 27, p. 285, 1024.
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becomes 1,769.5° C. when reduced to the International Temperature
Scale.

Ives made no temperature measurements, but shortly after the
publication of this work measurements were made at the Na tional

Bureau of Standards with an optical pyrometer on the radiation from
small holes in platinum tubes 1 mm in diameter and having walls

O.I mm thick. The temperature readings at the instant of melting
ranged from 1,760° to 1,766° C. More recently Ribaud and Mohr
have made similar measurements and report a value of 1,762° C.
The correlation of the temperature measurements made on tubes

with the value found by Ives on tubes of radically different dimen-
sions may be open to question. However, these measurements are

the only available ones made under even approximately similar

conditions. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that the radiation

from such tubes at the time of failure is equivalent to that from a

black body at a temperature considerably below the platinum point.

The conditions m the work of Brodhun and Hoffmann were such
that the temperature of the black body used may have befin either

above or below the temperature of the meltmg platinum. The
evidence, both in the case of the brightness measurements and in the

case of the temperature measurements, is that the black body used by
Brodhun and Hoffmann emitted less radiation than the immersed
black body used in the present work, which in turn could not possibly

be at a temperature above that of the freezing platinum in which it

was immersed.
On the basis that the equivalent temperature and brightness of the

three sources used corresponded closely to the observed values, we
may calculate the value that each would have obtained with a source

at 1,773.5° C.

Source used
Temperature

of source
(observed)

Brightness
of source
(observed)

Brightness
calculated

for a temper-
ature of

1,773.5'' 0.

Platinum tubes
°C.

1, 762. 5±2
1, 769. 5±2
1, 773. 5±1

c/cm'
5r>. 40d=0. 11

58. 20±0. 15

68. 84±0. 09

f/cm'
59. 10±0. 66
59. 04±0. 06
58. a4±0. 09

Resistance-wound furnace -

Black body immersed in platinum

Since a change of 1° C. in the temperature of a black body at

the platinum point corresponds to a change of almost 0.6 per cent

in brightness, the accuracy of the temperature measurements described

is not as great coiTespondingly as the accuracy of the photometric
measurements.

VII. BLACK-BODY STANDARDS OF HIGHER COLOR
TEMPERATURES

The choice of the type of lamp for use in maintaining the value of

the international candle was made before the advent of incandescent
lamps of higher luminous efficiencies than those with carbon filaments.

To-day the carbon lamp has passed almost completely from general

" Unpublished work by C. O. Fairchild and H. T. Wensel; September-October, 1924.
" C. R., m, p. 37; 1931.
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use. The question naturally arises whether a black body at the color
temperature of tungsten lamps, either vacuum or gas-filled, would l)o

a more logical standard than the platiiuuu black body to replace the
present carbon lamps as the photometric standard.

In practice, the several national laboratories maintain as working
standards vacuum tungsten and gas-fdled tungsten lamps, which have
been calibrated in terms of the primary carbon standards by various
methods. Unfortunately^ the national laboratories are not in agree-,

ment on the results obtained in such calibrations, so that altho'iigh

they agree approximately on the unit of light as maintained by carbon
standards, they do not agree on the imit as represented by derived
tungsten standards. Intercomparisons indicate that the discrepan-
cies may amount to as much as 5 per cent. Such a condition may bo
remedied in one of two wajs. The several lo.boratorics may agree on
a procedure which will give consistant results in comparing lamps
differing in color temperature or a black body at a higher color tem[)cr-

ature may be arbitrarily set up as a standard and the unit so dciined
maintained by tungsten lamps. The objections against defining a
new unit are the same as those against any dual standard. Moreover,
since the tungsten-filament incandescent lamps in use to-day rnngc in

color temperature from about 2,400° to 3,300° K., no one standard
will serve for all such lamps until a solution is found for the ])roblem

of comparing two lamps differing in color temperature by hundreds of

degrees. A cooperative investigation is now being carried on among
the national laboratories in which it is hoi)cd the spectrsil trans-

mission values of several blue filters will be agreed upon. With the

use of these filters, the step from one color temperatm-o to another
can be made without the dilficultics inherent in hotcrochromatio
photometry. The solution of this problem will make the position in

the color-temperature scale of the source chosen as the primary
standard a matter of secondary importance.

VIII. SUMMARY
The proposal of Waidner and Burgess for a reproducible standard of

light has been experimentally realized. The light emitted by a hol-

low inclosure of fused thorium oxide immersed in freezing platinum
has been found to be reproducible within the limits that can bo
detected by visual photometry. The brightness of this source was
determined as 58.84 ±0.09 candles per square centimeter.

The brightness of a black body at the platinum point probably lies

between 58.75 and 59.04 candles per square centimeter.
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' ANNOUNCEMENT OF CHANGES IN

ELECTRICAL AND PHOTOMETRIC UNITS

III. PHOTOMETRIC UNITS

1. HISTORY

Units of light have never been established by law in the United
States. In 1909 the National Bureau of Standards by agreement
with laboratories in France and Great Britain introduced the "inter-

national candle" [7]; the agreement, however, did not provide for

any primary reference standard. Pending the development of a
satisfactory basic standard the "candle" was represented by groups
of carbon-filament lamps. As other types of lamps were developed,
working standards of the new types were set up independently in

various countries. This required visual comparison of lights of

different colors, which is very difficult, and led to some diversity

of units. Moreover, Germany and Austria never accepted the
international units of light.

As a result of years of discussion and experimental work on standards
of candlepower and on photometry of lights of different colors, general
agreement was reached on two points: first, the best type of primary
standard now available is a radiator of the type known as a black body
at a temperature controlled by molten platinum at its freezing point;

second, lights of different colors should be evaluated by using certain

standard luminosity factors representing the spectral sensitivity of the

average eye under specified conditions.

These two elements give a basis for a complete system of photo-
metric miits when a numerical value is assigned for the brightness of

the platinum —black-body standard. Its brightness expressed in

international units was experimentally determined to be 58.9 candles
per square centimeter [8]. In 1936 the National Bureau of Standards
proposed that the round value 60 candles per square centimeter be
adopted as defining a new basic unit to be extended to lights of other
colors by means of the accepted luminosity factors [9]. This proposal
was approved by the United States National Committee of the Inter-

national Commission on Illumiaation after favorable recommendation
by a committee including representatives of the American Institute

31 Electrical Engineers, Illuminating Engineering Society, Optical
Society of America, National Electrical Manufacturers' Association,
Edison Electric Institute, Association of Edison Illuminating Com-
panies, Electrical Testing Laboratories, and lamp manufacturing
companies.

^:-Reprinted from NBS Circular C459,
issued May 15, 1947.
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The new system of units was adopted by the International Com-
mittee on Weights and Measures in 1937 and approved by the Inter-
national Commission on Illumination in 1939 with the expectation
that it would be introduced in practical use as of January 1, 1940.
As in the case of the electrical units, the execution of this plan was
delayed by the war, and the date of January 1, 1948, has now been
chosen so as to make the change in both sets of units at the same time,

2. MAGNITUDE OF UNITS

The light from the platinum—black-body radiator is not greatly
different in color from that given by carbon-filament standard lamps
as the color temperature of the lamp filaments is about 2,100° K,
.whereas the freezing point of platinum is 2,046°. In this range of

color the new unit of intensity is about 1.9 percent smaller than the
old international candle, and sources of light are correspondingly
given higher numerical ratings. However, when light sources of

higher color temperature are compared with these basic standards,

the accepted spectral luminosity factors give slightly lower values for

the "whiter" sources than were obtained by visual measurements
when the present international units were established. The differ-

ence between the two scales therefore grows less as the color tempera-
ture of the sources measured is increased, and for som'ces in the range
of ordinary vacuum tungsten-filament lamps, around 2,500° K, the
new scale crosses the international scale as used in the United States.

Furthermore, when the range of standards was extended to gas-filled

tungsten-filament lamps and other new types, the measurements were
made by methods nearly in accord with the luminosity factors. Con-
sequently, the present ratings of tungsten-filament lamps in this

country will be practically unaffected by the change, no type being
changed by more than 1 percent.

In European countries somewhat higher values have been assigned
for light from the high-temperature sources. Introduction of the
new scale will bring about reductions of several percent in their ratings,

but these changes will not be so great as would have resulted if the
standard luminosity factors had been used to step up from the inter-

national candle as represented by carbon-filament lamps.

IV. LEGAL STATUS OF UNITS

When the electrical units were defined by law (Public Law No. 105,

53d Cong.) in 1894 it was supposed that the international units were
practically identical with the corresponding multiples of the centimeter-
gram-second 3lectromagnetic system. Alternative definitions were
given for most of the units, and those definitions which appear to be
legally controlling were taken partly from one system and partly from
the other. The joule and the watt, for example, are clearly defined

as multiples of the cgs units. In brief, the absolute units have as

good a legal basis under the terms of that act as do the present inter-

national units. New legislation is being proposed to remove the
ambiguities of the old act, but there should be no objection on legal

grounds to the general adoption of the absolute units even in advance
of Congressional action.
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The photometric units now in use were adopted by common con-
sent of those interested, and as previously stated have no statutory
basis. The new system might therefore be adopted in the same way,
but authorization for it is included in the proposed legislation.

V. NAMES OF UNITS

During the period of transition to the new units, in order to avoid
any doubt as to the units used in giving precise data, the International

Committee on Weights and Measures has recommended that the

adjectives "international" (abbreviation "int") and "absolute" (ab-

breviation "abs") be used witli the names of the electrical units.

Similarly, with names of piiotometric units the use of the adjectives

"international" and "new" is recommended. The use of these dis-

tinguishing terms will become unnecessary, except in referring to old

data, within a few years.
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Vertical Distribution of Light

From Gas-Filled Candlepower Standards

By L. E. BARBROW
S. W. WILSON

Introduction

In recent years, gas-filled tungsten-filament

lamps have been used in increasing numbers as

standards of luminous intensity. These lamps are

operated base down and have coiled monoplane

filaments and clear bulbs. When used as standards,

they are marked with fiducial lines so that they can

be accurately aligned about a vertical axis.

Middleton and Mayo^ have reported on the

variation of candlepower of such lamps about the

vertical axis. Reported herein are the variations

of candlepower of several sizes of such lamps about

a horizontal axis through the filament center per-

pendicular to the photometric axis. Table I lists

the types of lamps studied and the number of

lamps of each type.

Method
The lamps were operated at a distance of approx-

imatelj- 2 meters (80 inches) from a barrier-layer

photocell, the current output of which was meas-

ured in a "zero-resistance" circuit.^ The photocell

was diaphragmed to 1-.2 centimeters diameter, so

that the receiver diameter subtended an angle of

approximately 0.36 degree at the lamp. Each lamp

was first oriented about a vertical axis so that the

vertical lines etched on the bulb were in a plane

through the center of the photocell diaphragm. By
visual inspection, the plane of the filament was set

to be vertical by tilting the lamp about the horizon-

tal axis perpendicular to the photometric axis.

This vertical angle is designated as 0 degrees. The

candlepower of each lamp was measured at this

angle and at one-degree intervals through ±5 de-

grees.

In accord with a practice in common use, a dia-

phragm 2% centimeters high and centimeters

wide was placed 4^/2 centimeters from the center of

the socket, toward the receiver. Ample bafiSes were

used so that stray light was excluded.

A paper presented at the National Technical Conference of the

Illnminating Engineering Society, August 17-22, 1958, Toronto, Ont.

Authors: NntionnI Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. This
paper accepted by the Papers Committee of I.E.S. as a Transaction
of the Illuminating Engineering Society.

Results

The data obtained on the individual lamps are

given in Figs. 1-4. It will be noted that the varia-

tion of candlepower through the range of tilt of

±5 degrees frona vertical may be almost 10 per

cent for the 500-watt lamps and somewhat less for

the 50- and 100-watt lamps (excluding lamp 4398

which gave atypical results). These results point

up (1) the need for specifying a procedure for

orienting coiled-filament, clear bulb lamps about a

horizontal axis as well as about a vertical axis if

their use as candlepower standards is to be con-

tinued, or (2) the need for a change in the type

uf lamps used as gas-filled standards of luminous

intensity, if no special precautions are to be taken

for orientation of the lamp and for controlling the

vertical angle subtended by the photocell.

Since the lamp and diaphragm were tilted as a

unit, the obtaining of data through a wider range

of angles was precluded. To obtain such data,

measurements of the lamps in Group 4 were made
without the diaphragm. These measurements were

made at,2-degree intervals. The data obtained are

sho^yn in Fig. 5. In this figure, 0 degrees is the

vertical angle of maximum candlepower instead of

the angle at which the filament plane is approxi-

mately vertical as in Figs. 1-4. Plotted on this

figure also is a cosine curve with an amplitude of

5 per cent of maximum candlepower and a period

18 degrees. This curve can be represented by the

eqiiution 100 (Io-I)/Io = 5 (l-cos20$) where I„

is the maximum luminous intensitj^ and / is the

luminous intensity at vertical angle $.

It will be noted that this cosine curve represents

fairly well the average variation of candlepower of

the lamps with angle of tilt. An apparent explana-

TABLE I— Types of Lamps Studied.

Group Number Filament

Number Watts of Lamps Form Bulb

1 50 5 C13 T-IQ
100 6 CI 3 T-10

:t 500 6 C13 T-20
1 500 5 C13B T-20
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Also, a cosine curve with an amplitude of five per cent

of maximum candlepower and a period of 18 degrees.

tion of this cyclic variation of candlepower -with

angle of tilt is that maximum candlepower is ob-

tained when the orientation of the filament is such

that the filament section at the rear of the coil is

maximally viewed between the front turns of the

coil, whereas minimum candlepower is obtained

when this rear section is maximally eclipsed by one

of the front turns. A measurement of the pitch of

coil of several of the lamps verified this explana-

tion.

Discussion

The procedure which has been followed at the

National Bureau of Standards in calibrating gas-

filled candlepower standards has included orienting

each lamp so that the plane of the filament was ver-

tical and perpendicular to the photometric axis.

In view of the data herein reported, it is apparent
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that such a means of orieutation is not adequate

since frequently the filament plane is not accurately

definable. In addition, and quite unfortunatelj%

the need for properly orienting coiled-filament

lamps about a horizontal axis has not been stressed

and it can be assumed that various laboratories use

various methods of orienting about a horizontal

axis, some laboratories merely screwing the lamps

into existing sockets which affords means for orien-

tation about a vertical axis but not about a hori-

zontal axis.

To remedy this situation, two actions have been

taken at the National Bureau of Standards. First,

regarding the use of elear-bulb, gas-filled lamps as

candlepower standards, the practice of specifying

that each such standard must be oriented so that its

axis is perpendicular to the photometric axis has

been adopted. In addition, these standards are

selected so that when they are oriented as specified

above, the variation of candlepower of each stand-

ard with change of tilt about a horizontal axis will

not exceed one per cent per degree of tilt. Users of

the standards should have no difiiculty in orienting

lamps so that they are well within one degree from

vertical.

In those cases in which greater reproducibility

of results is required, such as in interlaboratory

intercomparisons, in addition to vertical fiducial

lines on each standard as in the past, horizontal

fiducial lines are placed on each standard. These

lines are V/^ inches above the filament center and

instructions are given to orient the lamp so that

these lines are in a plane which is ly^ inches above

the photometric axis. The lines are etched on each

lamp in a position such that when the lamp is

properly oriented, the candlepower is a maximum.
Accordingly, small deviations from proper orienta-

tion have a minimum effect. This procedure, how-

ever, as will be explained presently, is not deemed

to give an adequate solution to the problem.

Second, steps have been taken that will probably

lead to the use of a different type of lamp as gas-

filled standards of candlepower. Several series of

measurements of 300- and 500-watt lamps with

inside frosted T-20 bulbs and medium-bipost bases

(trade designations 300T20/2 and 500T20/4) indi-

cate that such lamps show only small variation of

candlepower vs. angle of either tilt or rotation

about a vertical axis. This variation was less than

1 per cent for changes of angle of 10 degrees about

either axis (±5 degrees from the perpendicular to

the filament plane, which was taken to be in the

plane of the base pins).

Inside frosted lamps have not previously been

used as candlepower standards, presumably be-

cause of the large size of source and the uncertainty

Figure 6. Element of area displaced at an angle $ from
the horizontal as viewed from the lamp filament.

of the point in the lamp from which the photo-

metric distances should be measured. Preliminary

measurements on the change of apparent candle-

power of the lamps with change of distance from

the receiver indicate that the inverse square law

may be used for distances of 50 centimeters and

greater without introducing errors of as much as

1 per cent, the distances being measured from the

plane of the base pins to the receiver. The errors

found in these preliminary measurements were, in

general, of the opposite sign from those predicted

by assuming that the lamps are cylindrical sources.

Steps have already been taken to have 100-watt

lamps of the same type made up as photometric

standards. It is possible that by the time this paper

is presented, 100-, 300-, and 500-watt lamps of this

type, specially made as photometric standards, will

be issued as standards of candlepower in lieu of the

clear-bulb lamps previously issued.

In connection with the use of clear-bulb coiled-

filament lamps as standards of candlepower, it

should be noted that the measured candlepower will

not be independent of the vertical angle subtended

by the receiver at the filament since the luminous

intensity of such lamps varies so markedly with

vertical angle. Assuming a circular receiver of

radius, r, we see by referring to Fig. 6 that the

luminous flux, F, received is:

F=^4: r EdA = 4: / Ercos^dh
J h—O Jo

where

:

E is the illumination on the element of area dA,

h is the distance oi dA from the center of the

receiver.

Since

:

h = r sin 9

(Z/i. = r cos6 do, and
/•ir/2

F = 4 j Er^ cos^e d9.
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Figure 7. Per cent error of intensity measnrements vs.

ratio of radius of receiver to distance between lamp and

receiver.

Since E = KI, where iC is a constant and I the

luminous intensity of the lamp in the direction dA,

and since from previous discussion of the proper-

ties of these lamps it is evident that I can be ex-

pressed as:

I = Io [1-0.05 (1- cos 20*)],

where lo is the maximum luminous intensity and $
is the angular displacement of dA from the hori-

zontal as viewed from the lamp filament, it follows

that

:

F = 4:KIo / [1-0.05 (l-cos20$)] r^cos^e do
.'0

= 4Z7<,r2 [x/4-0.05 / (1 - cos20$) cos^OdO]

.

The per cent difference between the flux incident

on the receiver when I does not vary with and

the flux when 7 does vary with $ in accordance

with the above relationship is given by

:

20
100^F/F =—

j
(l-cos20$)eos2ed9.

h rsinO
Since tan $ =— =

, where d is the distance

d d

from lamp to receiver, the indicated integration

can be made by a summation process for any as-

sumed value of r/d. This was done for five values

of r/d, from .002 to .05, and the results obtained

are plotted in Fig. 7. It will be noted that for the

maximum plotted value of r/d, where the distance

from lamp to receiver is 20 times the receiver ra-

dius or 10 times the receiver diameter, the error

introduced is 0.6 per cent which is a minor error

compared to that introduced by tilting the lamp.

In view of the deficiencies of clear-bulb, coiled-

filament lamps as standards of luminous intensity,

their use, except possibly in special applications,

should be avoided wherever possible. Recommended
as replacements, if maintenance measurements

prove them suitably stable, are inside-frosted lamps

similar to the 300- and 500-watt lamps referred to

above. These lamps, in addition to the advantage

of relative uniformity of candlepower with change

of angle cited above, will have a medium-bipost

base instead of the screw base now used on nearly

all candlepower standards. The medium-bipost base

will enable the user of such standards to orient his

socket properly at the start of a series of measure-

ments and relieve him of the necessity of orienting

each standard individually. In addition, the use of

a diaphragm in front of the standard, which has

been a great inconvenience, will be eliminated. The

frosted-bulb lamps will have two fiducial marks:

one to show which side of the bipin plane faces the

photometer, the second to show the vertical position

of the filament center so that this position can be

placed in the horizontal plane through the photo-

metric axis.
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Concepts, Terminology, and Notation for Optical Modulation

C. S. McCamy, Refractometry and Photography Section, National Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C.

Reflectance, transmittance, and optical density are regarded as kinds of flux modulation factors.

Transmittance is defined as the ratio of transmitted flux to the incident flux, while transmittance

factor is here defined for an optical system as the ratio of the emergent flux with the sample in the

system to the emergent flux with the sample removed. Transmission density is defined as the

negative logarithm of transmittance factor. This is essentially a new definition to accord with an
old practice. Reflection, transmission, and fluorescence are considered generically as propaga-
tion and generalized modulation terms are proposed. A coordinate system and functional nota-

tion are adopted to systematize the description of optical systems which use or measure modula-
tion. Simplified notation of the form D{gjS:g' ;S') describes most cases. Terms, symbols, and
notation are proposed for standardization.

Key Words: Modulation reflectance, transmittance, reflectance factor, transmittance factor,

propagance, absorptance, optical density, contrast, symbols, and notation.

The photographic effect is usually measured and ex-

pressed in terms of transmission density or reflec-

tion density. Optical density is therefore one of the
fundamental quantities in photographic science.'^'

American standards define various types of den-
sity and provide symbols to designate the types.

The types are differentiated on the basis of the

geometrical arrangement of the optical components
of the measuring system, the spectral quality of the

flux incident on the sample, and the spectral sensi-

tivity of the receiver used to evaluate the emergent
flux. Certain arrangements which may be regarded
as geometrically extreme cases are specified in sim-
ple terms. These include diffuse density (also

called totally diffuse density ), specular density, and
doubly diffuse density. Two spectral types of
density are defined: visual density and printing

density. These spectral types correspond to the

two principal uses of photographic materials, direct

or projection viewing and photographic printing.

In mid-1963, the American Standards Associa-

tion requested the author to form a committee to

revise the existing standard on transmission density,

in accordance with the customary schedule of re-

vision. The charge to the committee was later ex-

tended to include all American standards on optical

density. At the first meeting on November 18,

1963, I offered to propose a system of terms and
symbols, including the functional notation which

Received August 10, 1966.
* The proposed functional notation presented at the Annual Conference,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 18, 1965, is given here with some revisions. The
other concepts were presented at the Annual Conference, San Francisco,
Calif., May 12, 1966.

1. W. de W. Abney, Phil. Mag., 48: 161 (1874).

2. W. deW. Abney, Phil. Mag.. N. S.,H: 38 (1887).

3. F. Hurter and V. C. Driffield, J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 9: 445 (1890).

4. American Standard Spectral Diffuse Densities of Three-Component
Subtractive Color Films, PH2. 1-1952.

5. American Standard Diffuse Reflection Density, PH2.17-1958.
6. American Standard Diffuse Transmission Density, PH2. 19-1959.

7. American Standard Photographic Printing Density (Carbon Step
Tablet Method), PH2.25-1965.

I had developed for solving problems in precise

density calibration at the National Bureau of
Standards.

In optical literature one often finds optical density
defined as the common logarithm of the ratio of the
incident flux to the reflected or transmitted flux.

Although this definition is usually cited in photo-
graphic literature, in actual practice and in photo-
graphic standards, the term "density" has taken
on a somewhat different connotation. Density has
come to be regarded as a measure of the modulation
of fiux by a sheet, often bearing a graphic image,
when the sheet is employed in a given type of
optical system. The optical system may be as

simple as the eye directly viewing a print or as

complex as an optical motion-picture printer.

Various methods of measuring density have been
developed, using devices which simulate the im-
portant features of the optical systems in which
materials are used. Thus in photographic science,

and indeed in most other fields involving optical

modulators, the optical density of an area on a given

sample may have various values depending on the

intended use and the corresponding method of meas-
urement adopted to simulate it.

When this revision was undertaken it was not
generally recognized that the usually expressed

definition of density was not the one needed or used
in most practical cases and, for this reason, there

was no systematic terminology for the quantities

involved. For years there have been differences

between some of the terms and symbols used in

photography and those generally accepted in

photometry and cclorimetry. Since there was much
to be gained by bringing the standard terminol-

ogies and symbols of these disciplines into harmony,
I had several conferences in June of 1965 with L. E.

Barbrow and Deane B. Judd of the Photometry and
Colorimetry Section of NBS. Judd had just re-

turned from a meeting of the Committee on
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Nomenclature of The International Commission on
Illumination to revise the International Lighting

Vocabulary, and was therefore familiar not only

with the official actions but with current attitudes

of the representatives of various nations toward
alternate terms. The concepts, terms, symbols,

and notation are proposed in the hope that they
will be acceptable in photometry as well as pho-

tography. The terms "transmission density" and
"reflection density" and most of the symbols in

current ASA photographic standards are retained.

Optical Modulation

When radiant energy interacts with matter, some
of it is absorbed, and is converted into another form
of energy, while some may be propagated by reflec-

tion, refraction, transmission, diffraction, or scatter-

ing. Some of the photons may be absorbed and
then reradiated almost immediately, in less than
10 ~' sec, with a reduction in frequency. This
process is called fluorescence. For most purposes,

that part of the energy which is reradiated in this

way is effectively propagated. The term "propaga-
tion" is a useful general term for several of the

processes with which we must deal. It is
.
par-

ticularly useful in discussions involving both trans-

mission and reflection.

We often need a general term for a measure of the
effect of an object on the propagation of radiant
energy from a source to a receiver. The object may
change the direction, amplitude, frequency, phase,

or polarization of the electromagnetic wave. The
technical term for the process of varying the char-

acteristics of a carrier wave to convey information is

modulation. The graphic images produced by
photography are mainly used as devices which
modulate the flow of radiant energy and thereby
convey information. Modulation has been used in

about this sense for many years in sound-on-film
technology.* This usage is standard in sensi-

tometry .

^~
'
^ The spatial variation of modulation of

the light falling on objects around us permits us to

receive visual information about these objects and
to photograph them.
The modulation factor of communication theory

is defined with respect to the amplitude of the signal

that modulates the carrier wave. Optical modula-
tion factors, on the other hand, are usually meas-
ured in terms of ratios of fluxes and the flux (power)

8. J. G. Frayne and H. Wolfe, Sound Recording, Wiley and Sons, N. Y.
(1949), Chapters 15-19.

_9. American Standard Sensitometry and Grading of Photographic
Papers, PH2.2-1953.

10. American Standard Method for Determining Speed of Photographic
Negative Materials (Monochrome, Continuous-tone), PH2.5-1960.

11. American Standard Method for the Sensitometry of Industrial
X-ray Films for Energies Up to 3 Million Electron Volts, PH2.8-
1964.

12. American Standard Method for the Sensitometry of Medical
X-ray Films, PH2.9-1964.

13. The Theory of the Photographic Process, C. E. K. Mees and T. H.
James, eds., MacmiUan Co., N. Y., 3rd ed. p. 412.

14. T. H. James and G. C. Higgins, Fundamentals of Photographic
Theory, Morgan & Morgan, Inc., N. Y. (1960).

15. W. D. Hershberger, Principles of Communications Systems, Pren-
tice-Hall, Inglewood Cliffs, N. J. (1955), p. 77 et seq.

propagated is proportional to the square of the

amplitude of the electric displacement associated

with the electromagnetic wave. I suggest the term
"flux modulation" to distinguish the modulation
measured in terms of ratios of fluxes from amplitude
modulation, phase modulation, polarization modu-
lation, and frequency modulation; all of which
have more relevance to photography and related

fields than is generally recognized. We may note
a few examples. Pictures printed on paper con-

taining fluorescent dyes are effectively frequency
modulators as well as flux modulators. Various
effects observed when objects are placed between
polarizers are utilized in high-speed shutters, stress

analysis, thickness measurement, and chemical
polarimetry. These applications depend on polar-

ization modulation. The phase-contrast micro-

scope is used to observe small objects which vary
only in thickness or refractive index by utilizing

the phase modulation resulting from these varia-

tions. A similar optical system is used to project

photographic images produced by photoplastic re-

cording. Thus "modulation" is a fitting generic

term for a number of useful optical processes includ-

ing the effects of objects such as pictures on the

propagation of radiant energy. Transmittance
and optical density are two of many measures of

optical modulation.
Although phase modulation and polarization

modulation are of interest in themselves, they are

often converted by optical devices to flux modula-
tion so that the effects may be observed visually or

detected by flux-sensing devices. Since optical fre-

quency detection is the basis of color vision and
instrumental receiver sensitivities depend on fre-

quency, spectral aspects of modulation are always
considered along with the flux modulation. The re-

mainder of this paper deals with flUx modulation
only, with due regard for fluorescence phenomena.
Although one could regard a whole optical, photo-

graphic, or television system, including the display,

as an "object" which is irradiated on one "side"

and viewed on the other, the usual conceptions

of optical modulators are typified by sheet mate-
rials and the surfaces of bodies.

It should be noted that modulation does not neces-

sarily mean attenuation. Oftentimes objects cause

a gain in the flow of radiant energy from a source to

a receiver.

These apparently far-ranging observations are

made in the hope that optical modulation measure-
ment can be viewed in a perspective sufficiently

broad that the concepts, terms, and notation

adopted wiU have the generality to cope with cur-

rent problems and many yet to come.

Terms and Symbols for Fluxes

The measures of flux modulation most often used
are ratios of fluxes or logarithms of these ratios.

Therefore, the fundamental quantities to be identi-

fied and be given symbols are the fluxes. We deal

in radiant flux, using the symbol Luminous flux
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TABLE I. Fluxes Involved in Optical Modulation

Term Symbol Definition

Incident flux

Absorbed flux

Propagated flux

Extra flux

Lost flux

Reflected flux

Transmitted flux

Reference propagated
flux

Reference reflected

flux

Reference transmitted
flux

Aperture flux

*r8

Flux incident on scan-

ning aperture
Flux absorbed by

sample
Flux propagated by

sample and utilized

Flux propagated out-

side spatial and spec-

tral range of receiver

Flux not utilized

Flux reflected by sam-
ple and utilized

Flux transmitted by
sample and utilized

Flux propagated by
reference standard
and utilized

Flux reflected by ref-

erence standard and
utilized

Flux transmitted by
reference standard
and utilized

Flux utilized with no
sample in scanning
aperture

is regarded as a specific case not fundamentally dif-

ferent from any other specific spectral distribution

of flux. The symbol <i> is given an appropriate
low^er case subscript to identify the particular flux.

The terms, symbols, and definitions of fluxes involved

in optical modulation are given in Table I.

In the past, confusion and misunderstanding
have stemmed from the failure of authors to state

clearly whether the phrase "transmitted flux"

necessarily meant all of the transmitted flux or

might mean some specified part of it. To econ-

omize on symbols and terminology and at the

same time make the notation completely explicit in

all cases, I prefer to consider each transmitted,

reflected, or propagated flux to be a specified part

of the whole. In each case, one of the many possi-

ble specified parts would be all of the flux. Nota-
tion for specifying what part of the flux is utilized

for measurement or practical purposes is given in a

later section of this paper. There is usually no
doubt about whether all or part of the incident flux

is under consideration but since the value of mod-
ulation depends on the geometrical and spectral

nature of the incident flux, the part of space and the
spectrum from which the incident flux comes is de-

noted in a manner exactly analogous to that used to

denote the part of space and the spectrum in which
the emergent flux is utilized. Once the utilized part
of the emergent flux is specified, the terms "trans-

mitted," "reflected," and "propagated" mean
transmitted, reflected, and propagated in the speci-

fied part of space and the spectrum. To provide a
term and symbol for all of the flux, the prefix "total"

may be used and the subscript may be capitalized.

The flux $0 which is incident on a specified area
(defined by a scanning aperture) on a body is either

absorbed by the body, propagated to a specified

receiver, or propagated in directions or parts of the
spectrum other than that specified. The flux which
is absorbed is called absorbed flux <I>a, that propa-
gated to the specified receiver is called propagated
flux $p, and that propagated outside the specified

spatial or spectral range of the receiver is called

extra flux <I>q. That which is not propagated in the
specified direction is called lost flux and is the
sum of the absorbed and extra fluxes. That which
is not absorbed is called total propagated flux <i>p.

When the propagated flux emerges from the sur-

face on which the incident flux falls, it is called

reflected flux $r. When the propagated flux passes
through the body and emerges from another surface,

it is called transmitted flux The general term
"propagation" is useful when the mode of propaga-
tion (transmission, reflection, scattering, fluores-

cence) is not known or it is known to be some com-
bination.

The aperture flux is the flux propagated from
the source to the receiver with the sample removed
from the scanning aperture but the remainder of

the optical system undisturbed, as when a slide is

removed from a projector.

In discussions of the propagation of flux within a

medium it is convenient to have a symbol for the
flux transmitted by the first interface and a symbol
for the flux incident on the second interface. Some-
times several media are involved, in which case there

are several interfaces. The interfaces can be num-
bered in the order in which they would be encoun-

tered by energy passing through the system and the

terms and symbols for incident flux, reflected flux,

and transmitted flux can be applied to the inter-

actions at each interface, using the number desig-

nating the interface as a subscript. For example,

in the simple case of a glass window we would have:

^Ob^rb'i'tl and $02,'i'r2,"J't2

Flux may be reflected back and forth between inter-

faces, in which case the subscripts for the inter-

faces may be appended in series. The notation

"^rnm" means that the flux was reflected by the

TABLE II. Measures of Flux Modulation

Arithmetic (modulation
factor, m)

Logarithmic (optical

density, D)

Transmittance, t = *t,'*o Transmittance density,

Reflectance, p = <t>r

Propagance, i/- = *p.'<t'u

Transmittance factor,

T =
Reflectance factor,

R = <i>r/<i>„

Propagance factor,

P = *p/<l.j

Dr = -log
Reflectance density,

Dp = — logiop

Propagance density,

Dx/y = —logiop

Transmission density,

Dr = -logioT
Reflection density,

Dr = -logio/?

Propagation density,

Dr = -logioP
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second, first, fourth, third and fifth interfaces, in

that order. If the number of interfaces exceeds

nine, the subscript numbers would be separated by
commas. To avoid confusion, it should be ex-

plicitly noted that the subscript for incident flux is a

zero, not the fifteenth letter of the alphabet. This
is generally accepted usage.

In discussions of instruments utilizing or meas-
uring optical modulators, it is convenient to define

two kinds of stray flux: internal stray flux any
flux affecting the sensor, from the source inten-

tionally used to irradiate the sample but arriving

at the receiver by any path other than the one speci-

fied for operation, and external stray flux any
flux affecting the sensor and coming from any source

other than that used to irradiate the sample.

Terms and Symbols for

Measures of Modulation

The terms, symbols, and defining equations for

the various measures of flux modulation are given in

Table II.

As they are defined here, transmittance, propa-
gance, and reflectance are "absolute" measures in

that they are independent of arbitrary reference

standards. Reflectance factor is clearly a relative

measure because a reference surface is used in the

measurement.
Propagance factor and transmittance factor may

be considered relative if one considers the air which
normally replaces the sample as a "reference stand-

ard," but they are essentially absolute for most
practical purposes. In photography we sometimes
measure the modulation produced by a processed
film relative to the modulation produced by the
same kind of processed material with no exposure.
Chemists often measure the modulation produced
by a cuvette containing a solution relative to the
modulation of the same or an identical cuvette con-
taining pure solvent. One sometimes hears these
measurements referred to as "relative trans-

mittance" even though transmittance is defined, as

it is here, as the ratio of transmitted to incident

flux. Clearly, the concept employed in such in-

stances is what we would caU transmittance factor

relative to processed unexposed film or relative to

solvent. In the cases where a reference standard is

substituted for the sample, the terms "relative

transmittance factor, T" and "relative propagance
factor, Pr" may be used and the defining equations
become Tr = $t/"J'ts and Pr = $p/$ps. The corre-

sponding logarithmic terms would be "relative

transmission density, Dt" and "relative propaga-
tion density, Dp" and the defining equations would
be

Drr = -logio Tr

and

Z>Pr = -lOglo Pr

Although it would be logically consistent to call

— logio R "relative reflection density," such usage

would probably be much more confusing than help-

ful. The only "less relative" type that comes to

mind would be a measurement with respect to the

flux reflected by the scanning aperture with no
sample or reference standard in place. Such a pro-

cedure is little used in reflectometry but if the occa-

sion arises we have the general term "propagation
density" defined in exactly this way. It is much
more common, because it is useful, to use the term
"relative reflection density" for measurements of

reflection density using unexposed but processed
photographic paper or blank printing paper as a refer-

ence standard instead of magnesium oxide or a
standard plaque. When such a distinction is useful,

the symbol "Diir" can be used for such relative

reflection density.

Hurter and Driffield defined opacity as the re-

ciprocal of transmittance and the term has been
used this way in photography ever since. ^ To be
consistent, we may define opacity factor as the re-

ciprocal of transmittance factor, however, the use of

these opacity terms is not encouraged because of

frequent confusion with the concept of hiding

power, the ability of a sheet or film to obscure a

black-and-white pattern on which it is placed, as

when a blank sheet of paper is laid on a printed

page. In general, hiding power is not determined
by transmittance alone, because the reflectance of

the sheet must also be taken into account.

If we adopt the symbol m as the general symbol
for any of the arithmetic forms of optical flux modu-
lation r, 0, \(/, T, R, or P, and the symbol D as the

general symbol for any of the logarithmic forms
which we call optical density, we may give the

general definition of optical density by the equa-
tion D = — logiom.

Theoretical computations can often be simplified

by the use of natural density* D,. defined by the

equation De = — log^m. The symbols for the vari-

ous types would be D^r, D^^, D^^, D^r, D^r, and D^p.

The terms would be formed as in "natural trans-

mission density." When necessary, the prefix

"common" may be used to specify densities defined

by logarithms to base ten. The two types of den-

sity are related by the equation D = ND^ where,

N = logioe = 0.43429448. Hurter and Driffield

defined density in terms of loge but then said, "For
general convenience we use vulgar and not hyper-

bolic logarithms."' I have heard objection to the

term "common" but it appears that we have made
satisfactory progress in this regard in the past 76

years.

Terms and Symbols for Measures

of Optical Attenuation

Most optical modulation measurements are made
to find what part of the incident flux is propagated,

but at times interest centers on the flux that is

* This name derives from the name of natural logarithms, often called

Napierian logarithms. Strictly speaking, Napier's log x was not log eX,

see, e.g., Websters New International Dictionary, second edition, under
"logarithm "
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absorbed. The nature of the absorption of flux

within an optical medium is an important character-

istic of the medium, intimately related to its other
chemical and physical characteristics. In studies of

photochemical reactions, the absorbed flux is of

primary importance because it provides the energy
to initiate reactions. The absorbed flux is the dif-

ference between the incident flux and the total

propagated flux; = — "I'r.

In the process of modulation, flux may be lost not
only by absorption but by reflection, refraction,

diffraction, scattering, fluorescence, or transmission,

depending on what part of the propagated flux is

evaluated or utilized. The lost flux is the difference

between the incident flux and the specified part of the

total propagated flux; = $0 — If absorbed
flux is to be measured indirectly, all other losses

must be taken into account.

If the nature of the medium is such that in a coUi-

mated beam the differential loss of flux in each
differential layer of thickness is a constant fraction

of the flux incident on that layer, that is if d^/dz =
— a,,<f , where z is the distance in the direction of the

beam and a,, is the thickness attenuation coefficient,

then we find by integration that the internal trans-

mittance of a layer of thickness b is r, = $o>/'J*ti =
exp( —abb). This equation, which holds for optical

media in which there is negligible scattering and
fluorescence, is known as Bouguer's law.

If the thickness attenuation coefficient is propor-

tional to the concentration c of the substance which
causes the attenuation, that is, if ai, = ac, where a

is the attenuation coefficient, then the internal trans-

mittance of a layer of thickness b and concentration

c is Ti = exp( —abc).

The chemist, interested in the concentration

variation for a constant thickness, uses a concentra-

tion attenuation coefficient = ab and the expression

for internal transmittance becomes t, = exp( — CfC).

This equation which is a good approximation for

many materials, is called Beer's law. When Uc

holds for a thickness b of one unit and c is ex-

pressed in molar concentrations, is the molar

attenuation coefficient.

The conditions imposed on these relationships

should not be neglected. For some substances,

Beer's law fails. If a material scatters a great deal,

multiple scattering of flux invalidates the assump-
tion of constant fractional attenuation in each
differential of thickness. Nonetheless, Beer's law
is useful in chemistry and Bouguer's law is useful in

atmospheric optics.

In studies of the visibility of signal lights, it has
been found that the atmosphere scatters very little

flux in the backward direction. The flux reflected

in the second, third, and other successive reflec-

tions is negligible for a receiver, such as one or a few
retinal receptors of the eye, which is sensitive over

a small angle. Practically all scattered light is lost,

as though it were absorbed. In such cases, scatter-

ing may be treated mathematically in the same
manner as absorption, the conditions for the deriva-

tion of the law of exponential attenuation hold, and

we may write t\ = exp — (a^ 4- as)&c, where a^ ,

is the absorption coefficient and a, is the scattering
|

coefficient. In general, the relationship between
modulation and the absorption and scattering co-

efficients is by no means this simple. I

Since all materials have molecular density varia-
i

tions, all exhibit some scattering. For this reason i

the term absorption coefficient should not be used in

place of the more general term attenuation coefficient,

but should be reserved for its appropriate use.

Any of the exponential expressions for internal
\

transmittance can be written in terms of powers of
ten rather than e. I suggest that such coefficients

I

be called "coefficients to base 10" to differentiate I

them from "coefficients to base e" and that such
coefficients to base 10 be identified by the prime
symbol, for example a'. The corresponding co-

efl[icients are related as foUows: a' = Na, whereN = i

logioe = 0.43429448
Absorption and scattering characteristics are,

;

of course, dependent on wavelength. Thus the '

various attenuation coefficients are functions of

wavelength.
The various measures of attenuation are defined

;

in Table III.

Absorptivity is usually defined as the absorp-
tance of a layer of unit thickness. However, in

some studies of radiation and modulation, absorp-

tivity is defined as the limiting absorptance as the

thickness increases infinitely, in a manner analogous
;

to that shown for reflectivity in Table III. To
differentiate these kinds of absorptivity, I suggest

the following terms and symbols: "limiting absorp- '

tivity" a „ and "unit absorptivity" oC^k
;

Since the reflectance of a body depends on the i

condition of its surface, the measurement of the
\

characteristic reflectivity of a material requires care- >

ful attention to the condition of the surface. '

TABLE III. Measures of Optical Attenuation and Related

Quantities

Properties of a body

Internal propagance A. = $02/ *tl

Internal propagance density D4,x = -logioV^i

Internal transmittance Ti = ^02/ *!!

Internal transmittance density Dri = — lOgloTi

Absorptance a

Internal absorptance Cr =
<i>ti

Reflectivity

Properties of a material

p„ = lim p {b = thickness)

Transmissivity
Absorptivity
Attenuation coeffi-

cient (base 10)

Attenuation coeffi-

cient (base e)

= Um
6-»- o

Tu = Ti when thickness is 1 unit*

au = ai when thickness is 1 unit*

D7 /be {b

c

thickness and
concentration)

a = — logeTi/6c {b = thickness and
c = concentration

* The value of transmissivity or absorptivitiy depends on the unit of

thickness, which must be stated.
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Contrast

Optical contrast is an evaluation of the rela-

tionship between two magnitudes of some attri-

bute of appearance, compared simultaneously or

successively. Luminance contrast and the modula-
tions that produce it are of interest here.

Several objective measures have been used, some
of which were chosen to correlate with subjective

visual evaluations. According to Weber's Law,
as it applies to luminance, the least preceptible dif-

ference between the luminances of two adjacent

fields is proportional to the luminance at which the

comparison is made. Thus the ratio of the differ-

ence of two luminances to the mean value is a

measure of contrast proportional to the least

perceptible difference at any mean value of lu-

minance, over a large part of the useful range. The
difference is sometimes divided by the lower of the

two values instead of the mean of the two. The
current edition of the International Lighting

Vocabulary"^ gives three expressions for objective

measures of contrast, referring to them as expres-

sions (a), (b), and (c), without assigning symbols.

I propose the use of the symbol C, always with a

subscript, for contrast and the use of a, b, and c,

as subscripts to correspond with the types given in

the Vocabulary, thus:

^ L2 — Li

p ^ Lj — Li

(L2 + L,)/2

and

Cc = L,/Li

In photographic tone reproduction theory the

term "contrast" usually refers to a contrast ratio Cc,

which may be the ratio of scene luminances or it

may be the ratio of two transmittance factors or

reflectance factors on a photograph. This property

of the photograph may also be indicated by a differ-

ence of optical densities. This measure of contrast

is particularly suitable for describing a scene to be
photographed or a negative to be printed. The
ratio of scene luminances determines the ratio of ex-

posures for any shutter and aperture settings so

that, with appropriate settings and choice of film,

the exposure scale of the film can be matched, within

practical limits, to the ratio of exposures. The
density difference on a negative determines the log

exposure difference in the printing operation, re-

gardless of the amount of flux in the beam modu-
lated by the negative. The print material may be
selected on the basis of the log exposure difference

and the flux and exposure time are adjusted to the

speed of the print material. Weber's Law has no

16. International Lighting Vocabulary, 2nd Ed., Vol. 1, International

Commission on Iliumination Bureau Central, 57 Rue Cuvier, Paris

5, France.

bearing, since the negative is not being viewed
directly.

One should clearly distinguish between contrast,

which is a characteristic of the scene or the photo-
graph, and gamma, the slope of the straight-line

portion of the characteristic curve, which is a
characteristic of the photographic process. The
contrast between two parts of a picture depends
on the scene as well as gamma. Incidentally, the
contrast between the lightest and darkest areas may
not be the contrast of interest. For example, when
a person's face is photographed by artificial light

outdoors at night, the contrast between parts of the

face may be low while the contrast of the face to

background may be extremely high.

In the case of a photograph viewed directly or by
projection the mean luminance depends not only on
the photograph but on the illumination. (Only
with constant illumination, as in a standardized

motion-picture review room, is the mean luminance
determined by the photograph.) Nevertheless,

the subjective contrast is determined by the photo-
graph. If we define contrast as the luminance
difference (L2 — Li) divided by the least perceptible

difference AL at luminance L and assume Weber's
Law

mean

then

= (L2 - L,)/AL = (L2 - LO/kL^e..

Cr. = 2{Li - Li)/k{L.2 + Li)

Given a transparency with £ireas having trans-

mittance factors Ti and and uniform illuminance

E, then

Cra = 2{ET, - ET,)/k{ET, + ET,)

and

Cr. = ^T, - T,)/k{T, + T,)

Let Cm = {k/2)C^, then

Cm = (Ta - T,)/{T, + T,)

a quantity which I propose to call modulation
contrast because the above derivation demonstrates
that it is clearly a measure of contrast, it is com-
puted from measures of modulation, and it has often

been referred to as "modulation" in a special sense.

According to Stevens" the value of k is about
0.016. Therefore

Cm = Cn,/125 = (L2 - Li)/125AL

that is. Cm is a measure of contrast, the "units" of

which are about 125 times the least perceptible dif-

ference. Since the constant k varies with lu-

minance on the high and low ends of the luminance

17. S. S. Stevens, "Sensation and Psychological Measurement,*' in Ed-
win G. Boring, Herbert S. Langfeld, and Harry P. Weld, eds..

Foundations of Psychology. Wiley, 1948, p. 268.
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Fig. 1. Coordinate system for describing geometrical factors affecting

optical modulation.

scale and with the nature of the field of view, the
relationship given is approximate.
The ratio of the difference to the sum (Cm) is

equal to the ratio of half the difference to the mean.
This expression corresponds to one of the funda-
mental quantities in communication theory, the
ratio of the amplitude to the mean value of a
sinusoidally varying amplitude modulation of a
carrier wave. It is called the "modulation factor"
or simply "modulation." This specific application
of the term "modulation" should be distinguished
from the generic term which is used on this paper
and is well established in "frequency modulation"
and "phase modulation." (The "modulation in-

dex" in frequency modulation theory is quite differ-

ent from the "modulation factor" in amplitude
modulation.)

Coordinate System

Figure 1 provides a coordinate system for de-
scribing the geometrical factors affecting optical
modulation. The coordinates relate to a reference
plane, the xy plane, which is the plane in which the
first surface of the sample is placed for measure-
ment or use. The point on the sample placed at
the origin 0 is the center of the area said to have its

density measured. The z axis is directed with the
component of incident flux normal to the reference
plane.

The colatitude of a ray is the angle 9 between the
ray and the z axis. Unless otherwise stated, the
colatitude 9 of incident rays and reflected rays shall

be measured from the negative z axis while the colati-

tude of transmitted and propagated rays shall be
measured from the positive z axis. This special
convention should be the most convenient for most
cases but the description of some measurements
and applications would be simplified by measuring
all colatitudes from the positive z axis, according to
the usual mathematical convention. The longitude

!

I

of a ray is the angle 4> measured in the xy plane,
\

from the positive x axis in the direction of the posi-
I

five y axis to the projection of the ray on the xy
]

plane. The direction of a ray is given by the co-

ordinates 6, <j), in that order. Angle 4> is less than
]

360° and d is 180° or less.
\

If the sample is thick, it may be desirable to
i

refer the description of the efflux to a secondary
|

coordinate system x', y', z', 9', 4>', having its origin '

0' displaced a specified distance b, corresponding to

the thickness, along the positive z axis, so that x' =x,
\

y' =y, z'=z — b and the angles are defined in a !

corresponding manner. '

Subscripts are used for the direction angles of
rays to correspond to the subscripts for fluxes, that '

is, "0" for incident, "r" for reflected, "t" for trans-

mitted, and "p" for propagated.

Functional Notation

Fanctional notation provides a convenient and
generally understood means of denoting a depend-
ent variable and the independent variables, known

\

as "parameters," on which its value depends. The
symbol for the dependent variable is followed by I

the symbols for the various parameters, or their
|

values in a given case, in parentheses. Using this ,

notation, we may write the fact that optical density
]

D depends on the conditions of measurement or I

use, as follows:
j

D{C:C')
i

where C is the influx function, the complete de-

scription of the flux incident on the sample and C is

the efflux function, the complete description of the
sensitivity of the system receiving flux from the

sample and using or evaluating it. Let C and C be
given the generic name "condition functions." The
influx function is, in the general case, the radiance

'

Le at the sample as a function of angles 9 and (p,

wavelength in vacuum X, and the spatial coordinates

X and y, 1

C = Lei9, <j>, X, X, y)
j

The efflux function is, in the general case, the i

sensitivity Se of the receiver system as a function

of angles, wavelength, and spatial coordinates,

C = SAd, <t>, K X, y) \

If the samples to be considered are uniform over

the entire area of interest, the dependence of the
^

condition functions on x and y can usually be dis-

regarded, since the ratios of fluxes are not in- ,

fluenced. Then

C = L,{9, 4>, \)
j

and j

C - S,{9, <A, X)
j

Furthermore, in most applications, the measured i

value of modulation does not depend on the absolute

magnitudes of L,. and S.., but only on their relative
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spectral and spatial distributions. In the re-

mainder of this paper it should be understood that

relative distributions are implied, with the under-
standing that in all questionable cases, the con-

stancy or variation of modulation with the absolute

magnitude of Le should be determined by measuring
modulation with various values of incident radiance.

The absolute sensitivity is not involved because
modulations are defined in terms of ratios of fluxes.

If samples are nonuniform with respect to x or y
or both, the measured modulation may depend on
the product Le{x,y)Se{x,y) known as the aperture

function. Photographic films are usually non-
uniform for any aperture function having an area

less than one square millimeter. For this reason,

the aperture function is of particular interest in

microdensitometry, image evaluation, and applica-

tions such as sound-on-film technology involving

film scanning. In such instances the aperture func-

tion should be specified. It is often regarded as

constant over a rectangle or circle. In some ap-

plications, as in granularity measurement, the

scanning aperture function is symmetrical with
respect to the z axis and can be most eauily described

as a function of a polar coordinate r, the distance

from the origin in the reference plane.

The condition functions C and C describe both
geometrical and spectral conditions. In very many
practical cases either geometrical or spectral factors

are of interest, but not both. For this reason and
because it leads to a more simplified notation in

most practical cases, let us separate the geometrical

and spectral factors as follows:

C =g;S

C = g';S'

where

g = the symbol for the influx geometry, the
spatial distribution of radiance at the
irradiated surface of the sample;

S = the symbol for the influx spectrum, the
spectral distribution of the flux incident on
the sample;

g' = the symbol for the efflux geometry, the
spatial distribution of the effectiveness of
the optical system in utilizing radiant flux

received from the sample;
S' = the symbol for the efflux spectral sensitivity,

the spectral sensitivity of the receiver which
utilizes the radiant flux from the sample, in-

cluding the effect of any filters, lenses, in-

tegrating sphere, or other optical com-
ponents.

The dependence of optical density on these
parameters may be denoted as follows:

D{g;S:g';S')

In the general case, g is the radiance as a function of

6, (/), X, and y,

g = Leid, 4>, X, y)

Fig. 2. Coordinate system for simplified description of geometrical

factors afFecting optical modulation, ao, at, ctr — half cone angle of

incident, transmitted and reflected pencils. da,Bi,d, = colatitude, also

called angle of incidence, transmission, or reflection (of pencil axis)

with respect to the normal (On and Or are measured from ttie negative z

axis). <#io, <#>t, 0r = longitude of axis of incident, transmitted, and re-

flected pencils.

S is the radiance as a function of X,

S = L,(X)

g' is the sensitivity of the receiver as a function of

6, 4>, X, and y,

g' = Seie, 4>, X, y)

and S' is the sensitivity of the receiver as a function

of X,

S' = Se(X)

In general, the description is rather complex. The
description in general form is complex even for the
simple conditions most often used in photographic
instruments and adopted for measurements. For-

tunately, by the adoption of certain conventions the

description can be very greatly simplified in most
cases.

A very large percentage of practical geometrical

arrangements used in photography can be described

adequately in terms of uniform pencils bounded by
right circular cones. In projectors and enlargers

(ideally considered), the projection lens utilizes

flux uniformly within the conical solid angle it sub-

tends at the point on the film on the optical axis.

In enlargers with diffuse illumination, the point is

regarded as being uniformly illuminated from all

angles throughout the hemisphere. When con-

densers are used, they are designed to image the

source on the projection lens so that all rays from
the condenser pass through the projection lens. It

follows that the rays within the cone subtended by
the projection lens on axis at the film plane would
come from within an influx cone subtending the

same angle. The same conical conditions are found
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in many densitometers. For the description of

these cases a special simplified form of notation is

adopted.
The simplified notation is applicable if, for every

point on the area of the sample under considera-
tion, • the angular distribution of incident radiance
is adequately described as uniform at all angles
within a right circular cone with its apex at the
point but zero at all other angles and- the angular
distribution of the sensitivity of the receiver

(including the effect of any filters, integrating

sphere, or other optical components) is adequately
described as uniform at all angles within a right

circular cone with its apex at the point (or between
two co-axial cones in the case of "annular collec-

tion") but zero at all other angles.

Then it is no longer necessary to treat the ra-

diance Le as a general function and the influx

geometry may be described by three parameters,
shown in Fig. 2; ao, the half-angle of the incident

cone, and and <f>o, the direction angles of the axis

of the cone:

g = ac, do, <j)o

The efflux geometry may be described in a similar

manner:

g' = u„ d„ </)r in the reflection case

g' = at, di, <f)t in the transmission case

The geometry of the simple cases may be specified

by giving these angles in degrees. The angle a
is less than 180°.

As it happens, in the great majority of applica-

tions in photography, the sample, is irradiated and
"viewed" normally so = = = 0. If ^ = 0,

(j) is indeterminate and, by convention, both can be
omitted. Thus in most cases, the geometrical con-

ditions may be specified adequately by one angle for

the influx geometry and one for the efflux geometry.
For transmission, the form would be Dr(ao;S: at;S').

Two alternatives to the specification of a in de-

grees are useful, particularly in applications in-

volving projectors or microdensitometers. If the

sample is irradiated by an optical system

focused on the sample and the efflux is received by
an optical system focused on the sample, the in-

;

flux and efflux geometries may be specified by the
influx numerical aperture A„ and the efflux nu-

i

merical aperture A'„, where
I

A„ = n sin ao

A'„ = n' sin a,

n is the refractive index of the medium between the
irradiating optics and the sample and n' is the re-

fractive index of the medium between the sample
i

and the receiver optics. For systems operating in
|

air, n = n' = 1. To indicate that geometries are
|

specified by numerical apertures rather than
j

angles, the subscript n is placed after the parenthetic
\

statement of parameters, for example, Z)r(0.25; I

2850°K: 0.40;S-4)„. As another alternative, the i

influx and efflux geometries may be specified by the
i

influx /-number A/ and the efflux /-number A'/ 1

where the /-numbers are those of the irradiating and
receiving optics, but only when both optical sys-

tems are focused on the sample, the distance from
the exit pupil of the irradiating optical system to '

the sample is nearly equal to the equivalent focal
'

length of that system, and the distance from the
,

sample to the entrance pupil of the receiver optical
|

system is nearly equal to the equivalent focal length
j

of that system. In the case of condenser optics, as
|

used in projectors, where the condenser is designed

to just fully irradiate the projection lens. A/ = A'/.
]

The requisite focal conditions are usually fulfilled
i

for a system simulating a projector projecting a
i

picture on a screen more than 25 focal lengths away
j

from the lens. To indicate that geometries are
j

specified by /-numbers rather than angles, the sub-
\

script / is placed after the parenthetic statement of

parameters, for example i)r(3.5;2850°K: 3.5,^)/. i

Having simplified the description of geometric
conditions in most practical cases, we turn to the

;

spectral conditions and find that the same degree ;

of simplification can be effected. The spectral
'

distributions of many of the sources of interest in

photography are satisfactorily represented by color

temperature in degrees Kelvin. Others can be

TABLE IV. Notation for Parameters of Modulation

Reference/
Influx function C : Efflux function C standard s

Influx geometry g; Influx spectrum S: Efflux geometry g'; Efflux spectral sensitivity S'/standard s

Le{e,4.) ; Le(X) : Se(e,4>) Se(Xl / s

Simplified notation when the angular distribution of irradiation and collection are uniform within

right circular cones, zero elsewhere, and uniform over the sample (shown for the case of reflection)

:

ao, do, 4>0 ', S '. Or, 6r, <j>r S' / S

Simplified notation when above conditions are met and do = 0t 0.

oto \ S : ttr ; S' / s

For annular irradiation, when above conditions are met:

aoi to aoi ; S : Or ; S' / s
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specified by symbols adopted by standardizing

organizations for certain standardized sources, such

as CIE-C, or phosphors, such as P-11. If the

influx spectrum is a very narrow band of fre-

quencies, it may be specified by the wavelength, in a

vacuum, preferably in nanometers (abbreviated nm
and formerly called millimicrons).

Similarly, the eflflux spectral sensitivity can be
denoted by the symbols for standardized spectral

sensitivity functions such as V for visual, P for the

standard sensitivity representing commonly used
photographic printing materials, S-4 (for example)
for a particular photocell response, or when appro-

priate, a wavelength in nanometers.
To indicate that a measurement was made rela-

tive to a reference standard, it is proposed that a

symbol for the reference standard, s, be included at

the end of the list of parameters and be separated

from the efflux parameters by a diagonal, as follows:

D{C:C'/s)

The most common reference standards used in

photography are magnesium oxide, base, and base

plus fog. These may be given the symbols MgO,
6, and bf, respectively. Other references may be
assigned symbols or the general symbol s may be
used when appropriate. The functional notation in

the general and simplified forms can be used to

specify the parameters of any of the arithmetic

measures of modulation, as well as the various kinds
of optical density, as follows:

t{C:C'), p{C:C'), xl^{C:C'), T{C:C'), R{C:C'),
and P(C:C')

The general features of the system of notation and
the various simplifications are shown in Table IV.

In some standard systems of measurements, flux

is incident uniformly in the annular region between
two co-axial cones or the efflux is uniformly eval-

uated between two such cones. In such cases the
notation would be as shown in these examples for

the reflection case:

Dii{aoi to ao2;S:a,;S')

or

Dii{ao;S: an to ar2',S')

When an angular subtense is broken into two or

more discrete regions it may be described by the use

of the "plus" sign, for example,

aoi to ao-2 + ao3 to ao^

Similarly one may indicate a region deleted by the

use of the "minus" sign, for example,

0 to 360° - 170° to 190°

It should be noted that the punctuation used in

the notation has been formalized in the interest of
clarity. The influx function and efflux function are
separated by a colon. The geometrical and spec-

tral functions are separated by semicolons. The

angular parameters of the geometrical functions are
separated by commas.

If a second coordinate system for efflux descrip-

tion is established at a distance b along the z axis,

as discussed in the section dealing with the co-

ordinate system, the distance b, with proper unit of
length, may be indicated between two colons and
this group of symbols may replace the usual single

colon, as follows:

Dr{ao;S: b: ac,S').

Examples of Functional Notation

The current American standard for diffuse

transmission density defines two types. American
standard diffuse visual density. Type Vl-b would
be written in the proposed notation as follows:

Dr(90°;3000°K: < 10°;^)

This notation means that the incident flux is uni-

formly distributed at all angles over the hemisphere
and has the spectral distribution of a full radiator

at 3000°K and that the flux is evaluated uniformly
in a cone of half-angle less than or equal to 10° with
its axis on the normal, by a receiver having a re-

sponse proportional to the standard photopic spec-

tral luminous efficiency function. The second
type, American Standard Diffuse Printing Density,
Type P2-b would be written in the proposed
notation as follows:

Z)r(90°;3000°K: < 10°;P)

One can see at a glance that the only difference from
the first type is that the spectral sensitivity of the

receiver is that of a standard photographic print

paper. The current American Standard Visual

Diffuse Reflection Density, Type 3000 K, would be
written:

Dr(40° to 50°;3000°K:5°;y/MgO)

which means that the incident flux is uniformly
distributed at all longitudes at colatitudes from 40 °

to 50° and has the spectral distribution of a full

radiator at 3000 °K; that the flux is uniformly
evaluated at all longitudes at colatitudes from 0 to
5° by a receiver having a response proportional to

the standard photopic spectral luminous efficiency

function; and that the measurement is made rela-

tive to a magnesium oxide reference standard.

A microdensitometer might measure Dt (0.25;

2850°K:0.40;S-4)„. The illuminating optical sys-

tem has a numerical aperture of 0.25, the source

is characterized by a color temperature of 2850 °K,
the receiver optical system has a numerical aperture

of 0.40, and the receiver has the spectral sensitivity

of a type S-4 photodetector.

A projector with a projection lens having an f-

number of 3.5 might utilize Z)r(3.5;2850°K:3.5;

In some studies in photography the primary in-

terest is in the effect of geometry on modulation
measurements while the spectral conditions are of
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little interest. In such cases, the influx spectrum
and efflux spectral sensitivity can be omitted from
the notation. The general form of the notation
then becomes simply D{g:g').

For example, the three geometrically extreme
cases in transmission densitometry mentioned in

American Standards can be written as shown in

Table V. It should be noted that the notation
provides a means of differentiating the two types of

diffuse density measurement generally regarded as

equivalent.

In the proposed notation, the Callier "Q" factor

is defined by the equation

Q = Dr(0:0)/Z)r(1.00:0)„

The q introduced by Altman'* may be written as

follows:

q = DT{g:g')/DT{l.OO:0)„

He used the symmetrical case, g =g', that is, ao =

at and do = 6t = 0. I have found this ratio useful,

permitting g and g' to take on different values.

Discussion

Present day concepts in densitometry are largely

based on the excellent analysis of experimental

determination of photographic density by Koerner
and Tuttle, thirty years ago.^^ There is, however,
a basic difference between their point of view and
that adopted here. They said:

"From the definition it is apparent that, in

order to measure density, it is necessary only

to determine the flux incident on, and the

flux transmitted by, the silver deposit. Since

there are no qualifying statements attached to

the above definition, it would seem quite beside

the point to inquire what portion of the fluxes

should be measured; one naturally supposes
that all the incident and all the transmitted

flux is meant. Any other interpretation would
add an equivocal quality to the term "photo-
graphic density" as defining a basic physical

quantity, and although it is true that Hurter
and Driffield were not aware of certain prop-

erties of the photographic image, particularly

the light-scattering properties, at the time
the definition was formulated, it is also prob-

ably true that, had they appreciated these

factors, their definition would still have re-

mained as it now is."

No one kind of optical density is any more a

"basic physical quantity" than any other. Indeed,

it is the very "equivocal quality" of "photographic
density" which underlies most of the problems of

measurement and application. The first step in

standardization was a natural one, the adoption of

18. J. H. Altman, AppZ. Op/.,3: 35 (1964).

19. A. M. Koerner and C. Tuttle, J. Opt. Soc. Am., 27: 241 (1937).

the proposal of Koerner and Tuttle, "that the
integrating sphere used with an incident light, no
ray of which departs from normal incidence by
more than 10°, shall be considered as the standard (

optical set-up for determination of photographic ]

density according to both letter and spirit of the
|

Hurter and Driffield definition." There was, of
j

course, a very great advantage to photographic
|

science in having one standard density well defined

rather than none. However, the most important
justification for continuing diffuse geometry in

existing standards is not that it satisfies the defini-

tion of Hurter and Driffield and is essentially un-
affected by small variations in sample thickness but
that it simulates the conditions of use in contact

,

printing and in viewing transparencies against a
j

diffuse source and that these are important applica- I

tions. If the quantities to be measured are the
!

quantities to be used, the generalized concept of

density which has come into use and is here sys- I

tematized, must be recognized and adopted. There
|

is, however, some danger of "undoing standardiza-

tion," in this point of view. If every kind of
|

density were "standard" we would have no stand- !

ardization other than, perhaps, a standard notation

for describing the density. The reasons adduced '

by Koerner and Tuttle and the need for continuity
j

are sufficient to warrant the continued use of diffuse
j

density as the kind to be used when there is no
1

reason to use another. Then, it seems impera-
^

tive in the interest of standardization to choose and
|

standardize representative parameters for other
j

types of density for which there is a real need, i

Experience in science and industry has demon-
|

strated a need for a projection density, a diffuse-
|

source contact-printing density, and a reflection '

density which can be used to characterize photo- •

graphic images on surfaces such as brushed metals,
i

which have a considerable variation in reflection

density, Dr{5°, 45°, 0°;S:5°, 45°, 180°;S'), as
\

the sample is rotated about the z axis.

When the task of revising existing density stand- I

ards was undertaken, it was clear that several new I

kinds of density would be needed but the prospect of
j

adding to the plethora of specialized terminology,
\

which for years has been the curse of photometry,

was not inviting. The functional notation is a

convenient form of expression for the values of the
j

parameters affecting the measurement of optical
i

modulation. It is to be hoped that the infinite
j

flexibility of this mathematical notation will obviate

the need for more words to denote the various types
;

TABLE V. Notation for Transmission Density with Extreme

Geometrical Conditions

Name of type Simplified notation

Regular" Z)r(0:0)

Diffuse Dr(0:90°) or Dt{90°:0)
Doubly diffuse Or (90°: 90°)

" Sometimes called specular although many regard this term as a direct

reference to a mirror and therefore inappropriate to any case other than

reflection.
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other than such terms as for example, "projection

density" for a type of density defined in such a way
that the measurement conditions simulate the con-

ditions in a typical or "average" projector. The
adoption of the present proposals should more than
satisfy the requirement stated in Mees and James,
"It is desirable that standard terms be adopted
which would serve to differentiate the limiting true

specular density from densities lying between this

and totally diffuse density."-"

New terms are proposed only because calibration

and standardization activities have demonstrated a

real need for some such terms. Prescriptive defini-

tions and arbitrary systems of notation cannot be
wrong, of course, but they can be good or bad. I

hope these will be found useful.

20. The Theory of the Photographic Process, C. E. K. Mees and T. H.
James, eds., Macmillan Co., N. Y- 3rd ed. (1966) p. 426.

The concepts of propagance factor, transmittance

factor, and reflectance factor should appeal to the
systems engineer. This "systems approach" pro-

vides solutions to a number of modulation problems
which would baffle a densitometrist clinging faith-

fully to the definitions of transmittance and re-

flectance. The author did not invent these con-
cepts but recognized them in use, though they were
ill defined. Mr. L. Barbrow suggested the use of

the suffix term "factor."
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The Metric System in Illuminating Engineering

Reprinted from Illuminating Engineering
Vol. LXII, No. 11, November 1967 By L. E. BarbrOW

AT SOME TIME, possibly not far in the future, the

British system of units will be abandoned in the

United States, in favor of the metric system which

should more properly be called the International Sys-

tem of Units (SI) as designated in 1960 by the

Eleventh General Conference on Weights and Meas-

ures (see Appendix) . The Illuminating Engineering

Society has requested its Nomenclature Committee to

consider this matter and to present, for study .and dis-

cussion, recommendations on two questions: (1)

adoption by lES of the policy that primary emphasis

in the publications of the Society be given to SI units

to supersede the footcandle, footlambert, and candela

per square inch, the units most commonly used by

illuminating engineers in the United States and (2)

"preferred" prefixes for SI units when the SI units

are not of appropriate size.

As to question (1), because the SI units are al-

ready used exclusively in nearly all of the countries

of the world and will now be receiving increased use

in the English-speaking countries, and because of the

almost exclusive use of the SI units in the scientific

field and the need for uniformity of units used in

science and engineering, the lES Nomenclature Com-

mittee unanimously recommends that the lES approve

the policy of having the SI units given primary use

in its publications, with equivalent values in the

British system given in parentheses if desired. The

Nomenclature Committee suggests early approval of

this policy.

In a discussion of question (2) the relationships

with which we are concerned are:

1 fc = 10.76 lux = 1.076 dekalux = 0.1076

hectolux = 1 Im/ft".

1 Ix =z 1 lm/m2.

1 fL = 10.76 apostilb = 1.076 dekapostilb =
0.1076 hectoapostilb = 1 cd/-7rft-.

1 asb = 1 cd/Trm^.

1 cd/in2 = 1550 nit = 1.55 kilonit.

1 nt r= 1 cd/m2.

1 fL =r 3.426 nit.

Because one footcandle is equal to 1.076 dekalux,

the use of dekalux would be advantageous in terms of

Author: Chairman. lES Nomenclature Committee, National Bu-
reau of Standards. Wasliinffton. D. C. Note: Only those recom-
mendations so marked and indicated hy italics, received unanimous
approval of the TES Nomenclature Committee and are submitted
at this time for approval of the lES Council.

continuity with the past insofar as literature and rec-

ommended practices are concerned. Also the scales of

the multiude of footcandle meters now in use could

continue to be used by adding a 7.6 per cent correc-

tion to the reading to take into account the difference

in size of these two units. On the other hand it must
be noted that in the course of the extensive use

abroad of the SI units over a period of many years,

the lux without any prefix has been used almost with-

out exception as the unit of illumination. The No-

menclature Committee is almost equally divided on

the question of giving preference to lux or dekalux

as the unit of illumination. Perhaps no firm choice

should or even needs to be made now between lux and

any of its multiples; experience gained by use of the

SI units may reveal whether a choice in the future

will be advisable.

As for the two currently used units of luminance

(fL and cd/in^), because luminance is a directional

quantity, the Nomenclature Committee is unanimous

in recommending that the lES should promote the

deprecation of "lumens per unit area" as a unit of

luminance, and sponsor its use solely as a unit of

luminous exitance {formerly emittance)

.

The kilonit (knt) which equals about 0.65 cd/in-

is a conveniently sized unit that might well be used

to describe or specify the luminance of sources, while

the nit (about 0.3 fL) might well be used to report

the luminance of surrounds.

The metric units lux and nit have been adopted by

the CIE but only one of these two units, lux, has been

adopted by the General Conference on Weights and

Measures while the other term, nit, has never received

much use. On this account, and also because of the

connotation of the word in English, there has devel-

oped some sentiment for avoiding the use of the name
"nit" and for using instead the self-explanatory name

"candela per square meter" which is the SI unit. This

is too long a name for a commonly used unit, so the

majority of the Nomenclature Committee recom-

mends the use of "nit" and decimal multiples thereof

for expressing values of luminance. There is, how-

ever, a minority view that "candela per square me-

ter," the SI unit, be preferred. A suggested interesting

solution to this dilemma is the use of "SI unit," which

would readily be recognized as being equivalent to

"candela per square meter." Here, as in the choice of

a preferred unit for illumination, perhaps experience
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gained by use of the SI units may reveal whether the

choice of a preferred luminance unit is necessary.

A matter of concern to some illuminating engineers

in deprecating "lumens per unit area" as a unit of

luminance is the loss of the easily remembered (but

often erroneously applied) relationship: L = pE, in

which L is luminance in footlamberts, E is illumina-

tion in footcandles and p is hemispherical reflectance

for the particular incidence geometry. Of course this

relationship applies only to a Lambertian (perfectly

diffusing) surface. For such a surface the relation-

ship when the recommended metric units are used is:

L = pE/n, in which L is luminance in nits, E is

illumination in lux, and p is hemispherical reflectance.

It can be at least hoped that the presence of ir in this

equation will remind illuminating engineers that this

relationship is applicable only to the extent that the

surface illuminated approximates a Lambertian sur-

face. For a non-Lambertian surface the relationship

that should be used is: L =: /SE/tt, in which L is lu-

minance in nits, E is illumination in lux and /? is the

luminance factor of the surface. Luminance factor,

is not defined in Z7.1-1942 but will be defined as

follows in Z7.1-1967 which has been approved as a

USA Standard but is not yet published: "Luminance

Factor, ^: Luminance factor is the ratio of the lumi-

nance (photometric brightness) of a surface or me-

dium under specified conditions of incidence, ob-

servation, and light source, to the luminance (photo-

metric brightness) of a perfectly reflecting or trans-

mitting, perfectly diffusing surface or medium under

the same conditions.

"Note: Reflectance or transmittance cannot exceed

unity, but luminance factor may have any value from

zero to values approaching infinity."

For your further information, the accompanying

material of particular interest to illuminating engi-

neers is being considered for incorporation in a

forthcoming USA Standard Letter Symbols for Gen-

eral Use.

Prefixes

Factor by which the unit

is multiplied Prefix Symbol

1,000,000,000,000 = 1012 tera T
1,000,000,000 = 109 giga G

1,000,000 = 106 mega M
1,000 -- 103 kilo k

100 = 102 y,ecto h

10 = IQi deka* da

0.1 = 10-1 deci d

0.01 = 10-2 centi c

0.001 = 10-3 miiii m
0.000,001 = 10-6 micro

0.000,000,001 = 10-» nano n

0.000,000,000,001 = 10-i2pico P

(0.000,000,000,000,001 = 10-i5atto a,)**

(0.000,000,000,000,000,001 = 10-i8femto f, )**

'Translator's note: This prefix

**Added in 1964.
is spelled "iica." in French.

Unit Symbol Notes

lux Ix The SI unit of illuminance. One Ix = one Im/m-.

phot ph The CGS unit of illuminance. One ph = one \mlcm-. Use of the SI unit,

the lux (lumen per square meter), is preferred.

footcandle fc A British unit of illuminance. One fc = one Im/ft2. The name lumen per

square foot is preferred for this unit.

nit nt The name sometimes given to the SI unit of luminance (candela per square

meter). One nt = one cd/m2.

apostilb asb A unit of luminance in the metric system. One asb = one cd/»rm2. One
Im/m2 leaves a surface whose luminance is one apostilb in all directions

within a hemisphere. If luminance is measured in metric units, the can-

dela per square meter is preferred.

stilb sb A CGS unit of luminance. One sb = one cd/cm2. Use of the SI unit, the

candela per square meter, is preferred.

lambert L A unit of luminance in the CGS system. One L = one cd/ircm^. One
Im/cm- leaves a surface whose luminance is one lambert in all directions

within a hemisphere. If luminance is measured in CGS units, the stilb

(sb) is preferred.

footlambert fL A British unit of luminance. One fL = one cd/ffft2. One Im/ft2 leaves a

surface whose luminance is one footlambert in ail directions within a

hemisphere. If luminance is measured in British units, the candela per

square foot (cd/ft2) is preferred.
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APPENDIX

Translation from French of Records of Meetings of the

Eleventh General Conference on Weights and Measures,

Paris, October 11-20, 1960.

International System of Units

Resolution No. 12

The Eleventh General Conference on Weights and

Measures, Considering:

Resolution No. 6 of the Tenth General Conference on

Weights and Measures by which six units have been

adopted which are intended to serve as a practical base

for a system of measures for international purposes:

Length meter m
Mass kilogram kg

Time second s

Eilectric current ampere A
Thermodynamic temperature - degree Kelvin °K
Luminous intensity candela cd

Resolution No. 3 adopted by the International Com-
mittee on Weights and Measures in 1956.

The recommendations adopted by the International

Committee on Weights and Measures in 1958 concern-

ing the symbols and prefixes to be used in this system

for the formation of multiples and submultiples of the

units, Decides:

1. The system based on the six basic units above

mentioned is referred to as the International System of

Units.

2. The international abbreviation of the name of this

system is: SI.

3. The names of multiples and submultiples of the

units are formed with the prefixes shown in the accom-

panying table.

4. The units shown below will be used in this system,

without prejudice to other units which could be added

in the future:

Supplementary Units

Plane angle radian rad

Solid angle steradian sr

Derived Units

square meter m2
Volume . cubic meter m^
Frequency ^ hertz Hz 1/s

Density kilogram per cubic meter kg/m'

Velocity meter per second m/s

Angular velocity radian per second rad/s

Acceleration . ... meter per second square^ m/s^

Angular acceleration radian per second squared rad/s2

Force newton N kgm/s2

Pressure - nevrton per square meter N/m2
Kinematic viscosity square meter per second mVs
Dynamic viscosity newton-second per square meter N-s/m2

Work, energy, quantity of heat joule J N-m
Power watt W J/s

E3ectric charge coulomb c A-s

Voltage, potential difiFerence,

electromotive force volt V W/A
Electric field strength volt per meter V/m
Electric resistance ohm fi V/A
Electric capacitance farad F A-s/V

Magnetic flux weber Wb V-s

Inductance henry H V-s/A

Magnetic flux density . tesla T Wb/m2
Magnetic field strength ampere per meter A/m
Magnetomotive force ampere A
Flux of light lumen Im

Luminance _ candela per square meter cd/m^

Illumination lux Ix lm/m2
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Optical Resource Letter on Radiometry

Fred E. Nicodemus

Syhania Electronic Systems—Western Division, Mountain View, California 94040

These Optical Resource Letters are patterned after the well-established Resource Letters published in the

American Journal of Physics and distributed by the American Association of Physics Teachers. The purpose

is to provide, in an important field of optics, briefly annotated references which should be of value to

teachers, researchers, engineers and technicians interested in the subject area. No claim is made for com-
pleteness or exhaustiveness of coverage; rather, it is hoped that the references quoted will be helpful in

themselves, and will be representative, or at least suggestive, of the broad literature on this subject.

The present Optical Resource Letter, OR-2, and that published last month, OC-1 on Colorimetry, were

prepared under the direction of the OSA Ad Hoc Committee on Resource Letters: K. M. Baird, H. E. Breed,

M. A. Jeppesen, J. M. Stone, and S. S. Ballard (Chairman).

Notation : The letter E following an item number indicates that the reference is on a more-or-less elemen-

tary level; the letter A indicates an advanced level.

Additional copies are available from the Executive Office of the Optical Society of America, 2100 Pennsyl-

vania Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20037. Request Optical Resource Letter OR-2, and please enclose

a stamped, return-addressed envelope.

Radiometry is seldom taught or pursued by and for

itself; usually this is done in connection with some other

subject (e.g., astrophysics or meteorology) or attention

is confined to just one of its major subdivisions (e.g.,

photometry, illumination engineering, or optical pyrom-
etry). Those who conduct radiometric studies and
publish their results tend to group themselves according

to these categories, usually with poor communication
between different groups. Each group tends to publish

in its own journals and to develop its own scheme of

concepts, terminology, symbols, sacred cows, and
jargon, and thus further discourages intergroup

communication.

In these circumstances, not only is the disclaimer of

completeness for this resource letter particularly apt,

but it is also extremely difficult, if not impossible, even

to achieve representative coverage of the field or, in

fact, to determine what is truly representative of

radiometry as a whole. Accordingly, the first person is

used occasionally, as a reminder that it is radiometry as

seen through the author's eyes that is being presented.

Radiometry is that branch of optics concerned with

the measurement of the radiant energy or power flowing

in beams of optical electromagnetic radiation including,

primarily, incoherent ultraviolet, visible, and infrared

radiation, as well as longer or shorter wavelengths in

circumstances wherein the laws of geometrical optics

apply. With the rapidly increasing interest in coherent

radiation, resulting from the explosive development of

laser technology, there is growing need for more ade-

quate treatment of the problems of measuring radiant

power in coherent beams as well, in which its distribu-

tion is strongly affected by the phase relations that give

rise to interference. Radiometric relations based on the

classical geometrical optics of the literature cited here

should not be applied blindly to situations involving

coherent radiation.^

The largest subdivision of radiometry includes photo-

metry and illumination engineering, wherein radiant

energy is measured in terms of its effect on the average

or "standard" human eye (spectral luminous efficacy of

radiant flux K(\), formerly called "luminosity factor").

In optical pyrometry, radiant energy is measured to

determine temperatures. Radiometry plays a major role

in the radiant-heat-transfer area of mechanical and
chemical engineering. Meteorologists and astrophy-

sicists are also interested in radiative heat transfer, but

from a somewhat different standpoint. Radiant-heat-

1 A. Walther, "Radiometry and Coherence," J. Opt. Soc. Am.
58, 1256 dQfiS).
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transfer problems are increasing in importance and are

encountering new conditions in connection with space-

craft temperature control. Ceramic engineers are greatly

concerned with radiometric considerations, not only in

developing materials for space applications but also in

mundane areas such as the cooling of glass sheets during

their manufacture. Ophthalmologists and optometrists,

as well as optical-instrument designers and manufac-

turers, are also concerned with radiometric relations

and measurements. Radiometry occupies a large place

in the growing military applications of electro-optical

devices, especially in the infrared. Meteorologists and

climatologists, foresters, and other biologists concerned

with the effects of radiant energy, particularly solar

radiant energy, on plants and animals make extensive

use of radiometric relations and measurements. Radio-

metric instruments are used in medicine, for example,

to detect and map anomalous patterns of skin tempera-

ture associated with diseased conditions, particularly

circulatory difficulties. They are also used in industrial

inspection and control, e.g., to detect defective circuits

and components, and poor layout and design of elec-

tronic assemblies, by the infrared radiation resulting

from undue heating. This listing is far from exhaustive.

I have collected a working list of over 1000 refer-

ences, primarily in connection with a continuing effort

to improve and expand a preliminary general treatment

of radiometric calibration.^ These references have been

gathered partly through subject searches in Science

Abstracts, Engineering Index, etc., but mainly on the

basis of citations encountered as particular problems

have been explored from time to time; these, in turn,

have led to others, and so on. I am convinced that a

really systematic and exhaustive collection effort would

turn up many more pertinent items. For this resource

letter, only a few of the most important basic references

—those having the widest application—have been

selected.

GENERAL TREATMENTS

There seems to be no completely general treatment

of radiometry, as such. There are good optics texts that

cover many fundamentals, but most of them do not

devote much attention to radiometric considerations.

Then there are treatments of radiometry which manage
to achieve enough generality to be useful as basic

references even though they are primarily concerned

with certain aspects, such as infrared physics, rather

than with radiometry as a whole.

IE. Measurement of Opiifal Radiations—The Detection

of Electromagnetic Radiation from Ultraviolet to Infrared.

Georg Bauer (The Focal Press, London and New York,

1965). Translation by K. S. Ankersmit of Strahlungs-

' "Methods of Radiometric Calibration," Fred E. Nicodemus
and George J. Zissis. (The University of Michigan, Contract No.
SD-91 with the Advanced Research Projects Agency, Report
4613-20-R, October 1962) (Defense Documentation Center No.
AD-289,375).

messung im optischen Spektralbereich (Friedr. Vieweg
j

und Sohn Verlag, Braunschweig, 1962). This probably i

comes as close as any to being a good introductory
|

treatment of radiometry in general. In a good review

E. J. Gilham deplores Bauer's bias toward principles
j

rather than practice in such an introductory volume.
|

However, this is probably unavoidable in any general

treatment and I welcome it, particularly since it can

easily be supplemented by good accounts of actual
'

measurement practices in reports of specific experiments

and studies. It is unfortunate that there are some
shortcomings in the translation, but some of the same '

difficulties of inadequate or ambiguous terminology are

also frequently encountered in texts written directly in :

English, so the reader may as well learn from the outset '

to cope with them (see discussion of nomenclature,
\

below). There are also citations of sources for more
'

extensive and intensive treatments of particular topics,

but many of them are in German. [Reviewed by: I

Gilham, Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 16, 1407 (1965); Mac- .

Adam, J. Opt. *Soc. Am. 55, 898 (1965).]
|

2E. Measurement of Radiant Energy. W. E. Forsythe,
]

Ed. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1937). This,
i

too, is a general treatment of radiometry, as its title
i

indicates. Unfortunately, it is somewhat out of date.
;

However, it is still a good reference on many topics and
I

certainly is an excellent summary as of 1937, as well as
,

being almost the only reference in which all of the topics

treated can be found together in a single volume.

3E. Handbook of Military Infrared Technology.

William L. Wolfe, Ed. (Office of Naval Research,

Washington, D. C, 1965, Supt. of Doc, U. S. G. P. O.

Washington, D. C. 20402—$3.75). 906 pp. While its

emphasis is on the infrared region of the spectrum and

on military applications, this reference volume contains

much useful information on radiometric fundamentals

;

also, the coverage is complete enough in many places

so that, to some extent, it can serve as a text as well as

a reference volume. At the price, it is a real bargain.

[Reviewed by: Howard, Appl. Opt. 6, 2200 (1967);

MacAdam, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 57, 988 (1967).]

4E. Applied Optics and Optical Engineering. Vol. IV,

R. Kingslake, Ed. (Academic Press Inc., New York, i

1967). (Vols. I and II, 1965; Vol. Ill, 1966; Vol. V is

in preparation). Chapter 8, p. 263, in Vol. IV presents a
|

general treatment of radiometry in very limited space.

Fortunately, some topics such as instrumentation and

atmospheric phenomena are covered in other chapters

of the same treatise. The chapter is organized around an I

examination of reasons why the precision and accuracy

achievable in radiometry are so poor, in contrast to

those attained in most other types of physical measure-

ments. I have since become increasingly aware of the

existence of many more significant publications in

addition to those I consulted in writing that chapter.

A good example is Gershun [5]. [Reviewed by : Ballard,

Appl. Opt. 7, 252 (1968); Hills, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 58,

591 (1968).1
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5A. The Light Field. A. Gershun. English translation

by Parry Moon and Gregory Timoshenko. J- Math.

Phys. 18, 51 (1939). (MIT, Elect. Eng. Dept. Contribu-

tion No. 164, 1939). This is a vector treatment of the

geometrical relations of radiometry. A study of portions

of it reveals it to be elegant and complete. It treats

radiometric quantities as field quantities, as I have long

felt they should be treated, and clearly states the

invariance properties of radiance, pointing out their

power and usefulness.^ Although photometric termi-

nology is used throughout, it is clearly stated at the

outset that the geometrical relations apply equally to

all radiometry, regardless of the units in which radiant

power is measured, so that radiometric quantities ma}'

be substituted everywhere for the corresponding photo-

metric quantities. It seems surprising that this publica-

tion is not more widely known and recognized.

6A. "Temperature Radiation of Solids." G. A. W.
Rutgers, in Handbuch der Physik, Vol. 26, S. Fliigge,

Ed. (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1958), p. 129. As indicated

by the title, this treatment does not cover directly

certain important phases of radiometry, such as radia-

tion from gases. However, it is an authoritative presen-

tation of much material that is basic to all radiometry.

7E. Light. R. W. Ditchburn (Interscience Publishers,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1963), 2nd ed.

This comprehensive treatise emphasizes physical optics.

It includes a good, though brief, discussion of much
basic material on radiometry, particularly in Ch. X,

"Detection and Measurement of Radiation." [^Re-

viewed by: Davis, Appl. Opt. 3, 14 (1964) ;
MacAdam,

J. Opt. Soc. Am. 55, 898 (1965).]

8A. The Theory of Optics. Paul Drude. Translated

from the German by C. Riborg Mann and Robert A.

Millikan (1902). (Dover Publications, Inc., New York,

1959). (Preface to German edition is dated January

1900). Although not modern, this classic stands up well.

It contains much useful material on basic principles of

radiometry, especially in Part III, "Radiation." In

particular, Kirchhoff's law relating emissivity and

absorptance is correctly stated in terms of the direc-

tional quantities, and the implication which follows

concerning polarization of oblique emitted rays is

clearly pointed out (something which, strangely, has

been overlooked in recent texts)

9A. The Detection and Measurement ofInfrared Radia-

tion. R. A. Smith, F. E. Jones, and R. P. Chasmar. (The

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1968), 2nd ed. Fundamentals

are well presented with primary attention to the infrared,

especially the properties of detectors for that spectral

region. [1st ed. (1957) reviewed by: Gates, J. Opt. Soc.

Am. 48, 198 (1958).]

lOE. Proceedings IRE, Vol. 47, No. 9, September
1959—Infrared Issue. This special issue was prepared

^ This is my message in "Radiance." Fred E. Nicodemus, Am.
J. Phys. 31, 368 (1963).

* Oscar Sandus, "A Review of Emission Polarization," Appl.
Opt. 4, 1634 (1965).
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primarily by workers in military applications of in-

frared, under the general supervision of Stanley S.

Ballard as guest editor, to summarize the growing body
of unclassified knowledge in this field. Dr. Ballard has

also summarized the evolution of subsequent publica-

tions in this field, including a number of excellent book
reviews, in his Applied Optics feature "Optical Ac-

tivities in the Universities," especially in 1, 585 (1962)

;

2, 323 (1963); 3, 219 (1964); 5, 1043 (1966); and 5,

1256 (1966).

HE. "Infrared Target and Background Radiometric

Measurements-Concepts, Units and Techniques." G.

Kelton, G. F. Levy, E. Bell, L. M. Biberman, G. E.

Brown, J. N. Hamilton, R. C. Jones, D. S. Lowe, R.

Paulson, G. J. Zissis, M. R. Nagel, L. Nichols, N. E.

Beardsley, E. Wormser, E. M. Sevadjian, and J. A.

Sanderson. Infrared Phys. 3, 139 (1963). Also report

of the Working Group on Infrared Backgrounds

(WGIRB). Report No. 2389-64-T, IRIA, Inst, of Sci.

and Tech., The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

(AD-275810) (Jan. 1962). A tremendous essay at

standardization and simplification was worked out very

thoroughly by a rather large committee, the Working
Group on Infrared Backgrounds (WGIRB), in the area

of military infrared applications. This is an excellent

source of radiometric fundamentals.

12A. Fundamentals of Infrared Technology. M. R.

Holter, S. Nudelman, G. H. Suits, W. L. Wolfe, and
G. J. Zissis. (Macmillan Co., New York, 1962). This

text grew out of the lecture notes for a summer course

of the same title at the University of Michigan. The
authors are concerned primarily, though not exclusively,

with military applications. [Reviewed by: Langton,

Appl. Opt. 2, 364 (1963).]

13E. Photometry. J. W. T. Walsh. (Constable and
Company, Ltd., London, 2nd ed., rev., 1953). [Also

3rd ed., 1958; reprinted by Dover Publications, Inc.,

New York, 1965.] An authoritative classic with a wealth

of useful information on basic radiometry as well as on
the more specialized considerations of photometry.

[Reviewed by: Middleton, Appl. Opt. 5, 147 (1966).]

14A. The Scientific Basis of Illuminating Engineering.

Parry Moon. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,

1936). (Dover Publications reprint, with additional

conversion tables and bibliography, New York, 1961).

This volume seems harder to read than [13], in part,

perhaps, because I have had less occasion or opportunity

to refer to it. It is frequently cited as a classic.

15A. "Radiant-Heat Transmission." Hoyt C. Hottel.

In Heat Transmission, W. H. McAdams, (McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, 1954), 3rd ed., Ch. 4. Radiometry
is presented here as developed by engineers concerned

with radiative heat transfer. While the underlying

principles are the same, the approaches and terminology

are quite different in many respects from those in the

previously cited sources.

16A. "Atmospheric Transmission: Concepts, Sym-
bols, Units and Nomenclature," 1. J. Spiro, R. Clark
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Jones, and D. Q. Wark. Infrared Phys. 5, 11 (1965).

Although the title indicates that this paper is concerned

primarily with nomenclature, there is an appendix on

radiometry by Jones which outlines fundamentals from

a fresh and stimulating point of view (see [25] below) in

an attempt to deal more adequately with situations

involving propagation through the atmosphere, and

emission and reflection by natural objects. The paper

was written at the instigation of the Specialty Group on

Infrared Backgrounds and Atmospheric Physics of the

Infrared Information Symposia (IRIS), sponsored by

the Office of Naval Research.

17A. Vision Through the Atmosphere. W. E. K.

Middleton. (Univ. of Toronto Press, Toronto, Canada,

1952). Many workers, even when not directly concerned

with atmospheric visibility, have found this a very

useful text and reference on radiometric and photo-

metric fundamentals, including nomenclature.

There are three new publications that, unfortunately,

I have not had the opportunity to study sufficiently to

be able confidently to assess their value in relation to

the others listed above. However, from skimming them

or from information about them, it appears that they

should not be omitted from this list.

18A. Infrared Radiation: A Handbook for Applica-

tions. M. A. Bramson. (Plenum Press, New York, 1968).

The treatment of thermal radiation and associated

radiance contrasts seems to be particularly complete,

with many useful tables. The implications and inter-

relationships between spectral distributions in terms of

wavelength, wave number, or frequency and in terms

of radiant energy or quanta, and their graphs or mea-

sures on logarithmic or linear scales, also appear to be

covered quite thoroughly.

19A. Radiation Heat Transfer. E. M. Sparrow and

R. D. Cess. (Brood/Cole Publishing Co., Belmont, Cal.,

Div. of Wadsworth Publ. Co., Inc., 1966). This book

might replace [15] as a more up-to-date treatment from

the standpoint of heat-transfer engineering. Inci-

dentally, there appears to be a good discussion and a

convenient catalogue of angle factors (projected solid

angles in steradians divided by ir, the projected sol id

angle of a hemisphere).

20A. Infrared System Engineering. Richard D. Hud-

son, Jr. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1969).

Although I have not yet seen this book, I am informed^

that it is "strictly up-to-date on the physics and

technology of the infrared, written from the systems

point-of-view. See especially Ch. 2, Infrared Radiation,

and Appendix 2, Symbols and Nomenclature for Radi-

ometry and Photometry."

NOMENCLATURE

Nomenclature (concepts, tenns, and symbols) is

important in three ways. First, well-defined self-con-

' Private communication from S. S. Ballard, editor of the series

in which this book appears.

sistent nomenclature is essential for clear thinking, for

the formulation of problems and propositions about

radiometric quantities and their interrelationships, and
for their successful manipulation to derive new relation-

ships and to solve problems. Second, a somewhat
broader appreciation of the variations and subtleties in

the nomenclature in current use is needed for effective

communication with contemporaries. Finally, a much
more comprehensive grasp of the wide variations that

occur in nomenclature, past as well as present, is needed
for full access to and use of the large body of heteroge-

neous literature on radiometry that is only sampled here.

From the present introduction to the diversity in

radiometric literature, it is clear that nomenclature

differences lie at the core of the problem of achieving

maximum availability and use of existing resources in

that literature. Even if, by some miracle, complete

standardization could eliminate the plague of nomen-
clature differences overnight, there would still remain

the very substantial body of existing literature wherein

the diversity is an established fact that cannot be

ignored if we are to make use of it. However, before

considering how to cope with this problem, in the

absence of adequate keys and tables of corresponding

items in the different nomenclature systems and
practices, we note the recent rapid and substantia]

progress toward standardization. Probably the best

example is

:

21E. USA Standard Nomenclature and Definitions for

Illuminating Engineering, RP-16 (USAS Z7. 1-1967).

Approved August 16, 1967, by USA Standards Institute.

Sponsored, published by, and available from the Illumi-

nating Engineering Society, 345 E. 47th St., New York,

N. Y. 10017. This monumental document is clear, com-

plete, and well indexed. As indicated in its Foreword,

it is the culmination of an extensive effort, including

wide coordination on an international scale.

^

Adoption of the radiometric nomenclature of [21] is

rapidly gaining momentum and it clearly seems destined

for wide acceptance. In particular, I imderstand that

the editors of the Journal of the Optical Society of

America and Applied Optics, and of the forthcoming

OSA Handbook of Optics as well, have indicated that

they will adopt the nomenclature of [21], strongly

recommending its use in contributions to their publica-

tions. However, I hope that they continue to permit

variations and departures when an author has strong

reasons for them, lest the standards become a strait-

jacket that stifles desirable innovation and progress.

Also, in view of this accelerating crystallization of a

long-needed standard nomenclature, it is important to

recognize aspects that make some of us accept it with

less than complete enthusiasm, even while we recognize

that the advantages far outweigh our objections.

^ See also D. B. Judd, "Symbols, Nomenclature and Units,"

J. Opt. Soc. Am. 52, 954 (1962), and several related articles in the

June 1960 issue (Vol. 15, No. 6) of Physics Today. See also OSA
Nomenclature Committee Report, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 57, 854
(1967j, and review of [21] in J. Opt. Soc. Am. 58, 864 (1968).
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Although the definitions and interrelationships are

clearly stated in [21], the adoption of symbols that

come from photometry, with subscripts added where

needed to distinguish the radiometric from the corre-

sponding photometric quantities, may unintentionally

encourage illogically anthropomorphic tendencies to

treat the standard human eye as a primary detector.

It is important to point this danger out, particularly

when introducing the nomenclature to students. This is

not just a quibble over prestige between radiometry and

its overshadowing branches of photometry and illumi-

nation engineering: important practical considerations

are involved, as has been eloquently pointed out by

Biberman [22]

:

22E. "Apples, Oranges and Unlumens." Lucien M.
Biberman. Appl. Opt. 6, 1127 (1967). ".

. .Luminosity

is related to the human eye, not to an S-20 cathode or

photographic emulsion. The absurdity of applying

photometric units to non-eye-related functions is illus-

trated and a plea made for proper use of radiometric

terminology." [From author's abstract.] This letter to

the editor touched off a series of letters in which the

topic is further explored : F. H. Barr and E. H. Eber-

hardt, "On the Elimination of the Lumen from the

Responsivity Calibration of Photodetectors," Appl.

Opt. 6, 1575 (1967) ; H. K. Hammond III, "Phototube

Response Evaluation," Appl. Opt. 7, 985 (1967) ; F. E.

Nicodemus, "Radiometry with Spectrally Selective

Sensors," Appl. Opt. 7, 1649 (1968).

To summarize briefly, radiometry is, logically, the

broad field covering all forms of radiant-power measure-

ments, including those with selective instruments

having responsivities which vary as functions of one or

more of the radiation parameters: wavelength or fre-

quency, position, direction, fluctuation or modulation

frequency, and polarization. The output of a radiometer

is then just the weighted integral of the distribution

function, describing the incident radiation in terms of

these parameters, weighted by the responsivity function

of the instrument. Photometric units are a particular

case, albeit a very important one, of such a weighted

response, wherein the weighting function is the lumi-

nosity function representing the spectral responsivity

of the standard photopic human eye. But any inter-

comparison of photometric results with those of other

selective sensors (e.g., photocells or photographic films)

requires computations that are equivalent to trans-

forming all results to absolute radiometric units.

As suggested in the comments on [1], the reader of

the radiometric literature is constantly plagued by
inadequate and ambiguous nomenclature. Until there is

time for standardization to take full effect, the problem

remains; I have found two techniques effective for

coping with it : to prepare a glossary or translation table

as I read, and to make frequent use of dimensional

analysis. When I want to be meticulous, I set down in

a list each of the author's radiometric terms and
symbols, as they are introduced, together with their
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definitions, if given. The corresponding terms or sym-

bols in my own familiar nomenclature are listed as soon

as I am able to identify them, rechecking as I go along

to see if the author's use of them is consistent with my
identification. In addition, by applying dimensional

analysis to each relationship and equation, the consis-

tency can be even more thoroughly checked through

particular attention to the units given for each quantity

Not infrequently, inconsistencies appear, possibly even

because the author is in error; then it becomes a problem

to discover where the error occurred and to determine

what is really meant by the statements made. Ad-

mittedly this takes time, but it is essential for under-

standing. Often, however, such elaborate precautions

are not needed, especially after one has formed the

habit of making these critical examinations and can do

much of it mentally as he reads. But the confusion

resulting from failure to understand and interpret a

particular term or symbol correctly can frequently cost

far more in lost time and effort than is required for this

procedure; a few such instances will usually convince

one that the time spent in systematically translating

any difficult analysis or derivation into more familiar

terms and symbols will prove to be a time-saving rather

than a time-consuming exercise.

The general references already cited above are, of

course, also sources for radiometric nomenclature. The
possible shortcomings of Bauer [1], arising out of

translation, have been noted. There is a good summary
of much of the radiometric nomenclature in Wolfe [3],

particularly in Ch. 2, Radiation Theory. In [4], I

made some mention of variations in nomenclature but,

for the most part, I concentrated on trying to present

a clear, consistent scheme of nomenclature based on my
own preferences at that time (now I would follow [21]).

Gershun [5], Walsh [13], Moon [14], and Middleton

[17] are good sources for the nomenclature used in

photometry and illumination engineering, and Moon
[14] also tabulates, in the latest Dover edition, the

"improved system" of quite different nomenclature

which is employed primarily by Domina Eberle Spencer

and himself in numerous publications on illumination

engineering (see [30], below). Hottel [15] and Sparrow

and Cess [19], as indicated, employ the nomenclature

of radiative-heat transfer engineering. Spiro, Jones, and

Wark [16] are primarily concerned with standardiza-

tion of nomenclature for situations involving atmo-

spheric propagation.

23E. The Science of Color. Optical Society of America,

Committee on Colorimetry. (Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,

New York, 1953, reprinted 1966 by Optical Society of

America, available from address given in preface of this

Resource Letter). The Glossary-Index of this excellent

volume is one of the best available sources for authorita-

tive information about optical (including radiometric)

nomenclature, particularly the nomenclature used by a

large group in the Optical Society of America (OSA).

A greatly expanded glossary of this type, with references
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to all publications containing significant material on
radiometric nomenclature, preferably supplemented by
extensive tables of equivalents, would be tremendously

valuable as a dictionary to make much more of the

existing radiometric literature available and useful to a

much larger community of scientists and engineers.

24E. "Radiometric Quantities, Symbols and Units."

E. E. Bell. Proc. IRE 47, 1432 (1959). A presentation of

essentially the nomenclature recommended by Kelton

et al. (the WGIRB) [11] that has been rather widely

adopted in the community of scientists and engineers

working on military infrared applications in this

country.

25E. "Terminology in Photometry and Radiometry."

R. Clark Jones. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 53, 1314 (1963). This

is a proposal for an ingenious system of concepts and
terminology that clearly recognizes the underlying

geometrical relations common to radiometry and

photometry and to the propagation of any quantity

that obeys the laws of geometrical optics—one that is

propagated in straight lines in a homogeneous isotropic

medium, at a constant speed characteristic of the

medium and without interference. Jones has coined the

term phluometry for this underlying system of common
geometrical relationships. His ideas, developed further

in the appendix to [16], are important even if his

proposed nomenclature is never widely used.

There follow some sources for the nomenclature

currently in wide use in various areas, some for that

used in earlier times (which will still be encountered

when cited references are consulted), and some that

intercompare the nomenclature used in different areas.

26E. "How to Understand and Use Photometric

Quantities." Kodak Tech Bits No. 1, pp. 2-5, 15.

(Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, New York, 1965).

This is a good, simple, practical summary of the most

generally used photometric nomenclature, with some
illustrative applications.

27A. "Bridging the Language Gap in Radiation Heat
Transfer." Thaddeus C. Grimm. Chem. Eng. 72, 117

(1965). A direct intercomparison is made between the

nomenclature used in photometry and illumination

engineering and that used in heat-transfer engineering.

28E. Journal of Heat Transfer (ASME Trans., Ser.

C). This journal follows the commendable practice of

tabulating the nomenclature used in each paper on the

first page of that paper. Unfortunately, the definitions

of the symbols and terms are not always complete or

rigorous, thus leaving room for ambiguity and misunder-
standing, particularly since the units or physical dimen-
sions for each quantity are not always given. Neverthe-
less, a quick scan through these tabulations in a few
issues of the journal can give a very good idea of the

nomenclature generally used by radiative-heat-transfer

engineers.

29A. "The Units and Nomenclature of Radiation and
Illumination." H. E. Ives. Astrophys. J. 45, 39 (1917).

This is primarily of historical interest. It is perhaps

encouraging to note that, confused as the present

situation seems, it has been even more confused in

times past.

30A. "Study of Photometric Nomenclature." Parry
Moon and Domina Eberle Spencer. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 36,

666 (1946). The proposals and the arguments in support

of them, as presented here, have not gained wide
acceptance. However, much interesting historical and
factual material is also presented.

31A. "Survey of Radiometric Quantities and Units."

W. Viezee. The RAND Corp., Santa Monica, California,

Research Memorandum No. RM-2492 (AD-241, 636)

(July 12, 1960). Even though this report is not available

in a recognized journal, it is cited here because, for

those who wish to obtain a copy,^ it is a very good

discussion of a wider scope than most. The radiative-

heat- transfer nomenclature of the meteorologist or

astrophysicist, rather than that of the engineer, is

related to the historical development of photometric

nomenclature.
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Introduction of the International Practical

Temperature Scale 1968: some effects in relation to

light sources, colour temperature, and colorimetry

J. S. PRESTON, M.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.lnst.P., F.lllum.E.S.

(1 ) Introductory and general

Since 1927 an internationally agreed temper-

ature scale has been in use. In 1948 the Inter-

national Temperature Scale, later named the

International Practical Temperature Scale 1948

(IPTS-48), came into force. This scale has now
been replaced by the IPTS-68/ adopted in this

country as from January i, 1969. A change of

scale does not, very obviously, mean any change

in the actual temperatures associated with

critical physical phenomena or states, for

example the freezing point of pure gold under

standard conditions. Chiefly it means an adjust-

ment in the numerical values assigned to such

temperatures in the light of increased accuracy

of measurement,^ or more accurate knowledge

of certain physical constants, or both. Any
change in the unit of the scale, or in agreed

conventions about methods of measurement

may also play a part. One may imagine some

ideally reliable thermometer continuing to give

a certain unvarying reading while, from time to

time, its calibration is adjusted, in the light of

new research, to yield a corresponding numeri-

cal value nearer to the truth, according to the

agreed conventions.

In the range above the gold point—the range

of direct interest to lighting engineers and

colorimetrists—the conventional procedure for

determining a temperature is to compare it

with that of the gold point with an optical

pyrometer. In this, the value of the gold point

fixes what we may call the 'datum level' of the

scale of the pyrometer, while the value taken

for the radiation constant ( in the Planck

formula) determines the 'scale expansion factor'

of the instrument. In the change from IPTS-48

to IPTS-68, not only has the accepted value of

C2 been changed from 0-014 3^0 to 0 014 388

m K, but the gold point value also has been

changed from 1336-15 to 1337-58 K. Because

this 'datum level' has been changed inde-

pendently ofthe change in c^, one cannot derive a

temperature value on IPTS-68 simply by

multiplying the 1948 value by the ratio new c^j

old C2, although only the ratio Tjc^ appears in the

Planck formula. It is as well to hold this point

clearly in mind. It is quite distinct from the

case where one can use this ratio procedure in

order to be able to use radiation tables which

have been computed from an out-of-date value

ofcj.

The intention of this note is not to go into

great detail for, indeed, the eff"ects of the change

of scale in lighting technology will generally be

less than that of other experimental uncertain-

ties. Moreover, the error-tolerance on colour

temperatures, as at present assigned by the

standards laboratories, is of the same order as

the change in temperature values. Nevertheless,

the present description should interest workers

who wish to be knowledgeable on background,

or whose requirements are exacting.

(2) The unit, nomenclature and symbols

First, nomenclature and the unit. A tem-

perature is a physical quantity of which the

unit is the kelvin, symbol K, now included in

the SI system. The use of degree Kelvin and

of the symbol °K has been discontinued. The
size of this unit is defined by assigning the value

273- 16K to the temperature of the triple point

of water, i.e. 273-16 kelvins above absolute

zero. The ice point is o oiK below the triple

point and so has the value 273 •15K. It also

corresponds to o°C on the Celsius scale which is

still permissible and widely used. So if T is the

value of a temperature in kelvins, and t its

value in degrees Celsius, r=r-f 273- 15K, over

the whole range of temperatures. The symbol

°C is retained for the Celsius scale, but the use

of Centigrade for Celsius is deprecated.

(3) Colourtemperatureand spectral

distributions

Next, colour temperatures oflamps. Consider,

first, the use of a timgsten filament lamp to

simulate the (visible) spectrum from a black

This paper is a

communication from

the National Physical

Laboratory, Teddington,
The paper was received

on February 13, 1969.
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body radiator at, say, 2703 K. Suppose that last

year ihe lamp had been set at colour tempera-

ture 2703°K (IPTS-48). It is now required to

be re-set; and suppose that the standards

laboratory sets it at 2703K (IPTS-68)—

a

slightly different temperature. What has hap-

pened? Simply, that the closeness of simulation

has been improved. It is as though the standards

laboratory had last year set and measured the

temperature of an actual black body, but this

year had decided that a slight adiustment of its

actual temperature would bring its spectrum

into even closer agreement with the theoretical

one (for the stated temperature value), and had

then, after the adjustment, re-set the lamp to

match it.

However, it may also be necessary to know

what this theoretical spectrum is. This can be

obtained from tables of black body radiation

at the page headed 2703. Last year this page

was computed from the Planck formula using

temperature 2703 and C2=0'Oi4 380. Now new

tables should be used^, based on 2703 and

0 014 388. Alternatively, old tables can be used,

but for a different temperature T, given by

7/14380=2703/14388, or r=270i-5K, since

only the ratio Tju affects values given by the

formula. Indeed, this must be done to achieve

consistency, for the new value of is one of

the things involved also in the slightly changed

setting of the lamp.

On the other hand, the level of the colour

temperature ofthe lamp may not be as important

as knowing exactly what it is. We will suppose,

too, that the lamp has been used so little that a

re-check for deterioration alone would be a

pointless extravagance. It is then only necessary

to enquire what temperature on IPTS-68

corresponds to 2703'K (IPTS-48), and to use

the former as the revised, better, colour tem-

perature of the lamp and as the indication of

what page to consult in new tables for the

matching black body spectrum. If careful inter-

polation is carried out between values given in

the Table at the end of this paper, it will be

found that this IPTS-68 value is 2707 ^K. If

old tables are used it will be necessary to

look up temperature T' such that T'/ 14380=

2707 3/14388, or r=2705-8K.

<4) Colorimetric illuminant A

The case of the colorimetrist, using a tungsten

filament lamp to simulate standard illuminant A,

is different. The (relative) spectrum of this

source was defined (CIE 1 931) as that given by

the Planck formula if one puts into it 7= 2848K
and £2=0 014 350 m K. As we have seen, in-

sertion of any other pair of such values, having

the same ratio, produces the same computed

spearum. Thus, on the IPTS-48 with 0^=

0 014 380, T became 2854°K, while on the

IPTS-68 with C2=o oi4 388, T becomes

2855 •5K. The colorimetrist will therefore now
get a lamp set at 2855 -sK (IPTS-68) for best

simulation. At first sight it may seem strange

that, against this, the IPTS-68 value of 2854'

K

is not 2855 5K but 2858 • 7K; but this is because

the physicist has been concerned not only with

a specification anchored to theory alone, but with

progressively improving the accuracy of all

factors involved in emulating theory in terms of

practical sources. Although a particular lamp
now set at 2855 •5K will emit a somewhat
different spectrum from that which the same
lamp emitted when previously set at 2854°K
(IPTS-48) (the spectrum would be unchanged
if it were now set at 2858 •7K (IPTS-68)), the

new spectrum is a better simulation of standard

illuminant A as a result of work in revising the

temperature scale.

Again, however, the colorimetrist whose lamp
has not deteriorated and who, anyway, probably

works on the basis ofknown spectral values rather

than exact simulation, may decide not to have a

lamp re-set. He will then assign to it the new
colour temperature 2858 • 7K, and look up tliis

temperature in new tables, or 2858-7x14380/
14388=2857-

1°K in old tables.

(5) The platinum point and the luminous

efficacy of radiation

Lastly, the freezing point of platinum.

Historically, this point was of importance as a

fixed point in setting up the 'scale' of colour

temperature as preserved by means of tungsten

standard lamps; but here we consider it in the

different context of the radiation properties of

the primary standard of light (but see note

below Table i, relevant in both respects).

Table 1 Equivalent temperature values

For convenient reference, some pairs of equivalent

temperature values are given in this table. A tem-
perature which was designated by the numeral in the

first column is, as from January 1 , 1 969, designated

by the numeral in the second column.

IPTS-48 IPTS-68

2042-1 5°K 2044-9K'
2200 2203-1

2353 2356-5

2400 2403-6

2600 2604-1

2788 2792-5

2800 2804-6

2854 2858-7 (colorimetrists see text)

3000 3005-1

3200 3205-7

3400 3406-2

"The decimal places, here, arise from the machinery of conversion

of Scales 1927 to 1948 to 1968, chiefly the interpolation used.

They have usually been included when the values have been
used in the computations referred to. However, as a fixed point,

the platinum point is not now regarded as known to this degree

of precision. In the IPTS-68 it is given f mpiy as 2045K—and
even this figure may need revision followi g any future practical

re-determination. Any such revision may wall have a significant

effect on the computed value of Km-
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Obviously, changing a 'book' value of the

freezing point of platinum, or of c^, has no

effect on the light or radiation emitted by the

primary standard; but changing either will affect

the radiation which the Planck formula says it

emits. Therefore, since this calculated radiation

spectrum enters into interesting computations

of the absolute luminous efficacy of radiation, it

is as well to use the most recent data available.

The freezing point of platinum, which was

taken as 2042- i5°K (IPTS-48), now becomes

2044 • 9K. Use of this latter value, together with

the 1968 value of Cj, leads to a value of673 Im/W
for Km, the luminous efficacy of radiation at

wavelength o - 555 yum.
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PHOTOMETRIC UNIT CHART

This Chart, developed by Francis Clark, Lighting Services, Waterbury, Conn., and L. E. tQ-brc-', N

tionai Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C, ilustrates the interrelation-^hip among 'J.e six ino

commonly used photometric units.
SEI'TEMISKK \'J6

Units of LUMINOUS INTENSITY, LUMINOUS FLUX, LUMINOUS ENERG-Y,

ILLUMINATION, LUMINANCE, and LUMINOUS EXITANCE

The *CANDE'LA is the luminous intensity of 1/60 of 1 cm* of projected oreo of o blockbcdy
radiator operoting at the temperature of solidification of platinum, 2045 K

The * LUMEN is the luminous flux from 1 condela in oil directions thru o unit solid angle o'

one sterodian

Tht *LUMEN-SECOND (which is I TALBOT ) is the luminous energy delivered ty I lumen i.-.

one second

Point A to any B is I cm
BBBB is I cm'

Point A to any C is 1 ft

CCCC is I ft*

UNITS OF ILLUMINATION
The PHOT is the unit of

illumination resulting from the

flux of I lumen falling on

BBBB from A=l cande;a

The FOOTCANDLE is the unit of

illumination resulting from the

flux of I lumen falling on

CCCC from A =
l condela

Point A to any D is I met .r

DDDD is I m*

The * LUX is tne ur. * of

illumination resultinc, liC/~'>tn^

flux of I lumen falling c^r

DDDD from A=l condela

A =
I CANDELA in oil c.reciions

UNITS OF LUMINANCE
Assume 100% of the luminous flux from A
(I condeic in all directions) is reflected in o perfectly

diffuse monner by BBBB— CCCC— or— DDDD — then

BBBB will hove o directionclly uniform luminance of I lumen/cm
which is I LAMBERT or l/ir condelo/cm* which is I/tt STILB

CCCC will hove a directionolly uniform luminance of

which IS I FOOTLAMBERT or l/w candelo/ft^

lumen/ft*

DDDD will have o directionolly uniform luminance of I lumen/m
which is I APOSTILB or I/tt *candelQ/m^ which is ] / tt NiT

-— UNITS OF LUMINOUS EXITANCE
Assume 100% of the luminous flux from A (I condelo in oil directions) is reflected by

BBBB CCCC or DDDD then

BBBB will hove on exitonce of I lumen/cm*

CCCC will hove on exitonce of I lumen/ft*

DDDD will have on exitonce of l*lumen/ T,

*

* SI Unit
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FILTERS FOR THE REPRODUCTION OF SUNLIGHT
AND DAYLIGHT AND THE DETERMINATION OF
COLOR TEMPERATURE '

By Raymond Davis and K. S. Gibson

ABSTRACT

A large number of filters, as listed in the introduction of the paper, have been
devolo])ed for use in photograi^liic sensitometry, colorinictry, and ])hotometry.
'riu\y arc roiu-oducible from siiccification and may be jircparcd in tlie laboratory.
Tlicv consist of a 2-com])artment cell witli three borosilicatc crown glass win-
dows, the two compartjnciits being filled, respectively, with solutio'^'^ A and B,
having compositions as follows:

Solution A

Copj-icr s\ilpliate CCUSO4.511-0) g__ c

Mannite (CJI«(OIi)o)--- g-- c
Pyridine (CHjN)..-- cc__ 30.0
Water (distilled) to make cc__ 1,000

Solution B

Copper sulphate (CUSO4.5H2O) g-- Ci

Cobalt ammonium sul])hate _(CoS0.i.(NH4)2SO4.6H20)_g__ C2

Sulj^huric acid (specific gravity 1.835) ._cc._ 10. 0
Water (distilled) to make cc__ 1,000

The values of c, Ci, and co vary from one filter to another.
Tlie design of tlie filters has been based ui^on extensive spcctrophotometrio

measurements of the component solutions and cell, including a study of Beer's
law over the ranges of concentrations used, and \\\-)on methods of computation
giving accvu'atc color matclies and relatively good sjjectral energy matches
between tl;e sourco-and-filter coml)ination and the energy distribution which it

was sought to dui)licate. Detailed studies have been made of tlic reliability of
the data, the speotro])hotometric re])roduciljility of the chemicals, the perma-
nence of the solutions, their teniperaturc coeiricients, and various other factors

of importance in the ])reparation and iise of the filters.

The pajier contains 33 figures and 2G tables, giving among other things the
energy distributions and fundamental spcctro])hotometric and colorimctrio
data used in the comjiutations, auxiliar}' spcctroj)hotometric and colorimetric
information obtained during the investigation, and the trilinear coordinates of

the various sovu'ce-and-filtcr combinations and of the Planckian radiator from
1,600° to 20,000° K. computed on the basis of the adopted mean sun as the
"neutral" stimulus. The filters are further described in 3S charts, each chart
giving the chemical formula, the spectral transmission, and the light transmission
of the filter, as well as the spectral energy distribution of the source, that of the
source and filter combined, and the energy distribution which serves as the ideal

in that particular case.

I Partial reports of this investidation have been published as follows:

1. ]5avis and Gibson, Keproducible Liquid Filters for the Production of "White Light" (abstract),

J. Opt. Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Inst., U, p. 135; February, 1927.

2. Davis and Gibson, Keproducible HQuid Filters for the Determination of the Color Temperatures of
Incandescent Lamps (abstract), Phys. Kov. (2), 'iX p. 916; June, 1927.

3. Davis and Gibson, Kilters for the Keproduciiou of Sunlight and the Determination of Color Tem-
perature (abstract), J. Oiit. Soc. Km. and Kev. Sci. Inst., IG, p. 332; May, 192S.

4. Gibson and Davis, Methods for DetermininR the Color of Sunlight and Daylight (abstract), J. Opt,
Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Inst., IS, p. 442; June, 1029.

5. Davis and Gibson, Artificial Sunlight for Photographic Sensitometry, Trans. Soc. Motion-Picture
Engineers, 12, Xo. 33, pp. 225-236; 192S; Proc, Seventh International Congress of Photography, July,
1928, pp. 161-173.

6. A Filter for Changing the Color Temperature of 2,848° K. to Average Daylight, B. S. Tech. News
Bull., Xo. 13S, ppf 143-144; No. 139, p. 160; 1928.

7. Filters for the Reproduction of Sunlight and the Determination of Color Temiierature. (Proiiosed
Working Standards for Sensitometry, Colorimetry, and Photometry.) Standards Yearbook, pp. 18S)-191

;

1928; also Standards Yearbook, pp. 138-141; 1930.
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A PHYSICAL PHOTOMETER

By Ray P. Teele

abstract

Tho imroliablc and diflForing characteristics of observers' eyes have prevented
pliolometry from being an exact science. A phj'sical photometer has been
runstrnctcd, consisting of a thermopile, a potentiometer, and a filter which has n,t

rnrh wavelength a transmission proportional to the fCI luminosity factor for that

wftvclengtli. This photometer gives results which are consistent with the TCI
luminosity factors and which are more accurate than those obtained by visual

observers when <he photometric fields are not color-matched.

CONTENTS

I. Introduction 217
li. The physical photometer 218

1. Luminosity filter 219
2. Receiver 220
3. Potentiometer 221
4. Precautions to be observed 221

III. Method of taking observations 221
IV. Experimental tests 224

1. Measurement of spectrally selective filters 225
2. Measurement of rotating sectored disks 226
3. Stability 227

V, Application to measurement of lamps ^ 227
VI. Summary 228

1. INTRODUCTION

riiolomctry has been carried on for many years by means of visual

observations, not because the eye is an accurate measuring instnmient
but because there has been no physical apparatus which would respond
to radiant energy in the same manner as the human eye with an
nccnracy comparable with that of visual observations made under the
best conditions.

Vision is a combined physiological and psychological process. In
tho visual photometry of colored lights, otherwise normal observers
may obtain markedly differing positions of photometric balance
because of their differing brightness valuations of different parts of

the spectrum.
Experience shows not only that the results obtained in hctero-

rhromatic photometry are influenced hy the characteristics of the
oyo of the observer, but also that nearly all observers using the equal-

ily-of-brightness method will change their decision as to a photomet-
ric balance over a period of a month or more. Some observers even
exhibit a variation in this decision during a single day.
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KvoM in hoTiiorbromnfir nliofonu'lry tlin rostiUn obtained nrn

infhicttrod l>.y Ihv ntl il.udr of \ \\r ()l)S(>rv(M- nnd by hh ocular and bodily

fatifziK' or diproir\fot I., nnd lb(^ inuncdini*^ prior uro of an obsorvor's

oyo nmsl. bo conl.rolled bcfor(» obs(M val.ioTia nro inado; for oxamnlo,,

onsorvor rn<orin<j a pliotomctric laboratory from a brif^bfly lip;h(p,|

room ?oqnircs a i)orio(l of t'uno to bpconio properly adapted to thn

Hp:bt conditions of tbo pbotonic^ter room. All of tbcsc varintions mnkr
it dopirnblo to devise a pbysicnl insirnment to cvalnato li/^bt.

Various (^xperiinonlors bave worked on ibo problem. It is aiifTi-

cirnt bero to note tbc experiments of Ives nnd Kinf^sbtny, and of

Ives ' in 1915, in wbicb a luminosity filter and a tbormopilo worr

employed. Tbo luminosity "filter" in ono cnso was a template wliirj)

was pinced in tbo patli of tbo radinnt energy dispersed by a prisrn

Tbo optical system required and tbo mecbanical difbctilties oncoim.

tered in constructingj mounting, and alining a template bas innHc

tbis motbod imjHactical. In tbo otber case tbo luminosity filtor

consisted of a li(piid solut ion. In botb cases a Tbomson galvanomotrr
was used. Tbo susceptibility of tbis galvanometer to mcchanicnl
disturbances and drift of zero, and tbo laclc of exact proportionnlitv

between current and deflection in tbo circuit, imposed serious limi-

tations on tboir monsuremonts. In order to avoid tbo difRcultirs

wbicb Ivos and Kingsbury oncountorcd, which are present even with

the best of modern galvanometers, it was decided in the present work
to measure the omf developed, instead of drawing and measurinR
current from tho thermopile. Since tbis omf is small, it was neccssnry

to develop a special potentiometer and procedure in order to make tho

moaauremcnts to tho required accuracy, and these have been described

in a previous paper.'' Tho present paper gives a more complcto
description of tbo physical photometer which was constructed and

describes tho method of operation and tho results of tests which woro

made to determine its performance.
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CHANGES IN THE U.S. UNIT OF LUMINOUS FLUX
The Bureau announces a change of 1.9 percent in

the U.S. unit of total luminous flux for gas-filled

tungsten-filament lamps. This change is necessary to

bring the U.S. unit into agreement with the world

mean. Owners of gas-filled tungsten-filament lamp
standards of luminous flux supplied on the old basis

should multiply the presently assigned values by the

factor 1.019 to obtain values on the new basis.

Several international intercomparisons ^"^ of

luminous flux measurements have been conducted

since the establishment of the platinum-point black

body ^ as the primary standard of luminous intensity.

These intercomparisons indicated that the U.S. unit

of total luminous flux at the color temperature of

gas-filled tungsten-filament lamps (approx. 2800 K),
maintained at NBS, is discrepant with respect to the

world mean. Recent work at NBS has confirmed that

this discrepancy represents a misassignment of the

U.S. unit.

In the past 30 years NBS has set up standards of

total luminous flux for several categories of gas-

discharge lamps. These standards have not been ref-

erenced to the gas-filled tungsten lamp standards of

luminous flux, but rather have been calibrated by the

more fundamental method of distribution photom-

etry based on the NBS standards of horizontal

luminous intensity. Since no change is indicated

for the other U.S. photometric units, flux standards

derived directly from standards of luminous intensity

will not change. Lamps falling specifically in this

category for which no change in rated values is

necessary include mercury vapor ® and fluorescent

lamps.

' Comite Consultatif de Photometrie, Session de 1952, Proces-

Verbaux des Stances, Annexe P3, 46-75.
2 Ibid, Annexe P4, 76-100.
^ Comite' Consultatif de PhotomAi-ie, 4' Session (1957), Proce's-

Verbaux des Se'ances, Annexe P8, 74-103.
* Comite' Consultatif de Photome'trie, 5'' Session (1962), Annexe

9, 63-87.
' Announcement of changes in electrical and photometric units,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Circ. C459, 12 pages, (May 1947).
» Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. News Bull. 35 (1) 3-5 (1951).

March 1970 ^^'^ Technical News Bulletin 55

MC16. New Principle of Absolute Photometry. Calvin
S. I^IcCamy, National Bureau of Standards, Washington 25,

D. C.—For absolute pliotonictry, a standard' source, photo-

metric comparator, and quantitative attenuator arc required.

Heretofore, quantitative attenuation has been based upon the

inverse-square law or Mahis' law of polarization. The prin-

ciple of atteraiation presented here is an optical analog of

Riemann integration. A rectangular aperture in a light path

is fitted with a sliding straight-edged shutter. The light flux

through the aperture is then approximately proportional to

the open-aperture area. A thin slit, instead of the shutter,

is moved across tlie aperture while the light passing through

the slit to a detector is compared to a constant source. If

the response of the detector is constant as the slit moves,

the shutter is replaced, and the flux through the aperture to

the detector is known to be proportional to sliutter displace-

ment, which can be measured precisely. If this condition is

not found, the edges of tlie aperture may be shaped or an

optical compensator may be placed in the aperture to produce

the required condition. Two slits may be used to establish an
exponential or inverse-square relationship to shutter dis-

placement. The method requires less space than the inverse-

square method and is less suljject to certain errors.

11.11.
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The Use of Zonal Constants in

the Calculation of Beam Flux

From Candlepower Distribution Data

THE LUMINOUS FLUX in the beams from

searchlights, floodlights, and other projection

lighting equipment is frequently calculated

from candlepower distribution data with the aid

of tables of zonal constants. The beams are divided

into convenient zones and the flux in each zone is

obtained by multiplying the average candlepower

in the zone by the solid angle subtended by the

zone at the light source (the zonal constant). For
axially symmetrical beams (where a cross-section of

the beam is radially symmetrical), annular zones

are convenient, and the constants may be computed

readily from the formula

:

Zonal Constant = 2 tt ( cos ai — cos o(2
) ( 1

)

where ai and 0:2 are the plane angles defining the

inner and outer limits of the zone, respectively. As

early as 1908, Weinbeer published a table of con-

stants for annular zones at 10-degree intervals,^

and many similar tables have been published since

then, giving constants for zones at 1-, 2-, 5-, and

10-degree intervals.^' ^

In the event that the beam from the projector is

not axially symmetrical, more finely subdivided

zones must be selected. Zones may be defined in a

number of ways and the method selected in any

given case is determined principally by the type of

goniometer used and the availability of tables of

constants. If the goniometer used measures cone

angles (the angles that define annular zones) and

polar angles (angles around the optical axis of the

test equipment) then subdivision of annular zones

into segments is practical. For a zonal segment

defined by two cone angles, oti and a^, and by two

polar angles, /81 and /So, the zonal constant is given

by:

Zonal Constant = "
-.jj' 27r (eosofi — eosao) (2)

06O

and ^2 are expressed in degrees.)

If zonal constants for annular zones {oil, ^2) are

available, they may be used to compute segmental

constants. It is evident by comparison of equations

AUTHOB: National Bureau of Standards, Photometry and Colorime-
try Section, Washington, D. C

By THEODORE H. PROJECTOR

(1) and (2) that zonal constants for segments de-

fined by ai, a2, and ^2 are given by

:

Zonal \ I Zonal \
(3)

Constant]
^^^^^^^^ 360 \ Constant

j ^^^^

Goniometers suitable for cone angle measure-

ments are occasionally used but the majority of

goniometers employed in projection photometry are

of the types illustrated in Fig. 1.*' ^'-^ * In these, a

direction of measurement in the beam is given by a

"horizontal" and a "vertical" angle. In a type A
goniometer, "vertical" angles are measured around

a fixed horizontal axis of rotation while "horizontal"

angles are measured around an axis which is verti-

cal only when the "vertical" angle is zero (as

shown) or 180°. In a type B goniometer, "horizon-

tal" angles are measured about a fixed vertical axis

and "vertical" angles are measured about a movable

horizontal axis. It may be emphasized at this point

*See following article: "Versatile Goniometer for Projection Pho-
tometry."

A B

Figure 1. (After Bergmans and Keitz, 1947) The type A
goniometer measures "vertical" angles about a fixed hori-

zontal axis and and "horizontal" angles about an axis

which is vertical at zero "vertical" angle (beam horizon-

tal) but is inclined from the vertical as the "vertical"

angle is moved from the zero position. With the tjrpe B
goniometer, "horizontal" angles are measured about a

fixed vertical axis of rotation and "vertical" angles are

measured about a horizontal axis which rotates as the

"horizontal" angle is changed.
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that this is the most obvious distinction between the

two types of goniometers : in a type A goniometer,

the horizontal axis is fixed, and in a type B goni-

ometer, the vertical axis is fixed.

For computation of flux from candlepower mea-

surements made with a type A or a type B goni-

ometer, "square" or "rectangular" zones are selected

and are defined as spherical quadrilaterals, each

bounded by arcs corresponding to two horizontal

and two vertical angles set on the goniometer. Al-

though two arcs on opposite sides of the quadri-

lateral represent equal angular intervals as mea-

sured on the goniometer, they are not in general

equal in length. The solid angle subtended by any

given quadrilateral zone depends on which type of

goniometer is in use.* The manner in which spheri-

cal zones are defined is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3,

corresponding respectively to the goniometers

shown in Figs. lA and IB. In these figures, the

"photometric axis" is the direction from which hori-

zontal and vertical angles are measured. To present

the nearest corners of the outlined zones to the

photometer, the goniometer is swung through hori-

zontal angle, Oi, and vertical angle, (j>i. In type A
goniometers (Fig. 2), horizontal angles are meridi-

onal and vertical angles are latitudinal, while the

reverse is true in type B goniometers (Fig. 3). The

polar axes indicated in the figures are the axes

through the intersections of the meridians. The

polar axes correspond to the movable axes of rota-

tion on the goniometers of Fig. 1 rather than to the

axes that remain physically fixed.

Zonal constants for a Type A goniometer

(geometry of Fig. 2) may be computed from the

formula

:

Zonal Constant = tt l ^ (sin
<t>2
— sin </>i) (4)

where <f>i and <f>2 are the vertical angles Oi and 62

are the horizontal angles (measured in degrees)

bounding the spherical quadrilateral zone. If the

goniometer is of type B then the horizontal angles,

6, and the vertical angles, must be interchanged

in the formula.

Thus the zonal constants for zones defined by

"horizontal" and "vertical" angle boundaries must

Figure 3. Geometrical construction of

spherical quadrilateral zones for type

B goniometers. As in Fig. 2, 9j is the

"horizontal" angle and the "vertical"

angle to the comer of the zone nearest

the photometric axis.

PHOTOMETRIC
AXIS
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be specified for angles measured with one of the

two types of goniometers. If the goniometer used

is not of the type for which the constants in a table

are computed, correct constants can be obtained by

interchanging the horizontal and vertical angle

designations in the table. To assist in determining

the type of goniometer for which zonal constants

are given, it is especially helpful to note that the

angular ai;guments in a table are always the

settings made around the fixed axis of rotation of

the goniometer.

The distinction between the two types of goni-

ometers has not been made very clear in any of the

published tables of zonal constants for "square" or

"rectangular" zones, and recently, in fact, tables

have been published in which the goniometer type

has not been mentioned at all. In 1927, the Asso-

ciation of Railway and Electrical Engineers pub-

lished a report on "A General Procedure for Pho-

tometry of Incandescent Floodlights,"^ later in-

corporated into an I.E.S. Testing Specification,

"Testing Procedures for Narrow Beam Inclosed

Projectors,"^ which included zonal constants for

"square" zones. A description of a recommended

goniometer of type B and a brief discussion of its

geometry was included in the accompanying text

but without any warning that goniometers may be

of type A and that in such a case, the tables would

have to be used with the precautions described in

this paper. In a subsequent revision of the I.E.S.

Testing Specification^ the textual material pertain-

ing to the design of the recommended goniometer

and the discussion of the geometry of the zones was

repeated but the column heading in the tables

which had previously been designated "horizontal

angle" was now labeled merely "angles," thus add-

ing further to the possibility of misuse.

Tables of zonal constants for the type B goni-

ometer have been republished and extended since

the publication of the revised I.E.S. Testing Speci-

fication in 1936, but in all of the published sources

that have come to my attention, including the I.E.S.

Lighting Handbook, no mention at all is made of

the fact that the tables are computed for type B
goniometers.^' ^ Two tables of constants for type

A goniometers have appeared.^" Both were pub-

lished for use in the photometry of street lighting

luminaires and the texts clearly described distribu-

tion photometers with type A goniometers.

It is recommended therefore that notations be

made on tables of zonal constants that may be used

for reference, describing the type of goniometer

for which the tables are computed, and noting that

if a goniometer of the other type is to be used, the

tables are valid provided that the angular argu-

ments are taken as the angles about the fixed axis

of rotation.
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Versatile Goniometer

For Projection Photometry

By THEODORE H. PROJECTOR

AGONIOMETER of unusual versatility and

precision has been designed and constructed

for use on the 100-foot photometric range at

the National Bureau of Standards. The new goni-

ometer incorporates a table with T-slots for mount-

ing test equipment, a choice of goniometric geome-

tries, provision for minimizing errors due to back-

lash and torsion, and is generally constructed for

optimum rigidity and convenience.

Goniometers for general purpose photometric

ranges must meet severe requirements. Test equip-

mnt may vary in weight over a very wide range

and the distribution of weight and bulk may be

quite variable. For longer searchlight ranges, accu-

racies of the order of =^0.05° or better are required

and goniometers must be massive to accommodate

heavy bulky searchlights without severe angular

distortion.

Searchlights and other large, narrow-beam pro-

jectors are measured at the National Bureau of

Standards on a 900-foot range using a goniometer

constructed from a 60-inch searchlight,^ but smaller

equipment is measured on the 100-foot range. Be-

cause of the great variety of equipment measured

on the 100-foot range and the many types of photo-

metric measurements made, it was necessary to de-

sign a goniometer having considerable flexibility.

As noted in the previous paper,* conventional

goniometers have two axes of rotation, one for

measuring "horizontal" angle and the other for

measuring "vertical" angle, although occasionally,

goniometers are designed in which cone angles are

measured around one axis and polar angles around

the other axis.^ In the discussion of the geometry

of goniometers, it was shown that goniometers

measuring "horizontal" and "vertical" angles ma\'

be divided into two types, A and B, depending on

which of the axes of rotation is fixed. The new
NBS goniometer has been designed to permit use a~

a type A or B goniometer or, if desired, the goni-

ometer may be used for cone and polar anglp

measurements.

*The Use of Zonal Constants in the Calculation of Beam Flux
from Candlepower Distribution Data. (This issue, p. 189.)

Author: Nationnl Bureau of Standards, Photometn,- and Colorime-

try Section, Washington. D. C.

Construction of New NBS Goniometer

Fig. 1 is a photograph of the new goniometer.

Three axes of rotation are provided: two for mea-

suring "horizontal" angles and one for "vertical"

angles. In any given set of measurements, only one

of the two "horizontal" angle rotations is used, the

choice being dependent on the desired goniometric

geometry or on the mounting requirements of the

test equipment. The "horizontal" angle rotations

are obtained with rotary tables of the type used on

machine tools. The lower rotary table, with a table

surface 25 inches in diameter, is attached to a heavy

welded base frame. The frame is leveled and sup-

ported on eight adjustable pads which may be

raised if necessary to permit moving the goniometer

on its casters. An outer U-frame made of welded

iron channels is mounted on the lower rotary table.

A second, inner, U-frame, constructed from

lengths of iron pipe welded together, is mounted

Figure 1. New NBS goniometer ior 100-foot pnotometric

range. Three axes of rotation are provided, instead of the

conventional two. By selection of the proper rotations

and suitable orientation, measurements of type A or type

B "horizontal" and "vertical" candlepower distributions,

or of distributions with respect to cone and polar angles

may be made.
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within the outer U-frame. The inner frame may be

rotated around a horizontal axis extending through

ball bearings set on pedestals at the tops of the

arms of the outer frame. The handwheel drive for

this "vertical" angle rotation is linked to the inner

U-frame by a gear reducer, a pinion, and a large

sector gear, all at the left in the picture. A pair of

fix;ed counterweights is attached to the ends of

tubular shafts on each arm of the inner U-frame to

balance the frame about its axis of rotation. In

addition a pair of adjustable weights is provided to

permit balancing the frame with test equipment

mounted in place.

Test equipment is usually mounted on the upper

rotary table, set at the bottom of the inner U-frame,

utilizing the T-slots in the 15-ineh surface plate.

A collection of T-head bolts, spacers, clamping bars,

etc., is provided, to facilitate rigid mounting and
alignment of a variety of test equipment without

special setup work.

To balance the inner frame after the test equip-

ment is mounted on the rotary table, the pinion

gear is disengaged from the large sector gear by
depressing the small spring-loaded locking pin

visible in Fig. 2a and sliding the pinion along its

shaft until it has cleared the sector as shown in

Fig. 2b. The inner frame is then freely rotated

until the arms are horizontal, in which position the

balancing weights may be adjusted easily and bal-

ance determined accurately. During balancing, the

small weight at the far left in Fig. 1 is disconnected

from the pulley as shown in Fig. 3a. When bal-

ancing is completed and the pinion gear is re-

engaged with the sector, the weight is replaced on

Figure 3. During balancing of the

inner XJ-frame, the small weight used

to apply a constant torque to the

frame is removed from its pulley as

shown in photo at left. When bal-

ancing is completed and the pinion

gear re-engaged with the sector as in

Fig. 2, the weight is replaced on the

pulley as shown at right.
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the pulley as in Fig. 3b. With the inner frame

balanced and the small weight in place, a constant

torque of about four pound-feet is applied to the

frame at all settings of the "vertical" angle.

The two rotary tables have scale markings at the

edges of their surface plates graduated in degrees.

The lower table has a graduated dial, attached to

its drive shaft, with scale graduations at intervals

of 0.05°. The drive shaft dial of the upper rotary

table is graduated at intervals of 0.1°. Fractions

of the smallest intervals on both dials may be esti-

mated when necessary. The large sector gear is

graduated on its outer face at the periphery in de-

grees (see Fig. 3) and a vernier index may be used

to read the "vertical" angle to 0.1°. A small adjust-

able mirror is mounted on the top of the gear re-

ducer (see Fig. 2) so that the graduations on the

outside of the sector gear may be read by an opera-

tor behind the goniometer on the other side of the

sector. The dial on the handwheel for the "vertical"

angle drive is graduated in hundredths of a degree

Small lighting fixtures provide illumination for all

the angle scales.

The worm drives on both rotary tables may te

disengaged to permit free rotation of the tables

as required to facilitate rotation through large

angles.

Goniometric Geometry

For most photometric work, the upper rotary

table is used for "horizontal" angle measuremer

together with the drive for the inner frame for

"vertical" angles. This combination constitutes a

type A goniometer, as described in the previous

paper, in which the axis of "vertical" angle mea-

surements (the horizontal axis) remains fixed and

the axis of "horizontal" angle measurements rotates

as the "vertical" angle setting is changed. If the

geometry of a type B goniometer is desired, then

the lower rotary table is used instead of the upper

one and the axis of "horizontal" angle measure-

ments is the fixed one. Since, for most work, the

choice between A or B geometry is not important,

the choice of the type A geometry is usually made
with the new goniometer because of the greater ease

of operation of the upper table. However, apart

from the choice of geometries, the lower table has

been found useful occasionally, when it was neces-

sary to mount test equipment in such a way that

the upper table could not be rotated either because

the test equipment was too bulky to clear the arms

of the inner frame or because the inner frame was

used in the mounting of the test equipment.

For cone angle measurements, the inner U-frame

is rotated into the position where its arms are hori-

zontal, and the beam from the test equipment pro-

jects horizontally through the open end of the U-
frame toward the photometer. From this position

of the inner frame, cone angles are set by rotation

of the inner frame (the "vertical" angle drive when
the goniometer is of type A or B ) and polar angles

are set by rotation of the upper rotary table.

Accuracy

Backlash and variable torque errors in "vertical"

candlepower distributions have been greatly re-

duced in the new NBS goniometer by the provision

of the adjustable balancing arrangement and the

constant torque device. Backlash errors are mini-

mized in conventional goniometers by rotating the

goniometer in one direction only during a traverse.

This is generally satisfactory for horizontal

traverses when the axis of rotation is vertical and

the only torque involved is that of friction in the

drive system and bearings. However, in a vertical

traverse, there may be considerable variation in

the torque loading on a goniometer lacking a bal-

ancing arrangement, as the goniometer is rotated.

In many cases, the goniometer will pass through a

balance point during the traverse, with torques of

opposite sense applied on either side of the balance

point. Under these conditions, backlash errors may
be large and may vary considerably from test t"

test. (It should be noted that backlash errors due

to variable torque, including occasionally a reversal

of the sense of the torque, may occur under certain

conditions with horizontal traverses taken on a type

A goniometer. In this type, the axis of rotation for

the horizontal traverse may depart appreciably

from the vertical. If the test equipment is asym-

metrical in weight distribution about the axis, then

the torque applied may vary during the horizontal

traverse, depending on the amount of asymmetry,

the angles traversed and the inclination of the axis

from the vertical. "With the new NBS goniometer,

this can be avoided, if other considerations permit,

by using the type B combination, in which the axis

of horizontal traverses remains fixed vertically.)

Since the adjustable balancing weights on the

new NBS goniometer are confined to positions along

the arm extensions of the inner U-frame, it is not

possible to balance the frame with the weights for

all "vertical" angle settings if the center of gravity

of test equipment cannot be made to lie in the

plane of symmetry of the frame containing the

axis of rotation. Balance for all angular settings

may be achieved in such a ease by a two-step proc-

ess. First the balancing weights are moved aloncr

the arm extensions to the innermost position near-

est the axis of rotation. The inner frame, with

the pinion disengaged, will now hang like a pendu-

lum with the rotary table near its lowest position

and the arms nearly vertical. The departure of

the arms from the vertical is a measure of the

asymmetry of the center of gravity of the test unit.
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Weights are then fastened to the inner U-frame, as

required, to balance the test unit about the plane

of symmetry. Balance is indicated by the arms be-

ing vertical. The inner frame is then rotated 90°

and balancing with the adjustable weights is done

as previously described. After this double balanc-

ing operation, the goniometer has been fully bal-

anced and backlash error throughout any vertical

traverse is avoided.

Although backlash error is the most usual source

of error found in goniometry, an error due to vari-

able torsion may sometimes occur. In any goniom-

eter similar to the new NBS goniometer the driving

torque delivered to the inner U-frame is delivered

to one side of the frame only. If the weight distri-

bution of the equipment under test is asymmetric

with respect to the vertical plane in which the axis

of the upper rotary table rotates during a vertical

traverse, then under certain conditions, a torsional

stress, varying with "vertical" angle, may be ap-

plied to the inner frame, resulting in a distortion

of the frame and a consequent error in the "verti

cal" angle measurement. Torsional errors of this

type have been kept to a minimum by the rigid

welded construction of the inner frame. In case of

seriously asymmetrical loading, some compensation

may be obtained by unequal setting of the two ad-

justable counterweights, but no provision has beei^

made for accurate compensation of this type, and

the extent of the required inequality of the settings

must be estimated.

Ideally in projection photometry, the equipment

under test should be mounted on the goniometer in

such a way that the effective center of the aperture

of the unit is coincident with the center of rotation

of the goniometer. (It is frequently difficult to

ascertain with precision the effective center of the

aperture, but the uncertainty usually involves

negligible photometric error.) It is conventional on

photometric ranges to set the photometer at the

same height as the center of rotation of the goni-

ometer. When the center of aperture of the test

unit is located at the center of rotation of the

goniometer the photometric distance is equal to the

range length (the distance between the center of

rotation of the goniometer and the photometer)

throughout any traverse.

The first step in obtaining this coincidence is to

mount the test unit on the horizontal surface of the

mounting plate (with the goniometer at zero "verti-

cal" angle) so that a vertical line through thf^

center of aperture passes through the center of

rotation. The next step is to adjust the height of

the test unit so that complete coincidence is

achieved.* The first step is usually easily made

*The airport boundary lig:ht shown in ¥\g. 1, 13 mounted below the
center of rotation. It will be shown later that errors due to off-

center mounting are often negligible.

simply by proper location of the test unit on the

mounting surface. The second step is often more
difficult. In some goniometers, the second adjust-

ment is obtained by a built-in vertical adjustment

of the mounting surface plate. Such a built-in ad-

justment has not been incorporated into the new
NBS goniometer, since it was felt that the added
convenience would be more than offset by the in-

creased mechanical complexity of the goniometer

and the difficulty of maintaining adequate rigidity

in the goniometer structure to insure high angular

accuracy. The permanent location of the upper
rotary table is such that for most work the vertical

height of the test unit with a simple mounting will

fall very near the center of rotation or a few inches

below it. In the latter case, the unit may be raised

the necessary distance by the insertion of simple

spacers between it and the mounting plate.

In order to determine the accuracy required in

mounting a test unit, or conversely, to determine

the errors resulting from any degree of inaccuracy

in the mounting, it is customary in each case to

make simple calculations based on the required

photometric measurements and the geometry of the

range. In almost all cases, the total error can be

made negligible with relative ease. The total error

consists of two parts: (1) the error in the measure-

ment of distribution angles due to any angular dif-

ference between the range axis, or the line connect-

ing the center of rotation of the goniometer with

the photometer, and the actual photometric axis,

or the line connecting the center of the aperture of

the test unit with the photometer, and (2) the error

due to any difference between the nominal photo-

metric distance and the actual distance between
the center of aperture of the test unit and the

photometer.

The error in angle measurement may be of two
types. The first type of error arises when angular

measurements in a distribution are made with re

spect to an external reference direction such as the

range axis. The second type arises when angle

measurements are referred to an axis determined in

the course of the measurements, such as the direc-

tion of peak candlepower in the traverse.

Suppose for example, that a test unit is mounted
on the upper rotary table in such a way that its

center of aperture is four inches below the center

of rotation of the goniometer. Suppose further that

a mechanical axis is indicated on the test unit and
that when the unit is mounted on the horizontal

surface plate, this axis is horizontal. The pho-

tometer is then four inches above this axis. For a

range distance of 100 feet, the candlepower mea-
surement at what is indicated as zero "vertical"

angle will actually be made at an angle above zero

equal in radians to the ratio 4 inches to 100 feet =
1/300 radian = 0.2 degree. If this error is not
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negligible, the height adjustment must be improved,

or the angle measurement corrected.

In the event that the error in the measurement
of angular interval within a traverse (the second

type of error) is of primary concern in the above

case, then the length and direction of the traverse

and the actual angles traversed must be considered

in determining the error. Suppose that a 60-degrep

vertical traverse is to be taken with 30 degrees

lying on either side of zero "vertical" angle. The
error in the measurement of the angular interval

between the center and either end of the traverse,

arising from the mounting height being four inches

too low will be less than 0.03 degree.

The maximum error in the photometric measure-

ment in this example due to the difference (?

inches) between the nominal photometric distance

of 100 feet and the actual photometric distance will

occur at the ends of the traverse and is equal to

0.33 per cent.

Measurements of the angular accuracy obtainable

with the new NBS goniometer have been made b-'-

comparing angular intervals measured with a tran-

sit mounted on the goniometer with those indicated

by the goniometer. The transit was mounted on

the upper rotary table in place of a test unit. The
results are summarized in the following table

:

Maximum error, in degrees, of the

measurement of any angular interval

in a traverse when the total

traverse length is:

1° 3° 10° 30° 90°

Upper rotary table 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
Lower rotary table 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
"Vertical" angle drive 0.02 0,03 0.04 0,05 0.10

The assistance of various members of the Pho-

tometry and Colorimetry Section at the National

Bureau of Standards who contributed suggestions

and advice, and of the Shops Division where the

basic goniometer was constructed and many design

details worked out, is gratefully acknowledged.
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Photometry of Projectors at the National Bureau of Standards

L, Chernoff

A projector consists of a light source and optical system
which produces a beam of light. In the photometry of projectors,
the intensity of the projector as a function of angle of viewing
is measured. For many years the National Bureau of Standards has
conducted photometric tests on various types of projectors, and a

variety of techniques and equipment has correspondingly been de-
veloped.

Photometric testing is carried out on a photometric range
of which there are two at NBS: a short range on which the test
distance may be varied up to a maximum of 30 meters and a longer
range with a fixed test distance of 279 meters. Photometric
measurements are made by comparison with a standard lamp of known
luminous intensity in a specified direction. These comparisons
are made with photosensors which are color-corrected by filters
so that the spectral response is similar to the CIE luminous ef-
ficiency function. While precision requirements are not severe,
considerable care is required to keep the experimental errors
within the desired limits,

1, INTRODUCTION

One of the most complicated problems encountered in practical photom-
etry is the measurement of the luminous intensity of a light projector at
various angles of view, A projector consists of a light source and an op-
tical system which produces a beam of light, A common example of a pro-
jector is the PAR-type lamp which is a sealed-reflector lamp consisting
of a filament placed at the focus of a parabolic reflector with a glass
cover. Another example is a light source placed at the focus of a Fresnel
lens.

For measuring the luminous intensity of a projector, a photometer
employing an electrical photosensor is used. The response of the photo-
sensor is read or recorded on an electrical measuring device such as a

self-balancing recording potentiometer. This response is a function of
the illuminance on the face of the photosensor; the illuminance is ex-
pressed by the inverse-square law as follows:

where E_ is the illuminance at the photosensor,
I^ is the luminous intensity of the light source, and
d^ is the distance between the light source and the photosensor.
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The photometer is calibrated by using a standard lamp of knovm luminous
intensity in a specified direction oriented in that direction at a knoi<m

distance from the photosensor.

Projectors are mounted at one end of a photometric range. There
are two ranges for the photometric measurement of projectors at the
National Bureau of Standards, On the shorter range, the distance between
the projector and the photosensor can be varied to a maximum of 30 meters.
On the longer range, this distance is a fixed 279 meters.

For many years the National Bureau of Standards has made photometric
measurements of various kinds of projectors, particularly those units
used in airfield and aircraft lighting. Since these projectors have been
of many sizes, shapes, beam characteristics, and intensities, a variety
of procedures, techniques, and equipment have been correspondingly de-
veloped for their measurement,

When photometric measurements are to be made, each projector must
be considered individually, and it is not possible to put forth any one
general method for testing them. The organization of this paper, there-
fore, is first to describe the photometric equipment most commonly used,
with emphasis on its application to particular types of projectors. Next,
the theory and practical considerations of the various calibration pro-
cedures are discussed. Finally, there is a general description of the
procedures used in these measurements.

The information and data contained herein have been obtained from
many photometric tests of projectors by the Photometry and Colorimetry
Section of the Metrology Division, NBS, and have specific reference to

the work of this section*. Some of the material has been presented in

papers listed in References but has been reviewed briefly in this paper
in the interest of completeness. While this paper deals specifically
with photometry of projectors, the techniques and equipment mentioned
are adaptable to the photometry of other kinds of light units,

2, EQUIPMENT
2.1, Ranges

There are two ranges for the photometry of projectors at the National
Bureau of Standards, The choice of range and the actual photometric set-
up are determined by the intensity, size, shape, and type of the unit to

be tested,

*There are many publications which treat projection photometry in general.
Among these are:

lES Lighting Handbook, 3d ed.. Sec, 4 (Illuminating Engineering
Society, New York, N,Y., 1959).
Waldrara, J.M. , The Photometry of Projected Light, 111. Eng. _47,

397 (1952),
Walsh, J,W,T,, Photometry, Chap, XIV (Constable and Company Ltd.,

London, England, 1953).
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a, 30-Meter Ran^e

Smaller units are usually tested on the 30-raeter range, which is

located in the attic of the East Building of the National Bureau of

Standards. The photosensor and standard lamp for calibrating it are

mounted on a movable "photometer bar", shovm in figures lA and IB. By

moving the photometer bar, a maximum distance of 30 meters can be obtain-
ed between the unit under test and the photosensor. The standard lamp

can be moved in and out of the calibration position by remote control.

Test units are mounted on a goniometer, a device which can rotate

the unit through known angles about a horizontal and a vertical axis.

The test unit can then be set at a given angle with respect to one axis,
and when photometric measurements are made, a traverse can be taken at

this angle by rotating the goniometer about the other axis, thus obtain-
ing an intensity distribution.

The goniometer which is located at one end of the 30-meter range is

shown in figure 2, Units mounted on it can be rotated about a horizontal
axis through two pivot points on the U-shaped inner frame. There are two

rotary tables for horizontal traverses which permit the goniometer to be^
used as either a class A or class B goniometer as described by Projector.
The inner table on which the test unit is mounted is used almost exclusive-
ly, however. This table provides rotations about a secondary axis corres-
ponding to the vertical, perpendicular to the horizontal axis which in

this case is fixed. When the goniometer is operated in this manner, it

is a class A goniometer.

Horizontal traverses obtained by rotating the larger table on which
the outer frame is mounted result in rotations about a fixed vertical
axis. When the goniometer is operated in this manner, it is a class B

goniometer.

The goniometer is gear-driven in the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions and is usually turned by means of synchronous motors, '-Then a

self-balancing recording potentiometer is used to record the output of
the photosensor, the recorder chart of the potentiometer is driven by
another synchronous motor which is powered from the same source as is the
goniometer motor. Gear ratios for the recorder and the goniometer can be
varied to make available several choices of speed of rotation and chart
speed, and hence provide a range of angular scales (degrees per division)
on the chart.

One source of error in goniometry is the backlash of the driving
gears. For horizontal traverses, the errors caused by backlash are mini-
mized by running traverses in only one direction. In the vertical direc-
tion, backlash can result from inconstant torque and from the goniometer
cradle passing through a balance position in the course of the traverse.
To minimize these effects, with the test unit mounted on the goniometer
the pinion gear on the vertical drive is disengaged, and the inner frame
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Figure lA THE PHOTOMETER BAR OF THE 30-METER RANGE- Mounted on the bar is
the equipment used in calibrating, however the shielding for stray
light between the standard lamp and the photocell has been removed,
and a white background has been substituted for the normally
black one.

h
9' —H h 2' —

H

Figure IB. DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM OF THE PHOTOMETER BAR
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1 1
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Figure 2 THE GONIOMETER OF THE 30-METER RANGE
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is balanced by means of the counterweights at the top of the goniometer.
After this balancing, a constant torque is applied by means of a small
weight at the end ofj^a cable, which passes over a pulley connected to the
vertical drive shaft. The pulley and weight are seen to the left of the
goniometer (figure 2),

In order to minimize the errors caused by stray light from spurious
reflections, the photometer bar is provided with a series of baffles.
One of these baffles is seen in figure 1. In addition, there are adjust-
able baffles situated along the range between the goniometer and the
photometer bar. The walls behind and around the goniometer and the back-
ground of the photometer bar are black.

The minimum test distance used in^photoraetry of projectors is called
the "minimum inverse-square distance". The illumination from the light
unit, measured at distances greater than this minimum, obeys the inverse-
square law which is a necessary criterion for the determination of lumi-

nous intensity. The photometric distance is made greater than this
minimum distance. The minimum inverse-square distance is determined by
the type and size of the light source, lens, reflector, etc., and must
be considered individually for each unit. If this distance is more than
30 meters (100 feet), the 30-meter range can not be used.

The case of the photometry of a searchlight with a finite sized
light source and emitting a collimated beam is shown in figure 3. For
this case, the angle subtended by the optic (reflector) of the search-
light at the photosensor must be less than the angle subtended at the
point on the reflector farthest from the light source by the smallest
projected dimension of the light source. If the reflector is viewed
through a telescope at the position of the photosensor, the reflector will
then appear bright over all the anerture.

From these considerations, the minimum inverse-square distance, L
is given by

ad *
L = T—
o 6s

where
L is the tninimum inverse-square distance (in feet),
_a is the distance from the point on the reflector that is farthest

from the light source to the axis of the searchlight (in inches),
d^ is the distance from the light source to point "^" (in inches),

and s^ is the smallest projected dimension of the light source as viewed
from point "aj' (in inches).

To illustrate, these considerations may be applied to the photometry
of two different sealed-reflector lamps of the PAR-64 type, one with a

300-watt, 6,6-ampere filament, and the other with a 120-watt, 6-volt(20-
arapere) filament. These lamps have the same overall dimensions and differ

* The number 6 appears in this equation as a result of the mixture of
length units.
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only in the size and construction of the filaments. Both lamps have clear
covers and parabolic reflectors, and both emit collimated beams of light.
For both lamps, the dimension _a is 3,7 inches and the dimension d^ is 3,8
inches.

The filament of the 300-watt lamp is of the CC-6 type; that is, the
filament wire is wound in a helix, and the helix is again wound into a

larger helix. The axis of the larger helix is perpendicular to the axis
of the reflector. The smaller helix is wound so tightly that its diam-
eter can be considered the smallest dimension of the light source, and
its projected dimension, dimension s^, is this diameter, 0,033 inch.
is therefore 70 feet, which permits the lamp to be photometrically
measured on the 30-meter range.

The filament of the 120-watt lamp is of the C-6 type. The filament
wire is wound into a single helix. This helix is wound so loosely that
the single turns of the coil can be discerned. Therefore, the diameter
of the filament wire itself, 0.020 inch, is considered its smallest pro-
jected dimension. L is 120 feet, and on this basis this lamp should be
photometered on the~279-meter range described below. However, the sep-
arate turns of the helix cannot be discerned from the extreme regions of

the reflector. For the region of the reflector where the separate turns
of the helix can just be discerned, both _a and d_ are about 2.2 inches,
and L computed for this region is 40 feet. At the extreme regions of

the reflector, the diameter of the helix, 0.083 inch, is the smallest pro-
jected dimension of the light source, and L is 28 feet. This lamp could
also, therefore, be photometrically measured on the 30-meter range.

The above discussion for the determination of the minimum inverse-
square distance is exact only for axial measurements. For measurements
off the axis, test distances of two or three times these computed minimum
inverse-square distances are sometimes required but are often impractical.
Measurements near the axis are usually the most important in the testing
of projectors; therefore, test distances only slightly greater than the
computed ^inimum inverse-square distances are necessary for most practical
purposes,

b, 279-Met6r Range

Larger lights are usually tested on the 279-meter range. The photo-
sensor and the standard lamp are located in an enclosure on the roof of

the Industrial Building at the National Bureau of Standards, The range
has been designed with the photosensor facing south so that during the

day the photosensor views the shaded side of the building in which the
goniometer is located and the shaded sides of the intervening stray-light
baffles, A baffling tube and two additional stray-light baffles are sit-
uated on the same roof. This arrangement can be seen in figures 4A and

4B.
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Figure 4A THE BAFFLING TUBE OF THE 2 79 -METER RANGE- Seen are the
baffling tube and one of the two other baffles.
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The goniometer, recording potentiometer, and all electrical controls
are located in a room on the top floor of the Computer Laboratory. The
distance between the photocell and the goniometer is fixed at. 279 meters.

This goniometer was constructed from an available 60-inch coast-
defense searchlight and is shown in figure 5. To obtain greater precision
in the angle settings, the old gearing, which had a great deal of play and
friction, was removed, and more precise gearing was installed. Angles
are measured through the gears because they can thereby be more conven-
iently read than if they were measured directly on the goniometer table.
The accuracy achieved by this procedure is sufficient for the purpose.
Tests have shown that the angles for small traverses can be set wi^h an
error of less than 0.03** in both horizontal and vertical settings.

Units mounted on this goniometer can be rotated about a fixed ver-
tical axis and about a secondary axis perpendicular to it. Errors re-
sulting from inaccurate vertical centerings of the test unit are gener-
ally negligible; e,g,, if a unit is mounted 2 feet below or above the
center of rotation of the goniometer, for a vertical rotation of 30° there
will be an error of 0,2 percent in the candlepower reading due to the
change in photometric distance, and a corresponding error in the vertical
angle readings of 0,015°, The goniometer is so sturdy that there is very
little flexure resulting from inconstant torque. It was found that under
an extremely asymmetrical loading of attest unit the angular error re-
sulting from flexure was within 0.04°,

This goniometer is usually driven by hand although motor drives are
installed. An "x-y" recorder is used to trace the goniophotometric dis-
tribution. The chart drive' of the recorder, a servo-motor, is controlled
by a self-balancing potentiometer, A voltage signal from a potential
divider attached to the drive mechanism of the goniometer is connected
to the input of the y-axis amplifier, thus making the chart position a

function of the goniometer angle.

The baffling tube and some of the other stray-light baffling seen in

figures 4A and 4B block out all but a 6-foot diameter area of view at the

goniometer. This baffling is effective enough to permit much of the

photometry on the 279-meter range to be conducted during the day. The
illumination from the background is measured at the time of each test and

has been found to be equivalent to or less than that of a light with an

intensity of about 1 kilocandle. Correction is made for background il-

lumination in making photometric measurements. During the course of a

traverse, the background illumination will usually not vary by more than
10 percent. Therefore, as a general rule, any light having a peak in-

tensity over 100 kilocandles can be photometrically measured during day-
light,

A barrier-layer photocell is usually used as the photosensor on the

279-meter range, A barrier-layer photocell is mounted in a fixed posi-
tion in the enclosure at the receiving end of the range.
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As shown in figure 6 the standard lamp and photocell are so arranged
that they do not have to be moved for calibration or test measurements.
The photometric axes from the standard lamp and from the test unit are
respectively 5° left and right of an axis perpendicular to the face of
the photocell. The response of the photocell used in the 279-meter range
was tested for symmetry and was found to be symmetric with respect to

these angles of incidence of the light illuminating it. Therefore, such
an arrangement introduces negligible experimental errors,

A correction for the transmittance of the 279-Tneter air path must be
made. The transmittance at the time df photometry is measured by means of
the transmissometer described by Douglas and is used as a correction in

the calibration of the photometer,

2.2. PAR Lampholder

A special holder for PAR-type lamps is used to facilitate the mount-
ing of lamps of this type. Since PAR-type lamps are usually tested on

the 30-meter range, the holder for PAR-type lamps has been designed to be

mounted easily on the goniometer of this range. It is shown in figure 7.

A set of removable mounting rings makes it possible to mount any of the

several sizes of PAR lamps on the holder.

The holder contains a telescope which is used to align the holder
with a mark at the other end of the range so that the axis of the PAR
lamp reflector will coincide with the photometric axis. It is therefore
possible to remove the holder from the goniometer and to replace it at

some future time, aligned as before,

2,3, Photosensors

The photosensors used in the photometric measurements are constant-
current devices which produce currents proportional to the illuminance
on their faces. All photosensors used are color-corrected by means of
optical filters in order to make their spectral response similar to the
CIE spectral luminous efficiency function. Two different types of photo-
sensors are in general use, the barrier-layer photocell and the vacuum
phototube. Although photomul tiplier tubes are available, there has been
no occasion to use them for the photometry of projectors at the National
Bureau of Standards laboratories in the last few years.

a, Barrier-Layer Photocell

The barrier-layer photocell, a solid-state photoelectric device, is

used in most of the photometric measurements. In the selection of a

photocell for photometric testing, several cells which have been color-

corrected by means of color-correcting filters are checked for linearity
and similarity of spectral response to the CIE luminous efficiecy func-

tion. In order to check the adequacy of the color-correction, the lumi-

nous transmittance of several colored filters for light of a specified
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Figure 7 A REAR VIEW OF THE PAR LAMP HOLDER- Seen are the telescope
for aligning, the mounting ring, and the back of a PAR-56
lamp which has been mounted on the holder.
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color temperature Is measured with these photocells. These measurements
are compared with transmittances determined from spectrophotometric
measurements. The results of one such series of measurements, using a

lamp operating at Source A (color temperature ZSSWk) are p;iven in table I,

The photocells with good color response are then tested for linear-
ity; the one most nearly linear in its response is selected for use. The
response of the photocell being used at present, cell number 3 of table I,

was found to be linear to better than 0,1% in the most useful range,
which is sufficiently linear for photometric testing. Here, linearity
was tested using several standard lamps of kno\m horizontal intensity in

turn at distances from 1 to 30 meters from the photocell. The results
of the linearity measurements of this photocell are shown in figure 8,

The barrier-layer photocell is used with two different circuits.
For most photometric work with this type photocell, an external shunt is

used. The voltage drop across the shunt is amplified by means of a linear
amplifier, and the output of the amplifier is recorded on the recorder
chart of a self-balancing potentiometer. This circuit is shown in figure
9. However, when greater precision is required in the measurements, or
when the illumination of the face of the photocell is either very large
or very small, a "zero-resistance" circuit is employed, an^ ^ntensity
measurements are made by using a Kohlrausch potentiometer, *

b. Vacuum Phototube

For flashing lights of short flash duration such as condenser-dis-
charge lights, and for lights of very low intensity, a G,E, type PJ-14B
vacuum phototube is used. The phototube with its power supply is housed
in a metal box as shown in figure 10, The phototube is color-corrected
by means of a specially designed filter; the accuracy of this color cor-
rection is indicated in figures llA and llB,

A d-c electrometer-amplifier is used to amplify the output of the
phototube. The electrometer has been modified so that it may also be
used as a null-detecto^ for a self-contained potentiometer when greater
accuracy is necessary.

In the photometry of flashing lights, it is desirable to compute
the effective intensity* of the flash, whic^ is determined from a measure-
ment of the average intensity of the flash. In order to read the aver-
age intensity, a resistance-capacitance network is placed across the
phototube so that the photometer circuit will have a suitable time con-
stant, A diagram of the photometer circuit employing the PJ-143 photo-
tube, together with such a resistance-capacitance network, is shown in
figure 12, The combination of d-c amplifier and phototube is useful in
measuring steady illuminations as low as 0,00001 footcandle,

* The effective intensity of a fTashing~Tight is equal to the intensity
of a steady-burning light of the same color which will produce the same
visual effect under identical conditions of observation.
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VACUUM PHOTOTUBE

450 500 550 600 650 700
WAVELENGTH,

Figure llA RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF UNCORRECTED PJ-14B VACUUM

PHOTOTUBE AND CIE LUMINOUS EFFICIENCY FUNCTION

4 50 500 550 600 650 700
WAVELENGTH,

Figure IIB SPECTRAL TRANSMITTANCE OF DESIRED AND
DESIGNED COLOR- CORRECTING FILTER
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3. CALIBRATION OF THE PHOTOMETRIC SYSTEM
3.1. Introduction

Lamp standards of luminous intensity are used for calibrating the
photometric testing equipment; a separate calibration is made before each
test, and a record is kept of the photometer sensitivity in order to de-
tect any irregularities. The illumination on the photosensor produced
by the standard lamp is adjusted to some typical value of the illumination
produced by the test light, usually in the range of 75% to 100% of the
peak illumination produced by the test light. This procedure minimizes
errors resulting from nonlinearity of the response of the photosensor.
The adjustment of the illumination of the standard lamp on the photosensor
is accomplished by varying the distance of the standard lamp from the
photocell and by using optical attenuators. The photometer is usually
calibrated so that it is direct reading in luminous intensity,

3,2. Standard Lamps

The standard lamps used are "working standards" whose luminous
In-

tensity in a given direction has been determined at a given voltage.
Standard lamps are available ranging in intensity from about 8 to 900
candles. When a colored light is being tested, a filter is placed be-
tween the standard lamp and the photosensor, which results in a standard
lamp-filter combination having approximately the same spectral character-
istics as those of the light to be tested. This procedure minimizes
errors resulting from inadequate spectral correction of the photosensor.
In this procedure, a standard lamp of known color temperature as well as

of known luminous intensity is needed,

3.3. Attenuators

Sector disks are almost always used for light attenuation, although
neutral filters are also available. A sector disk is usually placed be-
tween the standard lamp and the photosensor to calibrate the photometer
for the proper range of illumination. However, when the intensity of the
light being photometrically measured is unusually high, the sector disk
may be used to attenuate the illumination from the test light. The
range of sector disks available is from 1% to 80% transmittance.

When a sector disk is used, it is placed within a few inches of the

photocell in order to reduce error from stray light. The disk is rotated
at a few hundred revolutions per minute, which is fast enough to minimize
error from apparent flicker. When a hi-gh illumination is attenuated by
a sector disk of low transmittance, there is an error which results from
only one part of the photocell being illuminated at a time; this error
is successfully eliminated by placing a condenser of about 4 mfd. across
the output of the photocell. (In utilizing this technique, one must be
careful to obtain a capacitor which does not itself generate an emf.)
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3.4. Calibration Procedure

The calibration involves illuminating the photosensor with light

from a standard lamp placed at a given distance from the photosensor,
and then adjusting the sensitivity of the photometric system to some de-
sired value.

If i^ is the photosensor current,

I_ is the intensity of the light illuminating the photosensor,
and is the distance from the test unit to the photosensor,
then, since the photosensor produces a current proportional to the illumi-

nance on its face,
2

i « kl/D (1)

where ]c is the sensitivity of the photosensor.

It is usually convenient to calibrate the photometer to be direct
reading, so that

I = N6 (2)

where 6^ is the reading of the potentiometer of the measuring circuit,
and where is an integral power of 10 or the product of an integer,
usually 2 or 5, and an integral power of 10.

The photometer is then calibrated by using a standard lamp of known
horizontal luminous intensity. If

I is the luminous intensity of the standard lamp,
D is the distance of the standard lamp from the photosensor,
5 is the potentiometer reading and i is the photosensor

current when the photosensor is illuminated by light from the standard
lamp placed at the distance D from the photosensor, then

i = k I /D ^ (3)
s s s

and since the potentiometer reading is proportional to the photosensor
current

,

Combining (1), (2), (3), and (4),

i /5 = 1/6 (4)
s s

6=1 D^/ND ^ (5)
s s s

Calibration is accomplished by the following procedure: I and D
are chosen so that I /D will be approximately equal to I/D^7^where~^
I^ is some typical vafue^of the intensity of the light to be tested. A
suitable value of N is then selected. Calibration to make the photom-
eter direct reading is completed by one of the three following procedures,
depending on the photometer circuit used,

a. External Shunt Circuit

A diagram of this circuit is shown in figure 9. In this circuit
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*3° „2 (6)

s

where S_ is the sensitivity of the photometer circuit and is the re-
sistance of the shunt.

Calibration, therefore, requires that, with the photocell illuminated
by light from the standard lamp, the external shunt resistance is set so

that the potentiometer indicates the value 6 given in equation (5) . The
other parameters of the calibration are usually chosen so that the shunt
resistance will be of the order of a few ohms. This order of resistance
is used as it is large enough to be set accurately, and small enough so

that the voltage developed across the photocell will not cause the photo-
cell to respond nonlinearly. The practice is to maintain the sensitivity
of the recorder at a fixed value of 5 millivolts for full-scale deflection.
The sensitivity of the preamplifier is therefore set so that this recorder
sensitivity and desired range of resistance may be used.

b. Phototube with Electrometer Amplifier Circuit

The procedure for calibration is the same as that for procedure a,

(See figure 12,) The load resistor on the phototube and the controls of
the amplifier are adjusted for the optimum performance range of the am-
plifier. Also, the output of the amplifier should not exceed 5 railli-

amperes. Hence, other parameters are adjusted so that is greater than
1 ohm and is less than 5 ohms.

c, Zero-Resistance Circuit

A diagram of this circuit is shown in figure 13, In this circuit,
if the photometer is balanced so that no current flows through the gal-
vanometer, then

i = i a/r (7)*
a X

where
_i is the photocell current,
i^ is the current through the slidewire between 0 and A(figure 13)

,

a^ is the resistance of the slidewire between 0 and A (figure 13),
and r is the resistance of the resistor, r ,—X * X

Assuming the slidewire is graduated from 0 to 100, the reading of
the indicator of the slidewire is

6 = a/a (8)

*This equation is an approximation which depends on i_ being much greater
than _i. In practice, i is kept at about 10 milliamperes , and the range
of _i_ is from 1 to 20 microamperes. If _i_ is 20 microamperes, the error
resulting from the use of this approximation will be 0,3%, For larger
values of i^, a correction in the calibration can be made.^
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where a is the total resistance of the slldewlre (the resistance between
0 and B^ln figure 13)

.

Then, combining (1), (7), and (8),

r kl
6 2L-_ (9)

1 a D
a o

In the calibration of the zero-resistance circuit, _i is usually kept
constant and r is varied,

—X

When the photocell Is illuminated by light from the standard lamp,
r is adjusted to obtain a zero reading of the galvanometer when the
^Idewlre is set at the value 6 of equation (5) for a given test dis-
tance, D^, With the photometer~lhus calibrated, the intensity of the test

light is given by equation (2),

d. Special Procedures

While photometric data are usually presented for a test light op-
erating under the design condition, photometry of the test light under
operating conditions other than the design condition is often desirable.
Equation (5) can be generalized, taking into account this condition as

well as the transmittance of any filters or sector disks used in cali-
brating, so that

2

6 = Y Y FX -2-^ (5a)

s

where is the transmittance of the color filter at the color temperature
of the standard lamp, is the transmittance of the sector disk, and F_

is the ratio of the output of the light under test when it is operated
under the design conditions to the output of the light when it is operated
under test conditions. This ratio may be, for example, the ratio of the
rated lumen output of the test lamp to the output of the lamp at the test

voltage. It also may be the ratio of the intensity in a given direction
at the operating voltage to the intensity in this direction at the test
voltage.

In the case of lights which are flashed in service but on which
photometric measurements are made with the light burning steadily at a

selected voltage, the factor is the ratio of the effective intensity
of the flash in a given direction to the steady intensity at the selected
voltage in this direction of view.

4, TESTING PROCEDURE

The photometer is calibrated as described under "Calibration Proce-
dure" (Section 3,4) to an illuminance range determined by the intensity
of the light being tested, the test distance, and the information desired.
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The test unit is mounted on the goniometer and is aligned, Tlie angular

settings of the goniometer are adjusted so that the origin of the goniom-
eter settings will correspond to the desired axis. This axis usually
is chosen with respect to either the seating plane of the unit or some

characteristic of the beam such as its peak.

The baffling for stray light is put into place. The eye is placed
in the position normally occupied by the photosensor. Examination can
then be made to insure that the baffling is properly placed so that no

obstructions exist between the light and the photosensor and so that
reflections from the walls, floor, and ceiling of the range are inter-
cepted before they reach the photosensor. When the 279-raeter range is

used, the' baffling tube is periodically checked to insure that it is not

being obstructed by birds.

If a sealed-reflector lamp is being photometrically measured, the
lamp is usually operated at either rated voltage or rated current. Other
lamps, such as those used in combination with an optical system, are

usually operated at or corrected to rated lumen output. Power for the

test and standard lamps is usually obtained from storage batteries, which
are periodically recharged. Voltage and current are measured on a poten-
tiometer, and photometric measurements are not made until the lamp has
reached stability.

If the goniometer is to be motor driven, the gear ratios are chosen
so that the traverse will be slow enough to insure the accurate recording
of the characteristics of the light.
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Review of Elementary Theory

Of the Photometry of Projection Apparatus

By C. A. Douglas

Equations based upon simple geometric relations are developed for the illuminance*

produced by a projector such as a searchlight, beacon, or floodlight at a distance from

the projector. When the beam is rotationally symmetrical but not collimated and the

image, virtual or real, subtends a smaller angle at the point of observation than does

the objective of the projector, illuminance varies inversely as the square of the dis-

tance to the image. If the angle subtended by the image is larger than that subtended

by the objective, the illuminance varies inversely as the square of the distance to the

objective. The distance at which the two angles are equal is defined as the critical

distance. Equations relating critical distance to the radius of the source, the radius

of the objective, and the magnification of the system are developed. Approximations

for use when the beam of the projector is asymmetric are developed. Very good

agreement was found between the computed variation of illuminance with distance

and the measured variation of illuminance with distance for a projector forming a

virtual image 150 feet behind the objective.

1. Introduction

THE luminous intensity, /, of a "projector is ob-

tained by measuring the illuminance, E, on a sur-

face at a distance, d, from the projector and comput-

ing / from the relation

I = Ed^ (!)

The use of this relation without qualification im-

plies that the value of / is independent of the distance

at which the illuminance, E, is measured.

If measurements could be made at increasing dis-

tances, in a perfectly transmitting atmosphere (or in

any atmosphere if corrections are made for atmos-

pheric losses) , of the illuminance produced by a pro-

jector emitting a collimated beam, the value of the

A paper presented at the National Technical Conference of the
Tlltiminatine Engineering Society, August 21 to 26, 1966, Min-
neapolis, Minn. Author: National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D. G.

product Ed- increases and approachAs a limiting

value. The relation

1 = limEd^ (2)

J—>oo
may be considered as the defiriition of I.

In practice it is usually found for these projectors

that beyond a certain distance, the critical distance,

there is no measurable change in the intensity com-

puted by means of Equation (1).**

The concept of the intensity of a projector produc-

ing a collimated beam is valid, and useful, only when
this critical distance is exceeded, for then and only

then can illuminance at one distance be computed

from measurements of illuminance at another distance.

*Tllumination.

**Such terms as "minimum inverse-square distance" and "limiting
distance (or the application of the inverse-square law" are fre-

quently used for this distance. The term "critical distance" is

used throughout this report as it is a brief, convenient term.
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In the photometry ol projectors, the photometric

distance is made greater than this critical distance

whenever it is feasible to do so. Hence, determination

of the critical distance is important. The relation be-

tween critical distance for a collimated-beam projec-

tor and the dimensions of the projector and the source

has been extensively treated.^"^ For a parabolic re-

flector with a spherical source at the focus, the critical

distance along the axis of the reflector is

de=[RF/r] [1+ {R/2F)^] (3a)

and for a disk source

do = [RF/r] [1 + {R/2F}^]/[1- {R/2F)^] (3b)

where

dc is the critical distance,

R is the distance from the axis to the edge of

the reflector,

r is the radius of the source, and

F is the focal length of the reflector.

Similar equations may be written for a spherical

lens.*

The relation given in the lES Lighting Handbook,

Third Edition,^ may be written as

do = Rde/r (3c)

where dc and R are as before, and dg is the distance

from the focal point to the edgs of the reflector.

For each of these conditions, dc is given approxi-

mately by

dc = RF/r. (4)

The error in computing dc from this relation is in-

significant in most practical applications, particularly

when r is small in comparison to R, and F is two or

more times R. Although many projectors are intend-

ed for use as collimated-beam projectors, with the

source at the focus, there are many types of projec-

tors where this is not the case. For example, in the

lens cells of the Fresnel-lens optical landing system,

the source is between the focus and the lens so that

the lens forms a virtual image of the source 150 feet

behind the lens. Spread lenses used in conjunction

with collimated beams form either real images in

front of the spread lens or virtual images behind the

spread lens. The lens cells of the Fresnel-lens optical

landing system include a 50-degree horizontal spread

lens.

The purpose of this paper is to present an analysis

of the factors affecting critical distances and the

relation between illuminance and distance of non-

collimated beam projectors. Throughout this paper

rigor and detailed accuracy of analysis have been

subordinated in order to obtain simple, easily inter-

preted relations free from the complicating and often

confusing effects of correction terms. The relations

developed are therefore approximations only. They

are, however, sufficiently accurate to be used in a

qualitative analysis of the performance of a projector

system. The performance of the usual types of pro-

jector systems is significantly affected by such factors

as errors in the shape of the optics and by the varia-

tions in illuminance across the surface of the source.

Such factors vary from unit to unit and cannot be

readily treated in a theoretical analysis. Quantitative

analyses of projector systems can, and should, be

made by direct measurement on a photometric range.

2. Case 1. Projectors Having the Source

Between the Focus and the Objective

2.1 Illuminance Produced by a Positive Lens

Consider the optical system shown in Fig. 1. The

system is symmetric about the line XX' and consists

of a positive lens of focal length F and radius R.

(Throughout this analysis F is assimied to be large

in comparison to R.)

A source S of radius r and of uniform luminance

L is placed at a distance u, less than F, from the lens.

SYMBOLS

A Luminance of source S

d Distance between the projector and the point

of observation or measurement

d, Critical distance

E Illuminance at the point of observation or

measurement

F Focal length of the optic of the projector

/ Intensity of the projector

h Intensity of the source S

li Intensity of the image S' of the source

m Magnification of optical system

R Radius of the objective (lens or reflector)

when the objective is the field stop of the

projector

r Radius of the source S

r' Radius of image 5' of source S

5 Light source (assumed to be of uniform lu-

minance)

5' Source image formed by the projector

T Transmittance of the optical system, if lens

type ; reflectance of the optic, if reflector type

u Distance between the source and the objec-

tive

V Distance between the image and the objec-

tive

y Radius of flashed zone on the objective

6 The beam spread produced by a spread lens

y Dimension of asymmetric source in x-y plane

V Dimension of asymmetric optic in x-y plane

7 Dimension of asymmetric source in x-z plane

Z Dimension of asymmetric optic in x-z plane
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LENS

Figure 1. Optical system with the

source between the focus and a

positive objective (lens). (Not to

scale.)

The system will form a virtual image S' of the source

at a distance v from the lens. Assume the observer's

eye, or the photometer, is at the point P, a distance

d from the lens. With a lossless optical system the

luminance of the virtual image, L', would be equal to

the luminance of the source, L. With a real optical

system the luminance

L' = Lt (5)

where t is defined as the transmittance of the optical

system. The intensity of the source is given by

h ^r^L, (6)

and the intensity of the image

/i = ,r(r')2Lr (7)

or /, = l,m\ (8)

\^Tien the virtual image, 5', is viewed through the

lens from the point P and d is less than a critical dis-

tance, dc, to be determined later, the entire virtual

image will be seen. The illuminance at P will then be

E = h/{v + dV. id^d,) (9)

Since Equation (9) is of the form

Illuminance = Constant/Distance^,

/< can be considered to be, by definition, the intensity

of the projector applicable to this condition of view

with distance to be measured from the position of the

virtual image, not from the lens.

From Fig. 1 it is evident that from the point P a

zone on the lens of radius y will be flashed, that is,

appear to be the source of light, and that the illumi-

nance at P is also given by

E = 7rfLr/d\ {d^do) (10)

If the radius of the virtual image, r', is less than the

radius of the lens, the flashed zone will never fill the

lens however large d is made. For this condition.

Equations (9) and (10) are valid for all distances.

However, if r' is greater than R and the distance, d,

is equal to or greater than a critical distance, d^ the

entire lens will be filled and the illuminance at a point

on the axis will then be given by

E = ^R^Lr/d^ {d^dc) (11)

or E — I/d^ {d^do) (12)

where / = ttR^Lt. (13)

/ is a constant and hence is by definition the intensity

of the projector, applicable to all distances equal to or

greater than the critical distance.

Note that when d is equal to d,. Equations (8) and

(11) are both valid. Hence at this distance

/ = 14c-/ [v + dcV.

This leads to the somewhat surprising conclusion that

at one distance it is sometimes possible for a projec-

tor to have two intensities depending upon whether

the source is considered to be located at the objective

or at the virtual image position.

Note that in practice it is seldom feasible to deter-

mine /{ or / to the desired degree of accuracy by

Equations (6), (7), (8) or (13). Instead, the illu-

minance is measured at a known distance from the

projector and Equation (9) or Equation (12) is used

as applicable.

2.2 Determination of the Critical Distance

Note from Equation (11) that for distances greater

than the critical distance the axial illuminance varies

inversely as the square of the distance to the lens and

is independent of the position of the source with re-

spect to the focus. However, the critical distance, d^,

is not independent of the position of the source with

respect to the focus. It may be determined as follows.

If there is a critical distance, at this distance

y = R. {d = dc)

Therefore, since

y/d = r'/{v + d),

and r'/r = v/u z= m,

R = rvdc/u{v -{- dc)

or /? = rmdc/{v -f- dc).

Hence dc = Ru/(r — uR/v) , (14a)

and dc = Rv/{rm — R). (14b)

Note that as u approaches F, v becomes infinite, and

Equation (14a) becomes the familiar relation used

for collimated-beam projectors,

lim dc = RF/t. (4)

u-^ F
From Equations (14a) and (14b), note that dc be-

comes infinite when
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r =z Ru/v = R/m, (15)

for then the radius, r', of the virtual source is just

equal to the radius of the lens, R, and the lens will

appear flashed only when viewed from an infinite dis-

tance. If r is less than R/m, the value obtained for

dc is negative indicating that r' is less than R and

that the virtual source will not completely fill the lens

at any viewing distance. Hence, under this condition

Equation (9) is valid for all distances.

3. Case 2. Projectors Having the Focus

Between the Source and the Lens

3.1 Illuminance Produced by a Positive Lens

If the distance from the source to the lens, u, is

greater than the focal length of the lens, F, the system

will form a real image of the source a distance v from

the lens, as shown in Fig. 2.

Consider first the case in which the radius of the

image, r', is less than the radius of the lens. It is evi-

dent from Fig. 2, on which the limiting rays from the

edge of the lens are shown, that the entire lens will

appear to be flashed only between the points Pi and

Po- The illuminance at a point on the axis is, as for

the flashed lens of Case I,

E = TrR^Lr/d'^. {dci^d^doz) (11)

The inverse square law holds with distance measured

from the lens to the point of observation, or measure-

ment, and as before

1 = ^R^Lt. {do^^d^dc2) (13)

When the lens is observed from P4 (see Fig. 3)

where d is equal to or greater than d^, the entire

image will be visible and the illimiinance at P4 is

given by

E^U/{d-vV. {d^dc2) (16)

If the lens is viewed from a point P3 on the axis be-

tween the point Px and the lens, the entire lens will

not be flashed, for rays from the outer part of the

lens to the image cross the axis at or beyond the point

Pi. Instead, a zone of radius y will appear flashed, as

is evident from the limiting rays shown in Fig. 4. The

illuminance at P3 will be

E = ny^Lr/d^. {d^doi) (17)

Since y =1 r'd/{v — d), (18)

E = ^{t')^Lt/{v - dV id^dci) (19)

or E = Ii/{d— v)^. (d^dci) (20)

Note that {v — d) and {d — v) are both the distance

between the point of observation and the image

formed by the lens.

3.2 Determination of the Critical Distances

For Lenses Forming Real Images

If r' is less than R, the critical distances, dd and

dc2, may be found by noting that for observations

from P3 (Fig. 4),
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y = rmd/{v — d) = rd/u (1 — d/v) (21)

and substituting R for y, and dc\ for d obtaining

doi = Rv/(R + mr) (22a)

or dci = Ruv/(Ru-{-rv). (22b)

Similarly, for observations from P4 (Fig. 3)

dc2 = Rv/(R — mr) (23a)

or d,2 = Ruv/{Ru— rv). (23b)

Since r' = mr,

when r' is equal to or greater than R, dc2 becomes in-

finite, and the lens is flashed for all distances greater

than dc\. For this condition, Equation (11) is ap-

plicable for all distances greater than dd.

When the source is placed at the focus,

u = F,

m and v become infinite, and Equation (22) reduces

to Equation (4) . That is,

del = RF/r, (4^

and dc2 becomes infinite.

3.3 Measurement of Beam Angles

When the optical system forms an image, virtual

or real, of the source instead of producing a coUi-

mated beam, and the point of observation or measure-

ment is at a distance such that the objective of the

system is not completely flashed, angles of observa-

tion as well as the illuminance are determined, using

the distance between the image and the point of ob-

servation as a base, not the distance between the ob-

jective and the point of observation. That is, the

vertex of the angle between the line of sight and the

axis of the light is located at the image of the source,

not at the objective of the projector. However, when
a light is mounted on a goniometer, it is usually more
convenient to measure angles whose vertices are at

the projector. The relation between the two angles is

easily found by the use of Fig. 5.

Since

tan = a/d

and

tan
<f>
= a/{d + v),

for small angles

tj/ = a/d,

and

(f>
= a/{d + v),

where a is the distance from the point of observation

to the axis XX'.

Hence,

<t>^ [d/{d + v)]ij^, (24a)

or

<f>
= [d/(d + mu) ]xl,. (24b)

3,4 Asymmetric Beams

Throughout the preceding discussion it has been as-

sumed that the optical system is rotationally sym-

metric about the optical axis of the system. Thus, a

disk or spherical source and an optical system com-
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Table I—Photometric Measuremenb of an Asymmetric
Projector

PHOTOMETRIC DISTANCE (d) PEAK INTENSITY (/)

(FEET) (KILOCANDELAS)

50 32.0

100 31.3

9S0 34.8
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posed of spherical elements have been assumed. In

such systems the beam pattern is the same in every

plane containing the axis of the optical system.

However, lights having unequal vertical and hori-

zontal beam spreads are often required. These un-

equal beam spreads may be obtained by using sources

in which the width (the dimension in the z direction)

and the height (the dimension in the y direction) are

not equal and/or by adding cylindrical elements, with

the axis of the cylinders parallel to the y or z axis.

When cylindrical elements are used, the image of the

source formed by a narrow section in the y direction

through the center of the lens will not be the same

distance from the lens as the image formed by a nar-

row section in the z direction. That is, the projection

of the image of the source on the x-y plane will not

be in the same position as the projection of the image

on the x-z plane. Under these conditions the equa-

tions of the type given below will give approximate

values. The applicable equations of Section 2.2 are

applied to determine if the viewing, or test, distance

exceeds the critical distance using the dimensions of

the projection on the x-y and the x-z planes, in turn,

lo determine dcy and d^z, respectively.

Thus, from Equations (14a) and (14b), if the pro-

jection system forms a virtual image,

doy = Yuy/{y — UyY/Vy), (25a)

or

doy — Yvy (ymy - Y) (25b)

where

Y is the dimension of the lens in the x-y plane,

y is the dimension of the source in this plane,

and the subscript y refers to quantities measured

in the x-y plane. _
Similar equations can be written for dcz where Z, z,

and the subscript z replace Y, y, and the subscript y.

If the observation distance is less than the critical

distance in both the x-y and the x-z planes, that is,

d ^ dcy

and

d — dcz.

Equation (8) may be written as

l^ = IgmyTtizT, (26)

and Equation (9) may be written as

U = E[vy + d) {vz + d). (27)

Equation (27) may be considered as the definition of

intensity under these conditions.

Similarly, if

d ^ dcy

and d ^ dcz,

then h = E (,vy + d) {d) . (28)

Similar equations can, of course, be written inter-

changing the y's and the z's.

Similar expressions can, of course, be developed

for systems which form real images in either or both

planes by using the terms (v — d) or {d — r) in

place of (v + » as applicable.

3.5 Experimental Confirmation

The principles developed in Section 3.4 were ap-

plied to a cell of the Fresnel-lens optical landing

system. The cell has a lens with vertical cylindrical

elements forming a real image of the source ahead of

the unit to produce a wide horizontal spread, with

the following dimensions (approximate)

:

Z = 0.16 inch (2Z is the width of one cylin-

drical element)

z = 0.38 inch

Vz — 0.5 inch (computed from design beam

spread of 40 degrees)

Uz = 24 inches.

From these dimensions it is apparent that the first

critical distance in the x-z (horizontal) plane, dci\, is

very small. (This is usually the case in the plane in

which there is an appreciable spread.)

From Equation (22b),

dcz\ = 0.48 inch

The second critical distance in the horizontal plane is

also very small. From Equation (23b)

,

dczi = 0.52 inch

In the x-y (vertical) plane, the optical system forms

a virtual image of the source 150 feet behind the lens.

Pertinent dimensions are as follows:

Y — 0.4 foot approximately

y — 0.003 foot approximately

Vy — 150 feet

Uy =2 feet

my = 75

t'y z= m,yy = 0.2 foot

Since T*y is less than Y, the lens will never be com-

pletely flashed in the y direction.

The relation between illuminance produced by the

system and the luminous "intensity" is

l = E{vy^d) {d- Vz) (29)

or

/ = E (150 + d) (</- 0.04)

where d is in feet.

Or, since Vz is very small compared to typical

values of d,

I = E {150 + d) id) (30)

Measurements were made at three distances of the

illuminance produced by a Fresnel-lens optical land-

ing system cell and the luminous intensity was com-
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puted by Equation (27). Results are given in Table

I. The consistency of the values of / is surprisingly

good.

3.6 Practical Considerations

3.6.1 Simplified Equations

Although the equations which have been developed

describe the performance of a projector, they are in

forms which often are too complex to be used to best

advantage by the photometrist, who, given the task of

determining the intensity distribution of a projector,

desires only sufficient information to permit him to

choose a photometric distance greater than the criti-

cal distance. Often he is given very little information

concerning the design parameters of the projector.

The relations given below contain only parameters

which are easily measured.

Consider first a projector which forms a virtual

image of the source. From Equation (14a) it is evi-

dent that

d,^Ru/r (31)

Hence, if the photometric or observation distance is

less than Ru/r, that is, if

d < Ru/r (32)

the entire lens is not flashed and illuminance varies

inversely as the square of the distance to the image.

The objective of a projector forming a real image

of the source will appear flashed at all distances equal

to or greater than the image distance if (and only if)

the radius of the image is equal to or greater than the

radius of the objective. Hence,

r' = rv/u ^ R
or

V ^ Ru/r. (33)

(The distance v can usually be determined readily

from direct observation of the position of the image.)

Hence, when a real image is formed at a distance

equal to or greater than Ru/r, illuminance varies in-

versely as the square of the distance from the objec-

tive for all distances greater than the image distance,

V. It is apparent from simple geometric relations

(see Fig. 2) that, if the condition of relation (33) is

met, the objective will be flashed for distances in the

range v/2 to v inclusive also.

3.6.2 Application to Spread Lenses

Projectors often contain lens elements to increase

the beam spread of the light from the projector.

The-e lens elements form images, real or virtual,

which are too small to flash the element. Hence, dis-

tance should be measured from the position of the

image. (Note these elements usually are asymmetric

and the image distances in the y and z planes are dif-

ferent. For simplicity, only one plane is treated here.)

The geometric relations of these spread elements are

illustrated in Fig. 6.

The angle ft, in degrees, is commonly called the

beam spread of the lens. The relation between image

distance and beam spread is

V = (6/2) ctn e/2, (34)

where b is the width of the spreader elements. The

following approximation is sufficiently accurate for

most purposes.

V ^ 60b/e (35)

when 0 is in degrees.

Note that when a spread lens is used, each spreader

element acts as a separate projector, and that usually

these elements will not be completely flashed at prac-

tical observation distances. Under these conditions,

distance should properly be measured from the im-

ages produced by these spreader elements. With the

usual projectors, v is so small in comparison to d that

no significant error results when the term (v d) is

replaced by d. For example, consider a five-degree

spread lens with cylindrical elements one inch wide.

From Equation (35) , v is found to be 12 inches. As
this is a rather extreme example, v will usually be

considerably less than this. The criteria determining

the photometric distance are then:

1. The photometric distance, d, should be large in

comparison to the image distance v.

2. The angular subtense of the light unit from the

point of measurement should be small in comparison

to the beam spread of the light.

3.6.3 Incandescent Lamps as Sources

The filament of an incandescent lamp is not a

source of uniform luminance. Hence, the overall di-

mensions of the filament should not be considered as

the size of source in determining the critical distance.

RAYS FROM
PRIMARY OPTICS

\
Figure 6. Geometric relations of

(I spreader element.

SPREADER ELEMENTS
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Instead, the size of the smallest separable element of

the filament should be used.^ The smallest separable

element will usually be the filament wire itself but at

times it will be the helix. The dimensions of both the

filament wire and the helix must be considered, as

the separate turns of the filament wire may be dis-

cernible from the central part of a reflector while

only the helix may be discernible from the outer part

of the reflector.^

3.6.4 Application to Objectives

Of Small i-Number

The development of the equations of this report is

l)ased on the assumption that the radius of the ob-

jective is small compared to its focal length. In prac-

tice, the radius of the objective is often as large as or

larger than the focal length. Frequently, when ap-

plied to projection systems of the latter type, these

equations yield results suflBciently accurate for engi-

neering purposes if u and v are measured to the most

distant part of the objective instead of along the axis

of the projection system.^' ^

Conclusion

A review of the elementary theory of the photom-

etry of projectors has been made. Use was made of

simple geometric relations to develop equations re-

lating distance with the illuminance produced by pro-

jectors. Particular attention has been given to projec-

tors producing noncollimated beams and to the effect

of spreader elements in the optical system. Equations

have been developed relating critical distance to the

radius of the source, the radius of the objective and

the magnification of the system. Equations applica-

ble to asymmetric beams have been stated. The agree-

ment between values computed from these relations

and direct measurements is very good.
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Photometer for Measurement of Effective

Intensity of Condenser- Discharge Lights

1. Introduction

In the past, measurements of the effective inten-

sity of condenser-discharge lights have generally

been made by two methods : (1) coupling the output

of a phototube to a cathode-ray oscilloscope, photo-

graphing the trace of the instantaneous intensity

against time, integrating the area under the curve

and computing the effective intensity; and (2)

charging a capacitor by the photoelectric current

generated by one or more flashes and measuring the

voltage developed with a vacuum-tube voltmeter.

Both of these methods are time consuming when

intensity distribution measurements of a projector

with a flashing source are being made. In addition,

when the source is a condenser-discharge lamp,

there has often been uncertainty about the accuracy

of the correction of the spectral response of the

photometric system to the CIE standard observer

luminosity function ; the sensitivity may be so low

that short photometric distances are required ; al-

though the average photoelectric current is low,

peak currents are high, and, unless suitable precau-

tions are taken, the phototube may be saturated

during part of the flash, destroying the linearity of

the system. A method that will allow measurements

of the effective intensity distribution of condenser-

discharge units producing repetitive flashes to be

made and recorded automatically is very desirable.

The development of such a method, designed to

avoid difficulties of the types described above and

making use of commercially available equipment,

wherever possible, is described below.

2. Effective Intensity Photometer

The effective-intensity photometric system is

shown schematically in Fig. 1. The test and stand-

ard distances, the intensity of the standard lamp,

and the transmittance of the sector disc are chosen

so that the average illumination on the photocell

during calibration is of the same order as the illu-

This paper was prepared as a part of the work in the development
of aviation ground lighting conducted at the National Bureau of

Standards under the sponsorship of the Visual Landing Aids Branch
of the Bureau of Aeronautics and the Aeronautical Accessories

Laboratory, Wright Air Development Center. Author: National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

By CHARLES A. DOUGLAS

mination from the projectors under test. The sec-

tor disc was used to obtain flashes during calibra-

tion which had roughly the same intensity-time

relation as the flashes from the lights under test.

(As will be shown below, this latter condition is not

necessary.) With this system it is possible to obtain

in approximately three minutes an intensity distri-

bution curve of a projector using a condenser-dis-

charge lamp which produces repetitive flashes.

Light from either the test unit or the standard

lamp falls on a diffusing glass so that the distribu-

tion of illumination on the photosensitive surface of

the phototube is independent of the distance of the

light source. A small aperture in front of this glass

is used to control the illumination on the phototube.

The light then passes through the luminosity filter

to the phototube. This filter is so designed* that the

spectral response of the phototube-filter-diffusing

glass combination is essentially that of the lumi-

nosity function of the CIE standard observer.^

A type PJ-14B phototube is used because it is

stable, it has a low dark current, and its relatively

flat spectral response simplifies the design of the

luminosity filter. The correction for the spectral

sensitivity of the phototube by the luminosity filter

is sufficiently accurate for the photometry of any

non-chromatic ("white") light using an incandes-

cent lamp or a conventional flashtube. The lumi-

nous sensitivity of the phototube-filter combination

is sufficiently high so that the photometric distance

may be made as large as necessary.

The output current of the phototube is smoothed

by the resistance-capacitance network so that the

phototube will not be saturated and the d-c elec-

trometer-amplifier will not be overloaded during

the flashes and so that output current will be suffi-

ciently stable to produce a smooth curve on the re-

cording potentiometer. The output of the system

is, of course, proportional to the average photo-

electric current and hence to the average illumina-

tion at the phototube.

The General Radio Type 1230A d-c amplifier and

electrometer is operated with its "Ground" switch

*The luminosity filter was designed by Mr. I. Nimeroff of the National
Bureau of Standards.
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eOMrONCNTt WITHIN THE DOTTED LINES ANE IN PLACE ONLY OURINO CALISNATION

R,^, CALIBIMTION A0JU9TIN0 RESISTOil ^ OECAOE lOX t X (10 + 1 't'O.I't'O.OII

Figure 1. Block diagram of efifective-intensity photometric system. Components with dotted lines are in place only

during calibration. R^, calibration-adjusting resistor, is a decade box adjustable by 0.01-ohm steps to 99.99 ohms.

in the "I" position. With this arrangement, use of

a single capacitor across the input of the instrument

is unsatisfactory because the feedback in the instru-

ment produces low-frequency oscillations (of the

order of 0.1 to 0.5 cps) in the output. A network

of the type shown eliminates these oscillations.

"With the "Ground" switch in the "E" position, a

single capacitor across the input may be used. The

time constant of the circuit is then a function of the

capacitance across the input and the input resist-

ance selected by means of the "Input Resistance"

switch of the electrometer-amplifier. The arrange-

ment shown is considered preferable unless very

long time constants are required, for the time con-

stant is relatively independent of the input resist-

ance selected and may be readily adjusted by

changing the values of Bi and i?2- Ordinary carbon

resistors are satisfactory, but capacitors with very

high leakage-resistance are required to obtain sta-

bility of calibration.

The electrometer-amplifier is designed to operate

an external five-milliampere full-scale meter or re-

corder. However, the recording potentiometer avail-

able had a five-millivolt full-scale range. Load re-

sistor Rl is used to obtain a suitable input signal

for the recording potentiometer from the output

current of the electrometer-amplifier. It also pro-

vides a convenient means of making small adjust-

ments of the over-all sensitivity of the photometric

system. The minimum value used for Bl is one ohm
in order that a full-scale reading of the potentiome-

ter may be obtained before the electrometer is over-

loaded.

3. Theory of Operation

The method of obtaining the effective intensity of

a condenser-discharge light flashed at a known rate

from measurements of the average intensity is de-

veloped below.

3.1 Definitions of Terms and Symbols.

The terms and symbols used in this paper are

defined as follows

:

/ the instantaneous intensity of the test light

during a cycle

I the average intensity of the test light during

a complete flash cycle

le the effective intensity of the test light

7s the intensity of the standard lamp

T the transmittance of the sector disc

D the distance between the test light and the

diffusing glass of the photometer

d the distance between the standard lamp and

the diffusing glass of the photometer

T the time in seconds required for a complete

flash cycle
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U the recorder reading for the test source

Rs the recorder reading during calibration with

the standard lamp and rotating sector disc.

3.2 Basic Relations.

The effective intensity is defined as

/„'"""

Ie = , (1)

0.2 + h-h
where tx is the time in seconds of the beginning of

the flash and tz is the time of the end of the flash.

An equation of this form was first suggested by

Blondel and Rey but has rarely been used.^

The times ti and ^2 are chosen so that le is equal

to I at these times.^ However, if the effective inten-

sity is sufficiently small in comparison to the in-

stantaneous intensity over most of the flash then

/ 7df may be replaced by / Zdi without intro-

ducing significant errors. In addition, the flash of

a condenser-discharge light is so short (generally

less than 0.001 second) that to — tx is negligibly

small in comparison to 0.2.

Therefore equation (1) may be rewritten as

Ze = 5 j^Idt. (2)

But 1 = . (3)
T

Therefore 7e = 57r. (4)

Note that t, the period of the flash cycle, must be

known, and must be stable, to the same degree of

accuracy as is desired for the effective intensity.

The time constant of the input circuit is suffi-

ciently long so that the recorder indication is nearly

steady and proportional to the average current of

the phototube. During a flash the photoelectric cur-

rent charges capacitor Ci and the voltage across the

phototube is not decreased appreciably. Hence the

phototube does not saturate and the photoelectric

current is at all times proportional to the illumina-

tion on the phototube.

Therefore, the recorder reading is given by

lil

R =
, (5)

where is a constant of proportionality which is a

function of the exposed area of the diffusing glass,

the input resistance of the d-c amplifier, the range

on which the amplifier is set, the load resistance

across the output of the amplifier, and the sensitiv-

ity of the recorder.

Combining equations (4) and (5),

le 5ri)2

-=
. (6)

R k

For ease in interpretation of the recorder charts,

the ratio h/R is made the product of either an

integer, or the reciprocal of an integer, and an

appropriate power of ten by adjusting the parame-

ters of the circuit to obtain the proper value of k.

The recorder chart can then be graduated in a con-

venient number of effective candles per chart divi-

sion.

3.3 Calibration.

The calibration of the photometric system to ob-

tain the proper value of k is accomplished by means

of a standard lamp.

kl T
Since Rs =——, (7)

<P

R IsT
then = 5x1)2 (g)

le

A value of le/R is chosen and the parameters of

the photometric system are adjusted to obtain the

desired Rg. The aperture of the photometer is kept

sufficiently small so that the phototube will not be

saturated during a flash. The electrometer-amplifier

is generally operated on the 100- or 300-millivolt

range using an input resistance of lO'' or 10* ohms.

The maximum output of the instrument is kept

near, but below, the design maximum. Final ad-

justment of the calibration is obtained by adjusting

the value of the Resistor, Rl, across the amplifier

output until the voltage drop across this resistor

drives the recorder to the desired reading, Rg.

3.4 Performance Tests.

The photometric system was calibrated by means

of a standard lamp one meter from the photometer

and two 2-aperture sector discs having transmit-

tanees of 0.0098 and 0.0252. These sector discs were

used as designed and also with one aperture

blocked, resulting in transmittances of 0.0049 and

0.0126. The discs were driven at speeds of 80 rpm
and greater. Under these conditions the variation

of the illumination on the photometer during the

time of exposure approximates that obtained with

condenser-discharge lamps. No measurable change

of response with variation in speed of rotation of

the sector discs from 30 to 1000 rpm was found.

The recorder readings were proportional to the

four transmittances of the sector discs within the

accuracy with which the recorder chart could be

read.

Measurements have been made automatically of
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Figure 2. Typical horizontal and vertical intensity dis-

tributions made automatically with the efifective-intensity

photometer of a projector with a flash rate of two per

second.
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Figure 3. Typical horizontal and vertical intensity dis-

tributions made automatically with the efifective-intensity

photometer of a projector with a flash rate of one per

second.

the intensity distributions of a number of projec-

tors which use condenser-discharge lamps. The

light under test was mounted on a goniometer to

permit rotation about a fixed horizontal axis per-

pendicular to the photometric axis and about a

secondary axis perpendicular to the first and

initially vertical. These angles are referred to as

"vertical" and "horizontal" respectively. Traverses

were taken by driving the goniometer and the re-

corder-chart drives with synchronous motors, thus

recording the intensity of the light as a function of

the angle from the axis of the light. The speed of

the goniometer drive was 7.5 degrees per minute.

This speed was sufficiently slow so that the photo-

metric system could follow the changes in intensity

even with the long time constant introduced by the

smoothing network in the input circuit to the d-c

amplifier.

Examples of these measurements are shown in

Pigs. 2 and 3. As shown in Fig. 2, when the flash

rate is two per second, the time constant of the

photometric system is sufficient to smooth the

curves so that the effect of the individual flashes is

not shown. However, as shown by Fig. 3, when the

flash rate is one per second, the effect of the indi-

vidual flashes is visible. This effect could have

easily been reduced by lengthening the time con-

stant of the system by increasing the value of Bi

and Ro- However, the time constant would then

have been so long that the scan rate of the goniome-

ter would ha^'e had to be considerably slower than

the 7.5 degrees per minute rate used when these

figures were recorded.

4. Discussion

The photometer system described here is, of

course, not limited to the photometry of condenser-

discharge lights only, but is applicable to any light

having a flash duration of less than about one milli-

second (between the times when the intensitj^ is

about 5 per cent of peak intensity). The effective

intensity distributions of lights with flash durations

somewhat longer than one millisecond (up to about

0.01 second) can often be recorded automatically

with this system if a suitable correction factor is

included in the calibration. This factor is the ratio

of the effective intensity computed by equation (1)

to that computed by equation (2).

The components used in the system described

here can, of course, be replaced with components

having similar characteristics. Those listed in Fig.

1 were used because they were readily available.
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Effective Intensity of Flashing Lights

Flastiino lifihts are in widespread use as

signals, markers and warnings because of their

distinctiveness and their superiority over steady

burning lights in attracting attention. Complete

evaluation of flashing lights or lighting systems

employing flashing lights usually requires the

weighing of many factors such as configuration,

background, information to be presented, etc., and

may involve complex, elusive, psychological ele-

ments. In most applications of flashing lights to

land, sea, air navigation or traffic control, one of

the fundamental considerations is the apparent or

"elfective" intensity of the lights. This has been

the subject ol considerable research for over a cen-

tury, especially since 1911, when the classical work

of Blondel and Rey was published. It is the pur-

pose of this paper to review existing psychophysi-

cal knowledge in the field essentia) to the design

and evaluation of llasliijig lights.

The evaluation of the effective intensity of a

flashing light is relatively easy under some condi-

tions and very difficult under others. If the flash-

ing light is viewed under conditions such that the

illuminance at the observer's eye is at or very near

his visual threshold ,then the problem is relatively

simple. For threshold viewing, Blondel and Eey

defined the effective intensity of a flashing light as

the intensity of a steady light which is seen at

threshold under the same conditions. The experi-

mental techniques for ascertaining the threshold

for a steady light may be used to determine the

equivalent threshold for a flashing light. If, how-

ever, the flashing light is viewed under conditions

in -which the illuminance at the eye is above thresh-

old, and especially if it is far above threshold, it is

difficult if not impossible to exclude from any judg-

ment as to effective intensity psj'chologieal ele-

ments which are not present at low levels. Ob-

servers find it difficult to distinguish between the

judgments "equally intense" and "equally irritat-

ing." In spite of this difficulty, the concept of

effective intensity has been extended to above-

threshold viewing, and has been found useful at

A paper presented at the National TeclinirnI Conference of the
Illuminating Engineerine Sooioty. Spptembi>r 0-13, 1957, Atlanta,
Ga. Author: Photometry and Culorimetry Section, National Bureau
of Standards. Washington, D. C. This paprr was prep.ired as a part
of tlie work in the development of aircraft lit;hting conducted at the

National Bureau of Standards under sponsorship of the Bureau of

Aeronautics. Accepted by the Papers Committee of I.E.S. as a
Transaction of the Illuminating Engineering Society.
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least at relatively low levels, that is, up to about

twenty times threshold. The experimental tech-

nique for above-threshold measurements of effective

intensity involves the comparison of a flashing and

a steady-burning light, one of which is varied in

intensity until the ob.server reports apparently

equal intensity. Such judgments are difficult to

make, requiring as they do the equating of pro-

foundly dissimilar appearances. The restflts of

above-threshold measurements indicate that the

effective intensity of a flashing light varies with the

level of illuminance at the eye, and is thus Tunda-

mentally different from the intensity of a steady-

burning source, which is a fixed property of a light

source, essentially independent of the viewing con-

dition. The concept of "effective intensity" may be

useful only at the lower levels of illuminance at the

eye where the fundamental ability to see is of great

importance, so that the difficulty uf making inten-

.sity judgments at higher levels may not have prac-

tical implications. In any event any measure of

effective intensity of flashing lights must be related

to the viewing conditions, and the use of the con-

cept should be avoided at high levels of illumi-

nance.

Classical Work of Blondel and Rcy

The experimental work reported by Blondel and

Rey in 1911^ consisted of a .series of determinations

of threshold illuminance with the observers viewing

a centrally fixated point source of incandescent-

lamp light which was flashed with a shutter at con-

trolled durations froffi 0.001 to 3 seconds. The
wave form of the flash was approximately square;

that is, the light appeared at full hitensity at the

onset of the flash, remained at full intensitj' for the

duration of the flash and then fell abruptly to zero

at the end of the flash. For each flash duration,

the intensity of the light was varied to establi.sh

the threshold. The results of the experiments are

shown in Fig. 1.

The ordinate of a point is the ratio of the energy

of a threshold test flash to the energy of a three-

second threshold flash, expressed as Et/3Ez. where

E is the instantaneous illuminance at the eye dur-

ing the test flash and /?,( is the in.stantaneous illu-

minance at the eye during the three-second flash.

A three-second flash was chosen for comparison
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Figure 1. Ratio of test Hash energy required for thresh-

old excitation to energy of a threshold flash of 3 seconds

duration as a function of test flash duration. (Blondel

and Rev).

with the test fla.sh as representing a duration suffi-

ciently long that the effective intensity would be

closely equal to the intensity of the same lamp

burning steadily. The abscissas are the durations

of the flashes. Blondel and Key found that a

straight line could be fitted very well to the experi-

mental points plotted on the graph, and that the

etjuation of this line could be expressed in the

form

:

Eo t

E .21 + t

where Eo is the threshold illuminance for a steady

source and E is the illuminance during the time t

of a flashing light at threshold. If it is kept in

mind that the equation applies to threshold illumi-

nance under a given set of viewing conditions, then

intensity may bo used interchangeably with illumi-

nance :

E„ h t

E I .21 + t

and one may refer to the effective intensity as a

property of the flashing light.

The Blondel-Rey equation has been investigated

extensively since 1911 by Blondel and Rey them-

selves,^ and by many others.^' ''•^ (The references

cited above and in what follows are not intended to

be complete but are selected as illustrative, or as of

special importance. "Work done prior to 1911 was

summarized by Blondel and Rey,^ and many addi-

tional references will be found in the other refer-

ences given in this paper.) The validity of the

equation has been generally well established, not

only under the special conditions studied by Blon-

del and Rey, but also with sources of different

sizes," with observers in different Htatos of dark

adaptation,' with observations made in peripheral

areas of the retina,^- '° and witli different colors.*

Research work on the rel;ition between effective in-

tensity ami the w!i\-e foi-iti of the Hash, extremely

short durations, the level of illuminance at the ob-

server's eye, and Hash repetition rate will be dis-

cus.sed in detail later. In addition to the investiga-

tions which have been more or less directly con-

nected with effective intensity, there have been a

number of studies of more complex visual problems

connected with flashing light signals in which effec-

tive intensity played an important part.^^'^^ Such

studies have yielded results consonant with the

Blondel-Rey equation.

Analysis of the Blondel-Rey Equation

The Blondel-Rey equation has been found to

have such widespread applicability that it might

be well to analyze its implications before discussing

its specialized aspects. Its simplest general expres-

sion (for flashes of square wave form) is

le t— =— (1)
I a + t

where /« is the effective intensity, I is the instan-

taneous intensity during the flash, t is the duration

of the flash in seconds, and a is a constant. The

value of a found by Blondel and Rey, 0.21, has been

confirmed by subsequent work, although the in-

herent imprecision of experimental work in this

field makes it desirable to roinid the constant to

0.2. As will be shown later, the constant a appears

to decrease as the level of illuminance at the eye

increases, with the value of 0.2 representing its

maximum value at threshold illuminance.

For purposes of analysis, methods of flashing

lights may be divided into two categories. In the

first, the light is burned steadily, and flashing is

obtained by occulting the light with a shutter or

similar device so as to conceal the light from the

observer except during the flash interval. In this

method, the light from the source is not visible dur-

ing the dark intervals and the luminous energy

emitted during the dark interval, as well as the cor-

responding electrical or other form of energy which

produces it, may be considered "wasted." In the

second category, the light source is energized only

during the "on" interval, as when flashes are pro-

duced Avith an electrical switch, or by discharging

the electrical energy stored in a condenser into an

electronic fla.sh lamp. Flashes produced by these

methods do not involve "wasted" energy although

the efficiency of utilization of energy may vary

with the type of light source and the method of

producing the flash. Flashes produced by oscillat-
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nie: or rotating steady burning light are considered

to belong in this second category, since the light

energy is fully utilized when, as is usually the case,

all the directions swept by the beam are of impor-

tance

Fig. 2 gives curves of the Blondel-Rey equation

for flashing lights of the first category, where a

steady burning light of intensity I is exposed for a

time t, yielding an effective intensity le- The effec-

tive intensity for extremely short flash durations

approaches zero, increases rapidly as duration in-

creases, and finally approaches the steady intensity

I asymptotically as durations become relatively

long. According to the mathematics of the equa-

tion, it would take an infinitely long duration to

achieve full equality of le and I, but for practical

purposes the two are equal when the duration is of

the order of two or more seconds, depending some-

what on illuminance level. The relation between

illuminance level, as represented by a correspond-

ing value of a, and effective intensity, is shown in

the figure. For example, for a duration of 0.2

seconds, le is about 50 per cent of I at threshold

when a = 0.2, but about 90 per cent of I when the

illuminance is such that a = 0.02. Thus, if a given

flash of light appears equal in intensity to a given

steady burning light when both appear to be at

threshold, then the flashing light will appear more

intense than the steady light when the conditions

of observation are such that they both appear to be

well above threshold. This effect may explain a

number of apparently anomalous field observations

.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

FLASH DURATION, t, SECONDS

Figure 2. Effective intensity ratio, I^/I, as a function of
flash duration, according to the Blondel-Rey equation

(equation 1), for the case where a steady homing light

of intensity / is exposed for a time, t. Curves are shown
for threshold illuminance when a — 0.2, and for above-
threshold illuminances when a has the values 0.1, 0.05,

and 0.02.

0=2 (THRESHOLD)

FLASH DURATION, f, SECONDS

Figure 3. Effective intensity, l^, as a function of flash

duration, (, for flashes of equal energy, at a = 0.2

(threshold illuminance), 0.1, and 0.05, plotted from
equation 3, with k arbitrarily chosen as equal to 5.

wherein comparisons between flashing and steady

lights or between flashing lights of very different

flash durations do not give the same results when
the comparisons are made close to the lights and

illuminances are high as they do at considerable

distances where the illuminances are very low.

For flashing lights of the second category, where

there is no "waste" energy, a more meaningful

presentation of the Blondel-Rey equation is shown

in Fig. 3. In these curves the effective intensity for

flashes of equal luminous energy is plotted against

flash duration.

To obtain the curves of Fig. 3, the numerator of

the right side of the Blondel-Rey equation, written

in the form

:

It

Ie = (2)
a + t

is kept constant by varying I and t inversely with

respect to each other so that

k

Ie =
, (3)

a + t

and plotting le against t. le becomes zero if t is

increased sufficiently. As / is decreased, Ig in-

creases, and finally, when t becomes very small

compared to a, Ig levels off to a value given by

:

It

Ie = .

a

At threshold, when a = 0.2,

Ie = b{It).

As in the ease of shutter flashing in the first

category, the relative effectiveness of an above-

threshold flash is greater than it is at threshold.

For example when a = 0.05,

Ie = 20{It).
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Figure 4. Flash energT- (plotted as /t) required to pro-

duce a £jlven efifective intensity, as a function of flash

duration, at a = 0.2 (threshold illuminance), 0.05 and
0.01.

It will be noted that as a is decreased, the dura-

tion time t at which the curves level off is de-

creased, but in every case, leveling off occurs, and

further reduction of the time of the flash produces

no further increase in !„ for flashes of constant

energy. Thus for extremely short flashes, such as

those obtained with electronic flash tubes ("strobe"

lights), I is reciprocally related to t for a given /«

according to the Blondel-Rey equation in a manner

analogous to the equations used for determining

photographic exposure.

The curves of Fig. 3 show the relationship be-

tween luminous energy in the flash and flash dura-

tion. A variation of this form of presentation, used

by many research workers,^"- is shown in Fig. 4.

In this figure, the luminous energy (plotted as It)

necessary to produce a given effective intensity is

plotted against flash duration. When the Blondel-

Rey equation is plotted in this way, two distinct

parts of the curves are clearly indicated. The por-

tion at the left, for very short flash durations,

shows the reciprocal relation between I and t, as

does Fig. 3, where

It = constant.

The part at the right indicates that for long dura-

tions

I = constant.

Between these two regions the curve blends smooth-

ly from one limiting relation to the other. The two

limiting relations are plotted as straight lines and

their intersections, shown in the figure by dashed

lines, define the "critical duration" or the duration

marking the boundary time between the two rela-

tions. It may be noted that the critical duration

at threshold is about 0.1 second. Fig. 4 may be

compared with Fig. 1, from Blondel and Rey, which

is similarly plotted except that the scales of Fig. 1

are linear rather than logarithmic. The logarithmic

form of Fig. 4 shows clearly the two parts of the

curve.

For a clear understanding of the si^iflcance of

the curves of Fig. 4, and particularly to clarify the

relationship of the curves for different values of a,

it may be helpful to describe an experimental pro-

cedure for obtaining them. With observers sta-

tioned at some arbitrary distance from the light

source, the intensity of the flash at very long dura-

tion is adjusted until the flashes appear to be at

threshold. The curve for a = 0.2 is then obtained

by reducing the flash duration by set amounts and

determining the relative energy required to main-

tain the light at threshold. When that is done the

light is readjusted^ to the intensity and duration

prevailing at the beginning of the experiment and.

the observers are stationed at a point closer to the

light by an amount sufficient to raise the illumi-

nance to a level above threshold corresponding in

this case to c = 0.05. A curve for a = 0.05 is then

obtained as before (except that a comparison tech-

nique must be used instead of threshold observa-

tions) and this procedure is repeated for any addi-

tional values of a desired.

Integral Form of the Blondel-Rey Equation

Shortly after the publication of their classic

paper on abrupt flashes, Blondel and Rey took up

the question of flashes having time distributions

other than square. On purely intuitive grounds

they proposed the following modification of their

original equation for effective intensity

i:
Idt

. (4)

.21+it2-h)

In this equation the numerator of the right side

represents the light energy contained in the flash

between the time limits of integration, ti and t^.

For the case where the flash is abrupt (square in

shape) this reduces to the original equation

I{t2-ti) It

h = =
.

.21+it2-ti) .21 + t

The difficulty with the integral equation proposed

by Blondel and Rey is that there is an ambiguity

about the choice of the time limits, and fj. Blon-

del and Rey recognized this difficulty and coxild

offer iio rigorous .solution for it. They did, however,

suggest that <i and tz should be chosen as the times

when 7 was equal to the threshold value of 7 for

the case of steady illumination.

Recently Douglas* has proposed that the am-

*See P»rt II, \mver by C. A. Pouglna.
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biguity in the solec-tion of time limits in tlie inte-

gral form of the Blondel-Rey equation bo resolved

by selection of the limits so as to maximize Ic

When the limits of integi-ation are so chosen, it

turns out that the instantaneous value of intensity

at these time limits is the steady light threshold

intensity, exactly as proposed by Blondel and Rey

in 1911. Doufflas further sliows that in general, for

any value of a, the maximum value of Ic is obtained

when the limits of integration are those values of i

at which the instantaneous value of 7 is equal to Ic-

Oddly, although most practical flashing light

sources do not produce abrupt flashes, Blondel and

Key's proposal of the integral form of their equa-

tion has been generally ignored since 1911. Stiles,

Bennett, and Green* took note of the proposal in

1937, but commented that there had been little or

no experimental verification of it. Blondel and

Rey2 themselves, in 1916, made some measurements

of effective intensity on rotating beacons with

abrupt square form flashes, and with non-abrupt

flashes of both long and short duration. The condi-

tions of their experimental work were such as to

give imprecise results, but within the error of their

measurements, they confirmed the original equation

and the integral form of it. As Douglas has shown,

the uncertainty in the computation of le resulting

from the uncertainty in the choice of the limits of

integration is not very large, especially for flashes

of relatively short duration, so that experimental

verification of the validity of the method of maxi-

mization of le is very difficult to obtain. The un-

certainty of Blondel and Rey's measurements was

so great that the choice of limits of integration had

no significant effect on their results.

Neeland, Laufer, and Schaub,^ in 1938, reported

the results of a series of measurements of effective

intensity of rotating beacons, with both square and

non-square flash characteristics. They used the

results of their measurements to compute the value

of a in the Blondel-Rey equation, but fitted both

the square and non-square flashes to equation (2).

For the non-square flashes they took I as the peak

of the candlepower-time distribution and t as the

interval between those points on the distribution

where the iustaiitaneous intensity was 10 per cent

of the peak intensity. They thus attributed much
more energy to the flash than was actually there.

The values of a they obtained for square-forn;

flashes conformed fairly well witli those obtained

by others, but the values of a for the non-square

flashes were significantly higher. If, however, their

results are computed from the integral form of. the

equation, then the values of a are in approximate

agreement with those obtained by others.
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Figure 5. Curves showing four of ihe seven wave form.s

used by Long in determining the relation between wave
form of a flash and effective intensity. The wave forms
are so designed as to provide equal total flash energies.

In 1951, Long^" reported an investigation of the

relation between the wave form of the flash and the

effective intensity. He used seven wave forms

ranging from a square wave to a triangular wave.

Fig. 5 shows four of the seven wave forms. The
other three were intermediate in shape. The wave
forms were so designed as to contain the same light

energy per flash. The viewing condition was 15

degrees peripheral and the light source subtended

a visual angle of 2 minutes. Long did not use the

integral form of the Blondel-Rey equation nor did

he concern himself with the choice of the limits of

integration. He computed the total energy under
the curve for each wave shape. Long felt that he

was well within the range of reciprocity since his

flash durations were quite short, and therefore

looked only for the relation between the total

u
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Figui% 6. Flash energy required for threshold excitation

for Hashes of seven wave forms (four of them shown in

Fig. 5) by two observers. The seven wave forms are

distinguished by the time required for the intensity to

rise to a maximum. (Long).
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energy in tlie flash and the effective intensity. Ilis

results are showii in Fig. G (Lung identified the

(.liU'ereut wave sliapes by the time it took for the

luminance to rise to a maximum.) It will be noted

that tiie constancy of the energy required for

threshold excitation with tlie different wave sliapes

was rather reniai'kable, in view of the experimental

errors usually found in work of this kind.

It is of interest to consider Long's work from the

point of view of Douglas' proposed method for

computing 1^. For the ease of the square form

flash or the nearly square trapezoidal flashes, there

is a negligibly small difference between Ig com-

puted from the total energy and le maximized by

Douglas' method. However, as the wave form be-

comes more nearly triangular, a larger difference

may be expected. The computed difference for the

triangular wave turns out to be about 10 per cent

;

that is, although the square form flash and the

triangular form flash have equal total energy, le

for the triangular flash is 10 per cent less than Ic

for the square flash when both are computed from

the integral form of the Blondel-Rey equation by

Douglas' method of maximization. However, this

difference amounts to only about 0.05 log unit on

the ordinate scale of Fig. 6 and it is evident there-

fore that Long's results are not greatly affected by
the change in the method of computing /«.

Extremely Short Flashes

As .shown above, the relation between intensity

and duration is reciprocal, according to the Blon-

del-Rey equation, for flashes with durations appre-

ciably shorter than the "critical duration." It has

been suggested, especially since the introduction of

electronic fla.sh lamps with flash durations of the

order of fractions of a millisecond, that the re-

ciprocity relationship does not hold for extremely

short flashes, and that such flashes have higher

effective intensity than that which would be pre-

dicted from the Blondel-Rey equation. On the

other hand, some early research workers obtained

results that suggested a failure of reciprocity in

the other direction for short flashes, that is, the

effective intensity was less than Ig computed from

the Blondel-R^y equation. Reeves," for example, in

]f)18, found that it took about half again more

energy in a flash at a duration of two milliseconds

than in a flash of 10 milliseconds duration to obtain

threshold illuminance. Pieron,'''* in 1920, found a

similar reciprocity failure, although his results

were less consistent. Stiles, Bennett, and Green,''

in 19.S7, expressed doubt as to the validity of the

inference of reciprocity drawn by Pieron and

Ret:ves from their data. It a[)pears lilcely, in view

of the absence of any recinrocify raiUire in the

results obtained in otlier work, most of it carried

out with considerably mo;-e care, that the experi-

mental error in t!>e work of Piero)i and Reeves was
sufficiently great that an inference of reciprocity

could have been drawn as validly as one of failure

of reciprocity. Their papers furnished only sparse

information as to experimental techniques, but it is

likely for example that there may have been sub-

stantial errors in their measurements of the dura-

tions or energies of short flashes. Baumgardt,' in

1949, measured effective intensity in the duration

range from four microseconds to one millisecond

and found reciprocity throughout this range. His

results are shown in Fig. 7.

The weight of the evidence for reciprocity is

sufficiently great as to offer no support for the

existence of a failure of reciproeity in either direc-

tion with any light sources now in use.

Above Threshold Illumisiamces

Blonde! and Rey observed during the course of

their work on threshold measurements that a short

duration flash that appeared equal in intensity to a

long duration flash at threshold, appeared notice-

ably more intense than the long flash when the

illuminance at the eye was well above threshold.

They did not, however, pursue the question raised

by this observation. Toulmin-Smith and Green,

in 1933, reported the results of a series of experi-

ments with dark-adapted observers in which eye

illuminances were varied from 0.2 mile-candle

(slightly above threshold) to 4.0 mile-candles. In

connection with signal lights used in navigation,

the concept of "useful" threshold had been devel-

oped, as a mea.sure of the lower limit of illuminance

at which, under practical conditions, reliable recog-

nition of the existence of light signals might be

expected. It is generally agreed that this is in the

neighborhood of 0.5 mile-candle, although under

the variable conditions so often found in practice,

wide departures from this value may be found.

(Toulmin-Smith and Green used the rather over-

precise value of 0.425 mile-candle as the "useful"

threshold.) Their range of illuminances was there-

fore from about V2 to about 10 times the "useful"

threshold, and bracketed fairly well the range of

illuminances in which signal sightings usually

occur. The flash durations were from 0.05 to 0.5

seconds, l^'ig. 8 shows the data obtained at an

illuminance of 0.5 mile-candle and indicates the

spread of the individual ob.servations. Fig. 9 shows

the family of curves obtaiiu\l at the five illumi-

nance levels tested. Tlu> Bioudel-Key equation l\>r

threshold illuminance is jilotted in the figure and
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Figure 7. Flash energy required for threshold excitation

12° from the fovea as a function of flash duration, t,

for values of ( between 4 microseconds and 1 milli-

second. Data for four observers. (Baumgardt)

shows very close correspondence to the experimen-

tal curve at 0.2 niile-candle. Toulmin-Smith and

Green tried to determine an equation of close fit to

their data for the "useful" threshold at 0.425 mile-

candle (obtained by interpolation from their ex-

perimental results) as shown in Fig. 10, in which

are plotted the Blondel-Rey equation, interpolated

test data for 0.425 mile-candle, and the fitted curve

for the equation

le t— = 1.1
. (5)

I .15 +

1

Hampton^* in 1934 objected to the Toulmin-

Smith and Green equation because of the coefficient

1.1, asserting that an adequate fit to all of their

data could be obtained by an equation in the Blon-

del-Rey form with the constant, a, treated as a

function of the illuminance level. On this assump-

tion, he plotted Toulmin-Smith and Green's data as
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Figure 8. Effective flash intensity relative to fixed in-

tensity, as a function of flash duration, t, for each of

two observers, at an illuminance of 0.5 mile-candlc.

(Toulmin-Smith and Green).
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Figure 9. Effective flash intensity relative to fixed inten-

sity, as a function of flash duration, (, at illuminances

E — 0.2, 0.5 (data shown in Fig. 8), 1, 2, and 4 mile-

candles. The dashed curve is the Blondel-Rey equction

(equation 1) for threshold illuminance (Toulmin-Smith

and Green).

shown in Fig. 11, and from this obtained the equa-

tion,

Ic t

= (6)

1 (.0255/J?)-8i + i

where E, the illuminance at the observer, is given

in mile-candles. In this equation, a has the follow-
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Figure 10. Curve fitted to test data at 0.425 mile-candle

("useful" threshold) by Toulmin-Smith and Green. The

dashed curve is the test data, obtained by interpolation

from the data represented by the curves of Fig. 9. The

solid curve is the fitted equation (equation 5). The

lower dotted curve is the Blondel-Rey equation (equa-

tion 1) for threshold illuminance.

ing values at the illuminance levels used in the

original experiments

:

Illuminance,

Mile-Candles

.2

.5

1.0

2.0

4.0

.19

.09

.05

.03

.017

Hampton then replotted the original curves, using

his equation, and obtained the curves of Fig. 12,

not significantly different from those of Toulmin-

Smith and Green (Fig. 9).

In Fig. 13, Hampton compared his equation

(equation 6), Toulmin-Smith and Green's formula

(equation 5), and the experimental data for 0.425

mile-candle. None of the differences is significant,

in view of the experimental errors inherent in this

type of measurement.

Apart from the work of Toulmin-Smith and

Green, there appears to have been no systematic

effort to ascertain the relationship between effective

intensity and illuminances above threshold. Some
qualitative observations and occasional rough

measurements^'^'^^ have shown that effective inten-

sity is relatively greater above threshold than at

threshold, but have not confirmed with any pre-

cision the values of a calculated by Hampton from

the data of Toulmin-Smith and Green. On the
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Figure 11. Relation between the value of a and the

illuminance, plotted by Hampton on the assumption

that the Toulmin-Smith and Green data could be repre-

sented by the Blondel-Rey equation (equation 1).

other hand, Schuil,^^ in the course of some work in

which the value of a was incidental, noted that he

did not confirm the Toulmin-Smith and Green

value of a at an illuminance of 2.0 mile-candles al-

though he did confirm it at 0.5 mile-candle. He did

not give any details nor did he mention the extent

of the disagreement. In tlie absence of any defini-

tive work calling for a modification, it appears that

<
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FLASH DURATION, t, SECONDS

Figure 12. Representation of Toulmin-Smith and Green

data (Fig. 9) as recast by Hampton in the form of the

Blondel-Rey ecfualion, with the value of a empirically

determined from the data (equation 6).
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Iliuupton's oqiiat i ui (cquatioii G) sliould hv used in

Ciilculiit iug- olVoctive inloiisity Tor abovo-threslioUl

illuminances in the ran^o e-ovorod by tlie observa-

tions of Touhnin-Sniitli and Croon.

Repeated Flashes

The foregoing disonssion of liglit flaslics lias con-

sidered a light fla.sli as an isolated event in time,

and the efTectivo intensity of siioh isolated flashes is

well described by the Biondol-Key law. If flashes

occur in more or less rapid s\u'cession, interaction

effects may occur and it is of interest to know what

these effects are. ]Many flashing signals used in

practice do involve repetitive flashing signals, for

example, aircraft "anti-collision" lights, traffic ob-

struction markers, lighthouse beacons, etc., so that

the question is of some importance. For flashes

above the critical flicker frequency, that is, at a

repetition rate great enough so that the observer is

unaware of the discontinuous character of the sig-

nal, Talbot's law holds, and the apparent intensity

is equal to the average intensity. Under such con-

ditions, it is immaterial how the luminous energy is

distributed in time: two light sources with distri-

butions whose time averages of intensity are equal

will appear equally intense. SchuiU' investigated

this problem for flashes of Vio f^n^i V^o second

duration, and with repetition rates from one per

second up to frequencies well above the limit of

noticeable flicker. In his experimental procedure

he kept the flash duration constant (at either Vm
or V40 second) and varied the duration of the dark

interval between flashes. Thus the energy per flash

was constant but the time average of the intensity

increased as the dark interval decreased. Schuil's

results, for an instantaneous illuminance during

the flashes of 0.5 mile-candle, are shown in Fig. 14.

Three regions, indicated in the figure for curve 2,

the experimental results for a flash of ^/^o second

duration, may be distinguished. In the first, A, at

the left, the light appears steady, and Talbot's law

(curve 4 for the ^Ao second flash) holds. This

region begins at the point where the. dark interval

is zero and the total period of the flash and its

duration are equal, the light therefore being physi-

cally continuous. The region ends at about .075

second when the repetition rate is about 13 flashes

per second and the light-dark ratio is about 1:3.

The effective intensity is then about one-third of

the instantaneous intensity during the flash in ac-

cordance with Talbot's law. As the dark interval- is

increased further and the repetition rate corre-

spondingly decreased (B), flicker is observed until

the period is about 0.2 second long, corresponding

to a repetition rate of five flashes per second. Be-

0 .1 .2 .3 .4

FLASH DURATION, t, SECONDS

Figure 13. Comparison of Toulmiii-Sniith and Grcefi

equation, Hampton c<iuation, and data, at illuminance

of 0.425 mile-candlc. (Hampton)

yond this point (C) the flashes are observed as

more or less distinctly separate, and the effective

intensity levels off to a value equal to that called

for by the Bioi^del-Rey eciuation, with the value

for a computed by Hampton from the data of Toul-

min-Smith and Green. The data show a smooth

transition from the region at the left where Tal-

bot's law holds to the region at the right where the

effective intensity of the flashes is equal to that of

isolated flashes in accordance with the Blondel-Rey

law. Schuil observed, however, as noted previously,

that while the general relation.ship between effec-

tive intensity and repetition rate which he obtained

at 2.0 mile-caudles was similar to that obtained at

0.5 mile-candle, the effective intensities for the

limiting frequencies at the right differed from

those of Toulmin-Smith and Green.

Although Schuil's work shows a smooth transi-

tion from the region of Talbot's law to the region

of the Blondel-Rey law, some other work suggests

that at certain middle frequencies in the flickering

range, the effective intensity is actually greater if a

steady burning light is occulted than if it is viewed

constantly. Bartley^*' found for example tliat at a

repetition rate of about 8 or 9 flashes per second, a

flashing field of view was matched in apparent

brightness with a similar steady field when the

luminance of the flashing field was only about 60

per cent of the luminance of the steady field. This

result was obtained with a steady field luminance

of about 300 footlamberts and a light-dark ratio

for the flashing field of 1;1. Bartley did not give
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EFFECTIVE
INTENSITY,
PERCENT

•2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

TOTAL PERIOD (FLASH AND ECLIPSE), SECONDS

Figure 14. Effeolive intensity of (lash

relative to fixed intt-iisily, for repeated

flashes, as a function of the period of

the flash cycle, with the flash duration

kept constant and the eclipse time

varied to obtain different repetition

rates. (Schuil).

Curve 1, experimental curve for 1/10

second flash.

Curve 2, experimental curve for 1/40

second flash.

Curve 3, Talbot's law for 1/10 second

flash.

Curve 4, Talbot's law for 1/40 second

flash.

(/Vote; Three regions for curve 2 are

distinguished: A, in which the light

appears steady, B, in which the light

appears to flicker, and C, in which the

flashes are seen as separate and dis-

tinct.)

any data as to the size of the fields viewed, but it is

presumed that the fields had some extent since he

dealt with them in terms of luminance rather than

intensity. Bartley gave data only for the results

otbained with the 300-footlambert steady field, but

noted that he obtained essentially similar results

with steady field luminances from about 14 to

about 1200 footlamberts. It will be noted that

Hartley's minimum luminance was very far above

threshold : 500 times threshold even for a light-

adapted observer. Schuil, on the other hand,

worked close to threshold. The author has carried

out rough measurements which confirm the smooth

transition found by Schuil in the low illuminance

region. It appears likely that at illuminance levels

where the concept of effective intensity is useful

repetitive flashes that appear separate and distinct

from each other may be treated in accordance with

the Blondel-Rey law.

Conclusions

Since it was first proposed in 1911, the Blondel

and Rey equation

fu

L
a+ {t2 — ti)

defining the\ effective intensity of a flashing light

in terms of the duration of the flash and the instan-

taneous intensity during the flash has become well

established. A considerable body of research has

verified the general validity of the equation over a

large range of observing conditions. There are

nevertheless many areas where the precise applica-

tion of the equation is in some doubt and where

considei'ably more work is called for in order to

establish valid relationships or to confirm relation-

ships at present only poorly supported.

For point sources of non-chromatic light, foveally

viewed at threshold with the dark-adapted eye,

Blondel and Key's value of about 0.2 for the con-

stant, a, seems fairly well established, although

somewhat higher and lower values have been re-

ported, ranging from about 0.15 to 0.25. The in-

herent lack of precision of measurements in this

field suggests that the value of 0.2 be used in all

computations as representative of the values most

often found. Observations of flashing lights not

falling within the narrow confines set forth above,

for example, lights that are chromatic, or with some

extent, or viewed peripherally, seem to be subject

to more or less the same relationship as long as

effective intensity is'defined in terms of the same

source burned steadily and viewed under the same

conditions.

The general effect of raising the illuminance at

the eye above threshold or of providing a light

background against which the lights are viewed is

to lower the value of a in the Blondel-Rey equation.

For the case of above-threshold viewing of flashing

lights against a dark background, values of a re-

lated to illuminance at the eye have been estab-

lished, but considerably more work could be done

in this area to put these values on a firmer founda-

tion. Because of the critical dependence of the

threshold illuminance on the conditions of obsei'va-

tion, it may be profitable in researcli work to relate

the results to the steady light threshold for the

same conditions of observation.

Finally it seems clear that the concept of effec-

tive intensity should be limited in application to
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low levels of illuminance, with the illuminance here

considered as a multiple of the marginal amount
of illuminance necessary to distinguish a flashing

light from its background.
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Computation of the Effective Intensity

Of Flashing Lights
By CHARLES A. DOUGLAS

It IS GENERALLY recognized that when a

light signal consists of separate flashes, the instan-

taneous intensity during the flashes must be greater

than the intensity of a steady light in order to

obtain threshold visibility. Blondel and Rey^

found that the threshold illuminance for an abrupt

flash (a flash producing a relatively constant illu-

minance throughout its duration) is

E = Eo(a + t)/t, (1)

where Eo is the threshold illuminance for a steady

light, t is the flash duration, and a is a constant.

They found that a was equal to 0.21 when t is in

seconds.

It is convenient to evaluate flashing lights in

terms of their effective intensity, le, that is, the in-

tensity of a fixed light which will appear equally

bright. Then

Ie^IE„/E

where I is the instantaneous intensity producing

the illuminance, E,

It

Ie = . (2)

a + t

Later Toulmin-Smith and Green^ found that

somewhat different effective intensities were ob-

tained when the illuminance at the eye was above

threshold. However, Hampton^ showed that their

experimental results could be adequately expressed

by equation (2) when a is a function of the illumi-

nance at the eye.

The flash from most lights used in aviation serv-

ice, such as airway beacons and anti-collision lights,

is not abrupt. The instantaneous intensity often

rises and falls gradually and may vary appreciably

during the flash. If the flash duration is very short

or if the times of rise and fall of intensity are short

in comparison to the flash duration, only small un-

certainties would be introduced in the determina-

tion of flash duration and by the use of the product
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Visual Landing Aids Branch of the Bureau of Aeronautics and the

Lighting Section, Aeronautics Accessories Laboratory, Wright Air
Development Center. Accepted by the Papers Committee of I.E.S. as

a Transaction of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

of the peak intensity during the flash and the flash

duration for the quantity It. However, in many
cases significant errors would be introduced. Some

modification of equation (2) is therefore required.

Some of the specifications for flashing lights have

evaluated their signals in terms of the candle-

seconds in the flash, integrating over a period of

not more than 0.5 second, that is

Candle-seconds = j
Idt

where I is the instantaneous intensity and — ti

does not exceed 0.5 second. This method of evalua-

tion provides a measure of comparison between

lights of roughly the same intensity variation with

time but is not suited to the comparison of lights of

different flash characteristics nor to the computa-

tion of visual ranges.

Others have used the relation

Imoat

Ie = ,

a+t

where Imax is the maximum instantaneous intensity

during the flash and t is the flash duration. Often

the value of a is adjusted for the characteristics of

the flash so that the computed value of le is in rea-

sonable agreement with the observed value.

When the specification for aircraft anti-collision

lights was being drafted, it was suggested that a

modified form of equation (2) be used for the com-

putation of effective intensity, so that

\Idt

Ie = . (3)

.2+ ^2-^1

An equation of this form was originally sug-

gested by Blondel and Rey,* but has rarely been

used.

The question of choice of limits was immediately

raised. Rather than use an arbitrary set of limits,

such as choosing for ti and ^2 the times when I was

10 per cent of the peak of the flash, a choice of

limits which would make le a maximum was sug-

gested. This immediately poses the problem of de-

veloping a method, other than trial and error, of

obtaining the maximum value of le- The develop-

ment of such a method is the purpose of this paper.
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Fundamental Theorems

The method of obtaining the maximiun value of-

la will be developed by means of one theorem and

two corollaries. The proofs follow.

Theorem. /, is a maxunum when the limits t) and

<2 are the times when the itistantaneous intensity is

equal to I,.

This theorem may be readily proved by applica-

tion of the calculus of variations.* The proof given

below is included because of the application of the

method and equations used to later sections of the

paper.

Consider instantaneous intensity, I, in a flash as

any continuous, non-negative, single-valued func-

tion of time such that I is less than /« in the inter-

vals <"i to <i and <2 to t''^, and I is greater than 7,

in the intervals ti to t\ and t'2 to tz, where ^"i <t\<

<'i < f'a< *2< '"2, and 7, is defined in equation (4)

:

•ti

Idt
Hi

7. = . (4)

a-\-t2— ti

Fig. 1 shows 7 as a function of t for a simple one-

peak flash meeting these requirements.

Case I.

Consider the case where the integration is per-

formed over the time interval t'l to t'a which lies

within the interval ti to ^2.

Then the intensity 7' at the times t'l t^nd t'2 is

greater than 7«.

7'>7,.

Let

/>'
7'„ =

i:

a+ 1'2— t'l

Then
/•«» ft'i ft', ftt

/ ldt= \ Idt+ / Idt+ / Idt,
Jti Jti Ji; Ji',

It

U(a+t.i-tx)= / 'ldt + I'a(a+ t'2-t'0+ I Idt.
Jh Ji't

so that

But

and

f:

Idt>Ie(t'i-tJ,

ldt>I,(t2-t't).

(5a)

(5b)

Substituting and combining terms, we have

7, ro+ 1'2 -t'i)> 7'e (a+t'i -t'l).

Therefore
/.>7',. (6)

'The snthor is indebted to Dr. H. H. Sellger of the Nstional Bureau
of Standard! for an elegant proof using the calcnlnt of Tariations.

Figure 1. Inlensily-time distribution of aimple flash.

(See text.)

Case II.,

Consider now the case where the integration is

performed over the time interval t"i to t"2, which

includes the interval ti to ^2-

Then the intensity 7" at the times fi and ft is

less than 7,.

7''<7..

Let

7".=

/ 'idt

a+ t''2— t''i

Then
ft", fti ftt ft",

l^ldt= jjdt+
I

ldt+
I

Idt,

and

I'',(a+t''2-t''i)= I Idt + I„(a+ t2-li)+ jidt.
Jt", Jt,

But

and

IdKhOi-fy),

Idt<I,(t"2-t2).

(7)

(8a)

(8b)

Substituting and combining terms, we have

7.>7%. (9)

Thus le is greater than both 7', and 7"g. Therefore,

the maximum value which can be obtained from the

Blondel-Rey relation, equation (4), is that obtained

when the intensity at the beginning and end of the

interval of integration is equal to the effective in-

tensity.

Corollary 1. If the instantaneous intensity is in-

tegrated over a period of time t'l to t'2 shorter than

ti to t2, and r is the instantaneous intensity at

these times, a value 7', is obtained for the effective

intensity that is always less than I'.

From equation (6) we have

7.>7V
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But

r > le.

Therefore

r>i'e. (10)

Corollary 2. If the instantaneous intensity is in-

tegrated over a period of time t"i to f'i longer than

ti to t2, and 1" is the instantaneous intensity at the

times t"i and f'i, a value T'e is obtained for the

effective intensity that is always greater than I".

From equation (7) we have

I\(a+ t"2-t:\)^j^ ' Idt + Ie(a + t2-t,)+ idt.

But

j\dt>I"(ti-t'\),

and

j^^ Idt>I"(t"2-t2).

Also

Ie(a+ t2-ti) >re(a + t2-ti).

Substituting these into equation (7) and simplify-

ing, we have

I"e>I". (11)

Computations of Effective Intensity

Guides for the computation of the effective in-

tensity from an intensity-time distribution curve

may be obtained from the theorem and corollaries.

o. Computation of le

1. Make an estimate 7' of the value of the effec-

tive intensity and solve equation (3) using the

values of t corresponding to this intensity, obtain-

ing ley

2. Repeat step 1 above, using as limits the values

of t corresponding to the le^ obtained in step 1,

obtaining Ig^. Repeat as often as necessary to ob-

tain the desired accuracy.

Note that if the estimated effective intensity is

too high (/' in Fig. 1), the effective intensity, /e^,

computed in step 1 will be below Ig {I" of Fig. 1)

and thus le lies between Z' and ley If the initial

estimate is lower than le (I" of Fig. 1), le will be

greater than both I" and and a "straddle" is not

obtained but Ig is approached continuously from

the low side.

h. Determination of Conformance of a Flashing

Light to Specification Requirements

1. Compute using the time limits correspond-

ing to the specified effective intensity 7,. If Z^j is

greater than 7s, the unit obviously complies, for

the conditions are those of Fig. 2a (corollary 2).

2. If le^ is equal to Is, the unit just complies, for

then 7e = 7^ = 7ej (theorem).

1

(b)

Figure 2. Illustrating the method of determining con-

formance to specification requirements of effective

intensity. (See text.)

3. If le^ is less thaij Ig, the unit fails for then the

conditions are those of Fig. 2b (corollary 1).

Note that the degree by which the unit exceeds or

fails to meet the specification requirements is not

given by the single computation described here.

The method outlined in section a must be used for

this purpose.

c. Visual Range Computations

If the visual range of the light, under specified

conditions of transmittance and threshold, is de-

sired, compute the effective intensity by using the

method outlined in section a and compute the

visual range by using AUard's Law.

If the problem is only the determination of

whether the light can be seen at a given distance

under specified conditions of transmittance and

threshold, use AUard's Law to compute the fixed

intensity required to make the source visible at this

distance. Then, by using the method outlined in

section b, determine if the effective intensity of

the unit exceeds this intensity.

Application to Complex Intensity-Time Curves

Not all units have single-peak intensity-time dis-

tribution curves similar to the curve shown in Fig.

1. Consider an intensity-time distribution curve

of the type whose rise is shown in Fig. 3 where It,
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Figure 3. Illustrating application of the method to

multi-peak intensity-time distributions. (See text.)

is the average intensity in the time interval tt to t^.

(The time interval ti-tc is sufficiently short so

that the momentary decrease in intensity is not

visible.) If le is less than or is greater than /»,

then the restrictions on the shape of the curve

stated in theorem 1 are met and there is no problem

in the determination of le-

Consider the case where /, lies between and h.

It may be easily shown by means of equations (5)

and (8) that as the shape of other parts of the

intensity-time distribution curve changes, the lower

limits of time to be used to obtain the maximum
value of equation (4) will lie between ta and or

between <y and tz and will never lie between and
ty. If le is equal to h, then either it or ty can be

used as the lower limit.

Application to Groups of Short Flashes

In general a signal from a flashing light consists

of regularly spaced single flashes of light and the

Figure 4. Illustrating application of the method to two-

peak intensity-time curves. (See text.)

interval between flashes is so great that each flash

has little influence on the effective intensity of the

adjoining flashes.

Consider first a flash with the intensity-time dis-

tribution shown in Pig. 4. This flash is similar to

that of the "split-beam" beacon used at military

airfields. If the threshold intensity required to

make a steady light visible is much less than /«

(It^), the flash will be seen as a continuous flash

with two peaks. However, if the threshold intensity

is about equal to /« (It2)j two separate flashes will

be seen. The maximum distance at which the light

can be seen will be determined by the effective in-

tensity of a single flash computed over the time

interval to <2.

There are lights that produce a number of very

short flashes in rapid succes.sion so that this group

of flashes is seen as a single flash. An example of a

light of this type is a unit using a number of con-

denser-discharge lamps to produce a single flash.

There appear to be no published data reporting

studies of the effects of groups of flashes where the

interval between flashes is short. Behavior of the

eye under somewhat similar conditions suggests

that if in a group of flashes the periods during

which the instantaneous intensity of the light is

below the effective intensity of the flash are of the

order of 0.01 second or less, the eye will perceive

this group as a single flash. The effective intensity

of the group should then be computed by equation

(12), choosing as times ti and the first and the

last times the instantaneous intensity is Ig-

f''ldt+ f'ldt+ l"ldt+ f'idt
Jh Jh Ji. Jh

h = . (12)

a+ t2 — ti

Note that Ig is the effective intensity of the group

and not that of a single fla.sh.

If the periods during which the effective inten-

sity is less than Ig are of the order of 0.1 second or

more, it is believed that the individual flashes will

be seen. Therefore, the effective intensity should

then be computed on the basis of a single flash.

When the dark period is between 0.01 and 0.1

second, the effective intensity will lie between that

of a single flash and that of the group. The be-

havior during the transition is not known.

Numerical Examples

Although the precise determination of the maxi-

mum value of I„ may appear laborious, it is rela-

tively easy. Since a change in the times chosen as

the limits in equation (4) changes the denominator

and the numerator in the same direction, it is not

necessary to determine the correct limits, ti and <2»
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Less than O.Ol second

Figure 5. Illuslrating application of the method to

multiple flashes.

with great precision in order to obtain a satisfac-

torily precise determination of Ig. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 6 which shows two representative

intensity-time distributions, one for a flashing light

with a flash duration of about one-quarter second,

and one with a flash duration of about one-twen-

tieth second. The values of are computed for

seven sets of time limits. The values obtained are

indicated at the abscissa of the time limits. The

middle value of each group is the maximum Ig com-

puted according to the method outlined above. Note

that this value is equal to the instantaneous inten-

sity at the corresponding time limits. Typically,

the maximum effective intensity occurs lower on

the curve for the short duration flash than for the

long one and the variation of computed values of

effective intensity with changes in time limits is

smaller.

Experience indicates that if the times chosen for

the initial integration are the times when the in-

stantaneous intensity is about 20 per cent of the

peak intensity, only one additional step is required

to obtain a value for the effective intensity which

is within one or two per cent of the maximum
value. This is within the limits of accuracy with

which the integral is evaluated by means of a

planimeter. Often a single computation is sufficient

if, instead of using as limits for the initial integra-

tion the times when le is 20 per cent of the peak

intensity, the times used are the times when the

instantaneous intensity is equal to the product of

the peak intensity and the number of seconds be-

tween the times when the instantaneous intensity is

roughly five per cent of the peak intensity.

The maximum value of for the curves of Fig. 6

were computed by using as limits for the first inte-

gration the times corresponding to an intensity

equal to about 20 per cent of the peak intensity and

as limits for each succeeding integration the times

corresponding to the instantaneous intensity ob-

tained from the preceding step. (The curves have

the shape of probability curves so the values of

integrals may be computed with the desired accu-

racy. The accuracy is not limited by the accuracy

of planimetric measurements.) Successive values

for le of 1.66, 1.75, and 1.75 kilocandles were ob-

tained for the longer flash and of 3.41, 3.42, and

3.42 kilocandles for the shorter flash.

Discussion

As noted above, concern has frequently been

expressed about the choice of the limits for the

integral of the Blondel-Rey relation for computing

the visual range of a flashing light. It seems illogi-

cal to extend the limits of the integral beyond the

20

15

s

-

-3.16

3.40-

3.42

3.41J ^^1.60

3.36
1 \-l.73
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'I ' I' I I I —t-i^i
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Figure 6. Examples of the effects of time limits on the

computed value of effective intensity. The effective

intensities are indicated at the abscissa of the time

limits used in the computations.
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tinios wlion the instantaneous intensity is below

the tliresliold intensity for steady burning lights

so that intensities which are below threshold, even

for a steady burning light, are included, or to ex-

clude intensities which are above threshold for

steady burning lights. Using this reasoning, Blon-

del and Rey'' suggested that the limits of the inte-

gral of equation (4) be the times when the instan-

taneous intensity is equal to the threshold inten-

sity. As shown above, these are also the limits

which make the computed visual range of the light

a maximum. Therefore, the use of these limits in

evaluating the performance of a lighting unit ap-

pears to be a logical choice.

The use of the maximum value of 7e as the effec-

tive intensity of a flashing light is probably not

valid except when the light is at or near threshold.

When the light is well above threshold, not only

will tiie value of a in equation (4) be decreased,

thus tending to increase the value of but also

the limits of the integral should probably be ex-

tended to include the entire portion of the flash

which is above threshold, thereby tending to de-

crease the value of le- In many cases this latter

effect will be predominant. This is consistent with

the decrease in effective intensity of airway beacons

with increase in illuminance at the eye found by

Neeland, Laufer, and Schaub."

This analysis should be considered only as a

mathematical treatment of equation (4). The

analysis neither proves nor disproves the validity

of this equation in determining the effective inten-

sity of flashing lights nor the validity of the prin-

ciple of choosing the limits of integration so that

the effective intensity is a maximum.
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DISCUSSION

F. E. Carlson :
* These interesting papers should prove very

helpful in evaluating the many lighting problems involving

flashing lights. It is assumed that the calculations described

hold for viewing conditions approximating the ideal. I

wonder if the authors could tell us something about the

influence of such factors as atmospheric transmission, other

sources of light in the field of view, etc

'General Electric Co., Largs Lamp Dept., Cleveland, Ohio.

G. A. IIORTON:* Messrs. Projpctor and Douglas are to he

highly commended for presenting two papers on a subject

which has been long neglected. The papers are particularly

timely because of recent application of condenser discharge
lights as aviation runway approach lights.

In the condenser light, the length of the flash may be
of the order of 100 microseconds, while the peak of the flash

may reach several million candlepower. Since the time re-

quired for the eye to reach its maximum response is of the
order of one-tenth of a second, it is clear that the effective

candlepower as seen by the eye is not the same as the meas-
urable average candlepower developed by the flash.

However, by application of the formulas developed by the

authors of these two papers to the measured data can the

effective candlepower of the condenser lights be expressed.

I should like to ask the authors if visual field checks of

the condenser lights have been made to substantiate the

theory developed in the papers and, if so, what degree of
agreement was obtained.

T. H. Projector and C. A. Douglas:** It is a pleasure to

acknowledge the comments of Messrs. Carlson and Horton
and to reply to their questions.

Mr. Carlson raises the question of the relation between
effective intensity and the conditions of observation. The
term "effective intensity" is used for convenience, and im-
plies narrowly restricted conditions, usually threshold illu-

minance, dark adaptation, etc. Strictly, the term should be
"effective illuminance" for greater generality, thus auto-
matically taking into account the effect of atmospheric at-

tenuation on illuminance. The effect of other sources of light
in the field of view and, in general, of the background condi-
tion, state of adaptation, etc., has not been sufficiently ex-

plored and is a fertile field for further investigation.

In reply to Mr. Horton, there have been a number of
visual field checks of the applicability of the Blondel-Bey
law to condenser discharge lights data in the United States
and in Europe. All of the results of these checks show no
significant deviations from the Blondel-Rey law. To our
knowledge none of these results has as yet been published
formally. Publication of the results of work at the National
Bureau of Standards is expected in the future. It should be
noted that these remarks apply only to the direct light from
the source when the illuminance from the light is near
threshold. Frequently, in a foggy or hazy atmosphere, the
visual range of the glow of a flashing light will be consider-
ably greater than the visual range of the direct light.

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.
**Authors.
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Photometer for Luminescent Materials

Ray p. Teele
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

(Received March 12, 1945)

In evaluating the usefulness of luminescent materials it is necessary to take into account the

behavior of the hunian eye at low values of luminance. A photometer that provides for the

determination of low luminances, with due regard for the cliaracteristic behavior of the eye at

such values, is described. It is interesting to note that both the luminescent materials and some
of the phenomena of vision for the nearly dark-adapted eye have been known for many years,

although the use of modern lamps to produce higher and higher illuminations has made it

generally unnecessary to consider these phenomena. However, the use of the airplane for

bombing with the counter measure of blacking out as a means of passive defense and the need

for markers in the interiors of blacked-out ships have shown many of the luminescent materials

to be practical instead of merely novel, and has led to development of methods for measuring

the luminances which they yield.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOME of the luminescent materials have been

known for hundreds of years but were con-

sidered more or less as novelties until recently,

wiicn their practical usefulness became apparent.

Luminescence not outlasting the excitation (fluo-

rescence) was, in all probability, not observed

until after the invention of irradiating sources

and devices especially designed for the purpose of

detecting such luminescence. Luminescence such

as that of glowworms and rotting wood and that

which outlasts the excitation (phosphorescence)

must have been noticed by man in his early ex-

istence. Aristotle's pupil, Theophrastus, says that

a carbuncle exposed to sunlight glows like a live

coal;^ while Aristotle, himself (about 350 B.C.)

mentions the luminescence of rotting wood.

' I*. IVingslieim and M. Vogci, Luminescence of Liquids
and Solids and its Practical Applications (Intersciencc Pub-
lishers, Inc., New York, 1943).

Benvenuto Cellini tells of seeing a white sapphire

which illuminated a perfectly dark room.^ As
early as 1652 Peter Poterius made little toy

animals from phosphorescent material.' An al-

chemist, Vicenzo Cascariolo, in Bologna, Italy,

about 1600 found a stone which seemed heavier

than one of its size should be; upon heating it, in

the hope of finding gold, he discovered that it

would glow in the dark, "sometimes for as long as

an hour" and also found how to make it glow at

will.3

The luminance'' of the luminescent light from

phosphorescent materials ranges downward from

that of a white surface viewed in full moonlight.

In measuring such luminances it is necessary to

2 S. H. Ball, Sci. Monthly 47, 497 (1938).
' G. T. Sciimidiing, Protective and Decorative Coalings

(John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York), Vol. Ill, p. 657.

Also reference 1.

*OSA Committee on Colorlnictry, "Psychophysics of

color," J. Opt. Soc. Am. 34, 245 (1944).
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consider the behavior of the weakly illuminated

eye. In 1825 J. Purkinje* showed that after a red

surface and a blue surface have been illuminated

so as to have the same brightness, a reduction of

the illumination of both surfaces in the same

proportion will cause the red surface to appear

darker than the blue after a certain limit of

reduction has been passed. The dependence of the

observed values also upon the size of the field of

view for the nearly dark-adapted eye was de-

termined by P. Reeves® in 1917. The trend to

higher and higher illumination for lighting pur-

poses had made it unnecessary for the photome-

trist to remember these effects in the measure-

ments customarily made in the laboratory.

However, as the use of luminescent materials was

shown to be practical it became necessary to take

account of both of these phenomena in con-

structing a photometer for the measurement of

their luminance.

II. PHOTOPIC, MESOPIC, AND SCOTOPIC VISION

The hufnan eye has the ability to adapt for

light conditions over a wide range. The approxi-

mate upper limit is represented by the condition

of viewing fresh snow in full sunlight, which is

uncomfortable and, if long continued, results in

temporary blindness, "snow blindness," or if

t

/ \*

I
—

^

\i

> 1
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Wovrlangth of lh« Light (nifi)

Fig. 1.

viewed for prolonged periods, may result in

permanent injury to the eye. The lower limit is

considerably below the condition of viewing a

'J. Purkinje, Mag. f.d. gesammte Heilkunde 20, 199
(1826).

«P. Reeves, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 1, 148 (1917); P. G.
Nutting, Trans. I. E. S. 11, No. 9 9.S9 ^916).

white surface on a clear, moonless night. The
change in size of the pupil of the eye is easily

observed; and, as everyone knows, the pupil is

small if strongly illuminated, and as the illumi-

nation weakens, the pupil becomes larger. There

are other less obvious changes, such as the change

in the luminosity curve, which explains the

Purkinje effect and the loss of the ability to

detect detail (acuity) and of the ability to detect

chromaticity differences, all associated with the

transition from cone to rod vision.

When we view a surface of high brightness

with photopic vision, that is, when the eye may
be said to be light-adapted, we find that the eye

has a nearly constant luminosity curve, inde-

pendent of the luminance range under considera-

tion. All definitions of units of luminance (photo-

metric brightness) imply that comparisons

jetween differently-colored surfaces be made at

values of luminance sufficiently high to insure

that the observer's eye is in a state of light

adaptation. This is to insure that luminance

values obey the additive law, by which a lumi-

nance of y units superimposed upon one of x units

will provide a luminance of {x-{-y) units. If this

law is not obeyed, the ordinary inverse square

law, the ratio of areas of openings in diaphragms,

and the ratio of the areas of the open and opaque

sectors of a rotating disk (Talbot's law) may not

be applied to the luminance values under con-

sideration, if differently-colored surfaces are

viewed, obedience to the above-mentioned laws

occurs only if the luminosity curve of the eye is

constant and in(lci)en(ient of the adaptive state

of the eye 'throughout tlie range of luminance

under consideration. Fortunately the e\ e in ob-

serving luminances greater than 1000 micro-

lamberts does possess a nearly constant lumi-

nosity curve, and for this condition (when the eye

is said to be light-adapted) we have photopic

vision and the values of luminance (photometric

brightness) for differently-colored surfaces not

only obey the additive law but also correlate well

with brightness, subjectively evaluated. We may
speak of such values as photopic luminance.

Unfortunately the luminosity curve of the eye

does not remain constant when the luminance of

an extended surface is reducetl below 1000

microlambcrts ; in fact, the eye boconies pro-

gressivcly more sensitive to short wave (blue)
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aiui less sensitive to long wave (red) light as the

luminance to which it is adapted is reduced from

1000 to about 0.5 microlambert, the rate of

change being most pronounced between 200 and

1 microlambert. This shift of the luminosity

curve towards shorter wave-lengths explains the

Purkinje effect. For adaptation to luminances

below 0.5 microlambert, the eye again reaches a

steady state, with a constant luminosity curve

characteristic of scotopic vision and the eye may
be regarded as dark-adapted. We may speak of

these luminances as scotopic luminances. In

Fig. 1 the adopted luminosity curve of the light-

adapted' eye and "an average curve for the dark-

adapted* eye are shown. As the luminance of the

observed surface is diminished we pass through

the region of mesopic vision and the luminosity

curve moves progressively from that of the light-

adapted eye towards that of the dark-adapted.

' A resume of the data on which the standard ICI
luminosity factors arc based and of the present status of

these factors is ^iven in a paper by Kasson S. Gibson,

J. Opt. .Soc. Am. 30, .SI (1940).
" ".Siimni.iry of Anierican Opinif)n on HS/ARI' 18.

liriiisli .Standard Specification for I'"luorescent and I'hos-

pliorc-sceiil I'aint" prepared for the American Standards
Association l)y L. A. Jones under date of June 15, 1942,

Rives an average of the luminosity data for low luminances
determined by Hecht and Williams and by Weaver.

There are several ways to assign numerical

values to a scale of luminance below the photopic

region to include mesopic and scotopic luminance.

A. Arbitrary application of the photopic lumi-

nosity function to all luminances by making

visual comparison of fluorescent and phospho-

rescent materials only with a standard of similar

spectral composition, the standard to be evaluated

by way of the photopic luminosity function.

B. Adoption of an arbitrary photoelectric

procedure for evaluating the radiant energy from

fluorescent and phosphorescent materials.

C. Definition of the unit and scale of mesoi)ic

and scotopic luminance in terms of the hypo-

thetical equal-energy source.

D. Definition of the unit and scale of mesopic

and scotopic luminance in terms of an in-

candescent lamp operating at 2360°K color

temperature.

There have been attempts to make the stand-

ard photopic luminosity function (A) do. Each

material characterized by radiant energy of a

new spectral composition, .v, requires the setting

up and evaluation of a new standard. For various

samples of the same material, the method gives

useful comparisons; but because of the Purkinje
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cfTcct, photopic luminance of one material com-

pared to another does not necessarily correlate

with the observable brightness in the mesopic

and scotopic regions of the materials..

A better correlation is obtainable by arbitrary

adoption of a photoelectric procedure in whici,

the source-filter photo-cell combination is ap-

proximately equivalent to the luminosity func-

tion somewhere within the mesopic range (B). It

is obvious, however, that no one luminosity

function can be generally valid.

Procedures Cand D are similar and give values

of mesopic and scotopic luminance that correlate

well with brightness. The use (C) of the hypo-

thetical equal-energy source would bring a unique

logical simplicity to the general concept of

luminance, but the predominant opinion^ is that

an incandescent-lamp source at 2360°K is more

convenient in practice and, on that account,

preferable for tentative standardization and use

at the present time. By choice the comparison

source is assigned mesopic and scotopic lumi-

nances by the same methods (inverse-square law,

sector-disk relation, aperture relations) used for

photopic luminance.

m. DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOMETER

(a) Photometric Details

The photometer is shown in Fig. 2. The views

depart from conventional drawing practice by

showing the openings in the baffles and dia-

phragms as in a section taken through the axis of

the beam. Otherwise Fig. 2 "shows conventional

plan and elevation views.

The lamp illuminates the flashed opal diffusing

glass screen, .Si, which in turn illuminates a

similar screen, ^2, the outer surface of which

viewed in the front-surface mirror, M, forms the

comparison field of the photometer. The other or

test field is the surface of the sample viewed

directly. The luminance of the surface of 52

facing the mirror depends upon the light reaching

the surface toward 5i, which is closely pro-

portional to the product of the area of the

opening in the diaphragm D and the luminance of

the surface of Si exposed to Si, since the distance

between Si and 52 is constant. The luminance of

the surface of Si away from the lamp is pro-

portional to the illuminance of the surface toward

the lamp which, of course, depends upon the

distance between Si and the lamp.

Let the luminance of M as viewed from the

sight tube be Bm, the reflectance of the mirror be

r and the luminance of the surface of 52 facing the

mirror be B^. We then have that

BM = rBi.

The luminance B2 is proportional to the illumi-

nance £2,. on the surface of 52 away from the

mirror, or

B2 = k2E2,

the constant of proportionality, ^2, being charac-

teristic of the transmissive properties of 52. Hence

B^f = rk2E2.

E2, however, is equal to the product of the area,

A, of the opening in the diaphragm D and the

luminance, Bi, of the surface of Si facing 52,

divided by the square of the distance di, between

5i and 52,

E2 = ABi/di\

and we accordingly have the expression

BM = rk2ABi/di\

for the luminance of the. mirror. The luminance

Bi is proportional to the illuminance Ei on the

surface of 5i toward the lamp, or

Bi = kiEi,

where ki is characteristic of the transmissive

properties of Si, which gives us

BM = rk2AkiEi/di''.

Finally Ei = I/d'^ where I is the luminous in-

tensity of the lamp, L, in the direction of Si and

d is the distance of L from Si, so that

BM = rk2AkiI/di^d'.

In this we see that r, ^2, ^1, /, and di are fi.xed

characteristics of any particular photometer and

can be grouped under a single characteristic, P,

and hence we can write that

BM = PA/d\

The photometric scale is graduated from 20 to

0.5, and a set of diaphragms having holes with

areas differing by factors of about 10 has been
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macic* wove made with ordinary drills and

then calibrated. The photometric scale and the

nuios of the areas of the openings in the dia-

])hragnis overlap, and values near the ends of the

scale can be measured b}' means of either of two
diaphragms. The use of these mechanical means
to control the luimnance of the comparison field

gives a long range with no change in spectral

composition. When the photometer is used with-

out any of the removable diaphragms the ma.xi-

luum reading ig more than 150,000 times the

minimum reading with the smallest-aperture

diaphragm. The opening in the metal plate

holding Si is a limiting diaphragm when none of

the removable diaphragms are used.

The field is a plain elliptical field (diametri-

cally divided circle viewed at 45°), the major axis

being Ih inches long. The major axis coincides

with the dividing line of the field, which usually

is viewed so that the two halves are seen side by

side. Since the end of the sight tube is 4 inches

from the mirror, the angles subtended at the eye

by the field are 15 and 20 degrees for the minor

and major axes respectively. The mirror when

placed as shown in Fig. 2 serves as a baffle to

prevent any light from the screen S2 falling on the

test surface.

(b) Mechanical Details

The mechanical details may, of course, be

varied to suit the maker's materials and choice.

The photometer used at the Bureau employs the

box, track, lamp housing, and scale of a Sharp-

Millar^ photometer. The photometric cube and

eyepiece were removed, and the diaphragm-

(liffusing-scrcen arrangement described in the

previous section installed. Since this type of

photometer is no longer commercially available a

description of the mechanical details will serve as

a guide for anyone wishing to construct one.

The box (Fig. 2) is about 4X4X22 inches. The
lamp, L, is moved by means of an endless cord

which passes over a drum, Dr, which is turned by

* Metric drills of 0.5, 1.6, 5, and 16 mm will give areas
proportional to 0.25, 2.56, 25, and 256 provided new
accurately ground drills are available. For some purposes
these area ratios may be sufficiently close to the desired
factors of 10.

'C. H. Sharp and P. S. Millar, Elec. World 51, 181
(1908); Elec. Rev. 52, 141 (1908) ; and Electrician 60, 562
(1907-08).

the handwheel, //. The sight tube may be turned

in its collar to view the test surface at various

angles. In order to avoid errors caused by light

reflected from the interior of the box a series of

baffles, B, made of fiber is placed between the

lamp and the screen Si, and the interior is

painted with a flat (mat) black paint. These

baffles are carried on two light rods and are

attached to each other and the lamp housing b}'

cords. When the lamp moves toward Si, the

housing pushes the baffles successively in front of

it; and when it moves away from Si, the cords

pull the baffles one after another into their

original position. The lamp housing carries an

index, I, the shadow of which falls upon the

translucent scale in the side of the box, and thus

there is no parallax. The scale is covered by red

plastic to preserve the dark adaptation of the

photometric observer. This arrangement also

makes it unnecessary to provide a light for

reading the scale, which is a great convenience,

and avoids the usual scale marked on a space-

wasting rod protruding from the box. Since

readings are taken in a dark room, no straj' light

will enter the photometer through the translucent

scale. It would be necessary to provide a shutter

to cover the translucent scale if readings were

taken in a lighted room, the shutter being opened

only to read the scale after a setting had been

taken.

The lamp housing has a second index on the

side opposite the scale index to facilitate the

accurate positioning of the filament of the lamp

at the unity mark of the photometric scale. The
housing runs on a track made of angle brass

fastened to the sides of the box. The single wheel

has a spring forcing it ;if7ainst the track so that

sidewise motion is prevented.

IV. SUMMARY

A photometer, such as described in this paper

makes possible the determination of scotopic and

mesopic luminance such as that of fluorescent

and phosphorescent materials. The use of a

comparison field of color temperature 2360°K

and the mechanical control of the luminance of

the comparison field is in accord with current

American opinion on the datum and method of

evaluating luminances in the mesopic and scotopic
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regions. Luminance so evaluated takes the

Purkinje effect into account and correlates per-

fectly with brightness, subjectively evaluated.

The photometer has been used for nearly 3

years in routine measurements of the luminance-

time (brightness decay) curve of phosphorescent

materials as well as to determine both the

luminance and chromaticity of the fluorescent

light from papers impregnated or coated with

fluorescent chemicals. In measuring the lumi-

nance of phosphorescent materials, different

observers agree within about 5 percent in the

region near 10 effective microlamberts, while the

spread between observers increases to about 25

percent when the luminance is in the region of

0.005 effective microlambert. The measurement

of fluorescent materials has not been extensive.

However, some measure of the effect of color is

given by testo of blue fluorescence at about 100

effective microlamberts where four observers

made observations within a little less than 25

percent and tests of yellow fluorescence where

(with the same observers) the results did not

spread by as much as 10 percent at about 200

effective microlamberts. The use for determining

chromaticity (where the spectral composition of

the comparison source must remain constant

while the luminance is varied) has been so

satisfactory at low luminances that a photometer

has been designed with a much wider range of

luminance than the present photometer possesses.

This increased, range will be adequate for meas-

uring the chromaticity of non-luminescent ma-

terials in the photopic range of luminance.

Reprinted frorat

Journal of the Optical Society of America

June, I9U5 - Vol. 55, No. 6

12.9.

On the Standard Source for Low Level Photometry

J. Terrien
Bureau International des Poids ei Mesurcs, Sivres. Seine-et-Oise, France

July 25, 1949

' p 'he definitions and agreements of photometry are now well-

settled and tlney received the sanction of the Comite Inter-

nutional and the Conference Gencralc des Poids ct Jvlesurcs.'

Although tliese definitions, the single official ones today, have been

adopted without any limitation of the scope of their validity, they

aje likely to be modified in the field of low luminance levels, in

order to take into account the Purkinje effect, and new inter-

national agreements, less simple that the present ones, are likely to

he adopted in the future. An almost unanimous agreement has

already been achieved at the eleventh session of the CLE. (Paris

194S) ; it settles the choice of the primary standard source for all

future photometric system and th.c magnitude of the unit of what

will be, in these systems, the asiaiogy of luminance (or pliotomelric

brightness). The text of the resolution adopted unanimously by a"

the nations (except Australia) which attended the CLE., and in

particular by the U. S. X., reads as follows:

"Light and Vision. RcsoIuLion 2. It is recommended that, when

for special purposes the luminous efiec'.s of radiant energies of

various spectral compositions are evaluated by methods that do

not rest on the standard luminosity function adopted b}- the CLE-
in 1924, the unit of the quantit\- corresponding to luminance

(pliotometric brightness) sb.oukl always be chosen so that this

quantity has the numerial value 60 (c.g.s. system) for a black bciv

at the tcm.pcrature of freezing platinum.''

VOLUME 39, NUMBER 10 OCTOl;i-,R.
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The Photometry of Colored Light

Beprinted from Ii.luminating Engineerinq
Vol. LXII, No. 4, April 1967

^ ^ ^^jj

PRESENT day photometers usually incorporate a

photosensitor for evaluating the illumination

from an unknown source by comparing it with the

illumination from a standard source. The photosensi-

tor must be spectrally corrected to provide a sensi-

tivity curve as close as possible to that of the photopic

luminous efficiency fimction of the CIE standard ob-

server.* This function is the design goal of a photo-

sensitor-filter combination. An example of the goal

and the realized spectral response of a particular pho-

totube-filter combination is shown in Fig. 1. (More

details will be given below.) The overall match is

good and the photosensitor gives excellent results in

the photometric measurements of light with a spectral

distribution close to that of the light with which the

photosensitor is calibrated.

Consider, however, red light transmitted by a filter

with a shortwave cutoff at about 630 nanometers and

with a transmittance curve as shown in Fig. 2. The

output R of the photosensitor is given approximately

by

A paper presented at the National Technical Conference of the
Illuminating Engineering Society, August 21 to 26, 1966, Min-
neapolis, Minn. Adthoe: National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D. 0.
*ror a two-degree field of view.

R = K^xExt{\) 5(A) AA (1)

where K is the proportionality factor, E\ is the spec-

tral irradiance, 5(A) is the relative spectral response

of the photosensitor, and t(A) is the spectral transmit-

tance of the correction filter.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the 5(A) t(A) -real-

ized curve is much different from the S(A) t(A) -goal

curve at wavelengths above 630 nanometers. Hence

the outputs of the phototube will not have the same

constant of proportionality for the illuminations from

the red light and the "white" standardizing light.

The investigation reported herein is an evaluation

of the adequacy of several photosensitor-filter com-

binations when used in the measurement of "colored

light," which in this paper designates light that has a

spectral distribution different from that of the light

with which the photometer was calibrated.

Photosensitors and Correction Filters

The type PJ-14B vacuum phototube, with an S-7

cathode surface, though not available today, is ideally

suited to general low-illumination photometry as well

as high-illumination flash photometry.^ It has low

100
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Figure 1. Spectral transmittance goal of a filter and the transmit

tance as realized.
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Figure 2. Relative spectral response goal of

a phototube-filter combination, the response

as realized, and the spectral transmittance

of a filter transmitting red light.
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Table I—Correction Factors for Four Color-Corrected Photosensitors with S-4 Surfaces

TEST

FILTER COLOR LUMINOUS
NUMBER DESIGNATION* TRANSMinANCE 1 2 3 4

1 Purplish blue .020 1.08 .97 .91 1.03

2 Blue .039 1.10 1.03 .97 1.07

3 Blue .102 .86 .93 .88 .90

4 Blue (lunar white) .166 .91 .95 .91 .94

5 Blue (lunar white) .246 .94 .96 .95 .97

6 Bluish green .130 1.15 1.14 1.05 1.17

7 Green .198 1.14 1.10 1.03 1.14

8 Green .249 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.13

9 Green .110 1.16 1.12 1.05 1.16

10 Green .047 1.17 1.15 1.07 1.18

11 Green .049 1.20 1.17 1.07 1.16

12 Yellow-sreen .405 1.16 1.14 1.05 1.15

13 Yellowish green .138 1.10 1.09 1.04 1.09

14 Yellowish orange .740 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00

15 Yellowish orange .760 .98 .90 .99 .95

16 Orange .652 .94 .94 .96 .92

17 Reddish orange .519 .90 .92 .94 .90

18 Reddish orange .304 .81 .87 .91 .84

19 Red .154 .72 .80 .86 .77

20 Red .106 .65 .74 .80 .70

21 Red .050 .46 .55 .63 .52

22 Red .0254 .33 .48 .58 .42

* The chromatlcity coordinates are shown In Fig. 3.

dark current and an essentially flat spectral response

in the visible #egion, which makes the design of a cor-

rection filter relatively easy.

Optical filters were designed at the National Bureau

of Standards for selected tubes of this type to provide

phototube-filter combinations with spectral responses

which essentially match the CIE standard observer

spectral luminous efficiency function V{\). Thus the

goal is to design a filter so that

K„t{\)S{\) =V{X) (2)

where t(A) is the spectral transmittance of the filter,

S(A) is the relative spectral response of the photo-

tube at wavelength A, and Kn is the normalizing factor.

The spectral transmittance of a desired filter was

determined by solving Equation (2) for /^„t(A) in

terms of V{\) and 5(A). Having determined the

desired function A^„t(A), a filter consisting of a

suitable combination of four glasses in series was

chosen and the spectral transmittance of samples

of each glass was determined. From these data the

desired thickness of each component was computed.

The components were then ground and polished to

the desired thicknesses and the spectral transmittances

were measured. In those instances in which the meas-

ured spectral transmittance did not agree sufficiently

well with the desired spectral transmittance, the com-

ponents were reground to a thickness which gave the

desired spectral response.

Fig. 1 shows the spectral response of the desired

and the designed phototube-filter, indicating a reason-

ably good approximation.

The Gillod-Boutry-type phototube is an end-on

vacuum phototube with a CsBi cathode surface. The

phototube saturates at less than two volts, has a spec-

tral sensitivity that peaks near 500 nm and extends

beyond 700 run, and has low dark current, about
10~^^ ampere. The phototubes were offered to mem-
bers of the International Bureau of Weights and

Measures in 1957 and were subsequently made by a

French manufacturer on the basis of orders received.

Fifty of the phototubes were purchased by the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards for precision photometric

measurements. J. S. Laufer of NBS designed a filter

to correct a spectrally matched group of the tubes so

as to have a spectral response which is essentially the

CIE spectral luminous efficiency function. The filter

design is similar to that described by Nimeroff and

Wilson^ for a sector division filter: the filter is com-

posed of six sectors of varying angular extent, each

segment being made of several layers of glass.

The type 929 and the type A29 are vacuum photo-

tubes having an S-4 cathode surface that peaks in

response at about 400 nm. The Wratten No. 106 filter

is designed to correct a typical phototube with an S-4

surface spectrally to match the CIE luminous effi-

ciency function. The S-4 cathode is found in many of

the commercially available photometers, usually with

the Wratten No. 106 filter.

The 856 barrier-layer photocell has a selenium pho-

tosensitive surface. The cells used incorporate a two-

layer spectral correcting filter. Although the manu-

facturer indicates more than a ten per cent deviation

from linearity between 20 to 200 footcandles with a

200-ohm external resistance, Barbrow^ shows a maxi-

mum of 1.4 per cent error between 0.6 and 180 foot-

candles relative to the reading at 0.6 footcandle with

a "zero resistance" circuit for cells of this type.
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Figure 3. The 22 filters used plotted on the CIE chroma-

ticity diagram. Shown is the set of correction factors k

for one color-corrected S-4 phototube.

To show that uncorrected photosensitors are useful

only for measuring illumination having exactly the

same spectral distribution as that of the light with

which they are calibrated, measurements were made

with the following uncorrected photosensitors: four

phototubes with S-4 sensitive surfaces; three photo-

tubes with S-1 sensitive surfaces (peak response at

800 nm) ; two type PJ-14B tubes; a Gillod-Boutry

phototube; and a selenium barrier-layer ceU.

Procedure

The photosensitors were calibrated by exposing

them to illumination from a lamp operating at

2854°K; 22 two- by two-inch squares of col-

ored glass, whose spectral transmittance was known
from several sets of independent spectrophotometric

measurements, were placed in turn in the light beam
and readings of the photosensitors were taken. The
color designations (see Table I) are those suggested

by Kelly."

For each of the 22 colors a correction factor k was

calculated, such that

k = ts/tm (3)

where Tg is the transmittance of the filter as deter-

mined by a set of spectrophotometric measurements

and Tm is the transmittance as indicated by two pho-

tosensitor readings.

Since Eg = TsEo, and (4a)

Tm - Em/Eo (4b)

where Eo is the measured illuminance on the photo-

tube without the filter, Eg is the "correct" illuminance

with the filter, and E^ is the measured illmninance

with the filter,

Eg = kE,„ (5)

or, k times the measured illuminance gives the "cor-

rect" illuminance which is incident on the phototube.

Table II—Correction Factors for Color-Corrected Photosensitors

PHOTOSENSITOR TYPE

TEST BARRIER LAYER
FILTER COLOR LUMINOUS PJ-14B PJ-14B GILLOD-

NUMBER DESIGNATION* TRANSMinANCE 1 2 BOUTRY 2 3

1 Purplish blue .020 1.08 1.11 .85 .93 .93

S Blue .039 1.05 1.05 .87 1.00 1.00

3 Blue .102 .96 .95 1.01 1.03

4 Blue (lunar whi(e) .166 .97 .94 I.Oi .99 .99

5 Blue (lunar white) .246 .97 .95 1.01 .99 .99

6 Bluish sreen .130 .99 .92 .96 .97 .99

7 Green .198 .99 .92 .99 .97 1.00

8 Green .249 .99 .93 .99 .98 1.00

9 Green .110 .98 .89 .99 .97 .98

10 Green .047 .99 .87 .98 .94 .98

11 Green .049 .98 .86 .98 .98

1

J

Yellow-green .405 1.00 .95 1.03 1.06

13 Yellowish green .138 .99 .90 1.00 .98 1.00

14 Yellowish orange .740 .99 .99 1.02 1.04

15 Yellowish orange .760 .98 .98 1.02 .98 .99

16 Orange .652 .98 1.01 1.04 .99 .99

17 Reddish orange .519 1.00 1.06 1.05 1.00 1.00

18 Reddish orange .304 1.00 1.10 1.02 .99 .96

19 Red .154 .97 1.12 1.01 .99 .93

SO Red .106 .94 1.12 .98 .99 .92

!1 Red .050 .79 .98 .89 .83

22 Red .0254 .67 .88 .88 .79

* The ehromatlclly coordinates arc shown in Fig. 3.
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Table III—Correction Factors for Uncorrected Photosensitors

5-4 SURFACES S-1 SURFACES PJ.14B

COLOR LUMINOUS BARRIER GILLOD-
DESIGNATION* TRANSMinANCE 1 2 3 4 LAYER 1 2 3 1 S BOUTRY

1 Purplish blue .020 .08 .10 .08 .09 .SS .59 .51 .53 .32 .42 .11

s Blue .039 .14 .16 .14 .15 .34 .58 .52 .55 .44 .52 .18

3 Blue .102 .26 .28 .S5 .27 .55 .13 .14 .13 .27 .18 .31

4 Blue (lunar white) .166 .37 .41 .37 .39 .66 .SS .22 .SS .40 .28 .45

5 Blue (lunar white) .246 .48 .52 .48 .50 .76 .31 .32 .31 .52 .40 .55

6 Bluish green .130 .45 .46 .43 .45 .81 6.67 7.43 8.13 1.34 2.31 .52

7 Green .198 .52 .53 .50 .52 .88 8.61 6.39 7.6S 1.46 S.53 .59

8 Green .249 .56 .58 .54 .56 .9S 7.66 5.47 6.92 1.53 2.57 .65

9 Green .110 .53 .55 .5S .54 .96 8.80 8.80 8.46 1.57 2.62 .63

10 Green .047 .46 .49 .46 .47 .90 7.84 7.84 7.52 1.47 2.40 .55

11 Green .049 .96 .93 .96 .93 1.S9 19.60 12.30 16.33 2.23 3.83 .98

12 Yellow-green .405 1.08 1.03 1.06 1.04 1.S5 4.74 4.09 4.63 1.81 2.65 1.08

13 Yellowish green .138 .99 .98 1.01 .98 1.30 15.33 10.23 15.33 2.19 3.73 .06

14 Yellowish orange .740 1.23 1.21 1.24 1.SS 1.08 1.44 1.47 1.45 1.11 1.SS 1.14

15 Yellowish orange .760 2.08 1.89 S.I 8 S.03 1.13 .93 .94 .94 1.04 .99 1.57

16 Orange .652 2.43 2. SO S.66 S.35 1.07 .77 .77 .77 .92 .84 1.64

17 Reddish orange .519 2.75 2.48 3.09 2.71 1.00 .62 .63 .63 .79 .70 1.65

18 Reddish orange .304 3.21 3.02 4.16 3.52 .81 .37 .37 .37 .53 .44 1.52

19 Red .154 3.28 3.21 4.91 3.98 .64 .19 .SO .20 .31 .S4 1.22

SO Red .106 2.94 3.03 4.49 3.41 .56 .13 .14 .13 .23 .16 1.04

21 Red .050 2.17 2.27 3.60 S.60 .43 .07 .07 .07 .12 .09 .71

22 Red .0254 1.69 S.03 3.30 S.44 .36 .04 .04 .04 .07 .05 .53

* The chromaticity coordinates are shown in Fig. 3.

Results

The k values for one photosensitor with a color-

corrected S-4 surface are given in Fig. 3; A; values

for all four color-corrected S-4 surfaces are given in

Table I. Correction factors between 0.81 and 1.20

are applicable to all colors except the reds. Factors

for phototube No. 3 are within ±0.05 of 1.00 for

11 colors, while the other three phototubes are

within ±0.05 for only three or four colors.

The PJ-14B phototube No. 1 is within ±0.08 of

1.00 for all colors except the two deepest reds and

within ±0.05 for all but the two reds and the pur-

plish blue, as shown in Table II. PJ-14B phototube

No. 2 shows better correction for the reds than No. 1

;

correction in the blues and greens is less adequate,

however. (The average correction factor for both

phototubes is 0.97) . The Gillod-Boutry is within

±0.05 for all but two of the 17 filters for which

measurements were made.

The k values for the noncolor-corrected photo-

sensitors are given in Table III.

Discussion

The data for the barrier-layer type of photocells show

that, when they are calibrated with light at a color

temperature of 2854°K, many of the colors shown in

the tables can be measured with small errors. Also,

more tellingly in the reds, if the photocell is calibrated

with a filter close on the chromaticity diagram to the

color being measured, the error is reduced. For ex-

ample, a photocell calibrated with light passing

through filter No. 19 could be used for measuring

light through filter No. 20 within one per cent (on

the basis of the data of barrier-layer cell No. 3).

Since many of the correction factors of Table I for

adjacent filters are within a few per cent of each

other, photosensitors with S-4 surfaces and Wratten

No. 106 filters can also be calibrated with light spec-

trally close to the light being measured for increasing

accuracy.

Each set of correction factors of Tables I through

III applies only to a specific photosensitor and not to

the type in general. The factors do, however, suggest

the magnitude of the errors that might be expected

when measuring the intensity of light of the color

indicated.

Although the PJ-14B phototube is no longer avail-

able commercially, there is a comparable replacement,

the type Z-1454, which is, however, too expensive for

general photometric use. The Gillod-Boutry photo-

tube is included as an example of a phototube for

precision measurements, which has been made, and

could, in the future, be made available to a group of

interested purchasers at a reasonable price.
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Journal of Research of the Notional Bureau of Standards Vol. 62, No. 4, April 1959 Research Popor 294

Absolute Light-Scattering Photometer:

I. Design and Operation

12,ll« Donald Mclntyre and G. C. Doderer ^

A now liglit-scmicrin^ i)liotonictor has been designed and l)uih. for dctcrniininK the
absolute scattering from ijolynier solutions. The instrument is also ca])able of perforininR
as a res(';irch instTunicnl. for inal^iuR measurements at very low and very high angles, and
at very low and very high intensities of scattered light. The instrument scans t he angidar
scattering either nuunially or automatically while measuring continuously the ratio of the
scattered light to the incifient light.

p. 155

JOURNAL OF RESEARCH of the National Bureau of Standards—A. Physics and Chomirjtry

Vol. 68A, No. 1, January February 1964

An Absolute Light Scattering Photometer: IL Direct

Determination of Scattered Light From Solutions

Donald Mclntyre
12,12.

(August 0, l!)(i;5)

Tlu^ light seattering i)hbtoinet(y recently described in this journal by MeTiityre and
Doderer has been examined to determined its ability to measure the absolute s(;attering of

li(iuids. The absolute seattering of ])olym(\r solutions was determined from transmission
measuremiMits and fi'om two dilferent transverse measiu'cments. The exixTirnental results

:in\ in good agreemi'ut. The variables of the ))hotometric system were also analyzed and
oxperimeidally studied to (U^termine its ability to nieasuro absolute scattering of lifjuids

under dilfeient geometrical arrangements.
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High-temperature measurement 7-87, 7-373
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Official SI Unit Names and Symbols
Foi complete statement of NBS practice, see NBS Tech. News Bull. V<^ 55, No. 1, Jan. 1971, 30^.*

Sealso NBS Special Publication 330, The International System of Units §1, Jan. 1971, 15(f*.

"mailable by purchase from the Supt. of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402

Name Symbol

meter m
kilogram kg
second s

ampere A
kelvin ' K
candela cd

radian rad

steradian sr

hertz Hz
lumen Im
lux Ix

Name Symbol

newton N
joule J
watt W
coulomb C
volt V
ohm Q
farad F
weber Wb
henry H
tesia T

Additional Names and Symbols approved for NBS use

curie " Ci

degree Celsius' °C

gram g

mole

Siemens

mol

S

^ The same name and symbol are used for thermodynamic temperature and temperature interval. (Adopted by
the 13th General Conference on Weights & Measures, 1967).

2 Accepted by the General Conference on Weights & Measures for use with the SI, but to be eventually

abandoned.
» For expressinp: "Celsius temperature"; may also be used for a temperature interval.
* Adopted by lEC and ISO.

Table for Converting U.S. Customary Units to Those of the International

System (SI)^

To relate various units customarily used in the United States to those of the Inter-

national System, the National Bureau of Standards uses the conversion factors listed in the

"ASTM Metric Practice Guide", designation :E 380-70. These are based on international

agreements effective July 1, 1959, between the national standards laboratories of Australia,

Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

To convert from:

(1) inches to meters, multiply by 0.0254 exactly.

(2) feet to meters, multiply by 0.3048 exactly.

(3) feet (U.S. survey) to meters, multiply by 1200/3937 exactly.

(4) yards to meters, multiply by 0.9144 exactly.

(5) miles (U.S. statute) to meters, multiply by 1609.344 exactly.

(6) miles (international nautical) to meters, multiply by 1852 exactly.

(7) grains (1/7000 Ibm avoirdupois) to grams, multiply by 0.064 798 91 exactly.

(8) troy or apothecary ounces mass to grams, multiply by 31.103 48 . . .

(9) pounds-force (Ibf avoirdupois) to newtons, multiply by 4.448 222 . . .

(10) pounds-mass (Ibm avoirdupois) to kilograms, multiply by 0.453 592 . . .

(11) fluid ounces (U.S.) to cubic centimeters, multiply by 29.57 . . .

(12) gallons (U.S. liquid) to cubic meters, multiply by 0.003 785 .. .

(13) torr(mm Hg at 0 °C) to newtons per square meter, multiply by 133.322 exactly.

(14) millibars to newtons per square meter, multiply by 100 exactly.

(15) psi to newtons per square meter, multiply by 6894.757 . . .

(16) poise to newton-seconds per square meter, multiply by 0.1 exactly.

(17) stokes to square meters per second, multiply by 0.0001 exactly.

(18) degrees Fahrenheit to kelvins, use the relation Tas^: (ti-f 459.67) /1.8.

(19) degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius, use the relation r68=(tFr-32) /1.8.

(20) curies to disintegrations per second, multiply by 3.7X10" exactly

(21) roentgens to coulombs per kilogram, multiply by 2.579 760X10-* exactly.

^ Systeme International d'Unites (designated SI in all languages).




